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Preface

The first edition of Osteoporosis: Pathophysiology and Clinical Management was edited
by Eric Orwoll and Michael Bliziotes. It was a successful compilation in which one could
learn the science behind clinical care by reading a chapter on the basic aspects followed
by a chapter on clinical aspects. In this second edition, I have tried to keep to this same
strategy for most topics in the ever-growing literature of osteoporosis. Some new chapters
have been added. With her colleagues, Dr. Sharmila Majumdar has provided information on
new bone imaging methods that hold great promise. Dr. Margaret Gourlay has tackled the
important topic of screening for osteoporosis. We will be hearing more about screening as
performance measures for osteoporosis are instituted. My colleagues, Drs. Valentina Petkov
and Melissa Williams provided a new chapter on adherence to therapy, a major problem in
the care of patients with osteoporosis. Finally, I took the editor’s prerogative in adding my
own chapter on osteoporosis in men, despite the presence of chapters on basic and clinical
aspects of androgens in bone. While clearly less at risk for fracture than women, men are
living long enough to fracture; and we finally have some data upon which management can
be based.

Every book suffers from the potential for being out of date by the time of publication.
Getting all authors to write chapters expeditiously is challenging, and when the field moves
as quickly as that of osteoporosis, the final product can be stale upon arrival. In editing
the book, I have strived to make the chapters as current as possible. I want to thank three
authors in particular for their timeliness. Dr. Robert Lindsay wrote his chapter on relatively
short notice. Both Dr. Michael Maricic and Dr. Ann Cranney, two authors who sent in their
chapters quickly, provided updated versions when there were major advancements in their
fields. These authors clearly went the extra mile.

However, I need to thank all the contributors for producing quality work. In an era when
time is precious and all of us are stretched, writing a chapter is not usually high on the pri-
ority list. Therefore, the tremendous work of the contributors to this volume, all recognized
experts in their fields, is greatly appreciated.

Robert A. Adler
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DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE OF PEAK BONE MASS

Peak bone mass (PBM) corresponds to the amount of bony tissue present at the end of
skeletal maturation. It is a major determinant of the risk of fractures later in life, because
there is an inverse relationship between fracture risk and areal bone mineral density, in
women as well as in men. From epidemiological studies it can be assumed that an increase
of 10% of PBM in the female population, corresponding to approximately 1 standard devi-
ation, would be associated with a 50% decrease in the risk of fracture. Hence, exploring
ways of increasing PBM could be considered as a valuable measure in the primary preven-
tion of osteoporosis. Bone mineral accumulation from infancy to postpuberty is a complex
process. It can be appreciated with the availability of noninvasive techniques able to accu-
rately measure areal (a) or volumetric (v) bone mineral density (BMD) at several sites of the
skeleton by either dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) or quantitative computed tomography
(QCT). Noninvasive specific evaluations of the cancellous and cortical bone compartments,
even of trabecular microstructure, are also becoming available (see Chapter 3). These tech-
niques allow one to capture part of the change in the macroarchitecture or geometry of the
bones which along with the mineral mass strongly influence the resistance to the mechani-
cal strain. This chapter attempts to summarize some of the knowledge that has accumulated

From: Contemporary Endocrinology: Osteoporosis: Pathophysiology and Clinical Management
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2 Rizzoli and Bonjour

over the past few years on the characteristics of normal bone mass development from
infancy to the end of the skeleton maturation and the genetic and environmental factors
influencing bone mass accrual, hence PBM.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PEAK BONE MASS ACQUISITION

Measurement of Bone Mass Development
Most of the information on the characteristics of skeletal growth during childhood and

adolescence has been obtained thanks to the availability of noninvasive techniques allowing
one to quantify with great precision and accuracy bone mass at various sites of the skeleton
(1,2). The bone mass of a part of the skeleton is directly dependent on both its volume or
size and the density of the mineralized tissue contained within its periosteal envelope. The
mean volumetric mineral density of bony tissue (BMD in g of hydroxyapatite per cm3)
can be determined noninvasively by quantitative computed tomography (QCT). The tech-
nique of either single or dual X-ray (SXA, DXA) absorptiometry provides measurement of
the areal or surface bone mineral density (BMD in g of hydroxyapatite per cm2). The val-
ues generated by this technique are directly dependent on both the size and the integrated
mineral density of the scanned skeletal tissue. This second variable is made of several com-
ponents including the cortical thickness, the number and thickness of the trabeculae, and
the “true” mineral density corresponding to the amount of hydroxyapatite per unit volume
of the bone organic matrix. The term bone mineral density without the additional “areal”
qualification has been widely used with the general understanding that neither SXA nor
DXA techniques provide a measurement of volumetric density. This notion, which should
be obvious to bone biologists using DXA technology in either experimental or clinical
settings, has not always been fully appreciated leading to mis- or overinterpretation of the
data generated by this noninvasive technology (3). Therefore, it has to be reemphasized that
aBMD is the summation of several structural components which may evolve differently in
response to genetic and environmental factors. Nevertheless, areal BMD remains of clinical
relevance in the context of osteoporosis. Indeed, the values of areal BMD have been shown
to be directly related to bone strength, i.e., to the resistance of the skeleton to mechanical
stress both in vivo and in vitro (4–7). There is an inverse relationship between areal BMD
values and the prevalence of osteoporotic fractures (8).

At the spinal level, the total mineral content (BMC in g of hydroxyapatite) of the ver-
tebrae, including the posterior arch, can be measured using the classical antero-posterior
(frontal) projection. BMC and areal BMD of the vertebral body “isolated” from the verte-
bral arch can also be obtained by using DXA in the lateral projection (9). Low accuracy
and precision preclude this measurement to be performed in routine clinical practice. The
so-called bone mineral “apparent” density (BMAD in g/cm3) is an indirect and rather
imprecise estimate of the volumetric skeletal density (10). This extrapolated variable can
be expected to be less related to bone strength than areal BMD, because it does not take
into account the important size component that influences the mechanical resistance.

Therefore, in terms of overall bone strength prediction, areal BMD/BMC values are
more informative than the isolated measurement of volumetric trabecular density, since
the former variable includes both bone geometry, thickness and its integrated volumetric
density. This statement does not mean that other variables which are more difficult to accu-
rately assess, such as the microarchitecture of the trabecular network and/or the intrinsic
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“quality” of the mineralized tissue, do not contribute to the resistance to mechanical force.
Furthermore, it is obvious that a full understanding of the fundamental mechanisms that
underlie the marked interindividual variability observed in bone mass gain will require
separate analysis of how bone size, cortical thickness, volumetric trabecular density, and
microstructure evolve during growth. This will also allow one to identify which are the
main respective genetic and environmental factors that determine the development of each
of these three important contributors to bone strength in adulthood.

Bone Mass Development
Before puberty, no substantial gender difference in bone mass of either axial or appen-

dicular skeleton has been reported. There is no evidence for a gender difference in bone
mass at birth. Likewise, the volumetric bone mineral density appears to be also similar
between female and male newborns (11). This absence of substantial sex difference in bone
mass is maintained until the onset of pubertal maturation (12,13). During puberty the gen-
der difference in bone mass becomes expressed. This difference appears to be mainly due to
a bone maturation period more prolonged in males than in females, with a larger increase
in bone size and cortical thickness (14). Puberty affects much more the bone size than
the volumetric mineral density (15,16). There is no significant sex difference in the volu-
metric trabecular density at the end of pubertal maturation (13,16). During puberty, areal
BMD changes at both the lumbar spine and the femoral neck levels increase four- to six-
fold over 3- and 4-year period in females and males, respectively (14). The change in bone
mass accumulation rate is less marked in long bone diaphysis (14). There is an asynchrony
between the gain in standing height and the growth of bone mineral mass during pubertal
maturation (12,14,17). This phenomenon may be responsible for the occurrence of a tran-
sient fragility that may contribute to the higher incidence of fracture known to occur when
the dissociation between the rate of statural growth and mineral mass accrual is maximal
(18–20).

Time of Peak Bone Mass Attainment
In female adolescents the rate of bone mass gain declined rapidly after menarche (14)

to become not statistically different from 0 to 2 years later (14). In male adolescents, the
gain in BMD/BMC which was particularly high from 13 to 17 years markedly declined
thereafter, although it remained significant between 17 and 20 years in both L2–L4
BMD/BMC and midfemoral shaft BMD (14). In contrast, no significant increase was
observed for femoral neck BMD. In subjects having reached pubertal stage P5 and growing
less than 1 cm/year, a significant bone mass gain was still present in male but not in female
individuals. This suggests the existence of an important sex difference in the magnitude
and/or duration of the consolidation phenomenon that contributes to the PBM value.

Observations made with QCT technology also indicate that the maximal volumetric bone
mineral density of the lumbar vertebral body will be achieved soon after menarche since no
difference was observed between the mean values of 16-year-old and 30-year-old subjects
(21,22). This is in keeping with numerous observations indicating that bone mass does not
significantly increase from the third to the fifth decade. The balance of all available data
does not sustain the concept that bone mass at any skeletal site, in both genders, in all races
and in any geographical area continues to substantially accumulate until the fourth decade.
In other words, the fact that peak bone mass would be reached in the mid-30s does not
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seem to be a constant phenomenon of human physiology. On the contrary, numerous cross-
sectional studies suggest that proximal femur areal BMD begins to decline already during
the third decade.

Bone outer dimensions can become larger during the adult life. This phenomenon has
been documented by measuring the external diameter of several bones by radiogrammetry
(23–25). It may be the consequence of an increased endosteal bone resorption with enlarge-
ment in the internal diameter. Such a modeling phenomenon would be a response to bone
loss, tending to compensate the reduction in the mechanical resistance (26).

Peak Bone Mass Variance
At the beginning of the third decade, there is a large variability in the normal values of

areal BMD in axial and appendicular skeleton (15). This large variance, which is observed
at sites particularly susceptible to osteoporotic fractures such as lumbar spine and femoral
neck, is barely reduced after correction for standing height and does not appear to substan-
tially increase during adult life. The height-independent broad variance in bone mineral
mass which is already present before puberty appears to increase further during pubertal
maturation at sites such as lumbar spine and femoral neck (12,14). In young healthy adults,
the biological variance in lumbar spine BMC is four to five times larger than that of standing
height; the latter does not increase during puberty (17).

CALCIUM PHOSPHATE METABOLISM DURING GROWTH

Several physiological functions influence bone accumulation during growth. Animal
studies have identified physiological mechanisms that sustain increased bone mineral
demand in relation to variations in growth velocity. In this context, two adaptive mecha-
nisms affecting calcium phosphate metabolism appear to be particularly important, namely
the increase in the plasma concentration of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (calcitriol), and the
stimulation of the renal tubular reabsorption of inorganic phosphate (Pi). The increased
production and higher plasma level of calcitriol enhance the capacity of the intestinal
epithelium to absorb both calcium and Pi. The increase in the tubular reabsorption of Pi
results in a rise in its extracellular concentration. Without these two concerted adaptive
responses, growth and mineralization would not be optimal. The increase in tubular Pi
reabsorption is not mediated by a rise in the renal production or in the plasma level of
calcitriol.

Analysis of cross-sectional studies suggests that these two adaptive mechanisms could
be essential to cope with the increased bone mineral demand during the pubertal growth
spurt. An increase in plasma calcitriol concentrations has been reported during pubertal
maturation (27). Both the pattern of this response and its consequence for intestinal cal-
cium absorptive capacity in relation to pubertal bone mass acquisition remain difficult
to document, since it would require a time-integrated estimate of the controlling (cal-
citriol and intestinal calcium absorption) elements. A tight relationship exists between
tubular reabsorption of Pi, plasma Pi level, and growth velocity in children (28). A rise
in plasma Pi during puberty has been reported (29,30). Precise quantitation of the rela-
tionship between changes in regulatory component of tubular Pi reabsorption and plasma
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concentration of Pi, and bone mass gain during puberty remains to be done. However, sim-
ilar to the calcitriol–intestinal calcium absorption regulatory pathway, a correct evaluation
would require a time-integrated assessment of the changes in the tubular reabsorption and
plasma concentration of Pi during the period of accelerated bone mass gain.

The mechanism underlying the parallel rise in calcitriol and the tubular reabsorption of
Pi has been recently clarified. Experimental studies indicate that one single factor, namely
insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), could be responsible for the stimulation of both cal-
citriol production and tubular Pi reabsorption (TmPi/GFR) in relation to the increased
calcium and Pi demand associated with bone growth (31). In humans, the plasma IGF-
I level rises transiently during pubertal maturation, to reach a peak during mid-puberty.
Its maximal level thus occurs at an earlier chronological age in females than in males
(32). IGF-I, whose production is influenced by dietary protein intakes, enhances longi-
tudinal and radial bone growth, increases renal tubular reabsorption of phosphate and
stimulates calcitriol synthesis (Fig. 1). The rise in IGF-I, calcitriol, and Pi plasma levels

Diet Ca, Pi, Protein

GH IGF-1

Ca Pi

+

+

Ca IGF-1

TmPi

1,25D

+

Pi

Ca
Pi

25D

+

a.a

+

Gut

Liver

Bone

Blood

Kidney

Fig. 1. Role of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) in calcium phosphate metabolism during pubertal
maturation in relation with essential nutrients for bone growth. During the pubertal bone growth spurt
there is a rise in circulating IGF-I. The hepatic production of IGF-I is under the positive influence of
growth hormone (GH) and essential amino acids (a.a.). IGF-I stimulates bone growth. At the kidney
level, IGF-I increases both the 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25 D) conversion from 25-hydroxyvitamin D
(25D) and the maximal tubular reabsorption of Pi (TmPi). By this dual renal action IGF-I favors a positive
calcium and phosphate balance as required by the increased bone mineral accrual.
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is correlated with elevation in indices of the bone appositional rate such as alkaline phos-
phatase (33) and osteocalcin (34,35). Plasma concentrations of gonadal sex hormones, as
well as those of adrenal androgens (dehydroepiandrosterone and androstendione), which
increase before and during pubertal maturation, are not associated with the accelerated
bone mass gain (36). Whether differences in the adaptive responses which control cal-
cium and phosphate homeostasis could play a role in the increased variance in lumbar
spine or femoral neck BMD/BMC remains to be explored. As recently reviewed, the inter-
action between the growth hormone-IGF-I axis and sex steroids is quite complex (35).
The effect of these interactions on the gains in bone size and mass during pubertal mat-
uration, independent of their influence on the rate and duration of longitudinal growth,
remains largely unknown. A bone-derived factor, FGF23, has been suggested to con-
tribute to the bone–kidney link, whose presence has been proposed for many years, as it
influences renal tubular transport of inorganic phosphate and calcitriol synthesis (37). In
young adults, serum FGF23 concentrations appear to be influenced by dietary phosphorus
intakes (38).

Bone Biochemical Markers During Puberty
The interpretation of the changes in bone biochemical markers during growth is more

complex than in adulthood, particularly for the markers of bone resorption [see for review
(35)]. The plasma concentrations of the bone formation markers are the highest when the
velocity of bone mineral accrual is maximal. This suggests that the two phenomena are
related. The high urinary excretion of bone resorption markers, such as collagen pyridinium
cross-links, observed during childhood, decreases after the growth spurt and reaches adult
values at the end of pubertal maturation, i.e., at 15–16 and 17–18 years of age in girls and
boys, respectively [see for review (35)]. This probably reflects the decrease in the resorption
rate associated with the reduction and arrest in longitudinal bone growth. In a longitudinal
study in pubertal girls, bone turnover markers (osteocalcin, bone-specific alkaline phos-
phatase, and collagen pyridinium cross-links) were modestly related to statural height gain,
but they were not predictive of gains in either total bone mineral content or density as
assessed by DXA (39).

DETERMINANTS OF BONE MASS GAIN

Many factors, more or less independently, are influencing bone mass accumulation
during growth. The list of these determinants classically includes heredity, sex, dietary
components (calcium, proteins), endocrine factors (sex steroids, calcitriol, IGF-I), mechan-
ical forces (physical activity, body weight), and exposure to other risk factors (40,41).
Quantitatively, the most prominent determinant appears to be genetically related (Fig. 2).

Genetic Determinants
As mentioned above the statural height-independent variability in BMD/BMC at the

level of the lumbar spine and of the proximal femur, increases during pubertal matura-
tion. The contribution of heredity, compared to that of the environment, to this increased
bone mass variability is not clearly elucidated. Genetic factors account for a large percent-
age of the population variability in BMD among age- and sex-matched normal individuals
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Bone Mass and Structure
(Skeletal site-, bone envelop-, 
and pubertal stage-specificity)

Genetic Control

(polygenic,
including 
gender + race
+ hormone status)

Non Genetic Factors

(environmental)
-nutrition
-physical activity
-comorbidities
-risk factors

Fig. 2. Interaction between genetic and non-genetic factors on bone mineral mass and structure changes
during puberty. Genetic factors are either acting directly on bone or indirectly by modulating the sen-
sitivity to environmental factors. Similarly, environmental factors are acting either directly on bone or
indirectly by modulating the genetic potential. The various influences are variable according to the skeletal
site, even the bone envelop at a given skeletal site, and according to pubertal stage.

(40,41). Daughters of osteoporotic women have a low BMD (42). To investigate the pro-
portion of the BMD variance across the population explained by genetic factors, known as
its heritability, two human models mainly have been used. In the twin model, within-pair
correlations for BMD are compared between monozygotic (MZ) twins, who by essence
share 100% of their genes, and dizygotic twins, who have 50% of their genes in common.
Stronger correlation coefficients among adult MZ as compared to DZ twins are indicative
of the genetic influence on peak bone mass. Genetic factors could explain as much as 80%
of lumbar spine and proximal femur BMD variance. Lean and fat mass are also genetically
determined (43), since it appears that 80 and 65% of variance of lean and fat mass, respec-
tively, are attributable to genetic factors. However, genetic factors affecting lean and fat
mass have only little influence on lumbar spine or femoral neck BMD.

Parents–offspring comparisons have also shown significant relationships for BMD, albeit
heritability estimates have been somewhat lower (in the range of 60%) than in the twin
model. Actually, the magnitude of direct genetic effects on peak bone mass as evaluated
in both human models may be overestimated by similarities in environmental covariates
(44). Bone mineral content, areal and volumetric bone mineral density, and bone area
in the lumbar spine and femur (neck, trochanter, and diaphysis) were compared in pre-
menopausal women and in their prepubertal daughters (45). Regressions were adjusted for
height, weight, and calcium intake, to minimize the impact of indirect genetic effects as well
as of dietary influences on bone mineral mass resemblance among relatives. Despite great
disparities in the various constituents of bone mass before puberty with respect to peak
adult values, heredity by maternal descent is detectable at all skeletal sites and affected
virtually all bone mass constituents, including bone size and volumetric mineral density.
Moreover, when daughters’ bone values were reevaluated 2 years later, while puberty had
begun and bone mineral mass had considerably increased, measurements were highly cor-
related with prepubertal values and mother–daughter correlations had remained unchanged.
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Thus, a major proportion of this variance is due to genetic factors which are already
expressed before puberty with subsequent tracking of bone mass constituent through the
phase of rapid pubertal growth until peak bone mass is achieved. Interestingly, it appears
that male to male and male to female inheritance of bone mass may substantially differ.
It might be hazardous therefore to extrapolate genetic influences on bone mineral mass as
identified in women to the male population, in which this question has virtually not yet
been investigated.

In contrast to the clear heritability of peak bone mass, the proportion of the variance in
bone turnover that depends on genetic factors, as assessed in this model by various markers
of bone formation and resorption, appears to be small (46). Hence, peak bone mass is
very likely determined by numerous gene products implicated in both bone modeling and
remodeling.

Among the multiple candidate genes harboring polymorphic loci so far investigated
in relation to BMD and/or BMD changes, vitamin D receptor alleles provide controver-
sial results. A large meta-analysis including 26242 subjects has reviewed the association
between VDR polymorphisms, BMD and fractures in postmenopausal women (47).
Whereas FokI, BsmI, ApaI, and TaqI VDR polymorphisms were associated with neither
BMD nor fractures, a Cdx2 polymorphism could be associated with vertebral fracture risk.
Several independent investigators have shown the importance of age, gene–environment,
and gene–gene interactions to explain the inconsistent relationship between bone mineral
mass and VDR genotypes. Thus, significant BMD differences between VDR-3′ BsmI geno-
types were detected in children (48,49) but were absent in premenopausal women from the
same genetic background (48). Moreover, the latter study found that BMD gain in prepuber-
tal girls was increased at several skeletal sites in Bb and BB subjects in response to calcium
supplements whereas it remained apparently unaffected in bb girls, who had a trend for
spontaneously higher BMD accumulation on their usual calcium diet (48,50). Accordingly,
a model taking into account the early influence of VDR-3′ polymorphisms, calcium intake
and puberty on BMD gain has been proposed to explain the relation between these geno-
types and peak bone mass. Interestingly also, several investigators have noted a significantly
lower height among women and men with the VDR-3′ BB compared to Bb or bb genotypes
(48,51). Altogether, these observations provide a possible physiological mechanism for the
relationship between VDR gene polymorphisms and bone mass and emphasize the method-
ological limitations of earlier studies focusing on the association between VDR genotypes
and BMD regardless of age and environmental factors. Thus, VDR-3′ and 5′-alleles are
possibly weak determinants of bone mineral density, their effects being easily confounded
by the influence of many other genes and environmental factors. Hence, VDR gene poly-
morphisms alone are not clinically useful genetic markers of peak bone mass, but could be
one significant factor to explain some of the variability observed in the population.

Independent genomewide quantitative trait locus studies have suggested a locus for bone
mineral density and stature, on chromosome 11q12–13, a region in which the low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5 (LRP5) gene is located. Mutations in the LRP5 gene
were recently implicated in osteoporosis-pseudoglioma and “high-bone-mass” syndromes.
Polymorphisms in the LRP5 gene appear to contribute to bone mass variance in the gen-
eral population. Indeed, in a cross-sectional cohort of 889 healthy Caucasian subjects
of both sexes, significant associations were found for a missense substitution in exon 9
(c.2047G→A) with lumbar spine BMC, with bone scanned projected area, and with stature
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(52). The associations were observed mainly in adult men, in whom LRP5 polymorphisms
accounted for close to 15% of the traits’ variances. Results of haplotype analysis of five
single-nucleotide polymorphisms in the LRP5 region suggest that additional genetic varia-
tion within the locus might also contribute to bone mass and size variance. LRP5 haplotypes
were also associated with 1-year gain in vertebral bone mass and size in 386 prepubertal
children. Again, significant associations were observed for changes in BMD and in bone
area in relation to LRP5 gene polymorphisms in males but not females.

Physical Activity
The responsiveness to either an increase or a decrease in mechanical strain is proba-

bly greater in growing than adult bones. Hence, the concept of public health programs
aimed at increasing physical activity among healthy children and adolescents in order to
maximize peak bone mass has been proposed. Several recent reports in children or ado-
lescents involved in competitive sport or ballet dancing indicate that intense exercise is
associated with an increase in bone mass accrual in weight-bearing skeletal sites (53–55).
The question arises whether this increase in BMD/BMC resulting from intense exercise
is translated into greater bone strength. A recent cross-sectional study in male elite-tennis
players using peripheral QCT and side-to-side arm comparison indicates that the increase
in BMC reflected an increased bone size which was associated with an augmentation in an
index of bone strength. By contrast, no change in either cortical or trabecular vBMD was
observed (56). Whether the same type of structural changes beneficial for bone strength is
observed at other skeletal sites, such as vertebral bodies and proximal femur, in response
to different kinds of intense exercise during childhood and adolescence, is not established.
In terms of general public health, observations made in elite athletes cannot be the basis
of recommendations for the general population, since intense exercise is beyond the reach
of most individuals. Much more relevant is information on the effect of moderate exercise
on bone mass acquisition. Some, but not all cross-sectional studies have found a slightly
positive association between physical activity and bone mass values in children and ado-
lescents. However, the positive association found cross-sectionally was not consistently
confirmed by observational longitudinal studies relating bone mass gain to physical activ-
ity. Measurements of the duration, intensity, and type of physical activity that are based on
recall are not very accurate, particularly in children. Therefore, it is possible that negative
findings could be ascribed to poor validity in the methods used to estimate physical activ-
ity. Controlled prospective studies carried out in prepubertal girls (57) or boys (58) indicate
that exercise programs undertaken in schools, and considered on the average as moder-
ate, can increase bone mineral mass acquisition [for review, see (59)]. These indicate that
the growing skeleton is certainly sensitive to exercise and suggest that prepuberty would
be an opportune time for implementing physical education programs consisting in various
moderate weight-bearing exercises. Nevertheless, it remains uncertain to what extent the
greater aBMD gain in response to moderate and readily accessible weight-bearing exercise
is associated with a commensurate increase in bone strength (58). The magnitude of benefit
in terms of bone strength will depend on the nature of the structural change, and possibly
on the gender. Indeed, increasing levels of physical activity were associated with higher
response weight-bearing BMD in boys than in girls before puberty (60). An effect consist-
ing primarily of an increased periosteal apposition and consecutive diameter will confer
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greater mechanical resistance than a response limited to the endosteal apposition rate lead-
ing essentially to a reduction in the endocortical diameter. There is a need for further studies
aimed at examining the effects of mechanical loading components, such as magnitude and
frequency of various types of exercise on the mass and geometry of bones in children and
adolescents (61).

Studies in adult elite athletes strongly indicate that increased bone mass gains result-
ing from intense physical activity during childhood and adolescence are maintained after
training decreases or even completely ceases (53,62,63). Finally, the question whether the
increased peak bone mass induced by physical exercise will be maintained in old age and
lead to a reduction in fracture rate remains open. A recent cross-sectional study of retired
Australian elite soccer players suggests that this may not be the case (64). However, the
lack of information on the peak bone mass values of these men does not allow one to draw
firm conclusion about this observation.

Nutritional Factors
Puberty is considered to be a period with major behavioral changes and alterations in

lifestyle. It is also assumed that important modifications in food habits occur during puber-
tal maturation, particularly in affluent societies. To what extent variations in the intakes of
some nutrients in healthy, apparently well-nourished, children and adolescents can affect
bone mass accumulation, particularly at sites susceptible to osteoporotic fractures, has
received increasing attention over the last 15 years. Most studies have focused on the intake
of calcium. However, other nutrients such as protein should also be considered.

CALCIUM

It is usually accepted that increasing the calcium intake during childhood and adoles-
cence will be associated with a greater bone mass gain and thereby a higher peak bone
mass (65,66). However, a survey of the literature on the relationship between dietary cal-
cium and bone mass indicates that some (67–69), but not all studies (70,71), have found a
positive correlation between these two variables. As with physical activity, several sets of
cross-sectional and longitudinal data, including our own results on dietary calcium intake
and bone mass accrual in female and male subjects aged 9–19, are compatible with a “two-
threshold model.” On one side of the normal range one can conceive the existence of a
“low” threshold, set at a total calcium intake of about 400–500 mg/day, below which a pos-
itive relationship can be found. Within this low range the positive effect of calcium would
be explained merely by its role as a necessary substrate for bone mass accrual. On the other
side of the normal range, there would be a “high” threshold, set at about 1600 mg/day,
above which the calcium intake through another mechanism could exert a slightly positive
influence on bone mass accrual. In addition, the levels of the two thresholds could vary
according to the stage of pubertal maturation. In our own cross-sectional and longitudi-
nal study, a significant positive relationship between total calcium intake as determined by
two 5-day diaries was found in females in the pubertal subgroup P1–P4, but not in the P5
subgroup (12,14).

Several intervention studies have been carried out in children and adolescents (72–75).
Overall, these trials indicate greater bone mineral mass gain in children and adolescents
receiving calcium supplementation over periods varying from 12 to 36 months. The benefit
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of calcium supplementation has been mostly detected in the appendicular rather than in the
axial skeleton (72–77). In prepubertal children, calcium supplementation is more effective
on cortical appendicular bone (radial and femoral diaphysis) than on axial trabecular-rich
bone (lumbar spine) or on the hip (femoral neck, trochanter) [for review, see (78)]. The
skeleton appears to be more responsive to calcium supplementation before the onset of
pubertal maturation (75). In 8-year-old prepubertal girls with baseline low calcium intake,
increasing the daily calcium intake from about 700 to 1400 mg augmented the mean gain
in aBMD of six skeletal sites by 58% as compared to the placebo group, after 1 year of
supplementation. This difference corresponds to a gain of +0.24 standard deviation (SD)
(72). If sustained over a period of 4 years such an increase in the calcium intake could aug-
ment mean aBMD by 1 SD. Thus, milk calcium supplementation could modify the bone
growth trajectory and thereby increase peak bone mass. In this regard it is interesting to
note that an intervention influencing calcium phosphate metabolism and limited to the first
year of life may also modify the trajectory of bone mass accrual. A 400 IU/day vitamin D-
supplementation given to infants for an average of 1 year was associated with a significant
increase in aBMD measured at the age of 7–9 years (79). The aBMD difference between
the vitamin D-supplemented and non-supplemented group was particularly significant at
the femoral neck, trochanter, and radial metaphysis. These observations are compatible
with the “programming” concept, according to which environmental stimuli during criti-
cal periods of early development can provoke long-lasting modifications in structure and
function (80,81).

Another aspect to consider is that the type of the supplemented calcium salt could mod-
ulate the nature of the bone response. Thus, the response to a calcium phosphate salt from
milk extract appears to differ from those recorded with other calcium supplements. Indeed,
the positive effect on aBMD was associated with an increase in the projected bone area
at several sites of the skeleton (72). Interestingly, this type of response was similar to the
response to whole milk supplementation (82). But in the latter study, the positive effect on
bone size could be ascribed to other nutrients contained in whole milk, such as protein,
whereas in the former study the tested calcium-enriched foods had the same energy, lipid,
and protein content as those given to the placebo group (72).

It is important to consider whether or not the gain resulting from the intervention will be
maintained after discontinuation of the calcium supplementation. One year and 3.5 years
after discontinuing the intervention, differences in the gain in aBMD and in the size of
some bones were still detectable, but at the limit of statistical significance (15,72). These
results need additional confirmation by long-term follow-up of the cohort, ideally until
PBM has been attained, as well as by other prospective studies. Bone mineral density was
also measured 7.5 years after the end of calcium supplementation. In these young adult
girls, it appeared that menarche occurred earlier in the calcium-supplemented group, and
that persistent effects of calcium were mostly detectable in those subjects with an earlier
puberty (74).

A recent meta-analysis has reviewed 19 calcium intervention studies involving 2859
children (78), with doses of calcium supplementation varying between 300 and 1200 mg per
day, from calcium citrate–malate, calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, calcium lactate–
gluconate, calcium phosphate milk extract, or milk minerals. Calcium supplementation had
a positive effect on total body bone mineral content and upper limb bone mineral density,
with standardized mean differences (effect size) of 0.14 for both. At the upper limb, the
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effect persisted after cessation of calcium supplementation. Analyzing 17 studies involving
2088 children, the same authors concluded that calcium supplementation has no significant
effect on weight, height, or body fat.

Despite a positive effect on mean aBMD gain there is still wide interindividual variability
in the response to calcium supplementation. As discussed above, it is possible that part of
the variability in the bone gain response to calcium supplementation could be related to
VDR gene polymorphisms (83). Indeed, the response to calcium supplementation in terms
of bone mineral mass accrual was preferentially observed in subjects with a given VDR
genotype.

PROTEIN

Among nutrients other than calcium, various experimental and clinical observations
point to the existence of a relationship between the level of protein intake and either
calcium phosphate metabolism or bone mass, or even osteoporotic fracture risk (84,85).
Nevertheless, any long-term influence of dietary protein on bone mineral metabolism and
skeletal mass so far has been difficult to identify. Apparently contradictory information sug-
gests that either a deficient or an excessive protein supply could negatively affect calcium
balance and the amount of bony tissue contained in the skeleton (84,85).

Despite these uncertainties, multiple animal and human studies indicate strongly that low
protein intake per se could be particularly detrimental for both the acquisition of bone mass
and the conservation of bone integrity with aging. During growth, undernutrition, including
inadequate supply of energy and protein, can severely impair bone development. Studies in
experimental animals indicate that isolated protein deficiency leads to reduced bone mass
and strength without histomorphometric evidence of osteomalacia (86). Thus, inadequate
supply of protein appears to play a central role in the pathogenesis of the delayed skeletal
growth and reduced bone mass observed in undernourished children (87).

Low protein intake could be detrimental for skeletal integrity by lowering the produc-
tion of IGF-I. Indeed, the hepatic production and plasma concentration of this growth
factor, which exerts several positive effects on the skeleton, are under the influence of
dietary protein (88–90). Protein restriction has been shown to reduce circulating IGF-I by
inducing resistance to the hepatic action of growth hormone. In addition, protein restric-
tion appears to decrease the anabolic actions of IGF-I on some target cells (91). In this
regard, it is important to note that growing rats maintained on a low protein diet failed to
restore growth when IGF-I was administered at doses sufficient to normalize its plasma
concentrations.

Variations in the production of IGF-I could explain some of the changes in bone and cal-
cium phosphate metabolism that have been observed in relation to intake of dietary protein.
Indeed, the plasma level of IGF-I is closely related to the growth rate of the organism. In
humans, circulating IGF-I, of which the major source is the liver, progressively increases
from 1 year of age to reach peak values during puberty. As described above, this factor
appears to play a key role in calcium phosphate metabolism during growth by stimulating
two kidney processes, Pi transport and the production of calcitriol (92). IGF-I is considered
an essential factor for bone longitudinal growth, as it stimulates proliferation and differenti-
ation of chondrocytes in the epiphyseal plate (93,94). It also has an effect on trabecular and
cortical bone formation. In experimental animals, administration of IGF-I also positively
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affects bone mass (95), increasing the external diameter of long bone, probably by enhanc-
ing the process of periosteal apposition. Therefore, during adolescence a relative deficiency
in IGF-I or a resistance to its action that could be due to an inadequate protein supply may
result not only in a reduction in the skeletal longitudinal growth, but also in an impairment
in widthwise or cross-sectional bone development.

In well-nourished children and adolescents, the question arises whether variations in
the protein intake within the “normal” range can influence skeletal growth and thereby
modulate the genetic potential in peak bone mass attainment. There is a positive relationship
between protein intake, as assessed by two 5-day dietary diary methods with weighing most
food intakes (86,96), and bone mass gain, particularly from pubertal stage P2 to P4. The
correlation remained statistically significant even after correcting for the influence of either
age or calcium intake. The association between bone mass gain and protein intake was
observed in both sexes at the lumbar spine, the proximal femur, and the femoral mid-shaft.

In prepubertal boys, BMD/BMC changes were positively associated with spontaneous
protein intake (97). In addition, this study also suggested that protein intake modulates the
effect of calcium supplementation on bone mineral mass gain. Hence, in prepubertal boys,
the favorable effects of calcium supplements were mostly detectable in those with a lower
protein intake. At higher protein intake, the effect of calcium was not significant, suggesting
that less stringent calcium requirements are necessary for optimal bone growth with high
dietary protein. Thus, it appears that nutritional environmental factors could affect bone
accumulation at specific periods during infancy and adolescence.

In a prospective longitudinal study performed in healthy children and adolescents of both
genders, between the age of 6 and 18, dietary intakes were recorded over 4 years, using a
yearly administered 3-day diary (98). Bone mass and size were measured at the radius dia-
physis using peripheral computerized tomography. A significant positive association was
found between long-term protein intakes, on one hand, and periosteal circumferences, cor-
tical area, bone mineral content, and with a calculated strength strain index, on the other
hand. These children had relatively high mean protein intakes due to a western style diet.
Indeed, protein intakes were around 2 g/kg body weight × day in prepubertal children,
whereas they were around 1.5 g/kg × day in pubertal individuals. The minimal require-
ments for protein intakes in the corresponding age groups are 0.99 and 0.95, respectively
(99). There was no association between bone variables and intakes of nutrients with high
sulfur-containing amino acids or intake of calcium. Overall, protein intakes accounted for
3–4% of the bone parameters variance (98). However, even when they are prospective
and longitudinal, observational studies do not allow one to draw conclusion on a causal
relationship. Indeed, it is quite possible that protein intake could be to a large extent related
to growth requirement during childhood and adolescence. Only intervention studies could
reliably address this question. To our knowledge, there is no large randomized controlled
trial having tested the effects of dietary protein supplements on bone mass accumulation,
except for milk or dairy products.

In addition to calcium, phosphorus, calories, and vitamins, 1 L of milk provides
32–35 g of protein, mostly casein, but also whey protein which contains numerous growth-
promoting elements. The correlation between dairy products intake and bone health has
been investigated in both cross-sectional and longitudinal observational studies, and in
intervention trials. In growing children, long-term milk avoidance is associated with smaller
stature and lower bone mineral mass, either at specific sites or at the whole body levels
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(100–108). Low milk intake during childhood and/or adolescence increases the risk of
fracture before puberty (+2.6-fold), and possibly later in life (109,110). In a 7-year observa-
tional study, there was a positive influence of dairy products consumption on bone mineral
density at the spine, hip, and forearm in adolescents, leading thereby to a higher peak bone
mass (69). In addition, higher dairy products intakes were associated with greater total and
cortical proximal radius cross-sectional area. Based on these observations, it was suggested
that whereas calcium supplements could influence volumetric BMD, thus the remodeling
process, dairy products may have an additional effect on bone growth and periosteal bone
expansion, i.e., a modeling influence (69). In agreement with this observation, milk con-
sumption frequency and milk intake at age 5–12 and 13–17 years were significant predictors
of the height of 12–18-year-old adolescents, studied in the NHANES 1999–2002 (111).

A variety of intervention trials have confirmed a favorable influence of dairy products
on bone health during childhood and adolescence (82,112–123). In an open randomized
intervention trial, Cadogan et al. (82) studied the effects of 568 ml/day milk supplement
for 18 months in 12-year-old girls. With this milk supplement, the differences between
the treated and control groups in calcium and protein intakes at the end of the study were
around 420 mg/day and 14 g/day, respectively, taking into consideration the spontaneous
consumption. In the milk supplemented group, serum IGF-I levels were significantly higher
(+17%). Compared to the control group, the intervention group had greater increases of
whole body bone mineral density and bone mineral content.

In another study, cheese supplements appeared to be more beneficial for cortical bone
accrual than a similar amount of calcium supplied under the form of tablets (113). This
could also be compatible with a favorable effect of dairy products provided protein. Again,
the positive influence of milk on cortical bone thickness may be related to an effect on
the modeling process, since metacarpal periosteal diameter was significantly increased in
Chinese children receiving milk supplements (121).

Only prospective interventional studies will establish whether variations in protein intake
within the range recorded in our Western “well-nourished” population can affect bone mass
accumulation during growth. Such prospective intervention studies should delineate the
crucial years during which modifications in nutrition would be particularly effective for
bone mass accumulation in children and in adolescents. This kind of information is of
importance in order to make credible and well-targeted recommendations for osteoporosis
prevention programs aimed at maximizing peak bone mass.

CONDITIONS IMPAIRING PEAK BONE MASS ATTAINMENT

Various genetic and acquired disorders can impair optimal bone mass acquisition dur-
ing childhood and adolescence (124,125). In some endocrine disorders, such as Turner’s
syndrome, Klinefelter’s syndrome, glucocorticoid excess, hyperthyroidism or growth hor-
mone deficiency, low bone mass has been attributed to abnormalities in a single hormone
system. In diseases such as anorexia nervosa and exercise-associated amenorrhea, malnu-
trition, sex steroid deficiency, and other factors combine to increase the risk of osteopenia
or low bone mass. This is probably also the case of various chronic diseases, which in addi-
tion may require therapies that can affect bone metabolism. Impaired bone growth has been
frequently observed in chronic rheumatoid arthritis, chronic renal failure, cystic fibrosis,
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inflammatory bowel diseases, hematologic malignancies, and hemoglobinopathies such as
thalassemia major.

Delayed Puberty
Epidemiological studies have provided suggestive evidence that late menarche is a risk

factor for osteoporosis through a negative effect on PBM. In a cohort of men with a history
of delayed puberty, osteopenia has been reported (126). There is an inverse correlation
between distal radius or tibia cortical thickness or cortical density, and menarcheal age
(127,128). The causes of delayed adolescence have been classified into permanent and
temporary disorders (129). The permanent ones can be due to either hypothalamo-pituitary
or gonadal failure (129). Among the temporary disorders, some can be explained by the
presence of chronic systemic diseases, nutritional disorders, psychological stress, intensive
competitive training, or hormonal disturbances such as hyposecretion of thyroid hormones
or growth hormone or hypercortisolism (129). However, the most common cause of delayed
adolescence is the so-called constitutional delay of growth and puberty (CDGP). It is a tran-
sient disorder with, in some cases, a familial history of late menarcheal age of the mother
or sisters or a delayed growth spurt in the father. This condition has been considered as an
extreme form of the physiological variation of the timing of the onset of puberty for which
the “normal” range is about 8–12 and 9–13 years of age in girls and boys, respectively.
The onset of puberty is a complex process involving the activation of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–gonadal axis and other endocrine systems such as the growth hormone–IGF axis
of which the targets include factors influencing the bone mineral balance and the growth
rate of the skeleton. Several mechanisms whereby CDGP may lead to a low peak bone mass
have been suggested (130).

Anorexia Nervosa
Significant deficits in trabecular and cortical bone, which may result in osteoporotic

fractures, have been observed in young adult women with chronic anorexia nervosa. Several
factors can contribute to the reduced bone mass acquisition, including low protein intake
resulting in a reduction in IGF-I production and thereby decreasing bone formation; low
calcium intake enhancing bone resorption; estrogen deficiency; and glucocorticoid excess
which interrupts normal acquisition of bone mineral and may contribute to increased bone
loss (131).

Exercise-Associated Amenorrhea
Impaired bone mass acquisition can occur when hypogonadism and low body mass

accompany intensive physical activity. As in anorexia nervosa, both nutritional and hor-
monal factors probably contribute to this impairment. Intake of energy, protein and calcium
may be inadequate as athletes go on diets to maintain an idealized physique for their
sport. Intensive training during childhood may contribute to a later onset and completion of
puberty. Hypogonadism, as expressed by the occurrence of oligomenorrhea or amenorrhea,
can lead to low bone mass in females who begin training intensively after menarche (124).
Oligo-amenorrhea in long-distance runners was found to be associated with a decrease in
BMD affecting more the lumbar spine than the proximal and mid-shaft femur (132).
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CONCLUSION

Peak bone mass is an important determinant of osteoporotic fracture risk. Hence, the
interest of exploring ways of increasing peak bone mass in the primary prevention of osteo-
porosis. Bone mineral mass accumulation from infancy to postpuberty is a complex process
implicating interactions of genetic, endocrine, mechanical, and nutritional factors. From
birth to peak bone mass (PBM), which is attained in axial skeleton and in the proximal
femur by the end of the second decade, the increase in mass and strength is essentially due
to an increment in bone size, vBMD changing very little during growth. Therefore, clin-
ically the best simple estimate of bone strength is aBMD rather than vBMD which does
not take into account the size of the bone. It can be estimated that in women an increase
of PBM by 10%, i.e., by approximately 1 standard deviation (SD), could decrease the risk
of fragility fracture by 50%. Like standing height in any individual bone mineral mass dur-
ing growth follows a trajectory corresponding to a given percentile or standard deviation
from the mean. Nevertheless, this trajectory can be influenced by the environmental fac-
tors. On the negative side various chronic diseases and their treatment can shift downward
this trajectory. On the positive side and most important in the context of primary preven-
tion of adult osteoporosis, prospective randomized controlled trials strongly suggest that
increasing the calcium intake or mechanical loading can shift upward the age–bone mass
trajectory. Prepuberty appears to be an opportune time for obtaining a substantial bene-
fit of increasing either the calcium intake or the physical activity. Further studies should
demonstrate that changes observed remain substantial by the end of the second decade and
thus are translated in a greater peak bone mass. In this long-term evaluation of the conse-
quence of modifying the environment, it will be of critical importance to assess whether
any change in densitometric and morphometric bone variables observed at PBM confers a
greater resistance to mechanical strain.
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Summary

The goal of this chapter is to describe the underlying principles and error sources associ-
ated with X-ray based bone densitometry methods used to assess the central skeleton. The
first portion of the chapter focuses on projectional densitometry measurements which are
most widely used in the clinical setting. The concepts of single and dual photon absorptiom-
etry are used to provide a simple and clear explanation of the physical principles underlying
dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). The section then describes the error sources associated
with DXA, including precision errors, bone size dependence and the effect of adipose tis-
sue distribution. The second portion of the chapter describes quantitative X-ray computed
tomography (QCT), an adaptation of clinical computed tomography imaging for assessment
of skeletal integrity. This section describes how CT images are acquired and the physical
meaning of the image units as they relate to bone mineral content and density. The section
then describes the use of QCT of the hip and spine to assess cortical and trabecular bone
mineral density, the physical errors associated with those assessments, and the application of
QCT to assess measures of bone quality such as bone geometry and whole bone strength.

Key Words: Axial skeleton, bone mineral, X-ray absorptiometry, quantitative computed
tomography

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the bone density measurement is to quantify the density or mass of bone
mineral (calcium hydroxyapatite) in a medium consisting not only of the mineral itself
but also fat, muscle, and bone marrow constituents as well as other biological materials.
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Measurements at central sites, such as the hip and spine, are inherently more complex than
peripheral measurements because the bones are embedded in greater tissue thicknesses of
more variable composition. Compared to peripheral sites (e.g., the calcaneus and forearm),
where single-energy X-ray absorptiometry (SXA) and ultrasound measurements are avail-
able, central measurements require multiple-energy projection imaging techniques such as
dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) or quantitative computed tomography (QCT).

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the underlying physical principles and principal
error sources of DXA and QCT measurements as they apply to the central skeleton. In
addition to describing the underlying principles and error sources, which have remained
relatively constant since the inception of these techniques, this chapter will also provide
information on the currently available whole-body DXA and QCT systems and some of
the new approaches used by these systems to reduce cost and scan times and to improve
precision and ease of use.

All X-ray-based bone densitometry systems operate by comparing the X-ray attenua-
tion of the tissue being measured to the attenuation of a reference system containing a
mineral sample of known composition. In most systems, the mineral used in the refer-
ence sample is calcium hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6OH2). The comparison to a reference
of fixed composition assumes that the composition of the mineral in the tissue does not vary
significantly. Although this assumption is violated in a few disease conditions, it is
generally not considered a problem for the clinical application of bone densitometry.

The term X-ray attenuation refers to the removal of X-ray photons from the incident
beam of X-rays impinging on the tissue. At the X-ray energies common in bone min-
eral density measurements, the two common mechanisms are the photoelectric effect, in
which an atom absorbs the incident photon, and Compton scattering, in which the photon
is deflected by a collision with an atomic electron and loses an amount of energy which
is a function of both the incident energy and the deflection angle. Photoelectric absorption
and Compton scattering depend on the energy of the incident photon, the density of elec-
trons in the tissue, and the mean atomic number of the atoms in the tissue. Photoelectric
absorption depends particularly strongly on the atomic number (Z) of the tissue and is
more important in bone than in soft tissue because the bone contains a larger proportion of
the higher-Z elements such as calcium (Z = 20) and phosphorus (Z = 15). The fractional
attenuation of incident X-ray photons as a function distance L in centimeters of tissue
traversed is

I

I0
= exp (−(μ · L)) (1)

where I is the measured X-ray intensity exiting the tissue, I0 is the incident X-ray intensity,
and μ is called the linear attenuation coefficient and is typically given in units of cm–1. It
is also possible to write this equation using the mass attenuation coefficient μm, which is
typically given in cm2/g, and which depends only on the photon energy and the elemental
composition of the tissue:

I

I0
= exp (−(μm · ρL)) (2)

ρ is the density in g/cm3 of the tissue. As we will see later, if the μm of the tissue is
known, it is possible to measure the areal density, ρL (g/cm2), which is the primary mea-
surement provided by DXA. ρL is the mineral mass per unit cross-sectional area measured
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at a given point in the two-dimensional DXA image. On the other hand, QCT images
are cross-sectional maps of the linear attenuation coefficient (μ), which are converted to
maps of bone-equivalent density (typically mg calcium hydroxyapatite per cm3 of tissue)
by comparison to a calibration standard scanned in the CT system.

PROJECTIONAL ABSORPTIOMETRY

In a DXA system, the areal density of bone mineral is measured at a specific location in
the image based on the differential attenuations of two X-ray beams of different energies.
Before discussing the procedure by which the areal density is calculated from the absorptio-
metric measurements, we will explore two simple examples, single-photon absorptiometry
(SPA) (1–3) and dual-photon absorptiometry (DPA) (4–6). These two techniques are based
on measurement of attenuation of monoenergetic radionuclide sources (DPA employed
a 153Gd radionuclide source with 44 and 100 keV photon energies) and were employed
prior to the introduction of DXA. However, the simple physics employed in SPA and DPA
devices can be readily extended to understand the basic underlying principle of DXA, which
utilizes a poly-energetic X-ray source.

Figure 1 shows a cross section through an idealized limb consisting of an outer cylinder
containing concentric rings consisting of subcutaneous fat, muscle, and bone. An intensity
I0 of photons of known energy E is emitted from the radionuclide source and impinges on
the limb. On the other side, the output intensity I is measured. The fractional attenuation of
the photon beam is given by

I

I0
= exp ( − (μfat

m · (ρL)fat + μmuscle
m · (ρL)muscle + μbone

m · (ρL)bone)) (3)

It is clear that to measure the areal density(ρL)bone, we must know the areal densities of
the other components, assuming a priori knowledge of the mass attenuation coefficients for
muscle, fat, and bone at the photon energy E. In an SPA or in a single-energy X-ray system
(SXA), this is accomplished by assuming a constant thickness of soft tissue of known com-
position around the bone of interest. Such an assumption may be realized experimentally
by placing the limb of interest in a water bath to obtain a soft-tissue baseline, a known and
constant attenuation of soft tissue. In this setting (Fig. 1), the composition of soft tissue is
considered to be water equivalent, and of negligible thickness compared to the thickness of
the water bath.

In projectional densitometry of central sites such as the spine or hip, it is not possible
to use a single-energy approach in combination with a water bath because of high variabil-
ity in the thickness and composition of the surrounding soft tissue. In this case, soft tissue
attenuation is determined by measuring the differential attenuation of two photon ener-
gies (4–6). Figure 2 illustrates the principle of DPA by showing a cross section through a
segment of torso containing a lumbar vertebral body. The fractional attenuations of the two
photon energies are given by two equations:(

I

I0

)
LE

= exp ( − (μST
m,LE · (ρL)ST + μbone

m,LE · (ρL)bone))

(
I

I0

)
HE

= exp ( − (μST
m,HE · (ρL)ST + μbone

m,HE · (ρL)bone))

(4)
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Fig. 1. Profile of photon attenuation across idealized bone.

The fractional attenuation on the left-hand side is measured experimentally, and the mass
attenuation coefficients μbone

m and μST
m are known a priori at the two energies. We can sim-

plify this by calculating the log attenuation factors (LA), where (LA)LE = log (I/I0)LE and
(LA)HE = log (I/I0)HE

(LA)LE = −μST
m,LE · (ρL)ST − μbone

m,LE · (ρL)bone

(LA)HE = −μST
m,HE · (ρL)ST − μbone

m,HE · (ρL)bone
(5)
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Fig. 2. DPA: Bone and soft tissue measurement regions.

Thus we have two equations in two unknowns, (ρL)ST and (ρL)bone. We can solve for
these two variables to obtain the areal densities of soft tissue and bone:

(ρL)bone =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

(LA)HE −
(

μST
m,HE

μST
m,LE

)
· (LA)LE

μbone
m,HE −

(
μST

m,HE

μST
m,LE

)
· μbone

m,LE

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(ρL)ST =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

− (LA)HE +
(

μbone
m,HE

μbone
m,LE

)
· (LA)LE

−μST
m,HE +

(
μbone

m,HE

μbone
m,LE

)
· μST

m,LE

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(6)

Thus, from measuring attenuation values at a given point using two photon energies, it
is possible to measure the areal densities of the soft tissue and bone tissue components.
However, this assumes that the mass attenuation coefficients for the bone and soft tissue
components are known at the photon energy. While this may be readily measured or esti-
mated for bone material, the composition of the soft tissue (proportion of lean and fat) is
highly variable. This may be estimated by performing a log attenuation measurement in
a region where there are no bone elements and assuming that the relative proportions of
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lean and fat components in the soft tissue do not vary over the region being imaged. In this
case (see Fig. 2), the ratio of the log attenuations for the two energies is calculated in this
non-bone region

R =
(

LAHE

LALE

)
=
(

μST
m,HE

μST
m,LE

)
(7)

If R is now substituted for (μST
mHE/μST

mLE) into Eq. (6), it is possible to solve for the areal
density of bone,

(ρL)bone =
[

(LA)HE − R · (LA)LE

μbone
m,HE − R · μbone

m,LE

]
(8)

at any bone containing point in the dual-energy image.

Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA)
The previous section outlined the relatively simple principles whereby it is possible

to measure the areal density of bone at a given point by measuring the attenuation of
two known photon energies, and assuming a constant composition of soft tissue in the
region being measured. DPA represented the first generation of dual-energy absorptiomet-
ric devices, but its wide application was hindered by a range of factors, including the need
to replace and dispose of the radionuclide source. The limited photon flux produced by
the radionuclide source also resulted in poor image quality and long acquisition times and
which limited measurement precision and ability to perform other procedures such as lat-
eral spine measurements. DXA, which replaced the radionuclide with an X-ray source, was
brought to market in the late 1980s (7–9). Since its inception, DXA has undergone con-
tinuing technical evolution, including the introduction of fanbeam devices (10–12) and the
implementation of advanced detector technology to permit high-resolution morphometric
imaging (11,13). The major participants in the market for central DXA systems are Hologic
(Waltham, MA) and GE-Lunar (Madison, WI), although DXA systems are also offered by
Norland (Fort Atkinson, WI) and DMS (Montpellier, France). Norland offers pencil beam
systems and GE-Lunar offers pencil beam (DPX-Bravo, DPX-Duo, and DPX-Pro) and rec-
tilinear scanning fanbeams (iDXA, Prodigy Advance). Hologic’s current product line is
based entirely on a linear fanbeam geometry. The range in system cost is large, with pur-
chase costs of roughly US $40,000 for basic pencil beam systems and ranging up to US
$200,000 for fanbeam systems offering a C-Arm capability for lateral measurements for
vertebral fracture evaluation.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of a DXA system. An X-ray tube is mounted on a gantry,
as is a detector system. The dual-peak energy spectrum provides an approximation of the
dual-photon condition and such dual-energy X-ray spectra are generated by a range of
approaches, depending on the manufacturer. With GE-Lunar systems, a Cerium K-edge
filter is placed at the tube aperture, with the K-edge absorption resulting in a bi-modal X-
ray spectrum. All Hologic systems use a rapid switching of the X-ray tube kilovoltage to
change the X-ray effective energy. Norland DXA systems use dynamic Samarium filtration
of the tube aperture to achieve this purpose. The detector system measures the intensity
I of X-rays transmitted through the tissue being imaged. An air calibration, typically per-
formed daily or several times per day, provides a reference value I0, which is divided into
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Fig. 3. DXA: Pencil and fanbeam geometry.
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I to provide the log attenuation value ln(I/I0). Both the detector system and the X-ray tube
are mounted on a gantry, which scans the tube detector system across the object to generate
the image. The gantry is responsible for mechanical support of the X-ray tube and detec-
tor, as well as for delivery and extraction of electronic signals. Attenuation measurements
(LAHE and LALE) from the detector system are conducted to a computer, where calibration
factors are applied to generate images of areal density of bone and soft tissue. These images
are then analyzed to calculate areal BMD for specific bones. In this section, we will discuss
the components of the DXA system in detail.

SYSTEM GEOMETRIES

There are two specific types of system geometries (Fig. 3), related to whether the DXA
system contains a single detector or an array of detectors. In the single detector scanning
geometry, called the pencil beam geometry, the detector is positioned opposite from the
X-ray tube, and these two components define a single ray path, or pencil beam, through
the object being imaged. A projectional image of the bone of interest, or of the total body,
is formed by scanning the pencil beam across the field of view in a rectilinear pattern.
Fanbeam geometries define fan-like set of ray paths formed between the X-ray tube and
a linear array of small detector elements, allowing for faster imaging times and sharper
image definition due to superior image sampling and image magnification. All currently
offered Hologic systems use a linear fanbeam design with a detector array sufficiently wide
to image an entire vertebral column or proximal femur in a single sweep. The GE-Lunar
Prodigy Advance uses a rectilinear fanbeam geometry in which the bone of interest may
be imaged in multiple passes of the detector array. Current fanbeam systems by both GE-
Lunar and Hologic feature C-arm technology allowing for vertebral fracture assessment
from lateral images are obtained with the patient in the supine positions.

X-RAY TUBE

The X-ray tube produces X-ray photons having a wide range of energies. The maximum
photon energy is equal to the peak kilovoltage (kVp) of the X-ray tube times the electron
charge. The peak energy of this broad distribution is called the effective energy. In order to
approximate the dual-peak energy spectrum of 153Gd, DXA manufacturers utilize various
methods to shape this relatively broad X-ray energy spectrum into narrower “high-energy”
and “low-energy” peaks. GE-Lunar, Norland, and Diagnostic Medical Systems filter the
X-ray beam with a rare earth metal (9), which absorbs X-rays at the energy of its char-
acteristic K-edge absorption line (Fig. 4). GE-Lunar DXA devices utilize cerium filters
with a K-edge of 40.4 keV, resulting in a bi-modal X-ray energy spectrum with peaks at
38 and 70 keV. The Norland devices utilize Samarium filtration with a K-edge of 46.8 keV,
generating high- and low-energy peaks of 45 and 80 keV, respectively. The filtration assem-
bly consists of one fixed and three variable samarium filters which can be rapidly (11 ms)
switched in and out of the beam. The combination of filters is determined based on the
soft tissue thickness measured for a given ray path. Hologic DXA devices generate dual-
energy X-ray spectra by switching the X-ray tube voltage on a rapid timescale (8). The
current Hologic devices generate a bi-modal X-ray energy spectrum by rapidly switching
the X-ray tube voltage between 100 and 140 kV on an 8-ms timescale (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of X-ray spectrum obtained with Cerium filtration (top) and kVp switching (bottom).
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DETECTOR SYSTEMS

The function of the detector is to determine the tissue attenuation at a given point in
the patient by comparing the X-ray intensity measured at that point to the X-ray intensity
measured with no patient present. In the pencil beam geometry, a single detector assem-
bly is employed to measure the X-ray intensity. In the GE-Lunar DPX systems (Bravo and
Duo) the detector assembly consists of a single crystal of sodium iodide (NaI) mounted
to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The incident X-rays produce scintilla of visible light
when they interact with the atoms of NaI crystal, and these scintilla are detected by the
PMT, which produces an electrical current pulse which is a function of the energy of the
X-ray. The PMT signals are electronically processed to measure the energy and assign
the X-ray count to a high- or low-energy X-ray window. The Norland DXA systems use
a detector assembly consisting of two NaI detectors which are individually sensitive to
the low- and high-energy X-ray photons and which are equipped with electronics which
count the number of pulses in the high- and low-energy detectors. Fanbeam DXA sys-
tems, such as the Hologic scanners, and the GE-Lunar Prodigy Advance, utilize arrays of
semiconductor detectors. In the Hologic 4500 densitometers, the detector arrays consist
of scintillation detector elements coupled to a matched array of photodiodes which convert
the light output of the detectors into an electrical current proportional to the X-ray intensity.
The need to determine the energy of the photons is obviated by the use of rapid kV switch-
ing to generate low- and high-energy X-rays. On the other hand, the Lunar Prodigy, which
uses Cerium filtration of the X-ray beam to generate a bimodal energy spectrum utilizes a
solid state semi-conductor (ZnCdTe) detector array coupled to electronic circuitry which
sorts the individual X-rays into low- and high-energy counting bins on the basis of their
energies.

CALIBRATION OF X-RAY MEASUREMENT FOR BONE DENSITY AND MASS

DXA manufacturers use two principal techniques to calibrate their dual-energy mea-
surements to bone mineral density. In all Hologic DXA systems, the X-ray beam is passed
though a continuously rotating filter wheel containing segments of bone- and soft tissue-
equivalent materials as well as an air segment (8,14). The BMD of the patient at a given
point is determined by comparing the high- and low-energy attenuation signals measured
with the bone (which has a known BMD calculated to a fixed gold standard) and tissue
segments in position to those obtained with the air segment. Unlike the Hologic Systems,
the Lunar and Norland DXA systems operate on a fixed kVp and a bimodal X-ray spectrum
is obtained by filtering the X-ray beam with rare earth filtration (9). The calibration to bone
mineral mass is obtained by a calibration algorithm known as basis material decomposition
(15,16), which assumes that any tissue can be represented as a combination of a bone-like
and soft tissue-like material, e.g., acrylic and aluminum. The calibration procedure gener-
ally involves measuring the high- and low-energy attenuations over a series of aluminum
and acrylic calibration blocks of known thickness. The experimentally defined thicknesses
of the two basis materials are fit to polynomial functions of the high and low log attenu-
ation measurements and the patient count rate data are mapped to equivalent thicknesses
of aluminum and acrylic using these calibration relationships. The equivalent thicknesses
of aluminum and acrylic are mapped to bone mineral density using a special calibration
block containing a bone mineral reference with precise bone mineral content. Fat content
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is measured by applying the basis material decomposition method to a soft tissue area
near the bone, with the fat content then being subtracted from the soft tissue thickness
estimate.

Determination of BMC and BMD Values
DXA images are acquired and transferred to a computer system for analysis. The com-

puter system has the tasks of extracting the bone mineral information from the dual-energy
images, storing the values in a database and generating a report of the results. The low-
and high-energy images are combined to generate a two-dimensional map of areal BMD.
To carry out these computations, the computer software must segment the bone in the
image, i.e., discriminate the bone from the soft tissue and then determine the location of
key anatomic landmarks to select specific regions for calculation of areal BMD, BMC,
and projected area measures. The algorithms used to segment the bone tissue vary with
the manufacturer and each represent many years of technical development and refinement.
The segmentation software employed by the GE-Lunar devices uses a “gradient search”
algorithm which computes the gradient in density values across the images, with the high
contrast between the bone and the soft tissue generally ensuring that the edges are consis-
tent with sharp local increases in the gradient. Hologic devices utilize an approach based on
computation of density histograms in local neighborhoods of the image. To divide the bone
tissue areas into anatomic sub-regions, the software detects anatomic landmarks. In the
spine, the software automatically determines default locations for the intervertebral spaces,
which may be translated or rotated if appropriate by the operator. Typically, four regions of
interest corresponding to the L1–L4 vertebral bodies are delineated. Each individual region
of interest is bounded by the edges of the spinal column and the intervertebral boundaries.
For the hip, the analysis involves determination of a central axis through the femoral neck.
Once this is carried out the manufacturers vary in their approaches to divide the proximal
femur into sub-regions. The GE-Lunar software centers its femoral neck region on the low-
est density section through the neck. For the Hologic software, the lateral aspect of the neck
region is determined by the boundary point between the trochanter and the neck. The BMC
is calculated by computing the mean areal BMD within the region of interest and then mul-
tiplying by the projected area. The data are reported as the BMD, BMC, and areas of the
individual vertebral bodies, as well as the total value corresponding to the summed BMC
and Area values for the total number of bodies scanned. A fat correction is applied to the
bone pixels based on a soft tissue baseline performed in the area adjacent to the bone. The
spinal and proximal femoral regions of interest and their clinical application are presented
in Chapter 3

RADIATION DOSE

The radiation doses for DXA are quite small and are generally equivalent to the radiation
exposure level associated with a few days of background radiation (17–19). Effective doses
on the order of 1–2 μSv have been reported for pencil beam DXA of the spine and hip
(20). The radiation dose from fanbeam measurements is higher by about a factor of 10,
potentially ranging up to 62 μSv (21).
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SOURCES OF ERROR

Precision and Accuracy Errors Literature reports on the accuracy error of DXA in stud-
ies of excised bone samples vitro have ranged from 2 to 4% (22–27). The precision of
DXA depends on both machine, patient- and operator-dependent factors (9,11,23,24,28–
32). Machine-dependent factors include changes in the effective energy of the X-ray tube,
which may affect the stability of the BMD calibration and instabilities in the detector and
associated electronics. However, this source of precision error is generally quite small,
and for well-maintained systems the long-term precision in vitro is typically on the order
of 0.5%. In pencil beam systems, statistical uncertainties in the mean BMD in a region
of interest are a source of random precision error in BMD measurements. This is more
of a problem with the photon counting systems than for the current-integrating systems
because photon counting requires a low X-ray beam intensity to operate properly. Precision
error in vivo is dominated by patient positioning, since the projected area of the spine
or hip is affected by the rotation of the bone. Other sources of precision error include
inconsistencies in the bone edges as determined by computer algorithms, as well as user
interaction in the placement of anatomic markers (e.g., vertebral markers). For PA spine
measurements, published values for the short-term in vivo precision vary between 0.7 and
1.5%. Reported precision errors for lateral spine measurements are higher and have been
reported to range up to 3%. Precision values for AP hip measurements range from 0.8 to
1.8%, with the lowest precision errors found for the total femur region. Precision errors
are typically higher in the elderly than in younger subjects, because reduced bone density
results in poorer bone edge definition as well as difficulty in placement of intervertebral
markers.

Inherent Error in Measurement of Areal BMD–Bone Size Dependence The first lim-
itation is that both DXA BMC and areal BMD measurements scale with bone volume
(33,34). Of two bones with the same volumetric density, the larger bone will have a higher
areal density. Thus, the bone densities of two populations having different skeletal sizes and
shapes are not directly comparable. Several literature reports have examined the impact of
this technical problem on comparisons of DXA BMD between ethnic groups (35,36) as
well as measurement of BMD in children (37–40). To address this issue, Carter et al. (34)
devised an approach, called bone mineral apparent density (BMAD) to estimate volumetric
BMD based on dividing the BMC by an estimated vertebral volume computed from the
vertebral height and width extracted from the AP image. For this size correction approach,
the estimated volume was taken as the projected area in the AP plane multiplied by the
vertebral width. Another method used vertebral dimensions estimated from paired AP and
lateral scans to estimate the volumetric density (33). This involved dividing the vertebral
body BMC in the lateral dimension by the vertebral volume estimated by multiplying the
projected lateral area by the AP width. A subsequent investigation found that the BMAD
estimated from the paired AP and lateral scans was more highly correlated to the true vol-
umetric BMD than the AP-based estimate (41). A similar BMAD approach was proposed
for the femoral neck, in which the BMC was divided by an estimated volume computed by
multiplying the projected neck area by the width of the femoral neck box (42). This inves-
tigation, which was based on the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures, found that use of the
femoral neck BMAD did not improve discrimination of hip fractures compared to femoral
neck BMD alone.
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Dependence on Fat Distribution The bone mineral calculation of DXA assumes that
human tissue is a two-component system consisting of bone and a soft tissue component of
uniform composition. DXA systems resolve this problem by acquiring a soft tissue base-
line in a region adjacent to the bone of interest, and using Eqs. (7) and (8) to correct for
the admixture of adipose tissue. This approach assumes uniformity in the proportion of adi-
pose material in the soft tissue. However, this assumption may not be correct for all body
shapes, and thus the fat content overlying the bone may be different from that estimated
from the soft tissue sample. If the amount of fat in the beam path is underestimated, this
may artificially lower the BMD value. If it is less, it may artificially increase the BMD
value. This problem has been extensively examined in the literature (43–45). Several stud-
ies have utilized CT images to delineate the distribution of adipose tissue and employed
this information to check the assumptions of DXA. Tothill found that inhomogenities in
the adipose distribution resulted in errors up to approximately 5% in AP spinal BMD and
larger errors for lateral imaging (43). Svendsen et al. (44) performed a similar study and
found accuracy errors of 5% for the AP spine, 10% for the lateral spine, and 6% for the
femoral neck and total femur regions.

Variable Magnification Images acquired by a fanbeam system are magnified by a
system- and patient-dependent magnification factor (11–13,46,47). For a DXA image, the
size of this magnification factor is a function of the distance of the bone from the detector
and of the source detector distance. Because the magnification has similar effects on both
the projected area and the BMC, its effect on the diagnostic value of areal BMD is not
considered to be significant. However, the patient-dependent magnification factor should
be taken into account for studies in which geometric variables such as femoral neck width
or the hip axis length are measured from DXA images.

Beam Hardening Beam hardening is a phenomenon which results in a dependence of the
BMD measurement on the total thickness of tissue. Beam hardening results from the fact
that the radiation source is not monoenergetic but is fact a distribution of X-ray energies.
As the poly-energetic X-ray beam traverses the body, the lower energy photons in the con-
tinuous spectrum are preferentially absorbed. Thus, for particularly large body sizes, the
energies of the X-ray beam, and thus, the log attenuations, are different than those obtained
during the calibration measurement, which may involve a much smaller overall thickness of
tissue. While the dual-energy calibration is able to account for most of the range of fat and
lean tissue thicknesses, the fact it is that at the extreme end, the effective shape of the X-ray
spectrum differs from that used across the calibration measurement. Reports have investi-
gated the magnitude of this effect on BMD measurements in conditions appropriate to hip
and spine studies (11,25,48–50). Blake et al. (48) performed at phantom study with body
thicknesses varied between 15 and 25 cm and found a maximum BMD deviation BMD
from the known value of 0.23 g/cm2, with an RMS deviation on the order of 0.01 g/cm2,
which is approximately equal to the measurement precision.

Patient-Related Sources of Error Several error sources may falsely elevate AP spinal
BMD values. These include aortic calcium deposits, osteophytic growth near the end-
plates, hypertrophy of the posterior elements, hemangiomas and vertebral wedge and crush
fractures. Some of these error sources may be circumvented by performing spinal DXA
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measurements in the lateral projection. While lateral vertebral BMD measurements do show
greater ability to discriminate vertebral fractures than AP measurements (51,52), they have
limitations as well. These include higher precision errors, as well as potential superposition
of the L1 and L4 vertebral bodies by the ribs and ilium, respectively (33).

Fracture Risk Assessment According to the World Health Organization (WHO) crite-
rion established in 1994, osteoporosis is defined in white women as a BMD value at least
2.5 SD below the young normal BMD value for white women (53). However, fracture risk
not only is a function of BMD but also comprises diminished bone quality and multiple fac-
tors related to the risk of falling, and thus individuals with high BMD may also be at high
risk for fracture (54). Thus, application of the WHO criterion without taking into account
other risk factors results in reduced diagnostic sensitivity and a high number of false
positives (55). Thus, the WHO, acting in concert with other organizations, has recom-
mended the combination of BMD with clinical risk factors into a 10-year absolute fracture
risk score (56). Seven clinical risk factors which predict fracture independently of BMD
were chosen in addition to age and sex, including prior fragility fractures, a parental his-
tory of hip fracture, smoking, system corticosteroid use, excessive alcohol use, body mass
index, and rheumatoid arthritis (56). The impact on osteoporosis prevalence of incorporat-
ing multiple risk factors in addition to BMD is now being studied, but a recent publication
indicates that this approach appears to increase the prevalence of elderly women consid-
ered to be at high risk for fracture (57). Eventually, it is expected that such multi-risk factor
absolute fracture risk scores will be incorporated into future DXA reports.

QUANTITATIVE COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Computed tomography (CT) is a three-dimensional X-ray absorptiometric measurement
which provides the distribution of linear attenuation coefficient in a thin cross section of
tissue. Figure 5 depicts the geometry of a CT measurement. The patient cross section is
contained within a fan of X-rays defined between the edges of the detector array and an
X-ray point source. The X-ray attenuation of the patient is measured along ray paths cor-
responding the lines defined between individual detector elements and the X-ray source.
Along the patient’s length, the X-ray beam is shaped to radiate a relatively thin “slice” of
tissue typically ranging from 1 to 10 mm. The fan of X-rays circumscribes a circular field
of view, which itself is contained within a square image matrix, which typically consists
of 512 × 512 square pixel elements or “pixels.” Because the image represents a slice of
tissue, the picture elements have a thickness and thus are volume elements or “voxels.” The
dimensions of the voxels may be adjusted depending on the size of the organ being imaged.
The voxel dimensions in the slice plane typically range from 0.9 to 0.2 mm, with slice
thicknesses varying from 10 to 1 mm. The CT image is acquired when the X-ray source
and detector rotate around the patient, and the absorption is continuously measured for
each detector element. Through a 360◦C source -detector rotation, each voxel is intersected
by several ray paths. The X-ray absorption measurements taken at the different angles are
recorded in a computer and combined in a process known as back-projection to calculate
the linear attenuation coefficient at each voxel. In the resulting CT image, the voxel values
are based on the linear attenuation coefficients. Because these linear attenuation coefficients
depend on the effective X-ray energy (which varies between CT scanner models and dif-
ferent kVp settings of the same scanner), a simple scale, known as the Hounsfield scale, is
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Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating geometry of a CT scan.

used to standardize them. The gray-scale value of each voxel is represented as a Hounsfield
Unit, given by

HUT ≡
(

μT − μw

μw

)
× 1000

where HUT is the HU of a volume element of tissue and μT and μw are the linear attenuation
coefficients of the tissue and of water, respectively. The HU scale is a linear scale in which
air has a value of –1000, water 0, muscle 30, with bone typically ranging from 300 to 3000
units.

The value of the Hounsfield unit for a given tissue type depends on several technical
factors. First, if the sizes of the structures in the tissue are smaller than the dimensions of
the voxel, the HU value is subject to partial volume averaging, in which the HU value is the
average HU of the constituent tissues of the voxel, weighted by their volume fractions. For
example, a 0.78 mm × 0.78 mm × 10 mm voxel of trabecular bone is a mixture of bone, col-
lagen, cellular marrow, and fatty marrow, and HU is the volume-weighted average of these
four constituents. Beam hardening is a second source of variation in HU. In a CT image,
the result of this is that for the same tissue, attenuation coefficients at the outside of the
patient are systematically higher than those in the interior. Although manufacturers of CT
equipment have implemented beam-hardening corrections, the efficacy of these corrections
varies between manufacturers and between technical settings on different machines.
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Image data for multiple slices are acquired with motion of the patient table through the
CT gantry. In older models of CT scanners, the patient table stepped in discrete incre-
ments, and a 360◦C rotation of the source/detector was performed at each position. Helical
CT scanning was introduced in the early 1990 s. In this scanning approach, the detector
and X-ray tube rotates while the table moves continuously, resulting in acquisition of a
volume of data. The X-ray spot describes a spiral trajectory, with use of interpolation
to fill in data between the arms of the spiral. Introduction of this technology resulted in
significant reductions in image acquisition time (58,59) and combined with the advent of
powerful inexpensive computer workstations has enabled the clinical development of vol-
umetric QCT analyses of the spine and hip as will be discussed in the following sections.
In the late 1990 s and early 2000 s, the first multi-detector CT systems were introduced
and are expected to have an important impact in skeletal assessment. In multi-detector sys-
tems, the single detector array is replaced by a series of detector segments, allowing for the
reduction of imaging time and improved usage of radiation dose. Initial multi-detector sys-
tems featured 4–16 detector rows, and the newer systems feature 64 rows of detector data,
with recent introduction of 256 detector systems. The newest multi-detector systems allow
for acquisition of CT cross sections of sub-millimeter thickness, resulting in the ability to
acquire high-quality volumetric scans with the resolution along the table axis comparable
to the in-plane spatial resolution. As will be described later, this technology will allow for
improved analyses of skeletal sites such as the proximal femur, which must be resampled
through oblique reformations of the scan data.

Physical Significance of QCT Measurements
CT BMD assessment is based on quantitative analysis of the HU in volumes of bone

tissue. Typically, the BMD is quantified using a bone mineral reference phantom which is
scanned simultaneously with the patient. In order to minimize the impact of beam harden-
ing, the calibration phantom is placed as close as possible to the vertebrae and is normally
located under the lumbar spine of the patient. The calibration standard originally developed
by Cann et al. (60) at UCSF and which is currently marketed by Mindways (South San
Francisco, CA, USA) consists of an acrylic wedge containing cylinders of solutions with
varying concentrations (200, 100, 50, and 0 mg/cm3) of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
in water. An additional cylinder contained alcohol as a reference material for fat. A solid
calcium hydroxyapatite-based calibration standard was later developed by Image Analysis
(Columbia, KY, USA) and by Siemens Medical Systems (Erlangen, Germany). The Image
Analysis standard consists of rods with varying concentrations (200, 100, and 50 mg/cm3)
of calcium hydroxyapatite mixed in a water-equivalent solid resin matrix (61). During the
analysis of the QCT image, regions of interest are placed (Fig. 6) in each of the calibration
objects, and linear regression analysis is used to determine a relationship between the mean
HU measured in each region and the known concentrations of bone-equivalent material.
This calibration relationship is then used to convert the mean HU in the patient region of
interest (e.g., vertebra or proximal femur) into a concentration (reported in mg/cm3, i.e., the
mass of bone per unit tissue volume) of bone-equivalent material in the region of interest.
Unlike areal bone mineral density, the QCT density measurement is independent of bone
size and thus is more robust measure for comparisons of bone density between populations
and potentially for growing children as well.
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L1

L2

L3

L4

L3 axial slice Trabecular region of interest

Fig. 6. Lateral scoutview. L1–L4 verebrae are labeled. Bottom left: Axial slice through L3 vertebral body.
Bottom right: Trabecular region of interest in L3 vertebral body.

The major source of error in the QCT bone measurement is the phenomenon of partial
volume averaging. Because the voxel dimensions in QCT measurements (0.8–1.0 mm in
the imaging plane, 3–10 mm slice thicknesses) are larger than the dimensions and spacing
of trabeculae, a QCT voxel includes both bone and marrow constituents. Thus a QCT mea-
surement is the mass of bone in a volume containing bone, red marrow, and marrow fat. A
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single-energy QCT measurement is capable of determining the mass of bone in a volume
consisting of two components (e.g., bone and red marrow), but not in a three-component
system. Resolving the mass fractions of bone, red marrow, and marrow fat in the QCT voxel
requires a dual-energy QCT measurement. Because fat has an HU value of –200, compared
to 30 HU for red marrow and 300–3000 HU for bone, the presence of fat in the QCT volume
reduces the HU measurement. Thus, the presence of marrow fat causes single-energy QCT
to underestimate the mass of bone per unit tissue volume, an error which can be corrected
using dual-energy acquisitions. The effect of marrow fat on QCT measurements is larger
at the spine than at the hip or peripheral skeletal sites. Whereas the conversion from red to
fatty marrow tends to finish by the mid-20 s in the hip and peripheral skeleton, the verte-
brae show a gradual age-related increase in the proportion of fat in the bone marrow which
starts in youth and continues through old age (62). The inclusion of fatty marrow in the
vertebral BMD measurement results in accuracy errors ranging from 5 to 15% depending
on the age group. However, because the increase in marrow fat is age-related, single-energy
CT data can be corrected using age-related reference databases, and the residual error is not
considered to be clinically relevant. Provided that the QCT scan is acquired at low effective
energies (i.e., 80–90 kVp), the population SD in marrow fat accounts for roughly 5 mg/cm3

of the 25–30 mg/cm3 population SD in spinal trabecular BMD. This residual error is not
considered large enough to merit clinical use of dual-energy techniques, which are more
accurate, but which have larger radiation doses and precision errors.

Trabecular Bone Mineral Assessment Based on Scanning of Cross
Sections Through the Lumbar Mid-vertebrae

Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) was developed in the late 1970 s as a method
for measuring BMD in the metabolically active trabecular bone in the vertebral bodies
(60,63–65). In this approach, a lateral projection scan is utilized to localize the lumbar
vertebral bodies and scans of 8–10 mm thickness are acquired through 2–4 contiguous
lumbar vertebral levels (Fig. 6). The patient is imaged simultaneously with a bone mineral
calibration standard, which is used to convert the native HU scale of the CT image to units
of bone mineral density. The CT image is then processed using a software program which
analyzes the calibration phantom to convert HU to BMD and then places a region of interest
in the trabecular bone of the vertebral body (41,65,66). The program then calculates the
mean BMD of the vertebral region of interest. This is either presented as an average of 2–4
vertebral levels. The radiation dose for this procedure has been reported as 80 μSv, a value
which includes the dose of the lateral localizer scan (19).

Precision errors ranging from 1 to 2% have been reported for spinal QCT (41,66). This
precision error is attributable to several sources including the reproducibility of slice and
region of interest positioning as well as scanner instabilities (67). Simultaneous calibration
corrects to some extent for scanner instabilities, as well as for variable beam harden-
ing depending on patient size and shape. Using a simultaneous calibration technique, the
long-term CV of a well-maintained CT scanner should be close to 1%. The effect of vari-
able patient positioning can be minimized by careful review of lateral localizer scans to
ensure consistent slice placement and gantry angulations. Computer programs that place the
region of interest automatically or semi-automatically may also be used to reduce precision
errors.
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Measurement of BMD Using Volumetric CT Images of the Spine and Hip
Three-dimensional CT scanning and image analysis procedures have become feasible

with the advent of fast helical and multi-detector CT scanners and the cost reduction in
computer processing power, which allows for inexpensive processing of the large volumes
of CT data acquired in helical scans. Procedures have been developed for three-dimensional
scanning of the spine and hip. In typical spine and hip protocols, the lumbar vertebrae
and proximal femora (from superior aspect of femoral head to inferior aspect of lesser
trochanter) are scanned with a helical protocol using reconstructed sections of 1–3 mm
thickness (41,68). The earliest scanning protocols used settings of 80 kVp and 140 and
280 mAs for hip and spine respectively, with 3-mm section thicknesses. Using a radiation
dose calculation developed by Kalender et al. (69), the radiation doses for these procedures
have been estimated at 350 and 1200 μSv for spine and hip protocols, respectively. Many
research protocols now employ higher radiation dose scanning protocols for better image
quality, with 120 kVp, 150–250 mAs, and 1-mm section thicknesses. These higher dose
procedures result in radiation doses ranging up to 3–6 mSv for spine and hip assessments.

One of the most powerful applications of helical CT scanning and three-dimensional
image analysis is for assessment of bone mineral density, geometry, and strength of
the proximal femur. Analysis approaches range from assessment of density, geometry,
and macro-structural processes based on reconstruction of cross sections and volumes of
femoral neck tissue to finite element modeling approaches to model the strength of the hip
based on bone geometry and material properties mapped from CT image values.

Densitometric and structural assessments based on volume reconstructions of the prox-
imal femur based on CT scans have been developed at the University of California, San
Francisco (68,70) and the University of Erlangen (71,72). These approaches involve refor-
matting of the QCT scans along the femoral neck axis and segmentation of the entire
proximal femoral envelope, with combinations of mathematical morphology and threshold-
ing, and edge detection approaches to derive the cortical envelope for volume and thickness
assessments. The computer algorithm described by Kang et al. (71,72) carries out volumet-
ric analyses of the femoral neck and the approach described by Lang et al. (68,70) at UC
San Francisco processes three-dimensional CT images of the proximal femur to measure
bone mineral density in the femoral neck, the total femur, and in a region which com-
bines the trochanteric and intertrochanteric sub-regions similar to those of DXA systems
(Fig. 7). Within each anatomic sub-region, the density, mass, and volume are computed
for the cortical and trabecular components as well as for the integral bone envelope. For
trabecular BMD measurements, the precision of this method in vivo was found to range
from 0.6 to 1.1% depending on the volume of interest assessed. Both the Erlangen and
UCSF approaches carry out geometric and structural analyses of the minimum femoral
neck cross section, computing cross-sectional area, and moments of inertia for strength
estimation. In addition to the two approaches described above, a program for proximal
femoral analysis has also been developed at the Mayo clinic (73). In this approach, rather
than reconstruct the whole proximal femoral volume, a single cross section of the femoral
neck is reconstructed, and measures of integral, cortical and medullary density, and cross-
sectional area are computed in addition to bending and axial compressive strength indices.
The various QCT proximal femoral density and strength indices are predictors of proximal
femoral strength in vitro (68), and recent studies have delineated the correlation of these
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Fig. 7. Integral, trabecular and cortical regions of interest overlaid as white pixels on CT images. (A)
Spine (B) Total femur (C) Femoral Neck.

measures to age (73,74), changes in mechanical loading (75), treatment (76,77), and frac-
ture status (78). Several cross-sectional studies of the effect of aging on proximal femoral
geometry have shown the positive association of age with femoral neck cross-sectional
area, supporting the idea of periosteal apposition as a compensation for age-related bone
loss (73,79,80). These findings were supported by a recently published longitudinal study
using QCT of the hip, in which a cohort of astronauts was followed for a year after conclu-
sion of spaceflights of 4–6 months length (75). Crew of long-duration spaceflight lose on
average 1–2.7% of their proximal femoral bone mass per month of spaceflight, depending
on anatomic sub-region and compartment, and this longitudinal study showed that the total
tissue volumes and the femoral neck cross-sectional area increased in the year after the
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mission. These data were consistent with a periosteal apposition as a protective response
to resumed mechanical loading after a prolonged period of skeletal atrophy. In addition
to studies of aging and spaceflight, there are several reports describing the employment
of QCT to quantify the differential response of cortical and trabecular bone in the hip to
parathyroid hormone and alendronate. PTH studies show concurrent decreases in cortical
BMD and increases in trabecular BMD, with cortical tissue volume measures consistent
with increased volume of cortical tissue having low mineralization (76,77). Finally, recent
data have confirmed that in addition to association with mechanical strength in vitro, QCT
measures are associated with hip fracture in vivo. A recent cross-sectional study compar-
ing women imaged within 48 h of a hip fracture to age and body-size matched controls,
showed that hip fracture was significantly associated with reduced vBMD in the cortical,
integral, and trabecular compartments, as well as reduced measures of cortical volume and
thickness (78). Two interesting findings of the study were that fracture status was associ-
ated with increased femoral neck cross-sectional area, consistent with an earlier finding of
increased proximal femoral intertrochanteric width from pelvic radiographs in the Study of
Osteoporotic Fractures (81). The study also found that measures of cortical geometry and
trabecular vBMD were independently associated with hip fracture. QCT was also employed
to characterize the association of femoral neck density and geometry parameters with inci-
dent hip fracture in men in the prospectively designed Mr. Os study. Orwoll et al. found that
the percentage of proximal femoral tissue volume occupied by cortical tissue, a measure of
cortical thickness, was associated with incident hip fracture in men aged 69–90 and that
the association was undiminished by adjustment of the data either for trabecular volumetric
BMD or areal integral BMD of the femoral neck (Orwoll et al., 2006 American Society of
Bone and Mineral Research, Philadelphia 2006).

In the spine, the use of volumetric QCT measurements impacts precision more than dis-
criminatory capability. Their ability to improve the precision of spinal measurements relates
to the use of three-dimensional anatomic landmarks to guide the placement of volumes
of interest and to correct for differences in patient positioning which affect single-slice
scans. Currently, single-slice QCT techniques are highly operator dependent, requiring
careful slice positioning and angulation as well as careful region of interest placement.
Lang et al. (82) developed a volumetric spinal QCT approach in which an image of the
entire vertebral body is acquired and anatomic landmarks such as the vertebral endplates
and the spinous process are used to fix the three-dimensional orientation of the vertebral
body, allowing for definition of new trabecular and integral regions which contain most of
the bone in the vertebral centrum, as shown in Fig. 7. Although measuring a larger vol-
ume of tissue may enhance precision, these new regions are highly correlated with the
mid-vertebral sub-regions assessed with standard QCT techniques and may not contain
significant new information about vertebral strength. Consequently, volumetric studies of
regional BMD, which examine specific sub-regions of the centrum that may vary in their
contribution to vertebral strength, and studies of the cortical shell, the condition of which
may be important for vertebral strength in osteoporotic individuals, are of interest for future
investigation.

Finite Element Modeling
FEM is a mathematical technique used by engineers to evaluate the strength of com-

plex structures such as engine parts, bridges, and, more recently, bones. The structure is
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divided into “finite elements” (discrete pieces of the structure) to form an “FE mesh” so
that it can be analyzed. The advantage of using FE modeling in this study is that this
method can account for the material heterogeneity and irregular geometry of the femur,
factors that cannot be considered using other approaches. Until recently, it has not been
possible to analyze individual bones due to the extraordinary amount of labor involved in
generating the FE mesh. Not only does the complex three-dimensional geometry needs to
be defined, but the material properties, which vary dramatically within the bone, must be
specified. As a result, researchers have often spent months, or even years, to create just
one FE model, and even then, the model often lacked adequate refinement. To address this
problem, researchers have developed methods to derive finite element models from CT
scans of the hip and spine. These methods involve volumetric QCT whole hip (83–87) or
whole vertebra images (88–90) obtained with 1- or 3-mm slice thickness. The finite ele-
ment modeling application involves three steps. First, the bone geometry information is
obtained by determining the outer boundaries of the proximal femora or vertebra on each
imaged cross section on the stack of cross sections which encompass the bone. Next, mate-
rial properties, such as elastic modulus and strength, are computed for each voxel within
the bone boundaries. These are computed using parametric relationships between BMD and
material properties obtained by scanning and then mechanically testing samples of trabec-
ular and cortical bone. Once the material properties and bone geometry have been defined,
load vectors are applied, which simulate the forces applied to bone in normal loading, or
in traumatic events such as falls. Keyak et al. (83–85) have developed an automated, CT
scan-based method of generating patient-specific FE models of the hip. This method takes
advantage of the voxel-based nature of quantitative CT scan data to achieve fully auto-
mated mesh generation and, more significantly, to allow heterogeneous material properties
to be specified. The FE models can be analyzed using a loading condition simulating a
load on the femur in a single-legged gait or a fall backward and to the side with an impact
on the greater trochanter. For each voxel, elastic modulus and strength are estimated as
material properties and the factor of safety (FOS) is determined as the strength at each
element divided by the stress, with FOS < 1 representing mechanical failure. A fracture is
considered to occur if 15 contiguous elements fail. The outcome variable produced by the
modeling technique is failure load, which is defined as the load magnitude required to pro-
duce a fracture. This procedure has been extensively tested in vitro, with high correlations
to measure failure load for both loading conditions (r = 0.95 and 0.96 for fall and stance
loading conditions, respectively) (83). In addition to their close correlation with fracture
load, the FE models depict areas of high strain which occur at the sites where the bones
fracture in vitro and where fractures occur in vivo (Fig. 8). The application of FEM to clin-
ical studies has been limited in the past, but is now growing with the wide employment of
CT scanning in clinical osteoporosis research. Keaveny et al. (88) recently applied FEM
to compare the effects of teriparatide and alendronate on estimated vertebral strength and
vertebral bone density and Lian et al. (91) employed FEM to compare estimated proximal
femoral strength between subjects with glucorticoid-induced osteoporosis and age-matched
controls.

Commercially Available Equipment for Spinal QCT Measurements
QCT equipment typically includes a bone mineral reference phantom and software to

process the CT images and report the results. All manufacturers of CT equipment offer
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Fig. 8. Stress plot of hip from finite element model loaded under simulated single-legged stance loading
condition (J. Keyak, University of California, Irvine).

a QCT option which may be purchased during installation or upgrade of the CT scanner.
Alternatively, a QCT package may be purchased from one of the manufacturers of special-
ized QCT equipment. The price for a QCT package can range between $5000 and $35,000,
depending on whether the package only includes a calibration phantom or whether it also
includes an analysis computer and software. The following vendors offer QCT systems:

Image Analysis (Columbia, KY, USA) offers a package which includes a bone mineral
calibration reference standard incorporating 200, 100, and 50 mg/cm3 concentrations of
calcium hydroxyapatite in a water-equivalent resin matrix, an anthropometric torso phan-
tom for longitudinal scanner QC, and computer software to analyze spinal CT images,
report BMD results, and analyze longitudinal QC scans. The BMD measurement is based
on acquisition of 10-mm thick slices through the T12-L3 vertebral bodies. The analysis
software automatically places regions of interest in the calibration phantom and an ellipti-
cal region of interest in the anterior vertebral body. Other features of the Image Analysis
software include a reporting module which calculates a T-score and which compares the
patient data with an age-related normative curve. This QCT package may be purchased
directly from the manufacturer or as an add-on in installation and upgrade of selected CT
scanner models.

MINDWAYS (San Francisco, CA, USA) offers a package which include a bone mineral
calibration reference standard incorporating four solutions of different concentrations of
dipotassium hydrogen phosphate as well as a sample of fat-equivalent material encased
in a Lexan framework. Mindways also provides an anthropometric torso phantom for
longitudinal scanner QC and computer software modules to analyze spinal CT images,
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report BMD results and analyze longitudinal QC scans. There are two different spinal BMD
software modules. A two-dimensional analysis module measurement is based on acquisi-
tion of 10-mm thick slices through 2–4 contiguous vertebral bodies. The analysis software
automatically places regions of interest in the calibration phantom and the user manually
places an elliptical region of interest in the anterior vertebral body. A three-dimensional
spine module is based on volumetric CT scans of the L1 and L2 vertebral bodies. The
user interactively corrects the volumetric scans for rotation of the vertebrae in the AP and
lateral planes, which allows the software to reconstruct a corrected 10-mm slice through
the mid-vertebral body. The user then interactively places an elliptical region of interest
in the anterior vertebral body. As with the Image Analysis software, other features of the
Mindways software include a reporting module which calculates a T-score and which com-
pares the patient data with an age-related normative curve. This QCT package may be
purchased directly from the manufacturer. The QCT manufacturer Mindways offers a soft-
ware module which allows bone mineral assessment of the hip using helical CT scanning.
In this procedure, called CTXA, a helical CT scan of the hip is reformatted into the AP pro-
jection and analyzed similar to a DXA scan. The program allows the user to compute areal
and volumetric integral BMD as well as volumetric trabecular BMD in regions compara-
ble to those of DXA. The reporting module compares the CT-derived areal integral BMD
measures to the NHANES III normative DXA data.

CIRS (Norfolk, VA, USA) offers a non-simultaneous calibration reference which con-
sists of vertebra-shaped calcium hydroxyapatite inserts inside a simulated human torso.
The user scans and analyzes images of the phantom to derive a scanner dependent but not
patient-specific relationship between concentration of calcium hydroxyapatite and HU. The
analysis software applies this relationship to the mean HU inside a vertebral ellipse placed
interactively by the user. The package includes reporting software which allows comparison
of the patient BMD to a normative curve.
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Summary

This chapter provides a comprehensive review of the existing imaging techniques for
assessing trabecular and cortical architecture as well as emerging advances in these areas.
A brief description of the physics behind X-ray computed tomography and magnetic reso-
nance imaging is provided to lay the foundation for review of image acquisition techniques.
Next, the authors review at length image analysis algorithms that are used to derive measure-
ments of bone structure from these images. Finally, to present the diagnostic capabilities of
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the imaging methods, the authors discuss published in vitro and in vivo studies on the rela-
tionships of the image-derived bone measures with bone strength, biomechanics, fracture
discrimination, and osteoporotic status.

Key Words: Micro-architecture, micro-computed tomography, high-resolution periph-
eral computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging

INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis is characterized by decreased bone strength and an increased propensity
to fracture. The routine assessment of skeletal integrity by dual X-ray absorptiometry,
although widespread, does not capture all the factors contributing to bone strength. In
addition to the bone mass, density, and content, the trabecular and cortical bone archi-
tecture, mineralization, micro-fracture, and damage repair also contribute to bone strength.

Considerable effort is being expended in developing techniques to assess trabecular
bone micro-architecture non-invasively. Heterogeneity in the micro-architecture of trabec-
ular bone is governed by physiological function and mechanical loading on the skeleton.
This results in bone micro-architecture being dependent on the anatomic site, as well as
having a directional anisotropy of the mechanical properties and architecture. Thus, site-
specific bone structure information would significantly contribute to understanding the
results of different therapeutic interventions and potentially assist in optimizing the course
of treatment.

Three-dimensional techniques that reveal trabecular bone structure are emerging as
important candidates for defining bone quality, at least partially. Techniques such as micro-
computed tomography (μCT) have recently been developed and provide high-resolution
images of the trabecular architecture. This method is routinely used in specimen evaluation
and has recently been extended to in vivo animal and human extremity imaging. A more
recent development in the assessment of trabecular bone structure is the use of magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging techniques that make it possible to obtain non-invasive bone biop-
sies at multiple anatomic sites. Using such μCT and MR images, multiple different image
processing and image analysis algorithms have been developed. The goal of all of these
is to quantify the trabecular bone structure in two or three dimensions. The measures that
have been derived so far are many, some of them synonymous with the histomorphometric
measures such as trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th),
trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp), and trabecular number (Tb.N). Others include connectivity or
Euler number, fractal dimension, tubularity, and maximal entropy. This chapter provides
comprehensive coverage on the image acquisition and analysis methodologies for assess-
ing trabecular and cortical architecture, relationships of the measures with biomechanics,
osteoporotic status, as well as emerging advances in these areas.

MICRO-COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY, HIGH-RESOLUTION PERIPHERAL
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Assessment of trabecular bone structure with X-ray imaging techniques is based on the
higher X-ray absorption of bone, in particular its constituent calcium, compared to sur-
rounding tissue such as marrow, fat, and muscle. Because the logarithm of the measured
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absorption roughly scales linearly with the length of material the beam has penetrated,
simultaneous quantitative measurements of bone density are possible. X-ray computed
tomography (CT) provides truly three-dimensional image data of bone structure with high
contrast and high spatial resolution. Techniques with resolution between 1 and 100 μm are
referred to as micro-CT (μCT) and offer the promise of replacing tedious serial staining
techniques required by histomorphometric analysis of thin sections and the possibility of
longitudinal in vivo investigations in small animals such as mice and rats. Many of the
early μCT approaches used Synchrotron radiation (1), which is still the method of choice
for ultra high-resolution applications. Obviously, the use of desktop laboratory scanners
equipped with X-ray tubes is much more convenient than setting up an experiment at one of
the few Synchrotron facilities available. Thus, after the initial and still ongoing university-
based research during the last decade, a large variety of X-ray tube-based commercial μCT
scanners have been developed. The first in vitro μCT scanner specifically targeted for bone
analysis with a spatial resolution of 15–20 μm was developed by Rüegsegger et al. (2,3)
and has been used extensively in laboratory investigations (Fig. 1). Its high accuracy in
relation to standard two-dimensional histomorphometry as well as to serial grindings and
their derived three-dimensional parameters triggered a wide distribution of this scanner
type. Three-dimensional data sets from μCT systems with this resolution can be used for

Fig. 1. Micro-CT image at 20 μm resolution of trabecular structure of cylindrical femur specimen and
cubic radial specimen.
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calculating classical histomorphometric parameters like trabecular thickness and separation
as well as for determining topological measurements like the Euler number and connectiv-
ity (4–6). Early on, comparison of structural parameters of specimens scanned with these
systems and results from mechanical testing showed that not only the amount of bone but
also the architecture of trabecular bone contributed to mechanical strength (7). However,
other studies failed to show an explanatory power of structural parameters independent
of bone mass (8). With the latest generation of in vitro μCT systems approaching spa-
tial resolution of 10 μm or better (9), μCT has found wide application in both preclinical
animal studies and clinical research settings (10), for instance in the assessment of skele-
tal phenotype in gene knock-out or knock-in mice (11–13) and in osteoporotic (14) or
arthritic rodents (15). While μCT-based structure measurements do not rely on accuracy
of CT numbers, quantitative density measurements at the microstructural level should be
possible, provided artifacts and inaccuracies caused by beam hardening due to preferred
attenuation of lower-energy X-rays and partial voluming due to insufficient spatial res-
olution can be reduced. Prevrhal (16,17) showed that the use of an iterative postexposure
correction method could reduce beam hardening by an order of magnitude and should allow
quantitative bone density measurements.

μCT has more recently been extended to in vivo imaging of small animals, which allows
longitudinal study of trabecular bone, for instance in preclinical intervention studies and
obviates the need for staged sacrifice of animals (18,19). Not many studies have been
published yet using these devices due to their very recent introduction. Boyd et al. (20)
report early onset of bone loss and architecture deterioration in ovariectomized rats and also
point out considerable baseline variation, which cannot be handled well by cross-sectional
studies.

In humans, in vivo high-resolution CT of trabecular structure has been applied to the
spine and the femur, where full-body scanners are required (21–26), and with greatest suc-
cess to the forearm because dedicated extremity scanners use narrow bores and are thus
able to provide much better spatial resolution. The first to pursue this successfully were
Durand and Rüegsegger and coworkers (3,27) who built a thin-slice high-resolution labo-
ratory peripheral quantitative CT (pQCT) scanner for in vivo applications with an isotropic
voxel size of 170 μm. This work culminated in the XtremeCT, a commercially available
in vivo pQCT scanner for the forearm and the tibia (Fig. 2) (28,29). A critical step in the
analysis of follow-up scans in order to detect longitudinal changes of bone structure within
a given subject is the registration of baseline and follow-up scans with an accuracy that
should be in the order of 100 μm. Thus during the scans even slight motions of the fore-
arm must be avoided. While not many studies using this device have been reported yet,
Khosla et al. (28,30) examined age- and sex-related bone loss cross-sectionally and spec-
ulated as to the different patterns of bone loss in men and women. The first extremity CT
indication that peripheral trabecular structure assessment is indeed useful to differentiate
women with an osteoporotic fracture history from controls better than dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) at hip or spine came from Boutroy et al. (29). Three-dimensional
analysis of weight-bearing (distal tibia) and non-weight-bearing (distal radius) sites sug-
gests that Colle’s fracture is mainly related to local cortical low mineral density instead
of trabecular bone structure, whereas hip fractures are associated with a combination
of both trabecular and cortical quantitative and qualitative damages occurring in both
weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing bones (31).
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Fig. 2. In vivo micro-CT device and cross-sectional image of distal radius (top row). Three-dimensional
rendering of tibial bone structure.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-ionizing imaging modality that is evolving
as a non-invasive tool for monitoring trabecular bone structure in specimens as well as in
vivo human studies. Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the interaction between an
atom and the external magnetic field. Atoms with odd number of protons/ neutrons, i.e.,
atoms with unpaired spins, are visible to MRI. In MR experiments, the external static mag-
netic field (∼Tesla) is used to polarize and a radio-frequency (rf) pulse is used to perturb
the spin system in the imaging sample. The MR signal is received when the spins release
the energy absorbed from the rf pulse and return to their initial state. The spatial position
of spins in the imaging sample is generally encoded by two or three perpendicular spa-
tially linearly varying magnetic fields known as gradients. The image intensities in an MR
image depend among other things on the density of spins and the spin–spin (T2) and spin–
lattice (T1) relaxation rates of the tissues. In MRI, bone marrow yields high signal intensity,
whereas trabecular bone has very low signal intensity because it has a very short T2 relax-
ation. The magnetic field experienced by an atomic spin in the MR magnet also depends
on the electronic shielding of the nucleus which causes diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and
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ferromagnetic properties. Since the precession frequency of a spin is proportional to the
magnetic field strength, differences in local magnetic fields experienced by spins lead to
off-resonance. The tissue composition of trabecular bone provides unique technical chal-
lenges to MR imaging of its micro-architecture. Trabecular bone consists of a network of
rod-like elements interconnected by plate-like elements, immersed in bone marrow which
is comprised partly of water and partly of fat. Magnetic susceptibility of trabecular bone is
substantially different from that of bone marrow. This gives rise to susceptibility gradients
at every bone–bone marrow interface. Magnetic inhomogeneity arising from these suscepti-
bility gradients depends on the static magnetic field strength, number of bone–bone marrow
interfaces, and the size of individual trabeculae (32–34). Moreover, chemical shift disper-
sion arises from chemically different triglyceride components of the fatty bone marrow.
Both these effects cause dephasing of spins and signal decay in addition to T2 decay (T2∗).
In a voxel partly occupied by bone and partly by marrow, the static inhomogeneity-induced
intravoxel dephasing of spins leads to signal cancellation within the voxel. Besides the tis-
sue composition, the small dimensions of the trabecular elements (∼100 μm) require very
high imaging resolutions. The suitability of an MR imaging method (acquisition and anal-
ysis) for depicting trabecular micro-structures depends on its ability to yield images with
a high enough signal in a reasonable acquisition time and its ability to derive trabecular
structural measurements from the images accurately and reproducibly.

The three competing factors to be considered in high-resolution MRI (HR-MRI) are
signal-to-noise ratio, spatial resolution, and imaging time. Spatial resolution and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) are both directly related to imaging time but are inversely related to each
other. High spatial resolution is necessary to distinguish the trabecular elements from an
MR image. A minimum SNR (>8–10) is required to be able to run computerized analy-
sis of trabecular structure from the images. Acquisition times longer than 15–20 min cause
discomfort in patients and motion-induced artifacts and blurring in the images. Recent tech-
nique developments in trabecular bone MRI technique reflect all these considerations and
have been aiming for increasing SNR and accelerating acquisition.

Signal-to-noise ratio of an MR acquisition can be improved by employing (a) pulse
sequences with high magnetization yield, (b) higher static magnetic field strength, and
(c) array of small surface coils instead of a single coil with similar coverage for signal
reception.

PULSE SEQUENCES

MR pulse sequences can be broadly classified into spin-echo and gradient-echo
sequences. In spin-echo sequences the signal decay due to static dephasing over and above
T2 decay is recovered at the time of the echo, whereas in gradient-echo sequences it is not.
So ideally, three-dimensional spin-echo (SE) sequences are better suited for imaging of tra-
becular bone micro-architecture than gradient-echo (GE)-based sequences because they are
less sensitive to static dephasing and off-resonance effects. However, GE sequences can be
employed with short repetition time (TR) because of their higher SNR efficiency and can
thus acquire a three-dimensional volume in shorter scan time and avoid patient motion arti-
facts. As a result, three-dimensional GE sequences such as 3D fast gradient recalled echo
(FGRE) are widely employed for HR-MRI of trabecular bone (35,36). However, because of
their robustness to off-resonance effects, spin-echo sequences have also been employed for
trabecular bone imaging (37–40). In order to reduce long scan times, fast spin-echo (FSE)
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imaging usually employs multiple rf spin echoes to sample multiple phase-encoding lines
in one repetition time (41). However, the long echo train length causes T2 blurring which
broadens the point spread function (PSF), and consequently decreases effective image res-
olution (42). Thus, this type of sequence is not suitable for HR-MRI of small structures.
Although a three-dimensional (3D) SE pulse sequence employing only one echo per exci-
tation would be optimal, long imaging time and low SNR efficiency limit its clinical use. To
address these problems 3D-SE type pulse sequences with variable flip angle-like rapid SE
excitation (RASEE) (43,44), large-angle spin-echo imaging (45), and subsequently fast 3D
large-angle spin-echo imaging (FLASE) (37) were introduced. The general idea of these
approaches was to apply either composite rf pulses (RASEE) or only one large-angle rf
pulse (FLASE) so that the longitudinal magnetization is partly tipped to the negative axis.
The subsequent 180◦ phase reversal pulse, while generating an echo, restores the longitudi-
nal magnetization. Even with this scheme, the TR has to be sufficiently long, on the order
of 80 ms (37), to avoid saturation. Another approach was recently published introducing a
new fully balanced steady-state 3D-spin-echo (bSSSE) pulse sequence in which all applied
gradients are fully rewound over one repetition time (46). This scheme represents the most
SNR effective SE sequence suited for trabecular bone imaging.

Fully balanced steady-state free-precession (bSSFP) sequences are a class of fully refo-
cused GE sequences that employ very short repetition times (TR << T2). They have found
diverse clinical applications because of their high SNR efficiency. Recently, employing
bSSFP for HR-MRI of trabecular bone, significant gain in SNR efficiency (∼60–140%)
compared to FGRE was found in all skeletal sites imaged at 1.5 and 3 T (47). However,
the magnetization response to bSSFP is highly sensitive to off-resonance frequencies. The
attenuated response from regions of off-resonance may cause dark bands (“banding arti-
fact”) to appear in an SSFP image. Due to increased susceptibility effects at higher field
(3 T), the range of off-resonance frequencies in a voxel is much larger at 3 T than at 1.5 T,
and the selective attenuation of frequencies by the bSSFP magnetization response makes
this a more severe problem. Therefore, multiple bSSFP techniques are employed at higher
field strengths (48). In this method, data are acquired multiple times with different phases
of the rf pulse and combined. Although multiple acquisitions prolong scan time and partly
reduce the SNR efficiency of the bSSFP method, this pulse sequence was found to yield
highest SNR efficiency compared to FGRE and all spin-echo type sequences used for
trabecular imaging (46).

The right choice of pulse sequence for trabecular bone imaging is still a topic of active
research. Trade-offs exist for different sequences. For example, although the trabecular
thickness can be depicted more accurately using SE pulse sequences, the number of trabec-
ulae is better represented using bSSFP. Availability of the sequences at multiple centers,
their robustness, total imaging time versus the anatomical coverage are also considerations.

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH

SNR is linearly proportional to the static magnetic field strength, B0 in the sample noise
dominance regime, making 3 T preferable over 1.5 T magnets. Other factors such as dif-
ferent relaxation times and increased susceptibility effects also affect the SNR gain from
a lower to higher field strength. Banerjee et al. (47) measured about a 1.6-fold increase in
SNR efficiency in high-resolution imaging of trabecular bone with bSSFP when going from
1.5 to 3 T. The 60% gain in SNR can alternatively be utilized to increase the through-plane
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resolution by 60%. Phan et al. (49) imaged the trabecular micro-architecture in 40 cadav-
eric calcaneus specimens from donors with and without vertebral fractures with MRI at 1.5
and 3 T and compared them with μCT as the gold standard. Correlations between trabec-
ular structural parameters derived from 3 T MR images and μCT were significantly higher
(p < 0.05) than correlations between structural parameters obtained from 1.5 T MR imaging
and μCT. However, the trabecular thickness parameter was significantly overestimated at
3 T compared to 1.5 T due to susceptibility-induced broadening effects. The authors also
reported a trend for better differentiation between the population with and without osteo-
porotic vertebral fractures at 3 T than at 1.5 T. In vivo images may be obtained both at 1.5
and 3 T at the radius, tibia, calcaneus, and proximal femur. In Fig. 3, representative images
from different skeletal sites are shown for both 1.5 and 3 T acquisitions.

Preliminary experiments conducted on a 7 T GE Signa Scanner yielded a two-fold
increase in SNR for HR-MRI of trabecular bone with a multiple bSSFP sequence. In these
experiments, the distal tibia of six volunteers was imaged on 7 and 3 T GE Signa MRI scan-
ners and on a new in vivo three-dimensional peripheral quantitative CT (3D-pQCT) system
(XtremeCT, Scanco Medical). As expected the trabecular thickness measured at 7 T was
overestimated (∼25%) compared to 3 T due to increased susceptibility effects, which also
led to an overestimation of the bone fraction. However, imaging at high field strengths has
many technical challenges. First, magnetic inhomogeneity induced by susceptibility gradi-
ents and chemical shift artifacts increases proportionally with field strength, which leads
to more pronounced intravoxel dispersion. As a result, the relaxation time T2∗ decreases
with increasing magnetic field strength. Gradient-echo acquisitions should be employed
with shorter echo times to avoid additional signal losses from intravoxel dephasing. Higher
readout bandwidth is also warranted in view of larger chemical shifts. Improved shimming
routines are required at higher fields to ensure acceptable field homogeneity. Heating issues
related to specific absorption rate (SAR) pose serious concerns at high field strengths such
as 7 T, especially for spin-echo sequences.

Imaging with an Array of Small Coils
Use of small surface coils that are optimized for the geometry of the body part being

imaged can play a very important role in improving the SNR of an MR acquisition. The
SNR for a circular loop of surface coil is inversely proportional to the radius of the coil.
However, the sensitivity of a surface coil decreases with distance from the surface as
a2/

√
(a2 + z2)3, where a is the radius of the coil and z the depth from surface. So the

coil geometry should be optimized to the depth of the object of interest being imaged.
Employing an array of coils can also ensure sufficient coverage (50). Although receiver
setups in musculoskeletal imaging are mostly single coils, phased array coils have recently
been designed for imaging at the knee, hip, and extremities (51,52).

Scan Time Reduction with Parallel Imaging
Traditionally, acceleration of MR acquisitions has involved faster coverage of k-space

such as projection reconstruction techniques or employment of tailored short rf pulses.
Parallel imaging offers a different approach to faster acquisition by utilizing the spatial
encoding in receiver arrays. In conventional phased-array applications, an array of multi-
ple coil elements is used to receive the MR signal, instead of a single coil with the same
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Fig. 3. Axial image of the distal radius acquired at (a) 1.5 T using a gradient-echo sequence and
TR/TE = 17/4.7 ms, total imaging time 14 min, and spatial resolution of 156 × 156 × 500 μm3. (b) 3
T using a bSSFP sequence TR/TE = 13.8/4.3 ms, total imaging time 9.5 min, and spatial resolution of
156 × 156 × 500 μm3. Axial images of the distal tibia acquired at (c) 1.5 T using a bSSFP sequence
TR/TE = 15/4 ms, total imaging time 10.36 min, and spatial resolution of 156 × 156 × 500 μm3; and
(d) 3 T using a nSSFP sequence TR/TE = 11/4 ms, total imaging time 9.3 min, and spatial resolution of
156 × 156 × 500 μm3. Sagittal images of the calcaneus acquired at (e) 1.5 T using a bSSFP sequence
TR/TE = 15/4 ms, total imaging time 15.2 min, and spatial resolution of 195 × 195 × 500 μm3 (f) 3
T using a bSSFP sequence TR/TE = 12/4 ms, total imaging time 14.5 min, and spatial resolution of
195 × 195 × 500 μm3.
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coverage as the array, because of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advantages (50). The final
MR image is obtained by calculating the square root of the weighted sum of squares
or by optimal pixel-by-pixel combination of the MR images obtained from each array
element. Partially parallel imaging (PPI) exploits the over-determinedness of such a sys-
tem. In PPI, the signal space is undersampled in the phase-encoding/partition-encoding
direction to reduce imaging time (53–55). The aliased images due to undersampling are
subsequently unfolded using the localized spatial sensitivity information of the receiver
array elements. Since the MR signal from the same object is received by the differ-
ent array elements at spatially distinct locations, it is spatially encoded. The sensitivity
encoding matrix can be computed from estimated reception profiles of the coil elements
based on a short calibration scan and unfolding can be achieved by direct inversion of the
sensitivity matrix. Alternatively, in autocalibrating (AC) methods, such as autocalibrating-
simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics (AUTO-SMASH) (56), variable density
AUTO-SMASH (VD-AUTO-SMASH) (57), and generalized autocalibrating partially par-
allel acquisitions (GRAPPA) (58), a small set of additional phase-encoding lines is acquired
at the Nyquist sampling frequency. These lines serve as training lines for the estimation of
interpolation weights, which are then used to synthesize the skipped phase-encoding lines
from the acquired lines. GRAPPA has proved to be particularly flexible since it unfolds
the full field-of-view (FOV) image of each individual coil element allowing subsequent
weighted sum-of-squares array combination and is robust to small FOV imaging situations.
Recently, a modified GRAPPA technique was applied to accelerate MR imaging of the
three-dimensional trabecular bone micro-architecture (59). The effects of the GRAPPA-
based reconstruction on image characteristics and on the measurement of trabecular bone
structural parameters were evaluated. Image quality and structural detail were preserved
up to four-fold acceleration, which is equivalent to a four-fold reduction in scan time, at
3 T. Preliminary experiments at 7 T indicated that even higher acceleration factors can be
employed at 7 T. Figure 4a shows the trabecular architecture at the knee acquired for 48

Fig. 4. Axial images of the knee acquired at 7 T without (a) and with (b) parallel imaging.
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slices with in-plane and through-plane resolutions of 190 and 1000 μm, respectively, in
a scan time of 10 min 45 s. Figure 4b shows the image of the same knee acquired with
four-fold acceleration using PPI in a scan time of only 2 min 52 s. Although the PPI scan
has been acquired over a very short time, the structural detail in the trabecular architec-
ture is preserved in the image. However, an overestimation of structural measures such as
bone fraction and trabecular number was observed in the accelerated images. After reg-
ularization reconstruction was incorporated in the modified GRAPPA reconstruction and
standardization techniques were applied to the histograms of the accelerated images, the
percent deviation of the measurement values in the accelerated images from conventional
images was seen to lie within acceptable limits of the coefficient of variation (unpublished
data). PPI technique can also be used to increase the flexibility in protocol design, for exam-
ple, the scan time saved by PPI can be utilized to increase slice coverage or to improve the
resolution.

IMAGE ANALYSIS OF TRABECULAR BONE

Inspired by thin-section microscopy-based bone histomorphometry techniques, MR
image analysis techniques probing several properties of the trabecular structural organi-
zation such as interelement spacing, anisotropy, connectivity, texture, and lacunarity have
been developed over the last two decades to identify all aspects of structural deterioration
in trabecular bone associated with osteoporosis. These developments were motivated by
reports in the literature that bone mass could only account for around 60% of the bone
strength, while an understanding of the spatial distribution of the mass was needed to
account for the rest (60). Due to SNR and acquisition time constraints, the best spatial
resolution that can be achieved with the most advanced MR sequences is in the order of the
average trabecular thickness of 100–200 μm. However, since the intertrabecular spacing is
typically much larger than that and is increased in osteoporosis, it is still possible to derive
some structural measures from MR images reproducibly. Image intensity variations caused
by inhomogeneities in receiver sensitivity usually need to be removed before extraction of
the structural measurements.

Most structural parameters are derived from a processed image that has been binarized
into bone and non-bone phases, which is typically done by thresholding. However, the
choice of threshold is complicated by partial voluming because voxels typically are partly
occupied by bone and partly by bone marrow. Majumdar et al. (61) proposed a dual-
threshold technique in which the bone reference intensity is chosen by sampling regions
of the cortical shell from the image, and the marrow intensity is empirically chosen as the
upper value at which the histogram has half of the maximum peak height. Alternatively,
image processing techniques can be performed to directly generate a bone volume fraction
map (BVF), i.e., an image in which the bone fraction of a voxel is assigned as its inten-
sity. Some of the methods belonging to this category are histogram deconvolution analysis
(HDA) and local threshold analysis (LTA). Hwang and Wehrli (62) proposed HDA in which
Riccian noise is convolved with an initial estimate of an ideal histogram that consists of two
peaks corresponding to bone and marrow intensities, and the error between the estimate
and the experimentally observed histogram was iteratively subtracted from the estimate.
Recently, Vasilic and Wehrli (63) proposed LTA in which the marrow intensity threshold in
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the neighborhood of a voxel is determined by nearest neighbor statistics. A Bayesian clas-
sification of bone and marrow voxels by computation of maximum likelihood bone fraction
for each voxel was also proposed by Hwang et al. (64). Subvoxel processing can be applied
to improve the resolution of the bone volume fraction (BVF) map prior to binarization of
the image. Subvoxel processing consists of distributing the BVF in a voxel to its subvoxels
based on the BVF outside the voxel but adjacent to the subvoxel (65). Unlike conventional
interpolation techniques, it also allows a subvoxel to have a higher BVF than its parent
voxel. While most image analysis techniques operate on binarized images, fuzzy-based
analyses, spatial autocorrelation analyses, and wavelet transformation operate on grayscale
images obviating the need for threshold operations.

The most common structural measures analogous to quantitative histomorphometry
derived from MR images include app.Tb.N, app.Tb.Sp, and app.Tb.Th (66,67). These
measures are generally analyzed by a two-dimensional plate-like model using the mean
intercept length (MIL) method (61). In the MIL method, a set of parallel rays is passed
through the ROI over different angles. The number of mean intercepts over all the angles
gives a measure of the trabecular number, whereas the mean intercept length gives a
measure of the intertrabecular spacing. Since the MR images are not acquired at true micro-
scopic resolutions, Majumdar et al. (68) described these measures derived from MR images
as “apparent” measurements. However, the authors also noted that the apparent structure
reflected by the limited-resolution MR images is highly correlated to the “true” structure.
Laib et al. (69) applied three-dimensional distance transform (DT3D) techniques to derive
structural measures without any model assumptions. In DT3D, Tb.Th is computed as the
mean diameter of the maximal spheres that can fill the bone phases in a binarized image.
After skeletonization of the binary image, Tb.N is computed as the inverse of the mean
distance between structuring elements of the skeleton.

Since binarization of a MRI image is not a trivial task, mainly because of partial volume
effects, multiple techniques have been developed which operate directly on the grayscale
image. Recognizing the fuzzy nature of the images due to partial voluming, Saha and Wehrli
(70) applied a fuzzy distance transform (FDT) technique for computing trabecular thick-
ness and observed an improved robustness in the computation against loss of resolution.
Recently, Krug et al. (71) applied wavelet analysis for computing thickness. In wavelet
analysis, signal responses according to varying sizes of the wavelet filter are observed.
A maximum response is obtained when the filter size matches the mean thickness of the
trabecular elements. Probabilistic approaches have also been assumed for extracting the
structural measurements (64,72). Relying on the periodicity of the 3D trabecular architec-
ture, spatial autocorrelation analysis was employed to grayscale MR images of trabecular
bone (72). The full width at half maximum of the autocorrelation function (ACF) repre-
sented the trabecular thickness. Periodicity along a direction which in this case is equivalent
to trabecular spacing was represented by the distance to the first maximum of the ACF com-
puted along that particular direction. Contiguity, a measure of the continuity of trabecular
structure in the imaging plane, and Tubularity, a measure of trabecular continuity transverse
to the imaging plane, were also derived in the autocorrelation analysis.

Trabecular bone structure and the loss of trabecular bone are both anisotropic. So, mea-
sures of structural anisotropy and its relation to loading directions of the bone have received
attention in the context of mechanical competence of bone. The preferred orientations of
trabecular bone can be measured by principal component analysis of the covariance matrix
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of measurement data. Majumdar et al. (73) computed the three preferred orientations by
fitting an ellipsoid to the MIL data. Structural anisotropy has also been derived from
ACF analysis (72). Anisotropy is generally computed for trabecular spacing and thickness
measures and its relation to biomechanical properties have been widely studied. The con-
nectivity of the three-dimensional trabecular architecture is generally described by the Euler
number. Feldkamp et al. (74) proposed an algorithm for computing the Euler number from
a network topology as the number of branches subtracted from the number of nodes. The
better connected the network, the more negative is its corresponding Euler number. Digital
topological analyses (DTA) such as the Euler number require a skeletonized input image.
The Euler characteristic () is computed from the three Betti numbers as χ =β0 – β1 + β2,
where β0, β1, and β2 represent the number of objects, handles, and cavities, respectively,
of the network that are invariant to homeomorphic transformation. DTA techniques have
been applied to quantify the number of surface and curved edges, junctions, and interiors in
the trabecular network (75). The composite parameter surface-to-curve ratio (S/C), which
is computed as the ratio of the sum of all surface-type voxels and the sum of all curve-type
voxels, has received increased attention as an indicator of plate-to-rod conversion in the
trabecular network.

Texture is an image feature frequently used for differentiating between healthy and
diseased tissue. Most of the texture features used to classify trabecular bone structure
have been based on spatial image statistics. These include variance of the gray-level his-
togram, variance of the gradient matrix, run-length statistics, and cocurrence matrices
(76). Cocurrence matrices are based on the joint probability of two pixels assuming two
gray levels. Fractal dimension has been computed to characterize variations in the struc-
tural network of trabeculae from CT and radiographic images (77,78). Fractal lacunarity
analysis with a trivariate hyperbolic lacunarity function has also been employed on MR
images of trabecular bone (79). The authors were able to differentiate between healthy,
premenopausal, and osteoporotic population on the basis of a lacunarity parameter. Since
trabecular bone is believed to become more porous with disease progression, the physi-
cal significance of the lacunarity measure can be expected to be relevant. A scaling index
method (SIM) was recently applied by Boehm et al. (80) to describe the texture of trabecular
bone structure assuming that the micro-structure of trabecular bone also has nonlinear prop-
erties. SIM uses local scaling properties to characterize these nonlinear correlations in MR
images. It provides a measure for local complexity at each point with respect to its struc-
tural surrounding and therefore allowing differentiation between cluster, rot, and plate-like
structure existent in cancellous bone. It operates directly on the gray values of the image and
thus no binarization step is required. Significant correlations between mechanical strength
and SIM were reported.

Recently, Carballido-Gamio et al. (81) introduced fuzzy parameters to characterize
the trabecular structure. In contrast to conventional clustering where image features are
assigned to only one cluster category, fuzzy compactness measurements allow partial mem-
bership. Thus in MRI where partial volume effects are present, voxels can be assigned
partly to bone and partly to bone marrow tissue. The fuzzy output of this segmentation is
defined as a fuzzy bone volume fraction (f-BVF) map. Three-dimensional fuzzy geometri-
cal parameters like fuzzy perimeter and fuzzy compactness and measures of fuzziness like
linear index of fuzziness, quadratic index of fuzziness, logarithmic fuzzy entropy, and expo-
nential fuzzy entropy can then be computed from f-BVF maps and statistically compared
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to standard trabecular bone microstructural indexes. Analyzing fuzzy BVF maps obtained
from MR and micro-CT images, a good correlation of measures of fuzziness to trabecular
number parameters was observed by the authors.

As already mentioned the image resolution is a limiting factor for the determination of
structural parameters. This is especially true for in vivo imaging where the scan time is lim-
ited because of patient comfort. Kothari et al. (82) looked at the dependence of traditional
histomorphometric measures on slice thickness for both femur and vertebral body speci-
mens. High accuracy was found up to an image resolution of 100 μm in-plane and 500 μm
slice thickness for trabecular spacing and number. Trabecular thickness increased rapidly
with slice thickness. Magland et al. (83) investigated the resolution dependence of structural
parameters in vivo in ten male subjects with severe hypogonadism, matched by age and race
to ten normal men. In this study the trabecular thickness was computed as the fuzzy distance
transform (70,83). Images were downsampled to in-plane resolutions ranging from 137 to
800 μm with a full resolution of 137 × 137 × 410 μm3. Trabecular thickness improved for
the treatment group, while no significant change in trabecular thickness was detected in
the normal men. Although the absolute thickness increased with voxel size, the statistical
significance was maintained at all resolutions and for all parameters. They concluded that
a reduced resolution is adequate for this type of longitudinal studies.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING-DERIVED TRABECULAR
STRUCTURE AND RELATION TO MECHANICAL STRENGTH

In Vitro Studies in Specimens
Several studies relating the measures of trabecular structure obtained using MR imaging

to the measures of bone strength in vitro have been conducted. In an early study (84) involv-
ing cubes from the distal radius, MR images were obtained at a resolution comparable to
that achievable in vivo (156 × 156 × 300 μm3). X-ray tomographic (XTM) images using a
synchrotron source were used to assess trabecular bone structure at resolutions of 18 μm
isotropic. It was found that trabecular width, area fraction, number, fractal dimension, and
number/volume (a measure of trabecular connectivity) measured from the XTM and MR
images increase, while trabecular spacing decreases as the bone mineral density and elas-
tic modulus increase. A bivariate analysis showed that in addition to bone mineral density
alone, the Betti number, trabecular number, and spacing contributed to the prediction of the
elastic modulus.

In another study of excised radial bone, a probability-based method for extracting bone
volume fraction from images at a spatial resolution of 156 × 156 × 391 μm3, it was shown
that the same measures account for 91% of the variation in Young’s modulus (85). Pothuaud
et al. (86) conducted a study where 13 trabecular bone mid-sagittal of lumbar vertebrae sec-
tions were imaged by MR imaging at the resolution of 117 × 117 × 300 μm3. Topological
parameters were evaluated in applying the 3D-line skeleton graph analysis (LSGA) tech-
nique to the binary MR images. The same images were used to estimate the elastic moduli
by finite element analysis (FEA). In addition to the mid-sagittal section, two cylindrical
samples were cored from each vertebra along vertical and horizontal directions. Monotonic
compression tests were applied to these samples to measure both vertical and horizontal
ultimate stresses. In this study, BV/TV was found as a strong predictor of the mechanical
properties, accounting for 89–94% of the variability of the elastic moduli and for 69–86% of
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the variability of the ultimate stresses. Topological parameters and BV/TV were combined
following two analytical formulations, based on (1) the normalization of the topological
parameters and (2) an exponential fit model. The normalized parameters accounted for
96–98% of the variability of the elastic moduli, and the exponential model accounted
for 80–95% of the variability of the ultimate stresses. High-resolution MR images and
peripheral quantitative computed tomography images were obtained, in addition to mea-
sures of bone mineral density, for a set of nine isolated radii. Each bone was subjected to
a mechanical load consistent with a fall from a standing height. In the nine bones tested,
measures of bone mineral density explained approximately 50% of the variability with load
(0.52 < r2 < 0.57, p < 0.03), and indices relating to the size of the marrow spaces explained
an additional 25–30% of the variance. This held true whether the indices quantifying the
marrow space were derived from the MR images (r2 = 0.70, p = 0.03) or the pQCT images
(r2 = 0.82, p = 0.006) (87).

In a study of a total of 94 specimens, 7 from the calcaneus, 15 from distal femur, 47 from
the proximal femur, and 25 from the vertebral bodies imaged at 1.5 T at a resolution of 117
μm in-plane and 300 μm in slice thickness, structure measures contributed in addition to
bone mineral density to the prediction of bone mechanical properties (88). In addition,
there were significant differences in the BMD, trabecular architectural measures, elastic
modulus, and strength at the different skeletal sites. The primary orientation axis for most
of the specimens was the anatomic superior–inferior (axial) direction.

High-resolution MR images of specimens have been used for micro-finite element anal-
ysis by Borah et al. (108) and by Van Rietbergen et al. Van Rietbergen (36) has shown
correlations between MR-derived measures of elastic modulus and those derived from μCT
images and also demonstrated the reproducibility of the measures of 4–9%.

In Vitro Studies in Whole Bones
Intact right arms obtained from 73 formalin-fixed cadavers (age 80 ± 11 years, 43

women, 30 men) were imaged using MR (156 μm in-plane resolution) by Hudelmaier
et al. (89) and trabecular structural indices (app.BV/TV, app.Tb.N, app.Tb.Sp, app.Tb.Th)
and fractal dimension (Frac.Dim) were assessed. BMD was measured with DXA and
the radius was tested to failure. In addition to differences between the trabecular bone
structure between men and women, they found that app.BV/TV, app.Tb.Th, and fractal
dimension provided information independent from BMD in the prediction of radial fail-
ure loads in multiple regression models. Link et al. (90) used HR-MRI combined with
structure analysis to investigate the trabecular structure of the human proximal femur.
Thirty-one fresh human proximal femur specimens were examined with HR-MRI (voxel
size: 0.195 × 0.195 × 0.9 mm3 and 0.195 × 0.195 × 0.3 mm3). In these images, structural
parameters analogous to standard bone histomorphometry were obtained in a femoral head,
neck, and trochanteric regions of interest. In addition, BMD measurements were obtained
using DXA and finally, all specimens were tested biomechanically and maximum compres-
sive strength (MCS) was determined. Correlations between BMD and MCS were significant
(p < 0.01) with R values up to 0.74. Correlating structure parameters and MCS, R values up
to 0.69 (p < 0.01) were obtained. Using multivariate regression analysis, combining struc-
ture parameters and BMD improved correlations versus MCS substantially (up to R = 0.93;
p < 0.01). The highest correlations, however, were obtained combining BMD and structure
measures.
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In Vitro Studies Showing Relationship to Vertebral Deformities
In a comprehensive study (91), high-resolution magnetic resonance images of the cal-

caneus, the distal radius, thin-section computed tomographic images of thoracic and
lumbar vertebrae, BMD of the spine using quantitative computed tomography, and of
the calcaneus using dual X-ray absorptiometry were obtained from 74 cadavers. Spine
radiographs of these cadavers were assessed concerning vertebral deformities. Structure
analysis was performed using parameters analogous to standard histomorphometry. The
diagnostic performance in differentiating fracture and non-fracture subjects was highest
for structure parameters in the spine and slightly lower for these parameters in the distal
radius.

Using 49 calcaneus specimens from this set of cadaveric bones (mean age, 79.5 ± 11
years, 26 male, 23 female) MR imaging studies were conducted at 3 and 1.5 T (92). After
spatial coregistering of images acquired at 3-T and 1.5-T MR imaging, the signal-to-noise
ratios and structural parameters obtained at each magnetic field strength were compared in
corresponding sections. Micro-CT was performed on calcaneus cores obtained from the
corresponding regions in 40 specimens. Vertebral deformities of the thoracic and lum-
bar spine were radiographically classified by using the spinal fracture index. Diagnostic
performance of the structural parameters in differentiating donors with vertebral fractures
from those without was assessed by using receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis,
including area under the ROC curve (A(z)). Correlations between structural parameters at
3-T MR imaging and those at μCT were significantly higher (p < 0.05) than correlations
between structural parameters at 1.5-T MR imaging and those at μCT (trabecular thick-
ness, r = 0.76 at 3 T versus r = 0.57 at 1.5 T). Trabecular dimensions were amplified at 3
T because of increasing susceptibility artifacts. Also, higher ROC values were found for
structural parameters at 3 T than at 1.5 T, but differences were not significant (trabecular
thickness, A(z) = 0.75 at 3 T versus A(z) = 0.66 at 1.5 T, p > 0.05).

IN VIVO MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING-DERIVED
TRABECULAR STRUCTURE

High-resolution magnetic resonance images of the distal radius were obtained at 1.5 T in
premenopausal normal, postmenopausal normal, and postmenopausal osteoporotic women
(93). The image resolution was 156 μm in-plane and 700 μm in the slice direction; the total
imaging time was approximately 16 min. Trabecular bone mineral density and cortical bone
mineral content (BMC) were measured in the distal radius using peripheral quantitative
computed tomography , while in a subset of patients, spinal trabecular BMD was measured
using quantitative computed tomography (QCT). Cortical BMC and trabecular BMD at
the distal radius, spinal BMD, trabecular bone volume fraction, trabecular thickness, tra-
becular number, and fractal dimension all decreased with age. Trabecular spacing showed
the greatest percentage change and increased with age. In addition, significant differences
were evident in spinal BMD, radial trabecular BMD, trabecular bone volume fraction, tra-
becular spacing, and trabecular number between the postmenopausal non-fracture and the
postmenopausal osteoporotic subjects. Trabecular spacing and trabecular number showed
moderate correlation with radial trabecular BMD but correlated poorly with radial cortical
BMC.
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High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging has also been used to visualize the bone
micro-structure in the finger phalanges in vivo and to assess the topological three-
dimensional connectivity of the trabecular network and the shape of the trabeculae in
young and elderly healthy volunteers with a spatial resolution of 152 × 152 × 280 μm3

(94). The results represent a quantitative description of the rarefication of the trabecular
network when moving from the epiphysis to the diaphysis.

Three-dimensional MR imaging was performed on 17 healthy volunteers and 6 osteo-
porotic patients. Two different MR sequences were used to evaluate the impact on MR
acquisition on texture analysis results. Images were analyzed with four automated methods
of texture analysis (gray-level histogram, co-occurrence, run-length, and gradient matrices)
enabling quantitative analysis of gray-level intensity and distribution within three different
regions of interest (ROI). Principal component analysis (CFA) and hierarchical ascending
classification (HAC) were used to show that age and osteoporotic effects on trabecular bone
structure could be determined (76).

Until recently, in vivo MRI of trabecular micro-architecture was limited to peripheral
sites such as distal tibia and femur, radius, and calcaneus because of SNR limitations.
However, the main sites of osteoporotic fractures are non-peripheral regions such as the
vertebral bodies (spine) and the proximal femur (hip). High-resolution magnetic resonance
imaging has only recently been applied to the proximal femur (95) by using SNR-efficient
bSSFP sequences, high magnetic field strength (3 T), and phased array coils. In these initial
studies, a relatively large slice thickness had to be applied in order to obtain sufficient SNR.
Most recently, the axial resolution could be considerably increased by applying new paral-
lel imaging techniques while reducing scan time. Furthermore, more sophisticated coil and
subject positioning (coil holding belt and foot alignment devices) improved image quality.
It is now possible to depict the trabecular micro-architecture in the proximal femur in vivo
with a slice thickness of 1 mm and an in-plane resolution of 234 μm obtained in a scan
time below 10 min (Fig. 5).

Although significant work has been done using MRI to measure trabecular bone struc-
ture, there is little work on the macro-architectural geometry of the cortex which may play
an equally important role for bone strength. Recently, Newitt and coworkers (96) investi-
gated cortical shell geometry of the distal radius in postmenopausal women using the earlier
mentioned 3D FGRE pulse sequence. By means of a semi-automatic technique they seg-
mented the cortex from surrounding soft tissue and the internal marrow/bone region. Then
cortical volume and mean cortical thickness were calculated. Two methods were applied in
order to determine the thickness. The direct DT3D commonly used to determine trabecu-
lar thickness (97) and the average of the inner and outer contour length both yielded the
cortical thickness. A trend of decreasing thickness with increasing age was found.

RELATIONSHIP WITH POSTMENOPAUSAL STATUS AND FRACTURE

Distance transformation techniques were applied to the three-dimensional image of
the distal radius of postmenopausal patients, and structural indices such as app.Tb.N,
app.Tb.Th, and app.Tb.Sp were determined without model assumptions (98). A new metric
index, the apparent intraindividual distribution of separations (app.Tb.Sp.SD), was intro-
duced. The reproducibility or coefficient of variation was found to be 2.7–4.6% for the mean
values of structural indices and 7.7% for app.Tb.Sp.SD. It was found that app.Tb.Sp.SD
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Fig. 5. Coronal images of the proximal femur acquired at (a) 1.5 T using a bSSFP sequence
TR/TE = 10.3/4.2 ms, total imagine time 6.2 min, and spatial resolution of 234 × 234 × 1000 μm3 and
(b) 3 T using a bSSFP sequence TR/TE = 11.3/2.9 ms, total imaging time 9.75 min, and spatial resolution
of 234 × 234 × 1000 μm3.

discriminates fracture subjects from non-fracture patients as well as DXA measurements
of the radius and the spine, but not as well as DXA of the hip. Using receiver operating
characteristic analysis, the area under the curve (AUC) values were 0.67 for app.Tb.Sp.SD,
0.72 for DXA radius, 0.67 for DXA spine, and 0.81 for DXA of the hip. A combination of
MR indices reached an AUC of 0.75. Age-adjusted odds ratio ranged from 1.85 to 2.03 for
app.Tb.N, app.Tb.Sp, and app.Tb.Sp.SD (p<0.003).

Magnetic resonance (MR)-derived measures of trabecular bone architecture in the dis-
tal radius (99) and calcaneus (100) were obtained in 20 subjects with hip fractures and 19
age-matched postmenopausal controls, in addition to bone mineral density measures at the
hip (DXA) and the distal radius (peripheral quantitative computed tomography, pQCT).
Measures of app.Tb.Sp and app.Tb.N in the distal radius showed significant (p<0.05) dif-
ferences between the two groups, as did hip BMD measures. However, radial trabecular
BMD measures showed only a marginal difference (p = 0.05). In the calcaneus, significant
differences between both patient groups were obtained using morphological parame-
ters and fractal analysis. Odds ratios for the calcaneus parameters apparent (app.) bone
volume/total volume and app.trabecular separation were higher than for hip BMD. Receiver
operator characteristic values of calcaneus structure and hip BMD were comparable. The
area under the curve (AUC) for total hip BMD was 0.73 and for radial trabecular BMD was
0.69. The AUC for combined BMD (hip) and structure measures was higher (0.87) when
radius and calcaneus structure were included.
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IN VIVO μFE

In addition, in vivo images have also been combined with micro-finite element analysis
in a limited set of subjects. Newitt et al. (101) studied subjects in two groups: post-
menopausal women with normal bone mineral density (BMD) (n = 22, mean age 58 ± 7
years) and postmenopausal women with spine or femur BMD –1 to –2.5 SD below young
normal (n = 37, mean age 62 ± 11 years). From these images, the directional Young’s mod-
uli (E1, E2, and E3), shear moduli (G12, G23, and G13), and anisotropy ratios such as
E1/E3 were determined. BMD at the distal radius, lumbar spine, and hip were assessed
using DXA. All three directional measures of elastic and shear moduli were lower in the
osteopenic group compared with the normal group. Anisotropy of trabecular bone micro-
architecture, as measured by the ratios of the MIL values (MIL1/MIL3, etc.), and the
anisotropy in elastic modulus (E1/E3, etc.) were greater in the osteopenic group.

THERAPEUTIC RESPONSE USING TRABECULAR BONE STRUCTURE
MEASURES IN POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS

Topological 3D-LSGA-based measurements (102) were evaluated in a set of seven
volunteers, and coefficients of variations ranged from 3.5 to 6%. High-resolution MR
images of the radius in 30 postmenopausal women from a placebo controlled drug study
(Idoxifene), divided into placebo (n = 9) and treated (n = 21) groups, were obtained at base-
line (BL) and after 1 year of treatment (follow-up, FU). In addition, DXA measures of BMD
were obtained in the distal radius. Standard morphological measurements based on the MIL
technique as well as 3D-LSGA-based measurements were applied to the three-dimensional
MR images. Significant changes from BL to FU were detected in the treated group using
the topological 3D-LSGA-based measurements, morphological measures of volume of con-
nected trabeculae, and app Tb.N from MIL analysis. In addition, mechanical parameters of
a trabecular volume of interest in the calcaneus were calculated using micro-finite element
analysis (103). Although there were no significant differences between the mean changes
in the treated groups and the placebo group, there were significant changes from baseline
within groups after 1 year of treatment. Significant changes, however, were found only for
mechanical parameters and only in the treated groups. This was the first demonstration that
longitudinal changes in bone mechanical properties due to trabecular micro-architectural
changes may be quantified in long-term clinical studies. However, the study duration was
short and the number of patients small; thus, these results cannot be interpreted with regard
to a true therapeutic response.

Ninety-one postmenopausal osteoporotic women were followed for 2 years (n = 46 for
nasal spray calcitonin, n = 45 for placebo); all women received 500 mg calcium daily (104).
MRI measurements of trabecular structure were obtained at distal radius, and calcaneus in
addition to DXA-BMD at spine/hip/wrist/os calcis (obtained yearly). MRI assessment of
trabecular micro-architecture at individual regions of the distal radius revealed preserva-
tion (no significant loss) in the treated group compared with significant deterioration in
the placebo control group, as reflected in app.BV/TV (p < 0.03), app.Tb.N (p < 0.01), and
app.Tb.Sp (p < 0.01). There was a significant increase in app.Tb.N in the treated group in
the calcaneus.
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TRABECULAR BONE STRUCTURE IN MEN

Sagittal MR images of the calcaneus were obtained in 50 men (26 patients with
osteoporosis and 24 age-matched healthy control subjects) (105). Twenty structural
measurements were obtained from these images. Thirteen of 20 structural parameters,
especially connectivity parameters, showed significant differences between control sub-
jects and patients (p <.05). Differences between the two groups were more significant
(p <.001) for apparent bone marrow skeleton length, apparent node count, apparent node-
to-node strut count, and apparent terminus-to-terminus strut count. Odds ratios for 11 of 13
structural parameters but not for calcaneus density were significant (p < 0.05). After adjust-
ment for calcaneus density, these parameters were still significant predictors of osteoporotic
fracture.

Trabecular bone structure of the tibia was studied in ten men with severe, untreated
hypogonadism and age and race matched eugonadal men. Two composite topological
indices were determined: the ratio of surface voxels (representing plates) to curve vox-
els (representing rods), which is higher when architecture is more intact; and the erosion
index, a ratio of parameters expected to increase upon architectural deterioration to those
expected to decrease, which is higher when deterioration is greater. The surface/curve ratio
was 36% lower (p = 0.004), and the erosion index was 36% higher (p = 0.003) in the hypog-
onadal men than in the eugonadal men (106). In contrast, bone mineral density of the
spine and hip were not significantly different between the two groups. The hypogonadal

Fig. 6. Images of the distal tibia acquired with (a) extremity CT at a pixel resolution of 80 μm isotropic
depicts cortical shell and trabeculae in white (b) and obtained using MR at 3 T at a resolution of a
195 × 195 × 500 μm3 depicting the cortical shell and trabeculae as signal voids and marrow is bright
contrary to (a). Visually the differences in trabecular structure, cortical porosity in both images show
similar characteristics.
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men were followed after 6, 12, and 24 months of testosterone treatment. Serum testos-
terone concentrations increased to mid-normal after 3 months of treatment and remained
normal thereafter. After 24 months of testosterone treatment, BMD of the spine increased
7.4% (p < 0.001) and of the total hip increased 3.8% (p = 0.008). Architectural parameters
assessed by micro-MRI also changed: the surface-to-curve ratio increased 11% (p = 0.004)
and the topological erosion index decreased 7.5% (p = 0.004) (107).

SUMMARY

Imaging trabecular and cortical micro-architecture, characterizing the features of trabec-
ular and cortical bone has been an area of fertile and ongoing research. Beyond relating
micro-architecture to the biomechanical properties of bone in specimens, advances have
been made to extend these measures in vivo in human subjects. In this context, relation-
ship between age, fracture status, and even posttherapeutic response has been studied.
New advances in peripheral CT and MR are ongoing and evolving at a rapid pace. Both
imaging technologies provide similar data, in fact Fig. 6 shows a peripheral CT and MR
image through the tibia and features of similarity may be seen qualitatively. These modali-
ties are being developed, and with the establishment of robust analysis methodologies and
normative databases, both have the potential for further clinical utilization in the coming
years.
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Summary

Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) measurements of hip and spine bone mineral
density (BMD) have an important role in the evaluation of individuals at risk of osteoporosis
and in helping clinicians advise patients about the appropriate use of antifracture treatment.
Compared with alternative bone densitometry techniques, hip and spine DXA examinations
have a number of advantages that include a consensus that BMD results can be interpreted
using the World Health Organisation (WHO) T-score definition of osteoporosis, a proven
ability to predict fracture risk, proven effectiveness at targeting antifracture therapies and the
ability to monitor response to treatment. This chapter discusses the evidence for these and
other clinical aspects of DXA scanning, including its role in the new WHO algorithm for
treating patients on the basis of their individual fracture risk.
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Osteoporosis is widely recognised as an important public health problem because of the
significant morbidity, mortality, and costs associated with its complications, namely frac-
tures of the hip, spine, forearm, and other skeletal sites (1). It is estimated that every
year 1.5 million people in the United States experience an osteoporosis-related fracture,
including 300,000 cases of hip fracture (2). One in every two white women will suffer
an osteoporosis-related fracture in her lifetime and one in six will have a hip fracture (3).
There is particular concern about hip fractures because these have the greatest effect on
an individual’s quality of life and incur the greatest cost for health services (4). However,
other fractures are also associated with significant morbidity and costs (5) and both hip
and vertebral fractures are associated with an increased risk of death (6,7) and increased
dependence on nursing homes and private and public care services for the basic activities
of daily living. Because of the aging population and the previous lack of attention to bone
health, the annual number of hip fractures in the United States is set to double by the year
2020 (2).

Although for many years there was awareness of the morbidity and costs associated
with fragility fractures, real progress only came with the ability to diagnose osteoporosis
before any fractures occur, and with the development of preventive treatments. Bone den-
sity scanning played an important role in both these developments. Until the mid-1980 s
measurements of bone mineral density (BMD) were used mainly in research, and it was
only with the introduction of dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scanners in 1987
that they entered routine clinical practice (8). Further significant developments included
the first study showing that bisphosphonate treatment can prevent bone loss (9), the pub-
lication of the World Health Organisation (WHO) report defining osteoporosis in terms
of a BMD T-score at the spine, hip, or forearm of –2.5 or less (10) (Table 1), and the
Fracture Intervention Trial confirming that bisphosphonate treatment reduced fracture risk
(11). Since then a number of international trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of
bisphosphonates (BPs) (12–16), selective oestrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) (17),
recombinant human parathyroid hormone (PTH) (18), and strontium ranelate (19–21) in
the prevention of fragility fractures.

Table 1
The WHO Definitions of Osteoporosis and Osteopenia (10)

Terminology T-score definition

Normal T ≥ –1.0

Osteopenia –2.5 < T < –1.0

Osteoporosis T ≤ –2.5

Established osteoporosis T ≤ –2.5 in the presence of one or more
fragility fractures

THE CLINICAL ROLE OF BONE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS

Bone density measurements have an important clinical role in the evaluation of patients
at risk of osteoporosis and in ensuring the appropriate use of antifracture treatment (22–25).
A helpful list of clinical indications for performing a bone density examination was pub-
lished by the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD) and is summarised in
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Table 2
Indications for Bone Mineral Density (BMD) Testing (26)

Women aged 65 and older

Postmenopausal women under age 65 with risk factors

Men aged 70 and older

Adults with a fragility fracture

Adults with a disease or condition associated with low bone mass or bone loss

Adults taking medication associated with low bone mass or bone loss

Anyone being considered for pharmacologic therapy

Anyone being treated to monitor treatment effect

Anyone not receiving therapy in whom evidence of bone loss would lead to
treatment

Region

Age

B
M

D

L1

L1

L2

L3

L4

L2
L3
L4

TOTAL

13.52

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

14.92
15.31
16.43
60.18

12.69
15.41
14.96
15.07
58.13

0.1
0.0

–1.0
–1.8
–0.7

1.7
1.8
0.9
0.1
1.0

0.938
1.033
1.977
0.918
0.966

Area
(cm2)

BMD
(g/cm2)

BMC
(g)

T-
score

Z-
score

Fig. 1. (A) Scan printout of a spine dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) examination. The printout
shows (left) scan image of the lumbar spine; (top right) patient’s age and bone mineral density (BMD)
plotted with respect to the manufacturer’s reference range; (bottom right) BMD figures for individual
vertebrae and total spine (L1–L4), together with the interpretation in terms of T-scores and Z-scores. (B)
Scan printout of a hip DXA examination. The printout shows (left) scan image of the hip; (top right)
patient’s age and total hip BMD plotted with respect to the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES III) reference range (40); (bottom right) BMD figures for five different regions of
interest in the hip (femoral neck, greater trochanter, intertrochanteric, total hip, and Ward’s triangle),
together with the interpretation in terms of T-scores and Z-scores using the NHANES III reference range.
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Region

Neck 4.53

0.77
27.84
17.99

6.61
3.24

–1.2

–0.6
–0.6

–0.3
–1.2

0.597

0.3
0.7

0.4

1.1
0.60.864

1.010

0.668
0.716

1.29
32.24
17.82

9.89

Ward’s
TOTAL

Inter

Troch

Area
(cm2)

BMD
(g/cm2)

BMC
(g)

T-
score

Z-
score

Age
B

M
D

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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Fig. 1. (continued)

Table 2 (26). The most widely used method of patient investigation is DXA scanning of the
lumbar spine and hip (Fig. 1 A,B). BMD examinations have three principal roles, namely
the diagnosis of osteoporosis, the assessment of patients’ risk of fracture, and monitor-
ing response to treatment. The reasons for choosing to measure the hip and spine include
the fact that the hip is the best site for predicting hip fracture risk (27–29), the spine is
the best site for monitoring response to treatment (30,31) and the consensus that hip and
spine BMD results should be interpreted using the WHO T-score definition of osteoporo-
sis (Table 1) (22–26). T-scores are calculated by taking the difference between a patient’s
measured BMD and the mean BMD in healthy young adults, matched for gender and
ethnic group, and expressing the difference relative to the young adult population standard
deviation (SD):

T-score = Measured BMD − Young adult mean BMD

Young adult population SD
(1)

Other practical advantages of DXA scanning include short scan times, easy patient set-
up, low radiation dose, and good measurement precision. These and other advantages of
spine and hip DXA are summarised in Table 3. Most of the rest of this chapter is devoted
to discussing these advantages in greater detail.

In addition to central DXA systems that measure the spine and hip, a wide variety
of other types of bone densitometry equipment are also available (8,32). These include
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Table 3
Clinical Advantages of Hip and Spine DXA

Proven ability to predict fracture risk

Consensus that BMD results can be interpreted using WHO T-scores

Proven for effective targeting of antifracture treatments

Effective for monitoring response to treatment

Basis of new WHO algorithm for predicting fracture risk

Many systems can perform vertebral fracture assessment

Short scan times

Easy patient set-up

Low radiation dose

Good precision

Availability of reliable reference ranges

Stable calibration

Effective instrument quality control procedures

quantitative computed tomography (QCT) measurements of the spine and hip (33,34),
peripheral DXA (pDXA) systems for measuring the forearm, heel or hand (35), and
quantitative ultrasound (QUS) devices for measurements of the heel and other periph-
eral sites (36). In principle pDXA and QUS devices offer a quick, cheap and convenient
way of evaluating skeletal status that makes them attractive for widespread use. In prac-
tice, however, these alternative types of measurement correlate poorly with hip and spine
BMD, with correlation coefficients in the range r = 0.5–0.7 (37). This lack of agreement
with measurements made using hip and spine DXA has proved a barrier to reaching a
consensus on the best way of introducing these other methods into wider clinical practice
(37,38).

WHICH MEASUREMENT IS BEST?

Given the choice of so many different types of measurement, how do we decide which
technique is the most effective for decisions about patient treatment? Fundamental to the
clinical use of any type of bone densitometry examination is its ability to predict fracture
risk, and the most reliable way to evaluate and compare the alternative techniques is through
prospective studies of incident fractures (27). Figure 2 illustrates how data from a fracture
study are analysed to quantify the relationship between BMD and fracture risk. When the
study subjects are divided into quartiles on the basis of their baseline BMD measurements,
an inverse relationship is found between fracture risk and BMD. To describe this relation-
ship the BMD figures are converted into Z-scores. Z-scores are similar to T-scores except
that instead of comparing the patient’s measured BMD with the mean and SD for young
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Fig. 2. Incidence of hip fracture risk by bone mineral density (BMD) quartile for femoral neck BMD. Data
are taken from the 2-year follow-up of the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF) (41). Inset diagram: data
from fracture studies are fitted using a gradient-of-risk model, in which the fracture risk varies exponen-
tially with Z-score with gradient β. Results are expressed in terms of the relative risk (RR), the increased
risk of fracture for each unit decrease in Z-score. The value of RR is found from β using the exponential
function (RR = exp(β)). Alternatively, the gradient of risk is found by taking the natural logarithm of RR
(β = ln(RR)).

adults, it is compared instead with the mean BMD and SD for healthy normal subjects
matched for age, gender, and ethnic group:

Z-score = Measured BMD − Age-matched mean BMD

Age matched population SD
(2)

Data from fracture studies are fitted using a gradient-of-risk model in which the fracture
risk increases exponentially with decreasing Z-score (Fig. 2, inset). Results are usually
expressed in terms of the relative risk (RR), which is defined as the increased risk of fracture
for each unit decrease in Z-score.

The larger the value of RR (or equivalently, the steeper the gradient-of-risk β in Fig. 2),
the more effective the technique at discriminating between patients who will suffer a frac-
ture in the future and those who will not. To understand the reason for this, consider a
large group of subjects chosen randomly from the general population. For such a group the
distribution of Z-score values approximates to a Gaussian curve (Fig. 3A). The distribu-
tion of Z-score values for the group of patients who will at some future date experience an
osteoporotic fracture is found by multiplying the Gaussian curve representing the general
population by the gradient-of-risk curve shown in the inset to Fig. 2. When this is done the
distribution of Z-score values for the fracture population is found to be a second Gaussian
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Fig. 3. (A) Distribution of Z-score values in a fracture population compared with the age-matched general
population. The curve for the general population is a bell-shaped curve symmetrically distributed around
its peak at Z = 0. The corresponding curve for the population of patients who will suffer an osteoporotic
fracture is a similar bell-shaped curve that is offset from the general population by a Z-score difference
of �Z = ln(RR), where RR = relative risk. The inset table lists values of RR and �Z. (B) Plot of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves obtained by evaluating the areas under the two bell-shaped
curves shown in (A) up to an arbitrarily chosen Z-score threshold and plotting the two areas against each
other for different values of the relative risk (RR). The ROC curve shows the percentage of fracture cases
that fall below the bone mineral density (BMD) threshold (shaded area under the fracture population
curve in (A)) plotted against the percentage of subjects in the general population who fall below the same
threshold (shaded area under the general population curve in (A)). It therefore shows the true positive
fraction (those patients who sustain a fracture and were correctly identified as being at risk) against the
false-positive fraction (those patients identified as being at risk but who never actually have a fracture).
The larger the value of RR the wider the separation of the two curves in (A) and the more effective BMD
measurements are at discriminating the patients who will have a fracture. For example, if patients in the
lowest quartile of BMD are identified for treatment, then for RR values of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 this group
will include 39, 51, 60 and 66%, respectively, of all patients who will suffer a fracture.

curve with the same SD as the first but with its peak offset to the left by an amount �Z equal
to the gradient-of-risk β (or equivalently to the natural logarithm of RR) (�Z = β = ln(RR))
(Fig. 3A) (39).

To understand the importance of selecting a technique with a high RR value, consider
choosing some arbitrary Z-score value in Fig. 3A as the threshold for making decisions
about patients’ treatment (for example, this might be the Z-score value equivalent to a
T-score of –2.5). The areas under the two curves can be evaluated to find the percent-
ages of patients in the fracture population and the general population with BMD values
below the chosen threshold. As the threshold is varied and the two percentages plotted
against each other we obtain a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Fig. 3B) in
which the percentage of true positives (those patients who will suffer a fracture in the future
and were correctly identified to be at risk) is plotted against the percentage of false posi-
tives (those patients identified to be at risk but who never have a fracture). Figure 3B is
fundamental to understanding the clinical value of any type of bone density measurement
used to identify and treat patients at risk of fracture. It shows that the larger the RR value
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of the measurement technique the more successful clinicians are at targeting preventive
treatments on those patients at greatest risk of having a fracture.

DATA FROM FRACTURE STUDIES

One of the important clinical advantages of DXA compared with other types of bone
density measurements is that its ability to identify patients at risk of fracture has been
assessed and proven in a large number of epidemiological studies (27–29). The most infor-
mative studies are meta-analyses of prospective fracture studies. Two such meta-analyses
have been published, the well-known Marshall study published in 1996 (27) and a more
recent study by Johnell et al. (28). The Marshall meta-analysis was based on more than
2000 osteoporotic fractures from 90,000 person-years of follow-up. The subjects were all
women. The authors concluded that all BMD measurement sites have similar ability to pre-
dict fractures (RR = 1.5; 95% confidence interval: 1.4–1.6), except for hip BMD predicting
hip fractures (RR = 2.6; 95% CI: 2.0–3.5) (Fig. 4) and spine BMD predicting vertebral
fractures (RR = 2.3; 95% CI: 1.9–2.8). The authors concluded that hip and spine BMD

Fig. 4. Values of the relative risk (RR) (defined as the increased risk of fracture for a 1 standard deviation
decease in bone mineral density) for hip fracture for (1) hip DXA measurements (Marshall meta-analysis
(27), Johnell meta-analysis (28), Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF) 10-year study (29)); (2) QCT and
DXA hip BMD measurements (MrOS study (43)); (3) heel QUS measurements (Johnell meta-analysis
(28), EPIDOS study (51), SOF 5-year study (42), Woodhouse meta-analysis (47), Amsterdam study (46),
and EPIC study (50)). The errors bars show the 95% confidence intervals. The number beside each data
point shows the number of hip fractures in the study. The graph illustrates the importance of having a
large number of fractures in order to reduce the error bars and allow a meaningful comparison between
different bone densitometry techniques.
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were the best measurements for predicting hip and spine fractures, respectively. A
limitation of the Marshall study was that these latter conclusions were based on a rel-
atively small number of fracture cases (80 hip fractures and 98 vertebral fractures,
respectively).

The Johnell meta-analysis examined the relationship between hip fracture and hip BMD
based on data from 12 different fracture studies from Australia, Canada, Europe, and Japan
including both men and women (28). There were data on 971 hip fractures from a total
of 168,000 person-years of follow-up. As would be expected given the much larger num-
ber of hip fractures, the statistical errors are considerably reduced and consequently the
results are more informative. When corrected to the population SD of the female refer-
ence range of the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III)
(40), the RR figure for men and women combined was 2.21 (95% CI: 2.03–2.41) (Fig.
4). There was no significant difference between men and women (women: RR = 2.18;
95% CI: 1.99–2.39; men: RR = 2.28; 95% CI: 1.81–2.87). Interestingly the relative risk
figures decreased progressively with increasing age varying from RR = 3.68 (95% CI:
2.61–5.19) at age 50 to RR = 1.93 (95% CI: 1.76–2.10) at age 85. Relative risk figures for
hip fracture did not vary significantly with the length of follow-up (0–10 years) or baseline
Z-score (–4 < Z < +4).

Among individual fracture studies, perhaps the most informative is the Study of
Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF), a study of 9704 white US women aged 65 and over who
had baseline measurements of hip, spine, forearm, and heel BMD when the study com-
menced in the late 1980 s (29). One of the strengths of the SOF study is the large number
of recorded fracture cases, with the recently published 10-year follow-up including over
650 hip fractures and 2900 fractures at all sites. A second important strength is that the
baseline measurements included a variety of bone densitometry sites including DXA of the
hip and spine, peripheral absorptiometry of the forearm and heel, and QUS of the heel.
A large number of fracture cases are essential for achieving adequate statistical power if
meaningful comparisons are to be made between different bone density techniques. This
is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows RR values for hip fracture from various studies with
their 95% confidence intervals and the number of fractures recorded in the study. As the
SOF study has progressed the results have consistently confirmed the ability of hip BMD
measurements to predict hip fracture risk with an RR value of around 2.5 (29,41,42). The
10-year follow-up data confirm the association between BMD and fracture risk with high
statistical reliability for many types of fracture and show that the prediction of hip fracture
risk from a hip BMD measurement has the largest RR value and is the most effective single
type of DXA examination (Fig. 5) (29).

In comparison to DXA, until recently there were no prospective studies of QCT and
fracture risk. However, the first results of a prospective study of QCT and hip fracture risk
from the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS) study were recently announced (43). The
MrOS study enrolled 5995 white men aged 65 and over from six US centres. As well as
baseline DXA scans, 3357 men had spine and hip QCT scans. The first results based on 36
hip fracture cases recorded after an average follow-up period of 4.4 years show comparable
RR values for femoral neck BMD measured by QCT or DXA (Fig. 4). As can be seen,
because of the small number of fracture cases so far recorded the statistical errors are still
too large to make any meaningful comparison between QCT and DXA.
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Fig. 5. Values of the relative risk (RR) (defined as the increased risk of fracture for a 1 standard deviation
decrease in bone mineral density (BMD)) for fractures at different skeletal sites (wrist, hip, spine, and any
fracture) for BMD measurements made at four different sites (forearm, heel, spine, and femoral neck).
The errors bars show the 95% confidence intervals. Data are taken from the 10-year follow-up of the
Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF) study population (29). In the SOF data the largest value of RR is
for the prediction of hip fracture risk from a hip BMD measurement (RR = 2.4). From the ROC curves
shown in Fig. 3B this means that the clinically most effective DXA scan measurement is to use hip BMD
to predict hip fracture risk.

In contrast with QCT, there are a large number of published studies of QUS and fracture
risk (44–52). The Johnell meta-analysis includes QUS data from two cohorts (EPIDOS and
Sheffield) with a total of 288 hip fractures (28). RR values were 1.74 (95% CI: 1.53–1.97)
for broadband ultrasonic attenuation (BUA) and 1.50 (95% CI: 1.31–1.70) for speed of
sound (SOS). These and some other data for QUS are plotted in Fig. 4. Comparison of the
various results plotted in Fig. 4 illustrates the importance of having studies with a large
number of recorded fracture cases in order to reduce the error bars and allow a meaningful
comparison between different techniques.

APPROPRIATE TARGETING OF ANTIFRACTURE TREATMENTS

Another of the clinical advantages of hip and spine BMD scans are their proven ability
to identify patients who will respond successfully to treatments for preventing fractures.
Table 4 lists the principal clinical trials of the pharmaceutical agents proven to prevent ver-
tebral and/or non-vertebral fractures (11–20). It is notable that all the trials listed enrolled
patients on the basis of study entry criteria that included a DXA scan T-score at the hip or
spine demonstrating either osteoporosis or severe osteopenia. In a number of these trials the
data analysis showed that treatment was effective only in those subjects with a hip or spine
T-score of –2.5 or less (12,14,15,20). These findings have created difficulty in selecting
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Table 4
Fracture Prevention Studies that Have Selected Subjects Using Hip and Spine DXA

Class of agent Name of drug Study name T-score thresholds for patient
enrolmenta

Bisphosphonate Alendronate FIT 1 (11) Femoral neck T-score < –1.5b

FIT 2 (12) Femoral neck T-score < –1.5

Risedronate VERT NA (13) Spine T-score < –2b

HIP (14) Femoral neck T-score < –3.2c

Ibandronate BONE (15) Spine T-score in range –2 to –5b

Zolendronate HORIZON (16) Femoral neck T-score < –2.5b

Selective
oestrogen
receptor
modulator

Raloxifene MORE (17)
Spine or Fem neck
T-score < –1.8b

Parathyroid
hormone

PTH (1–34) Neer study (18) Spine or Fem neck T-score < –1b

Strontium
Strontium
ranelate

SOTI (19) Spine T-score < –1.9b

TROPOS (20) Femoral neck T-score < –2.2
a T-score thresholds are those calculated using the NHANES III reference range for the hip (40) and the

Hologic reference range for spine BMD.
b Study entry criteria also included previous vertebral fracture.
c Study entry criteria also included clinical risk factors.

patients for treatment using techniques other than hip or spine DXA because of the poor
correlation between different techniques and the lack of evidence that patients selected
using other techniques will respond to treatment (53).

VERTEBRAL FRACTURE ASSESSMENT

One important outcome of the recent trials of new treatments for osteoporosis has been
the recognition of the importance of a previous vertebral fracture as a risk factor for future
fractures that is independent of BMD (54,55). Trial subjects with a previous vertebral
fracture were five times more likely to have a further fracture than those without (54).
Other epidemiological studies confirm that patients with a prevalent vertebral fracture are
at substantially greater risk of a future fracture than patients without a prevalent fracture
(56). Conventionally, the diagnosis of vertebral fracture is made from the semi-quantitative
assessment of lateral X-ray films of the lumbar and thoracic spine (57). However, many
modern DXA systems are designed to acquire fast, high-resolution lateral images of the
spine that can provide equivalent information, a technique referred to as vertebral fracture
assessment (VFA). ISCD has published guidelines on the clinical indications for a VFA
study and the method for defining and reporting vertebral fractures on a VFA study (26).
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Advantages of VFA studies using DXA equipment include the low radiation dose com-
pared with X-ray films, and the ability to combine an assessment for vertebral fracture and
a BMD measurement at a single patient visit (58,59). Although the spatial resolution of
the DXA images is poorer than a conventional radiograph, a normal scan image has been
shown to be a highly reliable method of excluding the presence of vertebral fractures (58).

AVAILABILITY OF RELIABLE REFERENCE RANGES

Over the last 10 years the interpretation of DXA scans has been guided by the WHO
T-score definition of osteoporosis (Table 1). However, if scan results are to be interpreted
reliably care is necessary in the choice of reference data for the calculation of T-scores.
For consistency, ISCD recommends the use of the NHANES III reference database (40)
for T-score derivation in the hip (26). This recommendation was made following the
publication of a study comparing the spine and hip T-score results obtained on the two
principal brands of DXA scanner (manufactured by GE-Lunar and Hologic) and calcu-
lated using the manufacturers’ reference ranges (60). Although good agreement was found
for spine T-scores measured on the two manufacturers’ systems, a systematic difference
of almost one T-score unit was found between the hip T-scores. The discrepancy was
resolved by all the manufacturers agreeing to use the NHANES III hip reference range
(61), which is based on measurements of over 14,000 randomly selected men and women
from across the whole of the United States. Comparison of reference ranges from dif-
ferent manufacturers for the same BMD site can show surprising large differences in
the plots of mean T-score against age due to factors that include the use of inappropri-
ate populations, different conventions for deriving the reference curve from the data, and
insufficient numbers of subjects (62). When the principal DXA manufacturers adopted
the NHANES III hip BMD reference range with its large, randomly selected popula-
tion this was an important factor in improving confidence in the interpretation of scan
results.

INTERPRETATION OF T-SCORES USING THE WHO CRITERIA

As explained above, one of the important clinical advantages of DXA is the widespread
consensus that spine, hip, and forearm BMD measurements should be interpreted using the
WHO T-score definition of osteoporosis (Table 1). However, the WHO definition should
not be applied to QCT or QUS measurements or pDXA results at sites other than the 33%
radius (26). The reason why this rule is so important can be understood from Fig. 6. When
the reference ranges for different types of bone density measurement are plotted as graphs
of mean T-score against age the curves obtained are found to be very different for different
techniques. For example, the curve for spine QCT decreases rapidly with age and crosses
the WHO threshold of T = –2.5 at age 60 (Fig. 6). This means that if QCT measurements
were interpreted using the WHO definition 50% of 60-year-old women would be diagnosed
with osteoporosis. In contrast, for some types of heel pDXA and QUS measurements the
curve decreases so slowly with age that patients need to be age 100 before 50% of them
have osteoporosis. For spine, femoral neck, and 33% radius DXA measurements the three
curves decrease in a similar manner crossing the T = –2.5 threshold at age 75. It is clear that
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Fig. 6. Age-related decline in mean T-scores at different bone mineral density sites for healthy white
female subjects. The hip DXA data are taken from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) study (40,61). The DXA normative data for the lumbar spine (L1–L4) and forearm (total
forearm region) were obtained from the Hologic manufacturer’s reference ranges. Heel data are for the
GE-Lunar PIXI pDXA device. Spinal QCT is that used by the Image Analysis reference system. Filled
circles: lumbar spine; Open circles: total hip; Triangles: total forearm; Filled squares: QCT spine; Open
squares: Heel.

if care is not taken in applying the WHO criteria appropriately then cases of osteoporosis
may be either seriously underdiagnosed or overdiagnosed depending on the measurement
technique (37). In principle, measurements other than spine and hip DXA can be used with
appropriate device-specific thresholds to identify a group of patients with high peripheral
BMD that are unlikely to be at risk, and another group with low BMD and who can be
treated for osteoporosis. Patients with intermediate peripheral BMD results can be referred
for a central DXA examination for a definitive diagnosis. However, the clinical application
of this triage algorithm requires the availability of adequate information about the device-
specific thresholds (62).

THE NEW WHO FRACTURE RISK ALGORITHM

Views on the best way of using the information from DXA scans to advise patients about
the use of antifracture treatment continue to evolve (3,63–65). As emphasised above, the
clinical value of a BMD examination lies in the information it provides about fracture risk.
An important limitation of the WHO T-score approach to making decisions about patient
treatment is that age as well as BMD is an important factor in determining the patient’s
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short-term risk of having a fracture (3,64,66). For any hip T-score figure, fracture risk in
men and women between the ages of 45 and 85 varies greatly according to age (3,66). A
new approach to the use of BMD scans to guide treatment decisions is based on the 10-
year probability of the patient sustaining an osteoporotic fracture (3,64). This has a number
of important advantages, including the targeting of osteoporosis treatment according the
patient’s risk of fracture (3), the incorporation of additional risk factors such as a history of
prior fracture to refine the algorithm for estimating fracture risk (64), and the use of health
economic criteria to set intervention thresholds based on the costs of treatment, savings to
health services, and the contribution of fracture prevention to patients’ quality of life (63).

The value of taking account of additional risk factors that give independent information
about fracture risk over and above that provided by age and BMD can be explained by
reference to the ROC curve shown in Fig. 3B. With all types of bone densitometry mea-
surement, the fracture and non-fracture patients have overlapping BMD distributions (Fig.
3A), leading to ROC curves (Fig. 3B) in which at any given T-score threshold only a certain
percentage of future fracture cases are identified for treatment at the cost of also having to
treat a large number of patients who are not going to have a fracture. As explained above,
the best that can be done with bone densitometry alone is to choose the BMD measurement
site with the highest RR value that will optimise the ROC curve. However, by combining
BMD data with age and other appropriately chosen risk factors (Table 5), the ROC curve
can be further improved so that treatments are better targeted on the patients at highest risk.

Table 5
Clinical Risk Factors Included in WHO Fracture Algorithm (64)

Age

Low body mass index

Prior fracture after age 50

Parental history of hip fracture

Current smoking habit

Current or past use of systemic corticosteroids

Alcohol intake > 2 U daily

Rheumatoid arthritis

The new WHO fracture risk algorithm is based on a series of meta-analyses of data from
12 independent fracture studies from North America, Europe, Asia, and Australia (67–72).
The DXA scan information required is femoral neck BMD. Because of the need to build the
correct parameters into the statistical model, including the interdependence of the various
risk factors, there is a specific requirement that the BMD information is provided by a hip
DXA scan. The reliance on BMD information from a single skeletal site raises the important
question of whether fracture risk prediction is improved by combining BMD measurements
from more than one site. A meta-analysis of spine and femoral neck BMD data showed that
use of the lowest T-score did not improve the ROC curve (73). This finding is perhaps
surprising, but mathematical analysis provides the reason: although hip and spine BMD
measurements are quite poorly correlated (r = 0.5–0.7), even this degree of correlation is
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too high for a second BMD site to provide significant additional information about fracture
risk (74). A further point that follows from the WHO fracture risk algorithm is that not all
patients necessarily require a DXA scan (75). For some the use of age, fracture history,
and the other risk factors are sufficient to place them in either the high-risk group requiring
antifracture treatment or the low-risk group who can be reassured that their likelihood of
having a fracture is small. Thus in future a triage approach could be adopted for BMD
scanning in which the fracture risk algorithm is used to select those patients for a DXA
examination in whom BMD information is most likely to contribute to their management.

Another advantage of the new WHO algorithm is that it enables fracture risk thresh-
olds for intervention to be established based on economic criteria that can be adjusted for
practice in different countries (76,77). A series of health economic analyses have examined
the rationale for fracture prevention and the cost-effectiveness of different osteoporosis
treatments (78–82). These analyses show that, taking account of all types of fracture, the
cost-effective intervention thresholds correspond to T-score values between –2 and –3 over
a range of ages from 50 to 80 (63,64). At the present time it is unclear how quickly the new
fracture risk approach will become the new paradigm for the management of osteoporosis.

MONITORING RESPONSE TO TREATMENT

Verifying response to treatment using follow-up DXA scans is widely believed to have
a beneficial role in encouraging patients to continue taking their medication, and also in
identifying non-responders who may benefit from a different treatment regimen. DXA has a
number of advantages as a technique for monitoring patients’ response, of which one of the
most important is the good precision of the measurements. Precision is usually expressed
in terms of the coefficient of variation (CV) which is typically around 1–1.5% for spine and
total hip BMD and 2–2.5% for femoral neck BMD (83). DXA scanners have good long-
term precision because among other reasons their calibration is extremely stable and there
are effective instrument quality control procedures provided by manufacturers to detect any
long-term drifts (Table 3). A second requirement for effective patient monitoring is a BMD
measurement site that shows a large response to treatment. The best DXA site for follow-
up measurements is the spine because the treatment changes are usually largest and the
precision error is as good or better than that at most other sites (84–85).

CONCLUSIONS

As a technique for performing bone densitometry, hip and spine DXA examinations have
a number of important clinical advantages including compatibility with the WHO T-score
definition of osteoporosis, their proven effectiveness at predicting fracture risk, proven
effectiveness for targeting of antifracture treatment, effectiveness at monitoring patients’
response to treatment, and compatibility with the new WHO fracture risk algorithm. Other
advantages include the stable calibration of hip and spine DXA scanners, the good precision
of the measurements, and the availability of reliable reference ranges. Their future clinical
use is likely to be guided by the new paradigm of basing patient treatment on individual
fracture risk. It is likely in the future that most decisions about treatment will be based on
a hip BMD examination while spine BMD examinations will be performed for treatment
monitoring.
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Summary

Disorders of bone and mineral metabolism are frequent and constitute an important part
of everyday clinical practice. Consequently, there is a need for effective measures to be
used in the screening, diagnosis, and follow-up of such pathologies. Together with clini-
cal and imaging techniques, biochemical markers of bone metabolism and other laboratory
tests offer useful assistance in the assessment and differential diagnosis of metabolic bone
disease. In recent years, the isolation and characterization of cellular and extracellular com-
ponents of the skeletal matrix have resulted in the development of molecular markers that are
considered to reflect either bone formation or bone resorption. These biochemical indices
are non-invasive, comparatively inexpensive and, when applied and interpreted correctly,
helpful tools in the assessment of metabolic bone disease. The following chapter provides
an overview of the basic biochemistry of “bone markers” and sources of their non-specific
variability. The clinical use of these markers in osteoporosis will be reviewed in Chapter 6.
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BIOCHEMISTRY OF MARKERS OF BONE TURNOVER

Bone is a metabolically active tissue that undergoes continuous remodeling by two coun-
teracting processes, namely bone formation and bone resorption. These processes rely on
the activity of osteoclasts (resorption), osteoblasts (formation), and osteocytes (mainte-
nance). Under normal conditions, bone resorption and formation are tightly coupled to each
other, so that the amount of bone removed is always equal to the amount of bone newly
formed. This balance is achieved and regulated through the action of various systemic hor-
mones (e.g., parathyroid hormone, vitamin D, other steroid hormones) and local mediators
(e.g., cytokines, growth factors). In contrast, somatic growth, aging, metabolic bone dis-
eases, states of increased or decreased mobility, therapeutic interventions, and many other
conditions are characterized by more or less pronounced imbalances in bone turnover. The
results of such uncoupling in bone turnover are often changes in bone structure, strength,
and mass. While bone structure and strength are difficult to measure in vivo, bone mass can
be assessed by densitometric techniques. In contrast to these rather static measures, how-
ever, molecular markers of bone metabolism are helpful tools to detect the dynamics of the
metabolic imbalance itself (1,2).

Although the currently available markers of bone turnover include both enzymes and
non-enzymatic peptides derived from cellular and non-cellular compartments of bone, they
are usually classified according to the metabolic process they are considered to reflect.
Most biochemical indices of bone resorption are related to collagen breakdown prod-
ucts such as hydroxyproline or the various collagen cross-links and telopeptides. Other
markers of bone resorption include non-collagenous matrix proteins such as bone sialopro-
tein, or osteoclast-specific enzymes like tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase or cathepsin K.
In contrast, markers of bone formation are either by-products of collagen neosynthesis
(e.g., propeptides of type I collagen) or osteoblast-related proteins such as osteocalcin and
alkaline phosphatase. For clinical purposes, therefore, markers of bone formation are distin-
guished from indices of bone resorption (Table 1, Fig. 1). This distinction, however, is not as
sharp as it may appear. For example, some marker components reflect, at least in part, both
bone formation and bone resorption (e.g., hydroxyproline, certain osteocalcin fragments).
Furthermore, most of the molecules used as markers of bone turnover are also present in
tissues other than bone, and non-skeletal processes may therefore influence their circulat-
ing or urinary levels. Finally, changes in markers of bone turnover are not disease specific
but reflect, as an integral measure, alterations in the metabolism of the entire skeletal enve-
lope independently of the underlying cause. Hence, results of bone marker measurements
should always be interpreted against the background of their basic science and the clinical
picture.

The following section summarizes commonly used biochemical markers of bone
formation and bone resorption.

MARKERS OF BONE FORMATION

Bone formation markers are products of active osteoblasts expressed during differ-
ent phases of osteoblast development. They are considered to reflect different aspects of
osteoblast function and of bone formation. All markers of bone formation are measured in
serum or plasma.
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Fig. 1. Biochemical markers of bone remodeling.

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is a ubiquitous, membrane-bound tetrameric enzyme
attached to glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol moieties located on the outer cell surface (3). The
precise function of the enzyme is yet unknown (4), but it obviously plays an important role
in osteoid formation and mineralization. The total AP serum pool (TAP) consists of sev-
eral dimeric isoforms, which originate from various tissues: liver, bone, intestine, spleen,
kidney, and placenta. In addition, certain tumors may express macromolecular forms of AP
(e.g., “Nagao AP”) (5,6).

The physiological isoforms of AP are coded by four gene loci, including three tissue-
specific and one non-tissue-specific gene on chromosome 1. The latter encodes for the
most abundant isoforms, namely bone, liver, and kidney AP. The differences between these
non-specifically encoded isoenzymes are solely due to post-translational modifications in
the carbohydrate moiety (7). In adults with normal liver function, approximately 50% of
the total AP activity in serum is derived from the liver, whereas 50% arises from bone (8).
In children and adolescents the bone-specific isoenzyme predominates (up to 90%) because
of skeletal growth (9,10).

Many techniques have been developed to differentiate between the two main isoforms
of circulating AP, including heat denaturation, electrophoresis, precipitation, selective inhi-
bition and, more recently, immunoassays (11–15). In healthy adults, most methods show
a good correlation between bone-specific and total AP (Fig. 2). The newer immunoas-
says allow simple and rapid quantitation of either enzyme activity or enzyme mass.
However, like all of the other techniques, even these assays show a certain degree of cross-
reactivity between bone and liver AP (15–20%). Therefore, in subjects with high liver AP,
results of bone AP measurements may be artificially high, leading to false-positive results
(7,16,17).

Serum total AP is the most widely used marker of bone metabolism due to the wide
availability of inexpensive and simple methods. Once liver disease is ruled out, serum levels
of total AP provide a good impression of the extent of new bone formation and osteoblast
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Fig. 2.
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activity (18,19). From a clinical perspective, however, detection of the bone-specific AP
(BAP) isoenzyme is increasingly preferred because of its higher specificity (8,20,21).

Osteocalcin (OC) is a 5.8 kDa, hydroxyapatite-binding protein exclusively synthesized
by osteoblast, odontoblasts, and hypertrophic chondrocytes (22–24). One of the major
characteristics of OC are three vitamin K-dependent, gamma-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla)
residues, which are responsible for the calcium binding properties of the protein (25). At its
carboxy-terminus, OC can also interact with other proteins, including cell surface receptors.
These functions predispose OC as a molecule active in the organization of the extracellular
matrix. Earlier research has suggested that OC is involved in the process of osteoid miner-
alization, as the protein is expressed mainly during this phase of bone formation. However,
although OC is now known for more than 20 years, its precise function has yet to be deter-
mined. More recently, new light has been cast on this issue through the development of
an osteocalcin knockout mouse model. Unexpectedly, these animals have increased corti-
cal and trabecular thickness, and their bones seem mechanically more stable than those of
the wild type (26). Although the knockout model awaits further characterization, it seems
that OC is involved in the bone remodeling process and may act via a negative feedback
mechanism.

OC is considered as a specific marker of osteoblast function (27). It is estimated that,
directly after its release from osteoblasts, the largest part of the newly synthesized pro-
tein is incorporated into the extracellular bone matrix where it constitutes approximately
15% of the non-collagenous protein fraction. A smaller fraction is released into the circu-
lation where it can be detected by immunoassays (28–34). Serum levels of immunoreactive
OC have been shown to correlate well with the bone formation rate as assessed by histo-
morphometry (35). However, the peptide is readily subject to rapid degradation in serum,
so that both intact peptides and OC fragments of various sizes coexist in the circulation
(36–38). Furthermore, since OC is incorporated into the bone matrix, some investigators
have suggested that OC fragments may be released even during bone resorption. This may
be particularly true for some smaller N-terminal fragments of OC, which are found in indi-
viduals with high bone turnover (39–41). The ensuing heterogeneity of OC fragments in
serum results in considerable limitations in the clinical application of this a priori highly
specific marker. Thus, the various assays used to measure OC in serum detect fragments of
various sizes and usually, epitope specificity and antibody cross-reactivity of the assays are
ill defined. In practice, different immunoassays have routinely yielded such varying results
in measurements that they are incomparable (42–44).

Two-site immunoassays, utilizing antibodies detecting different parts of the OC
molecule, have been introduced that detect the intact 1–49 OC molecule. However, only
one-third of the total OC serum pool represents intact OC, and due to the instability of

�
Fig. 2. (continued) Correlation between serum total and bone-specific alkaline phosphatase. Patients with
non-skeletal disease had chronic hepatic failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or chronic renal
failure. Patients with skeletal disease had Paget’s disease of bone, primary or secondary hyperparathy-
roidism, or metastatic bone disease. TAP, total alkaline phosphatase; L-BAP, bone alkaline phosphatase
measured by lectin precipitation assay; I-BAP, bone alkaline phosphatase measured by immunoradiomet-
ric assay (IRMA); E-BAP, bone alkaline phosphatase measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay
(ELISA) (From Woitge et al. (17) with permission).
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OC in serum, rapid loss of immunoreactivity is seen with these assays when samples are
being left alone for more than 1 h at room temperature. To circumvent this problem, newer
assays measure the largest degradation product of OC, the 1–43 (N-terminal/mid-molecule)
fragment. This fragment, which represents one-third of the circulating OC pool, is a result
of proteolytic degradation of the intact molecule and may in part be generated by active
osteoblasts. Although little is known about the function of the N-terminal fragment, its
measurement eliminates in part the problem of pre-analytical instability (44,45). However,
quick processing of the blood sample after drawing is essential for most assays since a loss
of reactivity is noted within a few hours at room temperature. The same applies to sera
subjected to multiple thawing, or prolonged storage at temperatures above –25◦C.

The procollagen type I propeptides are derived from collagen type I, the most abundant
form of collagen found in bone (46). However, type I collagen is also present in other
tissues such as skin, dentin, cornea, vessels, fibrocartilage, and tendons. In bone, collagen
is synthesized by osteoblasts in the form of pre-procollagen. These precursor molecules
are characterized by short-terminal extension peptides: the amino (N-) terminal propeptide
(PINP) and the carboxy (C-) terminal propeptide (PICP) (47) (Fig. 3). After secretion into
the extracellular space, the globular trimeric propeptides are enzymatically cleaved (48)
and liberated into the circulation. PICP has a Mw of 115 kDa, is stabilized by disulfide
bonds, is cleared by liver endothelial cells via the mannose receptor and therefore has a
short serum half-life of 6–8 min (49,50). PINP has a Mw of only 70 kDa, is rich in proline
and hydroxyproline, and is eliminated from the circulation by liver endothelial cells by
a scavenger receptor. Since both PICP and PINP are generated from newly synthesized
collagen in a stoichiometric fashion, the propeptides are considered quantitative measures
of newly formed type I collagen. Although type I collagen propeptides may also arise from
other sources, most of the non-skeletal tissues exhibit a slower turnover than bone and
contribute very little to the circulating propeptide pool.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the collagen type I molecule. The carboxy- and amino-terminal
propeptides are cleaved by specific propeptidases and are partly released into the circulation (Figure
courtesy of Dr. Simon Robins, Aberdeen).

Both propeptides are currently measured by specific immunoassays (51,52). Different
studies have shown good correlations between serum PICP levels and the rate of bone
formation (53,54). While the clinical relevance of PICP in the evaluation of metabolic
bone diseases is still viewed with skepticism (55,56), serum PINP appears to be of greater
diagnostic validity. From a practical point of view, the thermostability of the propeptides
is an advantage in that extended transport and storage times are well tolerated without
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significant loss of signal. The propeptides share these properties with most of the param-
eters of collagen metabolism (e.g., cross-links, ICTP, NTx, CTx, hydroxyproline; vide
infra).

MARKERS OF BONE RESORPTION

Except for tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase, the majority of bone resorption markers
are degradation products of bone collagen (Fig. 4). Only recently, non-collagenous proteins,
such as bone sialoprotein, and osteoclast-derived enzymes, such as cathepsin K and L, have
been investigated as markers of bone turnover.

Hydroxyproline (OHP) is formed intracellularly from the post-translational hydroxyla-
tion of proline and constitutes 12–14% of the total amino acid content of mature collagen.
About 90% of the OHP liberated during the degradation of bone collagen is primarily
metabolized in the liver (57). Subsequently, it is excreted in the urine where it may be
detected either as a free or as a peptide-bound hydroxyproline by colorimetric or HPLC
methods (58,59). Urinary OHP is usually considered an index of bone resorption. However,
it should be noted that significant amounts of urinary OHP are derived from the degrada-
tion of newly synthesized collagens (60). In addition, hydroxyproline can be found in other
tissues such as the skin (61) and, moreover, liberated from the metabolism of elastin and
C1q (62). Urinary hydroxyproline is therefore considered an unspecific index of collagen
turnover and, consequently, has been largely replaced by more specific techniques.

The hydroxylysine-glycosides arise during the posttranslational phase of collagen syn-
thesis and occur in two forms, glycosyl-galactosyl-hydroxylysine (GGHL) and galactosyl-
hydroxylysine (GHL) (63) (Fig. 4). Both components are released into the circulation
during collagen degradation and may be measured in urine by HPLC after appropriate
derivatization (64). The intrinsic advantage of hydroxylysine over that of hydroxyproline is
that the glycosylated forms are not metabolized and are not influenced by dietary compo-
nents (63,64). Moreover, GGHL is present in skin and C1q, while GHL is more specific
for bone. Thus the ratio of GGHL/GHL may allow for the recognition of existent tis-
sue specificity. Although the hydroxylysines have potential as markers of bone resorption
(65–67), their major disadvantage is presently the absence of a convenient immunoassay
format.

The 3-hydroxypyridinium cross-links of collagen, pyridinoline (PYD) and deoxypyridi-
noline (DPD) are formed during the extracellular maturation of fibrillar collagens. As
trifunctional cross-links, they bridge several collagen peptides and mechanically stabilize
the collagen molecule (68–70) (Fig. 4). During bone resorption, cross-linked collagens are
proteolytically broken down and the cross-link components are released into the circulation
and the urine (71–73). The measurement of hydroxypyridinium cross-links is not influ-
enced by the degradation of newly synthesized collagens and their levels strictly reflect
the degradation of mature, i.e., cross-linked collagens. In addition, the urinary excretion
of pyridinium cross-links is independent of dietary sources since neither PYD nor DPD
are taken up from food (74). Finally, the two hydroxypyridinium components show a high
specificity for skeletal tissues. While PYD is found in cartilage, bone, ligaments and ves-
sels, DPD is almost exclusively found in bone and dentin. Neither derivative is present
in the collagen of skin or in other sources such as C1q or elastin (62,75,76). Since bone
has a much higher turnover than cartilage, ligaments, vessels or tendons, the amounts of
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PYD and DPD in serum or urine are mainly derived from the skeleton. Thus, the pyri-
dinium cross-links are currently viewed the best indices for assessing bone resorption
(77–79).

Initially, PYD and DPD were quantified in urine by reverse-phase ion-paired HPLC
technique, combined with a pre-fractionation step using cellulose partition chromatogra-
phy, and hydrolysis of urine samples to convert all cross-links into the peptide free forms
(76,80–82). Today, automated techniques for the measurement in urine and serum are
available. Analysis of urine by HPLC without initial hydrolysis showed that 40–50% of
the cross-links were present in peptide-free form (83). Although the amounts of free and
peptide-bound cross-links seem to vary with bone pathologies, today direct immunoassays
for free and peptide-bound cross-links are widely used. Under normal conditions, these
assays have been shown to produce results similar to those provided by the traditional
HPLC technique (84–86).

The cross-linked telopeptides of type I collagen are derived from specific regions of
the collagen type I molecule, namely the amino-terminal (NTP) and the carboxy-terminal
(CTP) telopeptide (Fig. 4).

The first collagen telopeptide assay was a RIA for the carboxy-terminal type I collagen
telopeptide (ICTP) in serum (87). The respective antibodies were raised against a cross-
link-containing collagen peptide (Mw 8.5 kDa) isolated from human bone. The antigenic
determinant requires a trivalent cross-link, including two phenylalanine-rich domains of the
telopeptide region of the alpha-1 chain of type I collagen. Divalently and non-cross-linked
peptides do not react with the antibody, nor do peptides isolated from skin. Despite the fact
that the initial peptide contained pyridinoline, the assay also detected other cross-link forms
such as deoxypyridinoline or pyrrole cross-links. The ICTP assay appears to be sensitive
for pathological bone resorption as seen in multiple myeloma, metastatic bone disease, and
other degradation processes involving hasty breakdown of skeletal and non-skeletal type I
collagen (88).

Another group of immunoassays involves the carboxy-terminal telopeptide of type I
collagen, abbreviated CTX-I (89) (Fig. 4). Employing a polyclonal antiserum against a
synthetic octapeptide containing the cross-linking site, a first ELISA (termed β-CTX)
recognized the C-terminal type I collagen telopeptide containing an isoaspartyl (=β-
aspartyl) peptide bond in its L-enantiomeric form (90). The β-L-aspartyl is considered to
result mainly from the aging of extracellular proteins. Only one peptide strand is neces-
sary for immunoreactivity. Meanwhile, a monoclonal-based RIA for the non-isomerized
octapeptide (EKAH-αD-GGR) in urine has been developed (“α-CTX”) (91). Simultaneous
measurement of both forms may be used to calculate the ratio of α-CTX/β-CTX as an
index of bone turnover. This ratio has been shown to be elevated in the urine of patients
with untreated Paget’s disease of bone, where rapid bone formation and resorption result in
an increase of α-CTx (non-isomerized octapeptide) (92).

Further to isomerization, many proteins are also subjected to racemization of certain
residues. Both processes are considered an effect of aging, as the extent of racemization and
isomerization increases with the time elapsed since synthesis of the protein. Additionally,
antibodies directed against the D-aspartic acid residues in the CTX molecule have been
described (93). Thus, immunoassays are now existing for all four possible isomers of the
CTX molecule: the native α-L form, the β-isomerized isoaspartyl peptide (βL), and the
respective racemized forms α-D and β-D. The differential use of these assays may possibly
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provide information on the age-dependent changes of collagen in health and disease (94),
although the clinical relevance is questionable.

More recently, sandwich ELISAs for the measurement of ββ-CTX and αα-CTX in serum
have been developed, and both assays have been shown to reflect bone resorption in a
number of different pathologies (95). Serum and urinary CTX values are highly correlated
(r = 0.86) suggesting that the antigen is similar in both analytical media.

Yet another peptide assay measures the cross-linked N-terminal telopeptide of type I
collagen. This assay (termed NTX assay) utilizes a monoclonal antibody raised against an
epitope on the alpha-2 chain of type I collagen. (96) (Fig. 4). However, the antibody seems
to react with several cross-linking components, and the presence of a pyridinium cross-link
is not essential for reactivity. As a matter of fact, digests of skin collagen exhibited similar
reactivity with the NTX assay as skeletal extracts (97). Both the monoclonal antibody and
the assay format are identical for the urine and the serum-based assays. Expectedly, both
assays show good correlation, and the analyte seems to be stable at room temperature and
during up to three freeze-thaw cycles (98).

Bone sialoprotein (BSP) is a phosphorylated glycoprotein with an apparent Mw of
70–80 kDa, which accounts for 5–10% of the non-collagenous matrix of bone (99,100).
The protein has been shown to be a major synthetic product of active osteoblasts and odon-
toblasts, but was also found in osteoclast-like and malignant cell lines. Consequently, BSP
or its mRNA is detected mainly in mineralized tissue such as bone, dentin, and at the
interface of calcifying cartilage (101–103). Intact BSP contains an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)
integrin recognition sequence, improves the attachment of osteoblasts and osteoclasts to
plastic surfaces (104), binds preferentially to the α2 chain of collagen, nucleates hydrox-
yapatite crystal formation in vitro (105), and appears to enhance osteoclast-mediated bone
resorption (104). The protein is therefore considered to play an important role in cell–matrix
adhesion processes and in the supramolecular organization of the extracellular matrix of
mineralized tissues.

Others and we have developed immunoassays for the measurement of bone sialopro-
tein in serum (106,107). So far, all of these assays are based upon polyclonal antisera,
and little is known about the specific nature of the respective epitopes. Antibodies do not
cross-react with non-collagenous proteins such as osteonectin, fibronectin, or osteocalcin
(107). In serum, the majority of BSP is bound to factor H, a major regulator of the alternate
complement pathway, which is found at 0.5 mg/ml in serum. Although this phenomenon
is of unknown physiological relevance, BSP/factor H-binding studies suggest that current
immunoassays do detect only a fraction of bioavailable BSP in serum (108). Based upon
clinical data and the rapid reduction of serum BSP levels following intravenous bisphos-
phonate treatment, it is assumed that serum BSP reflects processes mainly related to bone
resorption (109).

Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) belongs to the family of ubiquitously occur-
ring acid phosphatases, of which at least five different isoforms are known. These isoforms
are expressed by different tissues and cells such as prostate, bone, spleen, platelets, erythro-
cytes, and macrophages. All acid phosphatases are inhibited by L(+)-tartrate, except band
5, which was therefore termed tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP). Of the latter,
two subforms, 5a and 5b, are known, and recent research has shown that TRAP-5b is char-
acteristic of osteoclasts (110). The origin of TRAP-5a is unknown, but may be expressed
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by macrophages. The two isoforms 5a and 5b are different in that 5a contains sialic acid,
whereas 5b does not. So far, most assays for the measurement of TRAP in blood were col-
orimetric and detected both isoforms without differentiating between bands 5a and 5b. More
recently, specific immunoassays for TRAP 5b have been described and clinical results indi-
cate that this marker may be useful to assess osteoclast activity (111,112). The antibodies
for these assays were raised against material isolated from the spleen of a patient with hairy
cell leukemia (113) or against TRAP 5b isolated from human cord plasma (114). For the
conventional TRAP assays, care should be taken after phlebotomy to stabilize the enzyme
since TRAP loses more than 20% of its activity per hour at room temperature. This can be
prevented by the addition of citrate buffer to the sample (115).

Cathepsin K is a member of the cysteine protease family that, unlike other cathep-
sins, has the unique ability to cleave both helical and telopeptide regions of collagen I
(116,117). Its clinical relevance was appreciated with the discovery that pycnodysostosis,
an autosomal recessive disease characterized by osteopetrosis, was the result of mutations
in the cathepsin K gene (118). This clinical phenotype has been confirmed in cathepsin K
null mice showing dysfunctional matrix digestion (119,120). Immunocytochemical studies
have shown that cathepsin K is located intracellularly in vesicles, granules, and vacuoles
throughout the cytoplasm of osteoclasts and that it is secreted into bone resorption lacunae
for extracellular collagen degradation (121). Recently, a new enzyme-linked immunoassay
for measurements of cathepsin K in serum has been developed. Due to the fact that cathep-
sin K is expressed and secreted by osteoclasts during active bone resorption, cathepsin K,
and specifically its circulating form, may be a useful and specific biochemical marker of
osteoclastic activity.

VARIABILITY

Most bone turnover markers exhibit significant within-subject variability. This poses a
major problem in the practical use of bone markers: Whenever a change in a bone marker
level is observed in an individual patient (e.g., following an invention), this change must be
interpreted against the background of the respective marker’s variability. Therefore, knowl-
edge of the sources of variability and the strategies used to cope with “background noise”
are essential for the meaningful interpretation of bone markers.

In general, non-specific variability comprises both pre-analytical (i.e., mostly subject
related; CVPA) and analytical (i.e., mostly assay related; CVA) factors. Total variability
is considered the sum of pre-analytical and analytical variation and defined as CV2

T =
CV2

PA + CV2
A. The ideal marker and assay are characterized by (i) excellent analytical

performance (i.e., high precision and accuracy) and (ii) minimal and predictable pre-
analytical variability. Unfortunately, no method in clinical chemistry completely meets all
of these criteria. Indeed, most of the currently available assays for biochemical markers
of bone turnover are characterized by substantial pre-analytical variability. The relevant
pre-analytical factors affecting marker variability are summarized in Table 2.

A number of factors need to be taken into account when employing serial measurements
of biochemical markers to determine changes in bone turnover. To minimize some of the
limitations linked to pre-analytical and analytical variability, standardized sampling and
sample handling are mandatory to obtain reliable results.
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Table 2
Sources of Pre-analytical Variability

Technical sources

Specimen and mode of sample collection

Specimen handling and storage

Thermodegradation

Photolysis

Timing of sample collection (see also diurnal variation)

Between laboratory variation

Biological (subject-related) sources

Age

Puberty, somatic growth, menopausal transition, menopause, aging, frailty

Gender

Ethnicity

Recent fractures (up to 1 year)

Pregnancy/lactation

Drugs

Anti-resorptive agent (e.g., HRT, bisphosphonates, SERMs, strontium, OPG)

Anabolic agents (e.g., anabolic steroids, PTH, PTHrP, strontium)

Glucocorticosteroids

Anticonvulsants

GnRH agonists

Oral Contraception

Non-skeletal disease

Diabetes

Thyroid disease

Renal impairment (GFR < 20 ml/min/1.73 m2)

Liver disease

Systemic inflammatory disease (IBD, RA, COPD, etc.)

Degenerative joint disease

Immobility/loss of gravity (bed rest, space flight)

Diet

Exercise

Temporal variability

Diurnal (circadian)

Menstrual

Seasonal
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TECHNICAL SOURCES OF VARIABILITY

In addition to parameters of assay performance (Figs. 5 and 6), factors such as the choice
of sample (i.e., serum vs. urine), mode of sample collection (e.g., 24-h collection vs. first
or second morning void), the appropriate preparation of the patient (e.g., pre-sampling
diet/fasting/exercise before phlebotomy), the correct handling, processing, and storage of
specimens should always be considered. This is important as these technical sources of
variability are controllable and hence modifiable. For the purpose of practical use, some
technical aspects of variability shall be discussed in more detail (Table 2).

Fig. 5. Intra-assay precision profiles for three immunoassays measuring type I collagen degradation prod-
ucts in urine. (A) Deooxypyridinoline (DPD), (B) amino-terminal cross-linked telopeptide (NTX), and
(C) carboxy-terminal octapeptide (CTX) (From Ju et al. (197) with permission).

Fig. 6. Dilution linearity profiles for three immunoassays measuring type I collagen degradation products
in urine (n = 4). (A) Deoxypyridinoline (DPD), (B) amino-terminal cross-linked telopeptide (NTX), and
(C) carboxy-terminal octapeptide (CTX)(From Ju et al. (197) with permission).

Thermodegradation
Some bone markers are sensitive to ambient conditions such as temperature.

Thermodegradation should always be a concern with assays directed against the intact
OC(1–49) molecule. Rapid enzymatic cleavage of the peptide into smaller fragments will
lead to significant signal losses if the serum sample is kept at room temperature for more
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than 1–2 h. Adding protease inhibitors will delay, but by no means prevent this process
(122). Both the free and the conjugated forms of PYD and DPD have been shown to be sta-
ble in urine samples kept at room temperature for several weeks. Several reports show that
pyridinium cross-links can be stored at –20◦C for years and that repeated freeze-thaw cycles
of urine samples have no effect on the concentrations of PYD and DPD (123). Similar sta-
bility has been reported for the urinary N-terminal (NTX) and C-terminal (CTX) collagen
type I telopeptides, while C-terminal telopeptide in serum (ICTP) loses up to 12% of the
signal when stored at room temperature for 5 days (124). The stability of glycosylated
hydroxylysine residues has not been fully characterized yet, but it may be necessary to add
boric acid to preserve the urine samples.

The activity of serum tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) declines rapidly dur-
ing storage at room temperature or even at –20◦C but is stable when stored at –70◦C or
lower (125). Multiple freezing-thaw cycles usually have a deleterious effect on the serum
TRAP activity. In contrast, serum levels of bone sialoprotein (BSP) appear rather stable,
both at room temperature, 4 and –20◦C, and have been shown to not change significantly
during repeated freeze-thaw cycles (126). However, when samples are being exposed to
temperatures above 30◦C, an increase in signal is usually seen with the RIA.

Some assays and marker components are sensitive to hemolysis of the sample, resulting
in results that are either too low or too high. This is usually the case for osteocalcin and
bone sialoprotein, but has also been described for TRAP and some other serum markers.

Photolysis
Pyridinium cross-links in aqueous solutions are unstable when subjected to intensive UV

irradiation (123,124,127). The effect increases with rising pH (123) and has been shown to
be greater for free than for total pyridinoline. Urinary NTX and CTX are not affected by
UV light exposure (124).

Timing and Mode of Sample Collection
In general, random samples can be used for the measurement of most urinary parameters

(but see below for diurnal variation!). For convenience, measurement of bone markers in
urine is usually performed either in first or second morning voids or in 2 h collections. In
each case, values need to be corrected for urinary creatinine which introduces additional
pre-analytical and analytical variability. Creatinine output has been reported to be fairly
constant with time (variations within 10%) and to correlate with lean body mass (128), but
there are also reports suggesting that the correction for creatinine in a urine spot sample
could be misleading. Alternatively, the excretion rate of the marker may be determined in a
24-h urine collection. However, these collections are subject to inevitable inaccuracies due
to collection errors. With most markers, similar results are obtained from either 24-h, 2-h,
or spot urine (FMV, SMV) collections.

It is long known that bone turnover and thus bone markers show significant diurnal varia-
tions, with highest values in the early morning hours and lowest values during the afternoon
and evening (129). Most studies report daily amplitudes of 15–30% (130–135), although
the most pronounced diurnal changes have been communicated for CTX (136) (Fig. 7). It
should be borne in mind that the slope of diurnal changes is steepest during the morning
hours, which is usually the time at which urine samples are collected. This is true for both
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Fig. 7. Diurnal variation. (A–C) Comparison of three immunoassays measuring type I collagen degra-
dation products in urine. (A) Deooxypyridinoline (DPD), (B) amino-terminal cross-linked telopeptide
(NTX), and (C) carboxy-terminal octapeptide (CTX). All values are creatinine corrected. The thick line
represents the mean, while thin lines are individual subjects (From Ju et al. (197) with permission). (D)
Diurnal variation in serum CTX levels in six healthy male volunteers. On an average, the peak value was
66% higher and the nadir was 60% lower than the calculated daily mean (From Wichers et al. (136) with
permission).

urinary and serum markers. Controlling the timing of sample collection is therefore a “bare
necessity” for all types of markers (see also further below).

In addition, the effects of diet and food intake need to be considered with certain markers.
For example, the ingestion of hydroxyproline-rich foods, such as meat or gelatine, will
markedly affect measurements of OHP in urine (137). It is therefore necessary to instruct
patients to keep a collagen-free diet for at least 24 h before collecting their urine for OHP
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measurements. In contrast, urinary and serum DPD, NTX, and CTX are unaffected by
collagen ingestion. Unlike most other bone markers, serum CTX values are influenced by
food intake, and samples for this marker need to be taken in the fasting state.

The effect of acute exercise immediately or shortly before phlebotomy for bone turnover
markers has been studied with some markers appear to rise by as much as 30–40% of their
baseline value, others seem to be unaffected by these activities.

Variation Between Laboratories
Markers of bone turnover are now offered by a great number of commercial labora-

tories and in some countries are widely used among practicing physicians. A recent trial
among laboratories in Europe showed marked variability of most commercialized test kits,
with inter-laboratory coefficients of variation up to 40%. Results obtained from identical
blood and urine samples using the same assay and the same method differed up to 5.6-
fold between laboratories (138). It therefore seems that results from different laboratories
cannot be readily compared to each other, even if the same method and sample have been
used. Immunoassays for bone turnover markers should be included into routine proficiency
testing programs.

BIOLOGICAL SOURCES OF VARIABILITY

Intra-individual (i.e., biological) sources of variability are much harder to control than
technical aspect of variability. Many biological factors cannot be modified at all (e.g., age,
gender, ethnicity), while others are hard to control in clinical practice. Nevertheless, every
effort should be made to account for these factors when interpreting the results of bone
marker measurements.

Effects of Age and Changes in Sex Hormone Levels on Markers
of Bone Remodeling

Once somatic growth subsides, the serum and urinary concentrations of most bone mark-
ers return to a level somewhat lower than seen during normal puberty and growth. This
stabilization usually occurs during the third decade, and in healthy men, levels of prac-
tically all markers remain more or less unchanged until 70 years of age. After that, a
slight increase is usually seen in formation markers such as serum BAP or OC, and most
resorption markers (139–142).

Menopause is associated with a substantial acceleration in bone turnover, which is
mirrored by a 50–100% increase in both bone formation and bone resorption markers
(139,142–151) (Fig. 8). In early postmenopausal women, this increase in bone turnover
may be attenuated by calcium supplementation (152). Long-term treatment of women with
estrogen was shown to reduce resorption markers such as DPD and NTx to premenopausal
levels and to correct secondary hyperparathyroidism (153,154). A prospective study cover-
ing the perimenopausal transition in healthy women suggests that changes in bone turnover
start during late pre-menopause with a decrease in bone formation, which only later is fol-
lowed by a rise in bone resorption (155). It is now widely accepted that the accelerated
rate of bone loss seen after the menopause is mainly due to an uncoupling in bone turnover
and an increase in bone resorption. Studies employing specific bone markers indicate that
bone turnover continues to be increased (and to be associated with bone loss) even during
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Fig. 8. Age-related changes in (A) bone-specific alkaline phosphatase and (B) urinary collagen type I
amino-terminal cross-linked telopeptide (NTX). Pre, premenopausal women; peri MP 1, early peri-
menopausal women; peri MP 2, late perimenopausal women; post MP, postmenopausal women; M,
menopause (From Garnero et al. (156) with permission).

late menopause (156). In some postmenopausal women (157), but particularly in the very
elderly (158,159), this increase in bone turnover is often, but not always, found to due to
vitamin D and/or calcium deficiency and secondary hyperparathyroidism.

In men, the pattern of age-dependent change in bone markers is quite different from that
observed in women. Markers of bone formation and resorption are high in men aged 20–30
years which corresponds to the late phase of formation of peak bone mass. Thereafter they
decrease reaching their lowest levels between 50 and 60 years (160–163) (Fig. 9).

While there is general agreement on the age-related changes of bone turnover in adult
men between 20 and 60 years of age, data on bone turnover rates in men over the
age of 60 years are largely discordant. Based on recent cross-sectional studies, concen-
trations of bone formation markers remained unchanged (163), decreased (160,164), or
increased (161,165,166) with age in men over 60 years. Most studies evaluating age-related
changes in bone resorption markers observed an increase in serum and urinary indices
(160,161,163,166,167). However, this was not confirmed in other population-based studies
showing no change in resorption indices with age (162,168). A careful analysis of the pub-
lished data provides clues that may help to explain some of these discrepancies. Differences
in studies investigating age-dependent changes in bone formation and resorption may be
related to diverse population characteristics and sample size, to the use of marker assays
with different specificities, to age-related changes in renal and hepatic function, and lastly
to the inclusion of men with osteoporosis.

As some biochemical markers of bone turnover are cleared via the kidney (i.e., OC,
collagen telopeptides), age-associated decrease in glomerular filtration rate may affect
urinary and, to a larger extent, serum marker concentrations. In case of decreased renal
function, urinary excretion of bone resorption markers expressed as 24-h output may be
falsely decreased. Conversely, levels of markers corrected by urinary creatinine can be
falsely increased because of decreased creatinine filtration and decreased muscle mass
(169–171).

Both static and dynamic histomorphometric studies suggest that bone formation
decreases with age in healthy men. In contrast, osteoclast function remains largely con-
stant with age. Consequently, decreased bone formation seems to be the principal factor in
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Fig. 9. Age-related changes of biochemical markers of bone formation and resorption in men. (A)
Serum osteocalcin, (B) serum bone-specific alkaline phosphatase, and (C) 24-h urinary excretion of
deoxypyridinoline (From Szulc et al. (170) with permission).
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bone loss in men (172,173). In the cohort of healthy men studied by Clarke et al. (173),
specific markers of bone resorption (urinary DPD) did not change with age, confirming
the histomorphometric findings that osteoclast function is preserved with increasing age in
these men. These results are in contrast to some of the previously mentioned cross-sectional
studies reporting an age-dependent increase in serum and urinary indices of bone resorption
(160–163,166,167,170–172). As mentioned before, differences in population characteris-
tics may, at least in part, explain these inconsistencies. Furthermore, men with idiopathic
osteoporosis are histomorphometrically characterized by increased bone resorption with an
increase in eroded surfaces up to 90% when compared with age-matched controls (174).
Hence, the observed increase in biochemical markers of bone resorption in population-
based studies might also be due to the heterogeneity of men investigated including men
with osteoporosis.

Taken together it remains controversial to what extent biochemical markers of bone
resorption change as a function of age in men over 60 years. Observational studies inves-
tigating age-dependent changes in bone marker levels indicate that in elderly men there
seems to be an imbalance in bone turnover with increased bone resorption and stable bone
formation after the age of 60. As biochemical markers have been shown to be negatively
correlated with BMD (161,170), this imbalance in bone turnover may, at least in part, be
responsible for the age-related bone loss in men. However, confounding factors such as
population characteristics, specificity of bone marker, as well as estimates of renal and liver
function have to be taken into account when evaluating age-dependent changes in bone
turnover.

Effects of Diurnal Variation on Bone Marker Measurements
Diurnal variation appears not to be affected by age, menopause, physical activity, or

season. Although in postmenopausal women bone turnover is higher than in premenopausal
women, the circadian variation is similar for both pre- and postmenopausal women and,
thus, is not influenced by sex hormones (175–177). The etiology of diurnal variations is
unknown. Several hormones, such as parathyroid hormone, growth hormone, or cortisol
show diurnal changes and may therefore be involved in the generation of diurnal changes
in bone metabolism (178). Independent of this, there is wide agreement that controlling
the time of sampling is crucial in order to obtain clinically relevant information from bone
markers. Most biochemical markers show significant diurnal variations, with highest values
in the early morning hours and lowest values during the afternoon and at night. This has
been well documented for most urinary markers (129) and amplitudes usually vary between
20 and 30% (Fig. 7). Serum markers usually show less pronounced changes during the day
than urine-based indices. However, largely discrepant results have been reported for serum
CTX. Wichers et al. (136) reported daily amplitudes of serum CTX of up to 66%, while
others describe smaller changes (Fig. 7D).

Effect of Low-Frequency Biological Rhythms on Bone Marker Measurements
Intra-individually, biochemical markers of bone turnover not only vary within a single

day but in most cases also between consecutive days. This phenomenon is called between-
day or day-to-day variability and is apparently due to genuine variations in marker levels
and not to analytical imprecision. In general, serum markers show less day-to-day vari-
ability than markers of bone turnover measured in urine (179). The day-to-day variation in
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the urinary excretion of PYD and DPD, measured by HPLC and corrected for creatinine,
ranges between 16 and 26% (180). Similar results have been reported for free pyridinoline
by EIA (7–25%), for the N-terminal collagen type I telopeptide (NTX, 13–35%), for the
C-terminal collagen type I telopeptide (CTX, 12–35%), and for tartrate-resistant acid phos-
phatase (TRAP, 10–12%) (179,181). Day-to-day variability adds considerably to the total
variation of biochemical markers of bone turnover and unlike diurnal variations, day-to-day
variability cannot be controlled.

Bone turnover varies with the menstrual cycle with an overall amplitude of approxi-
mately 10–20% (182,183). There is evidence to support the suggestion that bone formation
is higher during the luteal than the follicular phase (182), whereas bone resorption is higher
during the mid-follicular, late-follicular, and early luteal phase (184). Cyclical changes in
bone turnover have also been reported in postmenopausal women treated with sequential
estrogen/gestagen regimens, showing decreases during estrogen treatment and increases
during gestagen treatment (185). In premenopausal women with metabolic bone disease,
menstrual variability should be taken into account, and the timing for sampling is probably
best during the first 3–7 days of the menstrual cycle.

Bone turnover and its regulation seem to vary with seasonal changes. Some studies have
shown that serum 25-OH vitamin D and urinary calcium are higher in summer than in
winter and that parathyroid hormone levels show inverse changes (186,187). More recently,
seasonal changes were also described for markers of bone metabolism, with a 20–30%
lower turnover rate in summer than in winter (188). The increase in bone turnover during
the winter period may be due, at least in part, to subclinical vitamin D deficiency.

Effects of Somatic Growth
During early childhood and then again during the pubertal growth spurt, biochemical

markers of bone turnover are significantly higher than during adulthood (189). In girls,
peak bone marker levels are observed approximately 2 years earlier than in boys, and estra-
diol seems to be the major determinant of the increase in bone turnover. In men between
20 and 30 years of age, bone turnover markers are usually higher than in women of the
same age bracket. After the age of 50, most bone turnover markers tend to increase with
further ageing, but less in men than in women. In the latter, the age-related increase in
bone turnover is more pronounced due to the menopause, when both bone resorption and
formation increase by about 50–100% (190,191).

Other Biological Sources of Variability
A number of non-skeletal diseases have been shown to strongly affect bone turnover

markers. These conditions mostly relate to impairments in the clearance and/or metabolism
of the components measured. Thus, even moderate impairment of renal function (GFR
50 ml/min) has been shown to have significant effects on the serum levels of osteocalcin
(192), of bone sialoprotein (109), and of the collagen type I telopeptides (NTX, CTX) (193).

In summary, numerous factors influence bone turnover, but there are even more sources
of variability that need to be taken into account when measuring biochemical markers
of bone turnover. To minimize some of the limitations linked to pre-analytical and ana-
lytical variability, standardized sampling and sample handling are mandatory to obtain
reliable results. Controllable factors such as the mode of sample collection, samples han-
dling and storage, diurnal and menstrual rhythms, pre-sampling exercise, and pre-sampling
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diet should be taken care of wherever possible. Laboratories are encouraged to establish
their own reference ranges and to use gender- and age-specific reference intervals. In order
to further reduce variability, standardization of bone marker assays and routine proficiency
testing programs are strongly recommended.

HOW TO DEAL WITH VARIABILITY

If bone markers vary so much, how can we ever use them in our patients? Admittedly,
most data on the use of bone markers have been generated in large populations or con-
trolled clinical trials, which may not be representative of a routine clinical setting. However,
bone markers can well be used in individual patients if methods are used that account for
potential sources of variability and thus integrate the inherent limitations of bone markers
measurements.

The Concept of Least Significant Change
Numerous biological factors affect bone turnover and therefore bone marker levels

(Table 2). As a rule, markers showing large changes in response to disease processes or
interventions also show substantial degrees of biological variability. In the clinical setting,
variability of bone markers should be of particular concern when it comes to serial measure-
ments, for example, during therapeutic monitoring. Often, a moderate reduction in a bone
resorption marker is believed to be the effect of anti-resorptive treatment, when it really
should be attributed to non-specific variability. However, a true (“significant”) response to
either BMD or bone turnover can only be assumed, when within a single individual the
change in signal is greater than the imprecision of the measurement. This change is called
the “least significant change” (LSC). The LSC can be defined for various levels of confi-
dence (e.g., 80 or 95%) and by large depends on the short- and long-term within subject
variability (CV) of a given marker. The CV of bone formation markers is lower than that of
most bone resorption markers, and so is their LSC. Thus, for formation markers, a change
>25% should under regular circumstances be considered significant, while for most bone
resorption markers (serum and urine) the LSC is around 60–80%.

Another phenomenon to be considered when interpreting any serial measurement is the
regression to the mean (RTM). This effect is independent of biological variability and
relates to the changes in extreme baseline values.

The pronounced variability and heterogeneity of bone markers makes it difficult to
determine precise thresholds or cutoffs for practical use in individual patients. In clini-
cal medicine, two interrelated approaches are often used to assess the clinical significance
of a change. These include a comparison of the actual difference to a predefined cutoff, and
a comparison of the measured value to a predefined range.

The first method defines certain cutoff levels that a change in a marker must exceed to
be considered “clinically significant.” Some models apply the LSC or similar statistical
approaches to define a priori cutoffs (194). Other models have used the placebo and treat-
ment groups of large RCTs and calculated the fracture incidence according to the change in
a marker above or below a certain cutoff. For example, using data from the fracture inter-
vention trial, Bauer et al. demonstrated that alendronate-treated women with a reduction
in serum BALP of 30% or more at 1 year had fewer hip and non-spine (but not vertebral)
fractures than alendronate-treated women with a 1 year change in serum BALP of less than
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30%. However, when compared to the placebo group, there was no difference in the inci-
dence of vertebral fractures between the alendronate-treated groups (>30 vs. <30% change
at 1 year). In this instance, therefore, setting a 30% cutoff helped to define – a posteriori –
a valid response to alendronate treatment for non-spine and hip fractures, but appears to be
useless for vertebral fractures (195).

Another widely used method to assess therapy-induced changes in laboratory parameters
is to compare the actual marker level to a predefined range (similar to the T- and Z-score
approach in bone mineral density). In most instances, this range will be the “reference”
or “normal” range, which may or may not be standardized between methods and/or lab-
oratories. In the bone field, most people would agree that patients with accelerated bone
turnover are likely to benefit from anti-resorptive treatment if their bone markers return to
the respective “normal,” i.e., premenopausal range. Such a “normalization” would be con-
sidered a valid response, while changes that do not lead to a return of the marker into the
reference range would be labeled as an invalid response. Furthermore, a reduction of the
marker below the reference range could be indicative of overtreatment.

A recent paper by Sambrook et al. illustrates the usefulness of this approach. In a
double-masked and double placebo-controlled study, the authors compared the effects of
alendronate 70 mg once weekly with raloxifene 60 mg daily on markers of bone turnover
in 487 postmenopausal women with low bone mineral density (196). Both anti-resorptive
agents reduced serum osteocalcin and urinary NTX-I levels after 1 year of treatment, but
the effect was more pronounced for alendronate. Large RCTs have shown that both alen-
dronate and raloxifene reduce fracture risk in women with low bone mineral density. It is
therefore interesting to note that in the head-to-head trial by Sambrook et al. (196), both
alendronate and raloxifene returned bone markers into their respective reference ranges.

The problem with this method is that the reference ranges for most markers have not
been well defined. Also, a reduction into the “normal” range can only be achieved if the
pre-treatment values are abnormally high, which is the case in less than 50% of patients
with osteoporosis. Clearly, the approach is also invalid for anabolic treatments, which
increase both bone formation and resorption. Finally, standardization of most assays is
presently insufficient to provide a basis for a wider application of such a reference-based
approach (138).
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SUMMARY

The long-term result of imbalances in bone turnover (i.e., osteoblastic bone formation
and osteoclastic bone resorption) is a change in bone mass, strength, and structure, and
ultimately may lead to osteoporosis and fragility fractures. In recent years, considerable
progress has been made in the isolation and characterization of cellular and extracellular
components of the skeletal matrix, which in turn have facilitated the development of bio-
chemical markers that specifically reflect either bone formation or bone resorption. These
biochemical indices are non-invasive, comparatively inexpensive, and, when applied and
interpreted correctly, helpful tools in the diagnostic and therapeutic assessment of metabolic
bone disease. In clinical practice, bone turnover markers have been shown to predict the
risk for fractures, independent from BMD. Furthermore, bone markers may be useful for
monitoring anti-osteoporotic treatment in order to evaluate treatment efficacy and patients’
compliance. In contrast, however, bone markers cannot be used for diagnosis of osteo-
porosis. The following chapter will give an overview on these clinical aspects of bone
turnover markers; the basic biochemistry of bone markers and sources of their non-specific
variability are reviewed in Chapter 5.

BONE TURNOVER MARKERS AND PREDICTION OF BONE LOSS

Induced by estrogen deficiency, bone turnover increases rapidly after menopause, and
this increase in bone turnover persists long after the menopause, up to 40 years (1). In gen-
eral bone loss at the spine in the immediate menopausal period is approximately 1% per
year; however, as many as one-third of postmenopausal women lose bone at a rate exceed-
ing 1% per year. Cross-sectional data suggest that a sustained increase in bone turnover is
associated with a faster and greater bone loss. It has been more difficult to confirm this rela-
tionship in longitudinal studies as the amount of bone loss is in the same order of magnitude
as the precision error of BMD measurement (2,3). A strong relationship between baseline
bone turnover markers and the rate of bone loss has only been demonstrated in a study
measuring BMD at the radius, a precise site with small maximal CV (4). In a cohort of
305 postmenopausal women (aged 50–88 years) who had annual forearm BMD measure-
ments over 4 years markers of both bone resorption (S-CTX, U-NTX) and bone formation
(OC, PINP) were found to be positively correlated with the rate of bone loss. Furthermore,
women with baseline levels of bone markers above the premenopausal range had a rate of
bone loss four- to sixfold higher than women with a lower turnover (4).

The clinical utility of bone turnover markers to predict subsequent bone loss in an indi-
vidual woman seems uncertain. This is illustrated by a study evaluating the association
between bone markers and bone loss at the hip in elderly postmenopausal women (aged
73–89 years) (5). Higher levels of bone turnover markers were associated with somewhat
faster hip bone loss; however, the predictive value of these markers for bone loss in an indi-
vidual patient was limited. Nevertheless there is some evidence indicating that biochemical
markers can detect “rapid losers” and can predict those women most likely to respond to
antiresorptive therapy, i.e., hormone replacement therapy (6,7). Increased bone turnover
markers therefore can be regarded as a risk factor for rapid bone loss in postmenopausal
women.
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In men, the pattern of age-dependent change in bone markers is quite different from
that observed in women. While there is general agreement on the age-related changes of
bone turnover in adult men between 20 and 60 years of age, data on bone turnover rates
in men over the age of 60 years are discordant. Observational studies investigating age-
dependent changes in bone marker levels indicate that there seems to be an imbalance in
bone turnover with increased bone resorption and stable bone formation after the age of 60
(8). As biochemical markers have been shown to be negatively correlated with BMD (9,10),
this imbalance in bone turnover may, at least in part, be responsible for the age-related bone
loss in men. However, in elderly men, age-dependent bone loss (as measured by BMD) is
less pronounced than in postmenopausal women (11,12), and the association between bone
turnover markers and change in BMD remains weak or mostly absent (13–15). Hence, the
contribution of bone markers to the prediction of bone loss in elderly men is of limited
clinical value.

BONE TURNOVER MARKERS AND PREDICTION OF FRACTURE RISK

Early detection of patients at risk for fractures is the basis for preventive and therapeutic
strategies in the management of osteoporosis. A lot of effort has gone into the identifica-
tion of predictors of osteoporotic fracture risk. Several prospective epidemiological studies
in postmenopausal women demonstrated a strong association between BMD and the risk
of hip, spine, and forearm fractures. However, up to half of patients with incident frac-
tures have baseline BMD assessed by DXA above the diagnostic threshold of osteoporosis
defined as a T-score of –2.5 SD or more below the average value of young healthy women
(16–18). Importantly, there is increasing evidence that the decision to use pharmacological
intervention for prevention of fracture should be based on the fracture probability rather
than only on the presence of osteoporosis as defined by BMD (19,20). There is thus need
for improvement in the identification of patients at risk for fracture.

Bone strength and fracture risk not only depend on bone mass but also on morphology,
the architecture, remodeling of bone, as well as on qualitative properties of bone matrix
(19,21). More recently, it has become evident that accelerated bone turnover also is asso-
ciated with a higher risk of osteoporotic fracture, independent of age, disability and bone
mass in women at the menopause and in elderly women, and more recently also for men.
In these studies, patients with low bone mineral density and/or high bone turnover were
shown to be at the highest risk for osteoporotic fractures.

In postmenopausal women, five prospective studies (EPIDOS, Rotterdam, OFELY, HOS,
and Malmö) demonstrated a significant relationship between baseline levels of bone resorp-
tion markers (U-CTX, S-CTX, U-DPD, TRAP5b) and subsequent fracture risk (1,22–26).
After adjustments for BMD, an increase of these markers above the premenopausal range
was associated with a twofold increase in risk for hip, vertebral and non-vertebral fractures,
over a follow-up period of 1.8–5 years. Importantly, the prediction of fracture risk is inde-
pendent of BMD measurements, indicating that accelerated bone resorption deteriorates
bone strength beyond a given bone mass. This suggests that a combined approach, with
BMD and indices of bone turnover, could improve fracture prediction in postmenopausal
women. In fact, Garnero et al. (23) showed that in women who had low hip BMD and an
increase in U-CTX, the relative risk of hip fracture increased by 4.2 (95% CI, 1.9–9.3),
whereas the risk increased by 2.3 if they had high U-CTX (95% CI, 1.3–4.2) and by 2.8
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Fig. 1. Combination of different independent predictors to identify women with the highest risk of frac-
ture. Low hip BMD was defined as values at 2.5 SD or below the mean of young adults. High urinary
CTX corresponds to values in the highest quartile. RRs are adjusted for age and physical activity. From:
Garnero et al. with permission (23).

(95% CI, 1.4–5.6) if they had low BMD (Fig. 1). Calculating the absolute risk such as the
10-year probability of fracture based on two prospective studies (EPIDOS and OFELY),
it was found that combining clinical risk factors (i.e., previous fracture), BMD and bone
turnover, results in a 10-year probability of hip fracture that was about 70–100% higher
than that associated with low BMD alone (27) (Fig. 2). Thus there is evidence that patients
with low bone mineral density and high bone turnover are at high risk for osteoporotic
fractures.

In contrast to bone resorption markers data on the association between bone forma-
tion markers and fracture risk are conflicting. In the French cohort study of elderly
women (EPIDOS) no significant relationship between OC and BAP and the risk of hip
fracture could be demonstrated during a 2-year follow-up, whereas in younger healthy
postmenopausal women (OFELY, HOS) a significant relationship between increased BAP
levels and risk of vertebral as well as non-vertebral fracture was found (22–24). Difference
in study populations, sampling conditions, fracture types, and the duration of follow-up
may in part explain the contradictory results. In this context it is noteworthy that in the
OFELY study (initial follow-up 5 years) a reassessment was performed after a median of
9 years follow-up and a significant positive association between baseline bone formation
markers and the risk of fracture was confirmed (2,18).

In a recent study including 151 elderly men (aged over 60) followed prospectively over
6.3 years, high bone resorption (as assessed by serum ICTP) was associated with increased
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Fig. 2. Combination of clinical risk factors, bone mineral density, and bone turnover measurements to
identify women with the highest risk of fracture. The figure shows the 10-year probability of hip fracture
according to age and relative risk. The symbols show the effect of risk factors on fracture probability
derived from women aged 65 (OFELY study) and 80 (EPIDOS study). The data from the OFELY study
are derived from information of all fractures. Low hip BMD was defined as values at 2.5 SD or below the
mean of young adults. High urinary CTX corresponds to values above the upper limit of premenopausal
women (mean+2SD). From: Johnell et al. with permission (27).

risk of osteoporotic fracture, independent of BMD (15). For each increase in ICTP con-
centrations by 1 SD, overall fracture probability increased by 40%. The association was
significant for hip fractures (RR 1.7; 95% CI; 1.2–2.6) and vertebral fractures (RR 2.1;
95% CI; 1.3–3.3). Men with ICTP levels in the highest quartile had a 2.8-fold increased
risk of incident fractures compared to men with ICTP levels in the lowest quartile. In addi-
tion, fracture incidence was about 10 times higher in men with low BMD combined with
a high bone resorption rate compared to men with high BMD and lower values of ICTP
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Fig. 3. Incidence of osteoporotic fracture according to the level of S-ICTP and femoral neck BMD. The
numbers in the bars represent the number of patients in each subset with at least one incident osteoporotic
fracture. From: Meier et al. with permission (15).

(Fig. 3). These findings indicate that bone resorption is an independent predictor of frac-
ture risk and reflects aspects of bone strength distinct from the amount of mineralized bone
tissue not only in postmenopausal women but also in elderly men.

BONE TURNOVER MARKERS AND MONITORING ANTIRESORPTIVE
TREATMENT

A major domain for the clinical use of biochemical bone markers is the monitoring of
osteoporosis therapy. This application includes keeping an eye on both therapeutic efficacy
(i.e., the prediction of the therapeutic response in regard to changes in BMD and reduction
in fracture risk) and patient compliance. The ultimate goal in treating patients with osteo-
porosis is to reduce their fracture risk. However, the short-term incidence of osteoporotic
fractures is low, and the absence of fracture during treatment does not necessarily mean
that the treatment is effective. Thus monitoring the effect of treatment by fracture incidence
alone would be inadequate for most practical purposes. Consequently, serial measurements
of changes in BMD as a surrogate marker of therapeutic efficacy are currently the stan-
dard approach to monitor osteoporosis therapy. However, changes in BMD occur slowly
and significant therapeutic effects are usually not detectable before several years of treat-
ment (28–30). In contrast, biochemical markers of bone turnover change much faster than
BMD in response to therapeutic interventions and therefore may be used for monitoring
antiresorptive treatment efficacy and treatment adherence.
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EFFECT OF ANTIRESORPTIVE TREATMENT ON BONE TURNOVER
MARKERS

Most antiresorptive agents induce a profound decrease in bone turnover with maximal
suppression of bone resorption markers within 1–6 months of treatment, and a somewhat
delayed decrease in bone formation markers. The magnitude of suppression in bone mark-
ers appears to depend on the dose and potency of the drug chosen as well as the marker
used (31,32).

Estrogen deficiency is associated with a significant increase in bone remodeling as
reflected by a 50–100% increase in both bone formation and bone resorption markers
(33–37). Many studies, including large randomized placebo-controlled trials evaluating the
effect of estrogen replacement therapy on bone turnover, have consistently demonstrated
that hormone replacement therapy can reverse these changes by decreasing markers of bone
turnover into the premenopausal range. Irrespective of the route of administration, a rapid
and sustained decrease in bone resorption markers is observed during the initial weeks of
HRT, reaching a plateau within 3–6 months. Due to the normal coupling of bone resorp-
tion and formation processes, bone formation markers usually follow with a short delay
(6,7,38–60). After discontinuation of HRT, markers of bone resorption and, at a later stage,
markers of bone formation return to postmenopausal (i.e., elevated) levels (52,56,61).

As shown in early postmenopausal women treated with conjugated estrogens
(0.625 mg/day), urinary NTX levels significantly decrease by 23% as early as 2 weeks after
starting replacement therapy. After 3 months, urinary NTX levels decreased by 39% (48),
whereas urinary DPD concentrations showed a less pronounced effect with a mean decrease
of 20% (6). Comparable antiresorptive effects have been observed for formulations using
alternate routes of administration, including transdermal (42,49,59), percutaneous (38), and
intranasal (55,60) estrogen applications.

With both conjugated estrogens (CEE) (57) and transdermal 17β-estradiol (62), a dose-
dependent suppressive effect on bone resorption markers has been observed in early
postmenopausal women. Lindsay et al. (57) report on significant reductions in urinary
NTX levels after 24 months of treatment with either 0.625 or 0.3 mg CEE daily. However,
the reduction in urinary NTX levels was significantly smaller for women taking CEE at
0.3 mg/d (34%) as compared to women on 0.625 mg/d (55%). In older postmenopausal
women, however, the response of biochemical markers of bone turnover was similar for
lower or higher estrogen doses (53,56,58) indicating that lower than usual doses of estrogen
may equally reduce bone resorption and, thereby prevent bone loss in older postmenopausal
women.

Raloxifene is a selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM) with estrogen ago-
nistic effects on the skeleton. Studies in different cohorts including early menopausal
(63), late postmenopausal (64–66), as well as older, institutionalized women (67)
demonstrate that raloxifene induces a sustained decrease in markers of bone resorp-
tion and formation, reaching a plateau after 6–12 months of treatment. Delmas et
al. (63) reported significant reductions in urinary CTX by 34%, BAP by 23%, and
OC by 15% after 24 months of continuous treatment with raloxifene 60 mg/d. Two
recent studies comparing the effects of raloxifene and estrogen treatment on bone
turnover suggest that raloxifene results in a less pronounced reduction in bone markers
(68,69).
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Treatment of postmenopausal women, and of men, with bisphosphonates such as
alendronate (3,70–78), risedronate (79–83), ibandronate (84–89), pamidronate (90), and
zoledronate (91) results in suppression of bone turnover. As with HRT, bone resorption
markers decrease earlier than markers of bone formation, consistent with a direct effect of
bisphosphonates on osteoclasts. Several studies have shown that the absolute amount
of metabolic suppression achieved by any bisphosphonate depends on the dose, the way
of administration, and the biochemical marker chosen. Independent of these factors, the
effects of bisphosphonates on bone turnover seem more pronounced than those of either
HRT (92,93) or raloxifene (94) (Fig. 4).

Most studies would suggest that the suppressive effect of bisphosphonates on bone
turnover is “largest” when measured by telopeptides of type I collagen (NTX, CTX), and
that less pronounced effects are observed when using urinary DPD and PYD as resorption
markers. Furthermore, treatment with intravenous bisphosphonates leads to a reduction in
resorption markers as early as 12–72 h after the injection (90,95,96), while oral bisphospho-
nates act much slower. For example, postmenopausal women treated with oral alendronate
had a 58% decrease in urinary NTX levels after 4 weeks of treatment (74), and achieved the
maximal response after 6–12 months of treatment. At this point in time, mean reductions
were 50–80% for urinary NTX, 35–50% for urinary CTX, 20–50% for total DPD and PYD,
and 20–25% for free DPD and PYD (3,70–72,74,78,94). When looking at these numbers,
one should not forget that a numerical result alone has little value if not viewed against the
background of that marker’s non-specific variability. As a rule of thumb, markers showing
a pronounced response (signal) to bisphosphonate therapy also exhibit the greatest degree
of non-specific variability (noise). Calculating the respective signal-to-noise ratios for the
various markers can be helpful in distinguishing between spurious and true differences in
the magnitude of response.

Due to the coupling of bone resorption and bone formation, markers of bone formation
decrease in parallel to markers of bone resorption, but with a delay of several weeks to
months. In postmenopausal women treated with alendronate, a decrease in serum OC by
30–50%, BAP by 35–45%, and PICP by 35–40% has been reported (70,71,74,78).

Several recent studies investigated the effect of combined treatments on bone mass and
bone turnover, comparing HRT alone with combinations of HRT with either alendronate
(92,97) or risedronate (98). Elderly postmenopausal women treated with HRT plus alen-
dronate had a more pronounced decrease in bone turnover than women on HRT alone.
Although a significantly greater decrease in bone turnover markers was seen in the com-
bined bisphosphonate-HRT groups, the differences between the various treatment groups
were small and, hence, of uncertain clinical significance when it comes to differences in the
change of BMD or fracture risk.

Upon cessation of most bisphosphonates given for 2 or 3 years, indices of bone turnover
increase to attain pre-treatment values within 3–12 months (97,99). However, following a
group of postmenopausal women treated with the highest doses of oral ibandronate, Ravn
et al. (86) observed that serum OC and BALP values remained reduced at 12 months after
discontinuation of treatment. Similar data were reported for both bone formation and bone
resorption markers after a single dose of zoledronate (91), indicating that high-dose bispho-
sphonate regimens may induce long-term suppression of bone turnover. Bone et al. (100)
showed that after 5 years of alendronate treatment, NTX levels rise about 20–25% in the
first year and then are maintained at the new reduced level for the next 4 years.
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Fig. 4. Change in bone turnover markers during treatment with alendronate 70 mg once weekly (�) and
raloxifene 60 mg daily (�) for 12 months. (a) Urinary N-telopeptide of type I collagen (NTX) absolute
values, (b) serum bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BSAP) absolute values. Apparently, the effects of
alendronate on both markers are more pronounced than those of raloxifene. However, both antiresorptive
agents reduce both bone markers into their respective reference range (area between dashed lines). From:
Sambrook et al. with permission (94).
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PREDICTION OF CHANGES IN BMD AND FRACTURE RISK
REDUCTION BY PRE-TREATMENT BONE MARKER LEVELS

Determinants of fracture risk also have the potential to affect treatment outcomes, and
again, much work has been devoted to establishing the relationship between baseline vari-
ables and therapeutic results. Several studies point to a relationship between bone turnover
marker levels at baseline and the subsequent change in BMD during different antiresorp-
tive treatment regimens, including HRT (6,48,50,101), calcitonin (102–104), alendronate
(72,75). However, others could not confirm such a relationship (1,105).

Thus, while there is some evidence suggesting an association between pre-treatment
bone turnover and therapy-induced changes in BMD, little is known whether a similar rela-
tionship exists between baseline bone turnover and the reduction in osteoporotic fracture
risk during antiresorptive therapy. Such an association would be of great interest because
changes in BMD during antiresorptive treatment explain only the smaller part of the effects
of therapy on fracture incidence (106). An analysis of the risedronate phase III clinical
programs has demonstrated that this bisphosphonate reduces the risk of vertebral fractures
in women with postmenopausal osteoporosis regardless of pre-treatment bone resorption
rates (107). After 3 years of oral risedronate, the relative risk of fracture was reduced by
48% in patients with high bone resorption at baseline, and by 46% in women with low
pre-treatment bone resorption (Fig. 5). At 1 year, the number of patients needed to treat
to avoid one fracture (NNT) was substantially lower in the group of patients with high
baseline bone resorption than for their counterparts with normal bone turnover (NNT 15
vs. 25). This result was mostly due to the higher fracture incidence and therefore greater
underlying risk in the placebo group with high baseline bone resorption rates and was less
pronounced when analyzing the entire 3-year study period. In contrast, however, a recent
study based on an analysis of the FIT data documented that alendronate non-spine fracture
efficacy is greater among postmenopausal women with high pre-treatment PINP levels as
compared to those with low or intermediate PINP levels (108). Among osteoporotic women
in the lowest tertile of pre-treatment PINP, the alendronate versus placebo relative hazards
for non-vertebral fracture was 0.88 (95% CI, 0.65–1.21) compared with a relative hazard
of 0.54 (95% CI, 0.39–0.74) among women in the highest tertile of PINP. Considering the
degree of pre-analytical variability of bone turnover markers, however, and until these data
are confirmed in other studies including patients presenting in clinical practice, it remains
unclear whether the measurement of pre-treatment bone turnover should guide treatment
decisions in individual patients.

PREDICTION OF CHANGES IN BMD BASED ON EARLY CHANGES
IN BONE MARKERS DURING ANTIRESORPTIVE TREATMENT

Changes in BMD occur slowly and therapeutic effects are usually not detectable before
several years of treatment. This is partly due to the disadvantageous short-term signal-to-
noise ratio of most BMD measurements. Within a year of treatment, comparatively small
changes in bone density (2–4%) are contrasted by relatively high precision errors (1–3%),
which renders BMD measurements unreliable for short-term assessment of antiresorp-
tive treatment efficacy (109). Owing to their significant biological variability, biochemical
markers of bone turnover also exhibit a high degree of imprecision and a signal-to-noise
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permission (107).
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ratio comparable to BMD measurements. However, bone markers change much faster
in response to therapeutic interventions. In fact, the decrease in bone turnover markers
during antiresorptive treatment is inversely related to the subsequent increase in BMD,
predominantly at the lumbar spine.

Several studies in early postmenopausal women treated with HRT (6,7,38,45,48,50,110–
114), except for one (54), have indicated that the degree of short-term reduction in markers
of bone formation or bone resorption correlate with the observed long-term increase in
BMD at the lumbar spine and/or the mid-radius (after 1–3 years of treatment). Accordingly,
early postmenopausal women with no densitometric response to long-term HRT (defined
as women whose 5-year BMD change was similar to the mean BMD change of placebo-
treated women) were characterized by significantly lower mean changes in total alkaline
phosphatase levels during the first months of HRT as compared to densitometric responders
(113).

In a study including 236 postmenopausal women treated for 1 year with estrogens, sub-
jects were classified according to their bone marker response to HRT, and stratified by
quartile of the percent change from baseline to 6 months. For urinary NTX, those women
with the greatest percent decrease from baseline had the greatest increase in BMD, whereas
subjects that experienced the least NTX response to HRT had the smallest increase in spine
BMD. Based on the same cohort, the areas under the curve derived from ROC analyses of
the association between 6-month change in bone marker and the 1-year change in BMD
ranged from 0.61 for OC, 0.65 for BALP to 0.79 for NTX-I, indicating that the percent
change in urinary NTX provided a greater discrimination between gain and loss of BMD
than OC or BALP (48). Overall, these studies suggest that short-term changes in bone
turnover markers are able to reflect the degree of bone mass responsiveness after 1–3 years
of HRT.

Similar results have been published for raloxifene (69) and bisphosphonates. Of
the latter, most studies were performed with different doses of alendronate in early
(73,78,115,116) and late (70,72,76,77,117,118) postmenopausal women with or without
osteoporosis. In contrast to these studies reporting significant correlations between changes
in bone markers and BMD after 1 and 4 years, others have observed inconsistent (71) or
no (74) such associations. These negative results might be attributed to lower alendronate
doses used (71) or to shorter study durations with non-significant changes in BMD (after 6
months) (74).

In a 2-year follow-up study in 85 postmenopausal women treated with alendronate, a
marked decrease in turnover was associated with a significant increase in BMD at the lum-
bar spine. In fact, highly significant negative correlations were observed between percent
change in bone markers at 3 months and percent change in BMD after 2 years of treat-
ment for bone formation markers, urinary DPD, and urinary NTX (70). The prediction of
long-term response in bone mass during alendronate therapy is not restricted to the lum-
bar spine, as in other studies changes in bone markers from baseline were also correlated
with the increase in BMD at the hip, trochanter, and total body (72,73,118). Greenspan
et al. (119) observed in a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of alendronate treatment
combined with HRT for 3 years that at 6 months, women with the greatest drop in urinary
NTX (66% or greater) had the largest gain in BMD at all sites compared with patients who
had smaller decreases in NTX (Fig. 6). Furthermore, Garnero et al. (76) showed that both
the absolute serum BALP level and the percent change in BALP at 6 months of treatment
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Fig. 6. Percent changes in BMD at the total hip, trochanter, and posteroanterior (PA) spine after 3 years of
active treatment (alendronate, HRT, or combination therapy), grouped by percent decreases in (A) urinary
NTX and (B) serum BAP levels at 6 months. From: Greenspan et al. with permission (119).

are independent predictors of BMD gain (defined as an increase in spine BMD of at least
3% after 2 years). Based on these data it could be stated that in order to define treatment
responsiveness, assessment of the relative change from baseline at 3–6 months may be
imprecise to identify BMD responders. The combination of the absolute bone marker level
at 6 months (as an estimate of the current bone turnover rate) and the change from baseline
(as a measure of treatment efficacy) may improve the prediction of changes in BMD (76)
(Fig. 7). Further validation of such models using different bone markers is required before
they can be safely applied to clinical practice.

PREDICTION OF FRACTURE RISK REDUCTION BASED ON EARLY
CHANGES IN BONE MARKERS DURING ANTIRESORPTIVE

TREATMENT

Although several randomized trials have found that antiresorptive agents improve BMD
and reduce the risk of fractures (64,80,120–124), recent studies have evidenced that the
observed reduction in fracture risk is only partly explained by the observed changes in
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BMD. Reduction in risk was greater than predicted from improvement in BMD, and it
has been estimated that change in BMD explains only 4–28% of the reduction in vertebral
fracture risk attributed to antiresorptive treatment (106,125,126). It is therefore possible
that changes in other determinants of bone strength, including the rate of bone turnover and
its changes during antiresorptive therapy, may be more predictive of anti-fracture efficacy
than changes in BMD. In fact, several studies confirmed that short-term reductions in bone
turnover were associated with a reduction in vertebral and/or non-vertebral fracture risk in
women treated with HRT (127), raloxifene (66,128,129), risedronate (83), and alendronate
(130).

Bjarnason et al. (128) studied the relationship between changes in bone turnover markers
and vertebral fracture risk after 3 years of raloxifene treatment in postmenopausal women.
Decreases in serum levels of OC and BAP after 1 year of treatment were significantly
associated with a decreased risk of new vertebral fractures after 3 years. Importantly, these
relationships remained after adjustment for baseline vertebral fracture status and BMD.
Two subsequent analyses including postmenopausal women with osteoporosis from the
same cohort (MORE trial) extended and confirmed these results showing that both 1-year
percentage changes in serum PINP (66) and OC (129) are able to predict the reduction in
vertebral fracture risk after 3 years of treatment.

Recently, two studies have been published investigating the change in bone turnover
markers and fracture risk in bisphosphonate treated postmenopausal women (83,130).
Using data from the VERT studies including postmenopausal women with at least one
vertebral fracture, Eastell et al. (83) found that reductions in urinary CTX (by 60%) and
NTX (by 51%) at 3–6 months of risedronate treatment were significantly associated with
the reduction in vertebral and non-vertebral fracture risk after 3 years. The change in
bone resorption markers explained more than 50% of the risedronate-related fracture risk
reduction for both, vertebral and non-vertebral fractures.

Bauer et al. (130) reported that in alendronate-treated women, greater reductions in
bone turnover were associated with fewer osteoporotic fractures. In their study, each SD
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reduction in the change in serum BAP at 1 year was associated with fewer spine (HR, 0.74;
95% CI; 0.63 –0.87), non-spine (0.89; 95% CI; 0.78–1.00), and hip fractures (0.61; 95%
CI; 0.46–0.78). Furthermore, alendronate-treated women with at least a 30% reduction in
serum BALP had a lower risk of non-spine (0.72; 95% CI; 0.55–0.92) and hip fractures
(0.26; 95% CI; 0.08–0.83) relative to those with reductions < 30% (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. One-year change in bone ALP and hip fracture risk among alendroante-treated women. Percent
change in bone ALP and predicted risk (log OR) of hip fracture (solid line) and 95% CI (dotted lines)
from logistic regression model. Individual data points represented on the x axis. Departure from linearity
p value 0.33. From: Bauer et al. with permission (130).

These data suggest that increased bone turnover is an important determinant of fracture
susceptibility and early reductions in bone turnover during antiresorptive treatment in fact
reduces fracture risk beyond changes in BMD.

BONE TURNOVER MARKERS AND MONITORING ANABOLIC THERAPY

Recently anabolic agents from the parathyroid hormone family have become available as
a new advance in the treatment of osteoporosis. Both, the aminoterminal fragment of human
PTH [PTH 1–34; teriparatide] (131–134) and the full-length molecule PTH 1–84,135–137
stimulate new bone formation on bone surfaces by preferentially stimulating osteoblastic
activity over osteoclastic activity in both, postmenopausal women and men. The anabolic
effects of PTH are resulting in increased bone mass, bone turnover, and bone strength, and
importantly improved microarchitectural qualities of bone beyond the effects known from
bisphosphonates.

Similar to the antiresorptive agents, it can be assumed that the therapeutic effects of
PTH are based on its actions to influence bone turnover. Several randomized studies have
demonstrated that bone formation markers (TAP, OC, PINP) increase early after teriparatide
therapy has been initiated, with a delayed but substantial increase in bone resorption mark-
ers (S-CTX, S-NTX) (135,138–140). The difference in time course between the initial
stimulation of bone formation and the subsequent stimulation of bone resorption has given
rise to the concept of the “anabolic window,” a period of time when the anabolic actions of
PTH are maximal and allow for a substantial gain in bone mass before bone remodeling is
stimulated (141). Based on changes in bone turnover marker levels (as well as changes in
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BMD) it is suggested, however, that the concurrent use of bisphosphonates may reduce the
anabolic properties of PTH most likely due to the dominating effects of the antiresorptive
drug on bone dynamics (133,134,136).

Similar as for antiresorptive drugs, it can be questioned whether short-term changes in
bone turnover markers can be used to monitor the effect of PTH on BMD or fracture risk
reduction. Indeed, Chen et al. have shown that in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis,
early changes in bone formation markers (PICP, PINP) after teriparatide administration are
associated with increases in lumbar spine BMD at 18 months. Based on ROC analysis it has
been shown that both, the increases in PICP (at 1 month) and PINP (at 3 months) were the
most sensitive and accurate predictors of lumbar spine BMD response (142). These findings
were confirmed in a recent study by Bauer et al. indicating that greater short-term changes in
PINP levels after 3 months are associated with greater increases in spine and hip BMD after
1 year of treatment with PTH 1–84 (143) (Fig. 9) and a histomorphometric study showing
that changes in bone formation markers, but not bone resorption markers, are associated
with increases in structural parameters of bone biopsy specimens (144). These data suggest
that serial bone marker measurements (OC, BAP, and particularly PINP) could become
useful in identifying skeletal responders to an anabolic therapy with PTH, especially as
the two- to fourfold increase in bone formation marker above baseline exceeds the least
significant change of the measurement.

For clinical practice a strategy based on PINP measurements at baseline and after 1–
3 months of PTH therapy has been proposed (145). Positive PINP responses (defined as
increases > 10 μg/L) were observed in 77–97% of teriparatide- and in 6% of placebo-
treated patients after 3 months of study drug. Patients with PINP increases < 10 μg/L
therefore should be assessed for adherence, PTH administration and storage techniques, and
for the presence of medical conditions that might limit their therapeutic response. In patient
without these issues, repeat bone marker measurement in another 3 months by which time
one would expect clear changes to be detectable seems prudent. Data assessing the relation-
ship between changes in bone markers and fracture risk are not available yet. On the other
hand it is interesting to note that in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis increases in
BMD account only for approximately one-third of the vertebral fracture risk reduction seen
with teriparatide (146). The majority of the risk reduction, however, results from improve-
ments in non-BMD determinants of bone strength, which might include changes in bone
markers. Nevertheless, teriparatide-mediated relative fracture risk reduction was indepen-
dent of pre-treatment bone marker levels (BAP, PINP, U-NTX, U-DPD) (147) indicating
that anabolic treatment with PTH might offer clinical benefit to patients irrespective of
baseline bone turnover.

MONITORING PATIENT COMPLIANCE USING BONE MARKERS

Compliance with long-term treatment, such as for osteoporosis, is usually poor
(148,149). Several studies reported that up to 50% of postmenopausal women were not
adherent to their treatment after 1–5 years of antiresorptive therapy (150–156). Poor adher-
ence to medication has an adverse effect on outcome with non-adherent patients exhibiting
smaller BMD gains, and a significantly greater risk of fracture (157,158). Hence, monitor-
ing patients on antiresorptive medication is an eminent part of patient management in order
to improve adherence and persistence to therapy, and ultimately treatment effectiveness.
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Fig. 9. The 1-year change in (A) hip DXA and hip QCT trabecular BMD, and cortical BMD, as well as,
(B) spine DXA, spine QCT trabecular BMD, and cortical BMD, by tertile of 3-month change in PINP
among PTH-treated women. P values are across tertiles. From: Bauer et al. with permission (143).

Biochemical markers of bone turnover have been advocated to facilitate follow-up of
patients receiving antiresorptive treatments for osteoporosis. As bone turnover markers, in
particular indices of bone resorption, decrease rapidly after initiation of treatment within 3–
6 months, they might represent useful surrogate markers for monitoring patient compliance.

Using a decision analysis model, Chapurlat et al. (159) compared two strategies of
follow-up: (a) treatment of a woman without specific monitoring and (b) treatment of this
woman with measurement of a serum marker of bone resorption after 3 months of treat-
ment, with change of treatment if response to treatment as assessed by this marker was not
satisfactory. It has been suggested that the approach of monitoring osteoporotic women with
measurements of bone markers early during treatment course may increase effectiveness of
treatment with greater quality-adjusted life years than no follow-up. In a recent study in
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75 postmenopausal women treated with raloxifene, Clowes et al. (160) examined whether
monitoring (nurse monitoring or marker monitoring) enhances adherence and persistence
with antiresorptive therapy, and whether presenting information on biochemical response
to therapy (presentation of results on the percentage change in urinary NTX-I at each visit)
provided additional benefit. Survival analyses showed that the monitored group increased
cumulative adherence to therapy by 57% compared with no monitoring and there was a
trend for the monitored group to persist with therapy for 25% longer. However, presentation
of results of effects on NTX levels did not improve compliance to therapy compared with
nurse monitoring alone. Nevertheless, results from the IMPACT study in postmenopausal
women on risedronate have shown that a reinforcement message based on bone turnover
marker response influences long-term treatment persistence (161). In patients in whom a
verbal feedback on the change of urinary NTX-I was provided, 1-year persistence was
higher than in non-reinforced subjects. Interestingly, the message given to patients with a
bone turnover marker response considered “good” was associated with significant improve-
ment in persistence, whereas the information given to those with a poor resorption marker
response led to a lower persistence.
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Summary

The ability to bear loads is a critical function of the skeleton, in addition to its metabolic
and physiological roles. Load-bearing ability depends on both the applied loads and the struc-
tural properties of the loaded bone. When the loads exceed the structural properties, fracture
will occur. Because the nature of the applied loads can be difficult to predict, the greatest
potential impact on minimizing fracture risk is through targeted interventions and therapies
to improve bone strength. The strength and fracture resistance of the skeleton depend primar-
ily on the mass, morphology/architecture, and material properties of bone tissue. Although
each of these attributes has been examined independently in both cortical and cancellous
bone, no single measurement can fully characterize the structural integrity of bone or reli-
ably predict the occurrence of a fracture. In addition, factors such as aging, trauma, and
disease affect the tissue properties and can compromise bone strength. While bone mass and,
more recently, morphology have been widely examined in vivo, to date these measures do
not fully explain variations in bone mechanical properties observed experimentally in vitro.
Healthy bone tissue exhibits spatial and temporal variations in tissue-level material proper-
ties that are altered by aging and disease. Characterizing bone material properties, whether at
the tissue level or at the chemical composition level of the mineral and matrix constituents,
may improve the ability to predict structural competence and fracture risk reliably.
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BONE STRENGTH AND FRACTURE

In addition to metabolic and physiologic roles, the ability to bear functional loads is a
critical function of the skeletal system. Individuals constantly impose dynamic mechanical
stimuli on their bones during daily activities. Throughout much of life the skeleton performs
as expected, successfully supporting the loads applied during normal function. Whole bone
strength, or the resistance of a bone to fracture, is generally not a consideration for a healthy
skeleton subjected to such loading conditions. However, with trauma, aging, and disease,
the ability of the skeleton to perform its structural function can become compromised. With
trauma, loading may exceed the load-bearing capacity of the skeleton, either healthy or
otherwise, and produce fracture. Aging and many skeletal diseases reduce bone strength,
thereby producing skeletal failure even under normal or non-traumatic loading conditions.
Fractures result not only in individual morbidity and mortality but also in high healthcare
and societal costs (45,63,85). Therefore, an understanding of the factors that contribute to
bone strength is critical to the prevention and treatment of skeletal fractures.

Failure of any load-bearing structure can stem from a single traumatic overload or from
the accumulation of damage with repetitive loading. Here we will focus on the former:
what determines whether a given load applied to a bone will result in fracture? The inter-
action between applied loading and the ability of a bone to bear the applied loads can be
summarized in a term called factor of risk (56). The factor of risk is the ratio of the load
applied to a bone divided by the load required to produce fracture (Fig. 1). If the applied
load exceeds the failure load of the bone of interest, then the factor of risk is greater than
one and fracture will occur. To predict fracture accurately, characteristics of the applied
load such as the manner and location of its application must be considered. In addition,
the failure load for a particular skeletal site or bone must be sufficiently defined, since it

Factor of Risk = 
Failure Load

Applied Load

Applied Load
Activity or trauma type
Impact location and direction
Soft tissue protection

Failure Load
Bone mass
Whole bone geometry
Cancellous architecture
Tissue material properties

Fig. 1. Factor of Risk proposed by Hayes is the ratio of the applied loads to the structural strength
of the whole bone at the skeletal site of interest. When the applied load exceeds the failure load
(Factor of risk > 1) then failure is predicted.
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is influenced by characteristics of the constituent material and the material’s distribution
and structural arrangement (131). The ability of the skeleton to resist fracture under applied
loading varies with aging and disease, primarily through changes in these constituents of
bone failure load and bone strength. Our focus here will be on the determinants of whole
bone strength and factors that affect whole bone behavior when loaded.

The mechanical performance of bone governs skeletal function and is strongly shaped by
the in vivo loading experienced by the skeleton. Bone tissue is exquisitely mechanosensi-
tive, and the cell populations associated with bone respond to mechanical stimuli by altering
turnover to increase or decrease the amount of tissue present, which in turn alters both the
architecture and material properties (43,130). Therefore, as we consider the effects of load-
ing on the failure of bone tissue, we must remember that the structure of a given bone
represents the integration of the loading history experienced throughout the individual’s
lifetime (25). Skeletal mechanobiology is detailed in Chapter 8 (Judex and Rubin).

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO WHOLE BONE STRENGTH

The response of the skeleton to applied loads is similar to that of any other load-bearing
structure, with the exception that man-made structures are not metabolically active and are
unable to heal themselves. In vivo, activities such as walking and stair climbing produce
complex loading states that are combinations of the individual loading modes studied in
the laboratory in vitro (15,69). Loading in the laboratory can be applied axially (tension
or compression), in bending, or in torsion to a whole bone such as a femur or vertebra.
Different structural characteristics will be measured for different loading modes.

When a force is applied to a whole bone, deformation is produced throughout the struc-
ture (Fig. 2). When the load is examined as a function of the deformation, the resulting curve
has several distinct characteristics: an initial linear or elastic region, a nonlinear region with

Displacement (δ)

L
o

ad
 (

F
)

Stiffness

Ultimate

X
Failure

F

F

Fig. 2. Load-displacement behavior for a structural test such as a whole bone. The structural stiffness is
determined from the initial linear region. The structural strength is the load required to fail the whole
bone. These parameters depend on the loading mode (tension, compression, bending or torsion).
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a maximum defined as the ultimate point, and a failure point that indicates the level at
which the bone fractures and can no longer withstand the applied load. Applied loads that
fall within the initial linear range can be resisted without permanently deforming the bone
or causing failure. The two most critical measures obtained from the load-displacement
data are the structural stiffness and strength. The stiffness of a whole bone is the resis-
tance to deformation for a given applied load and is the slope of the linear portion of the
load-displacement curve. For a whole bone, the structural strength is the load required to
fail the whole bone and is usually defined as the load at the ultimate point. Different load-
ing modes, such as compression, bending, and torsion, will produce different strengths and
stiffnesses, and these values will be a function of the properties of the bone tissue, how
much tissue is present, and where the tissue is located. For example, the failure strength of
a vertebral body will be different when loaded in compression than in bending. Stiffness
and strength are distinct parameters, but are often correlated. Other parameters of interest
may include the yield point (the transition between the linear and nonlinear regions) and
energy absorbed to failure (the area under the entire load-displacement curve). The forces
and deformations of the whole bone also create internal forces and deformations within the
bone tissue that are known as stresses and strains.

Whole bone behavior can also be viewed as depending on the behavior of the constituent
tissues, cortical and cancellous bone. In bending of a whole bone, for example, the behavior
is dominated by cortical bone geometry and material properties. Cortical and cancellous
bone are both complex structures in their own right; their behavior depends on similar
factors as those for whole bone strength and is also be discussed below. The continuum
properties of these bulk tissues is referred to as the apparent level here, which is a level
above the tissue material properties and is distinct from the whole bone structural behavior
(Fig. 3). The porous structure of cancellous bone and its location in vertebral bodies and
the ends of long bones lend it importance in the distribution of joint contact forces during
daily activities but also make the tissue more susceptible to the surface-focused resorp-
tion that occurs with aging and skeletal disease. The structural behavior of cancellous
bone is governed chiefly by bone mass or bone density, microarchitecture (the geomet-
ric and spatial distribution and connectivity of trabeculae), and tissue material properties
(27,49,81,105,126) (Fig. 4). Alterations in any of these components could compromise the
integrity of the bone structure and its ability to bear loads. Although most in vivo imaging
tools measure bone mass or apparent bone mineral density (apparent BMD), these measures
alone do not fully explain variations in mechanical properties observed experimentally. In
the following sections, the contribution of bone mass, architecture, and material properties

Tissue ConstituentsApparentWhole Bone

Fig. 3. Definition of levels of consideration for bone: Whole bone structure to apparent level structure
(cortical or cancellous bone) to tissue materials to constituents.
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Material
(tissue composition)

Architecture
(tissue geometry/orientation)

Quantity
(tissue mass/volume)

φ

0% 100%

Fig. 4. Determinants of cancellous apparent bone strength include how much tissue is present (quantity),
where the tissue is located (architecture), and the properties of the tissue (material).

to the structural behavior of cancellous bone will be described, as well as the clinical and
laboratory tools used to characterize them. The role of bone quantity (bone mass) has been
studied most extensively. The effect of architecture on structural performance is less well-
characterized, and the role of tissue material properties still requires more investigation.

BONE MASS

The most-studied determinant of bone structural behavior is the amount of tissue present,
the bone mass. When a long bone is loaded during daily activities in vivo, the loading is
primarily bending and compression, and the dense cortical bone tissue of the diaphysis
bears the highest loads and deformations. At the ends of a long bone, the cancellous bone
tissue distributes the loads from the joint surface and transfers this load to the cortex. In
cortical bone, the amount of bone is represented by geometric measures such as the cross-
sectional area. In cancellous bone, which consists of an intricate network of trabeculae, the
measurement of bone mass cannot be performed based on geometry and has been examined
instead by analyzing small volumes of tissue.

Cancellous bone mass is typically measured either by bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
which is the volume of bone tissue present within the total volume of interest, or by
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apparent BMD, which is the mass of bone tissue present within the total volume.
Additionally, tissue BMD, which is the mass of bone tissue within only the volume con-
taining bone, can be computed as the product of BV/TV and apparent BMD. Variations
in bone mass can produce 100-fold differences in the cancellous stiffness within an indi-
vidual’s tibial metaphysis, ranging from 4 to 433 MPa (51). Apparent BMD has been
used to predict bone strength and apparent tissue stiffness using empirical formulations
(27,48,61,106,109). These relationships are often expressed in power law form, with the
exponent (b) relating apparent BMD (ρ) to cancellous stiffness or strength (S) and ranging
from 1 to 3:

ρ = aSb

The coefficient a is a constant that scales the ρ–S relationship and is based on experimen-
tal data in bone specimens from various anatomic sites. As a result, for a relationship with
an exponent greater than 1, a decrease in apparent BMD (or BV/TV) will result in a substan-
tially greater decrease in stiffness and strength. For example, a 20% reduction in bone mass
would predict a 36% reduction in cancellous stiffness and strength for a squared relationship
and a 49% reduction for a cubic relationship (Fig. 5). Regardless of the relationship used,

Normal 
74 year old female

T-score = –0.8

BV/TV = 12.7%

Tb.Th = 117μm

Modulus, E = 844 MPa

Strength, σu = 3.5 MPa Strength, σu = 2.1 MPa (– 40%)

Osteoporotic 
92 year old female
T-score = –2.6
BV/TV = 10.0%  (– 21% vs Normal)

Tb.Th = 90 μm 

Modulus, E = 470 MPa (– 44%)

Fig. 5. MicroCT images of two cancellous cores taken from the center of the L2 vertebra of two different
females. Measured T-score, bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), and apparent
modulus and strength indicated. Percent differences indicated for the osteoporotic female relative to the
normal female. For the 21% loss of bone mass, a squared power law relationship would predict a 38%
reduction in mechanical properties, and a cubic power law would predict a 51% reduction, both of which
are comparable to the 40–44% reductions found experimentally.
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apparent BMD and BV/TV obtained experimentally or from microcomputed tomography
(microCT) can explain 60–85% of the variability in compressive apparent stiffness and
strength for human cancellous bone (66,68,74,75,89). Although bone mass measurements
generally have a high explanatory power for bone mechanical properties, these surrogate
measures only capture one aspect of bone strength and cannot capture differences in how
this mass is distributed. While mass is critical to bone integrity, additional factors are clearly
needed to distinguish between individuals who do or do not fracture.

BONE SIZE AND ARCHITECTURE

The size and distribution of cross-sectional geometry strongly influences the resistance
to fracture for cortical bone under any loading condition. If the tissue material proper-
ties are assumed to be constant, geometric parameters (such as the periosteal diameter,
cross-sectional area, cross-sectional moment of inertia, and a geometric indicator of fail-
ure strength called the section modulus) all influence the whole bone structural behavior
(80). For bones loaded in bending, the cross-sectional moment of inertia (I) is a geometric
measure of the distribution of bone about a central or neutral plane. It is a measure of the
bone’s resistance to bending and deflection and is computed as follows for a hollow circular
cross-section (59):

I = π

4
(R4

p − R4
e)

where Rp is the periosteal radius and Re is the endosteal radius, computed about the neutral
plane.

For bones loaded in torsion, the polar moment of inertia (J) is the distribution about the
longitudinal or neutral axis and represents the bone’s resistance to angular deflection or
twist. It is computed as follows for a hollow circular cross-section (59):

J = π

2
(R4

p − R4
e) = 2I

The section modulus (Z) represents a whole bone’s resistance to bending or torsional
loads and is computed as follows for a hollow circular cross-section:

ZTorsion = J

Rp
= π

2Rp
(R4

p − F4
e ) = 2ZBending

For a long bone loaded in bending, as seen in the proximal femur, both the size and
geometric distribution of bone relative to the loading axis contribute to the whole bone’s
resistance to applied loads and thus to fracture. Assuming a circular cross section, a hollow
bone with the same periosteal diameter as a solid bone, and with cortical thickness equal to
20% of the periosteal diameter, will have a 25% smaller cortical area but only a 6% lower
section modulus, which is proportional to the bending failure strength (Fig. 6). On the other
hand, a hollow bone with the same cortical thickness as the previous hollow bone but with
the same cortical area of the solid bone will have a 70% larger section modulus (and, hence,
structural strength) for only a 25% increase in the periosteal diameter as compared to the
solid bone. Therefore, even small changes in overall bone size can compensate for losses in
bone strength when the remaining bone is redistributed with reference to the neutral plane
or axis.
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t
Dp

Periosteal
Diameter (Dp)

Cortical
Area (A)

Section
Modulus (Z)

100%

100%

100%

100%

75%

94%

Impact of Cross-Sectional Geometry in Bending

t

125%

100%

170%

Fig. 6. Variations in the size and distribution of bone mass in a cortical bone cross section influence the
section modulus, which is proportional to the bending failure strength of the whole bone. The resorption of
bone on the endosteal surface or the apposition of bone on the periosteal surface may change the cortical
thickness (t) or the distribution of bone about the loading axis, thereby altering the ability of the bone to
resist fracture. For example, compared to the reference bone (left), a bone of the same girth but with less
material (middle) will be slightly weaker, but a bone with the same amount of material distributed further
away from the neutral axis of the bone will be much stronger.

Similarly for cancellous bone, the size and spatial arrangement of trabeculae that make
up the cancellous microarchitecture also play a key role in the structural competence of
bone. As early as the mid-19th century, increased fracture incidence was observed in older
patients with thinning bone (31). Two different sites of cancellous bone with similar appar-
ent BMD can vary substantially in their strength and stiffness due to differences in tissue
architecture (47,128). In addition, the architecture of cancellous bone often has a preferred
orientation, creating substantially different modulus and strength values when bone from a
given location is loaded in different directions, a characteristic called material anisotropy.
In human vertebrae, for example, the primary trabecular orientation is superior–inferior,
corresponding to the strongest direction when loaded (93). The strength of cancellous bone
loaded along the superior–inferior direction of the spine is nearly twice as strong as when
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loaded in the anterior–posterior or medial–lateral directions (47). Therefore, characteriz-
ing the cancellous bone structure is important for understanding the relationship between
architecture and mechanical properties.

Similar to bone mass measures, architecture parameters have also been experimentally
correlated with elastic mechanical properties (32,50,52,64,99,132). Independent of appar-
ent BMD, bone regions with different architectures exhibited variable elastic mechanical
properties that differed by over 50% (128). Based on studies using two-dimensional serial
sectioning techniques, trabecular orientation and connectivity correlated with cancellous
bone strength (52,104,126). In sheep femoral bone assessed with microCT, architecture
indices explained 10–70% of the variation in compressive strength (88). A study using
static histomorphometry indicated that similar architecture–strength correlations also hold
true in human vertebral bone (125).

BONE TISSUE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The material properties of bone are the properties of the constituent material, referred to
here as the tissue-level behavior (Fig. 3). Both cortical and cancellous tissues are formed by
surface-based processes that develop lamellar tissue. These tissues are believed to be sim-
ilar, so apparent differences between cortical and cancellous bone result from differences
in mass and architecture. Material characteristics are independent of bone size and shape
and are measured on small, homogeneous tissue samples. Similar to a whole bone test, a
bone materials test examines deformation in response to an applied load for the small, stan-
dardized tissue samples, and this response differs depending on the direction or mode of
loading. The samples can be loaded perpendicular to the face of the material to determine
the tensile and compressive properties or parallel to the face to find the shear properties.
From these material tests, bone material properties are computed by normalizing the result-
ing load-displacement parameters by geometric measures representing the sample size and
shape. For example, applied load is converted to tissue stress and displacement converted
to tissue strain, as described below.

Tissue stress is defined as the ratio of the applied load (tension, compression, or shear)
to the sample cross-sectional area (Fig. 7). For a tissue sample tested in tension or com-
pression, the tissue stress is defined as the applied load divided by the cross-sectional area
perpendicular to that load (i.e., the area of the sample face on which the load acts). For
a tissue sample tested in shear, the applied load is parallel to the surface and again nor-
malized by the area the force acts across. Bone tissue strain is measured as the amount of
deformation in the direction of loading normalized by the initial sample dimension. Tensile
or compressive loads produce stretched or compacted displacements, respectively, along
the direction of the applied load. The resulting strain is computed as the ratio of the change
in length to initial length. Shear loads create distortions in the sample by inducing the sam-
ple surfaces on which the loads are applied to slide with respect to each other. For shear
strain, the distortion ratio is related to the change in angle (Fig. 7).

The properties used to characterize bone material include the failure or ultimate stress,
failure strain, modulus of elasticity (i.e., material stiffness), and toughness (Fig. 8). The
ultimate stress represents the strength of bone tissue and is generally defined as the maxi-
mum stress on the stress–strain curve. The failure strain is the strain corresponding to the
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Fig. 7. Material stresses (local tissue forces) and strains (local tissue deformations) for bone tissue
samples loaded in compression and shear. The applied loading is decomposed into the component per-
pendicular (compression) and parallel (shear) to the cube face. The face for which the stress or strain is
calculated is shaded. For strain, the original, undeformed volume is shaded.

ultimate stress, and modulus of elasticity, or tissue stiffness, is the slope of the linear por-
tion of the curve. Bone toughness is a measure of the ability of the bone material to absorb
energy without fracture and is calculated as the area under the stress–strain curve.

As explained earlier, this material behavior is characteristic of a single load applied
to failure. However, bones continually experience cyclic loading in vivo during normal
activities. In fact, such loading is more common than single increasing loads to failure
(24). Cyclic loading of material at levels below the failure strength is known as fatigue. In
bone, fatigue loading produces microscale damage in the tissue, known as microdamage.
Microdamage changes the tissue properties and thus may alter the ability of the whole bone
to withstand loads and avoid fracture.

Bone is a composite tissue comprised of an organic matrix made mostly of collagen that
is reinforced by inorganic mineral crystals. The characteristics of these organic and inor-
ganic constituents, as well as their interaction with each other, determine the tissue material
properties of bone, properties that at least partially define the popular term bone quality.
To date, little is known about the individual and collective contributions of the collagen
matrix and mineral constituents to bone quality and bone strength. Indeed, the strength of
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Fig. 8. Stress–strain behavior for a materials test. These measurements are independent of specimen size
and shape but do depend on the loading mode (tension, compression, bending, or shear). The modulus
of elasticity is determined from the initial linear region; yield is the transition from linear to nonlinear
behavior; toughness is the shaded area.

the composite bone tissue is greater than that of other materials composed primarily of
only one of the constituents, such as collagen-rich tendon or mineral samples of calcium
phosphate (37). Studies of radiation in human bone and allograft specimens revealed that
collagen damage compromises the toughness but not the stiffness of bone tissue (38,53). In
addition, numerous studies have shown a clear relationship between bone mineral content
and material stiffness or strength (22,35,36,79). These results suggest that the collagen and
mineral phases of bone tissue contribute differently to its material behavior.

Characterizing the molecular structure of bone tissue is important for examining the rel-
ative contributions of the matrix and mineral constituents to the overall material behavior.
Important compositional measures of bone matrix include collagen content, maturity, and
orientation, as well as the molecular structure of various matrix proteins that aid in min-
eral crystal formation, binding, and maturation (e.g., osteopontin, osteocalcin, and bone
sialoprotein). Important measures for bone mineral include the apatitic crystal size, orien-
tation, and structure, as well as the degree of ion substitution, particularly the substitution
of carbonate in the phosphate binding site, within the lattice or on the surface of the min-
eral crystals. These structural and compositional measures can be quantified using classic
techniques such as gravimetry or more sophisticated techniques such as X-ray diffraction,
backscattered electron imaging, and infrared (IR), Raman, and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopies.

Healthy bone tissue properties show substantial variation both spatially (19,78,98)
and temporally (54,55) even for a given site and species. Materials testing techniques
used to examine tissue properties include microbeam testing and nanoindentation. Using
microbeam testing, the trabecular tissue modulus ranged from 3.8 to 20.7 GPa and var-
ied depending on the loading mode (28,71,106). The mean tissue modulus assessed by
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nanoindentation ranged from 7 to 26 GPa, depending on location within the tissue and type
of lamellar tissue sampled; individual measurements varied by 17–62% (107,108,127,136).
This variation in modulus was true across individuals and for multiple anatomic sites. Even
within a single trabecula, indentation modulus ranged from 8 to 16 GPa (108). As clearly
evidenced by these studies, the variability in measurements of bone tissue properties can
be quite large and depends on the technique used. Therefore, the effect of bone tissue com-
position and distribution on mechanical properties needs further exploration, particularly
for a cancellous bone. To date, all of the techniques used to measure bone material prop-
erties directly have been performed in vitro and require an invasive bone biopsy. Recent
studies have explored the use of an in vivo Raman spectroscopic probe that can non-
invasively measure bone matrix and mineral composition, although these devices are still
in the developmental stages and have not yet been fully validated (82,117,118).

OTHER INFLUENCES ON BONE BIOMECHANICS

Many other factors influence the structural behavior of whole bones and the apparent
behavior of cancellous tissue, including age, sex and disease. These influences alter bone
mass, architecture, and tissue properties, all of which govern the mechanical performance of
whole bones and cancellous bone tissue. For example, with aging, the compressive modulus
of vertebral cancellous bone decreases 17% per decade (95). Osteoporosis and aging are
tightly coupled in women, and osteoporosis may in fact be the natural outcome of the aging
process.

Aging
The factors described above (i.e., bone mass, geometry/architecture, and material prop-

erties) vary independently with age. Age-related degradation of bone mass and architecture
can seriously compromise bone integrity. Bone mass decreases with age after peak bone
mass has been attained in both men and women (1,10,41,73,76,133), but especially in
women due to peri-menopausal bone loss. By age 80, BMD at the common fracture sites
of the spine, hip, and forearm decreases by 13–18% in men (122) and 15–54% in women
(3,5,8,110), thereby increasing the likelihood for developing osteoporosis (62,113,114). As
the life expectancy of the general population continues to increase, age-related declines
will result in even lower bone mass, and the total incidence of skeletal fractures will
rise, unless diagnosis and treatment of skeletal deficiencies can be significantly improved
(84,97).

While our understanding of the relationship between tissue composition and material
behavior is limited, substantial progress has been made recently in characterizing tissue
composition and variation with age. For example, osteons of cortical bone and individual
trabeculae of iliac crest biopsies demonstrate spatially varying mineral crystallinity and col-
lagen cross-linking by Fourier transform infrared microscopy (103). The most crystalline
(mature) bone mineral is located at the center of trabeculae, and newly deposited mineral
is less crystalline than older mineral. Changes in mineral-to-matrix ratio and mineral matu-
rity are documented with age and disease (20,70,100,102,123). Femoral heads from patients
with hip fractures undergoing total hip arthroplasty demonstrated a significantly increased
mineral-to-matrix ratio compared to femoral heads of patients without fractures, suggest-
ing that compositional changes may precede failure (83). The critical question is how these
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compositional changes relate to tissue and whole bone mechanical behavior. The results to
date are contradictory, making them difficult to interpret. For example, reductions in whole
bone stiffness correlate with increasing mineral-to-matrix ratio and mineral maturity (4). In
contrast, the mineral-to-matrix ratio has recently been correlated with the locally measured
compressive modulus of both cortical and cancellous tissue (23).

Sex Effects
Given the relatively higher incidence of fragility fractures in women, understanding the

sex-related differences in bone mass, architecture, and material properties with aging is
critical for improved diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis. For both sexes, volume frac-
tion in human cancellous bone declines steadily throughout life (2,40,92,124), as does
ash density (94,95). However, histomorphometry studies indicated that sex appeared to
have minimal or no impact on this relationship (2,16,44,92,124,134). Although ash den-
sity and volume fraction may change similarly with age for both sexes, thereby changing
bone mechanical performance, the mechanisms of bone loss seem to be different and are at
least partially related to sex-specific changes in the cancellous architecture. Regardless of
sex, mean trabecular thickness as measured with traditional histomorphometry techniques
decreased with age for vertebral bone (40,60,92,124). For men, decreased bone volume
resulted more from progressive thinning of trabeculae while maintaining the trabecular
network, but for women, bone volume reductions resulted mainly from a loss of trabeculae
(and consequently an increase in trabecular separation) while the thickness of the remaining
trabeculae was maintained (2).

Interestingly, these sex-specific changes in architecture with age alter the modulus and
strength of cancellous bone very differently. When a 10% reduction in bone density was
modeled in human vertebral cancellous bone, uniform thinning of trabeculae only reduced
the bone strength by 20%, while the random removal of entire trabeculae reduced strength
by 70%, and a reduction in both thickness and number reduced strength by 77% (120).
Even when normal bone density was restored by increasing the thickness of trabeculae to
compensate for the bone loss, a strength deficit of 63% remained, which may help explain
the higher fracture incidence observed clinically in women.

Disease
Although bone is a living tissue that adapts to its mechanical environment, disruptions

in bone metabolism by diseases such as osteoporosis, osteogenesis imperfecta, and cystic
fibrosis can seriously compromise structural integrity and the ability of bone to bear loads.
Osteoporosis is a skeletal condition marked by reduced bone mass and a deteriorated archi-
tecture, which reduces bone strength and increases the likelihood of fracture (1,129). At 50
years of age, white women have a 40% lifetime risk, and white men have a 13% lifetime
risk, of sustaining an osteoporotic fracture at the spine, hip, or forearm (34,86). By 2010,
the prevalence of osteoporosis and low bone mass are expected to increase by 20%, thereby
increasing fracture rates (97). Osteoporosis is often asymptomatic prior to fracture, thus
making prediction and possible prevention difficult.

In addition to reducing bone mass, osteoporosis also detrimentally affects the other con-
tributors to bone strength, architecture, and material properties. Osteoporotic patients that
sustain a vertebral fracture experience more trabecular thinning at the spine and iliac crest
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than normal, non-fractured aging subjects, resulting in a lower trabecular density, loss of
trabecular connectivity, and the disappearance of load-bearing trabecular struts (67,101).
This architectural disruption from osteoporosis is sometimes accompanied by a compen-
satory increase in the trabecular thickness (67), although this adaptive mechanism does not
necessarily prevent fracture. Similarly at the proximal femur, female patients with hip frac-
tures had a lower bone volume fraction, trabecular number, and connectivity than normal
cadaveric controls, and the orientation of the trabecular structure was more aligned with the
primary direction of loading, a characteristic known as anisotropy (29). The architectural
deficits in subjects with osteoporotic fractures were accompanied by reduced bone material
stiffness and strength. In addition, bone biopsies of fracture patients revealed changes in tis-
sue composition with osteoporosis, with fracture patients having a lower mineral content,
higher crystallinity, and higher collagen maturity than age-matched controls (46,102).

Often referred to as brittle bone disease, osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) literally means
imperfect bone formation and is a group of hereditary genetic disorders that primarily
affect bone and lead to increased bone fragility. OI results from mutations in the genes
that encode for type I collagen (30). Therefore, most patients with clinical OI (i.e., types
I–IV) experience abnormalities in type I collagen, the primary component of the bone
tissue matrix, which may alter the normal mineralization process. Bone strength is com-
promised in patients with OI, as evidenced by the degradation in bone mass and material
properties. Cortical bone in the femora of adult mice with a moderate-to-severe pheno-
type of OI (oim/oim) was significantly weaker than in wild-type mice, and the bone tissue
was less compliant and resistant to fracture, as evidenced by reduced moment of inertia,
ultimate load, stiffness, energy to failure, ultimate stress, and toughness and increased brit-
tleness (87). In this mouse model, the mineral-to-matrix ratio was increased, likely due
to a lower matrix collagen content (24). In children and adults with OI types I–IV, bone
mineral content and bone size were substantially reduced by 1.6–5.2 standard deviations
as compared to normal controls (72,77). Matrix collagen defects will adversely affect bone
mineral formation and likely compromise bone tissue properties.

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is another inherited disease whose name refers to the typical tissue
scarring and cyst formation that occur in the pancreas. CF is characterized by a genetic
mutation that impairs the mobility of chloride ions across the cell membrane of epithelial
cells, which disrupts the osmotic regulation necessary to produce normal fluid and mucus
coatings inside the lungs, pancreas, and other organs. The coatings become abnormally
thick and obstruct digestive and respiratory passageways, thereby inhibiting enzyme pro-
duction important for nutrient absorption and resulting in breathing difficulties and chronic
lung infections. Low bone mass is common among children and adults with cystic fibro-
sis. When compared to sex-matched or age- and sex-matched controls, children and adults
with CF had an average BMD that was 1–3 standard deviations lower at the spine and
femoral neck (6,7,9,17,18,39,57,119). Although, CF patients were generally one standard
deviation shorter than their age- and sex-matched controls (11), size-corrected mineral sta-
tus as assessed by bone mineral apparent density (BMAD) was still significantly reduced
(9). In a mouse model of CF, histomorphometry revealed bone geometry and architecture
deficits in both cortical and trabecular bone, with significantly reduced cortical thickness,
trabecular thickness, and trabecular number in the distal femur when compared with normal
littermates (42). In addition, the CF-related osteopenia is likely driven by a bone model-
ing/remodeling imbalance characterized by accelerated bone resorption (i.e., an increase in
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the number and activity of osteoclasts) without sufficient increases in bone formation (i.e.,
an increase in the osteoblast surface and mineral apposition rate) (11,42). The reduced bone
mass and other aspects of the disease, including nutritional deficiencies, pancreatic insuffi-
ciencies, and reduced activity and exercise, all contribute to the increased risk for fragility
fractures in patients with CF. Although data on fracture prevalence with CF are limited,
studies have reported a history of skeletal fractures in 25–50% of children and young adult
patients (7,58). Vertebral and rib fractures can be especially detrimental, resulting in height
loss and kyphosis, as well as exacerbated pulmonary symptoms. Therefore, the accurate
evaluation of bone strength using surrogate predictions from routine clinical and labora-
tory assessment tools is essential, as is understanding the determinants of bone mechanical
behavior.

BONE STRENGTH PREDICTIONS FROM IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS

Clinical imaging techniques are routinely used to assess bone mass and external geom-
etry, although cancellous architecture and tissue material properties cannot be measured
non-invasively at present. Several analytical techniques can be used to extract structural
properties from subject-specific clinical data with varying degrees of simplifying assump-
tions. These structural properties can then be used to predict the strength and fracture risk of
skeletal sites that commonly fracture. The analytical approaches include structural analyses
of densitometric data based on assumed geometric models, and engineering beam theory
and finite element (FE) analyses based on CT data. The strength of these methods is that a
mechanically meaningful mechanism can be determined to compare the structural perfor-
mance of bones from different individuals, rather than representing the complex structure
with a single bone density value. Clinical validation of these approaches is needed to exam-
ine whether they represent appropriate metrics of bone fragility and correlate with fracture
risk.

Bone mass is most commonly assessed in vivo using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA), which evaluates the inorganic mineral phase of bone with minimal radiation expo-
sure to patients. DXA scans can be performed for large regions, such as the lumbar spine,
proximal femur, forearm, or even the whole body, thereby providing a non-invasive global
measure of bone mass. However, DXA-based BMD alone cannot account for differences
in mineral distribution and bone structure, and only partially discriminates individuals who
will fracture from those who will not (112,116). This is not surprising: DXA scans are
two-dimensional and provide projected areal measurements of bone mineral density, which
integrate geometric and material contributions to BMD and create a size bias that overes-
timates the volumetric mineral density for larger individuals (26). Because the resolution
of DXA is relatively low (on the order of 1 mm), cortical bone tissue cannot be distin-
guished from cancellous tissue, architectural features of cancellous bone (on the order of
0.1 mm) cannot be captured, and the mineral distribution within the bone tissue cannot be
measured. Because unmineralized tissues do not inherently attenuate X-rays, DXA scans
cannot evaluate the organic phase of bone or the soft tissues surrounding bone. DXA-
based BMD correlates well with in vitro vertebral failure load in compression (90). The
attenuation profile obtained from DXA can be used to determine geometric properties,
including cross-sectional area and polar moment of inertia about a plane perpendicular
to the scan direction, assuming that these measures are defined solely by the mineral phase
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(14,80,96,135). If structural changes in whole bone properties are assumed to arise only
from geometric changes and not from alterations in tissue properties, then DXA-derived
parameters can also be used to predict structural performance. This method has been
applied extensively to the femoral neck and midshaft (12–14,91) and the distal radius (96).
Calculating the structural behavior with this method requires assumptions to determine the
underlying geometry, mineral distribution and density, and relative cortical and cancellous
fractions; therefore, the application of this technique may be most appropriate for cortical
sites.

Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) is a true three-dimensional method based on
X-ray imaging that overcomes many of the limitations of DXA, though with a higher radi-
ation exposure for the patient. For bone, QCT images reflect the spatial distribution of
mineral, with the degree of attenuation (CT number, in Hounsfield units) directly propor-
tional to the mineral content. The resolution of this technique is typically better in the scan
plane (˜0.5 mm) than axially between slices (˜1 mm). Therefore, QCT cannot capture can-
cellous architecture but rather measures apparent BMD for the voxel volume. In contrast
to DXA, QCT can distinguish cortical and cancellous tissue and measures both external
geometry and tissue BMD, which can be related to apparent stiffness.

Using engineering beam theory and more complex FE models, QCT data have been
used to examine the structural performance of sites where fractures occur clinically
(21,33,65,111,121). The axial and bending rigidity can be calculated from a QCT data
slice based on composite beam theory. This approach uses the true external geometry of the
bone or bone segment, and incorporates the spatial variation in material properties based on
the spatial distribution of the apparent-level tissue density. Model-based estimates of bone
rigidity correlated better with experimental data than did BMD-based structural measures
(23). This straightforward approach has been applied to the spine, femoral neck, and distal
radius (21,23,116). To date, population-based analyses have been performed to compare
the mechanical competence of bone across ages and between sexes. Next, these methods
need to be applied to the prediction of individual fracture risk. In tumor patients with skele-
tal lesions, this approach was substantially more accurate for predicting fracture risk than
radiographic methods were (126).

Finite element models of the vertebra and femoral neck take this QCT-based approach
further and provide the opportunity to include the full bone geometry, distribution of appar-
ent properties, and more complex loading conditions in a fully three-dimensional analysis
(37,69). As in the two-dimensional analysis, the bone geometry is modeled with high
fidelity from the scan data, and apparent-level material properties can be included based on
the CT-measured density. In contrast to the stiffness determined from the two-dimensional
analyses, FE models can predict both stiffness and strength when nonlinear analyses are
performed. When FE models are compared to in vitro testing data, the correlations between
the strength predicted by the models and the failure strength measured in the experiments
are high and stronger than those with BMD from DXA or QCT (23,33,37,71). In the spine,
the emphasis of FE models has been on the vertebral body, omitting the posterior elements
and facet joints and modeling purely compressive loading without including discs, muscles,
and ligaments. Comparisons with QCT-based rigidity for predicting compressive strength
have shown both better (37) and equivalent (22,23) results. FE models clearly have the
potential to mechanistically elucidate skeletal structural performance and improve our abil-
ity to predict skeletal fragility (69). For this to be realized, FE models must be validated
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with established clinical metrics and fracture risk and perhaps also improved to include
better modeling of in vivo loading conditions.

In summary, current clinical tools that assess fracture risk based primarily on bone mass
and geometry do not reliably predict whether or not a patient will fracture. Based on the
concepts of bone mechanics and laboratory studies presented here, we see that the structure
and properties of bones are complex and depend on many factors. Future techniques should
combine information regarding an individual’s bone mass, architecture, and tissue material
properties to provide a more precise measurement of bone strength and susceptibility to
fracture, regardless of age, sex, or the presence of skeletal diseases (and perhaps even more
so because of these). A combined imaging–modeling approach can include all of these
factors, and recent laboratory studies using this type of analysis have produced promising
results, although the clinical implementation of such a technique is still on the horizon.
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CLINICAL EVIDENCE OF MECHANICAL INFLUENCES ON BONE
MORPHOLOGY

Introduction
There is strong agreement that exercise is a critical deterrent to osteoporosis, a goal

achieved through bone tissue’s sensitivity to its mechanical loading environment. While
mounting evidence from clinical and animal studies demonstrates these functional stimuli
to be potent growth factors to the skeleton, the challenge becomes to determine which spe-
cific components of the loading milieu are anabolic (and anti-resorptive) to bone tissue, and
how to translate this information to the clinic where physical interventions might be tuned to
most efficiently and effectively harness the skeleton’s responsiveness to mechanical signals.

In 1638, the first connection between mechanical forces and skeletal architecture was
proposed by Galileo Galilei, where he emphasized that . . .nature cannot grow a tree nor
construct an animal beyond a certain size, while retaining the proportions and employing
the materials which suffice in the case of the smaller structure (1). Clearly, for the skeleton
to succeed as animals get larger and put greater demands on the tissue, bone morphology
must compensate to effectively survive these new challenges. Two centuries later, several
investigators including Julius Wolff theorized that the interdependence of skeletal form and
mechanical stress (force per unit area) followed a specific (but as of yet undetermined) set of
mathematical rules, which could be used to anticipate bone’s response to new functional and
pathologic demands, an interrelationship now referred to as “Wolff’s Law” (2–4). Under the
tenets of this law, an increase in the level of physical activity would cause an increase in
bone mass (e.g., exercise) and reduced physical activity would stimulate bone loss (e.g.,
bedrest, spaceflight). While these early observations were made primarily from pathologic
architecture, their importance in bringing to light the adaptive capacity of bone cannot be
underestimated.

A host of human-based studies have worked toward quantifying the effects of general
and specific exercise regimens on bone mass and morphology, taking into account interde-
pendent variables such as gender, age, and nutritional status of the individuals. While some
studies have provided encouraging results, the large majority of data have been equivocal,
perhaps as much a reflection of our limited understanding of which specific components
of the mechanical signal are perceived as osteogenic by the resident bone cells popula-
tions (e.g., osteocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts), and which are irrelevant byproducts of
loading, thus confusing our efforts to design the “optimal exercise intervention.” For the
design of such an idealized exercise intervention (e.g., least amount of physical exertion for
the greatest gain in skeletal strength), many critical questions have to be addressed, such
as should the exercise protocol incorporate large loads or could they be small if they are
applied rapidly? How long does an individual have to exercise to maximize benefits? Are
the attributes of mechanical loading accumulated or is there a threshold that is past in which
additional challenges no longer are perceived as regulatory influences to the skeleton? Can
exercises be designed to stimulate bone formation at skeletal sites most prone to fracture
or is the response systemic? Ideally, by identifying critical aspects of bone’s loading envi-
ronment, it is hoped that specific exercise interventions or devices which induce regulatory
mechanical signals can be developed to prevent the bone loss which leads to osteoporosis.

Here, we briefly overview exercise effects on bone (please see the companion chapter by
Beck and colleagues for an in-depth review), define the functional mechanical environment
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of bone, and demonstrate that the ability of physical signals to influence bone morphology is
strongly dependent on the character of the signal. It is with this improved understanding of
which components of bone’s mechanical milieu are osteogenic that has allowed the devel-
opment of biomechanical prophylaxes against bone loss, including the anabolic potential of
extremely low-level, high-frequency mechanical signals, an example of a non-drug inter-
vention for the prevention of bone loss. Studies such as these, while preliminary, emphasize
that signals need not be large to be effective, and that there may be ways of stimulating the
skeleton mechanically without necessarily requiring an individual to exercise.

Can Exercise Increase Bone Mass?
Cross-sectional studies in humans reveal that bone morphology can change markedly in

response to long-term exercise. One of the most definitive examples can be found in pro-
fessional tennis players, where the cortical wall thickness of humeri in the “playing arm”
can be up to 45% larger in the male and 30% larger in the female compared to humeri
in the arm which simply throws the ball into the air (5). Similar evidence of bone hyper-
trophy has been reported in a range of athletes and locations, such as the feet of classical
ballet dancers (6). Other cross-sectional studies have related a variety of different kinds
of physical activities to increased bone mass including soccer, weightlifting, speed skat-
ing, squash, dancing/gymnastics, and a generally higher level of physical activity (7–10).
Self-selection bias, however, cannot be discounted in cross-sectional comparative studies
and results from longitudinal prospective studies may provide more reliable information on
how bone responds to exercise. Further, the specific aspect of the sport which is relevant
to bone is difficult to define: is it because the athletes practice for so long each day and
for so many years (duration)? That their exercise regimens are so strenuous (intensity)? Or
does the humeral hypertrophy in these tennis players arise because the Roger Federers and
Venus Williams of the world hit the ball so fast (rate)? Surely, it is some interdependence
of variables such as duration, intensity, and rate, yet broad-spectrum human trials make it
difficult to tease apart specific contributions of each component.

Only very few prospectively designed exercise trials indicate that exercise can rapidly
and effectively produce large increases in bone mass. Even considering the increases in
bone mineral density (BMD) that result from the intense training regimen demanded during
army training (11), it is unclear whether this was an adaptation of the skeletal system or
the early pathological stages of a stress fracture reaction. In premenarchal girls, a high-
impact strength building regimen significantly increased BMD over a 10-month period in
particular at the femoral neck where the increase in exercisers was 12.0% compared to
1.7% in controls. Unfortunately, the large majority of longitudinal studies have found only
modest (12–16) if not negligible (17–20) increases in bone mass. For instance, in a 12-
month trial, young adult females unilaterally performed high-resistance strength training
(18). The training significantly increased muscle strength but bone mass was unaffected by
the exercise intervention.

When results from cross-sectional and prospective exercise studies are stratified for the
different exercise interventions used (e.g., gymnastics, running, or swimming), the results
only hint that certain types of exercise are more effective than others in stimulating bone for-
mation or inhibiting resorption. Some studies suggest that high-load, high-impact exercises
using few repetitions are superior to those exercises using low loads and high repetitions
(21–23). Swimming, as an example of a low-load high-repetition exercise, has often failed
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to demonstrate significant skeletal benefits (23,24). Nevertheless, some reports indicate that
aerobic exercise (including swimming) is also capable of eliciting an adaptive response
in bone (25–28), while a few strength exercise regimens failed to increase BMD (20,29).
Comparative studies often find only modest differences among different modes of exercise
and the largest differences are frequently observed between those who exercise and controls
(14,25,28).

Constraints in Clinical Studies
Numerous clinical exercise studies have attempted to relate adaptive changes in bone

to specific aspects of a particular exercise regimen including exercise mode (e.g., running,
swimming, weightlifting), intensity (e.g., percent of maximal heart rate), duration, and fre-
quency (number of times per month, week, day). Unfortunately, none of these parameters
has been successfully correlated to exercise-related changes in bone formation or resorp-
tion, but is this necessarily evidence that mechanical factors are ineffective in influencing
bone mass and morphology? To a certain extent, this inability to demonstrate a robust cor-
relation may be a result of a failure to fully characterize and evaluate the local mechanical
milieu engendered by the specific exercise protocol. Further, bone adaptation is site-specific
and focal in nature at both the organ and the tissue level and, therefore, can only weakly
relate to parameters that are systemic to the entire skeleton such as exercise mode or inten-
sity. At the organ level, bone adaptation is site-specific because only those bones that are
subjected to changes in relevant mechanical stimuli respond with adaptive changes. This
is particularly obvious in tennis and squash players who display significant bone hypertro-
phy in the playing extremity but not in the contralateral arm. Similarly, in a longitudinal
prospective study of postmenopausal women, unilateral strength exercise increased BMD
in the mechanically stressed arm while the contralateral arm was unaffected (30). And of
course, there are the inevitable human factors which are difficult and/or impossible to con-
trol, including genetics, gender, body habitus and nutrition, and that critical – but evasive –
parameter called compliance.

When considering bone’s adaptive response to mechanical signals, it is important to
consider what happens at the level of the tissue, and that not all bone cells will respond
equally to any given exercise-related stimulus, as some surfaces change their osteoblastic
or osteoclastic activity while other surfaces remain unchanged. An example for these focal
changes within a bone is a study in which adult roosters were exercised on a treadmill for 3
weeks while a second group of roosters served as sedentary controls (31). High-speed run-
ning for 9 min/day activated previously quiescent periosteal middiaphyseal surfaces in the
tarsometatarsus of exercised roosters, while no periosteal activity was observed in control
roosters. The periosteal activation measured in exercisers occurred primarily at the medial
and antero-lateral aspects of the middiaphysis while activation at anterior and posterior sur-
faces was minimal. The total percentage of activated surface in exercises was only 23% of
the entire periosteal surface. While the bone structure may be accommodating to the new
load challenges, it is apparently being done with only very subtle changes in morphology.

The focal nature of bone’s adaptation to mechanical stimuli prompts the question
whether the assays used to evaluate potential skeletal benefits in clinical studies are sensi-
tive enough to detect site-specific changes and, further, whether alterations in bone mineral
density accurately reflect the structural result of bone’s adaptive response to exercise. The
most common technique for evaluating bone’s response in clinical setting is dual energy
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X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). DXA is easy to use, non-invasive, and quantifies bone min-
eral content, BMC, in grams (g). A potential limitation of DXA, however, is that it provides
only a two-dimensional “apparent density” of bone mineral density, BMD (g/cm2), by nor-
malizing BMC to the scanned area. As such, BMD would not be highly sensitive to focal,
highly selective changes in bone quantity and/or quality.

The incomplete correction for size causes DXA to underestimate true bone mineral den-
sity in people with small bones and to overestimate bone mineral density in people with
large bones (32). Further, DXA cannot differentiate between changes in the quantity of a
bone from those changes related to the quality of a bone. In a general sense, bone quality
is an index of the structural efficiency of the extracellular matrix (e.g., the architectural
alignment and/or interconnectedness of trabecular bone, the degree of mineralization of
the inorganic matrix, the organization and integrity of the collagen). Neglecting bone qual-
ity poses a critical limitation for the assessment of bone integrity as bone is a complex
structure which mechanical function cannot be explained just by its mass. Fluoride treat-
ment, for instance, evokes large increases in BMD at certain doses, yet has the potential
to compromise the structural integrity of the bone due to a reduction of the strength of the
mineralized (compressive) component of the bone tissue (33). Consequently, the addition
of only a small amount of new bone that is well mineralized and deposited at a mechani-
cally relevant site may well have a markedly more beneficial impact than the addition of a
large amount of bone that is mechanically inferior. DXA, however, may fail to detect these
focal changes in bone quality, particularly if they are subtle.

The difficulty of quantifying specific aspects of bone’s mechanical environment during
exercise in humans as well as the limited ability to quantify beneficial effects of exercise
on the human skeleton are two of the reasons that many investigators have turned to ani-
mal studies to study bone’s adaptive response to new functional challenges. Using animals,
bone’s mechanical loading environment can be more comprehensively quantified and con-
trolled, and variables such as genetics, gender, nutrition, and compliance can be better
accounted for. Further, several assays are available to determine changes in bone quan-
tity and quality at the organ, as well as tissue (e.g., micro-computed tomography, static and
dynamic histomorphometry, mechanical determination of stiffness and strength), cell and
molecular-level responses can be evaluated. Overall, these assays can help to identify site-
specific and focal changes in bone formation/resorption and distinguish between altered
bone quality and bone quantity. They are also instrumental in identifying the cells that
are the responders (e.g., osteoblasts, osteocytes) as well as the molecules that regulate the
response, as a function of time and space. Taken together, such an interdisciplinary, hierar-
chical approach will help to define the relation of specific components of bone’s mechanical
milieu to changes in bone quantity and quality, thus enabling the identification of distinct
aspects of the functional loading environment that play a critical role in bone adaptation.

BONE’S MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENT

The inability of parameters such as exercise mode or intensity to predict adaptive changes
in bone quantity or quality emphasizes the need to more closely evaluate specific candidate
parameters in terms of their role in influencing mechanically mediated bone modeling and
remodeling. Toward this end, the mechanical environment that bone is subject to during
functional load bearing has been characterized to gain insights into the structural demands
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that are placed onto the skeleton. In contrast to the notion that bone is purely loaded under
compression, these experiments have definitively demonstrated that the long bones of the
appendicular skeleton are also subject to a complex combination of forces and moments
produced by torsion and bending even during relatively simple activities such as steady-
state locomotion.

These forces and moments applied to a bone generate a mechanical state in the bone
matrix which is quantified by spatial and temporal measures. Mechanical strain (ε) is
the most common measure to quantify deformations in the bone matrix and is expressed
as a change in length (�L) normalized to the original length (L) of any given specimen
(ε =�L/L) (Fig. 1a). Thus, strain is a dimensionless measure, and given the exceedingly
small strains that arise in bone under load, is most commonly expressed in microstrain (10–6

strain). Thus, 1% deformation, which would occur in a meter stick (100 cm) being loaded
such that it deformed to 99 cm, would indicate that the ruler is subject to 1.0% ε (strain), or
its nomenclature equivalents of 0.01 ε = 10,000 × 10–6 strain = 10,000 με (μstrain).

Strains can be divided into normal and shear strains with normal strains producing vol-
umetric changes and shear strains producing geometric angular changes (Fig. 1b). Spatial
strain gradients give information about how strain magnitude changes across a volume of
tissue, and it is easy to imagine the resulting fluid flow within the bone matrix arising.
These gradients can be calculated for different directions within the bone matrix (e.g., cir-
cumferential, radial, longitudinal). Strain rate takes the temporal component of mechanical
loading into account and is used to describe how quickly strain changes within a given time;
the larger the strain rate the quicker the load (or moment) applied to the bone. Strain fre-
quency gives information about how many strain events occur within a certain time frame,
most typically considered in terms of cycles per second. One Hertz = 1 Hz = one cycle
per second. Alternating electrical current in the United States is delivered at 60 cycles per
second or 60 Hz.

The magnitude of these parameters can be determined during functional activities when
strain gages are surgically implanted onto bone’s surface. While these gages only record
deformation from the specific sites that they are attached to, mechanical models such as
beam theory can be used to extrapolate measured deformations to other sites within the
bone. This approach works well for cortical bone because of its accessibility to strain gages
but is exceedingly difficult for trabecular bone where sophisticated finite element models
with numerous loading assumptions are needed to estimate bone’s strain state. In cortical
bone, strain gages have been used to quantify activity-related bone strains in a great vari-
ety of species including humans (34,35), dogs (36,37), primates (38,39), roosters (31,40),
horses (41,42), sheep (43), and rats (44). From these strain gage data, there are a number of
critical observations to be made regarding the structural demands made on the skeleton.

Vigorous physical activity induces similar peak strains in the 2000–3000 με (micros-
train) range (45–47). This indicates that bone loading and architecture is finely tuned to
achieve a safety factor of 2–3 with respect to the level of bone strain at which permanent
deformation (damage) is induced. Whether measured in a galloping horse (metacarpal),
running human (tibia), flying goose (humerus), trotting sheep (femur), or chewing macaque
(mandible), this “dynamic strain similarity” suggests that skeletal morphology is adjusted
in such a way that functional activity elicits a very specific (and perhaps beneficial) level
of strain to the bone tissue (48). This similarity in peak strain magnitudes also supports a
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the calculation of strain. Assuming that the original length of the bone is “L”
and the bone is compressed by “�L,” then strain is determined as the ratio of deformation �L to the
original length L. Thus, strain represents a normalized deformation and is dimensionless. (b) Functional
load environment acting on a middiaphyseal section of a long bone consisting of bending moments (Mx,
My), a torsional moment (Mz), shear forces (Fx, Fy), and an axial force (Fz). Many functional activities
induce diaphysial strains that are generated primarily by moments. Diaphysial moments are influenced by
joint and muscular forces and moments as well as by the degree of bone curvature. (b) Although strain
as illustrated in (a) is a conceptually simple parameter when measured in only one direction, it is critical
to realize that functional activities produce a complex state of strain in any given cube within the bone
structure. This strain state can be characterized by normal strains (εxx, εyy, εzz) acting perpendicular to the
faces of the cube which compress or elongate the cube. Shear strains (εxy, εxz, εyz, etc.) that are primarily
produced by shear forces and torsional moments cause an angular change in cube geometry.
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hypothesis that achieving a specific level of peak strain is an adaptive goal that bone as an
organ strives for.

During locomotion, bending is the dominant form of loading in the middiaphysis of limb
bones; more than 85% of the strain measured in diaphyseal long bones is accounted for by
bending moments (46). These mididphyseal bending moments are caused by bone curva-
ture as well as applied bending moments and generate compressive strains on one side of
the cortex and tensile strains on the opposite side (Fig. 2). The dominance of bending in
the functional loading environment is somewhat unexpected as far less bone mass would be
required to support the same loads if the bone were loaded axially. Nevertheless, bending
may be beneficial to bone as it creates a non-uniform strain environment that is more diverse
than uniform compression, thereby enabling signaling pathways that could not be generated
by uniform loading. Perhaps more importantly, bending causes consistent, predictable load-
ing conditions in which specific regions within the cortex are loaded in a similar fashion
independent of the functional activity. To demonstrate this stability of the functional strain
environment, roosters were subjected to three distinct loading environments engendered by
treadmill walking, treadmill running, or drop-jumps for which roosters were released from
a 50 to 60 cm height. Tarsometatarsal middiaphyseal strain magnitudes and distribution

– 2000 με 

– 1500 με 

– 500 με 

500 με 

1000 με 

0 με 

– 1000 με 

A

M

Fig. 2. Distribution of longitudinal normal strain superimposed upon a middiaphyseal tarsometatarsal
section in a rooster running at a treadmill speed of 1.7 m/s. Bending moments generated regions of large
compressive strains (∼1500–1800 με) at the anterior cartex (shaded dark) and regions of large tensile
strains (∼500–800 με) at the posterior cortex (white). The neutral axis (zero strain) is dotted with strain
isopleths running parallel to it. This distribution was determined during mid-stance phase when peak
strains were induced but the manner of loading (i.e., position of the neutral axis) did not change throughout
stance phase or with changes in exercise mode (see also Fig. 3). A, anterior; M, medial.
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Fig. 3. Peak longitudinal strain determined in each of 12 sectors subdividing a middiaphyseal section
when growing roosters were subjected to either slow walking, high-speed running, or drop jumps. Peak
strains increased from walking to running and jumping, yet the relative distribution across the middiaph-
ysis was similar for the three activities, indicating an extremely stable strain environement independent of
exercise mode. Numbers along the abscissa refer to the sector sumbers in the inset (mean ± SE).

were determined via strain gages and linear beam theory (49). We found that peak com-
pressive strains produced by these three activities increased from –1570 με for walking to
–1870 με for running and –2070 με for jumping. Despite this increase in peak strains, the
relative distribution of strain across the middiaphysis remained remarkably stable across
the three activities (Fig. 3).

With bending causing tension on one surface and compression on another, the transition
between these two areas creates a region of the cortex which experiences very low peak
strain magnitudes. Even though this neutral axis is far removed from the area of the cortex
subject to the peak strains, somehow tissue is retained in this low-magnitude strain state.
A conceivable mechanism to save bone from resorbing in this region could be differential
coupling of bone cells to the matrix with cells in low strain regions being tightly coupled
and cells from peak strain regions being more loosely coupled to the matrix. In this way, the
cells have “tuned” themselves to the mechanical strain environment, a means of functional
adaptation at the level of the cell. Certainly, it is clear that bone cannot be presumed to
be solely a compressive element, and strain cannot be presumed to be uniform across the
cortex.

Recognizing that bone is first a biologic tissue and second a mechanical structure, it is
important to consider the biologic implications associated with physical stimuli. Indeed,
tissue viability may depend on aspects of the mechanical environment which may not be
at all rooted in maximal strain events. Alternatively, bone adaptation may depend on some
camouflaged subset of the mechanical milieu, for example, the mechanical strains induced
by muscle. While the symbiotic relationship between muscle and bone is inherently obvi-
ous, only seldom is it explicitly considered in the context of one defining the other (50). As
muscle contraction imposes far smaller strains on the skeleton than that caused by ground
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reaction loads (e.g., impact), their role in defining bone morphology has not received much
consideration. Though muscle-induced strains may indeed be relatively small, they are sus-
tained for extended periods of time (e.g., in postural muscle activity), and thus – over time
– may dominate the “strain history” that a bone is exposed to.

Examining this hypothesis, strain data from a variety of animals reveal the existence of a
broad range of strains over a broad range of frequencies in the appendicular skeleton, even
during activities such as quiet standing (51). For a variety of animals, an event of 1000 με

occurred approximately once a day, while a 100 με event was 100 times more frequent, and
events on the order of a few microstrain occurred tens of thousands of times a day (Fig. 4).
While reaction forces due to locomotion give rise to the large distinct strain events (1000
με) at low frequencies (<5 Hz), the extremely small strain events are engendered at high
frequencies with significant strain information extending out to the 20 Hz range. Whether
the skeleton is preferentially sensitive to a few, large strain events, or a continual barrage
of low-magnitude events must be evaluated at the tissue level, where specific mechanical
signals can be introduced, and the resultant remodeling evaluated.

Fig. 4. Strain events measured in a sheep, turkey, and dog tibia over a 24 h period. Large strain events
approaching 2000 με were exceedingly rare and the total number of strain events occurring during the
24 h period (strain history) were dominated by strain events that were very small in magnitude (2–10
με) but high in frequency (>5 Hz). Thus, the strain magnitude of an event decreased with its number of
occurrences. From Fritton et al. (51).

In summary, it is clear that the skeletal organ is subject to a wide range of mechanical
signals, from low- to high-frequency strains, normal and shear strains, compressive and
tensile strains. It is also clear that the cells on and within the mineralized matrix are subject
not only to mechanical parameters such as strain but also derivatives of tissue deformation
such as fluid flow and electrokinetic currents, parameters which may represent an important
physiologic pathway in mediating an adaptive response. This accentuates the importance of
studying the adaptation of bone to (exercise-induced) mechanical stimuli at its tissue level.
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WHAT MECHANICAL PARAMETERS INFLUENCE BONE ADAPTATION?

The design of exercise protocols that can effectively stimulate bone growth or inhibit
resorption requires the identification of specific mechanical parameters that can achieve
this goal. For instance, if strain magnitude (i.e., deformation of the matrix) was identi-
fied as the single most important parameter, then large loads should be imposed. If, on the
other hand, strain rate was identified as more influential in defining skeletal morphology
(e.g., the increase rate of fluid flow that arises with higher rates of loading), then exer-
cise interventions could apply loads that need not necessarily be high in magnitude but
are applied rapidly. Similarly, determining that only a few cycles are necessary to saturate
the response may allow interventions that are of minimal duration. Or, if a change in the
distribution of bone strain (as defined by bending) is required, then complex exercises cre-
ating diverse loading conditions would be called for. Relating specific aspects of bone’s
mechanical milieu to an adaptive response is a critical step toward efficient biomechanical
interventions and has led to the development of models in which the applied mechanical
milieu can be quantified at bone’s tissue level.

Models that have been used to investigate bone’s adaptive response to its mechanical
environment include overloads by osteotomies (52), vigorous exercise (53), or exogenous
loading models in which external forces are applied to the bone. Physical exercise repre-
sents a physiological means of enhanced mechanical loading, but a disadvantage of exercise
models is the limited exercise repertoire of most laboratory animals making it difficult to
generate and control distinct mechanical milieus. Exogenous loading models such as the
functionally isolated avian ulna (54), the axially loaded rat ulna (55), or the rat tibia placed
in a four-point bending apparatus (56) allow the generation of controllable mechanical envi-
ronments but a disadvantage of some these models is that the morphological response may
be confounded by injury caused by the means of load application (55).

Since Wolff’s treatise (Wolff’s Law) (3) which stated that physical laws govern the
modeling and remodeling processes in bone, researchers’ attention has focused primar-
ily on strain magnitude as the dominant determinant of bone mass and morphology. Other
parameters have received only limited attention. Isolating the effect of a single mechanical
parameter is not trivial due to the interdependence of many of the parameters. Changing
strain magnitude while maintaining a constant loading frequency, for example, may result
in a concomitant change in strain rate (Fig. 5). Despite these difficulties, several mechanical
parameters have emerged from controlled experimental studies that related the mechanical
environment to induced morphological changes.

Strain Magnitude
When holding strain frequency and number of loading events constant, longitudinal nor-

mal strain magnitude (strain in the direction of bone’s longitudinal axis) is highly related
to the osteogenic response (55,57,58). In other words, the larger the maximal deformation
that is generated in the bone, the larger the overall response of the bone. Strains applied at
1 Hz that do not reach a certain magnitude are permissive to bone loss. This relationship
was first demonstrated in the functionally isolated turkey ulna preparation to which strains
in the range of 500–4000 με were applied for 100 cycles per day. In this model, the ulna of
adult male turkeys is functionally isolated by proximal and distal epiphyseal osteotomies,
leaving the entire diaphyseal shaft undisturbed. The only stimuli applied to the diaphysis
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Fig. 5. Recording from a strain gage attached to the ventral surface of the turkey ulna subjected to either
a 0.5 or 1 Hz load. Both frequencies cause longitudinal normal strains of about 700 με in compression
at this strain gage, but strain rate, the change in strain magnitude over time, is affected by the altered
frequency. The 1 Hz signals induce peak strain rates that are twice as large (2200 με/s) as the peak strain
rates induced by the 0.5 Hz signal (1100 με/s) as shown by the different tangents of the sine waves.

are the mechanical regimen prescribed by the investigators, with no aberrant biophysical
signals entering the preparation. In this model, strains smaller than 1000 με caused bone
loss with strains larger than 1000 με leading to new bone formation in a dose-dependent
relationship (Fig. 6a).

The question as to how much strain in bone has to be generated to obtain an osteogenic
effect is dependent upon the interrelationship between strain magnitude, strain rate, and
strain frequency. While in the previously described isolated turkey ulna preparation, 100
loading cycles per day at 1 Hz inducing 1000 με prevented bone loss from occurring, this
threshold can be reduced to 700 με when 600 loading cycles are applied at 1 Hz, to 270 με

when 36,000 loading cycles are applied at 60 Hz, or to 100 με when 108,000 loading cycles
are applied at 30 Hz (59) (Fig. 6b). This demonstrates that the search for a particular strain
(loading) threshold has to take other mechanical parameters into account as well and that
this relationship can be exploited to design safer exercise regimens using smaller loads.

The complete strain state of the bone tissue (strain tensor) of the functional regimen is
very complex but it can be described in general terms by two predominant components,
normal strains and shear strains. While only normal strains were considered in previous
studies investigating the relation between strain and new bone formation, it is essential to
know which specific component of this strain actually influences the metabolism of the
osteocyte, osteoblast, or osteoclast to retain bone homeostasis, initiate modeling, or turn on
remodeling.

This goal of investigating the osteogenic effects of different aspects of the strain tensor
has been approached using the turkey ulna model of disuse osteopenia, in which the mod-
eling and remodeling response was quantified following 4 weeks of either axial or torsional
loading or disuse (60). Each of the two load groups was subject to peak principal strains
of 1000 με (predominately normal strain in the axial case and shear strain when subject
to torsion). Of the three distinct groups, only disuse caused a significant change in gross
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Fig. 6. (a) Relation between strain magnitude and changes in bone morphology when 100 cycles per day
were applied at 1 Hz. Peak strain magnitudes engendered in the diaphyseal turkey ulna of about 1000 με

retained bone mass. Strain magnitudes below this threshold caused bone resorption and strain magnitudes
above 1000 με were osteogenic in a dose-dependent relationship. Adapted from Rubin and Lanyon (58).
(b) Empiral evidence compiled from several studies suggesting that the strain threshold at which bone
mass is maintained (gray line) can be lowered when the number of daily loading cycles is increased;
either 4 cycles of 2000 με at 0.5 Hz, 100 cycles of 1000 με at 1 Hz, or 108,000 cycles of 100 με at
30 Hz provide the same information with respect to the maintenance of bone tissue. Adapted from Qin
et al. (59).
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areal properties as compared to controls (13% loss of bone). This suggests that both axial
and torsional loading conditions are substitutes for the functional signals normally respon-
sible for retention of bone mass, leaving the periosteal and endosteal envelopes unphased
by disparate components of the strain tensor.

The intracortical response, however, was found to depend strongly on the manner in
which the bone was loaded. Disuse failed to increase the number of sites within the cortex
actively involved in bone turnover (intracortical events), yet significant area was lost within
the cortex due to a threefold increase in the mean size of each porotic site. Axial loading
increased the degree of intracortical turnover as compared to intact controls, yet the average
size of each porotic event remained identical to that of control. Conversely, compared to
control, torsion elevated neither the number of porotic events, the area of bone lost from
within the cortex, nor the size of the porotic event. It appears that bone tissue can readily
differentiate between distinct components of the strain tensor, with strain per se necessary to
retain coupled formation and resorption, shear strain achieving this goal by maintaining the
status quo, while normal strain elevates intracortical turnover, but retains coupling. These
data suggest that different components of the strain tensor have distinct regulatory roles. It is
not the aggregate of strain per se that defines remodeling but that independent components
of the strain tensor have differential responsibilities in achieving and maintaining bone
mass.

Strain Rate
While strain magnitude appears to be an important determinant of bone mass, it is critical

to realize that dynamic but not static strains have osteogenic potential. At the extreme, static
loading (strain rate = 0) at strain magnitudes capable of stimulating formation when applied
dynamically produces a remodeling response similar to disuse resulting in bone resorption
(61,62). Several studies support the notion that bone is sensitive to the applied strain rate,
with higher strain rates being more osteogenic (49,63–66).

For instance, high speed running (1.7 m/s) increases peak strain magnitudes by approxi-
mately 20% in the middiaphyseal tarsometatarsus of roosters compared to walking (0.5 m/s)
(53). This increase in strain magnitude is not accompanied by additional bone formation in
the tarsometatarsal middiaphysis when growing roosters were exercised for 15 min/day
(∼2600 loading cycles) for 8 weeks. An exercise intervention was then designed, which
employed high impact drop jumps for which growing roosters were lifted off the ground
and released (49). Middiaphyseal tarsometatarsal peak strain magnitudes induced by this
exercise were similar to those induced by high speed running but strain rates were increased
by 260% (0.32 ε/s vs. 0.09 ε/s). In contrast to the running protocol, 200 drop jumps per day
for 3 weeks significantly increased bone formation rates at periosteal (+40%) and endocorti-
cal surfaces (+370%). As the other mechanical parameters considered between running and
drop-jumping, the differential osteogenic effect associated with these two exercise proto-
cols could be attributed directly to the large difference in generated strain rates. Site-specific
analyses within the middiaphyseal cortex revealed that drop-jumping deposited additional
bone preferentially in those regions that were subjected to the largest strain rates. This
further emphasized bone’s sensitivity to high strain rates.

Extrapolated for the design of exercise interventions, these results imply that loads
should be applied rapidly. Although exercise studies have been unable to identify a spe-
cific exercise intervention that is most effective in producing beneficial skeletal effects, a
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trend has emerged with high-impact exercise being more efficient than low impact exercises
in terms of stimulating new bone formation. This trend may support the notion that high
strain rates have a critical impact on bone morphology as high-impact exercises have been
assumed to induce high strain rates. Unfortunately, bone strain rates have rarely been mea-
sured in humans and the occurrence of high strain rates in presumably high impact sports
such as gymnastics or volleyball still has to be verified.

Cycle Number
A threshold behavior exists for the number of loading cycles. The full response can be

triggered after only a limited number of loading cycles (54,67). In the functionally isolated
turkey ulna preparation, a loading regime inducing peak strains of approximately 2000 με

maintained bone mass with only four cycles a day. When the cycle number was increased,
this particular loading regime stimulated new bone formation. Thirty-six load cycles satu-
rated the osteogenic response, with as many as 1800 cycles being not more effective than
36 cycles.(54) The notion that a finite number of loading cycles employing large loads
may increase BMD or inhibit bone loss is supported by exercise studies involving weight
lifters (7,13). It is critical to realize, though, that the saturation threshold to cycle number is
influenced by other mechanical parameters including strain magnitude (as described in the
Strain Magnitude section).

Strain Distribution
While a relation between peak strain magnitude generated in a bone and the resulting

adaptive response has been proposed, bone also appears to be sensitive to how the strains
are distributed across a bone section. Simply imposing a strain distribution that produces
similar peak strain magnitudes as habitual loading conditions – but at different locations
within the section (i.e., rotating the strain distribution) – may initiate new bone formation
(68). Thus, unusual strain events (strain errors) have been suggested to drive bone adapta-
tion. Running, for instance, may not be the osteogenically optimal exercise partly because
it may generate strain distributions that are very similar to strain distributions induced by
normal walking (Fig. 4) (31). Interestingly, sports that involve many a great variety of
changes in loading directions such as soccer or badminton have been suggested to pos-
sess a higher osteogenic capacity although it has not been confirmed that these changes in
loading directions actually cause altered bone strain distributions.

Strain Gradients
Parameters such as peak strain magnitude or strain rate were primarily tested at the

organ level. In other words, the region of the bone that was studied in response to a given
mechanical stimulus was large (e.g., the middiaphysis of a long bone) and encompassed
a large range of strain magnitudes. For instance, applying peak strain magnitudes of 2500
με in bending may produce 2500 με in compression on one side of the middiaphyseal
cortex, 2000 με in tension on the other cortex, and very low strains at the midline between
these cortices. Rather than simply considering the peak magnitude of the stimulus and
averaging the morphological response across a section, one could investigate whether new
bone is actually deposited in those regions where the applied stimulus is the largest (i.e.,
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the distribution of a mechanical parameter can be correlated with the distribution of bone’s
response). If such a site-specific relationship exists, then the knowledge of this specific
osteogenic component may provide information about a mechanism by which bone cells
perceive their mechanical environment. Further, if a particular mechanical parameter is
capable of consistently predicting the specific sites of bone formation in different models,
then exercise interventions could be designed that deposit bone at sites where additional
structural strength is required.

This issue was addressed in an exercise study in which young adult rooster were ran on
treadmill for 9 min/day (∼1500 gait cycles) for 3 weeks (31). Strain gages were attached
to the tarsometatarsus to determine the distribution of candidate mechanical parameters
across a middiaphyseal section. Periosteal activation (as measured by histomorphometry)
and mechanical parameters, such as strain magnitude, strain rate, and strain gradients, were
quantified in twelve 30◦ sectors of a transverse section, thus enabling a site-specific corre-
lation with each other (Fig. 7). The brief daily running regime activated periosteal surfaces
but the amount of periosteal mineralizing surfaces per sector was only weakly associ-
ated with strain magnitude (R2 = 0.24, negative correlation). In contrast, circumferential
strain gradients (changes in strain magnitude across a volume of tissue) correlated strongly
(R2 = 0.63) with the sites of periosteal activation (Fig. 7), consistent with results from an
external loading model (69). Generally, circumferential strain gradients are largest where
strains (deformations) are the smallest. While it is counterintuitive from a structural (engi-
neering) perspective that new bone formation is activated at sites subjected to low strains
rather than large strains, physiologically, it is important to point out that strain gradients are
proportional to fluid flow in bone (70), a byproduct of strain which has been implicated to
play an important role in mechanotransduction in bone. The result that the distribution of
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Fig. 7. Distribution of circumferential strain gradients and percentage of periosteal labeled surface per
sector superimposed on a middiaphyseal TMT cross section (Mean ± SE). Sectors with the largest strain
gradients correlated highly (R2 = 0.63) with the sectors that exhibited the largest regions of bone forming
surfaces (mean ± SE). From Judex et al. (31).
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strain magnitude was poorly related to the specific sites of bone formation may also imply
that bone is possibly not sensitive to strain magnitude per se but rather to a parameter or
combination of parameters that is only indirectly related to strain magnitude such as strain
gradients.

Further, as exercise-related new bone accretion is linked to specific sites within a bone,
the structural enhancement of bone could be maximized if the deposition of new tissue
could be directed toward sites that are at greatest risk to fracture. If strain gradients can
be confirmed as consistent predictors of the specific sites of bone formation, then exercise
protocols could be designed in which the sites of very low strains (large circumferential
gradients) are aligned with those sites within the bone that would most efficiently enhance
the structural strength of the tissue.

Strain Frequency
A common theme of the mechanical parameters described above is that only peak events

are considered (e.g., peak strain magnitude, peak strain rate). From this, one could con-
clude that mechanical modulation of bone physiology depends on large signals to have any
morphologic impact. However, the weak correlation of new bone formation with exercise
intensity or with the specific sites of peak strain magnitudes suggests that other factors may
also be relevant for defining bone mass and morphology.

As indicated in the Strain Magnitude section, a nonlinear interdependence between cycle
number, strain frequency, and strain magnitude was observed in the functionally isolated
turkey ulna preparation. When loaded at 1 Hz, peak strains larger than 700 με are necessary
to maintain bone mass. This loading threshold can be reduced to 400 με at 30 Hz and to 70
με at 30 Hz (59). The ability to reduce this strain threshold is most likely influenced by the
increased frequency at which loading occurred. The concept that high-frequency but low-
magnitude strains can be beneficial to bone quantity as well as quality is supported by host
of studies. Whole-body vibrations applied at 1 g (1 g = Earth’s gravitational field), 25 Hz
for 12 h/day to rats increased the modulus of elasticity and the micro-hardness of cortical
bone harvested from the femur (71). Even vibrations applied at less than 0.5 g have been
shown to promote anabolic activity (72,73), decrease catabolic activity (74), and increase
bone quantity (75) and quality (76).

Considering that high-frequency mechanical stimuli can stimulate bone formation, it is
important to consider whether their presence is critical for maintaining bone formation. To
address this question, female, 6 months old Sprague–Dawley rats were subjected to tail-
suspension, removing mechanical loading from the hind limbs (77). It was hypothesized
that the exposure of a bone to high-frequency but low-magnitude mechanical stimuli may
prevent the decline in bone formation during disuse. First, the extent to which hind limb
unloading induced bone loss was assessed. It was then determined whether a mechanical
signal consisting of high-frequency whole-body vibration at 90 Hz (0.25 g) for 10 min/day
can return altered bone formation rates to normal in hind limb unloaded animals. The
ability of this high-frequency mechanical stimulus to rescue the bone phenotype was com-
pared to control rats, as well as to rats subjected to tail suspension interrupted by weight
bearing for 10 min/day. At the end of the 28 days protocol, hind limb suspension sig-
nificantly decreased trabecular bone formation rates by 92% compared to controls. Hind
limb suspension interrupted by 10 min of weight-bearing per day failed to negate bone
loss. In contrast, when high-frequency low-magnitude mechanical stimulation was used
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Fig. 8. Tibial trabecular bone formation rates (BFR/BV, mean ± SD) of age-matched controls (LTC) and
after 28 days of hindlimb suspension-related disuse (Dis), disuse interrupted by 10 min/day of weight
bearing (Dis + WB), and disuse interrupted by 10 min/day of high-frequency low-magnitude mechanical
stimulation (Dis + MS). Adapted from Rubin et al. (77).

for 10 min/day to combat disuse, the impact of the intervention served to normalize the
response back to control values (Fig. 8). This demonstrates the capability of extremely
low-level vibration to inhibit the decline in bone formation rates associated with hind
limb disuse. Clinically, these data are encouraging as this safe biomechanical interven-
tion effectively prevented disuse-related osteopenia from occurring, even when the bone
was subjected to 23 h and 50 min/day of this strong stimulus for resorption. Based on
these observations, high-frequency, low-magnitude, mechanical strains effectively served
as a “surrogate” for musculoskeletal forces and, thus, may represent a countermeasure to
the osteopenia which parallels disuse.

Longer term animal studies (1 year) have shown that such low-magnitude, high-
frequency loading, inducing cortical strains of 5 με can increase cancellous bone volume
fraction (72), thicken trabeculae (75), increase trabecular number (78), and enhance bone
stiffness and strength (76). Considering that these high-frequency strains are far below
(<1/1000th) those which may cause damage to bone tissue, they are unique in that they may
represent the basis of a mechanical intervention which would serve as a non-pharmacologic
prophylaxis for osteoporosis.

These data demonstrate that signals need not be large to be influential, and that the sig-
nals need not be long in duration to be effective. This “other than peak” perspective is
employed in several biologic systems which perceive and respond to exogenous stimuli,
such as vision, hearing, and touch. In considering the mechanically mediated control of
bone remodeling, there is little argument that biophysical stimuli are potent determinants
of skeletal morphology but too much may only damage the system. To identify the criteria
by which these processes are controlled, it is necessary to look beyond the material con-
sequences of a structure subject to load and consider the biologic benefit of a viable tissue
subject to functional levels of strain. Indeed, in a “complete” departure from the interaction
of bone strain and cell responses, it has even been proposed that mechanical signals are
sensed by bone cells through a factor independent of matrix strain, such that acceleration
itself represents an efficient means of delivering mechanical signals to a cell yet requires no
deformation of the matrix whatsoever (79).
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Summary
This overview on the relative influence of specific mechanical parameters on skele-

tal adaptation emphasizes both the complexity of functional loading environment and the
potency of mechanical signals to stimulate formation and inhibit resorption of bone tissue.
Clearly, the ability to “explain” bone adaptation through a single parameter (e.g., mag-
nitude, rate, frequency, duration) further emphasizes how little we actually know of the
key regulatory parameters or the cellular and molecular means which control the response
(80). Further, even given bone’s sensitivity to mechanical loading, the relative importance
of these physical signals is certain to change relative to factors such as gender, age, and
hormonal status.

EXAMPLE FOR A SAFE CLINICAL APPLICATION OF BIOPHYSICAL
STIMULI

Transmission of Low-Level Mechanical Stimuli to the Skeleton
While a biophysical approach contrasts sharply with pharmaceutical strategies for the

treatment of osteoporosis, in essence, the structural success of the skeleton is a product
of bone tissue′s ability to adapt to this constant barrage of mechanically based signals.
As outlined earlier, animal work has led us to the hypothesis that high-frequency but low-
magnitude mechanical stimuli can influence bone formation and resorption. Considering
that these signals are so low, they could clinically be used to inhibit or reverse osteope-
nia. Certainly, low-level biophysical signals would be simpler and safer to impose into the
skeletal system than large stimuli that are typically associated with exercise regimens.

As a first step, the feasibility of transmitting these low-level mechanical stimuli to the
human skeleton was examined. The nature of the weight-supporting skeleton facilitates
the transmission of mechanical energy into bone tissue in a relatively direct manner. That
the weight-bearing skeleton certainly subjects the skeleton to strain, a dynamic strain on
the skeleton can presumably be induced by perturbing its effective gravity. The modula-
tion of g-force can be accomplished by placing the standing human on a platform which
is made to oscillate at a specific frequency and acceleration (81). The strains arising from
dynamic alterations in g-force would be transferred into the skeleton along a normal trajec-
tory, ensuring that the stimulus is concentrated at those sites with greatest weight-bearing
responsibility (e.g., femoral neck), yet weak at sites not subject to resisting gravity (e.g.,
cranium). While conceptually simple, it must be demonstrated that ground-based accel-
erations are indeed transmitted through the bones and joints of the lower appendicular
skeleton; little is known of transmissibility of ground-based vibration at frequencies above
12 Hz (82). To establish the relationship between acceleration at the plate surface and trans-
mission of acceleration through the appendicular and axial skeleton, accelerations were
measured from the femur and spine of the human standing on a vibrating platform. Force
transmission to these bones was determined using accelerometers mounted on Steinman
pins transcutaneously imbedded in the spinous process of L3 and the greater trochanter of
the right femur of six volunteers (81). To determine damping as a function of posture, data
were also collected from subjects while standing with bent knees.

Negligible loss of acceleration was observed in the femur and spine up to frequencies
of 30 Hz but transmissibility fell off by as much as 60% when the frequency approached
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40 Hz. Further, when the subject was asked to stand with bent knees, transmissibility fell
to below 20% at the femur and spine. Presumably, this is due – at least in part – to the
uncoupling of the body segments, such that they are no longer working efficiently as a fixed,
stiff system. More importantly, these measurements confirm the ability of the standing adult
skeleton to transmit a substantial fraction of ground accelerations to regions of the weight-
bearing skeleton most susceptible to osteopenic bone loss.

Using Low-Level Mechanical Signals in the Clinic
Three human trials have been completed, each independently evaluating the potential of

high-frequency, low-magnitude mechanical loading for use in the clinic as a means of influ-
encing bone mass and morphology in the human. In the first, 62 post-menopausal women
were randomized into in a double-blind, placebo-controlled pilot study (83). Thirty-two
women underwent mechanical loading for two 10-min periods per day, through floor-
mounted devices that produced a 0.2 g mechanical stimulus at 30 Hz (TX). Thirty-two
women received placebo devices (PL). Evaluating those in the highest quartile of compli-
ance (86% compliant), PL lost 2.13% in the femoral neck over the year, while TX was
associated with a gain of 0.04%, reflecting a 2.17% relative benefit of treatment (p = 0.06).
In this quartile, the spine of lighter women (<65 kg) exhibited a relative benefit of TX of
3.35% greater BMD (p = 0.009); and for the mean compliance group a 2.73% benefit was
measured (p = 0.02).

In a parallel study, 20 children with cerebral palsy (4–19 years) were randomized into
TX (0.3 g, 90 Hz, 10 min/day) and PL (84). Over the 6-month trial, the mean change in tib-
ial vTBMD in children who stood on placebo devices vTBMD decreased by –9.45 mg/ml
(–11.9%), while children who stood on active devices increased by 6.27 mg/ml (+6.3%),
reflecting a net benefit of treatment of +15.72 mg/ml (17.7%; p = 0.003). At the spine,
the net benefit of treatment as compared to placebo was not significant, at +6.72 mg/ml
(p = 0.14). Overall compliance was 44% of the 10 min/day period (4.4 min/day), imply-
ing that the anabolic response could be achieved with very short duration stimuli – a
phenomenon also observed in animal experiments (54), and suggesting that the biologic
response was “triggered,” rather than accumulated.

Finally, a 12-month trial was conducted in 48 young women (15–20 years) with half of
the subjects subject to brief (10 min/day), low-level whole-body vibration (30 Hz, 0.3 g)
each day, with the remaining women served as controls (85). CT scans performed at base-
line and the end of study was used to establish changes in muscle and bone mass in
weight-bearing regions of the skeleton. Using an intention to treat (ITT) analysis, can-
cellous bone in the lumbar vertebrae and cortical bone in the femoral midshaft of the
experimental group increased by 2.1% (p = 0.025) and 3.4% (p < 0.001), respectively, as
compared to 0.1% (p = 0.74) and 1.1% (p = 0.14) in controls. Increases in cancellous
and cortical bone were 2.0% (p = 0.06) and 2.3% (p = 0.04) greater, respectively, in the
experimental group when compared with controls. Cross-sectional area of paraspinous
musculature was 4.9% greater (p = 0.002) in the experimental group vs. controls. When
a per-protocol (PP) analysis was performed, gains in both muscle and bone were strongly
correlated to a threshold in compliance, where the benefit of the mechanical intervention as
compared to controls was realized once the device was used for at least 2 min/day (n = 18),
as reflected by a 3.9% increase in cancellous bone of the spine (p = 0.007), 2.9% increase
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in cortical bone of the femur (p = 0.009), and 7.2% increase in musculature of the spine
(p = 0.001), as compared to controls plus the low compliers (n = 30).

Evidence in the animal and human indicates that brief exposure to low-magnitude, high-
frequency mechanical signals can benefit bone quantity and quality, and perhaps a benefit
to the musculoskeletal “system,” including muscle. Such a biomechanical intervention is
self-targeting, endogenous to bone tissue, and auto-regulated, and provides insight toward
a unique, non-pharmacologic intervention for osteoporosis.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The critical role that biophysical stimuli are playing in achieving and maintaining a struc-
turally appropriate bone mass is clear. It is also clear that bone is capable of responding to
exercise-induced mechanical stimuli by improving its quality and quantity or by preventing
resorption from occurring. Although many exercise regimens have been ineffective in pro-
ducing any morphological changes, bone cells should not be accused of being unresponsive
to mechanical stimuli. Rather, exercise regimens will have to be designed that target specific
skeletal sites with just the right amount and aspect of the complex mechanical environment
generated by exercise. To enable the formulation of these exercise interventions, the mech-
anisms by which bone senses mechanical stimuli have to be explored at the organ, tissue,
and molecular level.

The often used trial-and-error approach to finding an osteogenically optimal exercise
program is highly inefficient. Instead of attempting to associate specific physical activi-
ties to altered BMD, mechanical milieus induced by these activities should be estimated,
which then can be correlated with changes (of lack of them) in bone morphology. It is
also critical to employ alternative clinical assays to DXA that are capable of detecting
focal changes in bone mass and that can delineate both changes in bone quality as well as
changes in bone quantity. At the same time, specific mechanical parameters derived from
carefully controlled animal studies should be incorporated into the design of exercise pro-
tocols and tested. Current data from studies examining the ability of specific components
of the mechanical milieu to stimulate bone formation indicate that osteogenic mechanical
stimuli neither have to be large in magnitude nor do they have to be applied over a long
duration, important prerequisites for the design of clinically successful exercise interven-
tions. Ultimately, exercise protocols will also have to take the systemic state of the patient
into account (e.g., growing vs. young adult vs. aging, hormonal and nutritional status), as it
is unlikely that one universally applicable exercise regimen will provide maximal efficacy
to the skeleton in all phases of life.

In summary, exercise may represent a unique means to improve bone quality as well
as inhibit resorption. This represents an idealized strategy because the strain generated by
exercise is native to the bone tissue and incorporates all aspects of the remodeling cycle, an
attribute that is not inherent to systemic, pharmaceutical interventions. Given the great deal
that has been learned about bone since the days of Galileo and Wolff, it should not be sur-
prising to anyone to expect that we have much more to understand about bone adaptation,
and much more to learn about how to apply this information in the clinic, to stem diseases
such as osteoporosis. While the controversy around which mechanical signal is most impor-
tant in regulating bone is certain to continue, it is also certain the scientific, engineering, and
clinical disciplines will continue to agree that mechanical factors are critical to establishing
and retaining bone mass and morphology.
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Summary

The prevention of osteoporotic fracture by exercise intervention requires a two-pronged
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mendations for exercise prescriptions to both enhance bone strength and minimize risk of
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INTRODUCTION

The utility of exercise in preventing osteoporosis-related fractures is a topic of consid-
erable interest and research effort. It is well known that skeletal unloading, such as occurs
following spinal cord injury, prolonged bed rest, limb immobilization, and microgravity,
precipitates generalized skeletal loss, particularly in bones that bear weight under normal
conditions (1–6), and that losses may not be entirely regained with return to normal weight
bearing (7). By contrast, the effect of additional loading (exercise) on the skeleton is both
variable and only modestly understood. The bone response to exercise varies as a function
of skeletal age, diet, reproductive hormone status, and nature of the activity.

In humans, the practical goal of an exercise intervention is not merely to increase bone
mass, but to reduce the incidence of fracture. The etiology of osteoporotic fractures includes
both low bone mass and falls. Falls account for over 90% of hip fractures and over 50%
of vertebral fractures. Thus, developing exercise interventions that serve to improve bone
mass and prevent falls is necessary to reduce the risk of fracture.

This chapter provides a discussion of exercise as a strategy to reduce the factor of risk
(a predictor of fracture risk), in order to maximize skeletal health and prevent osteoporosis-
related fractures. We summarize the literature specific to promoting bone health across
the life span with critical reference to study design. Guidelines for prescribing exercise to
reduce the factor of risk are proposed and directions for future research are identified.

FACTOR OF RISK

The factor of risk, based on engineering principles, is defined as the ratio between the
applied load and the fracture load (φ = applied load/fracture load). If the applied load is
greater than the fracture load, then fracture is probable. If the applied load is less than the
fracture load, fracture is unlikely. In a 70-year-old individual with average hip bone mass,
the factor of risk of hip fracture ranges from 1.25 to 3.0 for a fall from standing height
(8–10).

Exercise is a potentially powerful strategy to reduce the risk of hip fracture by altering
both the numerator and the denominator of the factor of risk. It can affect the numerator
in two ways. First, by eliminating falls, the numerator becomes zero and fracture becomes
highly unlikely. Second, by improving lower extremity neuromuscular function, exercise
can reduce applied load at the hip by lowering the energy of a fall to the side. To raise the
denominator, exercise can increase bone mass and reduce skeletal fragility, thus increasing
the force required to fracture.

Given the strong relationship between a bone mass surrogate (DXA-derived bone min-
eral density – BMD) and failure load, increasing BMD is an important strategy for reducing
fractures (11–13). Bone strength is also strongly influenced by its geometric proportions.
Small increases in cross-sectional area, width, and moment of inertia convey dispropor-
tionately large improvements in the resistance of long bones to bending (14). Effecting
changes in cross-sectional geometry is, therefore, an important strategy to reducing the
factor of risk. Recent advances in the non-invasive measurement of bone geometry have
improved measurement validity and reliability of techniques such as QCT (15), pQCT (16–
22), quantitative ultrasound (23), and MRI (24), with commensurate improvement in our
understanding of exercise effects.
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EXERCISE STUDY DESIGN

The influence of study design and implementation on the ability to interpret research
findings is particularly relevant when examining the effect of exercise on bone. In gen-
eral, cross-sectional data reveal that physically active individuals have superior bone mass
than those who are less active. An important limitation of cross-sectional data, however,
is that of self-selection bias. That is, individuals who select a specific type of exercise
may have predisposing skeletal attributes that influence the initial choice to participate and
the ability to successfully continue the activity, without injury. For example, while power
lifters have higher than average bone mass, the ability to succeed in a sport that entails
repetitive lifting of very heavy weights depends on an inherently strong skeleton from
the outset. This predisposition will largely account for the larger bones observed in power
lifters in comparison with non-weight lifting individuals. Another limitation of most cross-
sectional exercise studies is the use of standard physical activity questionnaires (PAQs).
Most PAQs are designed to measure energy expenditure and do not assess the magnitude
of forces applied to the skeleton during an activity. Attempts to relate bone mass to total
energy expenditure introduce validity error and, as a consequence, the likelihood of drawing
inappropriate conclusions. As in most forms of clinical research, randomized, controlled,
intervention trials (RCTs) are the most valid method to examining the effects of exercise
on bone.

In the following chapter, we have chosen to emphasize observations derived from exer-
cise RCTs with bone as the primary outcome measure. Cross-sectional observations are
included where appropriate to illustrate consistency in experimental findings or when RCT
data are absent or equivocal.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE BONE LOADING

Principles of Exercise Training
Drinkwater (25) emphasized the need to incorporate the following five principles of exer-

cise training into the design of exercise interventions for bone health: specificity, overload,
reversibility, initial values, and diminishing returns. While the principles are clearly inter-
related, independent consideration will assist in the development of customized programs
of training for bone.

SPECIFICITY

According to the principle of specificity, an exercise protocol should be designed to load
a target bone. For example, lower body resistance and impact exercise will improve bone
mass at the hip, but not the spine. Only when upper body resistance exercise is added will
spine bone mass increase (26). Similarly, lower extremity impact activities that prevent
bone loss at the hip do not influence bone mass at the forearm (27).

OVERLOAD

Exercise must overload bone in order to stimulate it. That is, loads experienced at the
skeleton must be either sufficiently different from or greater in intensity than normal daily
loading to stimulate adaptive accretion (28). Lack of attention to overload is a frequent
shortcoming of published intervention studies, and one that is particularly challenging to
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address given the difficulty of directly measuring loads experienced at skeletal sites during
exercise. Existing techniques are highly invasive and impractical for many sites.

Although not definitive, it is possible to make inferences from studies examining high-
versus low-intensity loading to illustrate the principle of overload. For example, high-
intensity strength training (>80% of one repetition maximum) more effectively increases
spine and hip bone mass than low- or moderate-intensity strength training (29,30).
Similarly, weight squatted over the course of a 1-year progressive strength training program
positively predicted change in trochanteric BMD (31). Recently, the relationship between
exercise intensity measured by accelerometry and hip bone mass was reported for a cohort
of premenopausal women over the course of a year (32). It was found that physical activ-
ities that induced accelerations exceeding 3.6 g were positively related to bone mass at
the hip, suggesting that an exercise intensity threshold may exist. Advances in technology
that will improve our ability to directly measure bone strain during exercise will facilitate
quantification of the overload principle.

REVERSIBILITY

When exercise is an adaptive stimulus, reversibility is demonstrable. That is, cessation
of an activity reverses exercise-induced bone accretion. It is possible that the principle of
reversibility applies only to mature adult bone (33–35) rather than to the growing skeleton.
Recent data indicate that gains achieved from increased mechanical loading during growth
are maintained in the medium long term (36), but longer term data are yet to be reported.
Cross-sectional adult data are supportive of a bone maintenance effect from childhood load-
ing, as individuals who exercised before or during puberty have significantly higher bone
mass in adulthood than those who were less active (37). These data are, however, subject to
the previously mentioned self-selection bias.

INITIAL VALUES

The principle of initial values refers to the concept that responses from bone are greatest
in individuals with lower than average bone mass. For example, premenopausal women
with the lowest initial bone mass demonstrated the greatest improvement at the hip to
12 months of impact plus resistance training (26). Interventions targeting postmenopausal
cohorts with low bone mass have observed exercise-induced gains in spine and/or hip bone
mass that are over twice as high (38,39) as reported gains in similar cohorts with average
bone mass (29,30,33,40–42).

The initial values effect is likely to reflect the principle of overload, as smaller lighter
bones will experience greater strain than larger heavier ones exposed to the same load.
When loading is extremely high (>10 body weights), skeletal improvements are observed
regardless of initial values (43), suggesting that even very robust skeletons will be
overloaded at such high-load intensities.

DIMINISHING RETURNS

The principle of diminishing returns is evident when a ceiling effect in bone adaptation
is observed after a period of same or like loading. Diminishing returns are similarly related
to the principles of initial values and overload, as bone will be strained less by the same
load once mass and geometric adaptations to an exercise stimulus have taken place. Indeed,
it is the raison d′être of the adaptive response to mechanical loading.
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Characteristics of Bone Response to Exercise Loading
Important factors that distinguish the exercise response of the skeletal system from other

body systems are as follows: (1) changes are typically small (1–5%), (2) the time required
to elicit a measurable response is considerable, (3) overload is required from the outset, (4)
older bone is less responsive than younger bone, and (5) exercise-induced improvements in
bone strength can occur in the absence of BMD change via geometric adaptation.

Whereas both the neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems typically respond to a
training stimulus within 4–6 weeks, bone requires at least 6 months to initiate measur-
able adaptation, that is, complete a full remodeling cycle and achieve a modicum of
mineralization in new osteoid.

In contrast with the soft tissue systems that require progressive loading increments to
prevent injury, it is increasingly clear that bone does not require such a graduated approach
(44,45). In fact, as described above, substantial overload is critical to stimulate a response
from bone. Depending upon the age and health status of the individual, however, progres-
sive incremental loading may be necessary to allow neuromuscular adaptation and prevent
non-bone injury.

Although there are some data to the contrary (46), it is thought that bone age will influ-
ence the skeletal response to exercise (47). Not only does younger human bone appear to
respond more vigorously to a similar activity than older bone (45), but a younger individual
can withstand higher load magnitudes than an older person. Thus, it is likely that exercise
prescription to strengthen bone or reduce bone loss in the elderly requires some creativity.

Substantial gains in the resistance of a long bone to bending and fracture can be achieved
by the strategic addition of even small amounts of new bone around the circumference of
the shaft (48). While changes in bone mass are not always observed following exercise
intervention, measurement of the cross-sectional geometry of a long bone before and after
an intervention may reveal these subtle but critical structural improvements.

Important Load Parameters
From studies in animals, bone responds preferentially to certain forms of mechanical

loading. It has long been known that, when other factors remain constant, high-magnitude
loads that induce relatively large bone strains (deformations) are more osteogenic than low
(49). As the frequency (cycles per second) of loading increases, however, the magnitude of
the load required to stimulate an adaptive response from bone declines (50). Strain rate (the
speed at which a bone deforms under load) is also a highly influential adaptive stimulus
(51). And finally, strain gradient, or the pattern of strain experienced across a loaded bone,
is known to direct the location of bone remodeling (52).

EXERCISE STUDIES ACROSS THE LIFE SPAN

Exercise and Peak Bone Mass
The NIH Consensus Conference on Osteoporosis (53) reported that optimizing peak

bone mass should be a primary strategy to prevent osteoporosis.
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CHILDREN, EXERCISE, AND BONE – CROSS-SECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Studies of children and adolescents of various races/ethnicities generally support signif-
icant associations between physical activity and total body, hip, spine, and forearm bone
mass (54–62). Evidence is accumulating to suggest that exercise confers the greatest long-
term benefit when initiated in the prepubertal years (37,63); however, the data are not
consistent.

Prepubertal gymnasts have greater bone mass at weight-bearing sites than controls, an
effect that strengthens as years of training increases (57,58,64). Compared with less-active
children, highly active children have a greater rate of bone mineral accumulation for the
two peripubertal years during which bone is most rapidly accruing (12.5 years for girls and
14.1 years for boys) (62). Bailey and colleagues noted that this greater accrual translated
into 9 and 17% higher total body bone mineral content 1 year after peak bone mineral con-
tent velocity for active boys and girls, respectively. Slemenda et al. (65), however, found no
relationship between physical activity and bone mass in peripubertal children. They sug-
gested that exercise exerts an influence on bone mass before puberty, but that during puberty
other factors, such as estrogen, become more influential on bone acquisition. By contrast,
Haapasalo et al. (66) reported that the differences in spine bone mass of athletic and con-
trol children were greatest at the peripubertal years Tanner stages IV and V (average ages
13.5 and 15.5, respectively). The lack of consistency in reports likely reflects the inability
of cross-sectional study design to control for the myriad of variables that influence skeletal
status in growing children.

Variations in skeletal response to different activities reflect the different loading patterns
of each sport and exemplify the principle of specificity (61,67). The effect is elegantly
demonstrated by a comparison between limbs. Dominant limbs have greater bone mass
than non-dominant limbs (68), and athletes loading their dominant limbs preferentially
while exercising develop even greater bilateral disparity (69,70). Differences in bone mass
between playing and non-playing arms in female squash and tennis players are about two
times greater if participation in the sport begins prior to or during menarche than after
puberty (37), although some have observed that the effect does not become evident until
the adolescent growth spurt or Tanner stage III (mean age 12.6 years) (66).

In general then, the data from the majority of cross-sectional studies would suggest
that exercise benefits to the skeleton are site specific and best achieved when exercise is
performed before puberty and/or during the peripubertal years.

PEDIATRIC EXERCISE INTERVENTION FINDINGS

The influence of exercise intervention on growing bone has become a focus of intense
research interest in recent years.

Infants In a study of premature infants, five repetitions of range of motion, gentle com-
pression, flexion, and extension exercises five times a week induced greater acquisition of
bone mass at 4 weeks in exercised babies than in controls (71). A similar protocol initiated
at 1 week of age prevented typical postnatal loss of tibial speed of sound (a marker of bone
strength) in very low birth weight infants (72). Others have observed, however, that calcium
intake exerts a greater influence on bone mineral accrual than 18 months of either gross or
fine motor activity in 6-month-old infants (73).
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Preschoolers The only intervention to target bone health in preschoolers assessed the
material and structural response of bone of children randomized to gross motor activities
compared with fine motor activities 30 min/day, 5 days/week for 12 months (74). Within
each group children were also supplemented with calcium (1000 mg/day) or placebo.
Exercise alone increased tibial periosteal and endosteal circumferences, but exercise plus
calcium improved leg bone mass, cortical thickness, and cortical area of the distal tibia most
markedly (Fig. 1). While the differences in periosteal circumference remained between the
groups 12 months after cessation of the intervention, the investigators reported that per-
sistently higher activity levels among those in the gross motor activity group may have
accounted for the disparity (75).

Fine Motor Gross Motor

Placebo

Calcium 
Supplement

Periosteum

Endosteum

Marrow

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the effects of 1 year fine motor or gross motor activities and
calcium supplementation on the cross section of the 20% distal tibial shaft by pQCT in young children
(not to scale). Reproduced from Specker and Binkley (74) with permission of the American Society for
Bone and Mineral Research.

Pre-puberty In a randomized study of 89 prepubescent boys and girls (mean age = 7.1
years), jumping 100 times, 3 days/week at ground reaction forces of 8 times body weight,
increased femoral neck and lumbar spine bone mass 4.5 and 3.1%, respectively, in compari-
son with controls (76). The effect was maintained 7 months after detraining (36), suggesting
the program may have augmented peak bone mass (Fig. 2). Geometric changes have also
been observed in response to exercise training in this age group. Femoral mid-shaft corti-
cal thickness increased in prepubertal boys after 8 months of weight-bearing activity (77).
Similarly, 2 years participation in a school-based, high-impact, weight-bearing exercise
program that supplemented regular physical education enhanced structural properties of
the femoral neck in prepubescent boys (mean age 10.2 years) compared to controls (78). A
mere 10 min of jumping activity twice weekly for 9 months improved both femoral neck
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Fig. 2. (A) Fourteen-month changes (exercise intervention plus detraining) in femoral neck BMC were
significantly greater (p < 0.05) in jumpers (n = 37, black bar) than controls (n = 37, white bar). No sig-
nificant differences were observed between groups for lumbar spine BMC. (B) Fourteen-month changes
(exercise intervention plus detraining) in femoral neck area were significantly greater (p < 0.01) in jumpers
(n = 37, black bar) than controls (n = 37, white bar). No significant differences were observed between
groups for lumbar spine area. Values reported as percent change (%), mean ± SEM. Reprinted from Fuchs
and Snow (36). Copyright (2002) with permission from Elsevier.

geometry and spine bone mass compared with controls in a healthy cohort of peripubertal
boys and girls (mean age = 13.7 years) (78a).

Favorable responses to bone loading exercise that included resistance and/or jump
training, have also been observed for both prepubescent (79–81) and early pubertal girls
(79,82,83). MacKelvie et al. (84), however, did not observe the improvements at the hip
and spine in prepubertal girls that were observed in early pubertal girls in response to brief
high-impact exercise.
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Postpuberty Few exercise interventions have been completed with acutely postpuber-
tal adolescents. Following 8 months of plyometric and jumping exercise in an adolescent
female cohort (mean age = 14.2 years, approximately 2 years past menarche), no significant
difference between intervention or control groups was observed at any bone site, with the
exception of an increase in trochanteric bone mineral content in the exercisers (85). Because
the trial was not randomized and controls were highly active, it was unclear whether the lack
of response was due to the high level of activity in controls or if adolescent bone does not
respond as dramatically to increased loading as prepubertal bone. Another trial reported
that 15 months of resistance training produced a significant increase in femoral neck bone
mass in adolescent girls (roughly 2.5 years postmenarche), despite major challenges with
subject compliance (86). A study comparing the effects of twice weekly step aerobics for
9 months in pre- versus postmenarcheal girls reported bone mass and geometric parameters
of bone strength increased at the spine and hip for premenarcheal girls only (87).

Thus, in support of cross-sectional findings, data from intervention trials suggest exercise
has a very positive effect on bone mass and geometry in children. The consensus suggests
the effect is most marked in the years just prior to or during early puberty. It remains to be
seen if those benefits translate to a reduced risk of osteoporosis and/or fracture in later life.
Only large, very long-term follow-up investigations can determine if such an objective will
be realized.

Exercise and Bone Mass in Adults
Although the response of the adult skeleton to exercise has been studied extensively, the

considerable logistical challenges and methodological inconsistency associated with exer-
cise trials may account for the diversity of findings. Randomization is particularly difficult,
as adults who volunteer for an exercise study do not wish to be allocated to a control group.
Innumerable studies are casualties to poor compliance, given the necessarily protracted
duration of interventions, and poor acceptance of exercise by those who often need it most.
Furthermore, there are relatively few studies of men due to the common misperception that
osteoporosis is a disease unique to women.

ADULTS, EXERCISE, AND BONE – CROSS-SECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Observational data indicate that adults engaged in weight-bearing exercise at intensities
of >60% of aerobic capacity have consistently greater bone mass than non-exercisers or
those exercising at low aerobic intensities. These differences have been observed in the
whole body (88–96), spine, proximal femur (56,88–91,93,95–104), pelvis (90,94), distal
femur (105), tibia (88,90,102,106,107), humerus (90), calcaneus (108,109), and forearm
(102). Broadband ultrasound attenuation and speed of sound transmission in the calca-
neus are similarly higher in runners than controls (93). Consistent with the principle of
specificity, high bone mass is typically observed local to the loaded bone(s) (94,110–112).

Certain activities do not sufficiently overload the skeleton to cause an adaptive response
(113). Athletes participating in moderate- to high-intensity impact activities such as
running, jumping, and power lifting have greater bone mass than those performing low-
intensity or non-weight-bearing activities (92,104,114,115). By contrast, individuals who
participate in non-weight-bearing activities such as swimming have similar bone mass to
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non-exercisers (105,116), although some data to the contrary exist for men (117). Muscle
forces on the skeleton during elite-level swimming training do not appear to offset the sub-
stantially reduced daily weight-bearing activity associated with long periods of time spent
in a weight-supported environment (water).

In non-exercising adults, as in children, the dominant arm exhibits greater total and
cortical bone mass than the non-dominant arm (68,118) and side-to-side differences are
exaggerated when the dominant limb is chronically overloaded (69,70,98,105). Some have
found the difference is accounted for by increased periosteal area and cortical thickness
rather than bone mass (118), while others have observed both expanded diaphyseal diame-
ters and increased bone mass in the dominant limb of athletes. Dalen et al. (69) observed a
27% difference in cortical cross-sectional area between left and right humeri of tennis play-
ers compared to a non-significant 5% difference in controls. Krahl et al. (119) observed
differences in diameter and length of playing arm ulnae of tennis players compared to the
contralateral arms. The second metacarpals of playing hands were also wider and longer
than those of the contralateral hands, whereas no differences were observed between limbs
of controls. The latter somewhat isolated observations suggest that exercise may potentiate
long bone growth in length, a curious finding with implications for overall height. That
side dominance is not evident in athletes who load both limbs equally in the course of their
training (rowers and triathletes) (120) attests to the principle of site specificity.

Although data exist to question the role of exercise in the prevention of age-related bone
loss (121), there is no denying that active people who have exercised for many years, gen-
erally have higher bone mass than less-active people (58,91,97,122–126). Unfortunately,
while bone loss may be reduced by lifelong exercise, it may bear little or no relationship
to the incidence of fractures. For example, Greendale and colleagues (125) reported a sig-
nificant linear trend in older men between both lifetime and current exercise and hip bone
mass, but found no relationship between osteoporotic fracture rate and exercise history.
The paradox could be related to other risk factors for falling and the lack of a persistent
neuromuscular benefit from early life exercise.

EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS IN YOUNG AND MATURE PREMENOPAUSAL WOMEN

Randomized, controlled trials confirm that exercise training programs enhance the bone
mass of young women in a site-specific manner. Both resistance and weight-bearing
endurance exercise programs increase spine, hip, and calcaneal bone mass of young adult
women (45,127–131). However, in contrast to the developing skeleton, the principle of
reversibility applies, that is, osteogenic loading must be sustained in order to maintain
bone gains. For example, increases in trochanteric and femoral neck BMD observed after
12 months of resistance plus jump exercise declined to baseline values after only 6 months
of detraining in premenopausal women (132) (Fig. 3). Two-year observations of college
gymnasts indicate that bone at the hip, spine, and whole body consistently increased over
the training seasons and decreased in the off-season (133) (Fig. 4). By contrast, the rela-
tively lower magnitude loading associated with field hockey playing was not sufficient to
stimulate seasonal changes in a similar cohort (134).

Based on an awareness of the importance of load magnitude and rate for bone stim-
ulation, researchers have frequently employed impact loading (jumping) as an exercise
intervention. While load magnitude is similar for jogging and jumping (2–5 times body
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= exercise group significantly different from controls, p<0.05
= change over detraining period significantly different from change over  training period,
within groups, p<0.05
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Fig. 3. Percent changes in BMD across training and detraining periods (mean ± SEM) at the (A) greater
trochanter, (B) femoral neck, (C) lumbar spine, and (D) whole body. Reproduced from Winters and Snow
(34) with permission of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research.

weight), the loading rate for jogging is roughly 75 body weights/s while jumping is
approximately 300 body weights/s. Commensurately, jumping has consistently been shown
to increase femoral and sometimes lumbar spine bone mass in premenopausal women
(34,45,127,135–137). Curiously, the number of reported impacts performed per session in
the studies describing a bone effect ranges from a low of 10 (135) to a high of 100 (138,139).
Direct comparisons among studies to evaluate a dose–response of bone to jump number are
thus clouded by variance between training protocols, varying age of participants, and the
lack of accurate information with respect to total impact exposure (other aerobic activity).
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Fig. 4. Changes in hip BMD over 24 months in intercollegiate gymnasts (n = 8). The dagger repre-
sents significant quartic seasonal trends for repeated increases and decreases in hip BMD at the femoral
neck and trochanter (p = 0.03). Black bars indicate the timing of the competitive training seasons. Data
are expressed as mean ± SEM. (From Snow et al. (133) with kind permission of Springer Science and
Business Media.)

Few studies have addressed the skeletal response to loading in the years just prior
to menopause. The limited data suggest that perimenopausal women who exercise will
maintain bone mass at loaded sites to a greater extent than those who do not (140,141).

EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS IN POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN

The reduction in circulating estrogen and associated acute and rapid bone loss that
accompanies menopause represents a powerful confounding factor for the study of exercise
effects on bone at this time. Furthermore, combining both early- and late-postmenopausal
women in exercise trials will obscure the factor imparting the most profound effect, exer-
cise or estrogen. Even those investigations specifically targeting estrogen-deplete early
postmenopausal women have reported inconsistent findings with respect to the ability of
exercise to prevent bone loss at all sites. Resistance training effectively maintained only
spine bone mass in some cases (142,143) and only trochanteric bone mass in others (30).
A rare finding that walking prevented hip bone loss, an effect that was enhanced by
isoflavone intake, was recently reported in a cohort of early postmenopausal Japanese
women (144). High-intensity resistance training was as effective as hormone therapy in
preventing bone loss at the spine and was more effective than no hormone therapy in
attenuating bone loss at the spine in women an average of 2 years postmenopause (145).
A 4-year progressive strength training program found exercise frequency to be significantly
positively associated with changes in bone mass at the hip and spine in women an average
of 6 years postmenopause regardless of hormone therapy status (146).

Resistance training programs of 9–24 months duration in estrogen-deplete late-
postmenopausal women are generally associated with an increase or maintenance of bone
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mass compared to losses in controls at the whole body (41), lumbar spine (41,42,142,
147 – 149), proximal femur (29,42,148,149), calcaneus (149), and radius (29), although
not without exception (150–152). A recent meta-analysis of high-intensity resistance train-
ing and postmenopausal bone loss concluded that high-intensity resistance training confers
a significant positive effect on spine bone mass but that findings are highly heterogeneous
at the femoral neck (153). Significant changes at the hip were observed only in trials that
recruited subjects not taking hormone therapy. Exercise effects were augmented with cal-
cium supplementation and in women with low initial values. The authors also remarked
on the poor methodological quality of studies, that non-randomized trials report markedly
greater treatment effects than randomized, and that reporting bias toward studies finding
positive bone outcomes was evident.

The most clinically relevant sites are primarily comprised of trabecular bone, thus corti-
cal bone is often ignored in research trials. As long bone fractures indeed occur at cortical
sites in osteoporotic individuals, an observation that both resistance and agility training
increased cortical bone density in elderly osteopenic women is of clinical relevance (154).
Although substantial changes in femoral neck bone mass were not observed, tibial shaft
bone strength index was maintained to a greater extent in elderly women performing 1 year
of resistance and balance-jumping training than in controls (155).

Weight-bearing aerobic or impact exercise interventions of 7–30 months duration are
also generally associated with increases or maintenance of bone mass compared to losses
in control subjects at the whole body (41,156), lumbar spine (33,40,143,156,157), proximal
femur (41,156,158), radius (157), and calcaneus (159,160).

As for other groups discussed previously, lower intensity activities typically do not
promote bone gain or reduce loss in postmenopausal women. A 12-month, 5 days/week,
45-min moderate-intensity aerobic exercise intervention did not provide sufficient overload
to the skeletons of obese postmenopausal women to improve bone mass (161). Similarly,
12 months of unloaded exercise in waist-deep water did not prevent spine bone loss or
improve femoral bone mass in osteoporotic women, despite changes in other functional
fitness parameters (162). It is generally agreed that walking alone is not an effective strat-
egy for osteoporosis prevention in postmenopausal women (163). Exceptions include the
above-mentioned Japanese study and a report by Hatori et al. (40) who found that 7 months
of walking 3 days/week at walking speeds equivalent to those reached in race walking (>4.5
mph) increased lumbar spine bone mass in postmenopausal women. The increased muscu-
lar forces associated with arm movements required for walking at high speeds combined
with lower initial bone mass values might explain these isolated positive responses.

Unfortunately, high magnitude loading is not appropriate for individuals with osteoporo-
sis whose bones would likely fracture under such loads. It has been observed, however, that
lower magnitude loading may be osteogenic if applied at high enough rate and/or frequency
(roughly 30 Hz). While the active application of loads at frequencies higher than 2–3 Hz
is not physically feasible for most, whole body vibration (WBV) devices have been devel-
oped that can apply passive, low-magnitude loads at osteogenic frequencies. Preliminary
findings of the effectiveness of WBV to enhance bone strength are encouraging (164–168);
however, as WBV is primarily a passive rather than active stimulus, it cannot strictly be
considered exercise and will not be discussed further (see Chapter 8).

The length of participation in weight-bearing exercise may be an important consideration
for exercise programming in older adults. For example, although no change in femoral
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neck bone mass was observed in postmenopausal women following 9 months of jump plus
resistance exercise wearing weighted vests (169), 5 years of participation in the program
prevented bone loss of more than 4% at the hip (35) (Fig. 5). It is possible that the delayed
response is a function of mineralization, a process known to continue long after new bone
tissue (osteoid) has been secreted by osteoblasts.
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Fig. 5. Percent changes in BMD at the femoral neck, trochanter, and total hip in exercisers and con-
trols after 5 years. Changes for exercisers were 1.54 ± 2.37% (CI = –3.9 to 7.0%) at the femoral neck,
–0.24 ± 1.02% (CI = –2.6 to 2.1%) at the trochanter, and –0.82 ± 1.04% (CI = –3.2 to 1.6%) at the total
hip, whereas controls decreased 4.43 ± 0.93% (CI = –6.6 to –2.3%) at the femoral neck, 3.43 ± 1.09%
(CI = –5.9 to –0.92%) at the trochanter, and 3.80 ± 1.03 (CI = –6.2 to –1.4%) at the total hip. Decreases
in controls are significantly different from zero (unpaired t-tests). Data are presented as means ± SEM.
From Snow et al. (35), Copyright © The Gerontological Society of America. Reproduced by permission
of the publisher.

Given the importance of site specificity, it is not surprising that weight-bearing exercise
does not increase forearm bone mass in postmenopausal women (41,137). In fact, some
have suggested that upper body bone mass may suffer at the expense of lower body bone
mass in female runners (170). For those at risk of Colles (distal forearm) fractures, how-
ever, it is encouraging to observe that upper extremity loading of high rate and magnitude,
stimulated higher forearm bone density in osteoporotic, postmenopausal women after only
5 months (171,172).

Hormone Therapy and Exercise As hormone therapy (HT) has been a common treat-
ment for postmenopausal symptoms and side effects in the past, the efficacy of exercise
in comparison to and in combination with HT has been examined. In some reports, exer-
cise enhanced the bone maintenance effect of HT. Resistance exercise has been shown to
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significantly increase spine, hip, total body, and radial mid-shaft bone mass in menopausal
women who were estrogen-replaced compared to maintenance effects observed in estrogen-
replaced, non-exercising controls (173,174). Similarly, the interaction of HT and 9 months
of weight-bearing exercise (walking, jogging, stairs) resulted in greater increases in total
body and lumbar spine bone mass in 60–72-year-old postmenopausal women than exercise
or HT alone (175).

By contrast, other studies report no interaction between exercise and HT. For exam-
ple, a 3 h/week program of resistance exercise plus walking or running for 1 year did not
enhance the positive effect of estrogen supplementation on lumbar vertebral or femoral neck
bone mass in postmenopausal women (176). Similar results were observed at the lumbar
spine and hip in early postmenopausal women on HT, despite a positive effect of 3 h/week
exercise on bone mass in a placebo group (177). In these studies, a longer intervention
period and higher load magnitudes may have been necessary for more positive outcomes.
Somewhat perplexingly, given the usual site-specific effect of bone loading, Judge et al.
observed changes in total hip bone mass in postmenopausal women on long-term hormone
therapy regardless of randomization status to either upper body-only or lower body-only
resistance training (178). The investigators concluded that any kind of moderate resistance
exercise in the presence of hormone therapy conferred a generalized positive effect at the
hip.

EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS IN YOUNG ADULT MEN

Although there have been few longitudinal studies in this cohort, the response of the
male skeleton to exercise appears to be similar to that of same-aged women.

Basic military training has served as an opportune model to observe the effect of brief,
high-intensity, multi-mode, physical training interventions. After 14 weeks of basic train-
ing, male army recruits have been observed to improve calcaneal strength (179) and
increase leg bone mass by around 12%; those with the lowest initial values gaining the
greatest amount (106,180). Recruits who temporarily stopped training due to stress fracture
also gained bone mass, but to a lesser degree (5%). Curiously, 10% of the same recruits
lost bone mass. The latter effect may have been a function of either incomplete remodeling
owing to the short observation period or abnormal remodeling due to fatigue and inadequate
rest intervals.

The influence of training intensity on bone response becomes evident when findings from
military trials are compared with those of recreational athletes. By contrast to recruits, men
aged 25–52 failed to gain bone at the spine, humerus, femur, calcaneus, or forearm follow-
ing 3 months of either walking (3 km, 5 days/week) or running (5 km, 3 days/week) (114).
The disparity of findings likely reflects the novelty of loading and higher load magnitudes
experienced during basic training and the youth of the army recruits. The only other young
male exercise intervention to have been reported involved 9 months of marathon training.
The investigators observed significantly higher calcaneal bone mass in the runners than in
non-runners, with a positive association between average distance run and percent change
in bone mass (159).
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A 7.8-year longitudinal study of young Caucasian men (mean age = 17 years) measured
change in bone mass over time according to change in level of activity (181). The investi-
gators reported those men who stayed active gained bone mass, those who ceased activity
lost bone mass at the hip, but remained significantly higher than controls at final follow-up.
The study is an illustration of the ability of exercise to potentiate male peak bone mass even
in the very final stages of skeletal growth.

EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS IN OLDER ADULT MEN

There are even fewer reports of exercise interventions with older men. From a com-
bined male and female trial, Welsh and Rutherford (156) reported a significant increase in
trochanteric bone mass in six men aged 50–73 years who performed 12 months of step and
jumping exercise. More recently, the effects of 6 months of either a high-intensity, stand-
ing, free-weight program or a moderate-intensity, seated, resistance training program on
bone mass were examined in older men and women (30). High-intensity training increased
lumbar spine BMD by 2% in the men (mean age = 54.6 years), whereas moderate-intensity
training produced no change. Increased bone mass was observed at the greater trochanter
regardless of training intensity.

Summary of Exercise Effects Across the Life Span
Evidence from exercise interventions longer than 6 months indicates that activities of

high magnitude and rate of loading improve bone mass and geometry in children and adults
of both sexes. While gains may be maintained if achieved during the growing years, adults
will likely lose new bone if exercise is discontinued. Effective activities include jumping
and high-intensity weight training. Although walking and other low-intensity exercises are
unlikely to be substantially osteogenic, a lifetime of walking appears to be beneficial to the
skeleton.

CALCIUM AND EXERCISE

The permissive action of calcium in enhancing the effect of exercise on bone mass is
somewhat controversial. In a review of 17 trials, Specker (182) concluded that an intake of
1000 mg/day of calcium is necessary in order to observe a skeletal response to exercise.
Specifically, the evidence suggests that the combination of calcium supplementation and
exercise is more effective for a bone response in children (74,183,184), adolescents (185),
and postmenopausal women than calcium supplementation alone (33,39,186).

By contrast to the positive reports, a recent cross-sectional study of 422 women found
that even though high levels of physical activity and calcium intake were associated with
a higher total body bone mass than low activity levels and low calcium intake, there was
no significant interaction between exercise and calcium (95). Furthermore, 2 years of com-
bined aerobics and weight training increased bone mass in young women, but calcium
supplementation neither enhanced the exercise benefit nor improved bone mass in the
absence of exercise (128).

Although exercise likely provides a greater stimulus to bone than does calcium, at least in
older children and adults, adequate calcium intake is recommended, particularly in children,
to provide the building blocks for exercise-induce gains in bone mass.
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HORMONE RESPONSE TO ITENSE EXERCISE

Women
Exercise-associated amenorrhea occurs in some premenopausal women who train at high

exercise intensities. While low body fat was once thought to precipitate exercise-associated
amenorrhea, it is now thought that reduced energy availability disrupts the hypothalamic–
pituitary–thyroid axis (187) and ultimately circulating reproductive hormones. The effect of
reduced energy availability on bone resorption and formation markers is well documented
(188). The reduction in estrogen provides the link between exercise-associated amenorrhea
and bone loss (113,189,190). The Female Athlete Triad describes the combined conditions
of excessive dietary restraint, reproductive hormone disturbance, and bone loss in female
athletes.

The question of whether the Triad should be considered a pathological or even psy-
chopathological condition has recently become contentious (191–193). What is generally
accepted is that in all but cases of extreme (high-magnitude) loading, the positive effect of
exercise on bone cannot offset the negative effects of inadequate energy availability during
high-intensity, high-volume exercise training. To illustrate, gymnasts load their skeletons
at very high magnitudes and rates, and thus, despite a high prevalence of menstrual distur-
bance, have bone mass well above normal (194). Long distance runners, on the other hand,
who load their skeletons at much lower rates, are not protected from amenorrhea-related
bone loss. Although there are individual differences, the loss of bone mass in amenor-
rheic distance runners increases their risk of stress fracture and premature osteoporosis
compared with their eumenorrheic running counterparts (195). Loucks et al. (196) suggest
that exercise-associated amenorrhea may be prevented or reversed by increasing energy
consumption, without alterations in training.

There is some suggestion that oral contraceptives (OC) may offset bone loss in athletes
with menstrual dysfunction, but there are insufficient data to fully corroborate the effect
(197). Keen and Drinkwater (198) reported that initiating OC use approximately 8 years
after the onset of athletic oligo- or amenorrhea did not improve bone mass, concluding
that intervention should begin at the onset of dysfunction in order to prevent significant
loss. The effect of OCs, alone or in combination with exercise, on bone strength indices
is, however, poorly understood. In fact, for women aged 18–31 years, exercise alone and
OCs alone depressed normal age-related increases in femoral neck mass and size, although
the combination of exercise and OC was slightly less detrimental (199). It is likely that a
complex interaction of factors yet to be identified will account for these puzzling findings.

Men
Intense training is not associated with commensurately severe alterations in reproductive

hormones in men. Male athletes exercising at a range of intensities have serum concen-
trations of testosterone that lie within the normal range (107,108,120,200,201) including
adolescents (202). In some athletes, however, a degree of subtle hormonal perturbation can
occur. Smith and Rutherford (120) reported that, although in the normal range, serum total
testosterone was significantly lower in triathletes than controls, but not rowers. Further,
total serum testosterone, non-sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG)-bound testosterone,
and free testosterone concentrations in men running more than 64 km/week was 83, 69.5,
and 68.1% that of controls, respectively (203). Others have similarly observed that resting
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and free testosterone concentrations of trained athletes are 68.8 and 72.6% that of con-
trols (204). Age may influence the effect as elderly endurance athletes have significantly
greater levels of SHBG than controls whereas younger athletes demonstrate no differences
compared to controls (108,205).

Whether hormones potentiate the effect of exercise on bone in men is relatively
unexamined. Suominen and Rahkila (108) reported a negative correlation between bone
mass and SHBG in older endurance athletes but no relationship of bone mass with
testosterone. Further, the addition of self-administered anabolic steroids (testosterone:
193.75 ± 147.82 mg/week) to high-intensity body building training does not stimulate
greater osteoblastic activity or bone formation than exercise alone (206). Four months of
progressive resistance exercise training 4 days/week, with or without growth hormone sup-
plementation, did not significantly increase whole body, spine, or proximal femur bone
mass in elderly men (mean age = 67) with normal bone mass (207). Similarly, the addition
of recombinant human growth hormone to 6 months of resistance exercise training induced
no change in bone mass of older men (208,209).

OSTEOPOROTIC FRACTURE AND FALLS

Fracture and Exercise
Exercise studies that include fractures as an outcome measure are difficult and expen-

sive to conduct. Very long-term follow-up of interventions is required and many men and
women at risk for fracture due to poor bone health are on pharmacological therapy that can
mask the effect of exercise. In general, the literature supports a protective effect of physi-
cal activity on the risk of fracture, especially at the hip (210–213). Specifically, the Study
of Osteoporotic Fractures, a large, prospective, community-based, observational study of
healthy, older, Caucasian women, reported that moderately to vigorously active women
had significantly fewer hip and vertebral fractures compared to inactive women (210).
Similarly, data from the Nurse’s Health Study showed that moderate levels of activity,
including walking, were associated with a significantly lower risk of hip fracture in post-
menopausal women (214). Two studies that tracked fractures over a prolonged period of
exercise (215) or over a follow-up period after completion of an exercise intervention (216)
suggest a protective effect of exercise against fracture. The incidence of vertebral fractures
was lower (1.6%) 8 years after a 2-year back extension exercise program compared to con-
trols (4.3%) (216). Original exercisers had better back extension strength at follow-up and
a 2.7 lower relative risk of vertebral compression fracture than controls.

Falls and Exercise
Falls are the cause of almost 90% of all hip fractures (217–219). As previously indicated,

exercise can affect both the numerator and the denominator of the factor of risk. Discussion
thus far has focused on exercise as a means of altering the denominator of the factor of risk,
that is, on increasing fracture load by improving parameters of bone strength. However,
exercise can also reduce the numerator either by preventing a fall entirely or by lowering
the applied load of falls through improved neuromuscular responses.

Risk factors for falls are numerous, and some can be modified by exercise. Lateral
instability, muscle weakness of the lower extremities, and poor gait have been found to
independently predict hip fracture and falls (220–223). Impaired balance is similarly related
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to incidence of vertebral fracture (224). In the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures in Men
(MrOS), men in the upper quartile of leg power and grip strength had an 18–24% lower
risk of falls compared to men in the lowest quartile (225). Since exercise promotes and
maintains muscle strength, balance, and mobility, it is an intuitive strategy for reducing
osteoporosis-related fractures (226,227). In fact, muscle strengthening and balance training
have been shown to reduce extraskeletal risk factors for hip fracture in elderly men and
women (228,229) and overall risk of falling by as much as 75% (229,230). That vibration
superimposed on muscle training exercise augments the strengthening effect (231) suggests
whole body vibration may be a preventative strategy with dual (anti-fall and bone-building)
benefits (see Chapter 8).

A 30-month randomized controlled trial of high-impact exercise in 160 elderly women
with low bone mass reported a lower incidence of fall-related fractures among exercisers
compared to controls, despite minimal effects on hip bone mass (215). Improvements in
neuromuscular function resulting from low-intensity exercise, including water-based exer-
cise (155,232,233), while not osteogenic, may likewise be efficacious for fall and fracture
prevention.

Exercise interventions with falls and injurious falls as primary outcomes are limited
but tend to support the role of exercise as a preventative strategy. Data from the FICSIT
trials (Frailty and Injuries: Cooperative Studies of Intervention Techniques) indicate that
activities that are most beneficial for reducing incidence of falls include those that result in
muscle strength gains and dynamic balance improvements (234). However, Lord et al. (235)
reported improvements in strength and balance in elderly women but no change in incidence
of falls after 12 months of exercise that included resistance and a similar null effect on falls
after an individualized prevention program that included exercise (236). Yet other trials by
the same group reported a reduction in falls among the elderly who participated in group
exercise in both community-dwelling (237) and retirement home (238) settings. Campbell
et al. (239) found that a multifactorial exercise intervention involving muscle building plus
walking exercise reduced injurious and non-injurious falls by 40% in elderly women. The
study required home visits by physical therapists; and it is not known which component of
the program, muscle building, walking, or the two combined, was most potent for reducing
falls.

Sadly, the fall-reducing benefit of exercise may not extend to the very frail elderly (240–
243) despite improvements in fall risk factors and physical function (240,242). Trends
toward lower falls among exercisers, however, were apparent in studies of longer dura-
tion (242,243), suggesting that a longer period of adaptation may be required to detect
protective effects in this population.

RECOMMENDATIONS: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

The Osteogenic Index – An Exercise Algorithm Derived from Animal Data
Charles Turner (244,245) has translated the findings of a generation of basic animal

research into a theory for practical exercise application. With Alex Robling, he developed
the Osteogenic Index (OI), a method to predict the effectiveness of an exercise regime to
improve parameters of bone strength based on the known response of bone cells and tissue
to certain types of loading (245). The OI requires dynamic (cyclical) loading and accounts
for load magnitude, rate, and frequency (29,41,131,246–248). They note that animal bone
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tissue becomes desensitized to prolonged loading stimuli and, in fact, loses the majority of
its mechanosensitivity after 20 loading cycles (49,249). Adding rest periods between bouts
of loading markedly improves the bone response to a cyclical stimulus (250). Thus, they
propose that a regime of frequent, short, intense bouts of exercise should be most beneficial
to bone.

The validity of the Osteogenic Index for human application remains to be tested.
Preliminary evidence suggests the human response may vary in subtle ways, such as
the importance of cycle number. For example, while 300 jump repetitions per week for
7 months produced positive effects at the hip and spine in prepubescent children, reducing
the jump number to 150 failed to reproduce the effect (251). Collective findings of jumping
studies in premenopausal women, however, support the OI theory as even low numbers of
weekly jumps can produce a bone response with little added benefit from additional impacts
(44,135,138,139). Recently, it was reported that women who performed the greatest amount
of impact activity, measured by accelerometry, above a threshold level of intensity had sig-
nificantly greater improvements in hip BMD compared to women who performed lower
amounts of activity (252). These data suggest that the cycle number may be an important
determinant of bone responsiveness to impact activity, but that the effect may follow more
of a threshold rather than dose–response pattern.

ACSM Position Stand – Recommendations Based on Human Data
Based on the best evidence to date, recently the American College of Sports Medicine

published a Position Stand for Physical Activity and Bone Health (253) with the following
recommendations. Children should engage in 10–20 min (split into two sessions if possible)
of high-intensity activities that include jumping-type activities at least three times a week.
Adults should engage in 30–60 min of a combination of weight-bearing endurance of mod-
erate to high intensity, jumping 3–5 times per week, and resistance exercises targeting all
major muscle groups 2–3 times per week. Prolonged immobilization and bed rest should
be avoided at all costs, given the very negative effect of unloading on bone mass and the
limited ability to fully regain losses with remobilization.

While high-magnitude (impact) activities are recommended for increasing bone mass of
the younger, more robust skeleton, they are not recommended for those with advanced
osteoporosis. In the frail elderly population, particular care must be taken to maintain
a balance between safety and efficacy because the exercise intervention itself (through
increasing activity levels) presents not only the possibility of skeletal and neuromuscu-
lar benefit but also an increased risk of fracture. Osteoporotic individuals, with or without
a history of vertebral compression fractures, should not engage in jumping activities or
deep forward trunk flexion exercises such as rowing, toe touching, and full situps. Through
a combination of dynamic force analyses at the hip and spine and ex vivo measurements
in cadaveric bone, it is possible to determine the factor of risk for most of the exercise
activities that might be used in exercise studies in the elderly. Understanding and maintain-
ing a safe value of the factor of risk for a specific exercise program is crucial. Until such
understanding is achieved, caution is warranted in the use of overload concepts in the frail
elderly. Before initiating a program of high intensity, elderly individuals should consider a
bone density evaluation and perhaps an image of the spine. Any individual undertaking a
new program should begin slowly with careful attention to exercise form and appropriate
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progressions. Exercises that produce severe joint pain or muscle soreness of more than
3 days should be discontinued until exercise of lower intensity can be tolerated.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The large body of research data notwithstanding, in fact it remains impossible to say
without reservation that exercise will reduce the likelihood of fracturing. As Karlsson (254)
has stated, much of the research has been “hypothesis generating” rather than “hypothesis
testing” – a consequence of the confounding challenges associated with exercise RCTs and
the protracted nature of follow-up required to compare real fracture rates between exercise
and control groups. Indeed, while much has been achieved in our understanding of the
use of exercise for the prevention of age-related fractures, many questions and challenges
remain. For instance we know little about the relative importance of mechanical, endocrine,
and genetic factors and how these interact to potentiate or blunt the exercise response in
bone over the life span. How these mechanisms relate to the temporal sequence of the bone
remodeling cycle is also unclear.

It is likely that the complex interplay of genetics, nutrition, hormone status, and even
a degree of central control (255) accounts for much that remains unexplained about the
bone response to exercise. That mechanical loading cannot entirely prevent spinal cord
injury-related bone loss (6) is testament to the presence of influences yet to be explained.

Thus, while the power law model incorporating load magnitude and number of repe-
titions of Whalen and colleagues (256) and the Osteogenic Index of Turner and Robling
(257) have moved us forward in our ability to design and test exercise regimes for bone
health, a definitive exercise prescription remains elusive. The challenge remains to identify
a means by which optimal overload can be determined in order to safely stimulate a posi-
tive bone response. The complex interplay of dose (load magnitude and rate), cycle number,
and duration must be elucidated in human models. Only then can we customize exercise
prescription for bone with confidence.

Finally, it is important to consider the issue of compliance. The commitment to regu-
lar exercise of any kind, much less the relatively specific form required to effect change
in bone, is known to be challenging for the vast majority of individuals. Compliance
even with study protocols, when volunteers often have access to state-of-the-art facili-
ties and personnel to encourage and support their efforts, is routinely disappointing. For
example, compliance of a mere 17.8% was reported for an 18-month, home-based, exer-
cise program for the prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis, primarily due to lack of
motivation (258). Few maintain a lifelong exercise routine, and those who do are unlikely
to vary their regime the extent required to stimulate ongoing bone adaptation. In reality,
the greatest challenge for bone physiologists may not be the identification of the optimal
exercise program, but the engagement of the community to utilize the knowledge. In this
respect, the health of the skeletal system shares commonality with the cardiovascular and
neuromuscular systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Regular physical activity has the potential to reduce the risk of osteoporosis and fragility
fractures by (1) optimizing peak bone mass, (2) consolidating or maintaining adult bone,
and (3) reducing the risk and incidence of falls. As each strategy is age specific, the exercise
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prescription for the prevention of osteoporosis-related fractures will differ across the
life span.

Exercise will only affect bones that are loaded during the activity. Bone requires sub-
stantial overload for prolonged durations for positive adaptations to be stimulated. With the
possible exception of the pediatric population, bone gains will likely be lost if a stimula-
tory exercise is discontinued. Individuals with the weakest bones can expect the greatest
improvements from initiating exercise. Exercise is most efficacious when accompanied by
adequate calcium consumption.

Exercises that are most or least likely to substantially alter bone mass and prevent falls
can be identified with relative certainty. Development of individualized and population-
specific exercise prescription across the life span is more challenging. Issues such as
determining actual bone strain exposure during activity, optimal dose–response, safety,
and the interaction of exercise with pharmacologic agents remain opportunities for future
research. It will be important to determine the degree to which exercise-invoked improve-
ments in bone strength and falls prevention will translate to a reduction in the incidence of
fracture.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSIOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY OF
CALCIUM HOMEOSTASIS

This chapter will review the physiological and cell biological basis of the effects of
hormonal agents on transmembrane calcium transport and their consequent effects on bone
biology. In the short term, extracellular calcium balance is far more important to the survival
of the individual than total body calcium. The vital role that calcium plays as a second
messenger in cell signaling processes highlights its importance in a wide range of cellular
activities and its fundamental importance to the sustenance of health. In addition to this
central role in the functioning of all cells, calcium also has a specific role in the conduction
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of action potentials along nerves and in the coupling of excitation and contraction in striated
and cardiac muscle. Since the skeleton contains most of the total body calcium (1–2 kg), it
is this compartment that compensates for any reduction in extracellular calcium and does
so at the expense of bone mineral.

Consequently, it is the tension between the requirements of separate body compartments
that sets the scene for the importance of calcium nutrition in the prevention and treatment
of many of the causes of osteoporosis. In light of these issues, the principal focus of this
chapter will be the mechanisms regulating extracellular calcium levels and how these affect
bone structure and function resulting in osteoporosis.

Calcium deficiency as a cause of loss of skeletal structures has been recognized for years
(1). However, the complexity and efficiency of the systems, defending both extracellular
calcium and the mechanical aspects of the skeleton, have led to a lack of understand-
ing of the important role that deficient calcium nutrition plays in the development of
various causes of osteoporosis, in particular following gonadal failure. This chapter sets
out to review the mechanisms controlling calcium in the various body compartments and
how these interact to protect the skeleton from damage due to a low dietary calcium and
how these fail under the influence of gonadal hormone deficiency, intestinal and renal
disorders.

Overview of Organ Level Regulation of Calcium Homeostasis
At the tissue level, the principal organs involved in extracellular calcium homeostasis

are bone, gut, and kidney, as it is these structures that regulate the principal flow of cal-
cium into or out of the extracellular space (Fig. 1). It is critically important to realize
that calcium is continually cycling in and out of the bloodstream bathing these organs.
In the kidney 98% of the dialyzed calcium filtered at the glomerulus is reabsorbed, approx-
imating 150 mmol/day. In the bone, it can be calculated that 5–10 mmol/day of calcium
cycles into and out of the skeleton. In the bowel, calcium is secreted into the lumen as
part of the secretions from the exocrine pancreas, bile, and intestinal enterocyte amounting
to about 4 mmol/day. Food contributes about 20 mmol of calcium to intestinal calcium.
Approximately 7.0 mmol of calcium is absorbed and reabsorbed in the gut per day. Thus,
calcium is in a state of continuous flux into and out of these principal organs involved in
extracellular calcium homeostasis. Similarly, calcium is continually moving in and out of all
the cells of the body. Thus the critical issue in the control of this system is to regulate the rel-
ative activity of the various organs and cells in order to maintain a constant internal cellular
environment.

Overview of Cell Level Regulation of Calcium Homeostasis
A detailed understanding of cell biology is required in order to understand the principal

mechanisms involved in transmembrane calcium transportation (2). One of the unifying
concepts that will be addressed in this chapter is the similarity between the calcium trans-
port mechanisms in the kidney distal tubule, small intestinal epithelium, and bone cells.
These calcium transport mechanisms exist in all three areas to contend with the changing
need of the whole organism in order to adapt to times of calcium deprivation as competently
as at times of calcium sufficiency.
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Fig. 1.

Cellular Proteins Involved in Calcium Transport
The transcellular, diffusional-active transport of calcium reabsorption in the kidney and

intestine involves three separate components at the subcellular level (Fig. 2).
First, calcium enters the cell across the apical plasma membrane mediated through dis-

crete calcium channels (3) characterized at the gene, mRNA, and protein levels as epithelial
calcium channel one (ECaC1) (4) and two (ECaC2) (5). Second, the presence of two intra-
cellular calcium-binding proteins, appropriately termed calbindin proteins, are thought to
expedite transcellular calcium movement and prompt delivery to the opposing, basolateral
membrane (6). Lastly, calcium efflux at the basolateral membrane occurs via two active
transport mechanisms on the basolateral membrane to subserve this purpose: the plasma
membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA) (7) and the Na+/Ca2+ (NCX) exchanger (8).

ECACS

ECaC1. The epithelial calcium channel is an 83 kDa 729 amino acid protein localized to
the apical membrane of enterocytes and distal tubule cells (4). There are a variety of alter-
nate names for this protein including transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily
V, member 5 (TrpV5); osm-9-like TRP channel 3 (OTRPC3); and calcium transport protein
2 (CaT2).
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Comparison of calcium transport in the kidney distal
tubule, intestine and osteoblast

Fig. 2.

ECaC2. ECaC2 also known as transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily
V, member 6 (TrpV6) and calcium transport protein 1 (CaT1) has 727 amino acids (5).
Both are found on chromosome 7. The proteins contain six transmembrane domains with
the putative calcium transport region occurring between transmembrane domains five and
six. Both combine in tetramers to facilitate calcium transport and both bind calbindins and
possibly calmodulin (9). In the rat, ECaC1 is expressed at higher concentration in the kidney
while ECaC2 is more highly expressed in the intestine; however not only is there evidence
of co-expression in the same cell, but also evidence that they may be co-expressed in the
same calcium channel structure (10).

CALBINDINS

Calbindin-D28K. It is a 28 kDa cytoplasmic protein of approximately 261 amino acid
residues. It is a member of the EF-hand helix-loop-helix protein family that binds calcium
with high affinity. Each molecule has six high-affinity calcium-binding sites although only
four are active (11). The distribution of calbindin-D28K has been shown to be widespread in
mammalian tissue. In addition to classical transport tissue including the distal convoluted
tubule and collecting duct of the kidney, the intestinal enterocyte in some species, and the
osteoblast, calbindin-D28K expression has also been found in neurons, in pancreatic islet
cells, and in testes.

Calbindin-D9K. It is another high-affinity calcium-binding protein containing two EF-
hand structures. It has little sequence homology with calbindin-D28K, consisting of about 79
amino acid residues and two high-affinity calcium-binding sites (11). The tissue distribution
of calbindin-D9K has similarities to that of calbindin-D28K except that it is more highly
expressed in the intestine than calbindin-D28K.
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PMCAS

At least four different genes code for the pump (PMCA1-4), and post-transcriptional
modification of each primary gene transcript produces distinct isoforms which create an
even greater diversity of functional consequences (12,13). PMCAs are members of the
P-type ATPase family, are calmodulin dependent, and form phosphorylated intermediates.
Calmodulin affinity chromatography was the first method utilized to separate and purify
PMCA (13). The PMCAs consists of a single 130–140kDa polypeptide chain with around
75% identical amino acids recognized between each isoform. The amino acid residues
which are near identical or similar between each isoform are not scattered throughout the
polypeptide chain but are restricted to several highly conserved regions within the protein
(14). The site of ATP binding and the site of phosphorylation represent two of these highly
conserved regions.

NCXS

The Na+/Ca2+ (NCX) exchanger (8) has three isoforms. It is a secondary active transport
protein which uses the electrochemical gradient produced by sodium ATPase activity to
move calcium across the basolateral membrane (15). Although NCX is particularly abun-
dant in cells that handle large fluxes of calcium across their membranes such as contractile
and neuronal cells, in the regulation of calcium transport across the kidney and intestine
only NCX1 has been identified. It is a 970 amino acid protein with a primary structure that
contains 11 transmembrane spanning regions and a large cytoplasmic loop between trans-
membrane segments 6 and 7. The orientation of NCX is determined by the predominance
of two inwardly directed electrochemical gradients generated by plasma membrane sodium
and calcium pumps.

Regulation of Calcium Transport
PTH AND VITAMIN D

In light of the fact that three organs are intimately involved in extracellular calcium reg-
ulation, it is clear that endocrine regulation plays a leading role in coordinating responses
to calcium excess or deficiency. Two hormones, PTH and calcitriol, play a major role
in regulating extracellular calcium concentrations on a minute-to-minute basis (Fig. 3).
For example, if the dietary calcium intake is reduced, the coordinated action of PTH
and calcitriol causes increased absorption of calcium from the bowel, urine, and bone
compartments to correct the extracellular deficit (16).

By feedback regulation between themselves, they influence the relative levels of the two
hormones and work in a coordinated way to influence the movement of calcium across
membranes in the bowel, kidney, or bone to maintain the calcium concentrations in the
extracellular compartment. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is regulated by the concentration
of calcium in the extracellular fluid via a G protein-linked calcium receptor in the membrane
of parathyroid hormone cells and proximal tubule cells of the kidney, the calcium-sensing
receptor (17), and thus may play the lead sensing and activation role in correcting calcium
deficits.
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GONADAL HORMONES

Estrogen deficiency plays a central role in the development of postmenopausal osteo-
porosis and also has an important role in male osteoporosis (18), and there is a prima
facie case for the involvement of estrogen in the regulation of calcium transport across
membranes either directly or indirectly. As indicated in the previous paragraphs there is
evidence that estrogen is important in determining the rate of flux of calcium into and out
of the bone, kidney tubule, and bowel lumen and thus can indirectly determine circulating
concentrations of PTH and calcitriol (19).

The role of estrogen deficiency appears to be involved in the release of calcium from
specific skeletal sites, particularly those with trabecular bone. It is possible that the physi-
ological connection between estrogen deficiency and skeletal calcium mobilization relates
to supply of calcium for lactation (20). Parallels with avian species are appropriate in that
medullary bone formation, a prominent source of calcium supply for the eggshell, is thought
to be dependent on estrogen for its development .

In light of evidence that estrogen deficiency is a critical determinant of male osteoporo-
sis, it is likely that similar factors may be operating in the male (18).

CALCIUM

Calcium itself has been shown to regulate calcium transport in the kidney and osteoclast
via a short-loop feedback system involving the calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR) located
along the renal tubule and on the surface of the mature osteoclast. Mutations within the
CaSR are of course the genetic basis for familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia (FHH).
In addition CaSR is the primary regulatory protein controlling PTH production in the
parathyroid gland (21).
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Relevance to Osteoporosis
Abnormal calcium transport plays a role in the etiology of a variety of causes of osteo-

porosis including estrogen and testosterone deficiency, vitamin D deficiency, intestinal
malabsorption, and hypercalciuria-related osteoporosis. These disorders are usually more
serious in the presence of genetically determined low-peak bone mass which may occa-
sionally affect the calcium homeostatic system. For example, there are data to implicate
variation in the vitamin D receptor gene leading to reduced intestinal calcium absorption
and possibly a predisposition to osteoporosis (22).

THE ROLE OF THE KIDNEY IN EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM BALANCE

Physiology of Calcium Handling in the Nephron
The kidneys filter approximately 100–200 mmol of calcium per 24 h of which about 98%

is reabsorbed. Because of the high rate at which calcium is cycling across the renal tubular
membrane, it is possible for subtle variations in the rate of reabsorption to have profound
effects on the extracellular calcium balance. Approximately 70% of calcium reabsorption
occurs in the proximal tubule (23) and is largely passive, voltage-dependent, and associated
with active reabsorption of sodium, glucose, and other solutes.

There is evidence that three dietary constituents influence renal calcium excretion. These
are sodium chloride, protein, and food acid. The overall effect on skeletal calcium depends
on the ability of the intestine to increase calcium absorption and thus maintain calcium
balance without requiring increased bone resorption. Sodium competes with calcium for
reabsorption in the proximal and distal tubule as demonstrated by the association between
sodium excretion and calcium excretion (24). These data seem specific for sodium chloride
as other sodium salts, such as bicarbonate or citrate, do not increase renal calcium excretion
(25,26). In a 2-year, prospective, epidemiological study of the effects of sodium intake on
bone mass in elderly postmenopausal women, higher sodium intake was associated with a
greater degree of bone loss (27). In the same cohort, high calcium intake prevented bone
loss and the interaction of both minerals predicted the change in bone mass better than
either alone.

Dietary protein intake increases renal calcium excretion (28,29). The protein effect may
increase glomerular filtration rate; however, the effect appears to be related to excretion
of fixed organic acid as a result of protein metabolism of sulfur-containing amino acids,
in particular. Certainly the effect can be reversed by increasing alkali intake at the same
time (30). In population studies of the effects of dietary intake in renal calculi, there
was no excess risk of protein intakes over 76 g/day compared to intakes under 42 g/day
(31). In old age there is evidence that a protein supplement will improve bone density
and clinical outcomes after hip fracture (32). In postmenopausal women there is a posi-
tive association between protein intake and IGF1 levels (33) and protein intake and bone
mass (34).

The effect of alkali to reduce renal calcium excretion is well described and has been
attributed to effects on bone resorption and renal calcium excretion (35,36). The primary
effect is uncertain and indeed it is likely that effects on both bone and kidney may be linked
as a method of buffering excess food acid.
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Cell Biology of Renal Epithelial Transport
The specific mechanism of transcellular calcium transport in the kidney distal tubule

involves the ECaC, the calbindins, and PMCA and NCX.

ECAC1

An apical influx channel in the distal kidney tubule (ECaC1) has been characterized,
although it is unknown whether this channel is hormonally regulated (4).

CALBINDIN D28K AND CALBINDIN D9K

Two other calcium transporters exist within the cytosol of the epithelial cells lining the
distal kidney tubule and were named according to their cellular mass as calbindin D28K and
calbindin D9K (37). While hypercalciuria develops in the calbindin D28K knockout mouse,
circulating serum calcium levels are maintained due to the fact that both D28K and D9K
play a role in renal calcium transport (38). Chronic metabolic acidosis has also been noted
to increase calbindin D28K expression in rat kidney distal tubule (39).

NCX1

NCX is expressed on the basolateral membrane of the kidney distal tubule (40–42).
Stimulation of the Na+–H+ antiporter in the distal kidney tubule by calbindin D28K, which
reduces intracellular sodium and may consequently increase calcium transport, highlights
one mechanism that may explain how calbindin D28K may influence NCX1 activity in this
cell (43).

PMCA

PMCA is expressed on the basolateral membrane of the kidney distal tubule in conjunc-
tion with NCX (37,42). The availability of isogene-specific antibodies to PMCA confirmed
results of earlier immunohistochemical studies with the detection of PMCA1 and PMCA4
but not PMCA2 and PMCA3 isogenes in human kidney crude plasma membranes using
polyclonal antibodies specific for each of the four isogenes of PMCA (44). This finding
was verified using crude microsomal preparations from human kidney and monoclonal
antibodies to PMCA1, PMCA4a, and PMCA4b (45). Thus, all four transport proteins
probably act in a coordinated fashion to regulate calcium excretion in the distal kidney
tubule.

Regulation of Renal Calcium Transport
It is clear that the kidney is a vital part of the regulation of extracellular calcium in

humans. However, the exact mechanisms whereby this occurs have proved difficult to char-
acterize because of the complexity of the interacting systems. It has of course been essential
to undertake most of the work in non-primate species. In view of the species variation,
it is difficult to categorically extend the data to humans. Finally, the nutritional and hor-
monal status pertaining to the experimental situation is not always specified, again making
extrapolation difficult.
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CALCITRIOL

ECaC 1 and 2, PMCA1b, calbindin D28K, and calbindin D9K are all upregulated by
calcitriol (46). Vitamin D deficiency has no effect on NCX1 activity indicating that this
transporter is unlikely to be regulated by vitamin D (47). While several isoforms of PMCA
exist within the kidney, only one isoform (PMCA1b) appears to be hormonally respon-
sive. PMCA1b is regulated by calcitriol in rabbit and bovine distal kidney tubule cells
(48–50), and it is probably this effect that accounts for the increased calcium reabsorption
demonstrable in calcitriol-treated vitamin D-deficient rabbits (47).

The mechanism for activation of PMCA probably involves calbindin D28K and calbindin
D9K, both of which are upregulated by calcitriol in the chick (51), rat (52), and mouse (53),
probably by transcriptional regulation (54).

PTH

Regulation by parathyroid hormone (PTH) and cAMP occurs predominantly in the dis-
tal tubule (55). Within the kidney distal tubule, NCX1 has been shown to be the primary
mechanism by which PTH modulates renal calcium reabsorption (56). Phospholipase D
and protein kinase C are involved in PTH-induced calcium reabsorption in the distal kidney
tubule (57).

ESTROGEN

Estrogen increases calbindin D28K expression in rat kidney indicating a possible com-
mon mechanism of hormonal regulation in the kidney (58). Recent studies in our laboratory
have shown that distal kidney tubule PMCA is also directly regulated by estrogen and
testosterone in vitro (59). In postmenopausal women the effect size of estrogen on renal
calcium excretion is similar to PTH (60). A recent review discusses these issues in relation
to renal physiology (61).

CALCIUM

Renal calcium handling is regulated by the CaSR within various locations along the
renal tubule (62,63). Paracellular and transcellular calcium transport in the cortical ascend-
ing limb is regulated by the extracellular ionized calcium concentration that acts via the
CaSR (64).

THE ROLE OF THE INTESTINE IN EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM
BALANCE

The Physiology of Calcium Handling in the Intestine
In the adult human, 40–90% of the calcium consumed each day is excreted in feces

and 10–60% is absorbed by the intestine. Three processes determine the overall role of the
intestine in calcium balance. These are dietary calcium consumption, intestinal secretions
containing calcium, and intestinal calcium absorption. It is not sufficiently recognized that
calcium is entering the bowel not only from dietary consumption but also from pancreatic,
bile, and enterocyte secretions into the intestine. The secreted calcium from these latter
sources, which is not reabsorbed, is entitled the endogenous fecal calcium. It is important
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to note that under conditions of low calcium intake, it is possible to excrete more calcium
in the feces from pancreatic, bile, and enterocyte secretions than is consumed in the diet.
Further, it is claimed that the magnitude of the endogenous fecal calcium is equivalent to
the urine calcium in perimenopausal women (65). Under these circumstances the individual
will be in negative calcium balance in the bowel compartment. Net calcium absorption is
the difference between the net amount of calcium consumed and the amount excreted as
fecal calcium excretion. True calcium absorption takes into account the amount of calcium
secreted into the intestine.

There are several known determinants of intestinal calcium secretion. In women these
include dietary phosphate intake (66) and oophorectomy in rats (67). However, the exact
site of the action of these determinants or indeed the direct effects of calcitropic hormones
on intestinal calcium secretion is unknown.

Gut calcium absorption is determined first by the intraluminal concentration of calcium
achieved at various points in the bowel and second by gut wall factors determining absorp-
tion efficiency, including the vitamin D status. The actual site of calcium absorption in the
bowel varies depending on the magnitude of the calcium load in the food and on its rate of
transit through the bowel. In general, 95% of calcium absorption occurs in the small bowel.
Duodenal absorption, although having the highest rate of active absorption, is not the most
important site for calcium absorption on a quantitative basis, except at very low calcium
intakes. This is because the time that calcium resides within the duodenum is relatively
short.

Intestinal Factors Affecting Intestinal Calcium Absorption
LACTOSE

In normal subjects lactose increases calcium absorption from 22 to 36% (68). However,
in patients with lactose intolerance, lactose will itself induce a reduction in calcium absorp-
tion of about 5% (68). This may be due to the osmotic effects of the lactose reducing the
effective concentration of calcium within the bowel (69). The connection between lactose
intolerance and osteoporotic fracture would appear to be due to a reduced calcium intake
associated with avoidance of milk products (70,71).

FIBER

High-fiber diets have been recommended for various benefits on the bowel and car-
diovascular system. Studies that have examined the effects of these diets on calcium
consumption have not found any significant deleterious effects, at least from moderate con-
sumption of fiber-containing foods (72). However, at high-fiber intakes, calcium retention
is reduced from 25 to 19% (73).

ACHLORHYDRIA

It has been shown that in achlorhydric individuals the absorption of calcium when
administered as calcium carbonate is less than when administered as calcium citrate. This
differential absorption is abolished if the calcium is taken with food (74). Certainly, in terms
of preventing bone loss, calcium lactate gluconate has identical effects to milk powder that
contains the same amount of calcium (75,76).
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Mechanisms of Intestinal Calcium Absorption
The absorption of calcium occurs by transcellular and paracellular mechanisms. In gen-

eral, the paracellular route is considered to be unregulated, although there is some evidence
that vitamin D can stimulate the non-saturable phase of calcium transport (77,78). The
driving force behind the paracellular route of calcium uptake is thought to be mediated
by the concentration gradient and solvent drag. Paracellular movement of calcium takes
place throughout the length of the intestine and may account for two-thirds of calcium
flux in the rat intestine. In the human, passive paracellular absorption appears to have an
absorption efficiency of about 15%. Thus, at high dietary intakes, it may be possible to sup-
ply sufficient calcium to maintain extracellular homeostasis from this source. Paracellular
movement favors absorption in the duodenum, with paracellular calcium secretion occur-
ring in the jejunum and ileum indicating that net calcium absorption is determined by
transcellular mechanisms as well as the net difference between paracellular absorption and
secretion (78,79). There are two mechanisms of transcellular transport: active transport and
transcellular vesicular transport termed transcaltachia (80).

Cell Biology of Intestinal Epithelial Transport
As in the kidney active transport in the enterocyte involves ECaCs, calbindins, NCX1,

and PMCA

ECAC

In contrast to the kidney it appears that in mammals in the bowel ECaC2 (CaT1) mRNA
is expressed at higher concentrations than ECaC1 transcript (81). The ECaC1 null allele
mouse hyperabsorbs calcium from the intestine suggesting that ECaC1 is not an essential
component of this physiological activity (82).

CALBINDIN

In the human calbindin D9K but not calbindin D28K is expressed within the proximal
small intestine and exhibits a similar expression profile as PMCA1b (83).

NCX1

NCX1 activity has been shown in the intestine in both rats (84) and humans (85).

PMCA

A careful study of rat and human enterocytes has shown that PMCA1 is the predom-
inant transcript especially in the duodenum (86). However, at least in the rat, PMCA1b
activity declines with age (87). Both NCX1 and PMCA1 activities have been reported in
human small bowel enterocyte preparations (85). In the Hildman study (84) which utilized
basolateral membrane preparations, PMCA1b had the predominant calcium translocation
activity compared to NCX1, suggesting that PMCA1b is the more important mechanism
for translocation of calcium in the intestine.
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Regulation of Intestinal Calcium Transport
PTH has no direct effect on intestinal calcium transport. It does of course have a potent

regulatory effect on the renal production of calcitriol which itself has a potent feedback
inhibitory effect on PTH synthesis.

CALCITRIOL

Transcellular calcium transport is stimulated by calcitriol, thus there is evidence that
calcitriol stimulates all three proteins involved in calcium transport in the intestine.

ECaC1 and 2 are both regulated by calcitriol in the rat (46). Support for calcitriol control
of ECaC2 in the male human duodenum but not in female elderly human duodenum has
been published (88). Clearly these findings raise the possibility that circulating estrogen
levels may play a role in ECaC2 expression in females.

Calbindin D9K expression correlates with serum calcitriol in animals (89) and humans
(90). Post-transcriptional reduction in degradation of calbindin D9K appears to be quantita-
tively more important than transcriptional regulation in the rat (91). There is also evidence
that transcription may be reduced with aging in the rat (89). PMCA1b activity and mRNA
expression are stimulated by calcitriol in the rat (87).

A rapid stimulation of calcium transport (transcaltachia) by a non-genomic action of
calcitriol has been described (92). In this process calcium uptake into lysosomes at the
apical membrane is stimulated, with subsequent delivery to the basolateral membrane and
a time course in the order of 30 min at least in the chicken (93).

GONADAL HORMONES

Studies in animals confirm that estrogen increases duodenal calcium transport, indepen-
dent of any effect on serum calcitriol (94). The genes involved in this action have now been
characterized and include the expected candidates. However the principal effect was on
ECaC2 mRNA expression (95) with no effect on VDR expression.

These data support calcium absorption studies in women that show a reduction in
calcium absorption at menopause (96,97) corrected by estrogen (98).

CALCIUM

Although the calcium-sensing receptor has been reported to be present in the rat intestine
(99), its role on calcium homeostasis is uncertain. Interestingly, evidence that feeding with
calcium can induce a short-term increase in calbindin D9K has been presented (100).

ROLE OF BONE IN EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM BALANCE

Although it is universally agreed that the skeleton plays a vital role in extracellular cal-
cium homeostasis, the exact mechanisms underlying this role remain controversial. There
are two concepts that are not necessarily in opposition. First, some consider that calcium
exit from and entry into the skeleton occurs across the bone extracellular fluid surfaces,
perhaps mediated by physicochemical forces, a bone membrane, and/or bone-lining cells
in contact with bone. Second and more widely accepted, calcium transport out of and into
the bone via the cells involved in the basic multicellular unit, the osteoclast and osteoblast,
is considered to be the principal method by which calcium exits or enters the skeleton.
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The next problem is that unlike the intestine and kidney where it is absorption of calcium
into the extracellular space that is considered to be regulated, in bone there is clearly two-
way traffic of calcium into and out of the bone.

The Physiology of Calcium Transport Across Bone Surfaces
The concept that the mechanism by which bone plays a role in extracellular calcium

homeostasis related to a physicochemical balance between bone and extracellular fluid
(ECF) was developed in the 1950s. It suggests that bone surfaces, without the intervention
of lining cells, play a direct regulatory role in calcium homeostasis by virtue of the solubil-
ity product balance between bone and ECF (101). The problem that bone was observed to
be a very large sink for calcium with a much lower solubility product than ECF was coun-
tered by an argument that osteonectin and osteocalcin covering the bone could maintain the
supersaturation of the ECF in relation to calcium and provide a “buffering” capacity for
calcium at the bone surface (102).

Physiology of Calcium Transport Across Osteoblast/Lining Cells
The bone membrane model in which bone-lining cells play a role in calcium regulation

is based on histological and ultrastructural evidence for the presence of a bone-lining cell
layer made up of cells which probably arise from the osteoblast cell lineage (103,104). As
a result of tracer calcium-45 studies combined with histological studies, this layer is postu-
lated to play a role in the maintenance of extracellular calcium homeostasis and could be
modified by hormonal regulators involved in extracellular calcium homeostasis, including
PTH and calcitonin (103,105,106). The lining cell concept has also been tied in with the
physicochemical concept such that the surface area of the bone available for regulation of
extracellular calcium is controlled by the amount of surface covered by cells (107).

The Physiology of Calcium Transport in the Basic Multicellular Unit
Bone structure can be divided into two types: trabecular and cortical bone. Each of

these structures undergoes remodeling in which osteoclast-mediated bone resorption is fol-
lowed by osteoblast-mediated bone formation. The combination of the osteoclast-induced
Howship’s lacunae and the consequent osteoblast-mediated bone formation to refill the
resorption pit comprises the two components that define the basic multicellular unit (BMU).
The physiological rationale for the need for constant remodeling relates to removal of stress
fractures (108) in old bone and is also one of the physiological bases for the maintenance
of extracellular calcium homeostasis.

Calcium re-entry into the skeleton occurs at the time of new bone formation by plump
osteoblasts associated with the BMU. The mechanism of extracellular calcification in the
newly formed osteoid is still uncertain but may require the transport of calcium into the
area to allow the formation of hydroxyapatite during the mineralization lag time. Thus
calcium transport in the BMU consists of two major components: calcium transport out of
the bone under the influence of osteoclastic bone resorption and calcium transport into the
bone across the osteoblast to allow for the deposition of hydroxyapatite on the collagen
molecule.
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The BMU may itself have a localized environment in light of data that a vascular space
enclosed by a syncytium of osteoblast-like cells has been observed microscopically in
relation to the BMU such that it may form a closed system (109,110).

Cell biology of Calcium Transport in Bone – Osteoclasts and Osteoblasts
OSTEOCLASTS

The mechanism of osteoclast-mediated bone resorption is dependent on developing a
low pH in the sub-osteoclastic lacuna to allow dissolution of the hydroxyapatite. This is
undertaken by forming hydrogen ions under the action of carbonic anhydrase type II in the
cytoplasm and pumping them into the sealed sub-osteoclastic lacuna (111,112). Transport
of organic and inorganic bone breakdown products to the extracellular fluid occurs by
vesicular transcytosis across the cell from the sealed bone resorption pit (113). However it
appears that such vesicular transcytosis may not be the physiological basis for the transport
of calcium (114), raising the possibility that the osteoclast uses similar molecular machinery
as other calcium transport cells.

In a series of elegant experiments, the proteins associated with transcellular calcium
transport in the intestine and kidney (ECaC1, calbindin D9K and D28K, NCX1, and
PMCA1b) have been shown to be present in human and mouse osteoclasts (115). NCX
transcripts have also been found within the plasma membrane of mouse osteoclasts both
on the bone and ECF surfaces, providing a potential pathway for transcellular cytoplasmic
transport (116). PMCA has been localized within the chick osteoclast principally on the
ECF surface where it may play a role on pumping calcium out of the cell (117).

OSTEOBLAST/LINING CELLS

Review of most of the studies of osteoblast-like cells shows that it is difficult to differen-
tiate cells forming bone in the multicellular unit from those active on bone surfaces without
prior resorption or indeed quiescent lining cells. It is now clear that four proteins involved
in calcium transport, NCX1, PMCA1b, calbindin D9K, and calbindin D28K, are expressed
within the osteoblast, consistent with the notion that the osteoblast plays a direct role in cal-
cium transport in bone. Interestingly, to date ECaC1 has not been found in osteoblast-like
cells.

These data provide possible mechanisms for the role of the osteoblast or osteoblast-like
cells in calcium transport into and out of the skeleton to support calcification of osteoid or
to provide calcium for the extracellular compartment, including control of the life cycle of
the cells by an effect on apoptosis. The role of the osteoblast in calcium homeostasis may
be independent of the role that the osteoblast plays in the maintenance of skeletal integrity
or in bone remodeling.

Calbindin D28K and Calbindin D9K. These have been identified in rat osteoblasts (118).
The role of these molecules remains unclear with evidence that a primary role may be to
suppress apoptosis of osteoblasts or as a calcium buffer rather than in calcium transport
(119).

PMCA1b. It is expressed on the apical plasma membrane of osteoblast-like cells
(117,120), in contrast to the intestine and kidney distal tubule where it is expressed on
the basolateral membrane.
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NCX1. It is localized to the basolateral membrane of the avian osteoblast (121,122).
Inhibition of NCX1 has been shown to impair mineralization of bone formed by cultured
primary osteoblasts suggesting an important role for this protein in this process (122).

Regulation of Bone Cell Activity in Relation to Extracellular Calcium
Homeostasis

Although a large number of factors influence the activity of osteoclasts and osteoblasts
and thus may influence the calcium transport into and out of the skeleton, the main ones
are PTH, calcitriol, and estrogen. These work together to optimize both the mechanical and
extracellular calcium homeostasis of the skeleton during normal and reproductive life. The
mechanisms surrounding the action of these hormones on bone cells are still the subject of
a huge research effort involving the study of the production, activity, and longevity of the
cells of the bone. There is also evidence of a short-loop regulatory effect of extracellular
calcium on bone cell activity.

The complexities of the regulation of the overall balance between osteoclast-mediated
release of calcium from bone and osteoblast-mediated uptake of calcium into bone in
the BMU in relation to maintenance of extracellular calcium homeostasis have not been
elucidated (123). The complexities will be considerable, as there are likely to be site-
specific effects modulating the overall balance between bone and calcium accretion and
dissolution. These site-specific effects will include mechanical effects and the presence of
microdamage.

OSTEOCLASTS

Physiological evidence in favor of the importance of osteoclastic activity in calcium
homeostasis relates to the action of bisphosphonates which are considered to reduce osteo-
clast activity rather than alter the physicochemical balance between bone and extracellular
fluid. In osteoporosis, osteomalacia, and Paget’s disease, bisphosphonates may induce
either marked hypocalcemia or secondary hyperparathyroidism (124–126). Calcitonin also
plays a direct role in reducing osteoclast activity. However, the importance of this hormone
in extracellular calcium homeostasis in humans is uncertain, nor does it play a role in the
development of osteoporosis (127).

PTH and Calcitriol. In light of the fact that neither PTH/PTHrP nor vitamin D receptors
have been found in mature osteoclasts, it is unlikely that these regulators directly influence
osteoclast activity but rather influence the supply of new active osteoclasts to resorption
sites. There is a considerable literature on this issue which is covered in other chapters.

One of the potential weaknesses of the concept that the early effect of PTH to increase
plasma calcium depends on increasing osteoclastic bone resorption relates to evidence that
injected PTH has a demonstrable effect to increase plasma calcium within 4 h (128). If the
osteoclast is to play a role in this effect, differentiation of osteoclast precursors into mature
bone resorbing osteoclasts would have to occur in this time frame.

Estrogen. In epidemiological terms estrogen deficiency is clearly the most potent factor
associated with net transport of calcium out of the skeleton (19). This is considered to occur
as a result of an increase in the activation frequency of initiation of BMUs with a consequent
increase in osteoclast activity compared to osteoblast activity (129). As with PTH/PTHRP
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and vitamin D receptors, the evidence that estrogen receptors are found on mature human
osteoclasts is controversial (130).

Calcium. There is evidence that osteoclast activity is directly inhibited by high extra-
cellular calcium concentrations, perhaps by inducing apoptosis (131). There are at least
two putative mechanisms whereby osteoclast activity could be regulated by calcium. There
is some evidence for direct regulation of osteoclast resorptive activity via a membrane
ryanodine receptor (132). There is also evidence for mRNA expression for the classi-
cal calcium-sensing receptor present in the parathyroid and kidney in mature osteoclasts
and osteoclast precursors (133,134). This may allow extracellular calcium sensing by the
osteoclast, which may regulate the differentiation and apoptosis of osteoclasts (135).

In conclusion apart from a possible direct effect of ECF calcium on osteoclast-mediated
resorption of bone calcium, the various calcitropic hormones are considered to have their
effects by control of osteoclast differentiation or apoptosis.

OSTEOBLASTS

PTH and Calcitriol. Human osteoblasts have receptors for calcitriol and PTH. Calcitriol
upregulates calbindin D28K protein expression in chick bone and human osteoblasts
(136,137), which may play a role in the mineralization of matrix. The effect of calcitriol
on PMCA1b has been recently studied in osteoblast-like cells (ROS 17/2.8) and in accord
with the kidney distal tubule and intestinal enterocyte, PMCA1b is upregulated by cal-
citriol (49,50). These effects are consistent with the concept that calcitriol acts to increase
the calcium supply to the basolateral side of the osteoblast, which is in contact with the cal-
cifying bone matrix. Nevertheless, bone mineralization can occur in the absence of vitamin
D or calcitriol as shown by experiments in 1-hydroxylase or vitamin D receptor knockout
animals rescued with a high intake of calcium (138).

Finally, calcitriol and PTH have been reported to downregulate NCX1 expression (139),
which may indicate a mechanism for a negative effect on bone mineralization consistent
with an effect of both agents to maintain extracellular calcium under certain circumstances
(see also Chapter 21).

Estrogen. Human osteoblasts have receptors for estrogen (130). The role of estrogen
in relation to the osteoblast has been shown to increase activity and possibly number of
osteoblasts and thus to increase bone formation, particularly in the medullary area of the
metaphysis (140,141) via estrogen receptor alpha (142) (see also Chapter 14).

INTEGRATION OF CALCIUM HOMEOSTASIS

In summarizing the data discussed so far, several issues are worthy of more detailed con-
sideration. The similarities in the regulation of calcium transport mechanisms (viz. ECaC1,
calbindin D28K, calbindin D9K, PMCA1b, and NCX1) in the kidney, intestine, and bone and
evidence that these are regulated by similar hormonal factors suggests that current concepts
of regulation of calcium homeostasis by PTH and calcitriol are correct. However, detailed
understanding of the effect of endocrine regulators on each part of the Ca2+ transport sys-
tem and how this relates to the optimization of calcium availability in the ECF and bone is
still unclear.
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Catabolic Effects of PTH and Calcitriol
Interestingly, the localization of PMCA1 on the basolateral or apical membrane differs

among organs. In the intestine and kidney it is on the basolateral membrane facing the ECF,
while in the osteoclast and osteoblast it is on the apical membrane again facing the ECF.
Thus this transporter is ideally located to maintain ECF calcium when stimulated by either
PTH or calcitriol or both. These two hormones have the most urgent role in calcium home-
ostasis to maintain ECF calcium. The role of NCX1 is a little more complicated because in
the intestine and kidney, it plays an important role in increasing ECF calcium where it is
stimulated by both PTH and calcitriol. In the osteoblast, however, it is located on the bone
matrix side of the cell, where its role in calcium transport is unclear.

Anabolic Effects of PTH and Calcitriol
It is clear from much cell, animal, and human data that both hormones play a role in

skeletal regeneration. Defining mechanisms whereby PTH and calcitriol may have both
a destructive and an anabolic effect on the skeleton has proven difficult. However, at a
conceptual level there is a way in which these two aspects of calcium regulatory hormone
action could be harmonized.

One of the principal roles of the BMU may be to allow for the possibility of regenera-
tion of bone calcium lost during periods of low calcium intake at the precise site of prior
bone resorption. The mechanism for this is the recognized linkage of bone formation to
osteoclastic bone resorption within the BMU. Because calcium is cycling in and out of the
skeleton on a continuous basis, if the individual is in calcium balance the amount of bone
removed by osteoclastic bone resorption will be matched by the amount of bone replaced
by osteoblastic bone formation. However, during episodes of calcium deprivation, there is
a temporary imbalance in which bone resorption exceeds formation, thus releasing calcium
into the circulation (143). During high calcium intakes, the bone hydroxyapatite deficit is
replaced by a relative increase in mineralized bone deposition. This constitutes an elegant
mechanism for smoothing out the intermittent demands on the skeleton for calcium during
periods of dietary calcium deficiency without seriously impairing the mechanical function
of the bone. This is because bone is replaced exactly at the site it has been removed from
ready to be available for the next episode of calcium deficiency.

ESTROGENS AND ANDROGENS

Although it is clear that estrogens and androgens do not play a regulatory role in the
maintenance of extracellular calcium, they clearly play a major role in the development and
maintenance of skeletal mass to allow effective reproduction. An essential part of this is
supply of calcium to mineralizing sites during bone growth and regeneration. In addition,
reduction in estrogen levels during lactation subserves an increase in the formation and sur-
vival of osteoclasts while reducing its anabolic effect on osteoblasts to increase the supply
of bone calcium for lactation (see Chapters 14 and 16).

CALCIUM

In addition to the calcium regulatory factors outlined above, calcium itself is an important
regulator of ECF calcium both via effects on PTH secretion and via effects on the kidney
and osteoclast as outlined above. Thus there is a second line of defense of ECF calcium as
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demonstrated by the fact that low ECF calcium in hypoparathyroidism is compatible with
life. Presumably, the kidney and osteoclast CaSRs play a role in the defense of ECF under
these circumstances.

CALCIUM PHYSIOLOGY AND THE CAUSATION OF BONE DISEASE

Osteoporosis or Osteomalacia
There is still disagreement about the effects of calcium deprivation on the skeletal struc-

ture. Irrespective of the cause of calcium deficiency, an unresolved question is whether
calcium deficiency produces osteoporosis, that is, “too little bone in the bone” but of normal
appearance under light microscopy or osteomalacia, that is, a delay in osteoid mineraliza-
tion that may give the appearance of excessive uncalcified osteoid protein. There are clear
data that in the growing skeleton, calcium deficiency alone without the additional effects
of vitamin D deficiency can result in osteomalacia (144). In the adult skeleton, because the
size of the “bone bank” of calcium is larger and the fact that there is an internal redistri-
bution of bone calcium from areas of less biomechanical importance under the influence
of relative secondary hyperparathyroidism (145), calcium deficiency usually results in less
bone within the bone. This internal economy of the skeleton is a critically important part
of the defense of extracellular calcium and bone structure in the face of calcium deficiency.
In this process calcium is resorbed from certain areas, in particular, the endocortical area to
be made available for defense of more critical mechanical structures.

Many causes of bone loss resulting in such a damaged skeletal structure are associated
with a negative whole body calcium balance although whether this is a primary or secondary
effect has been surprisingly controversial. If the primary cause of the bone loss is due to
mechanisms originating in the skeleton itself, then improvement in extracellular calcium
balance may only result in hypercalcemia. Thus treatment with calcium is only of value
where a reduction in calcium absorption in the intestine and reabsorption in the kidney is a
cause of bone loss rather than a result of bone loss.

Intestinal and Renal Disorders of Calcium Transport Resulting in Bone
Disorders

Malabsorptive Disorders. It is commonly present with bone or calcium disorders usu-
ally osteoporosis as diagnosed by bone mineral density (BMD) testing. It is important to
remember that BMD testing actually measures calcified bone so that if the results are low
this could be due to too little bone in the bone, osteoporosis, or reduced mineralization of
the bone, osteomalacia.

One of the best characterized of these disorders is celiac disease which is often not diag-
nosed until quite advanced because of the relatively subtle symptoms associated with the
disorder. In this disorder secondary hyperparathyroidism with appendicular skeleton osteo-
porosis is typical (146). The pathogenesis is of disordered intestinal calcium absorption
resulting in parathyroid overactivity to maintain extracellular calcium homeostasis. This
results in increased renal calcium reabsorption via the ECaC1, calbindin, and NCX1 in the
distal tubule. In bone increased osteoclast recruitment to areas of low biomechanical impor-
tance, the endocortical surfaces of long bones, occurs which then entrains increased release
of bone calcium.
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Hypercalciuria. It is a complex disorder (147) but has been related to low bone mass
in men and women (148). Sodium-induced increases in urine calcium have also been asso-
ciated with low bone mass in postmenopausal women (27) corrected in part by increased
dietary calcium. No clear biochemical mechanism for the association between high urine
calcium and low bone mass has been elucidated. Nevertheless, it would be reasonable to
consider that hypercalciuria can result in a negative calcium balance which may not be com-
pensated for by a sufficient increase in intestinal calcium absorption to protect the skeleton
against bone loss.

Age-Related Osteoporosis in Women
There is now good evidence that the bone loss occurring in women after the age of 65

is due to defects in intestinal calcium absorption and renal calcium reabsorption resulting
in increased resorption of bone calcium as a result of estrogen deficiency. It can partly be
corrected by calcium supplementation and vitamin D.

An outline of the physiological interactions important in the development of negative
calcium balance in aging is shown in Fig. 4. In essence, osteoporosis in these women could
be regarded as a bi-hormonal deficiency disorder in which the importance of estrogen defi-
ciency is most marked close to the menopause and in which vitamin D deficiency becomes
more important as renal function declines with age. The combined effects result in relative
secondary hyperparathyroidism inducing bone resorption and osteoporosis (19).

The principal causes of the decreased absorption of calcium with aging (149,150) are
the effects of decreased calcitriol and estrogen on the gut. In addition, there may be an
intrinsic age-related defect in the gut wall. The principal cause of the decreased reabsorption
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of calcium in the kidney is due to estrogen deficiency (19). The combined problem of
reduced intestinal calcium absorption and decreased renal calcium reabsorption results in a
negative extracellular calcium balance that results in increased bone resorption to maintain
the calcium concentration by an increase in PTH (151–153). The increased bone resorption
results in trabecular plate perforation and endocortical bone resorption.

Dietary Factors
A low calcium intake exacerbates the intestinal calcium absorptive defect and a high

salt intake exacerbates the renal calcium loss. Vitamin D deficiency due to lack of sun-
light exposure and poor dietary intake will also exacerbate the calcitriol deficiency and
impair gut calcium absorption. The data from randomized controlled trials of calcium sup-
plementation and vitamin D have supported this concept, with studies showing a reduction
in bone loss with increased calcium intake at all skeletal sites at which the bone density was
measured. The data from clinical trials of increased calcium intake on fracture rates have
been variable largely due to variable compliance with the supplements; however, those with
good compliance have shown beneficial effects of calcium (145) and calcium and vitamin
D (154) (see also Chapter 11).

Osteoblast Defect
An important defect in age-related osteoporosis is the defect in osteoblastic bone for-

mation that occurs with aging. In age-related osteoporosis, in addition to the potential for
relative extracellular calcium deficiency causing increased bone resorption and consequent
formation, there is also evidence for a specific age-related defect in bone formation associ-
ated with osteoblast senescence (129,155). Thus the bone formation function of the BMU
is deficient at a time when the increased remodeling, due to the negative extracellular cal-
cium balance, is most marked. Under these circumstances, the temporary effects of calcium
deprivation on the skeleton are converted into permanent bone loss. This may account for
the sensitivity of the aging skeleton rather than the younger skeleton to calcium deprivation.
These interrelated defects result in a critically weakened bone structure that is more likely
to fracture under normal daily stresses.

CONCLUSIONS

The basic mechanisms by which improvements in calcium balance prevent bone loss and
fracture are beginning to be elucidated. Cell biological and animal experiments indicate the
importance of calcium transport and highlight the significance of hormonal regulation of
calcium transport proteins. Clinical data in humans support the concept that in gonadal
deficiency, malabsorption, and hypercalciuria, it is appropriate to recommend calcium sup-
plementation. Where there is a significant risk of vitamin D deficiency, vitamin D should
also be administered (see Chapters 11, 12, and 13).
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CALCIUM AND THE ORIGINS OF LIFE ON EARTH

Calcium in the Biosphere
Calcium is the fifth most abundant element in the biosphere (after iron, aluminum, sil-

icon, and oxygen). It is the stuff of limestone and marble, coral and pearls, seashells and
eggshells, antlers, and bones. Because calcium salts exhibit intermediate solubility, calcium
is found both in solid form (rocks) and in solution. It was probably present in abundance
in the watery environment in which life first appeared. Today, seawater contains approx-
imately 10 mmol calcium per liter (approximately eight times higher than the calcium
concentration in the extracellular water of higher vertebrates). Even fresh waters, if they
support an abundant biota, typically contain calcium at concentrations of 1–2 mmol. In
most soils, calcium exists as an exchangeable cation in the soil colloids. It is taken up by
plants, whose parts typically contain from 0.1 to as much as 8.0% calcium. Generally, cal-
cium concentrations are highest in the leaves, lower in the stems and roots, and lowest in
the seeds.

Calcium–Protein Complexation and Life
Evolving life developed an intimate association with calcium, which is used both in the

operation of the most fundamental cell processes and for the coordination of the myriads
of cells and tissues that go to make up a complex organism. The calcium ion [Ca2+] has
an ionic radius of 0.99 Å and is able to form coordination bonds with up to 12 oxygen
atoms (1). The combination of these two features makes calcium nearly unique among all
cations in its ability to fit neatly into the folds of the peptide chain. By binding with the
oxygen atoms of glutamic and aspartic acid residues projecting off of the peptide back-
bone, calcium stiffens the protein molecule and fixes its tertiary structure. Magnesium and
strontium, which are chemically similar to calcium in the test tube, have different ionic
radii and do not bond so well with protein. Lead and cadmium ions, by contrast, substi-
tute quite well for calcium. In fact, lead binds to various calcium-binding proteins with
greater avidity than does calcium itself. (This property is probably a principal basis for lead
toxicity.)

Binding of calcium to various cell proteins results in activation of their unique functions
(2). These proteins range from those involved with cell movement and muscle contraction
to, for example, nerve transmission, glandular secretion, and cell division. In most of these
situations, calcium acts both as a signal transmitter from the outside of the cell to the inside
and as an activator of the functional proteins within. In fact, ionized calcium is the most
common signal transmitter in all of biology, operating in cells from bacteria all the way up
to the highly specialized tissues in the higher mammals.

Intracellular Calcium and Its Regulation
If all of the functional proteins of a cell were fully activated by calcium at the same

time, the cell would rapidly self-destruct. For that reason, cells must keep free calcium ion
concentrations in the cytosol at extremely low levels, typically on the order of 0.1 μmol.
This is 10,000-fold lower than the concentration of calcium ion ([Ca2+]) in the extracellular
water outside of the cell. Cells maintain this concentration gradient by a combination of
mechanisms: (a) a cell membrane with limited calcium permeability; (b) ion pumps which
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move calcium rapidly out of the cytosol, either to the outside of the cell or into storage
vesicles within the cell; and (c) a series of specialized proteins in the storage vesicles that
have no catalytic function in their own right, but which serve only to bind (and hence
sequester) large quantities of calcium. Low cytosolic [Ca2+] ensures that the various func-
tional proteins will remain dormant until the cell activates certain of them; and it does this
simply by letting [Ca2+] rise in critical cytosolic compartments.

CALCIUM IN THE HUMAN BODY

In land-living mammals, calcium accounts for 2–4% of gross body weight. A 60 kg
adult human female typically contains about 1000–1200 g (25–30 mol) of calcium in her
body. More than 99% of that total is in the bones and teeth. About 1 g is in the plasma
and extracellular fluid (ECF) bathing the cells and 6–8 g in the tissues themselves (mostly
sequestered in calcium storage vesicles inside of cells).

In the circulating blood, calcium concentration is typically 2.25–2.5 mmol. About
40–45% of this quantity is bound to plasma proteins, about 8–10% is complexed with ions
such as citrate, and about 45–50% is dissociated as free ions. In the ECF outside of the blood
vessels, total calcium concentration is on the order of 1.25 mmol/L. It is the ionic calcium
concentration ([Ca2+]) in the ECF which the cells perceive and which is tightly regulated
by the parathyroid, calcitonin, and vitamin D hormonal control systems (see below).

ECF [Ca2+] is one of nature’s great physiological constants, extending across the ver-
tebrate phylum (at least in healthy individuals of the species concerned). When elevations
of serum calcium occur in different physiological situations (such as during egg laying in
reptiles and birds), the elevation is always in the protein-bound fraction, not in the ionized
calcium concentration.

The ECF calcium serves two major groups of functions. It is the source of the calcium
that pours into the cells of many tissues at the point of their activation, thereby triggering
the specific cascade that produces tissue-specific cellular responses. Here, concentration
is critically important, and clinicians have long recognized that hyper- and hypocalcemia
are each associated with neuromuscular symptoms such as hypo- and hypertonia, conduc-
tion defects on electrocardiograms, and overt clinical symptoms such as constipation or
muscular spasms and rigidity.

Calcium Traffic
The second role of ECF calcium lies in the fact that its ions constitute the multidirec-

tional calcium “traffic,” i.e., calcium entering the circulation through absorption of dietary
calcium or resorption of bone calcium, and calcium leaving the blood in the process of
bone mineralization, or through excretory or cutaneous losses. Both sets of processes are
closely integrated in many complex ways, one of the more obvious of which is the fact that
the physiological apparatus regulating ECF [Ca2+] also affects the fluxes in and out of the
extracellular fluid.

Figure 1 depicts the calcium traffic entering and leaving the extracellular fluid in a
healthy adult and includes typical values for transfer rates. It is necessary to stress,
however, that the indicated values of these transfer rates are highly interdependent. The
individual processes will be considered briefly in the paragraphs that follow, but their
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Fig. 1. Principal routes of calcium entry into and exit from the extracelluar fluid of an adult human. Rates
are given in mmol/day and represent typical values. (TIC is total intestinal calcium from endogenous
sources, UDC is unabsorbed dietary calcium, and EFC is endogenous fecal calcium (to convert mmol to
mg, multiply by 40). (Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 1996. Used with permission.)

interrelationships can be briefly summarized with an example. When absorptive input from
the diet falls, bony resorption rises to offset the absorptive shortfall. This effect is produced
by an increased secretion of parathyroid hormone. The immediate consequences are main-
tenance of the extracellular [Ca2+] and an offsetting reduction (however small) of the bony
reserves of calcium. The totality of the traffic changes little, while the various routes of
entry and exit are adjusted up or down.

Similarly, vigorous physical exercise leads to sweat losses that can be 10–20 times the
level of resting losses shown in Fig. 1 (3). Also, various nutrient–nutrient interactions may
alter either calcium absorption efficiency or obligatory urinary calcium losses. Protein,
for example, can increase urinary calcium by about 0.025 mmol for every 1 g of protein
ingested (4,5), and sodium (in the form of sodium chloride) regularly increases urinary
calcium by about 1 mmol per 100 mmol salt (6,7) (see “Nutrient–Nutrient Interactions”).
These nutrient influences, together with great variability in food choices and hence dietary
calcium intake, constitute unregulated stresses on the system, i.e., they are perturbations to
which the control mechanisms (and the fluxes in Fig. 1) must respond. For all such stresses,
bone resorption is regulated up or down to compensate for the altered inputs or outputs.

The examples just cited represent influences that, if not countered, would result in a low-
ering of ECF [Ca2+]. But the opposite stress, i.e., a trend toward hypercalcemia, can be
equally important and/or threatening. This half of the regulatory control environment is
relatively uncommonly encountered in adult human physiology, largely because
contemporary diets are low in calcium and hypercalcemic stresses, accordingly, are
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uncommon. However, animals with naturally high calcium intakes, subjected to thyro-
parathyroidectomy but given thyroid replacement (i.e., deprived only of PTH and cal-
citonin), tend to exhibit not so much hypocalcemia as wildly fluctuating levels of ECF
calcium, sometimes low, sometimes high, depending almost totally on absorptive inputs
from the gut which, in the absence of PTH and CT, cannot be damped.

These examples are intended simply to illustrate the “push–pull” character of the
regulatory system and the way it responds to unregulated inputs.

Dystrophic Calcification
With advancing age humans commonly accumulate calcium deposits in various dam-

aged tissues, such as atherosclerotic plaques in arteries, healed granulomas, and other scars
left by disease or injury, and often in the rib cartilages as well. These deposits are called
dystrophic calcification and rarely amount to more than a few grams of calcium. These
deposits are not caused by diet calcium but by local injury, coupled with the tendency of
many proteins to bind calcium. So long as ECF [Ca2+] remains normal, calcification in tis-
sues other than bones and teeth is a sign of tissue damage and cell death, not of calcium
excess.

Bone as the Nutrient Reserve for Calcium
Aside from its obvious structural role, the skeleton is an important reservoir of calcium

which serves to maintain plasma calcium concentrations. For the most part it does this prin-
cipally by adjusting the balance between bone formation and bone resorption. An excess
of the latter releases calcium into the blood, and an excess of the former soaks up calcium
from the blood.

Additionally, this process of formation and resorption is what constitutes bone struc-
tural modeling and remodeling. Bone replacement, or turnover, continues throughout life,
renewing skeletal tissue on average every 10–12 years. Bone-resorbing osteoclasts begin the
remodeling process by attaching onto a bone surface, sealing it from the rest of the ECF;
they then extrude packets of citric, lactic, and carbonic acids to dissolve bone mineral and
proteolytic enzymes to digest organic matrix. Later bone-forming osteoblasts synthesize
new bone to replace bone previously resorbed.

Formation and resorption are coupled both systemically and locally, and when resorption
is high, formation is generally high as well. But the coupling is not perfect. Bone formation
exceeds resorption during growth, and resorption exceeds formation during development
of osteoporosis or in the face of ongoing dietary shortage of calcium. It is important to
stress that calcium cannot be withdrawn from (or added to) bone per se; instead calcium
is scavenged from the tearing down of structural bony units. Thus, reduction in skeletal
calcium reserves involves reduction in bone mass.

THE CALCIUM ECONOMY OF THE HUMAN ORGANISM: INPUTS,
OUTPUTS, AND THEIR CONTROLS

Control Mechanisms
The concentration of calcium in the ECF is maintained by a combination of adjustments

to the inputs and outputs in Fig. 1 and, perhaps more importantly, by controlling the level of
the renal calcium threshold. This latter function, though very well established, is commonly
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underappreciated. Since the threshold is the point at which blood calcium begins to spill
into the urine, it is clear that raising that point is a first line defense against renal calcium
loss. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is the principal regulator of the renal calcium threshold.
The importance of the threshold in the regulation of ECF [Ca2+] is clearly evidenced in the
common clinical experience of the difficulty of elevating serum calcium in patients with
hypoparathyroidism, even with sometimes heroic inputs of calcium into the system.

The physiological effects of PTH are complex and are diagrammed schematically in
Fig. 2. These hormonal actions, in approximately the order in which they occur, can
be described briefly as follows: (1) decreased renal tubular reabsorption of serum inor-
ganic phosphate (Pi) with a corresponding decrease in serum Pi; (2) increased resorptive
efficiency of osteoclasts already working on bone surfaces; (3) increased renal 1-α-
hydroxylation of circulating 25(OH)-vitamin D to produce the hormonally most active form
of vitamin D; (4) increased renal tubular reabsorption of calcium; and (5) activation of new
bone remodeling loci. These effects interact and reinforce one another in important ways,
indicated by the connections between the loops of Fig. 2. For example, the reduced ECF
Pi caused by the immediate fall in tubular reabsorption of phosphate is a potent stimulus to
the synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D, and it also increases the resorptive efficiency of osteoclasts
already in place and working in bone. 1,25(OH)2D directly increases intestinal absorption
of both ingested calcium and the endogenous calcium contained in the digestive secretions.
It is also necessary for the full expression of PTH effects in bone, particularly the maturation
of cells in the myelomonocytic line that produce new osteoclasts.

Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of the three-arm control loop regulating ECF [Ca++], showing specifically the
response to a drop in [Ca++]. (Ps is serum inorganic phosphorus and Pu is urinary phosphorus clearance.)
[Adapted from Arnaud (8). Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 1981. Used with permission.]

The three arms of Fig. 2 make graphic the fact that the system uses three independent
end-organs to regulate ECF [Ca2+]; their actions are to reduce losses through the kidneys, to
improve utilization of dietary calcium, and to draw down calcium from the bony reserves.
The aggregate effect of all of them, as Fig. 2 indicates, is to prevent or reverse a fall in
ECF [Ca2+]. It is important, also, to understand that the three arms respond independently
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of one another. Thus, resistance of bone resorption to PTH leads to higher PTH secretion,
which drives the other two control arms harder. Ethnic, menopausal, and treatment-related
differences in the operation of the system are all based in differential responsiveness of the
three arms of this control system (see “Quantitative Operation of the System”).

While hypocalcemia is a much more common risk in adults than is hypercalcemia, in
infants and small children both deviations are a threat. The principal defense against hyper-
calcemia is release of calcitonin by the C cells of the thyroid gland. Calcitonin (CT) is
a peptide hormone with binding sites in the kidney, bone, and central nervous system.
Absorption of calcium from an 8-oz feeding in a 6-month-old infant dumps up to 3.75 mmol
(150 mg) calcium into the ECF. This is enough, given the small size of the ECF compart-
ment at that age (1.5–2 L), to produce near fatal hypercalcemia if other adjustments are
not made. What happens is that CT is released, in part in response to the rise in serum
calcium concentration, but even before that, in response to gut hormones signaling the
digestive activity that will lead to absorption. This burst of CT very rapidly blocks osteo-
clastic resorption, thus stopping bony release of calcium. Later, when absorption falls, CT
levels also fall and osteoclastic resorption resumes.

By contrast, CT has little significance in adults because adult calcium absorption is less
efficient to begin with, and the ECF is vastly larger. As a result, transient absorptive cal-
cemia from a high calcium intake raises the ECF [Ca2+] by only a few percentage points
(up to ∼1% for each 100 mg ingested at typical intakes).

Endogenous Fecal Calcium Loss
Calcium is contained in all of the digestive secretions, as well as in the mucosal cells

themselves (which turn over about every 5 days). Together these sources account for entry
of endogenous calcium into the gut amounting to about 0.05 mmol (2 mg)/kg/day or in a
typical middle-aged woman, about 3.5 mmol (140 mg)/day (9). Because absorption effi-
ciency for calcium is low (see below), and because some of the digestive juice calcium
enters the lumen downstream of the sites of most active absorption, most of this endoge-
nous calcium ends up in the feces and is generally designated “endogenous fecal calcium
(EFCa).” The quantity entering the gut is not regulated by the hormones otherwise control-
ling the calcium economy, and the principal known influences on calcium entry into the gut
are phosphorus intake (9) and mucosal mass. EFCa, in turn, is inversely related to absorp-
tion efficiency (and hence to calcium intake). It constitutes one of the unregulated drains
on the calcium economy to which the control system must react. EFCa is measurable only
by isotopic tracer methods and hence cannot be assessed clinically. Nevertheless, when it
is measured, it is found to account for a somewhat greater share of the variability in total
body calcium balance than does actual oral calcium intake.

Urinary Loss
Calcium losses in the urine are dependent on filtered load except during adolescence.

During this period of rapid growth, at calcium intakes typically ingested, most of the
absorbed calcium is diverted to bone growth and little spills into the urine.

Machinery for calcium transport, most extensively studied in intestinal epithelial cells,
is also present in the nephrons of the kidney, but it is not known to what extent it is func-
tional there. The process is calcium load dependent, stimulated by PTH and 1,25(OH)2D,
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and has a microvillar myosin I–calmodulin complex that could serve as a calcium trans-
porter (10). Active transport occurs in the distal convoluted tubule against a concentration
gradient. Renal calcium clearance is increased when PTH concentration in blood is low,
thereby protecting against hypercalcemia when bone resorption is high for reasons other
than homeostatic. Tubular reabsorption is determined to some extent by Na+ excretion (see
“Nutrient–Nutrient Interactions”). For every 100 mmol of sodium excreted, approximately
0.5–1.5 mmol of calcium is pulled out with it in the urine (6,7).

Urine calcium rises with absorbed calcium intake, but the relationship is loose and
depends strongly on the circulating level of PTH at the time. The alimentary rise is partly
due to the small increase in blood calcium following absorption of ingested calcium, with
a corresponding increase in the filtered load of calcium. Available data from healthy adults
indicate that urinary calcium rises on dietary intake with a slope of about +0.045, meaning
that, for every 10 mmol (400 mg) rise in intake, urine calcium rises by about 0.45 mmol
(18 mg). But there is much variability about this average figure and the range of normal is
accordingly very broad. Table 1 sets forth observed ranges in healthy estrogen-replete and
estrogen-deprived adult women, both as absolute values and as weight-adjusted values. The
latter can be applied to men since the difference in urine calcium between the sexes is due
principally to the generally greater body weight of men.

Table 1
Distribution of 24-h Urinary Calcium Values in Normal

Middle-Aged Womena

Percentile mmol (mg)/day mmol (mg)/kg/day

Estrogen-replete

97.5 6.3 (252) 0.104 (4.15)

95.0 5.4 (215) 0.093 (3.72)

90.0 4.9 (197) 0.081 (3.23)

50.0 2.9 (116) 0.046 (1.86)

10.0 1.5 (62) 0.024 (0.99)

5.0 1.3 (53) 0.021 (0.83)

2.5 1.1 (44) 0.017 (0.67)

Estrogen-deprived

97.5 7.6 (303) 0.126 (5.05)

95.0 6.6 (264) 0.107 (4.27)

90.0 5.6 (225) 0.091 (3.66)

50.0 3.3 (134) 0.054 (2.15)

10.0 2.0 (81) 0.028 (1.12)

5.0 1.4 (55) 0.020 (0.80)

2.5 0.9 (38) 0.014 (0.56)
aReproduced from Ref. (11).
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Illustrative of the dependence of urine calcium on the settings of the calcium economy
is the fact that the sum of endogenous fecal and urinary losses has a smaller coefficient of
variation than does either route alone (11). In other words, as EFCa rises, urine calcium
tends to fall, and vice versa, reflecting, in this instance, reciprocal renal conservation in the
face of varying digestive juice losses.

Cutaneous Loss
Calcium is contained in all cells and organs such as the intestinal mucosa, which turns

over approximately every 5 days, thereby constituting a loss to the body of the calcium
those cells contain. The same is true with epidermis and skin appendages (hair and nails),
all of which contain some calcium. This shedding thereby produces a steady calcium drain
on the system. It is the sum total of these cell-related cutaneous calcium losses which is
represented in Fig. 1 by the rough estimate of 0.4–1.5 mmol/day. Sweat losses, not included
in that figure, have not been extensively studied, but such data as are available indicate that
heavy physical exercise in a hot environment can increase sweat calcium losses to levels as
high as 5–10 mmol (200–400 mg)/day. In one study of athletes, these losses were sufficient
to produce a measurable decrease in bone mineral density (i.e., a detectable reduction of
the nutrient calcium reserve) across a playing season, despite the relatively high dietary
calcium intakes typical of varsity athletes (3). Calcium supplementation in the same athletes
prevented this seasonal, exercise-related bone loss. This instance probably represents an
extreme situation, but it illustrates nicely the function of bone as the body’s nutrient calcium
reserve, and also a point to be discussed further in the following section that, given relatively
inefficient dietary extraction of calcium, there are limits to how much calcium the organism
can get from food to offset unregulated losses.

Intestinal Calcium Absorption
Intestinal calcium absorption occurs by two pathways (12–14): (1) transcellular, sat-

urable (active) transfer that involves a vitamin D-dependent calcium-binding protein,
calbindin; and (2) paracellular, a nonsaturable (diffusional) transfer that is to some extent a
linear function of the calcium content of the chyme.

Active absorption is more efficient in the duodenum and proximal jejunum where cal-
bindin is present in highest concentration. However, total absorption is probably greatest in
the ileum where the residence time is longer. Absorption from the colon accounts for about
5% of the total amount absorbed in normal individuals but may be larger in patients with
small bowel resections and in individuals in whom colonic bacteria break down dietary
calcium complexes.

The main regulator of transport across the epithelial cell against an energy gradient is
1,25(OH)2D, which controls the synthesis of calbindin by DNA transcription after binding
of the hormone with receptors in the mucosal cell. Calbindin operates by complexing Ca2+

on the surface of the cell, then internalizing the ions via endocytic vesicles that probably
fuse with lysosomes. After release of the bound calcium in the acidic lysosomal interior, the
calbindin returns to the cell surface and the Ca2+ ions exit the cell through the basolateral
membrane (12). Calbindin serves both as a Ca2+ translocator and a cytosolic Ca2+ buffer.
Relative Ca2+ binding capacities across the enterocyte are brush border = 1, calbindin = 4,
and the ATP-dependent Ca2+ pump = 10, a gradient that ensures unidirectional transfer of
Ca2+ (13).
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In the paracellular pathway, calcium movement occurs not through the cell interior but
through the junctions that bind one cell to another, i.e., around the cells. Theoretically, this
can be in both directions, but normally the predominant direction is from lumen into blood.
Rate of transfer depends on calcium load and tightness of the junctions. Water probably
carries calcium through the junctions by solvent drag (14). Calcium usually is freed from
complexes in the diet during digestion and is released in a soluble and probably ionized
form for absorption. However, low molecular weight complexes, such as calcium oxalate
and calcium carbonate, can be absorbed, though weakly, as non-dissociated compounds
(15).

The relationship between calcium intake and absorption fraction is shown in Fig. 3.
At lower calcium intakes, the active component contributes importantly to absorbed cal-
cium. As calcium intake increases, the active component becomes saturated and vitamin
D-mediated synthesis of calbindin drops. Thus an increasing proportion of calcium is
absorbed by passive diffusion. The figure illustrates that, across most of the intake range, the
adaptive component is rather small. This partly explains the inefficiency of human ability
to compensate for a fall in calcium intake.

Fig. 3. Relationship between calcium intake and absorption fraction in women studied on their usual
calcium intakes (adapted) and in women tested with no prior exposure to the test load (non-adapted).
(Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 1999. Used with permission.)

Various host factors affect calcium absorption efficiency. Vitamin D status, intestinal
transit time, mucosal mass, and stage of life are the best established. In infancy, absorp-
tion is dominated by paracellular diffusion. For that reason, the vitamin D status of the
mother has little effect on calcium absorption in young breast-fed infants. Both active
and passive calcium transport are increased during pregnancy and lactation. Calbindin and
plasma 1,25(OH)2D and PTH levels increase during pregnancy. From midlife on, absorp-
tion fraction declines from a premenopausal value of ∼0.30, by about 0.002 per year, with
an additional 0.02 decrease at menopause (16). Thus, from age 45 to 65, absorption fraction
declines by 0.06, or a decrease of ∼20%.
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It has long been recognized that calcium absorption efficiency increases as the size of the
ingested load falls. This relationship has two components, an effect of load itself and vari-
ation in vitamin D-mediated active absorption. Within individuals, absorptive efficiency
generally varies approximately inversely with the logarithm of intake, but the absolute
quantity of calcium absorbed increases non-linearly with intake (17,18). However, only
20% of the variation in calcium absorption can be accounted for by differences in intake.
Individuals seem to have preset absorptive efficiencies, some high, others low.

The generally recognized inverse relationship between intake and absorption fraction has
often been uncritically assumed to mean that the body can fully adapt to reduced intake.
However, extensive studies in which absorption has been measured by isotopic tracer meth-
ods show very clearly that, while fractional absorption does rise (see, for example, Fig. 3),
the rise is far short of what would be needed to maintain constant mass transfer across the
intestinal mucosa. Figure 4 illustrates this point with one such set of data. The regression
line through the data in Fig. 4 is for a simple linear model, and more detailed investigations
of the low intake end of the curve indicate that the rise is initially steeper, reflecting the
active transport response to low intake discussed above. The slope of the line in Fig. 4 is
+0.158, meaning that 15.8% of ingested calcium is absorbed, overall. If analysis is con-
fined to intakes at the high end of the range, the slope drops to about +0.12. This means
that the body absorbs ∼12% of any additional amount of calcium that may be ingested. At
all intakes, the distribution of absorption values is broad, as the spread of the data in Fig. 4
demonstrates.

Fig. 4. Absorbed calcium plotted as a function of intake in 332 studies in middle-aged healthy women
studied on their usual calcium intakes. (Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 2001. Used with permission.)

The relationship of absorption both to load size and to source is illustrated in Fig. 5,
which summarizes the data from three groups of sources: milk calcium (the principal
dietary source of calcium in the industrialized nations), calcium carbonate (the principal
calcium salt used in calcium supplements in North America), and finally calcium oxalate.
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Fig. 5. Regression lines fitted to fractional absorption values at various load sizes for three families of
calcium sources. Topmost is the line for plain calcium carbonate. Next is the line for milk calcium. The
lowest is the line for calcium oxalate and the high oxalate vegetables (e.g., spinach and rhubarb). For all
three groups there is an inverse linear relationship with the logarithm of load size, i.e., at low load sizes,
a larger fraction of the load is absorbed than at high loads. Mean fractional absorption values for various
other food sources are plotted for their respective intake loads. (Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 2001. Used
with permission.)

What the figure clearly shows is that altogether apart from the intrinsic absorbability of
the calcium source, absorption varies linearly and inversely with the logarithm of the load
size. Furthermore, since all of the studies summarized in Fig. 5 were acute studies, in
which the subjects were not given an opportunity to habituate themselves to a particular
calcium source or level of intake, the relationships to load depicted are purely physi-
cal, i.e., there is no physiological adjustment component, no compensating alteration of
1,25(OH)2D-mediated active absorption.

There are several practical consequences of this load relationship. One is that dividing
calcium intake into multiple doses over the course of a day results in much more efficient
absorption than ingesting the same total quantity in a single dose. This point is illustrated
in an experiment shown in Fig. 6, in which healthy individuals were given the same tracer-
labeled calcium load (25 mmol), either as a single bolus at breakfast or as 17 individual
doses of 1.47 mmol at half-hour intervals, starting with the same breakfast (19). Figure 6
shows graphically, and pharmacokinetic calculation reveals explicitly, that the area under
the curve (AUC∞) for the divided-dose regimen was nearly twice that for the single-dose
regimen. A consequence relates to the interpretation of published studies in which calcium
supplements were used. Even if the aggregate daily doses were the same in two studies,
when the dosing regimens are different, the effective delivered dose will be predictably
different as well.

It is worth noting in passing that the primitive human diet, which would have been rel-
atively calcium rich in most of its constituents, would more closely have approximated the
continuous dosing regimen. Hence, not only would the primitive calcium intake have been
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Fig. 6. Time course through 24 h for the mean specific activity values for two calcium dosing regimens.
In the first (labeled “single”), 1000 mg Ca (25 mmol) was ingested as a single bolus at breakfast, and in
the second (labeled “multiple”), the same total load was ingested in 17 equally spaced doses of 1.5 mmol
(59 mg) each, ingested at 0.5 h intervals. (Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 2000. Used with permission.)

higher than we currently experience, but its pattern of ingestion would have likely delivered
calcium into the body more efficiently than modern humans generally manage.

Bone Calcium Turnover
As the numbers in Fig. 1 suggest, the turnover of bone, in the process of bone model-

ing and remodeling, accounts for roughly half of the total turnover of the ECF in a typical
healthy adult. (This proportion is substantially higher during growth.) A single cubic cen-
timeter of bone contains ∼10 mmol calcium, equivalent to ∼40% of the total calcium in
the entire ECF of an adult. Essentially all of that bone calcium is locked away in intimate
association with the collagen fibers of the bone matrix, and it can be released into the blood
only by physically tearing down a unit of bone through osteoclastic resorption. Similarly,
calcium deposition in bone occurs as a result of another cellular activity, the osteoblastic
deposition of collagen matrix and its subsequent alteration to create crystal nuclei suitable
for aggregating calcium and phosphate as hydroxyapatite. Both processes are cell mediated.
However, with mineral deposition, the timing of the mineral entry lags several days behind
the cell’s deposition and activation of the matrix. Nucleated bone matrix creates a mineral
drain, or debt, which is paid by extracting mineral from blood flowing past the new bone-
forming site. Thus, stopping osteoblastic bone formation will not stop the mineralization of
the last several days’ accumulation of deposited matrix.

Since hormonal control mechanisms, whether endocrine or paracrine, act only through
functioning cells, it follows that mineral deposition in bone is not acutely controllable, as
is mineral removal. By contrast, both PTH and calcitonin, and their attendant mechanisms
can act very promptly to alter osteoclastic resorption. That is why, as noted earlier, it is the
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resorptive component of bone turnover which is the one most responsive, in the scheme of
Fig. 2, to alterations of input into and output from the body. Wastney et al. (20) demon-
strated this very clearly in a metabolic-kinetic study of adolescent girls (in whom calcium
absorption tends to be very efficient in order to support bone consolidation during and
after the pubertal growth spurt). At a calcium intake of 21.5 mmol (860 mg)/day, absorbed
calcium averaged 8 mmol (320 mg) and bone resorption 35 mmol (1400 mg)/day. When
the intake was raised to 47.5 mmol (1900) mg/day, absorbed calcium rose by 11.6 mmol
(464 mg) and bone resorption fell by 11 mmol (490 mg), a near mmol-for-mmol off-
set. However, and by contrast, bone mineralization (i.e., new bone deposition) remained
unchanged.

Quantitative Operation of the System
Although the operation of the calcium regulatory system, or any feedback loop for that

matter, must first be sketched out qualitatively (as in Fig. 2), in the final analysis it is the
quantitative operation of the system that will determine what ultimately happens (for exam-
ple, to the size of the calcium reserve, i.e., the mass of the skeleton). This quantitative
working of the system for adjusting inputs and losses in response to dietary and other per-
turbations is often ignored. For example, it is commonly, if erroneously, assumed that,
because intestinal calcium absorption efficiency varies inversely with intake, the body can
fully compensate for declines in intake or increases in excretory loss. But quantitative anal-
ysis of the system (as well as data such as those assembled in Fig. 4) shows the fallacy of
that assumption (see below). In the face of reduced intake, ECF [Ca2+] tends to fall and
the prior rate of absorption of food calcium no longer suffices. The result is an increase in
PTH secretion, which produces the three end-organ effects described in Fig. 2, i.e., more
bone resorption, improved renal conservation, and increased calcium absorption efficiency.
In brief, all the three control loops are called upon to offset a shortfall caused by just one
of them. The net effect with respect to total bone mass depends both on the relationship
between the sensitivity of the individual effector organs and on their capacity to provide
the needed calcium (21). Sensitivity of the effectors is genetically and hormonally deter-
mined, whereas capacity to respond is largely determined by unregulated factors outside
the control loop, such as the calcium content of the diet and factors that influence obligatory
loss.

If for some reason the response of one or the other of these effectors is blunted, PTH
rises further, forcing more response from the other two effectors. Conversely, if one effector
(such as bone) becomes highly responsive to PTH, the hormone level rises to a lesser extent
because the needed calcium is readily supplied from the nearly limitless skeletal reserves.
As a result, less improvement in external calcium utilization ensues. Similarly, if the gut is
unresponsive or the diet is so low in calcium that its capacity to yield the needed amount is
exceeded, then PTH secretion rises further and bone is driven to meet the needs of the ECF
[Ca2+]. The two key insights here are (1) it is ECF [Ca2+] that is being regulated, not bone
mass and (2) the dose–response relationships for the three effector systems are independent
of one another.

Examples of different patterns of effector responsiveness abound. Thus, American blacks
(and probably African blacks as well) have a bony resorptive apparatus relatively resis-
tant to PTH (22–24). As a result, they develop and maintain a higher bone mass than
do Caucasians and Orientals, despite an often poor diet. As predicted from the foregoing,
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African-Americans exhibit higher PTH and calcitriol levels but lower levels of bone remod-
eling. In brief, they utilize and conserve diet calcium more efficiently than Caucasians.
Somewhat the opposite situation occurs in all women at normal menopause. Because estro-
gen appears to decrease bony responsiveness to PTH, estrogen loss at menopause increases
the skeletal response to PTH. This is a part of the explanation for the increase in recom-
mended calcium intake after menopause (25,26). Obese individuals also increase their bone
mass as they gain weight (27), and they lose less bone at menopause (28). Like blacks, they
have high circulating PTH levels and (presumably) a relatively resistant bone remodeling
apparatus.

Age-Related Changes in Operation of the Control System
Important changes occur in these quantitative settings of the system with age, as well

as in unregulated forces acting on the system. An example of the latter is the fall in cal-
cium intake among women in the United States from early adolescence to the end of life.
In NHANES-III, median calcium intake was 685 mg (∼17 mmol) in early adolescence,
640 mg (∼16 mmol) in the twenties, and 557 mg (∼14 mmol) at menopause (29). At the
same time, absorption efficiency also falls with age.1 Peripubertal girls absorb calcium with
about 45% greater efficiency for the same intake than do perimenopausal women (30). As
already noted, from age 45 to age 60, absorption fraction drops by about 0.06 (16). In con-
crete terms, if a 45-year-old woman absorbed a standard load at an efficiency of 30%, the
same woman, at age 65 and deprived of estrogen, would absorb at an efficiency of 24% or
about a 20% worsening in absorptive performance.

To complicate the situation further, renal calcium clearance rises at menopause (31), an
effect seen most clearly with low calcium intakes, when urinary calcium for the same intake
will typically be as much as 36% higher than premenopause (11). Vitamin D status declines
with age as well (32,33), partly because of decreases in solar exposure, cutaneous vitamin
D synthetic efficiency, and milk consumption. In Europe, where solar vitamin D synthesis is
low for reasons of latitude and climate and milk is generally not fortified, serum 25(OH)D
concentration drops from over 100 nmol/l (40 ng/ml) in young adults to under 40 nmol/l
(16 ng/ml) in individuals over age 70 years.

Not surprisingly, serum PTH rises with age as a consequence of this aggregate of age-
related changes. The 24-h-integrated PTH is 70% higher in healthy 65-year-old US women
consuming diets containing 800 mg calcium per day than in third-decade women on the
same diets (34). That this difference is due to insufficient absorptive input is shown by the
fact that the difference can be completely obliterated by increasing calcium intake (34).

Two Examples of System Operation
As stressed in the foregoing, it is a quantity that is being optimized (i.e., ECF [Ca2+]);

this is accomplished by the algebraic sum of various quantitative inputs and outputs. Two

1 A part of this absorptive decline is due to estrogen deficiency, which both decreases renal 1-α-
hydroxytation of 25(OH)D and appears to have a small effect on the intestinal mucosa. A further
part may be due to decrease in mucosal mass, which, in animals varies with food intake.
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examples will serve to illustrate further the importance of attending to quantities.
One examines the contrast between calcium handling at menarche and menopause just
described, and the second describes the response of the system at any given age to a fixed
increase in obligatory loss.

MENARCHE AND MENOPAUSE

True trabecular bone density increases by about 15% across menarche (35) and about the
same quantum of bone is lost across menopause (36). Curiously, administration of estrogen
to women more than 3 years postmenopausal has generally failed to reproduce the pubertal
increase in BMD, and it has been customary to say, in recent years, that apart from whatever
remodeling transient estrogen (or hormone) replacement therapy (ERT/HRT) may produce
in postmenopausal women (37), the principal effect of ERT/HRT on bone is to stabilize
bone mass, rather than to cause restoration of what had been lost. But this conclusion was
drawn without attending to the quantitative aspects of the age-related changes in the calcium
economy, summarized in the foregoing.

Table 2 assembles published data for median calcium intake and mean data for absorp-
tion efficiency and endogenous fecal calcium loss and shows very clearly how quantitative
changes occurring in the 40 years from menarche to menopause account for the rather
different performance of the two age groups. In brief (and despite an intake less than rec-
ommended), a peripubertal girl is able to achieve net absorption of 174 mg (4.3 mmol)
calcium from the median diet of her age cohort, whereas an early menopausal woman
extracts only about 40% as much from hers. The drop in intake amounts to about 19%,
but the fall in net absorption is 61%. As Table 2 shows, this is the resultant of lower intake,
lower absorption efficiency, and higher digestive juice calcium losses. Given the level of
total body obligatory losses at midlife, this absorbed quantity is simply not sufficient to
support an estrogen-stimulated increase in BMD. As would be predicted from this under-
standing, higher calcium intakes permit estrogen to produce in postmenopausal women
bony increases closer to those seen at puberty (38) (see also “Calcium as Co-therapy”).

Table 2
Net Calcium Absorption at Menarche and Menopause

Menarche Menopause

Ca intakea 685 mg/day 557 mg/day

(17.1 mmol/day) (14 mmol/day)

Ca absorption efficiencyb 35.2% 30.5%

Endogenous fecal Cac 67 mg/day 102 mg/day

(1.7 mmol/day) (2.5 mmol/day)

Net Ca absorption 174 mg/day 68 mg/day

(4.3 mmol/day) (1.7 mmol/day)
aNHANES-III median values (29).
bHeaney et al. (16); O’Brien et al. (30); values adjusted for intake.
cHeaney et al. (9).
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RESPONSE TO AUGMENTED LOSSES

As already noted, it is commonly (and uncritically) considered that the absorptive appa-
ratus is able to compensate either for a change in intake or a change in excretory loss.
However, quantitative considerations make it clear that this depends entirely on the level
of calcium in the diet. Thus, an individual increasing his/her sodium intake by an amount
equivalent to a single daily serving of a fast food, fried chicken meal experiences an increase
in urinary calcium of about 1 mmol (40 mg)/day. Without compensating adjustments in
input to the ECF, [Ca2+] would drop. PTH, of course, would rise, and with it, synthesis of
l,25(OH)2D, resulting ultimately in better extraction of calcium from the diet.

Published data allow rough estimation that a calcium drain of this magnitude produces
an increase in 1,25(OH)2D of about 6–7 pmol/l (39), and dose–response measurements for
1,25(OH)2D indicate that this stimulus would increase calcium absorption fraction by about
0.02–0.03 (40). An increase in extraction of that magnitude from a 50 mmol (2000 mg) diet
yields 1–1.5 mmol (40–60 mg) of extra calcium, more than enough to offset the increased
urinary loss, whereas from a 5 mmol (200 mg) diet, the same absorptive increase yields
less than 0.1 mmol (4 mg).2 Thus, on a high-calcium diet, the body easily compensates
for varying drains; both bone and ECF [Ca2+] are protected. But on a low-calcium diet,
although the ECF [Ca2+] is protected, bone is not. Why does serum 1,25(OH)2D not rise
more on a low-calcium diet? Simply because the 1-α-hydroxylation step is responding to
PTH. Bone calcium meets much (or most) of the ECF need, and PTH secretion is regulated
by ECF [Ca2+], not by bone mass.

In brief, as the body adjusts to varying demands, the portion of the demand met by
bone will be determined both by factors influencing bony responsiveness and by the level
of diet calcium, the principal component of the system that is not regulated. However, it
must also be stressed that, although an adequate calcium intake is a necessary condition for
bone building and for adaptation to varying calcium demands, it is not by itself sufficient.
Calcium alone will not stop estrogen-deficiency bone loss nor disuse bone loss (because
neither is due to calcium deficiency). But by the same token, recovery from immobilization
or restoration of bone lost because of hormone deficiency will not be possible without an
adequate supply of the raw materials needed to build bone substance.

THE CALCIUM REQUIREMENT

Calcium requirements for bone health are not uniform throughout life, first because of
differences in skeletal growth rate and then because of age-related changes in absorption
and excretion. In adults the calcium requirement is the amount of calcium that must be
ingested to replace losses through urine, feces, and skin. During growth, pregnancy, and
lactation, the requirement must also provide the calcium needed for skeletal augmenta-
tion, fetal development, and milk production. Calcium is a threshold nutrient. Above a
certain intake, at each life stage, calcium retention reaches an age-specific plateau above
which little or no further increase in calcium retention occurs. The ingested excess is

2 This is partly because extraction efficiency is already relatively high on low intakes, and there is
less calcium still unabsorbed on which the mucosa can work to extract additional calcium.
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simply excreted. Threshold intakes for achieving maximal calcium retention at each life
stage were used to set the 1997 dietary reference intakes for calcium (26).

Recommendations by various national policy groups for calcium intake across the life
span are given in Table 3, and their background is discussed briefly in the following
sections.

Table 3
Various Estimates of the Calcium Requirement in Womena

Age 1989 RDAb NIHc 1997 DRI (AI)d

1–5 800 800 500/800

6–10 800 800–1200 800/1300

11–24 1200 1200–1500 1300/1000

Pregnancy/lactation 1200 1200–1500 1000

24–50/65 800 1000 1000/1200

65– 800 1500 1200
aAll values are given in milligrams, as this is how the respective bodies reported their

recommendations. To convert to SI units, divide the values in the table by 40.
bRef. (41).
cRecommendations for women as proposed by the Consensus Development Conference

on Optimal Calcium Intake (25)
d“AI” refers to “Adequate Intake” (26), a value which, in this context, is equivalent to an

average requirement. The corresponding RDA could be 20–30% higher, i.e., 1000 in chil-
dren, 1600 in adolescents, 1200 in adults upto age 50, 1200 during pregnancy and lactation,
and 1450 in those over age 50. The presence of two values in this column reflects the fact
that the age categories for the DRIs overlapped those of the NIH.

Childhood and Adolescence
Net calcium accretion continues from birth through the late twenties. Rate of growth

slows from the infancy high to about age 8 and then increases rapidly again. Maximal
accretion occurs during the pubertal growth spurt, which occurs for most girls between
the ages of 12 and 14 years and for boys, between 14 and 16 years. The intake required
for mean maximal calcium retention in adolescents is 32.5–40 mmol (1300–1600 mg)/day
(42). Between the ages of 9 and 17, approximately 45% of the adult skeleton is acquired.
Although not a linear process, this represents an average gain in bone mass of about
7–8%/year.

Several calcium or dairy supplementation trials have been conducted in children. They
all demonstrate that calcium intake can positively influence bone accumulation (43–47).
As would be expected for any nutrient ingested basally in suboptimal amounts and then
supplemented, the additional gain in bone mass during supplementation often wanes when
intake drops (48). This fact is sometimes used to argue that calcium augmentation is of little
value, but this is to attribute magical properties to calcium. All nutrients must be ingested
more or less continually to ensure adequacy of nutrition.

Milk-avoiding children have lower skeletal mass than community controls and substan-
tially more fractures even during childhood (49). (Arguably, this is osteoporosis, although
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the term is not usually employed for fragility fractures in the pediatric age range.) While low
calcium intakes during growth will generally lead to some reduction in bone mass relative
to genetic potential, the issue is complex; many populations with low calcium intakes some-
how manage to amass a skeleton within the adult range for mineral content (50). This means
that they must make better use of their limited calcium intakes – more efficient absorption
and renal conservation – than typically occurs in a Caucasian population in Western nations.
Some of this must reflect ethnic differences in calcium-handling capacity. For example,
African-Americans adolescent girls have been shown, at the same intake as Caucasians, to
absorb calcium more efficiently and to conserve it more avidly at the kidney (51,52). The
published requirements for calcium intake during growth must, therefore, be understood as
representing minimum requirements for bone health in a primarily Caucasian population
consuming Western diets. Even Caucasian adolescents, while they gain less bone on low
calcium intakes than those supplemented with calcium, are often able to “catch-up,” i.e.,
to extend the period of bone mineral acquisition over a longer period of time; any residual
shortfall tends to be seen in those who are tallest, i.e., those with the largest skeletal sizes
to fill out (53).

After adult height is achieved, calcium accretion continues during the phase of bone
consolidation (which varies from one skeletal site to another, but for most probably ends
some time in the late twenties). At the end of consolidation, when the maximum amount of
bone has been accumulated, the adult is said to have achieved his or her peak bone mass.
However, the timing of peak bone mass varies with skeletal site. The hip achieves peak
bone density at approximately age 17–18, whereas the spine can add mass throughout most
of the third decade of life in females (27). The skull accumulates bone throughout life, as
does the femur shaft (27,54). However, for the most part, the window of opportunity to
build bone is largely closed some time before age 30.

Although 60–80% of peak bone mass is genetically predetermined, a number of envi-
ronmental factors also importantly affect bone mass. The two sources of variability are not
mutually exclusive because genetic factors are often expressed in the way the organism
responds to its environment (e.g., variation in absorptive efficiency for ingested calcium).
Aside from calcium intake, other lifestyle choices that affect peak bone mass include phys-
ical activity, intake of other nutrients that alter calcium utilization (see “Nutrient–Nutrient
Interactions”), anorexia, and substance abuse.

Adults
The mature female body contains ∼25–30 mol (1000–1200 g) calcium and the mature

male ∼30–40 mol (1200–1600 g). The population coefficient of variation around these
means is about 15%. Total body bone mass remains relatively constant over the repro-
ductive years, as decreases in the proximal femur and other sites after age 18 are offset
by continued growth at the forearm, femur shaft, total spine, and head. Then, at midlife,
menopausal and age-related bone loss sets in. Menopausal loss occurs most rapidly dur-
ing the 2 years prior to and the 3 years following menopause, and amounts to 5.3% at the
upper femur and 10.5% at the lumbar spine (55). The average older adult loses bone at a
rate of 0.5–1%/year, rising to as high as 3%/year by age 80 (56). The explanation for bone
loss during aging includes a variety of causes, such as declining calcium intakes, declin-
ing physical activity, decreased levels of gonadal hormones, decreased circulating levels
of 1,25(OH)2D, intestinal resistance to 1,25(OH)2D, and decreases in calcium absorption
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and in renal calcium conservation, and perhaps most importantly, intercurrent episodes of
illness and hospitalization.

The threshold intake need to maintain adult bone mass during the reproductive years is
20–25 mmol (800–1000 mg)/day. After age 50–60, the threshold intake required to min-
imize age-related loss rises to 30–40 mmol (1200–1600 mg)/day. Although the matter of
the adult calcium requirement would seem largely to have been settled, papers reporting
skeletal outcomes for various calcium intakes continue to be published, some finding little
effect. Overall, however, more than 90% of the randomized trials in adults show a beneficial
effect of higher calcium intake and about 80% of the observational studies are positive as
well. Nevertheless individual studies, taken in isolation, can confuse the issue. Publication
of results of the calcium and vitamin D arm of the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) is a
case in point (57).

WHI found a modest sparing of hip bone loss in the calcium-supplemented group, but
no significant reduction in hip fracture risk when analyzed by intention-to-treat. (However,
compliance was poor and there was a significant, 29%, reduction in numbers of hip frac-
tures in those complying with the supplement regimen.) This absence of a significant effect
by ITT was widely reported as indicating that calcium had little value. However, among
other flaws, WHI had no low-calcium control group. Mean intake in the placebo group was
already at the recommended intake level. Hence at least half the women were already at or
above their respective intake thresholds and had already realized the protective benefit of
high calcium intake. They would not have been predicted to respond to further supplemen-
tation.3 Curiously, and despite the largely null effect of the controlled trial, WHI actually
provides strong observational evidence in support of existing recommendations. Women
entering the trial had calcium intakes nearly twice the national average for their age and
sustained a hip fracture rate about half what had been predicted from Medicare statistics. It
is not implausible that those two departures from expectation were causally related.

CALCIUM SOURCES

Dietary Considerations
Dietary sources and calcium intakes have changed considerably during human evolution.

Early humans derived calcium from roots, tubers, nuts, and greens, as well as the bones of
small prey, in quantities believed to exceed 37.5 mmol (1500 g) per day (59), and perhaps
up to twice this amount when calculated on the basis of consuming food to meet the caloric
demands of a hunter-gatherer of contemporary body size. After domestication of seed-
bearing plants, calcium intakes decreased substantially because the staple foods became
cereal grains and fruits, the plant parts that contain the least calcium. Consequently, the
modern human often consumes insufficient calcium to optimize bone density. The food
group that supplies the bulk of the calcium in the Western diet is now the dairy food group,
which was not represented at all in the paleolithic diet.

3 Further treatment of the importance of a low calcium control group can be found in Heaney and
Bachmann (58).
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Bioavailability
The term “bioavailability” is pharmacologic in origin and has complex connotations. But

for mineral ions, and particularly for calcium, these complexities reduce approximately to
a simple matter of absorbability. Bioavailability can be measured in several ways, perhaps
the most direct and straightforward being the introduction of a suitable isotopic tracer into
the calcium source and then the calibrated measurement of the appearance of that tracer
in body fluids. These methods permit direct estimation of true unidirectional flux from the
intestinal lumen into the body, usually expressed as a decimal fraction of the ingested load.
Load size, as discussed earlier, is itself an important determinant of fractional absorption;
hence it is not possible to establish a single value for bioavailability for any given calcium
source, since its absorption fraction will be dependent on how much was consumed. Clearly,
therefore, comparative studies require comparable loads.

A second approach is to measure the small rise in serum total calcium or ECF [Ca2+]
following oral ingestion, i.e., a pharmacokinetic approach, using mainly the area under
the curve (AUC) of the absorptive rise. As already discussed, the body attempts to damp
these absorptive rises; hence they tend to be small and correspondingly require very pre-
cise measurement of serum calcium (total or ionized). Pharmacokinetic methods reflect net
absorption and do not permit direct estimation of absorption fraction, but can be useful in
comparing two or more substances, and particularly substances into which it is not possible
to introduce a suitable isotopic tracer.

Methods that are even less sensitive measure the increment in urine calcium and/or the
decrement in serum PTH, both of which are typically associated with the absorptive rise
in serum calcium. These are less sensitive measures both because they are inherently more
variable (both within and between subjects), and because the assay methods introduce an
additional level of imprecision in their own right.

In general, the isotopic tracer methods have the smallest sample size requirement, the
pharmacokinetic methods, an intermediate requirement, and changes in urine calcium or
PTH, the largest sample size. Finally, only the isotopic tracer methods produce results that
directly translate to true fractional absorption.

Bioavailability is important in this context because not all calcium sources have equally
available calcium. As discussed earlier, vegetable greens of the mustard family have an
intrinsic bioavailability slightly greater than that of milk, whereas other vegetables, such
as beans, sweet potatoes, and at the low end of the spectrum, spinach and rhubarb, exhibit
much lower bioavailability for their calcium. Since the range of intrinsic bioavailability
values spans something close to a full order of magnitude, it is clear that the available data
in food tables do not give a clear picture of the effective calcium delivery for each. In the
section that follows, I shall show data reflecting both the calcium content of various foods
and their bioavailability.

Food Sources and Bioavailability
For adults, dairy products supply 72% of the calcium in the US diet, grain products

about 11%, and vegetables and fruits about 6% (60). It is difficult for most individuals to
ingest enough calcium from foods available in a cereal-based economy without including
liberal amounts of dairy products. Ethnic and cultural practices, such as processing corn
tortillas with lime, to some extent overcome the inherent limitation of cereal-based foods.
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Food manufacturers have recently developed a wider variety of calcium-fortified products
that explicitly compensate for their low calcium content. Additionally, many individuals
have turned to dietary supplements to meet their calcium needs. However, it is prudent to
remember that calcium is not the only nutrient important for health which is supplied by
dairy products. Users of milk in the United States compared to nonusers get 35% more
vitamin A, 38% more folate, 56% more riboflavin, 22% more magnesium, and 24% more
potassium, in addition to 80% more calcium (61).

Aside from gross calcium content, potential calcium sources should be evaluated for
bioavailability. Fractional calcium absorption from various dairy products is similar for
comparable loads. The calcium from most supplements is absorbed approximately as well
as that from milk, since solubility of the salts at neutral pH has little impact on cal-
cium absorption (62). Absorption of one very soluble, complex salt, calcium citrate malate
(CCM), is slightly to moderately better than that of most other salts (63).

Several plant constituents form indigestible salts with calcium, thereby decreasing
absorption of calcium. The most potent inhibitor of calcium absorption is oxalic acid, found
in high concentration in spinach and rhubarb and to a lesser extent in sweet potatoes and
beans (64). Calcium absorption fraction from spinach is only 0.04–0.05, compared with
0.27–0.33 from milk ingested at a similar load (65).

Phytic acid, the storage form of phosphorus in seeds, is a modest inhibitor of calcium
absorption (66). Fermentation, as occurs during bread making, reduces phytic acid inter-
ference because of the phytase present in live yeast (67). Since the early balance studies
of McCance and Widdowson (68), who reported negative calcium balance while con-
suming whole wheat products, it has been assumed that fiber negatively affects calcium
balance through either physical entrapment or catonic binding with uronic acid residues
(69). However, it is more likely that the phytic acid associated with fiber-rich foods is the
component that affected balance, since most purified fibers do not affect calcium absorp-
tion appreciably (70). Only concentrated sources of phytate such as wheat bran (67) or
dried beans (71) substantially reduce calcium absorption. For other plants rich in calcium
(primarily the Brassica genus, which includes broccoli, kale, bok choy, cabbage, mustard,
and turnip greens), calcium bioavailability is as good as or better than that from milk (72),
despite their high-fiber content (see Fig. 5).

Figure 7 summarizes these concepts graphically, plotting the amount of calcium
absorbed from a typical serving of various natural foods. Absorbed calcium in this case is
the product of calcium content and measured bioavailability. The figure shows clearly why
dairy sources are so important. Foods such as the Brassica sp. vegetables exhibit excellent
calcium bioavailability (e.g., Fig. 5), but, as Fig. 7 demonstrates, depending on them (and
other generally available vegetable sources) to meet one’s intake needs would generally not
be feasible.

Nutrient–Nutrient Interactions
Several nutrients and food constituents affect aspects of calcium homeostasis by

means other than through the straightforward effect on digestibility and absorbability just
described. Several dietary components influence urinary calcium excretion. One of the more
important, mentioned briefly at the outset, is dietary sodium (6,7,73). Sodium and calcium
share some of the same transport systems in the proximal tubule, so that each 100 mmol
(2.3 g) increment of sodium excreted by the kidney pulls out approximately 0.5–1.5 mmol
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Fig. 7. Available calcium per serving (in mmol) for several natural foods. “Available” for this purpose
means the product of calcium content per serving and measured bioavailability (to convert mmol to mg,
multiply by 40). (Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 1998. Used with permission.)

(20–60 mg) of accompanying calcium. Because differences in urinary calcium account for
about half of the variability in calcium retention, dietary sodium can have a potentially large
influence on bone loss. In adult women, each extra gram of sodium per day is projected to
produce an additional rate of bone loss of 1% per year if the calcium lost in the urine comes
from the skeleton (74). A longitudinal study of postmenopausal women showed a negative
correlation between urinary sodium excretion and bone density of the hip (75). The authors
concluded, from the range of values available to them, that bone loss could have been pre-
vented either by a daily increase in dietary calcium of 891 mg (∼22 mmol) or by halving
the daily sodium intake. As experienced clinicians will recognize, the latter option is the
less practicable.

Another dietary component that influences urinary calcium retention is protein. Each
gram of protein metabolized can increase urinary calcium levels by about 0.025 mmol
(1 mg); thus, doubling the amount of purified dietary proteins or amino acids in the diet
may increase urinary calcium by about 50% (4). The acid load of the sulfate produced
in the metabolism of sulfur-containing amino acids is believed to be partly responsible
for this effect. At the other extreme, inadequate protein intakes compromise bone health
and may contribute to osteoporosis in the elderly. Because fresh dietary protein is neces-
sary for bone matrix synthesis, protein and calcium actually function synergistically. Thus
Hannan et al. (76) showed that age-related bone loss was inversely associated with pro-
tein intake, not directly as might have been predicted from protein’s calciuric propensity.
Further, Dawson-Hughes and Harris (77) showed that bone gain in their trial of calcium
supplementation was confined to those with the highest protein intakes. Thus, as discussed
earlier (see “Quantitative Operation of the System”), high protein intakes are potentially
harmful only in the face of low calcium intakes.

Although widely varying ratios of dietary phosphorus and calcium have not been
associated with changes in adult calcium balance (78) (presumably because of the off-
set of increased endogenous secretion of calcium by decreased urinary calcium), some
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investigators have been concerned about the popular trend toward phosphate consumption
in soft drinks. Acutely, phosphate loads cause increased circulating PTH secretion. Elevated
PTH levels, if sustained, could lead to bone resorption. However, when bone resorption is
measured, no such effect is found, and the Institute of Medicine found no cause for concern
in current levels of phosphorus intake, noting, in fact, that human phosphorus intakes, when
adjusted for energy, are at the extreme low end of the range of intakes for primates and lab-
oratory animals (26). Additionally, both calcium carbonate and calcium citrate supplements
will bind dietary phosphorus and prevent its absorption. Hence high-dose supplement use
in individuals with low dairy and meat intakes may induce a phosphorus deficiency state
(79), which can be prevented by using calcium phosphate salts instead.

Although caffeine in large amounts acutely increases urinary calcium (80), 24-h urinary
calcium was not altered by 450 mg caffeine per day in a double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial (81). Daily consumption of caffeine equivalent to two to three cups of coffee was asso-
ciated with accelerated bone loss from the spine and total body in postmenopausal women
who consumed less than 744 mg calcium per day (82), but not in women with higher
calcium intakes (83). The relationship between caffeine intake and bone loss in observa-
tional studies may be due to a small decrease in calcium absorption (84) or to a confounding
factor such as a probable inverse association between milk intake and caffeine intake.

Fat intake has a negative impact on calcium balance only during steatorrhea. In this
condition, calcium forms insoluble soaps with fatty acids in the gut.

Increased use of calcium supplements and fortified foods has raised concern about high
calcium intakes producing relative deficiencies of several minerals. High calcium intakes
have produced relative magnesium deficiencies in rats (85); however, calcium intake does
not affect magnesium retention in humans (86). Similarly, except for a single report in
postmenopausal women (87), decreased zinc retention has not been associated with high
calcium intakes (88). The nature of this interaction is complicated and requires further
study.

Iron absorption from non-heme sources is decreased by half from radiolabeled test meals
in the presence of calcium intakes up to 300 mg (7.5 mmol) Ca/day, above which there is
no further reduction. However, up to 12 weeks of calcium supplementation does not change
iron status (89), and adolescent girls ingesting high-calcium diets are able to increase total
body iron mass quite as well as girls with low calcium intakes (90). This is probably
because of compensating upregulation of iron absorption. Single-meal iron absorption stud-
ies inevitably exaggerate inhibitory effects that do not appear in the context of the whole
diet and of physiological adaptation.

Fortified Foods
The notion of fortifying commonly used foods is an old one. The iodination of table salt

is an example and is clearly responsible for virtual elimination of iodine-deficiency goiter in
countries that have adopted this practice. As the human population has moved into regions
of the world, the soils of which cannot provide the nutrients to which their physiologies have
been adapted over the course of hominid evolution, we need to discover what the missing
nutrients may be and then find ways to supply them at a population level. Fortification has
the advantage that anyone using the fortified foods gets the benefits, without having to make
a voluntary decision and without needing to adhere to that decision over the long term. The
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nutrient concerned simply becomes a part of the food supply, just as it would have been
under primitive conditions.

As noted earlier, the portions of plants that are lowest in calcium are the seeds, and, of
course, the agricultural revolution has been based on seed crops, principally cereal grains
and legumes. More than 60% of the total energy intake of the world’s population today
comes from these seed food sources, whereas only a tiny fraction of the energy intake of
the evolving hominid would have been from such foods. It makes sense, therefore, to enrich
the calcium content of the seed foods, and such is beginning to happen in several countries
around the world. Others reserve fortification as an instrument of national policy and do
not permit voluntary fortification by manufacturers of the foods they produce. Admittedly,
voluntary fortification is not always optimal as it often leads to high levels of enrichment of
certain foods, rather than a general improvement of most of the food items in the diet. This
is a rapidly evolving field, driven less by nutritional science than by market forces, and it is
difficult to predict exactly what the aggregate impact of present practices will be.

Calcium is now added as various salts (principally carbonate, phosphate, lactate, and sul-
fate) to a variety of foods, including ready-to-eat cereals, bread, cereal bars, energy drinks,
and fruit juices. Not always has the bioavailability of the calcium in the fortified product
been tested. This is not just a theoretical concern. Experience has shown that interactions
between the fortificant and other food constituents may affect bioavailability. So, as with
natural foods, knowledge of the total calcium content of a fortified food may not be enough.
For the next few years, at least, it will become increasingly difficult to assess a person’s
effective calcium intake, since it will be necessary to ascertain whether or not foods con-
sumed were of a calcium-fortified variety, the level of fortification, and the bioavailability
of the aggregate calcium content of the food.

In the best of all possible worlds, the fortification of foods would raise the calcium den-
sity of the total diet (i.e., mmol calcium per MJ of energy) to levels approximating that of
the primitive diet, i.e., ∼4.8 mmol/MJ. At such a time it would no longer be necessary to
worry about or assess calcium intake, just as we no longer attempt to assess iodine intake.

Supplements
Calcium supplements will often be necessary in order to achieve desired total calcium

intakes, although, with the growing availability of fortified foods, the need for supplements
may well decline. Calcium supplements come in a large variety of forms involving different
anions and different dosage units. Calcium carbonate and calcium citrate are probably the
predominant forms in North America, with the carbonate accounting for the lion’s share of
the total market. Calcium carbonate has been shown to exhibit good bioavailability (see,
for example, Fig. 5). It is economical, it is generally well tolerated, and it exhibits close
to the highest calcium density of any of the products available on the market. Most of
the calcium supplements on the market today exhibit nearly equivalent bioavailability with
some, such as calcium citrate malate or the calcium chelates, exhibiting somewhat better
fractional absorption. But generally the differences between the products are so minor as to
be negligible or to be easily offset by taking a single extra pill of a less expensive, if less
well absorbed, product each week.

However, not all products are equally well formulated, in a pharmaceutical sense. While
the pharmaceutics of tablet disintegration and dissolution are well understood, the supple-
ment market, in the United States at least, is not held to those standards, and there was a
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period of time in the 1980s and the 1990s in which varieties of calcium supplement tablets
were widely distributed which simply did not disintegrate in the gastrointestinal tract, and
hence enriched no one except their manufacturer. The United States Pharmacopeia (USP)
has established disintegration standards for calcium supplements, but adherence to these
standards is voluntary, and regulation by the FDA in the United States is minimal. Hence
the best course of action in the foreseeable future is to use brand name supplements that
adhere to USP standards or have been the subject of suitable bioavailability testing (or
both).

Dose Timing
If the calcium is in the food, either naturally or through fortification, then timing is not a

relevant issue, since the calcium will come into the body with the other nutrients of the food
being consumed. However, if resort is to calcium supplements, then timing can be a factor.
Generally the safest course is to take calcium with meals. This replicates the primitive food
pattern, and it tends to spread the intake out over the day, so as to optimize absorption (see,
for example, Fig. 6). There are obvious problems involved in remembering to take multiple
doses of medication, as well as adherence problems with pill-taking generally. (That is
one of the reasons why a food fortification policy is likely to produce better population
penetration than a strategy based on calcium supplements.)

An argument has been made for taking calcium supplements at bedtime, inasmuch as
much of the PTH-mediated bone resorption occurs in the early hours of the morning, and a
large calcium dose at bedtime has been shown to suppress PTH secretion. Whether, in the
last analysis, this makes any difference to bone mass has not been established. At least one
study suggests that this stratagem has little effect (91).

Drug Interference
Calcium is a nutrient and, as such, exhibits little or no interactions with most medica-

tions, as is true for most other nutrients as well. Calcium does interfere with iron absorption
in single-meal tests, but, as noted above, does not impede the accumulation of total body
iron stores in adolescent girls. Similarly, concern about negative interactions between cal-
cium and zinc and magnesium has proved to be unfounded (86,88). This should not be
surprising since, once again, calcium is a nutrient that was present in high concentration
in the primitive diet. If its presence there had interfered substantially with other nutri-
ents essential for the health of the human organism, we would never have survived as a
species.

Calcium does not interfere with the action of calcium channel blockers, except insofar
as their effect on the body may be indirectly influenced by the circulating level of PTH
[and, correspondingly, 1,25(OH)2D]. Calcium, on the other hand, may interfere with the
absorption of the tetracycline antibiotics, since the tetracyclines strongly adsorb to calcium
crystals, which may to some extent be present in the intestinal lumen when the diet is high
in calcium. Large doses of calcium have also been reported to interfere with absorption
of thyroxine (92), although the effect is small. Nevertheless individuals being treated for
hypothyroidism should separate their intakes of thyroxine and calcium by at least 2 h.
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Calcium as Co-therapy
Until now the discussion has focused more or less exclusively on calcium as a nutrient.

There is a sense, also, in which it can be considered co-therapy particularly in the treatment
of disorders such as osteoporosis. Here the knee-jerk reflex has commonly been to think
about treatment in terms of pharmacotherapy, ignoring the fact that bone is built of min-
eral, not of drugs or hormones, and that the efficacy of drug or hormone regimens may well
depend to a substantial extent on providing adequate raw materials to build or maintain bone
in the presence of bone-active pharmacologic agents. All of the modern bone-active agents
[bisphosphonates, SERMs, and PTH (93–98)] have been tested only in the effective pres-
ence of supplemental calcium, and it could be a mistake to conclude that they would remain
effective if they were given without additional calcium. The additive effect of calcium is
seen most clearly, perhaps, with respect to HRT, where there is extensive experience both
with and without supplemental calcium. Figure 8 reproduces the data of a meta-analysis on
this topic (38) showing the strongly additive effect of the addition of calcium to an HRT
regimen.

Fig. 8. Change in bone mineral density at three skeletal sites with estrogen replacement in postmenopausal
women, both with and without supplementalcalcium. (Redrawn from the data of Nieves et al. (38);
Copyright Robert P. Heaney, 2000. Used with permission.)

While 30–40 mmol (1200–1600 mg) calcium per day, the intake recommended for adults
over age 50, is probably adequate for skeletal maintenance in an aging population, it may
not be sufficient to realize the full effects of the bone-active agents used in treatment of
osteoporosis. All antiresorptives are, effectively, PTH antagonists, and hence they lead to
increased PTH secretion and correspondingly better peripheral conservation of calcium.
But, given prevailing calcium intakes, it is uncertain whether this effect, by itself, is enough
to take full advantage of the pharmacotherapy. Hence exact calcium intake requirements for
maximal effect are not known. But one anabolic agent, fluoride, has been shown to produce
an extraordinary degree of bone hunger, with a consequent requirement for calcium above
60 mmol/day (99).
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Toxicity
Too much of any nutrient can produce intoxication and calcium is no exception.

However, calcium intoxication, expressed principally as the milk alkali syndrome (26), is
extremely rare and has never been reported for food calcium sources. Pastoralist peoples
of various ethnic backgrounds regularly consume 150–180 mmol (6000–7200 mg) calcium
per day, lifelong, without hint of adverse effects. All reports of calcium toxicity relate to
supplement administration, mostly as calcium carbonate.

Additionally, calcium-containing kidney stones can occur in individuals with high sup-
plement intakes (57). Generally, however, the effect is in the opposite direction, with high
calcium intakes reducing stone risk by up to 50% (100,101). This is because the complex-
ation of food oxalates by unabsorbed calcium in the gut lumen reduces oxalate absorption
and hence lowers the renal oxalate burden (101,102). Mol for mol, oxalate is a much more
potent stone risk factor than is calcium. Hence the theoretical increase in stone risk from
a high calcium intake is more than offset by the decrease in risk from the reduced oxalate
load (102). However, once all the dietary oxalate has been bound, further increases in cal-
cium intake could plausibly contribute to stone risk. That may have been the explanation
for the small (17%) increase in kidney stone risk in WHI (57), in which the intervention
added ∼1000 mg Ca/day to a mean intake already at the level recommended for women
over age 50.
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Summary

The serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] level measures vitamin D status. Clinical tri-
als show that treatment with vitamin D, 800 IU/day, along with calcium, 1200 mg/day, lowers
risk of fractures in older adults, as well as falls. Since the trials showed that a mean serum
25(OH)D of approximately 75 nmol/L (30 ng/mL), from the combination of diet, sunshine,
and the vitamin D dosage, was associated with the lower fall and fracture risks, many experts
now advise that 25(OH)D in osteoporosis patients should exceed this value. Empirical data
show that a daily vitamin D3 dose of 4000 IU (or 28000 once weekly) ensures that the bottom
of the bell curve for 25(OH)D in treated adults is at 75 nmol/L. This level of 25(OH)D is asso-
ciated epidemiologically with health benefits beyond osteoprosis. The natural, physiologic
range of serum 25(OH)D in humans due to sun exposure ranges to 225 nmol/L (90 ng/mL)
whereas toxicity (hypercalcemia) may become evident beyond 500 nmol/L (200 ng/mL).
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BASIC ASPECTS OF VITAMIN D-RELATED OSTEOPOROSIS

Introduction
It is well known to anthropologists that as human populations developed technologies

making more sedentary lifestyles possible, such changes coincided with a decline in bone
quantity, quality, and fracture resistance. These findings have implications for modern pop-
ulations with their more rapid rates of bone loss and increased risk of osteoporosis and
fracture (1,2).
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Insufficient supply of the nutrient, vitamin D, is now considered to be one of the most
important factors contributing to osteoporosis (3,4). The role played by vitamin D nutrition
in the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis is extremely important since it is by far the
easiest and cheapest element we can do something about. Thus, it would be of tremendous
value and benefit to fully perceive and understand the implications of vitamin D nutrition
on bone.

Authentic vitamin D is present in two forms: vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol) and vitamin D3
(cholecalciferol). The natural, physiological form of vitamin D in humans and mammals
is vitamin D3 which will be the present focus for discussion. Vitamin D3 (from here on,
vitamin D) is considered the more potent and natural form of vitamin D in primate species
including humans (5,6).

During the evolution of our species, requirements for vitamin D were satisfied by the life
of the naked ape in the environment for which its genome was optimized through natural
selection. The horn of Africa was the original, natural environment for the species, Homo
sapiens. Our genome, our physiology, and hence our vitamin D requirement are not thought
to have changed in the past 100,000 years. However, we have migrated away from tropical
climes, and most of us avoid exposing skin to the vitamin D-forming rays of sunshine. Many
of us live in regions like Northern Europe or North America, where for most of the year
sunshine does not contain the UVB light necessary to produce vitamin D in unprotected
skin (7). Thus, one should give serious thought to the question of whether vitamin D-related
conditions such as osteoporosis might not at least in part be a harmful side effect of modern
human culture.

Primates do not normally need vitamin D in their food because exposure to the sunlight
of their normal tropical environment makes it impossible for them to become vitamin D
deficient. On the other hand, the “evolution” of vitamin D into an essential nutrient for
humans stems from the shift of humans away from the equator, from increased pollution,
and from the cultures that avoid exposing the skin surfaces to sunshine.

Vitamin D Activation by the Skin
The skin is a major site of cholesterol synthesis. When 7-dehydrocholesterol, a precursor

in the synthetic path to cholesterol, is exposed to ultraviolet B light, the B-ring of the steroid
molecule is split open between carbon 9 and carbon 10 to produce a seco-steroid (a frac-
tured steroid) (Fig. 1). It takes about 24 h for this pre-vitamin D to isomerize spontaneously
into the mature vitamin D3 that is useful for the body. If there is sustained exposure to ultra-
violet light, an equilibrium is reached in which the pre-vitamin D and vitamin D production
are counteracted by deterioration to tachysterol and other compounds. This explains why
excess sun exposure does not cause vitamin D intoxication. One to four days are required
after sun exposure before rises of vitamin D levels in the circulation are apparent (8).

As age advances, the skin’s production of cholesterol decreases, and with this is a partial
loss in capacity to produce vitamin D. In humans over 70 years of age, a given amount
of sun exposure may generate as little as one fourth of the vitamin D achieved in young
subjects. Absorption of vitamin D generated within the skin into the blood is facilitated
by vitamin D-binding protein (DBP). Essentially all vitamin D circulates bound to DBP, a
protein that can be taken up selectively by the kidney and probably other tissues (9–11).
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Fig. 1. The molecules in the pathway toward synthesis of the hormone, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D
[1,25(OH)2D]. The liver metabolizes vitamin D into 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] which is mea-
sured to quantify vitamin D nutritional status, which represents long-term exposure of skin to ultraviolet
light, or the oral consumption of vitamin D.

Metabolism of Vitamin D
The 25-hydroxylation of vitamin D is the initial step in vitamin D activation (Fig. 1).

Enzymes in human liver microsomes and mitochondria convert vitamin D to 25(OH)D.
The concentration of this metabolite in blood is the accepted measure of vitamin D nutri-
tional status. The kidney functions as an endocrine gland synthesizing and secreting the
hormone, 1,25(OH)2D. Production of 1,25(OH)2D is stimulated by low circulating calcium,
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low phosphate, and high parathyroid hormone (PTH). 1,25(OH)2D stimulates the active
transport of calcium through the intestinal mucosa. Together with calcium, 1,25(OH)2D
suppresses the parathyroid gland. Together with PTH, 1,25(OH)2D regulates both bone
resorption and bone formation, thereby maintaining normal bone and mineral physiology.

“Adequate” Vitamin D Requirements and Risk Assessment
Vitamin D and calcium are the key nutrients favoring bone growth and preservation

throughout life. The adequate intake (AI) of vitamin D from infants to adults under 50 years
is 5.0 mcg/day (12) (1 mcg = 40 U). However, the evidence points to a far higher total need
for vitamin D in adults, from both sun and diet (13).

Calcium alone has never been shown to prevent fractures (but see Chapters 10 and 11).
However, calcium combined with 17.5–20 mcg/day vitamin D results in lower fracture risk
in the elderly (14,15). When elderly people previously deficient in vitamin D are given an
annual injection of vitamin D, they have fewer fractures (16). Aside from benefits to bone
density, the reduction in fractures with vitamin D is attributed to improved neuromuscular
function, better balance, and fewer falls (17). These latter actions of vitamin D have no
direct connection with calcium or bone.

Higher vitamin D supplies than are prevalent in modern societies were probably the norm
during the evolution of our species. Consensus holds that humans originated in equatorial
Africa and were exposed to abundant sunshine without clothing. The calcium intakes of
prehistoric humans were estimated by Eaton and Nelson to be over 1500 mg/day, who con-
tend that such calcium supplies represent the natural paradigm for humans (18). However,
these Paleolithic calcium intakes are difficult to maintain with modern diets.

Adults have little option but to consume dairy products or to take calcium supplements
to maintain the kinds of calcium intakes regarded as “adequate” according to the dietary
recommendations (12). This is a relatively recent phenomenon for humans. It is probable
that, like any other nutrient throughout human history, calcium nutrition was highly vari-
able and affected by region, seasonal food supply, dietary, and cultural preferences (19).
It could be argued that the high requirements that modern adults have for calcium may be
partly attributable to the need to compensate for a severe lack of vitamin D compared to the
evolutionary paradigm. Several reports show that active absorption of calcium through the
gut correlates with 25(OH) vitamin D concentrations (19–22). This effect reaches a plateau
at 80 nmol/L (= 32 ng/mL), beyond which there is no further rise in calcium absorption.
The evidence about the relationship between 25(OH)D concentration and calcium absorp-
tion suggests that when 25(OH)D concentrations are below 80 nmol/L, the body’s ability
to absorb calcium is impaired. Recent research suggests that the serum 25(OH)D concen-
tration may be more important than a high calcium intake in maintaining the desired values
of serum PTH and calcium metabolism. As long as the 25(OH)D concentration is greater
than 45 nmol/L (18 ng/mL) more than 800 mg/day of calcium may be unnecessary for
maintaining calcium metabolism (23).

In 1995 the Food and Nutrition Board (FNB) established values for vitamin D intakes
that were 15 mcg/day for those over the age of 70 years and lower values for younger
adults (12). The 1995 recommendations are being seen as too conservative, and calls are
being made to increase recommendations (24), but recommendations for nutrient intake
need to be balanced against safety. Risk assessments of vitamin D, using the safe Tolerable
upper intake level (UL) method, have been published by the FNB (12), the Scientific
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Committee on Food of the European Commission (25), and the Expert Group on Vitamins
and Minerals of the United Kingdom (26). The method to establish a UL involves a series
formal, standardized steps (12):

(1) Hazard identification—the evaluation of all pertinent information relative to the substance’s
potential to cause harm in humans. This step identifies the nature of the adverse effect,
including its severity and persistence. If the substance causes multiple types of adverse
effects, the critical effect is one that meets the severity and persistence criteria at the lowest
intake. – For vitamin D the identified hazard is hypercalcemia.

(2) Dose–response assessment—a quantitative evaluation of the relationship between oral
intake of the nutrient and the adverse effect. The no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL)
and, if possible, the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) are identified, and a
degree of uncertainty is assigned a numerical value, the uncertainty factor (UF).

(3) Calculation of the UL—a simple arithmetic operation: UL = NOAEL ÷ UF (or sometimes
UL = LOAEL ÷ UF). The UL is the long-term intake dosage that the public is advised not
to exceed.

The evidence from well-conducted human-intervention trials is the appropriate basis for
selecting a NOAEL value. The clinical trials have been listed and described by Hathcock
et al. (27). The primary criterion for inclusion in their analysis was the use of a vitamin D
dose substantially above the current AI (≥ 45 mcg, 1800 IU/day), followed by study design
(e.g., randomized, controlled), duration, and sample size. Relevant outcomes included the
effects on serum 25(OH)D and the increases in urinary and/or serum calcium.

Serum 25(OH)D level is accepted as the most appropriate indicator of vitamin D status
(12). Selection of a NOAEL for vitamin D is aided by consideration of how serum 25(OH)D
concentrations relate to toxicity. More specifically, because vitamin D is acquired from
multiple sources (cutaneous biosynthesis, foods, supplements), the serum 25(OH)D levels
at which hypercalcemia occurs must be examined to define how overall status relates to
toxicity (i.e., the critical dose–response relationship). Hathcock et al. found that the serum
25(OH)D levels associated with hypercalcemia from vitamin D are almost exclusively the
result of very large intakes of vitamin D. In virtually all instances, serum 25(OH)D levels
associated with hypercalcemia exceeded 200 ng/mL = 500 nmol/L (13). To achieve concen-
trations of 25(OH)D high enough to produce hypercalcemia, adults would need to consume
vitamin D3 in doses much higher than 10,000 IU/day, and this dose has been proposed as
the appropriate safe upper limit of vitamin D intake (27).

Regional and Seasonal Variations of Vitamin D
We can use data for modern adults who have abundant exposure of skin to ultraviolet

light to infer what the 25(OH)D concentrations would have been in early humans. From
this, we can estimate what an oral equivalent may be to early humans’ sun-derived daily
supply of vitamin D.

For the entire year at the low latitudes, natural for all primates, sunlight penetrates the
atmosphere with enough UVB light to disrupt 7-dehydrocholesterol molecules in the skin
and produces cholecalciferol (vitamin D) (28). In all studies of healthy non-human pri-
mates, circulating 25(OH)D concentrations exceed 80 nmol/L (29) (Fig. 2). To estimate
the circulating 25(OH)D concentrations prevalent in humans of the late Paleolithic period,
focus must be made on people in sun-rich environments who regularly expose most of their
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary perspective of circulating vitamin D nutritional status. Boxes show quartile values for
25(OH)D for the groups represented by the figures in the cartoons over the boxes (for example, sitting fig-
ure represents modern adult values (28,47)). The whiskers indicate the extreme 25(OH)D concentrations
and the dots indicate outlier values as determined by SPSS statistical software. For non-human primates,
the box extends to beyond the top of the figure.

skin surface to the sun. At least four studies show that UV exposure of the full skin surface
of an adult is equivalent to a vitamin D consumption of about 250 mcg/day (30–33). At
latitudes beyond 40◦, the angle of the sun is so low for much of the year that UVB light
penetration to the earth’s surface is minimal. For the rest of the year, UV intensity is much
lower than at tropical latitudes (34). However, even if modern humans do live in sunny cli-
mates, they are not ensured of a serum 25(OH)D concentration that matches the goal now
desired, of 75 nmol/L. Culture, clothing, and shelter minimize the natural production of
vitamin D by skin. Consequently 25(OH)D concentrations for populations in the Middle
East tend to be even lower than they are for people living in America or Europe (35–39).

Since early human evolution occurred under UV-rich conditions, typical 25(OH)D con-
centrations were surely higher than 100 nmol/L. Levels like this are now seen in lifeguards,
farmers, or people who sun tan. This range of 25(OH)D concentration reflects an adult
vitamin D input of 200–500 mcg/day (13). Since our genome was selected under these
conditions through evolution, it should be evident that our biology was optimized for a
vitamin D supply that is far higher than we currently regard as normal.

The question of whether such higher levels of vitamin D nutrition actually make a dif-
ference to human health and reduce the risks of osteoporosis needs to be addressed with
controlled prospective studies of vitamin D supplementation.

The intensity of ultraviolet light from the sun diminishes during winter months. For
example, at the latitude of Rome or Boston (42◦N), there is not enough outdoor ultra-
violet intensity between November and February to generate any vitamin D in the skin,
and this phenomenon is worse at higher latitudes (34). Season of the year affects vita-
min D nutritional status. Summer sunshine contains the UVB radiation that disrupts dermal
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7-dehydrocholesterol, and this then isomerizes into vitamin D3 (40). The liver readily
hydroxylates vitamin D at carbon 25 producing 25-hydroxyvitamin D (calcidiol). In pop-
ulations living in temperate latitudes, calcidiol levels rise and fall in annual cycles (41).
This affects the rate of change in bone density, which declines more quickly during winter
than during summer. Vitamin D supplements (about 20 mcg/day) combined with calcium
eliminate the faster fall in bone density during winter (42,43). In a cross-section of young,
healthy adults, bone markers are higher in the winter season (44). Likewise, bone turnover
markers in both young and old adults are statistically higher in winter (44,45).

Effect of Skin Color on Vitamin D
Deeply pigmented skin is regarded as the original, natural color of the skin of humans

(46,47). Dark skin protects against skin cancer and preserves the function of sweat glands
needed for thermoregulation. Moreover, dark skin protects circulating micronutrients, espe-
cially folic acid, from photodegradation. However, at latitudes farther away from the
equator, the process of natural selection favors whiter skin, because this permits dermal gen-
eration of sufficient vitamin D when the amount of UVB in sunlight is diminished. Darker
skin requires longer exposure. Very black skin requires about 1.5 h, or six times longer than
white skin, to reach the equilibrium for vitamin D production (48). Rickets is a well-known
consequence of inadequate sunshine, and it was the driving force for the natural selection
that has produced the latitudinal gradation of skin color of human populations (46,49).
Excessive curvature of long bones is well recognized as a sign of rickets and vitamin D
deficiency. However, a misshapen pelvis accompanies both rickets and osteomalacia. Even
if a woman did not have rickets during childhood, marginal vitamin D insufficiency caused
bouts of osteomalacia that resulted in a progressive reshaping of the pelvis (29,50,51).
Thus, the term “sufficient vitamin D” refers only to an amount of vitamin D that is enough
to permit and maintain a normally shaped female pelvis that allows natural childbirth.

Vitamin D and Calcium Homeostasis
Plasma calcium concentrations are maintained at a very constant level, and this level

is supersaturating with respect to bone mineral. If the plasma becomes less than saturated
with respect to calcium and phosphate, then mineralization fails, which results in rickets
among children and osteomalacia among adults (52). Of greater immediate importance is
the maintenance of the ionic calcium concentration in plasma to sustain normal neuromus-
cular functions. First, 1,25(OH)2D is the only hormone known to stimulate active intestinal
absorption of a nutrient, calcium. Second, 1,25(OH)2D influences the balance of calcium
at the intestine in a complex relationship, where at moderate, physiologic concentrations
it facilitates bone mineralization, but at larger, pharmacologic concentrations it stimulates
resorption (53). Third, the distal renal tubule is responsible for reabsorption of the last 1%
of the filtered load of calcium. Parathyroid hormone and 1,25(OH)2D interact to stimu-
late the reabsorption of the last 1% of the calcium filtered through the glomerulus (54).
Because about 7000 mg of calcium are filtered everyday in adults, the last 1% of filtered
calcium represents a major contribution to calcium balance. Again, both the parathyroid
hormone and the vitamin D hormone are required. Calcium physiologic processes are such
that a moderate rise in 1,25(OH)2D can stimulate intestinal mucosa to absorb calcium. If
the plasma calcium concentration fails to respond, then the parathyroid glands continue to
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secrete parathyroid hormone, which increases production of 1,25(OH)2D further to mobi-
lize bone calcium (acting with parathyroid hormone). Under normal circumstances, dietary
calcium is used first to maintain ionic calcium; if dietary calcium is inadequate, then internal
stores are used through the resorption of bone.

Vitamin D Effects on Bone
Senile osteoporosis has long been thought to be a consequence of prolonged, mild vita-

min D deficiency (3,55,56). This view is supported by the modern clinical evidence of
fracture prevention with vitamin D in the elderly (14,15). The amounts of vitamin D needed
to bring about the kinds of 25(OH)D concentrations associated with abundant sunshine
exposure exceed the current official safety limit of 50 mcg/day (12,57). Figure 2 com-
pares circulating 25(OH)D concentrations as they would have been through primate and
early human evolution, against levels that are now common for adults, and levels attained
with vitamin D intakes far higher than current AIs for the nutrient. In the broader con-
text of this comparison, modern humans are relatively deprived of vitamin D, and even the
most recently revised dietary guidelines for this nutrient (12) are probably still woefully
inadequate for adults.

A major part of the reason why contemporary older adults require calcium intakes at
levels attainable only with daily foods or mineral supplements may be because they are
relatively vitamin D deprived. Because current nutrient recommendations provide far less
vitamin D than what is attainable through sunshine, modern medical thinking effectively
maintains adults in a state of relative vitamin D insufficiency, compensated for by high
requirements for calcium. In contrast, early humans living in sun-rich environments were
relatively vitamin D rich probably at least 100 μg/day. Therefore, early humans may not
have required as much calcium to prevent osteoporosis. Of course, early humans had shorter
life expectancy.

The one officially recognized indication for use of vitamin D in adults is the treatment
and prevention of osteomalacia, bone loss, and fractures. A recent meta-analysis of the use
of vitamin D, 1,25(OH)2D, and its analogs found no evidence that doses of vitamin D less
than 800 IU/day are effective in preventing osteoporotic fractures. That is, prevention of
osteoporosis-related fractures required 800 IU/day of vitamin D3 (58). Furthermore, phar-
macological preparations of 1,25(OH)2D and its analogs were no better than conventional,
nutritional vitamin D3. Trivedi et al. added great strength to the vitamin D story with their
very simple study, in which 2686 adults (mostly men, age 65–85 years) were random-
ized to either a placebo or a 100,000 IU vitamin D3 pill, taken just once every 4 months
(826 IU/day, no extra calcium). The vitamin D resulted in a 39% reduction of any first frac-
ture and a 22% reduction in the classic, osteoporosis-type fractures (vertebral, hip, or wrist)
(59).

Prevention of fractures is the sin qua non of efficacy in osteoporosis treatment. While
it is well accepted that bone loss in women accelerates for a few years after menopause,
clinical trials with fracture as an outcome in adults under age 65 are prohibitively difficult
because fractures of osteoporosis are too rare at younger ages.

One large cross-sectional study following nurses in the United States showed that early
postmenopausal women consuming over 12.5 mcg (500 IU)/day of vitamin D3 in food or
vitamin supplements exhibited 37% fewer hip fractures than women consuming <3.5 mcg
(140 IU)/day (60). To support further the effect of vitamin D on bone healthcare data from
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the large US health survey, NHANES III, showed that in white women under age 50, BMD
was steadily higher as 25(OH)D increased to well beyond the normal range (61).

Within the first year of vitamin D treatment for osteoporosis, when bone density can-
not have increased by enough to affect its quality, occurrence of fractures is reduced by
about one third (15). Vitamin D improves muscle strength and balance. This reduces the
occurrence of the falls that cause fractures (17,22,62,63). In the elderly, serum 25(OH)D
concentrations correlate positively with muscle strength (64). Vitamin D receptors are
present in muscle tissue and they respond to physiologic concentrations of 1,25 dihydroxy
vitamin D (65,66). Stimulation of the receptors results in an increase in area of type II fibers
(67).

Lastly, it must not be forgotten that bone is accrued in the early years of life. Moreover,
its maternal vitamin D status during pregnancy affects the bone density of the child as
measured at 9 years of age (68). Several randomized clinical trials now show that for
girls especially, vitamin D supplementation increases bone accrual during adolescent years
(69,70). The effect of vitamin D treatment confirms the findings in cross-sectional studies
that higher 25(OH)D is associated with higher bone density (71). Simple vitamin D nutri-
tion is intimately tied to bone, from the earliest stages of life onward. The doses relevant to
children remain virtually unexplored. What we do know is that there is benefit and no harm
to adolescents taking 2000 IU/day of vitamin D (69).

Potential Effects of Vitamin D on Other Body Systems
Research in the fields of cell biology and epidemiology over the past two decades is

pointing toward vitamin D nutritional status as a means of achieving health benefits well
beyond the traditional realm of bone and mineral disease.

CANCER PREVENTION

Skin is not merely the physiologic source of vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol), which is pro-
duced because of the physiochemical accident that a precursor to cholesterol is unstable in
ultraviolet light. The skin is a target organ for this “nutrient” because it possesses the enzy-
matic machinery to convert vitamin D into 25(OH)D, and this can be metabolized locally
in the skin to 1,25(OH)2D (72,73). In 1998, Schwartz et al. (74) reported that normal and
malignant prostate cancer cells also had the enzymatic machinery to make 1,25(OH)2D.
This observation helped to crystallize the important role of vitamin D in cancer preven-
tion. Increased exposure to sunlight or vitamin D intake leads to increased production of
25(OH)D by the liver. Higher concentrations of 25(OH)D are used by the prostate cells
to make 1,25(OH)2D, which helps keep prostate cell proliferation in check and therefore
decreases the risk of prostate cells becoming malignant (40,75).

Likewise, breast, colon, lung, brain, and a wide variety of other cells in the body
have the enzymatic machinery to make 1,25(OH)2D (76–81). Thus higher concentra-
tions of 25(OH)D provide many tissues in the body with the substrate they need to make
1,25(OH)2D locally, which serves as an autocrine or paracrine regulator to regulate help
control cellular growth and maturation and to decrease the risk of malignancy (82,83).

This hypothesis has been further supported by the observation that both prospective
and retrospective studies revealed that if the 25(OH)D concentration exceeds 50 nmol/L
(20 ng/mL), then there is a ∼30–50% decreased risk of developing and dying of colon,
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prostate, and breast cancers compared to those whose 25(OH)D concentrations are lower
than this (75,83–86).

DIABETES MELLITUS AND METABOLIC SYNDROME

Vitamin D supplementation during infancy and childhood appears to protect against
development of type I diabetes mellitus later in life (87,88). Development of type 1 dia-
betes was found to be associated with low intake of vitamin D and signs of rickets during
the first year of life. The paracrine system supported by vitamin D nutrition is thought
to improve the immune function in a way that lowers the risk of developing autoimmune
reactions targeted toward the B cells of the pancreas.

In adults 25(OH)D concentrations correlate with insulin resistance and poor glucose
tolerance (89). Remarkably, the quality of the correlation between 25(OH)D and insulin
response published by Chiu et al. matches the quality of the published correlations between
25(OH)D and parathyroid hormone. The disease relationships with vitamin D suggest that
a lack of vitamin D contributes to syndrome X, the combination of hypertension, diabetes,
and obesity occurring in the same people (90).

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

Multiple sclerosis is more prevalent in populations that have lower levels of vitamin D
nutrition or ultraviolet exposure (91–94). Data from two large, prospective cohort stud-
ies suggest that vitamin D may be beneficial as a preventive measure. Dietary information
obtained from the Nurses Health Study (NHS) and NHS II was used to evaluate the effect
of vitamin D supplementation on the risk of developing MS. Long-term use of a multivi-
tamin (>10 years) resulted in a 41% risk reduction compared with participants who had
never used a multivitamin (95). Moreover, in a prospective study, higher 25(OH)D concen-
trations in serum samples of US military personnel were shown in a case–control study to
be preventive of later development of multiple sclerosis, suggesting the desirable goal was
to have 25(OH)D exceeding 99 nmol/L (>40 ng/mL) (96).

Australians with a childhood history of high sun exposure (> 4 h/day) are one third as
likely as those reporting <2 h/day to end up with MS (97). These are associational studies
that are highly suggestive, but not conclusive that additional vitamin D will play a role in
prevention.

There is little evidence to support the effectiveness of vitamin D in the treatment of MS.
One small study suggests that vitamin D supplementation may be helpful (98–109).

CHRONIC PAIN SYNDROME

Muscle tenderness and weakness are classic features of vitamin D-deficient infants, and
now we know that the same thing occurs in adults. One study showed that low 25(OH)D
levels are associated with back and muscle pain that is alleviated through vitamin D
supplementation (99).

IMMUNE FUNCTION AND INFLUENZA

Vitamin D deficiency impairs immune function in laboratory animals (100) and in chil-
dren there is a strong association between pneumonia and rickets (101). The hormone
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produced from vitamin D, 1,25(OH)2D, has profound effects in vitro. It acts as an immune
system modulator, preventing excessive expression of inflammatory cytokines and increas-
ing the “oxidative burst” potential of macrophages. It up-regulates the expression of potent
anti-microbial proteins, which exist in neutrophils, monocytes, natural killer cells, and
in epithelial cells lining the respiratory tract where they play a major role in protect-
ing the lung from infection. Thus, vitamin D reduces the incidence of viral respiratory
influenza (102).

BLOOD PRESSURE AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

The prevalence of hypertension increases with population distance, north or south, from
the equator (103), and in epidemiologic studies, higher 25(OH)D levels correlate with lower
diastolic pressure (104). Tanning in vitamin D-forming UVB light lowers blood pressure of
patients with mild hypertension (105). One randomized intervention study showed vita-
min D at 800 IU/day lowers blood pressure in the elderly (106). The black American
population tends to have greater prevalence of hypertension and lower 25(OH)D levels
than white Americans (107).

Serum concentrations of a natriuretic peptide associated with severity of cardiovascular
disease correlate with serum concentrations of 25(OH)D in patients with congestive heart
failure (108). Furthermore, 25(OH)D was lower in patients with congestive heart failure
than in control subjects. In addition, patients with cardiovascular heart disease are more
likely to develop heart failure if they are vitamin D deficient (109). Patients with peripheral
vascular disease and the common complaint of lower leg discomfort (claudication) are often
found to be vitamin D deficient. The muscle weakness and pain in these patients has been
reported to be not due to the peripheral vascular disease per se, but more related to the
vitamin D deficiency (110).

Although the exact mechanism involved in how vitamin D sufficiency protects against
cardiovascular heart disease is not fully understood, the relationship could be explained
by any or several of a number of mechanisms. Vascular endothelium possesses the
1-hydroxylase and the vitamin D receptor that makes possible autocrine or paracrine
relationships (111,112). Renal blood pressure regulation involves 1,25(OH)2D through
down-regulating the blood pressure hormone renin in the kidneys (113). Furthermore, there
is an inflammatory component to atherosclerosis, and vascular smooth muscle cells have a
vitamin D receptor and relax in the presence of 1,25(OH)2D (114,115).

NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE

Birth in the seasons when 25(OH)D concentrations are lowest is associated with higher
risk of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (116,117).These observations are consistent with the view that vita-
min D is essential for fetal brain development (118). Life in relatively sun-deprived urban
environments is implicated as a risk factor for schizophrenia in later years.

GENERAL WELL-BEING

A subjective sense of well-being is important to patients, but unfortunately has not been a
priority area for research funding. There is some evidence beyond anecdotal reports to link
vitamin D to a sense of “feeling better.” That there are endorphin-like effects of exposure
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to ultraviolet light has been widely accepted. A recent experiment involving tanning ses-
sions that were provided in a blinded manner, with and without UVA light, gives evidence
to demonstrate the phenomenon objectively. Exposure in tanning booths to the same visi-
ble light was more desirable if the light spectrum included ultraviolet wavelengths (119).
Because changes to serum 25(OH)D happen slowly, the acute desirable sense achieved with
ultraviolet light is probably only indirectly related to vitamin D. Humans probably evolved
to experience enjoyment from sunshine exposure a means to support behaviors that main-
tained the vitamin D supply through production in the skin. Seasonal affective disorder is
often attributed to a lack of sunlight exposure, and a relationship with vitamin D has been
hypothesized (120–122). The best direct comparison between effects of light treatment and
vitamin D treatment was reported by Gloth et al. in a trial that randomized subjects to either
a month of light treatment or a single large dose of vitamin D (100,000 IU). After the month
it was the vitamin D group that exhibited a decline in tests of mental depression (121).

Other clinical trials involving vitamin D supplementation also reported on effects on
mood or well-being. In one study, the effect of vitamin D supplementation at either the high-
est of the officially recommended intake levels, 4200 IU/week (equivalent to 600 IU/day)
was compared to supplementation at 28,000 IU/week (equivalent to 4000 IU/day) (122).
Male and female treated thyroid clinic outpatients were invited to take part if their serum
25(OH)D concentrations were below 50 nmol/L. The vitamin D-supplementation protocol
was started in late November, with questionnaires focusing on depression and well-being
evaluated in November and February. By February, participants in the higher vitamin D
dose group reported greater improvement in well-being than did those taking the lower
dose. In the fracture prevention study of Trivedi et al., healthy men and women were
randomized to 5 years of either placebo or vitamin D supplementation. In an analysis of sec-
ondary outcomes, the women receiving vitamin D3 were more likely to report their health
as good or excellent by the end of the study (59). Lastly, in the cross-sectional Longitudinal
Aging Study of Amsterdam, risk of “depressive symptoms” increased significantly and
dramatically as 25(OH)D concentrations declined (123).

BALANCING RISK AND BENEFIT

The highest chronic daily oral intake of vitamin D that will pose no risk of adverse effects
for most healthy adults is difficult to define – as for anything with biologic potency. A more
realistic approach is to find one dosage that does specify an intake that is indeed safe. It is
well accepted that the amount of vitamin D derived from sun exposure – 10,000 IU/day –
is safe and probably appropriate. This begs the question of what would happen to people
who do obtain this amount of vitamin D from sunshine and then add to that an oral intake.
It does appear that a total input of 20,000 IU/day of vitamin D (half of which is orally)
will be safe. The results of well-conducted trials of vitamin D lead to the conclusion that
the current, safe limitation for vitamin D intake of 2000 IU/day is excessively conservative
(124). A daily vitamin D3 dose of 2000 IU (50 mcg) will raise serum 25(OH)D by about
50 nmol/L, on average, well within the safe range of serum 25(OH)D concentrations that
extends to 500 nmol/L. A prolonged physiologic-replacement intake of 10,000 IU/day of
vitamin D3 will raise 25(OH)D by about 200 nmol/L, which approximates the 25(OH)D
concentration acquired through sun exposure on the scale seen in lifeguards. The combi-
nation of sunshine with 10,000 orally could in theory raise the 25(OH)D concentration to
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over 400 nmol/L in some individuals. This concentration is still below the 25(OH)D con-
centrations that characterize adults with hypercalcemia due to excessive vitamin D intake
(124). There is no intention here of advising a vitamin D intake of 10,000 IU/day for adults.
The purpose is to estimate a dose and the 25(OH)D concentration at which risk is unlikely.
That dose is 10,000 IU/day and the 25(OH)D concentration is higher than 500 nmol/L. For
essentially all adults, there is no risk associated with the doses of vitamin D supplement
proposed for use in the treatment and prevention of osteoporosis.
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INTRODUCTION

The vitamin D compounds regulate intestinal calcium absorption and thus contribute
to the maintenance of serum calcium concentrations. They also have direct effects on
osteoblasts leading to a stimulation of bone resorption by regulating osteoclastogenesis.
In addition, they impact on other aspects of osteoblast activity, the kidney and a variety of
other tissues. The clinical syndrome which develops in the presence of severe vitamin D
deficiency is osteomalacia, presenting in children as rickets. Osteomalacia is characterized
by the presence of unmineralized bone matrix. This occurs in vitamin D deficiency because
the low concentrations of both calcium and phosphate in the extracellular fluid are inade-
quate to sustain the normal formation of hydroxyapatite crystals. Osteomalacia caused by
vitamin D deficiency is also characterized by marked hyperparathyroidism, as the body’s
homeostatic mechanisms struggle to maintain a normal serum calcium concentration in
the face of its deficient intestinal absorption. Hyperparathyroidism results in the mobiliza-
tion of calcium from bone. Clinically apparent osteomalacia in adults is now regarded as a
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rarity. However, less marked degrees of vitamin D deficiency are common in those who do
not venture outdoors regularly, particularly the frail elderly. These individuals also manifest
secondary hyperparathyroidism and the associated acceleration of bone loss, though they
often will not have evidence of unmineralized osteoid on bone biopsy. The hyperparathy-
roidism, however, contributes to the development of osteoporosis, so treatment of vitamin
D deficiency becomes an important part of managing osteoporosis in many patients.

Vitamin D is misnamed, since it is not an essential dietary constituent but rather is a
hormone precursor synthesized in the skin as a result of sunlight exposure. Body stores
are usually assessed from circulating levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25D) and are pre-
dominantly determined by sunlight exposure. In addition, 25D concentrations are related
to season, physical activity (probably because it reflects time outdoors), gender (lower val-
ues in women), age (inversely), fat mass (inversely), skin color (lower values on those with
darker skin), and, to some extent, to dietary intake (1–4). There is marked geographic varia-
tion in 25D levels, reflecting the effects of these factors as well as differences in customary
dress, use of sunscreens, and other lifestyle factors (5). Low values are particularly common
in those living in institutions and in those with frailty-related illnesses.

While the importance of vitamin D deficiency in accelerating bone loss is widely
accepted, it is uncertain whether other changes in vitamin D metabolism contribute. In
advanced old age, there may be a decline in serum concentrations of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D as a result of declining renal function, and this is likely to contribute to the rise in parathy-
roid hormone with age. How important this is to the development of osteoporosis is unclear,
and the lack of consistently positive results from trials of treatment using 1α-hydroxylated
vitamin D metabolites suggests that this is a relatively small player in most individuals.

The above discussion makes clear the important distinction between supply of the parent
compound (i.e., calciferol) and that of its numerous metabolites. There is good evidence
for the biological activity of both 25D and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D, though the latter is
by far the more potent. However, there have been suggestions that other metabolites such
as 24,25-dihydroxyvitamin D may also have a role in skeletal metabolism. When calcif-
erol is provided to a vitamin D-deficient individual, all of these metabolites are replaced,
and the body’s homeostatic mechanisms determine the balance between them. In contrast,
when a single active metabolite is administered (e.g., alfacalcidol or calcitriol) levels of
other metabolites (such as 25D) may actually be reduced by this intervention, producing
an unphysiological balance and a significant risk of hypercalciuria and hypercalcemia.
Therefore, when reviewing the evidence from clinical trials, it is very important to draw
a distinction between treatment of vitamin D deficiency with calciferol on the one hand and
use of its 1α-hydroxylated metabolites on the other.

DEFINITION OF VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY

Recently, there have been attempts to determine the optimal serum 25D concentra-
tion, so that an appropriate threshold for intervention can be identified. A number of
cross-sectional studies have addressed this by assessing the relationship between serum
25D and parathyroid hormone, using elevation of parathyroid hormone concentrations as
a marker of biologically significant vitamin D deficiency (6). Such investigations pro-
duce estimates which have wide confidence intervals and some have suggested that the
optimal serum 25D concentration may be as high as 100 nmol/L (to convert to μg/L,
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divide by 2.5) (7). Malabanan et al. (8) have addressed this issue by assessing whether
the administration of vitamin D resulted in suppression of parathyroid hormone in indi-
viduals with a variety of baseline serum 25D concentrations. They found that vitamin
D supplementation only caused suppression of parathyroid hormone levels when base-
line serum 25D was <50 nmol/L. Lips et al. (9) reported a similar threshold following
supplementation with 400–600 IU/day of vitamin D, though these subjects also received
calcium 500 mg/day. Patel et al. (10) have provided data similar to the Malabanan study.
Cholecalciferol 800 IU/day increased 25D by 25 nmol/L, while a reciprocal decrease in
serum parathyroid hormone (of 6.6 ng/L) was only seen in subjects in the lowest quartile
of baseline serum 25D (i.e., 25D < 60 nmol/L).

A further approach to this problem is to assess the relationship between 25D and bone
density in a cross-sectional population study. This has been done using the 13,432 partici-
pants in NHANES III and showed differences in total hip bone density of about 4% between
the lowest and the highest 25D quintiles in whites (11). Most of this difference was between
the first and second quintiles which were separated at a 25D concentration of 53 nmol/L.
Some prospective epidemiological studies have examined the association between baseline
vitamin D status or 25OHD levels and subsequent risk of fracture but have not found a
consistent relationship between 25OHD levels and fracture risk (12–16). This question has
also been approached by regressing the achieved levels of 25D in clinical studies of vita-
min D supplementation against the relative risk of fracture (17). The resulting relationships
again have wide confidence intervals but suggest that 25D > 70–80 nmol/L is associated
with fewer fractures. However, this analysis did not take into account the fact that some
studies co-administered calcium and others did not.

Vitamin D status has also been related to a number of other health states, including den-
tal health, cardiovascular disease, infections, diabetes, and colon cancer (18). Most of these
suggestions arise from observational studies, which are confounded by obesity, physical
activity, and other health-related behaviors, such as taking vitamin supplements. In gen-
eral, healthier people are thinner and spend more time outdoors. Like the bone data, these
findings are suggestive but not compelling.

It should also be remembered that the circannual variation in 25D means that the thresh-
old for optimal status will vary throughout the year. Our own data show that men need to
have a summer peak of >90 nmol/L to ensure that their winter nadir is >50 nmol/L, and for
women the summer value must exceed 70 nmol/L (1,4).

In summary, the optimal level of serum 25D for bone health remains an open question
with current recommendations spanning a range from 50 to 100 nmol/L (19). The lower end
of this range is favored by interventional studies, such as that of Malabanan. If the upper
end of this range is accepted, then the majority of older adults would be defined as being
deficient. This would lead to a policy of medicating most of the population aged over 50
years, which seems hard to justify in the absence of trial evidence of substantial benefit.

TREATMENT OF VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY

Regimens
The most physiologic way of replacing vitamin D is by exposing individuals to sun-

light. We have demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial that spending 30 min/day
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outdoors results in increases in serum 25D levels from 60 to 78 nmol/L (20). These changes
had not plateaued at the end of the 1-month study, suggesting that even greater benefits
accrue over time. Supplementation is more commonly undertaken with one of the cal-
ciferols, either ergocalciferol (vitamin D2) or cholecalciferol (vitamin D3), which are of
plant and animal origin, respectively. They have generally been regarded as being equally
potent, though several recent studies have suggested that compounds from the vitamin D3
series have greater biological activity because of longer durations of action following oral
administration to humans (21). In a few studies, 25D has been used (22). This would be
theoretically attractive in situations where 25-hydroxylation in the liver was likely to be
deficient. However, even in advanced liver disease there is usually sufficient capacity to
provide adequate hydroxylation of vitamin D, so calciferol is all that is necessary.

Oral or parenteral administration of calciferol is effective. Daily doses between 400 and
1000 international units (IU; 1 μg = 40 IU) per day are typically used. Doses up to several
thousand units per day can be administered long term without toxicity (23). A calciferol
dose of 1 μg/kg/day increases serum 25D by about 50 nmol/L (24). Other regimens used
include 50,000 IU of calciferol once a month by mouth (25), 100,000 IU three-monthly by
mouth (26), and 150,000 IU by annual intramuscular injection (27). A single oral dose of
up to 500,000 IU of calciferol is effective treatment of established deficiency (28,29). The
efficacy of intermittent regimens is attributable to vitamin D being a fat-soluble vitamin
which is stored in adipose tissue. The half-life of the decline of 25D after oral loading with
calciferol is 90 days (29).

Effects on Bone Density
The effects of vitamin D supplementation on bone density have been studied in a number

of contexts. In early postmenopausal women who are not deficient, supplementation has
little if any effect on bone density (30,31), and this is also the case even when baseline 25D
concentrations are as low as 24–30 nmol/L (32). In older women with sub-optimal serum
25D concentrations, beneficial effects on bone mass of 1–2% are demonstrable (33,34).
One study of patients with baseline serum 25D <35 nmol/L demonstrated increases of 4%
in spine and hip bone density with calciferol replacement (28).

Effects on Fractures
A number of large studies either with calciferol alone or in combination with calcium

have assessed the impact of these interventions on fractures. Heikinheimo et al. (35) stud-
ied almost 800 elderly men and women, randomized to an annual injection of 150,000 IU
vitamin D2 or to control. Mean baseline levels of 25D were 31 nmol/L in the subjects living
independently (two thirds of the cohort) and 14 nmol/L in those in a municipal home. The
respective groups increased to 49 and 45 nmol/L with treatment. After a mean follow-up
of 3 years, symptomatic fractures were reduced by 25% in the vitamin D-treated subjects
(p = 0.03). In contrast, Lips et al. showed no difference in fracture incidence in 2578 inde-
pendently living men and women over the age of 70 years randomized to receive calciferol
400 IU/day or placebo over a period of up to 3.5 years (36). Mean serum 25D concentra-
tions in the third year of the study were 23 nmol/L in the placebo group and 60 nmol/L
in the vitamin D group. Trivedi (37) randomized 2686 men and women aged 65–85 years
living in the general community to 100,000 IU oral vitamin D3 or placebo every 4 months
over 5 years. Relative risks for any fracture were 0.78 (p = 0.04) and for hip, wrist/forearm,
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or vertebral fracture were 0.67 (p = 0.02). At year 4, 25D was 74 nmol/L in the intervention
group compared with 53 nmol/L in those receiving placebo.

There have also been several large trials of combined treatment with calcium and cal-
ciferol in the elderly. In the 3-year study of Chapuy et al. (38,39) more than 3000 women
aged 69–106 years living in institutions were randomly allocated to take placebo or 1.2 g
of elemental calcium plus 800 IU of vitamin D3 daily. Baseline serum 25D concentrations
were 33–40 nmol/L and rose to 100–105 nmol/L in those receiving active therapy. At 18
months, there were 32% fewer non-vertebral fractures in those receiving active treatment
(p = 0.02) and 43% fewer hip fractures (p = 0.04). At the end of 3 years of treatment, the
probabilities of non-vertebral fractures and hip fractures were reduced by 24 and 29%,
respectively (p < 0.001), in those receiving active therapy. Proximal femoral bone mineral
density (BMD) increased 2.7% in those receiving active treatment and declined 4.6% in the
placebo group (p < 0.001). Dawson-Hughes et al. (40) have reported similar findings. They
randomized 389 men and women aged over 65 years to treatment with either 500 mg of
calcium plus 700 IU of calciferol per day or placebo. At the end of 3 years, there had been
new non-vertebral fractures in 26 subjects in the placebo group and in 11 in the calcium–
vitamin D group (p = 0.02). In neither of these studies is it clear whether the calciferol,
the calcium, or their combination was the key to success. Larsen et al. (41) have reported a
community-wide program in which blocks of a municipality were randomized in a factorial
design to receive a falls-prevention program or calcium (1 g) and vitamin D (400 IU). They
enrolled 9605 individuals (about half of the eligible population) and found a 16% reduction
in osteoporotic fractures over 3 years with calcium and vitamin D.

Three large studies have recently been published from Britain. A 2-year, open, random-
ized study compared a combined intervention of 1 g of calcium plus 800 IU vitamin D3
daily with dietary and falls-prevention advice in 3314 women aged >70 years with one or
more risk factors for hip fracture (42). The study found no significant effect of the cal-
cium/vitamin D intervention on fracture risk (odds ratio for any fracture 1.01, 95% CI
0.71–1.43; odds ratio for hip fracture 0.75, 95% CI 0.31–1.78). However, the findings are
limited by the lack of a placebo control, insufficient power to detect a reduction in frac-
ture risk of <30%, and poor adherence (60%) with study medication. The RECORD study
recruited 5292 people aged 70 years or older (85% women) with a history of a low-trauma
fracture (43). They were randomly assigned to take 800 IU/day vitamin D3, 1000 mg/day
calcium, vitamin D3 plus calcium, or placebo, and followed for a median period of 45
months. The incidence of new, low-trauma fractures did not differ significantly between
participants allocated to calcium and those who were not (hazard ratio 0.94, 95% CI 0.81–
1.09). Combined therapy was also ineffective (HR 1.01, 95% CI 0.75–1.36). This study
had a low compliance (∼50%), there was significant contamination with other therapies for
osteoporosis, and it was carried out in a population with prevalent fractures. However, these
considerations do not completely explain its negative results. Recently, a further British
study has been published, in which 3717 people (76% women, average age 85 years) were
randomized to receive ergocalciferol 2.5 mg every 3 months or to act as controls (44). After
a median follow-up of 10 months, 3.6% of vitamin D-treated subjects and 2.6% of controls
had one or more non-vertebral fractures. Falls and hip fractures were also similar between
groups. Baseline 25D was 47 nmol/L and reached 70–80 nmol/L 1–3 months after dos-
ing. However, the study was relatively under-powered, having 50% power to detect a 34%
reduction in the incidence of fractures.
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Finally, the Women’s Health Initiative study recruited 36,282 postmenopausal women,
50–79 years of age, who were randomly assigned to receive 1 g of calcium with 400 IU
of vitamin D3 daily or placebo. Baseline 25D was 47 nmol/L and increased 28% with
the intervention. Fractures were ascertained for an average follow-up period of 7.0 years.
Intention-to-treat analysis indicated a hazard ratio of 0.88 for hip fracture (95% CI 0.72–
1.08), 0.90 for clinical spine fracture (0.74–1.10), and 0.96 for total fractures (0.91–1.02).
Censoring data from women when they ceased to adhere to the study medication reduced
the hazard ratio for hip fracture to 0.71 (0.52–0.97). There are a number of confounders in
this study that need to be considered. The baseline calcium intake was 1150 mg/day, helped
to this level by the fact that 30% of subjects were already taking calcium supplements inde-
pendent of the study. Vitamin D supplements independent of the study were also permitted.
Fifty percent of subjects were using hormone replacement therapy and 17% were using a
bisphosphonate during the study period. The Women’s Health Initiative also had difficulties
with compliance, with only 59% taking more than 80% of their study medication at trial
end. All these factors militate against the intention-to-treat analysis finding an effect – the
high use of supplements and medication effectively made this a study of increasing cal-
cium/vitamin D supplementation in individuals already on a conventional anti-osteoporosis
regimen.

The data from these studies indicate that vitamin D deficiency and secondary hyper-
parathyroidism are common in frail elderly subjects and suggest that these changes
contribute to the progressive reduction in bone density which occurs in this age group.
These biochemical abnormalities are reversible with physiological doses of vitamin D and
calcium, which lead to beneficial effects on bone density, but effects on fracture are equiv-
ocal. Bischoff-Ferrari et al. have suggested that anti-fracture efficacy is only attained with
a vitamin D dose of at least 700 IU/day and an achieved serum 25D level of 70–80 nmol/L.
However, those studies with the greater vitamin D supplement and that achieved the high-
est 25D levels were also the studies that co-administered calcium, so it is not possible to
attribute all the benefit to vitamin D. The present data do suggest, however, that fractures
are reduced with high-dose vitamin D and calcium in frail elderly individuals.

Effects on Falls
Severe vitamin D deficiency is associated with myopathy. This has led to the speculation

that muscle dysfunction may also occur in less severe states of vitamin depletion. A number
of clinical trials have found that vitamin D supplementation reduces falls. Harwood showed
a 52% reduction in falls in hip fracture patients given oral or injectable vitamin D (45), and
Bischoff-Ferrari et al. (46) showed a similar improvement with daily calcium and vitamin
D supplements. However, a number of negative studies have also been reported (47). The
heterogeneity of patient populations, interventions, and study power may account for these
inconsistencies.

VITAMIN D METABOLITES IN POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS

Independently of the recognition of the problem of vitamin D deficiency, there has been
interest in assessing the active metabolites of vitamin D as pharmaceutical therapies for
osteoporosis based on their capacity to increase intestinal calcium absorption and to thereby
reduce bone resorption. The agents most studied have been calcitriol and alfacalcidol.
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Calcitriol
Two trials in normal women have been reported from Denmark. In early postmenopausal

women, those randomized to estrogen/progestin therapy (HRT) had increases in forearm
bone mass of ∼1% over 1 year, whereas those on placebo or calcitriol lost 2%, the between-
groups difference being significant (48). In a similar study in healthy 70-year-old women,
bone loss tended to be more marked in the calcitriol-treated group than in those taking
placebo, and a loss of vertebral height was only observed in patients taking calcitriol
(49,50). More recently, a study from Thailand compared the effects of calcitriol and HRT
in early postmenopausal women and showed much more positive changes in bone mass in
those receiving estrogen (51). Taken together, these studies suggest that calcitriol has no
place in the prevention of normal postmenopausal bone loss and, in European women, may
even accelerate it.

A larger number of studies have been carried out in women who already have osteo-
porosis. Falch et al. (52) failed to find any effects of calcitriol on forearm bone mineral
content and vertebral fractures over 3 years in 76 women with a history of forearm fracture.
A three-center US study resulted in individual reports from each of the centers (53–55).
Subjects with at least one vertebral fracture were randomized to calcitriol 0.5 μg/day or
placebo, with dose escalation until hypercalciuria or hypercalcemia occurred. The dose
titration resulted in the patients of Ott and Chestnut receiving a mean dose of 0.43 μg/day,
those of Gallagher 0.62 μg/day, and those of Aloia 0.8 μg/day. The Aloia patients showed
between-groups differences in bone density of 2–4% at the various sites (significant using
one-tailed tests) but had frequent hypercalciuria and hypercalcemia. The Gallagher group
also found beneficial effects (2% between-groups difference in total body BMD at 2 years)
and averted major problems with hypercalcemia by restricting dietary calcium intake to
600 mg/day. Ott and Chestnut also had a good safety outcome by restricting calcium intake
but bone density changes tended to be more positive in the placebo group than in those
receiving calcitriol at the three skeletal sites assessed.

The largest trial of calcitriol in osteoporosis is that of Tilyard (56). Six hundred and
twenty-two women with vertebral fractures were randomized to calcitriol 0.5 μg/day or
calcium 1 g/day and followed for 3 years. The only end point was vertebral fracture. There
were significantly more fractures in the calcium group than in the calcitriol group in both
years 2 and 3 – the fracture rate remained stable in the calcitriol group throughout the study
but increased threefold in those taking calcium. This apparent deleterious effect of calcium
supplementation may be contributed to by the large number of withdrawals in year one.
Other issues with this study are that a number of the subjects were vitamin D deficient at
entry, the lower fracture rates in calcitriol-treated subjects were only seen in those who had
fewer than six fractures at baseline, and the study was not double blind.

More recently, Gallagher (57) randomized 489 elderly women to HRT, calcitriol, neither,
or both. At 3 years, the increases in BMD were about twice as great in those taking HRT
compared with those seen in calcitriol-treated patients, and combination therapy tended
to produce the greatest increments in BMD. There was a trend for fracture rates to be
lower in the calcitriol groups. Sahota et al. (58) have compared calcitriol directly with
alendronate and etidronate and shown its effects on markers and bone density to be signif-
icantly less than either bisphosphonate. Thus, calcitriol is now little used as a monother-
apy for osteoporosis, though occasionally it is sometimes combined with other agents
(see below).
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The above studies are generally reassuring regarding the safety of calcitriol use, par-
ticularly when doses do not exceed 0.5 μg/day. This dose, when used in the absence of
calcium supplementation, causes only modest hypercalciuria. None of the more than 200
women treated over a 3-year period by Tilyard developed renal colic, and in the 60 subjects
who had renal ultrasonography after 2 years of treatment, no evidence of calcium depo-
sition was seen. In most studies, serum calcium levels have remained stable throughout
the trial period, though there have been reports of hypercalcemia in routine clinical use
of calcitriol (59). However, the combination of calcitriol with calcium supplementation,
or calcitriol doses >0.5 μg/day will result in significant hypercalciuria and hypercalcemia.
Such patients require frequent monitoring.

Alfacalcidol
Alfacalcidol (1α-hydroxycholecalciferol) is a synthetic vitamin D compound requiring

hydroxylation at position 25 to form calcitriol, its active form. This conversion takes place
rapidly in the liver, so it is effectively a pro-drug of calcitriol.

Several studies have failed to demonstrate a beneficial effect of this drug in prevent-
ing bone loss in early postmenopausal women (30,60,61). Of the studies in osteoporotic
women, many are of short duration, use only forearm bone density measurements, or
involve small numbers of patients, possibly accounting for their inconsistent results. Fujita
et al. (62) compared alfacalcidol with etidronate. Patients were randomized either to alfa-
calcidol (0.75 μg/day) or to one of two cyclical etidronate regimens (either 200 mg/day
or 400 mg/day for the 2-week treatment period). At 1 year, lumbar spine bone density
increased 2.4 or 3.4% for the respective etidronate regimens, but showed a non-significant
decline (–0.5%) in those receiving alfacalcidol (p < 0.001 versus both etidronate groups).
Fracture rates (per hundred patients) were the following: low-dose etidronate, 6.9; high-
dose etidronate, 5.4; alfacalcidol, 15 (p = 0.028 versus high-dose etidronate group). Orimo
et al. (63) showed that alfacalcidol (1 μg/day) was 1.7% better than placebo at the lum-
bar spine at 1 year, though there was no treatment effect at the hip. Nuti et al. (64)
reported similar findings from 148 women studied over 18 months. Shiraki et al. (65)
and Chen et al. (66) reported modest increases in spine BMD of about 2% at 1–2 years
with 0.75 μg/day, but these studies are weakened by missing data and being unblinded,
respectively. Shiraki et al. (67) have also compared alfacalcidol (1 μg/day) and alendronate
over 48 weeks. Lumbar spine BMD increased slightly in those receiving the vitamin D
metabolite, but substantially more in those on alendronate. No proximal femoral data were
reported.

Taken together, these studies suggest a modest beneficial effect of alfacalcidol in post-
menopausal osteoporosis. None of the studies established its efficacy definitively, and those
using active comparators suggest it is clearly inferior to even a weak bisphosphonate.
Most positive data come from studies in Japanese subjects and may not be general-
izable to European populations because of genetic and lifestyle (e.g., dietary calcium)
differences.

As with calcitriol, the principal safety issues with alfacalcidol are the risks of hyper-
calciuria and hypercalcemia. In Japanese patients, alfacalcidol 1 μg/day does not elevate
serum calcium concentrations unless it is taken in combination with a calcium supplement
(68,69). In other groups, there may be hypercalciuria with a dose of only 0.5 μg/day if
calcium supplements are also used.
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COMBINATION REGIMENS

The combination of vitamin D metabolites with other therapies for osteoporosis has been
common, though only recently has evidence to support the practice been forthcoming. Early
studies of calcitriol with HRT suggested no benefit from using both together, and similar
findings came from the use of calcitriol with a bisphosphonate or calcitonin. Recently, how-
ever, studies have shown benefit from the addition of calcitriol to either HRT (57,70–72)
or a bisphosphonate. Frediani et al. (73) randomized women to take calcium, calcitriol
0.5 μg/day, alendronate (10 mg/day), or both. At 2 years, the approximate changes in total
body BMD were –2, +2, +4, and +6%, respectively, the combination therapy being sig-
nificantly better than any of the other interventions. Masud et al. (74) compared cyclical
etidronate with this regimen plus calcitriol. Again, there was a benefit of more than 2%
in the BMD changes at both the spine and the hip. These findings suggest that vitamin
D metabolites have small positive effects on bone density when their stimulation of bone
resorption is blocked by the co-administration of an anti-resorptive agent.

MALE OSTEOPOROSIS

Orwoll et al. (75) studied the effects of calciferol 1000 IU/day plus calcium 1000 mg/day
in a placebo-controlled trial in normal men aged 30–87 years. Seventy-seven men were
studied over a 3-year period. There was no difference in rates of change of either radial
or vertebral BMD between the two groups. However, some of the more recent studies
of vitamin D replacement have included men (35,40) and they suggest that the beneficial
effects are uniform between the sexes. Ebeling (76) conducted a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial of calcitriol 0.5 μg/day versus calcium 1 g/day in osteoporotic men
with at least one baseline fracture. The calcium group showed transient positive changes in
bone density at the hip and spine, though at 2 years there were no differences between the
groups. Over the 2 years of the study, there were 15 vertebral and 6 non-vertebral fractures
in the calcitriol group but only a single vertebral fracture in those taking calcium (p = 0.03).
This suggests that calcitriol should not be used in idiopathic male osteoporosis.

CONCLUSIONS

There is consistent evidence that vitamin D deficiency results in secondary hyper-
parathyroidism and accelerated bone loss among elderly subjects in many countries. The
treatment/prevention of this problem with physiological doses of calciferol (possibly plus
calcium) has beneficial effects on bone mass and, possibly, fracture incidence and should
be vigorously promoted. The use of vitamin D metabolite (e.g., calcitriol or alfacalcidol)
therapy, however, now has little support. There is no evidence to support its use in the pre-
vention of bone loss in normal postmenopausal women. In osteoporotic women, trials have
produced variable results, except in Japan where outcomes have been more consistently
positive. In those studies in which beneficial effects on BMD have been found, these have
generally been less than are seen with HRT or bisphosphonates. Vitamin D metabolites may
have effects on BMD which are additive to those of other anti-resorptive agents. There is
no conclusive evidence for anti-fracture efficacy of these compounds.
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Summary

Estrogens preserve the adult skeleton by suppressing bone turnover and maintaining a
focal balance between the rate of bone resorption and formation. Slowing of bone remodeling
is due to the attenuating effects of estrogens on the generation of osteoclast and osteoblasts.
Maintenance of a focal balance between formation and resorption apparently results from a
pro-apoptotic effect on osteoclasts and an anti-apoptotic effect on osteoblasts and osteocytes.
Conversely, loss of estrogens leads to a decrease in bone mass due to an increase in bone
resorption and formation, with resorption exceeding formation. Bone cells are direct targets
of estrogens which bind, predominantly, to the ERα. Estrogens suppress the proliferation
of osteoblast progenitors and the apoptosis of osteoblasts and osteocytes and also modulate
osteoblast differentiation. The anti-apoptotic actions of estrogens on osteoblasts and osteo-
cytes are mediated by extranuclear kinases and do not require the DNA-binding function
of the ER. In cells of the osteoclast lineage, estrogens inhibit the differentiation of osteo-
clast progenitors and promote the apoptosis of mature osteoclasts. Moreover, estrogens can
inhibit osteoclastogenesis indirectly, via the attenuation of the production of osteoclastogenic
cytokines by bone marrow mononuclear cells, T lymphocytes, or osteoblast-lineage cells.
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Importantly, most of the effects of estrogens on bone cells are mediated via an anti-oxidant
mechanism of action.

Key Words: Estrogen, bone, menopause, osteoporosis, estrogen therapy, osteoblasts/
osteocytes, pro-apoptotic effect, osteoclasts, cellular, molecular, 17β-estradiol (E2), estrone,
estriol, postmenopausal

INTRODUCTION

Loss of estrogens at menopause is a major factor for the development of osteoporosis in
women. Pioneering work by Fuller Albright (1), validated later by densitometric studies,
demonstrated that the accelerated bone loss induced by cessation of ovarian function could
be prevented by estrogen therapy (2,3). Estrogens play a key role in the growth and remodel-
ing of the skeleton. In the adult estrogens preserve bone mass by suppressing bone turnover
and maintaining a focal balance between the rate of bone formation and resorption. At the
cellular level, suppression of bone turnover is a consequence of the attenuating effects of
estrogens on the generation of both osteoblast and osteoclast progenitors. Maintenance of
a focal balance between formation and resorption by estrogens results from an increase of
the life span of osteoblasts/osteocytes and a pro-apoptotic effect on osteoclasts (4).

This chapter will review the recent progress in the understanding of the cellu-
lar and molecular mechanisms of action of estrogens on bone cells and the patho-
genetic mechanisms responsible for the development of osteoporosis following estrogen
deficiency.

GENERAL MECHANISMS OF ESTROGEN ACTION

Endogenous vertebrate estrogens include a large number of molecules, derived from
cholesterol, of which the most abundant are 17β-estradiol (E2), estrone, and estriol. In this
review “estrogens” refer to the group of endogenous estrogen molecules. In premenopausal
women E2 produced in the ovaries is the main circulating estrogen. In postmenopausal
women estrone, synthesized in several extraovarian sites, including bone, is the most abun-
dant circulating estrogen. E2, formed by aromatization of testosterone, is the most abundant
estrogen in males.

Estrogens act by binding to the estrogen receptor α (ERα) and β (ERβ) that belong
to the large family of nuclear receptors (5). ERs are ligand-activated transcription fac-
tors that homo- or heterodimerize upon ligand binding and directly bind to specific
DNA sequences called estrogen response elements (EREs) in regulatory regions of target
genes (6,7). DNA-bound ERs interact with several coregulator proteins to form a mul-
tiprotein complex that activates or represses the general transcriptional machinery (8,9).
In addition, ERs have the ability to associate indirectly with gene promoters through
protein–protein interactions with other transcription factors, as is the case of ER bind-
ing to NF-κB. This association inhibits NF-κB activation and the transcription of genes
like IL-6 (10). Recently, Cvoro et al. (11) reported a novel mechanism of transcrip-
tional repression by estrogen. Specifically, using human osteoblasts and other cells, they
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showed that TNF-α assembles a transcriptional activation complex at the TNF-α promoter
where the unliganded ER interacted with a pre-assembled platform made of c-jun and
NF-κB. Importantly, while in the absence of ligand the ER-potentiated TNF-α activation
of the TNF-α gene, in the presence of E2 TNF-α gene expression, is repressed due to
the recruitment of glucocorticoid receptor-interacting protein 1 (GRIP1), which behaved
as a corepressor. Transcriptional repression of cytokine genes is an important mechanism
whereby estrogens affect the skeleton, as will be addressed in more detail later in this
chapter.

Within minutes of ligand binding, estrogens are also able to evoke rapid cellular
responses that are incompatible with the classical mode of receptor action. These so-called
nongenomic or nongenotropic actions of estrogens are due to activation of intracellular
signaling cascades, like the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) or the phos-
phatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K). Such actions are thought to result from ligand binding
to ERs localized in the cytoplasm or the plasma membrane (12). Indeed, ERs control an
array of genes larger than the one regulated by its direct association with DNA (13,14).
In a variety of cell models, including HeLa cells expressing wild-type ERα or the ligand-
binding domain of ERα localized to the cell membrane and the OB-6 osteoblastic cell line,
among others, treatment with E2 or estren (a nongenotropic signaling activator) regulated
a group of genes distinct from those regulated by classical ER actions (15). Importantly, as
will be discussed in more detail below, the effect of sex steroids on the life span of bone
cells is mediated by nongenotropic mechanisms of action.

ESTROGENS AND BONE

Estrogens are important regulators of skeletal growth and remodeling. During growth the
physiologic actions of these steroids contribute to the sexual dimorphism of the skeleton,
the timing of epiphyseal closure, and determination of peak bone mass (see review [16]). In
the adult, estrogens play a critical role in the maintenance of bone mass. The latter is a con-
sequence of estrogen’s ability to attenuate the development of osteoblasts and osteoclasts.
On the other hand, acute loss of estrogen increases the rate of remodeling by upregulating
osteoblastogenesis and osteoclastogenesis.

Bone remodeling occurs continuously throughout life enabling the localized replacement
of old bone with newly formed bone. In the adult skeleton this process is accomplished by
temporary anatomic structures, where osteoclasts and osteoblasts assemble called basic
multicellular units (BMUs) (17). Each BMU begins at a particular place and advances
toward its target which is the region of bone that needs to be repaired. A BMU starts with
a team of multinucleated osteoclasts adhering to bone and excavating a tunnel through
cortical bone or a trench on the surface of cancellous bone. As the BMU advances, osteo-
clasts leave the resorption site and osteoblasts are then recruited to fill these cavities with
new bone (see detailed review [18]). Because the life span of individual cells in a BMU
is much shorter than the BMU, new osteoclasts and osteoblasts have to be generated con-
tinuously from their progenitors present in the bone marrow as the BMU progresses. As a
consequence of this, the balance between the supply of new osteoclasts and osteoblasts and
the timing of death of these cells by apoptosis are critical determinants of the initiation of
new BMUs and/or extension or shortening of the lifetime of existing ones. The number of
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each type of cell present in the BMU will, in turn, contribute to the amount of work per-
formed by each cell type and, therefore, is critical for the maintenance of bone homeostasis.
Importantly, osteoblast and osteoclast formation is a tightly coupled process due, at least
in part, to the dependency of osteoclast precursor development and maturation on support
from cells of the stromal/osteoblast lineage through the provision of cytokines and other
stimuli. Moreover, the development of osteoblast precursors depends on factors released
from the bone matrix by the osteoclast resorption activity (19).

Estrogen deficiency increases the activation frequency (“birth rate”) of BMUs, which
leads to higher bone turnover. Moreover, loss of estrogen results in a remodeling imbalance
by prolonging the resorption phase due to an increase in the life span of osteoclasts (20) and
shortening the formation phase by promoting osteoblast apoptosis (4). These changes lead
to an increase in the volume of bone resorbed beyond the capacity of the osteoblasts to refill
it. Furthermore, prolongation of osteoclast life span increases resorption depth and leads to
the complete removal of some cancellous elements and loss of trabecular connectivity in
cancellous bone (21,22). Concurrently, deeper penetration of osteoclasts in the endocor-
tical surface leads to loss and thinning of cortical bone (23). In women and rodents this
acute phase is followed by a long-lasting period of slower bone loss where the dominant
microarchitectural change is trabecular thinning. This phase is due to impaired osteoblastic
activity which may be secondary to decreased osteoblast formation and increased osteoblast
apoptosis.

Estrogens influence skeletal physiology during postnatal life not only in females but also
in males. Indeed, decreased BMD has been observed in men and murine models deficient
in aromatase and in one man with a truncated, nonfunctional ERα. However, whether this
decreased BMD is the result of loss of bone or inability to make bone in the first place is
unclear. The reader is directed to excellent reviews on the effects of estrogens on the male
skeleton (24–26).

Most, if not all, cell types in the skeleton express ERs. Thus, ERα and ERβ are present
in bone marrow stromal cells, osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts and their progenitors
(see review [27]). Nevertheless, the level of receptor expression in bone cells is low, in both
males and females, as compared to reproductive organs (28,29). A review of the literature
on the response of the different bone cell types to estrogen indicates that findings are some-
times contradictory. Therefore the results of the different studies will be placed in context
of known physiologic functions of estrogen in the skeleton.

Insights from Genetically Modified Mice
During the last decade, several laboratories have generated mice in which the ERs have

been deleted or modified in order to elucidate the role of estrogen on its numerous target
tissues, including bone. The original ERα knockout mouse model developed by Korach
and coworkers (30,31) had reduced cortical bone density and cortical bone formation, as
well as modestly reduced trabecular bone, in both sexes. Nevertheless, in retrospect these
mice were shown to express shortened ERα transcripts that can bind to estrogen (32,33).
Complete deletion of ERα (ERα–/–) in a different mouse (34) resulted in decreased bone
remodeling and increased trabecular bone volume in both female and male mice, as well as
reduced cortical thickness and density (35). Moreover, the skeletal phenotype was associ-
ated with high serum levels of E2 and T in the females, and higher serum T in the males,
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Table 1
Skeletal Phenotype of ER Genetically Modified Mice

Genotype Gender Serum sex
steroid levels

Bone size Bone
volume

Bone
formation

Bone
resorption

ERα–/– Female E2 ↑ T ↑ nc Tr↑ C ↓ ↓ ↓
Male E2 nc T ↑ ↓ Tr ↑ C ↑ ↑ ↑

ERβ–/– Female E2; T nc nc Tr ↑ C nc nc ↓
Male E2; T nc nc nc nc nc

ERαβ–/– Female E2; T nc nc Tr ↓ C ↓ ↓ nc

Male E2 nc T ↑ nc Tr ↑ C ↓ ↓ ↓
ERα–/NERKI Female E2 ↑ T nd ↓ Tr nc C↓ nd nd

Male E2; T nc ↓ Tr ↓ C ↓ ↓ nc

↑ increased or ↓ decreased as compared to wild-type littermates. nc, no change; nd, not determined;
E2, estradiol; T, testosterone; Tr, trabecular; C, cortical.

when compared to wild-type littermates (Table 1). It was suggested that the increase in tra-
becular bone results from a compensatory mechanism exerted by the high serum E2 levels
acting through ERβ and high T levels acting through the androgen receptor. In support of
this idea, double ER knockout (ERαβ–/–) females show a profound decrease in trabecular
bone volume (35).

Deletion of the ERβ gene (ERβ–/–), as opposed to the ERα gene, has dissimilar con-
sequences in male and female mice. While ERβ–/– males display no bone abnormalities
compared with wild-type mice (35,36), ERβ–/– females have a mild increase in trabecular
bone volume associated with a decrease in bone resorption (35). One possible explanation
for the observed increase in trabecular bone volume is the removal of the dominant-negative
function of ERβ on ERα activity, suggested by in vitro studies (37,38). The skeletal effects
of ovariectomy (OVX) followed by E2 replacement on ERα–/– and ERβ–/– female mice
further demonstrated that ERβ can only partially mediate the E2 effects on bone, although
such effects appear to require much higher doses of E2 (39).

In agreement with the lack of an effect of ERβ in the male skeleton, male ERαβ–/– and
ERα–/– mice have similar skeletal phenotypes. By contrast, loss of both receptors in the
females leads to a striking reduction in trabecular bone volume and an unexpected decrease
in bone formation in the presence of unaffected bone resorption. Importantly, sex steroid
levels in ERαβ–/– females are not different from wild type (35).

Jakacka et al. (40) have recently generated an ER knock-in (NERKI) mouse model with
two substitution mutations in the DNA-binding domain in one of the ERα alleles. The
NERKI receptor mutant lacks the ability to bind to DNA and signaling through EREs, but
retains the protein–protein interactions and kinase-mediated signaling of estrogen action.
Khosla and coworkers have demonstrated that both male and female ERα–/NERKI mice show
reduced bone mass and decreased bone size when compared to ERα+/+ littermates (41,42).
Curiously, the severity of reduction in bone mass was allele dose dependent with respect
to classical ERα signaling, with ERα+/NERKI mice exhibiting lower bone mass than ERα+/+

but higher than ERα–/NERKI littermates. In both sexes cortical bone was reduced, while
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trabecular bone was preserved in the females and reduced in male ERα–/NERKI mice. The
gender difference observed in the trabecular compartment might be due to a compensatory
action of high levels of E2 acting through the ERβ in the females, while in the males sex
steroid levels are normal and ERβ is not relevant for bone, as observed previously in the
ERα–/– model. In the male ERα–/NERKI mice the decrease in trabecular bone mass results,
most likely, from attenuated bone formation in the presence of unaffected bone resorption
(Table 1). Remarkably, ERα–/NERKI female mice showed a severe reduction in osteoblast
progenitors as assessed by the number of colony-forming units-osteoblasts (CFU-Ob) in
the femur and an impaired ability of mesenchymal stem cells to form mineralized nodules
in vitro (Almeida, unpublished observations), suggesting that bone formation might also be
compromised in the females.

Overall, the analyses of the skeletal phenotype of ER knockout or mutant mice strongly
suggest that ERα is the primary mediator of estrogen action on the skeleton. Moreover,
these studies indicate that estrogens acting through classical ERE and/or an intact DNA-
binding domain of the ERα are important for bone development and the integrity of
the skeleton. Unexpectedly, deletion of ERα leads to a decrease in bone formation and
resorption, as opposed to the high remodeling state observed in estrogen-deficient women
and mice. Recent work from our laboratory, which will be discussed further below, sup-
ports the contention that the decrease in bone formation observed in the absence of the
ER might be due to the actions of the unliganded receptor in mediating BMP-induced
osteoblastogenesis.

EFFECTS ON CELLS OF THE OSTEOBLASTIC LINEAGE

Loss of estrogens at menopause increases not only osteoclastogenesis and bone resorp-
tion but also osteoblastogenesis and bone formation. Conversely, estrogen replacement
reduces both osteoclast and osteoblast numbers in cancellous bone (16). Osteoblasts
originate from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) present in the bone marrow. MSCs can also
differentiate to chondrocytes, adipocytes, and stromal and muscle cells, when maintained
in the appropriate environment (43–46). The ability of adult MSCs to both self-renew and
differentiate is critical for tissue homeostasis and must be maintained under rigorous con-
trol. Specifically, the stem cell population would become depleted if cell differentiation
overwhelmed self-renewal. Likewise, uncontrolled stem cell self-renewal would expand
the stem cell population excessively, with the risk of tumorigenesis (see review [47]). Over
the last few years, studies in genetically modified mice demonstrated that commitment
of MSCs to the osteoblast lineage requires well-orchestrated, sequential, stage-specific
input of Indian hedgehog (Ihh), canonical Wnt/β-catenin, and bone morphogenetic pro-
tein (BMP) signaling to promote osteogenic, and block chondrogenic, programs of cell
fate specification (see review [48]). This section emphasizes the role of estrogen on the
regulation of osteoblastogenesis at multiple levels, including progenitor cell recruitment,
proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis.

Proliferation
Estrogen affects the supply of osteoblasts to the BMU. Jilka et al. (49) in our group

have demonstrated that the number of osteoblast progenitors as measured by CFU-OBs is
increased after loss of estrogens in mice. The increase in CFU-OB number was still present
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in mice treated with a bisphosphonate, strongly suggesting that bone resorption (and the
release of growth factors from the bone matrix) is not required for the increase in osteoblast
precursors. Hence, estrogens must suppress osteoblastogenesis directly. Further studies
have elucidated that most CFU-OBs are early transit-amplifying progenitors (i.e., divid-
ing cells with limited self-renewal capacity) and their replication is attenuated by E2 (50).
Thus, suppression of the replication of these progenitor cells may represent a key mech-
anism of the anti-remodeling effects of estrogen since both osteoblasts and the stromal/
osteoblastic cells that are required for osteoclast development originate from a common
mesenchymal precursor cell (51,52).

Several other studies using human or rat osteoblastic cell lines have found a consistent
inhibitory effect of estrogen on cell proliferation (see review [27]). In contrast, other inves-
tigators have reported that estrogen increases osteoblastic cell proliferation in vitro. This
discrepancy might be due to different stages of cellular differentiation, cell system hetero-
geneity, and expression level of the ERs. Nonetheless, a suppressive effect of estrogen on
osteoblastic cell proliferation is consistent with the inhibitory action of these steroids on
osteoblastogenesis seen in vivo.

Differentiation
In addition to reducing the production of osteoblast progenitors from mesenchymal pro-

genitors, estrogens may affect osteoblast differentiation. In vitro, such effects have been
variable, depending on the model system used. In some studies estrogens have been shown
to increase some markers of osteoblast differentiation like alkaline phosphatase, osteocal-
cin, type I collagen, and formation of mineralized nodules. In some other studies, however,
estrogens exert suppressive effects on these same markers of osteoblast differentiation (see
review [27]). One possible explanation for these discrepancies is that the expression of bone
marker genes, osteoblastic matrix formation, and mineralization are dependent not only on
the ER isoform expressed by the cells, but also on the stage of osteoblastic differentiation
(53). Suppression of osteoblast differentiation as measured by the expression of bone matrix
proteins is consistent with a reduction in bone formation promoted by estrogen treatment.
Moreover, this evidence suggests that both inhibition of stromal/osteoblastic cell differen-
tiation and osteoblast progenitor self-renewal by estrogen may account for the suppressive
effect of this hormone on osteoblastogenesis.

In agreement with a suppressive role of estrogens on osteoblastic cell differentiation,
studies from our group and others have recently shown that E2 attenuated osteoblast progen-
itor differentiation by decreasing BMP-2-induced activation of Smads and Smad-mediated
transcription (54,55). Surprisingly, ICI 182,780, an antagonist of ER which causes its
degradation, also attenuated BMP-2-induced differentiation of osteoblast precursor cells
(56), suggesting that the unliganded ER might potentiate BMP-induced transcription. In
agreement with this hypothesis, overexpression of the ER in an uncommitted osteoblast
precursor cell model stimulates BMP-induced transcription (Almeida, unpublished obser-
vations). Moreover, at least part of the inhibitory actions of E2 on osteoblastogenesis may
result from a repressive effect of the hormone on the differentiation-promoting actions of
the unliganded receptor. Further studies will be required to test this hypothesis.

The antagonistic action of the liganded ER on osteoblastogenesis is dependent on
the nature of the ligand, since activation of the ER with estren does not inhibit BMP-
induced osteoblastogenesis. In fact, selective activation of kinase-mediated actions of the
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ER using estren, or an estradiol–dendrimer conjugate that cannot enter the cell (57), induces
osteoblast differentiation in a variety of established cell lines of mesenchymal progenitors
or pre-osteoblast, as well as in primary cultures of bone marrow and calvaria cells (55).
These effects evidently result from activation of the Src, ERK, PI3K, and JNK kinases and
downstream potentiation of both the BMP and Wnt signaling cascades. Consistent with
the in vitro findings, estren, but not E2, stimulated Wnt/β-catenin-mediated transcription in
TCF-lacZ transgenic mice. Moreover, E2 stimulated BMP signaling, in ERα–/NERKI mice,
but not in wild-type controls. These data suggest that the ER can either stimulate or repress
osteoblast differentiation, depending on whether the activating ligand, and probably the
resulting conformation of the receptor, prevent or induce ERE-mediated transcription (55).

Apoptosis
The loss of bone that results from estrogen deficiency is due to an imbalance in the rate

of bone resorption and formation, with formation being unable to keep up with resorption.
It is now well established that estrogen deficiency increases osteoblast apoptosis, and that
this may contribute to the gap between bone formation and resorption noted previously
(4). Extensive work by our group has demonstrated that both estrogen and androgen act
directly on osteoblasts to induce survival signals, via a kinase-mediated action of the ER
(58). The anti-apoptotic effects of sex steroid on osteoblasts are mediated by activation of
the Src/Shc/ERK signaling pathway and downregulation of JNK. This activity could be
eliminated by nuclear, but not by membrane targeting of the ER. Moreover, estrogen action
in osteoblastic cell cultures and murine bone in vivo induces the activation of key transcrip-
tion factors like Elk-1, CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-b (C/EBPb), cyclic adenosine
monophosphate response element-binding protein (CREB), and suppression of c-jun (59).

EFFECTS ON CELLS OF THE OSTEOCLASTIC LINEAGE

Estrogen deficiency in humans and rodents results in a marked stimulation of bone
resorption. This is due to the fact that estrogen affects virtually all aspects of osteoclast
development, activity, and life span through the regulation of the production of osteoclas-
togenic cytokines by bone marrow mononuclear cells and osteoblasts (60). Additionally,
estrogens can regulate osteoclastogenesis through direct actions on osteoclasts and their
progenitors by controlling their survival, as will be discussed below. Osteoclasts are
multinucleated cells derived from hematopoietic progenitors of the myeloid lineage,
colony-forming unit-granulocyte/macrophage (CFU-GM) and CFU-M. The development
of osteoclasts is controlled by bone marrow stromal and osteoblast-lineage cells, as well as
activated T cells, which produce several autocrine and paracrine factors required for osteo-
clast development, activity, and apoptosis. Among these, receptor activator of NF-κB ligand
(RANKL) is indispensable for osteoclast development (51). RANKL binds RANK present
on hematopoietic cells, which activates the differentiation of osteoclasts. Osteoblastic lin-
eage cells also secrete osteoprotegerin (OPG) the soluble decoy receptor for RANKL that
blocks RANK/RANKL interactions (61) and is a potent antagonist of osteoclastogenesis.

Differentiation
Studies of osteoblastic cell lines and rodents have implicated several pro-inflammatory

cytokines including interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-7, tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-α),
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prostaglandins, and macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) as mediators of the
indirect estrogen actions on osteoclast precursor cells (see reviews [16,62,63]). Indeed,
estrogen deficiency promotes the upregulation of IL-1, IL-6, IL-7, TNF-α, and M-CSF in
humans and animal models. In agreement with these findings, if the production or action
of these cytokines is inhibited, the effects of estrogen depletion on osteoclastogenesis are
blocked or attenuated. At least in mice, the increase in the above-mentioned cytokines
results in an expansion of activated T lymphocytes. Studies by Pacifici and coworkers
have implicated T lymphocytes in driving bone loss following estrogen withdrawal. These
authors suggest that increased T cell production of TNF is induced by estrogen deficiency
via a complex mechanism mediated by antigen-presenting cells and involving the cytokines
IFNγ, IL-7, and TGFβ (see review [63]). However, in contrast to these findings, Lee et al.
(64) using three different T lymphocyte deficient mice found that OVX induced the same
degree of trabecular bone loss in the absence of T lymphocyte as was found in wild-type
mice, whereas cortical bone loss was variable. These results cast doubts on the idea that T
lymphocytes are required for the rapid increase in resorptive activity induced by estrogen
withdrawal.

At the molecular level, estrogens suppress cytokine production via protein–protein
interactions between the ER and other transcription factors. Besides IL-6 expression, as
mentioned above, estrogens decrease TNF-α gene expression by blocking JNK activity
and the resulting production of c-jun and JunD, and block M-CSF gene expression by
regulating phosphorylation of Egr-1 and its interaction with Sp-1 (65,66). Moreover, in a
self-amplification fashion TNF-α activates its own expression by a mechanism that requires
the unliganded ER, and is antagonized by E2 treatment (11), as described in a previous sec-
tion of this review. This mechanism of ER action might further contribute to the increase in
TNF levels and osteoclastogenesis that follow estrogen withdrawal.

Riggs and coworkers have suggested that the effect of estrogens on bone can be due to
the regulation of RANKL and/or OPG levels. Their suggestion was based on data from
clinical studies where they analyzed the expression of RANKL on bone marrow cells from
pre- and postmenopausal women and found that estrogens suppress RANKL production
by osteoblast-lineage cells and T and B cells (67). However, these studies have not dis-
tinguished if estrogens regulate RANKL directly or indirectly through regulation of other
cytokines. Although the same group and others demonstrated that estrogen stimulates OPG
production in vitro, measurement of levels of circulating OPG in pre- and postmenopausal
women was not different in most studies (see review [62]). Be that as it may, upregulation
of OPG and/or suppression of RANKL by estrogen is a plausible mechanism consistent
with the anti-resorptive effect of these steroids on bone.

In addition to their indirect inhibitory effects on bone resorption through cells of the
osteoclastic lineage, estrogens might also suppress osteoclastogenesis through direct effects
on cells of the osteoclastic lineage (68). Thus, estrogens not only suppress RANKL/M-
CSF-induced osteoclast differentiation by blocking AP-1-dependent transcription through
a reduction of c-jun expression and decreased phosphorylation (69,70) but also induce
apoptosis of osteoclast-lineage cells.

Apoptosis
In direct contrast to the anti-apoptotic effects on osteoblasts and osteocytes, estrogen

exerts pro-apoptotic effects on mature osteoclasts and their precursors (see review [71]).
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This effect is associated with reduced expression of IL-1R1 mRNA and increased IL-1
decoy receptor expression (72). In murine bone marrow co-cultures, the pro-apoptotic
effect of E2 seems to be mediated by TGFβ (20). Additionally, downregulation of
pro-inflammatory cytokines like M-CSF, IL-1, TNF-α, and RANKL, which in turn pro-
mote osteoclast survival (71), also contribute to the pro-apoptotic actions of estrogen on
osteoclasts.

Chen et al. (73) in our group have recently shown that the pro-apoptotic effect of E2 on
osteoclasts is mediated by ERKs. E2-induced ERK phosphorylation in osteoclasts was sus-
tained for at least 24 h following exposure to the hormone, in contrast to its transient effect
on ERK phosphorylation in osteoblast and osteocytic cells. Interestingly, the pro-apoptotic
effect of E2 on osteoclasts was abrogated by conversion of sustained ERK phosphorylation
to transient. On the other hand, prolongation of ERK activation by inducing its retention
in the nucleus converted the anti-apoptotic effect of E2 in osteocytes to a pro-apoptotic
one (73).

EFFECTS ON OSTEOCYTES

At the end of their matrix secreting activity some osteoblasts become entrapped within
lacunae of the mineralized matrix as osteocytes. Recent evidence suggests that the osteocyte
is also a target for estrogen action. Osteocytes are the most abundant cells present in mam-
malian bone, making up 95% of all bone cells (74,75). Indeed, there are approximately ten
times more osteocytes than osteoblasts in an individual bone (76). Osteocytes communicate
with one another and with cells at the bone surface via a network of cell dendritic processes
that run through canaliculi in the bone matrix (77). Strain-induced flow of interstitial fluid
through this network not only promotes the transport of cell signaling molecules, nutrients,
and waste products but also seems to mechanically activate the osteocytes (78). It is well
recognized that biomechanical strain is a major physiological mechanism responsible for
the maintenance of bone mass. On the other hand, reduced physical activity in old age, bed
rest, or space flight invariably leads to bone loss (79). Frost’s mechanostat theory suggested
that mechanical strain, perceived by a hypothetical skeletal mechanostat, leads to changes
in bone remodeling in order to adjust bone mass to a level that is appropriate for the cur-
rent ambient mechanical forces. He also hypothesized that estrogen decreases the minimum
effective strain necessary to initiate bone formation (80). Experimental approaches to this
question in humans have suggested that estrogens and exercise may exert additive effect on
bone mass (79). Moreover, Lanyon and coworkers have shown in mice that the increased
bone formation that normally occurs in response to mechanical loading is diminished in
estrogen deficiency (81).

One of the consequences of mechanical strain is the maintenance of osteocyte via-
bility. Bellido in our group and other investigators have shown that physiological levels
of mechanical strain prevent apoptosis of cultured osteocytic cells (82,83). Conversely,
reduced mechanical forces in the murine model of unloading by tail suspension increase
the prevalence of osteocyte apoptosis, followed by bone resorption and loss of bone min-
eral and bone strength (84). The mechanism involved in the promotion of osteocytic cell
survival by mechanical strain in vitro is mediated by integrins and downstream activa-
tion of the focal adhesion kinase (FAK), Src, and ERKs (83). Interestingly, the ER (α
or β) is also required and this function in mechanotransduction is ligand independent, in
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distinction to the role of ERs as ligand-dependent mediators of the effects of estrogen (85).
The involvement of the ER in mediating the anti-apoptotic effect of mechanical strain is
consistent with the poor osteogenic response to the loading exhibited by mice lacking the
estrogen receptors α or β (81,86). Others have suggested that the ER also mediates the
proliferative response of osteoblasts to mechanical loading (87,88).

Importantly, estrogen deficiency increases the prevalence of osteocyte apoptosis in
humans (89), rats (90), and mice (58). Death of osteocytes by apoptosis may not only
affect bone strength (91) but also bone mass, given that osteocytes produce molecules that
modulate osteoclast or osteoblast formation (92,93). On the other hand, estrogens inhibit
osteocyte apoptosis induced by a variety of stimuli, including etoposide, dexamethasone, or
TNF-α in the MLO-Y4 osteocytic cell line (58) and by dexamethasone in primary osteocyte
cultures (94). Similar to osteoblasts, the anti-apoptotic activity of estrogen in osteocytes
requires activation of the Src/Shc/ERK signaling pathway and transcription factors like
Elk-1, C/EBPb, and CREB (58,95).

To summarize this section, the effect of estrogens on the skeleton is not only mediated
by osteoblasts and osteoclasts but also by osteocytes. Estrogen prolongs the life span of
osteocytes and the ER is required to mediate the pro-survival effects of mechanical strain
on the same cells. Therefore, increased osteocyte apoptosis and the resulting disruption
of the osteocyte network, most likely, contribute to bone fragility that follows estrogen
deficiency although this notion has not been tested directly.

ANTI-OXIDANT ACTION OF ESTROGENS IN BONE CELLS

Recently evidence suggests that estrogens exert their beneficial effect on bone by sup-
pressing reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS are metabolites of molecular oxygen (O2)
that have higher reactivity than O2 and include unstable oxygen radicals such as superoxide
anions, hydroxyl radicals, and nonradical molecules like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The
vast majority of cellular ROS are produced in the mitochondria as by-products of normal
aerobic metabolism (see review [96]). Increased oxidative stress causes lipid peroxidation,
as well as protein and DNA damage. Therefore, survival is dependent on the ability of cells
to adapt to or resist the stress and to repair or replace the damaged molecules. Alternatively,
cells may respond to the insult by undergoing apoptosis. Although at high concentrations
ROS damage many cell constituents, they also affect many signaling proteins at levels
considerably lower than those that cause oxidative injury (96).

One of the mechanisms used by cells to defend against oxidative damage involves the
reduction of peroxides to alcohols in a reaction in which glutathione peroxidase oxidizes
glutathione (GSH) to the disulfide GSSH, and glutathione reductase (GSR) converts it back
into GSH (97). Recent work by Chambers and coworkers (98,99) in mice suggested that
estrogen suppresses osteoclastogenesis and prevents bone loss following OVX by increas-
ing thiol anti-oxidants in osteoclasts through an increase in glutathione and thioredoxin
reductases. Moreover, OVX or orchidectomy (ORX) in mice promotes the upregulation of
ROS levels and suppression of GSR activity in the bone marrow and phosphorylation of p53
and p66shc (100). The p53 tumor suppressor and the adapter protein p66shc represent key
components of a signal transduction pathway that not only is activated by increased intra-
cellular ROS and converts oxidative signals into apoptosis but also generates ROS in the
mitochondria (101–103). Consistent with an involvement of the redox signaling in the bone
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loss following sex steroid deficiency, E2, dihydrotestosterone (DHT), or the anti-oxidant
N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC) prevented the effects of gonadectomy on all markers of oxida-
tive stress (100). Most surprisingly, NAC was as effective as E2 or DHT in preventing the
decrease of BMD, as well as the increase in osteoblast and osteocyte apoptosis caused by
either OVX or ORX (98,100). In support of these findings, the beneficial effects of estro-
gens in several other tissues are shown to result from improved defense against oxidative
stress (104–112).

We have recently established a link among E2, ROS, and the birth and death of bone
cells by demonstrating that the pro-apoptotic effect of E2 on osteoclasts and their ability
to suppress osteoclastogenesis, and the anti-apoptotic effect on osteoblasts require GSH.
In osteoblasts, the anti-oxidant role of E2 seems to be mediated by the attenuation of
p66shc phosphorylation induced by H2O2, via a kinase-mediated mechanism of ER action
(100). While oxidative stress promotes osteoblast apoptosis, an increase in ROS, or deple-
tion of GSH increases osteoclast number and resorption in vitro and in vivo by stimulating
RANKL and TNF-α expression through ERK and NF-κB activation (99,113–115) and leads
to osteopenia in mice and, perhaps, in humans (114,116,117). One of the mechanisms that
might mediate E2-induced inhibition of osteoclastogenesis and/or induction of osteoclast
apoptosis is the upregulation of GSR and thioredoxin reductase activity and concomitant
decrease in ROS in cells of the osteoclastic lineage. The upregulation of GSR activity by
E2 in osteoclasts is mediated by ERKs (100). Moreover, the loss of bone caused by either
depletion of GSH or OVX was inhibited by administration of soluble TNF-α receptors and
abrogated in mice deleted for TNF-α gene expression (118). These data suggest that the
suppressive effect of estrogen on TNF-α levels plays an important role in mediating the
anti-oxidant properties of estrogen. In agreement with this, E2 inhibits the upregulation of
TNF-α mRNA, as well as NF-κB activation induced by H2O2 in osteoblastic cell cultures
(Almeida, unpublished observations). Further, E2 also blocks the upregulation of TNF-α
induced by RANKL in osteoclasts (98). Although further work is needed to clarify the role
of oxidative stress in bone cells, in particular in cells of the osteoblastic lineage, the evi-
dence presented here strongly suggest that estrogens increase oxidant defenses in bone, and
that the anti-remodeling effect of these steroids may result from anti-oxidant properties.

SUMMARY

Remarkable progress has been achieved in clarifying the mechanisms of the bone-
sparing effects of estrogens in vitro and in animal models. Most of the cell types present
in bone express ERs and therefore are direct targets of estrogen action. However, the sig-
nificance of direct estrogen effects on the different bone cells remains to be demonstrated
in vivo. The generation of mice with targeted deletion of ER specifically in osteoclasts
or osteoblast-lineage cells at different stages of differentiation will aid in elucidating cell
autonomous ER function more clearly. The evidence that estrogens exert their beneficial
effects on bone by suppressing ROS suggests that postmenopausal osteoporosis should be
prevented by therapies that increase oxidant defenses in bone. Finally, the unanticipated
role of the unliganded ERs adds up to the functional diversity of these nuclear receptors in
different bone cells. A more challenging task will be to demonstrate the relevance of the
mechanisms involving the unliganded ERs, described earlier, in animal models.
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INTRODUCTION

The fact that in most cultures osteoporosis occurs more commonly among the female
of the species has been known for many years. Bruns (1) first demonstrated this for proxi-
mal femur fractures in 1882. More than 60 years ago Albright et al. (2) noted that vertebral
fractures occurred more commonly among women who had had their ovaries removed prior
to the average age of menopause. Albright went on to show (3) that estrogen intervention
could reverse the negative calcium balance that was present among women with osteo-
porosis. However, it is only comparatively recently that significant data (4–6) have been
generated that demonstrate beyond all doubt that estrogens by themselves (ET) or in com-
bination with a progestin (HT) can reduce the risk of all fractures among postmenopausal
women. However, because of the other effects of ET and HT in those studies, there is still
concern about the use of estrogens for osteoporosis prevention and treatment.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

In all situations of estrogen deficiency there is an increase in bone remodeling that in
many individuals (but likely not all) results in loss of bone mass and disrupts the archi-
tecture of the skeleton. This is most obvious after menopause, since all women transition
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through menopause around the average age of 51 years. However, in many individuals bone
loss begins prior to, and during the menopausal transitions as ovarian function gradually
declines. This has been suggested as one reason why Colles’ fracture risk increases around
the age of 40 years.

In bone biopsy studies Recker et al. (5) have shown that increased remodeling across
menopause persists into old age. Increased remodeling by itself would lead only to a tran-
sient loss of mass if it were caused solely by an increase in the number of remodeling sites
within bone tissue. Eventually, over the course of, perhaps, a year or two a new steady state
would be reached and bone loss would cease. Thus, for continued bone loss, there must be
an imbalance within each remodeling unit, with less new bone formed than removed, or
the remodeling process itself sets off a chain of events that exacerbate loss of tissue. Both
may be operative. There is some evidence of increased osteoclast recruitment and activ-
ity resulting in larger resorption cavities that cannot be completely filled by the osteoblast
teams. Excess remodeling can also create so-called stress risers within cancellous bone and
may result in micro-cracks that attract osteoclast teams in attempts to repair the damage,
but in this circumstance can lead to loss of trabeculae. Because of the increased number
of remodeling units, there is stochastically a greater chance of osteoclast teams meeting
in the center of a trabecula, another mechanism by which the template for osteoblasts to
lay down new bone would be lost. All of these features may contribute to bone loss sec-
ondary to estrogen deficiency, but clearly there is considerable heterogeneity in the rate and
duration of bone loss among individuals, perhaps related to other risk factors, or remaining
endogenous estrogen supply from peripheral conversion of androgens mostly of adrenal
origin.

In some studies, there has been evidence for continued biological activity of the low
levels of estradiol. For example, in the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (6), Cummings et
al. have shown that individuals with higher levels of circulating 17beta-estradiol have the
lower risk of hip fracture, even though these estradiol levels are still low in comparison to
premenopausal estradiol levels from the ovary.

It is often stated that there is a phase of more rapid loss of bone most obvious in the spine.
In early menopause, the vertebral bodies have a high proportion of surface area to mass,
principally because of the high proportion of cancellous bone that is present. As loss occurs
and trabeculae are lost, the ratio of surface area to mass must decline and consequently the
apparent rate of loss will also decline when measured by DXA. Thus, some of this is an
artifact of the measurement, but the remainder is clearly related to the high proportion of
surface area since bone remodeling is a phenomenon that occurs on the surfaces of bone.
Nonetheless, in many individuals bone loss continues into old age and remains sensitive to
estrogen intervention.

The loss of estrogen, as stated, increases bone remodeling (see also Chapter 14). While
several mechanisms for this have been proposed, the major final common pathway appears
to be a change in the secretory pattern of osteoprotegerin (OPG) and RANK-ligand. Both
cytokines are secreted by osteoblasts and other cells of the immune system. RANK-ligand
attaches to its receptor (RANK) located on the surface of osteoclasts and preosteoclasts and
initiates the change from a mononuclear cell to an active multi-nucleate bone resorbing cell.
Estrogens appear to modulate the balance of the secreted products up-regulating the secre-
tion of osteoprotegerin and reducing the secretion of RANK-L. In the absence of estrogen
the opposite happens. However, while that explains the increased number of osteoclasts
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within each bone remodeling unit, it does not adequately explain why there is an increase
in the number of remodeling units after menopause or ovariectomy. Since both events con-
tribute to loss of bone mass and more importantly the disruption of architecture that leads
to the increased fracture risk among postmenopausal women, there is still some work to be
done to fully understand the mechanisms involved in estrogen insufficiency and bone loss,
and thus also in understanding the effects of estrogen intervention. Other cytokines have
also been implicated in estrogen effects, including Interleukins (1, 6, and 11 in particular),
TNF-alpha, lymphotoxin, M-CSF, and GM-CSF. Estrogens may also stimulate secretions of
TGF-beta, which inhibits bone resorption and stimulates bone formation. Finally, estrogens
also stimulate formation of BMPs, particularly BMP-6 in human osteoblast cell lines.

Clinicians can document the increased remodeling using biochemical markers of bone
turnover such as NTX or CTX (see Chapter 6). NTX is usually measured in a second
morning fasting urine sample, and CTX is usually estimated in serum from a fasting sample.
Both have significant diurnal variability, and there is a food effect for CTX. Thus sampling
fasting and between 8 and 10 a.m. (or alternatively at the same time each day for sequential
samples) is important. Bone loss may also be detected using BMD testing by DXA. Single
time point measurements do not give this information, and serial measurements are required
usually at 2-year intervals. The NOF (7) recommends BMD testing for all women by age
65, and for younger women if they have risk factors other than age and menopause. The
FRAX tool can be used to quantify risk for those whose BMD falls between T-scores of –1
and –2.5. A 10-year risk of greater than 20% suggests the need to consider intervention.

Curiously, studies of skeletal sensitivity to hormones conducted in men (8) suggest that
estrogen is an important regulator of bone physiology here also and may be more important
than androgens. Indeed androgens may simply be pro-hormones for the skeleton in both
genders.

At any stage in life, estrogen deficiency can result in bone loss. In young women bone
loss occurs in any situation with hypothalamic–pituitary–ovarian dysfunction. This is par-
ticularly true in settings when loss of estrogen is compounded by other problems. For
example, significant osteoporosis can be seen in anorexia nervosa (9) where the dietary
problems compound the effects of estrogen deficiency. Fortunately, in most settings of
estrogen insufficiency in young women, the individual seeks investigation for the amen-
orrhea that is the presenting symptom. Bone loss, following the use of Depo-Provera as a
contraceptive, is simply another example of estrogen insufficiency, and although not proven,
may be somewhat ameliorated by the presence of the progestin itself.

EFFECTS OF ESTROGEN INTERVENTION

Clinical Trials with Surrogate Outcomes
Albright’s original observational studies set the stage for examination of estrogen as

an osteoporosis medication. Albright demonstrated improved calcium balance after the
introduction of estrogen in open labeled studies. Henneman and Wallach (10), following
up on Albright’s patients, observed that patients with osteoporosis treated with estrogen
maintained their height, while untreated osteoporosis patients continued to lose height
sporadically, presumed to be related to ongoing vertebral collapse.

It was not until the development of techniques that allowed the non-invasive measure-
ment of bone mass that it became possible to undertake controlled clinical trials of estrogen
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intervention. These early studies measured urine calcium and hydroxyproline as measures
of bone turnover, and demonstrated reduced turnover with estrogen use. They also esti-
mated bone mass in peripheral bone (radius, metacarpal bone) using either radiological
techniques or single photon absorptiometry and showed that estrogen intervention could
prevent the loss of bone that occurred in placebo-treated individuals (11,12). These studies
have been repeated multiple times and are conclusive about estrogen effects (13,14). The
newer markers of bone turnover, such as NTX, CTX, BAP, and osteocalcin, respond in a
similar fashion to estrogen administration as hydroxyproline, confirming the return of bone
remodeling to the premenopausal range. The advent of dual energy photon absorptiometry
and its offshoot dual energy X-ray absorptiometry allowed studies of the central skeleton
which demonstrated both prevention of bone loss in the hip, spine, and total body among
women in early menopause and in patients with established osteoporosis.

Perhaps the best known of these studies with surrogate outcomes is a relatively recent
one (15) – the Postmenopausal Estrogen Progestin Intervention Study (PEPI). This study
of early postmenopausal women was an NIH sponsored study that evaluated the effects
of conjugated equine estrogens (0.625 mg/day) in combination with medroxyprogesterone
acetate or micronized progesterone (HT). This controlled double-blind study demonstrated
an increase in bone mass in both spine and hip (by DXA) over the 2 years of the clinical trial.
These effects were accompanied by a decline in biochemical markers, as bone remodeling
was reduced by CE to premenopausal levels. Additionally the study went on to show that
there was loss of bone mass when HT was discontinued confirming the older studies of
peripheral bone. It is now clear that any estrogen can exert these effects in estrogen-deprived
postmenopausal women. While most clinical trails are of relatively short duration (2–3
years), some studies went on for 5–10 years. All these demonstrate a continuing effect of
estrogen in preventing further loss of bone mass.

FRACTURE STUDIES

A large number of observational studies suggested that estrogen intervention would
reduce the risk of fractures, especially hip fractures. These studies were unanimous and
convincing until the concept of the healthy user effect was raised, curiously, not about
fracture prevention but rather more about the effects demonstrated in these observational
studies on the prevention of cardiovascular disease. This, in no small way, precipitated the
Women’s Health Initiative (WHI), which examined the effects of CE with or without a pro-
gestin on a variety of disease endpoints including fractures (16,17). Although conducted
in a population at relatively low risk of fracture with largely unknown BMD, WHI was
robust with over 25,000 women in the two arms of the study and over 5 years of observa-
tion overall. Significant reductions were seen in clinical vertebral fractures, hip fractures,
and all clinical fractures. This is the only study in this field, in which subjects have been
recruited without regard to their risk of fracture, to demonstrate a fracture benefit. In the
small percentage of women who did undergo BMD testing at baseline, the vast majority
fell into the normal range for young adults. If we assume that that is representative of the
entire sample, then this is an extremely robust result in a relatively low-risk population. In
pharmacologic studies with fracture endpoints, which are usually phase 3 studies during
drug development, the subjects are at much higher risk often with prior fractures and usu-
ally with BMD in the osteoporosis range in order to ensure a large number of events during
the study and to thereby increase the chance of success.
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WHI thus confirmed the observational data and supported the small amount of posi-
tive data from other clinical trials, mostly looking at vertebral fractures, although wrist
fracture reduction has been noted in one European clinical trial. When evaluated as a func-
tion of age, greater reductions were evident in the older individuals or those furthest from
menopause, where the risk is greatest and thus where the number of events is greatest. This
creates somewhat of a problem, since this is the very population at greatest risk of the neg-
ative effects of hormone intervention, DVT, PE, stroke, myocardial infarction, and, in the
hormone group only, breast cancer. However, these risks appear much diminished if not
absent in the younger (50–60 years) group, and thus HT/ET remains a possible intervention
for prevention of bone loss in this population. This is the group with higher prevalence of
menopausal symptoms where ET/HT is clearly the treatment of choice, and when used in
this setting prevention of bone loss can be expected.

Low Dose ET/HT
Realizing that what had previously been considered “standard” dose ET/HT may have

a profile of risk to benefit that would be unacceptable to many individuals, a number of
studies of lower doses have been conducted (18–22). Apart from effects on menopausal
symptoms and uterine safety, surrogate outcomes, such as BMD and lipids, have been used
in such studies. Thus, there are no data that directly test the hypothesis that doses of estro-
gen lower than 0.625 mg/day can reduce fracture risk. However, the data are extremely
suggestive of a positive effect. Doses of conjugated estrogen down to 0.3 mg/day produce
positive effects on BMD and bone turnover that are close to those seen with higher doses.
For transdermal estrogen, 12.5 mcg/day (roughly one fourth of a standard dose) appears to
protect the skeleton (23).

Estrogen Administration by Non-oral Routes
Oral estrogen administration delivers a bolus of estrogen to the liver with induction

of hepatic protein synthesis. This is assumed to be responsible for some of the delete-
rious effects of estrogen by changing lipids and raising clotting factors in circulation.
Consequently, there has been interest in delivering estrogens by non-oral routes particularly
across the skin, but nasal, vaginal, and rectal routes have been proposed. The most common
and the marketed route is transdermal using a patch system with solid-phase technology
(estrogen creams also are available, but are labeled as percutaneous and in our experience
are not well-tolerated in US patients). Several clinical trials have shown that these systems
deliver sufficient estrogen to reduce bone turnover and prevent bone loss. One small study
with a 50 mcg patch (i.e., delivering 50 mcg estradiol per day) showed a reduction in radi-
ological vertebral fractures (24). These systems are generally assumed to be safer than the
oral route, but much of that argument is based on surrogate outcomes. For those at risk of
DVT, CVD, or stroke, however, and who need estrogen, intervention via the transdermal
route is a good option.

Clinical Aspects
ET/HT clearly reduces bone loss and prevents fractures. We have shown that the BMD

response to ET/HT is improved with an adequate calcium intake (1200 mg/day total intake)
and probably also adequate vitamin D 800–100 IU/day (see Chapters 11 and 13). While
not tested head to head the results seem little different than those seen with other potent
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anti-resorptive agents (e.g., bisphosphonates). In individuals with menopausal symptoms
unrelieved by simple remedies, HT/ET is clearly the treatment of choice. Clinicians now
have the option of tailoring the dose to the patient. Starting at the lowest available dose
(0.3 mg/day CEE or equivalent for oral estrogens) and increasing every 4–6 weeks as
required seems a logical approach. Patients must be reminded that symptoms will not abate
for a few weeks after starting estrogens. For hysterectomized women there seems no logic
to adding a progestin, particularly since the HT arm of WHI was associated with increased
risk of breast cancer while the ET arm was not.

Asymptomatic women who are in the immediate postmenopausal phase of life can con-
sider ET/HT as an option for prevention of osteoporosis, but they should also consider the
benefits and risks of other osteoporosis therapies. Here again initiating treatment at the low-
est dose is appropriate and only increasing the dose if bone turnover is not suppressed after
perhaps a 6-month time period. It is not known if the side-effect profile is less troublesome
with low dose estrogen, although some observational data support that conclusion.

Estrogen Agonist–Antagonists
Estrogen agonist–antagonist is a recently coined term to define the group of molecules

previously called selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs). This term refers to syn-
thetic compounds that interact with the estrogen receptor to produce a spectrum of effects
in estrogen-sensitive tissues. These compounds may variously be estrogen agonists in some
tissues, estrogen antagonists in some, and neutral in others. The expression of the effect
in each tissue may be dependent on expression of ERalpha and/or beta, as well as a host
of co-activator and co-repressor molecules. In a generalization that may not hold in the
future, these molecules appear to exhibit anti-estrogenic effects on brain and breast tis-
sue, but estrogenic effects on bone, although perhaps less so than estradiol. Presently only
one SERM is marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis – raloxifene. In the
pivotal study leading to FDA approval, the MORE study, raloxifene reduced the risk of ver-
tebral fractures over a 4-year period (25). This was extended to 8 years in the CORE study.
However, there was no significant reduction overall in the risk of hip or other non-vertebral
fractures, in the 8 years of follow-up. Raloxifene also prevents bone loss in women who
are close to menopause, and thus is approved for prevention as well as treatment of osteo-
porosis. The demonstration that raloxifene can reduce the risk of estrogen receptor positive
breast cancer in low-risk women and is at least as effective as tamoxifen in women at high
risk of breast cancer amplifies the importance of this agent in prevention of osteoporosis,
and raloxifene is now approved for this indication. Vertebral fractures occur in women at
a younger age than hip fractures. Younger women tend to be more concerned about their
own risk of breast cancer, especially since many will have a relative or friend who is a
survivor. Raloxifene is therefore a useful agent for prevention of osteoporosis in asymp-
tomatic women in their fifties and early sixties, since these women will obtain two benefits,
reduced estrogen receptor positive breast cancer risk and reduced vertebral fracture risk.
Agents shown to reduce the risk of hip fracture should be used in older individuals. Side
effects of raloxifene include deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, an increased
risk in death from stroke (but not stroke per se), and increase in menopausal symptoms,
which for women in early menopause is often the most problematic. Raloxifene does not
appear to modulate cardiovascular disease risk.
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Other selective estrogen receptor modulators have entered clinical trials and have failed,
either because of endometrial stimulation or because of uterine prolapse. Currently, one
agent is close the end of development, bazedoxifene, which is being developed as both a
single agent and in combination with conjugated estrogens. In this circumstance it is pri-
marily intended to prevent endometrial stimulation by CE and is replacing the progestin in
HT. The consequences of this combination on disease endpoints are completely unknown,
although it does reduce menopausal symptoms, prevents bone loss, and exerts good control
of vaginal bleeding. Arzoxifene is the third SERM in clinical trials, but is yet a few years
from clinical use.
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Summary

The impact of the menopause on skeletal health is obvious, but there remains confusion
interpreting the skeletal actions of sex steroids. Thus, the mechanisms by which androgens
affect bone homeostasis are becoming the focus of intensified research. As a classic steroid
hormone, the biological cellular signaling responses to androgen are mediated through the
androgen receptor (AR), a ligand-inducible transcription factor. Androgen effects on bone
may also be indirectly modulated and/or mediated by other autocrine and paracrine factors in
the bone microenvironment or through steroid metabolic enzymatic activity. ARs have been
identified in a variety of cells found in bone, thus clearly identifying bone as a target tissue
for androgen action. The direct effects of androgen that influence the complex processes of
proliferation, differentiation, mineralization, and gene expression in the osteoblast are being
characterized, but much remains controversial. This chapter will review recent progress on
characterization of the molecular and cellular mechanisms that underlie androgen action in
bone.
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INTRODUCTION

The obvious impact of the menopause on skeletal health has focused much of the
research describing the general action of gonadal steroids on the specific effects of estro-
gen in bone. However, androgens clearly have important beneficial effects, in both men
and women, on skeletal development and on the maintenance of bone mass (1,2). Thus it
has been demonstrated that androgens (a) influence growth plate maturation and closure
helping to determine longitudinal bone growth during development, (b) mediate regula-
tion of trabecular (cancellous) and cortical bone mass in a fashion distinct from estrogen,
leading to a sexually dimorphic skeleton, (c) modulate peak bone mass acquisition, and
(d) inhibit bone loss (2). In castrate animals, replacement with nonaromatizable androgens
(e.g., 5α-dihydrotestosterone, DHT) yields beneficial effects that are clearly distinct from
those observed with estrogen replacement (3,4). In intact females, blockade of the androgen
receptor (AR) with the specific AR antagonist hydroxyflutamide results in osteopenia (5).
Furthermore, treatment with nonaromatizable androgen alone in females results in improve-
ments in bone mineral density (6). Finally, combination therapy with estrogen and androgen
in postmenopausal women is more beneficial than either steroid alone (7–9), indicating
non-parallel and distinct pathways of action. Combined, these reports illustrate the distinct
actions of androgens and estrogens on the skeleton. Thus, in both men and women it is
probable that androgens and estrogens each have important yet distinct functions during
bone development, and in the subsequent maintenance of skeletal homeostasis in the adult.
With the awakening awareness of the importance of the effects of androgen on skeletal
homeostasis, and the potential to make use of this information for the treatment of bone
disorders, much remains to be learned.

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF ANDROGEN ACTION IN BONE CELLS:
THE ANDROGEN RECEPTOR (AR)

Direct characterization of AR expression in a variety of tissues, including bone (10),
was made possible by the cloning of the AR cDNA (11,12). The AR is a member of
the class I (the so-called classical or steroid) nuclear receptor superfamily, as are the
(estrogen receptor) ERα and ERβ isoforms, the progesterone receptor, the mineralocor-
ticoid, and glucocorticoid receptor (13). Steroid receptors are transcription factors with
a highly conserved modular design characterized by three functional domains: the trans-
activation, DNA binding, and ligand binding domains. In the absence of ligand, the AR
protein is generally localized in the cytoplasmic compartment of target cells in a large
complex of molecular chaperones, consisting of loosely bound heat-shock, cyclophilin,
and other accessory proteins (14). Interestingly, in the unliganded form, AR conforma-
tion is unique with a relatively unstructured amino-terminal transactivation domain (15).
As lipids, androgens can freely diffuse through the plasma membrane to bind the AR to
induce a conformational change. Once bound by ligand, the AR dissociates from the mul-
tiprotein complex, translocates to the nucleus, and recruits coactivators or corepressors that
can display cell-type specific expression (16), allowing the formation of homodimers (or
potentially heterodimers) that activate a cascade of events in the nucleus (17). Bound to
DNA, the AR influences transcription and/or translation of a specific network of genes,
leading to the cellular response to the steroid.
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The Androgen Receptor Signaling Pathway
Once bound by ligand, the AR is activated. As shown in Fig. 1, this allows the forma-

tion of homodimers (or potentially heterodimers) that bind to DNA at palindromic androgen
response elements (AREs) in androgen-responsive gene promoters. Classic ARE sequences
are found in the proximal promoter as a motif represented by an inverted repeat separated by
3 bp (18) similar to glucocorticoid response elements (19). However, our understanding of
hormone binding sites in DNA is becoming better characterized and is more complex than
originally described (20). Thus, AR binding sites that influence expression, both positively
and negatively, are likely distributed throughout the genome with sequences more complex
and diverse than simple ARE repeats. DNA binding of the activated AR organizes a cas-
cade of events in the nucleus leading to transcription and translation of a specific network
of genes that is responsible for the cellular response to the steroid (17). In the classic model
of steroid action, the latent receptor is converted into a transcriptionally active form by
simple ligand binding. Again, this model is now considered an over-simplification, with the
understanding that signaling pathways and additional proteins (for example, coactivators or
corepressors as described below and shown in Fig. 1) within the cell can influence steroid
receptor transduction activity. Furthermore, posttranslational modification of the receptor
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Fig. 1. Model of AR regulation of gene expression. Binding of androgen promotes high-affinity dimer-
ization, followed by DNA binding at the androgen response element (ARE) in an androgen-responsive
gene promoter. Coactivators may remodel chromatin through histone acetylase activity to open chromatin
structure (157) or act as a bridge to attract transcription factors (TFs) that target binding of TATA-binding
protein to the TATAA sequence (13). Phosphorylation of receptor may result from activation of SRC by
growth factors (22). Smad3 can act as either a coactivator or a corepressor (158,159), while cyclin D1 is
a corepressor of AR transactivation (21). AR can also directly contact TFIIH and TFIIF (160) in the gen-
eral transcription machinery. Such interactions between the AR and the general transcription machinery,
leading to stable assembly, result in recruitment of RNA polymerase II and subsequent increased gene
transcription. Downregulation of gene expression can also be AR mediated.
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by acetylation, phosphorylation, and/or ubiquitination can occur (21). For example, steroid
receptor phosphorylation can result from signal transduction cascades initiated at the cell
membrane, such as from activation of src kinases by growth factors (22). It has been
shown that steroid receptor phosphorylation can lead to alterations of the responsiveness
of steroid receptors to cognate ligands or, in some cases, even result in ligand-independent
activation.

Such potential modification(s) of AR action in bone cells is only poorly character-
ized; whether the AR in osteoblasts undergoes posttranslational processing that might
influence AR activity as described in other tissues (23,24), and the potential functional
implications (25,26), are also unknown. Ligand-independent activation of AR has also
been described in other tissues (27), but has not been explored in bone. AR activity may
also be influenced by receptor modulators, such as the nuclear receptor coactivators or
corepressors (22,28,29). These coactivators/corepressors can influence the downstream
signaling of nuclear receptors through multiple mechanisms, including histone acetyla-
tion/deacetylation, respectively, that result in chromatin remodeling. Such activities may
reflect both the cellular context and the particular promoter involved. AR-specific coacti-
vators have been identified (30), many of which interact with the ligand-binding domain
of the receptor (31). Expression and regulation of these modulators may thus influence
the ability of steroid receptors to regulate gene expression in bone (18), but this remains
underexplored with respect to androgen action. The specific coactivator/corepressor profile
present in cells representing different bone compartments (i.e., periosteal cells, proliferat-
ing or mineralizing cells) may help to determine the activity of selective AR modulators
(SARMS) as described below that influence transcriptional activity of the AR.

The number of specific androgen binding sites in osteoblasts varies, depending on the
methodology and the cell source, from 1000 to 14,000 sites/cell (32–35), but is in a range
seen in other androgen target tissues. Furthermore, the binding affinity of the AR found in
osteoblastic cells (Kd = 0.5–2 × 10–9) is typical of that found in other tissues. Androgen
binding is specific, without significant competition by estrogen, progesterone, or dexam-
ethasone (33,35,36). Finally, testosterone and DHT appear to have relatively similar binding
affinities (33,37). All these data are consistent with the notion that the direct biologic effects
of androgenic steroids in osteoblasts are mediated at least in part via classic mechanisms
associated with the AR.

In addition to the classical AR present in bone cells, several other androgen-dependent
signaling pathways have been described. Specific binding sites for weaker adrenal andro-
gens (such as dehydroepiandrosterone, DHEA) have been described (38); DHEA can also
transactivate AR (39), thus raising the possibility that DHEA or similar androgenic com-
pounds may also have direct effects in bone. DHEA and its metabolites may also bind and
activate additional receptors, including ER, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-α,
and pregnane X receptor (40). Bodine et al. (41) showed that DHEA caused a rapid inhibi-
tion of c-fos expression in human osteoblastic cells that was more robust than seen with the
classical androgens (DHT, testosterone, androstenedione). In addition, DHEA may inhibit
bone resorption by osteoclasts when in the presence of osteoblasts, likely through changes
in osteoprotegerin (OPG) and receptor activator of NF-κB ligand (RANKL) concentrations
(42). AR may also interact with other transcription factors, such as NF-κB, CREB-binding
protein, and different forms of AP-1, to generally repress transcription without DNA bind-
ing. Alternatively, androgens may be specifically bound in osteoblastic cells by a novel
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63-kDa cytosolic protein (43). In addition, there are reports of distinct AR polymorphisms
identified in different races that may have biological impact on androgen responses (44), but
to date none have an effect with respect to bone tissue (45). These different isoforms have
the potential to interact in distinct fashions with other signaling molecules, such as c-Jun
(46). Finally, androgens may regulate osteoblast activity via rapid nongenomic mecha-
nisms (47,48) through membrane receptors displayed at the bone cell surface (49). The role
and biologic significance of these non-classical signaling pathways in androgen-mediated
responses in bone remains controversial, and most data suggest that genomic signaling may
be the more significant regulator in bone and other tissues (50–53).

Localization of Androgen Receptor Expression
Clues about the potential sequelae of AR signaling may be derived from a better

understanding of the cell types in which receptor expression is documented. In the bone
microenvironment, the localization of AR expression in osteoblasts has been described
in intact human bone by using immunocytochemical techniques (10,54). In developing
bone from young adults, Abu et al. (10) showed ARs were predominantly expressed in
active osteoblasts at sites of bone formation (Fig. 2). ARs were also observed in osteo-
cytes embedded in the bone matrix. Importantly, both the pattern of AR distribution and the
level of expression were similar in males and in females. In addition, expression of the AR
has been characterized in cultured osteoblastic cell populations isolated from bone biopsy
specimens determined at both the mRNA level and by binding analysis (35). Expression
varied according to the skeletal site of origin and age of the donor of the cultured osteoblas-
tic cells: AR expression was higher at cortical and intramembranous bone sites and lower
in trabecular bone. This distribution pattern correlates with androgen responsiveness in
the bone compartment. AR expression was highest in osteoblastic cultures generated from
young adults and somewhat lower in samples from either prepubertal or senescent bone.
Again, no differences were found between male and female samples, suggesting that dif-
ferences in receptor number per se do not underlie development of a sexually dimorphic
skeleton. Interestingly, ARs are also expressed in bone marrow stromal (55) and mes-
enchymal precursor cells (56), pluripotent cells that can differentiate into muscle, bone, and
fat. Androgen action may modulate precursor differentiation toward the osteoblast and/or
myoblast lineage, while inhibiting differentiation toward the adipocyte lineage (57). These
effects on stromal differentiation could underlie some of the well-described consequences
of androgen administration on body composition including increased muscle mass (58).
To date, it has not been established how significant the contribution is, of the increased
muscle mass associated with androgen administration, to positively influence bone qual-
ity. Bone marrow stomal cells are also responsive to sex steroids during the regulation of
osteoclastogenesis.

Because androgens are so important in bone development at the time of puberty, it is not
surprising that ARs are also present in epiphyseal chondrocytes (10,59). Noble and cowork-
ers (54) described AR expression mainly in the narrow zone of proliferating chondrocytes in
the growth plate, with reduced expression in hypertrophied cells. The expression of ARs in
such a wide variety of cell types known to be important for bone modeling during develop-
ment, and remodeling in the adult, provides strong evidence for direct actions of androgens
in bone and cartilage tissue. These results also presage the complexity of androgen effects
on developing bone tissue.
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Fig. 2. The localization of AR in normal tibial growth plate and adult osteophytic human bone. (a)
Morphologically, sections of the growth plate consist of areas of endochondral ossification with undif-
ferentiated (small arrow head), proliferating (large arrow heads), mature (small arrow), and hypertrophic
(large arrow) chondrocytes. Bar = 80 μm. An inset of an area of the primary spongiosa is shown in (b).
(b) Numerous osteoblasts (small arrow heads) and multinucleated osteoclasts (large arrow heads) on
the bone surface. Mononuclear cells within the bone marrow are also present (arrows). Bar = 60 μm. (c)
In the growth plate, AR is predominantly expressed by hypertrophic chondrocytes (large arrow heads).
Minimal expression is observed in the mature chondrocytes (small arrow heads). The receptors are rarely
observed in the proliferating chondrocytes (arrow). (d) In the primary spongiosa, the AR is predominantly
and highly expressed by osteoblasts at modeling sites (arrow heads). Bar = 20 μm. (e) In the osteophytes,
AR is also observed at sites of endochondral ossification in undifferentiated (small arrow heads), pro-
liferating (large arrow heads), mature (small arrows), and hypertrophic-like (large arrow) chondrocytes.
Bar = 80 μm. (f) A higher magnification of (e) showing proliferating, mature, and hypertrophic-like chon-
drocytes (large arrows, small arrows, and very large arrows, respectively). Bar = 40 μm. (g) At sites of
bone remodeling, the receptors are highly expressed in the osteoblasts (small arrow heads) and also in
mononuclear cells in the bone marrow (large arrow heads). Bar = 40 μm. (h) AR is not detected in osteo-
clasts (small arrow heads). Bar = 40 μm. B, Bone; C, cartilage; BM, bone marrow. Adapted from Abu
et al. (10) and used with permission.
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Potential modulation of osteoclast action by androgen is suggested by reports of AR
expression in the osteoclast (60). Androgen treatment reduces bone resorption of iso-
lated osteoclasts (61), inhibits osteoclast formation (62) including formation stimulated by
parathyroid hormone (PTH) (63), and may play a direct role regulating aspects of osteoclast
activity based on results in AR null mice (64). Indirect effects of androgen to modulate
osteoclasts via osteoblasts are indicated by the increase in osteoprotegerin (OPG) levels
following testosterone treatment in osteoblasts (65) and increased OPG serum concentra-
tions in skeletally targeted AR-transgenic male mice (66). In addition, DHEA treatment has
been shown to increase the OPG/RANKL ratio in osteoblastic cells and to inhibit osteoclast
activity in coculture (67). Although androgen may be a less significant determinant of bone
resorption in vivo than estrogen (68,69), this remains controversial (70).

Fig. 3. Dichotomous regulation of AR mRNA levels in osteoblast-like and prostatic carcinoma cell lines
after exposure to androgen. (A) Time course of changes in AR mRNA abundance after DHT exposure in
human SaOS-2 osteoblastic cells and human LNCaP prostatic carcinoma cells. To determine the effect of
androgen exposure on hAR mRNA abundance, confluent cultures of either osteoblast-like cells (SaOS-2)
or prostatic carcinoma cells (LNCaP) were treated with 10–8 M DHT for 0, 24, 48, or 72 h. Total RNA
was then isolated and subjected to RNase protection analysis with 50 μg total cellular RNA from SaOS-2
osteoblastic cells and 10 μg total RNA from LNCaP cultures. (B) Densitometric analysis of AR mRNA
steady state levels. The AR mRNA to β-actin ratio is expressed as the mean ± SE compared to the con-
trol value from three to five independent assessments. Adapted from Wiren et al. (73) and used with
permission.
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Fig. 4. Expression analyses of ERα, ERβ, and AR during in vitro differentiation in normal rat osteoblastic
(rOB) cultures. (A) Normal rOB cells were cultured for the indicated number of days during proliferation,
matrix maturation, mineralization, and postmineralization stages. Total RNA was isolated and subjected
to relative RT-PCR analysis using primers specific for rat ERα, ERβ, and AR or rat GAPDH. Reverse
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Regulation of Androgen Receptor Expression
The regulation of AR expression in osteoblasts is incompletely understood. Homologous

regulation of AR mRNA by androgen has been described that is tissue specific; up-
regulation by androgen exposure is seen in a variety of mesenchymal cells including
osteoblasts (71–74), whereas in prostate and smooth muscle tissue, downregulation is
observed after androgen exposure (73,75) (Fig. 3). The androgen-mediated up-regulation
observed in osteoblasts occurs, at least in part, through changes in AR gene transcrip-
tion (73,74). No effect, or even inhibition, of AR mRNA by androgen exposure in other
osteoblastic models has also been described (35,76). Interestingly, a novel property of
the AR is that binding of androgen increases AR protein levels that has been shown in
osteoblastic cells as well (74). This property distinguishes AR from most other steroid
receptor molecules that are downregulated by ligand binding. The elevated AR protein
levels may be a consequence of increased stability mediated by androgen binding, result-
ing from N-terminal and C-terminal interactions (77), but the stability of AR protein in
osteoblastic cells has not been determined to date. The mechanism(s) that underlie tissue
specificity in autologous AR regulation, and the possible biological significance, is not
yet understood. It is possible that AR up-regulation by androgen in bone may result in
an enhancement of androgen responsiveness at times when androgen levels are rising or
elevated.

Quantitative determination of the level of receptor expression during osteoblast dif-
ferentiation is difficult to achieve in bone slices. However, analysis of AR, ERα and
ERβ mRNA, and protein expression during osteoblast differentiation in vitro demonstrates
that each receptor displays distinct differentiation-stage expression patterns in osteoblasts
(Fig. 4) (78). The levels of AR expression increase throughout osteoblast differentiation
with the highest AR levels seen in mature osteoblast/osteocytic cultures. These results
suggest that an important compartment for androgen action may be mature, mineralizing
osteoblasts, and indicate that osteoblast differentiation and steroid receptor regulation are
intimately associated. Given that the osteocyte is the most abundant cell type in bone, and
a likely mediator of focal bone deposition and response to mechanical strain (79), it is not
surprising that androgens may also augment the osteo-anabolic effects of mechanical strain
in osteoblasts (80).

�

Fig. 4. (continued) transcription was conducted with PCR carried out for 40 cycles for the steroid recep-
tors, with parallel reactions performed using GAPDH primers for 25 cycles (all in the linear range).
Bands for rat ERα at the predicted 240 bp, rat ERβ at 262 bp, rat AR at 276 bp, and GAPDH at
609 bp are shown. (B) Analyses of ERα, ERβ, and AR mRNA relative abundance. Semi-quantitative
analysis of mRNA steady-state expression by relative RT-PCR was performed after scanning the negative
image of the photographed gels. Data are expressed in arbitrary units as the ratio of receptor abundance
to GAPDH expression, then normalized to expression values at day 4 in pre-confluent cultures. Data
represent mean ± SEM. Adapted from Wiren et al. (78) and used with permission.
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EFFECTS OF ANDROGENS ON OSTEOBLASTIC CELLS

Evidence suggests that androgens act directly on the osteoblast and there are reports,
some in clonal osteoblastic cell lines, of modulatory effects of gonadal androgen treatment
on proliferation, differentiation, matrix production, and mineral accumulation (81). Not
surprisingly, androgen has been shown to influence bone cells in a complex fashion.

Androgens and Osteoblast Proliferation
As an example, the effect of androgen on osteoblast proliferation has been shown to be

biphasic in nature, with enhancement following short or transient treatment but significant
inhibition following longer treatment. As a case in point, Kasperk et al. (82,83) demon-
strated in osteoblast-like cells in primary culture (murine, passaged human) that a variety
of androgens in serum-free medium increase DNA synthesis ([3H]thymidine incorporation)
and cell counts. Testosterone and nonaromatizable androgens (DHT and fluoxymesterone)
were nearly equally effective regulators. Yet the same group (84) reported that prolonged
DHT treatment inhibited normal human osteoblastic cell proliferation (cell counts) in cul-
tures pretreated with DHT. Hofbauer et al. (85) examined the effect of DHT exposure on
proliferation in hFOB/AR-6, an immortalized human osteoblastic cell line stably trans-
fected with an AR expression construct (with ∼4000 receptors/cell). In this line, DHT
treatment inhibited cell proliferation by 20–35%. Consistent with stimulation, Somjen
et al. (86) have demonstrated increased creatine kinase-specific activity in male osteoblastic
cells after exposure to DHT for 24 h. Although these various studies employed differ-
ent model systems and culture conditions, it appears that exposure time is an important
variable. Clear time dependence for the response to androgen has been shown by Wiren
et al. (87), where osteoblast proliferation was stimulated at early treatment times, but with
more prolonged DHT treatment osteoblast viability decreased (Fig. 5). This result was
AR dependent (inhibitable by coincubation with flutamide) and was observed in both nor-
mal rat calvarial osteoblasts and in AR stably transfected MC-3T3 cells. In mechanistic
terms, reduced viability was associated with overall reduction in mitogen-activated (MAP)
kinase signaling and with inhibition of elk-1 gene expression, protein abundance, and extent
of phosphorylation. The inhibition of MAP kinase activity after chronic androgen treat-
ment again contrasts with stimulation of MAP kinase signaling and AP-1 transactivation
observed with brief androgen exposure (87) that may be mediated through non-genomic
mechanisms (47,88,89).

Androgens and Osteoblast Apoptosis
As a component of control of osteoblast survival, it is also important to consider the

process of programmed cell death or apoptosis (90). In particular, as the osteoblast popula-
tion differentiates in vitro, the mature bone cell phenotype undergoes apoptosis (91). With
respect to the effects of androgen exposure, chronic DHT treatment has been shown to
result in enhanced osteoblast apoptosis in both proliferating osteoblastic (at day 5) and
mature osteocytic cultures (day 29) (92). In this report, inhibition observed with DHT
treatment was opposite to inhibitory effects on apoptosis seen with E2 treatment (Fig. 6).
An androgen-mediated increase in the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio was also observed, predominantly
through inhibition of Bcl-2, and was dependent on functional AR. Overexpression of
bcl-2 or RNAi knockdown of bax abrogated the effects of DHT, indicating that increased
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Fig. 5. Complex effect of androgen on DNA accumulation in osteoblastic cultures. Kinetics of DHT
response in proliferating colAR-MC3T3 cultures measured with colorimetric [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-
2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] (MTT) assay. Cultures of stably transfected colAR-MC3T3
continuously with 10−8 M DHT for 2 days led to increased MTT accumulation, but longer treatment
for 3 or 5 days resulted in inhibition. Data are mean ± SEM of six to eight dishes with six wells/dish.
∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01 (vs. control). Adapted from Wiren et al. (87) and used with permission.

Bax/Bcl-2 was necessary and sufficient for androgen-enhanced apoptosis. The increase in
the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio was at least in part a consequence of reductions in Bcl-2 phosphory-
lation and protein stability, consistent with inhibition of MAP kinase pathway activation
after DHT treatment as noted above. In vivo analysis of calvaria in AR-transgenic male
mice demonstrated enhanced TUNEL staining in both osteoblasts and osteocytes and
was observed even in areas of new bone growth (92). This may not be surprising, given
an association between new bone growth and apoptosis (93), as has been observed in
other remodeling tissues and/or associated with development and tissue homeostasis (94).
Apoptotic cell death could thus be important in making room for new bone formation and
matrix deposition, which may have clinical significance by influencing bone homeostasis
and bone mineral density (95). Thus, mounting evidence suggests that chronic androgen
treatment does not increase osteoblast number or viability in the mature bone compart-
ment. It is interesting to speculate that the inhibitory action of androgens in osteoblasts at
the endosteal surface is important for the relative maintenance of cortical width (which
is similar between males and females), given the strong stimulation at the periosteal
surface, such that the skeleton does not become excessively large and/or heavy during
development.
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Fig. 6. Characterization of osteoblast apoptosis: results of androgen and estrogen treatment during prolif-
eration (day 5) and during differentiation into mature osteoblast/osteocytes cultures (day 29). Apoptosis
was assessed at day 5 or 29 after continuous DHT and E2 treatment (both at 10–8 M). Apoptosis was
induced by etoposide treatment in proliferating cultures and by serum starvation for 48 h in conflu-
ent cultures before isolation, replaced with 0.1% BSA. (A) Analysis of apoptosis after evaluating DNA
fragmentation by cytoplasmic nucleosome enrichment at day 5. The data are expressed as mean ± SEM
(n = 6) from two independent experiments. ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001 (vs. control). (B) Analysis of apop-
tosis by cytoplasmic nucleosome enrichment analysis at day 29. The data are expressed as mean ± SEM
(n = 6) from two independent experiments. ∗∗p < 0.01 vs. control. Adapted from Wiren et al. (92) and
used with permission.

Effects of Androgens on the Differentiation of Osteoblastic Cells
Osteoblast differentiation is often characterized by changes in alkaline phosphatase

activity and/or alterations in the expression of important extracellular matrix proteins,
such as type I collagen, osteocalcin, and osteonectin. Enhanced osteoblast differentiation,
as measured by increased matrix production, has been shown to result from androgen
exposure. Androgen treatment in both normal osteoblasts and transformed clonal human
osteoblastic cells (TE-89) appears to increase the proportion of cells expressing alkaline
phosphatase activity, thus representing a shift toward a more differentiated phenotype (82).
Kasperk et al. subsequently reported dose-dependent increases in alkaline phosphatase
activity in both high and low-alkaline phosphatase subclones of SaOS2 cells (96) and
human osteoblastic cells (84). However, there are also reports in a variety of model systems
of androgens either inhibiting (85) or having no effect on alkaline phosphatase activity
(71,97), which may reflect both the complexity and the dynamics of osteoblastic differ-
entiation. There are also reports of androgen-mediated increases in type I α-1 collagen
protein and mRNA levels (37,96–98) in certain circumstances and increased osteocal-
cin mRNA or protein secretion (84,98). Consistent with increased collagen production,
androgen treatment has also been shown to stimulate mineral accumulation in a time and
dose-dependent manner (71,84,99). However, transgenic mice with targeted overexpression
of AR in the osteoblast lineage showed decreased levels of most bone markers in vivo in
total RNA extracts derived from long bone samples, including decreased collagen, osterix,
and osteocalcin gene expression (66). These results suggest that, under certain conditions,
androgens may enhance osteoblast differentiation and could thus play an important role
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in the regulation of bone matrix production and/or organization. On the other hand, many
positive anabolic effects of androgen may be limited to distinct osteoblastic populations,
for example, in the periosteal compartment (2,66).

Interaction with Other Factors to Modulate Bone Formation and Resorption
The effects of androgens on osteoblast activity must certainly also be considered in the

context of the very complex endocrine, paracrine, and autocrine milieu in the bone microen-
vironment. Systemic and/or local factors can act in concert, or can antagonize, to influence
bone cell function. This has been well described with regard to modulation of the effects of
estrogen on bone (see, for example, (100–102)). Androgens have also been shown to reg-
ulate well-known modulators of osteoblast proliferation or function. The most extensively
characterized growth factor influenced by androgen exposure is transforming growth factor-
β (TGF-β). TGF-β is stored in bone (the largest reservoir for TGF-β) in a latent form and has
been shown to be a mitogen for osteoblasts. Androgen treatment can increase TGF-β activ-
ity in osteoblastic cultures: the expression of some TGF-β mRNA transcripts (apparently
TGF-β2) was increased but no effect on TGF-β1 mRNA abundance was observed (41,83),
but also see (103). At the protein level, specific immunoprecipitation analysis reveals DHT-
mediated increases in TGF-β activity to be predominantly TGF-β2 (41,84). DHT has also
been shown to inhibit both TGF-β gene expression and TGF-β-induced early gene expres-
sion that correlates with growth inhibition in this cell line (85). The TGF-β-induced early
gene has been shown to be a transcription factor that may mediate some TGF-β effects
(104). These results are consistent with the notion that TGF-β may mediate androgen
effects on osteoblast proliferation. On the other hand, TGF-β1 mRNA levels are increased
by androgen treatment in human clonal osteoblastic cells (TE-89), under conditions where
osteoblast proliferation is slowed (37). Thus, the specific TGF-β isoform may determine
osteoblast responses. It is interesting to note that in vivo, orchiectomy (ORX) drastically
reduces bone content of TGF-β levels, and testosterone replacement prevents this reduc-
tion (105). These data support the findings that androgens influence cellular expression of
TGF-β and suggest that the bone loss associated with castration is related to a reduction in
growth factor abundance induced by androgen deficiency.

Other growth factor systems may also be influenced by androgens. Conditioned
media from DHT-treated normal osteoblast cultures are mitogenic, and DHT pretreatment
increases the mitogenic response to fibroblast growth factor and to insulin-like growth
factor II (IGF-II) (83). In part, this may be due to slight increases in IGF-II binding in
DHT-treated cells (83), as IGF-I and IGF-II levels in osteoblast-conditioned media are
not affected by androgen (83,106). Although most studies have not found regulation of
IGF-I or IGF-II abundance by androgen exposure (33,83,106), there is a report that IGF-I
mRNA levels are significantly up-regulated by DHT (107). Androgens may also modu-
late expression of components of the AP-1 transcription factor (41) or AP-1 transcriptional
activation (87). Thus, androgens may modulate osteoblast differentiation via a mechanism
whereby growth factors or other mediators of differentiation are regulated by androgen
exposure.

Androgens may modulate responses to other important osteotropic hormones/regulators.
Testosterone and DHT specifically inhibit the cAMP response elicited by PTH or parathy-
roid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) in the human clonal osteoblast-like cell line SaOS-2,
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while the inactive or weakly active androgen 17α-epitestosterone had no effect, via an effect
on effector Gs-adenylyl cyclase (108–110). The production of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2),
another important regulator of bone metabolism, is also affected by androgens. Pilbeam and
Raisz showed that androgens (both DHT and testosterone) were potent inhibitors of both
parathyroid hormone and interleukin-1-stimulated PGE2 production in cultured neonatal
mouse calvaria (111). The effects of androgens on parathyroid hormone action and PGE2
production suggest that androgens could act to modulate (reduce) bone turnover in response
to these agents.

Finally, both androgen (112) and estrogen (101,113) can inhibit production of
interleukin-6 by osteoblastic cells (but see (114)). In stromal cells of the bone mar-
row, androgens have been shown to have potent inhibitory effects on the production
of interleukin-6 and the subsequent stimulation of osteoclastogenesis by marrow osteo-
clast precursors (115). Interestingly, adrenal androgens (androstenediol, androstenedione,
DHEA) have similar inhibitory activities on interleukin-6 gene expression and protein pro-
duction by stromal cells (115). Moreover, androgens inhibit the expression of the genes
encoding the two subunits of the IL-6 receptor (gp80 and gp130) in the murine bone mar-
row, another mechanism which may blunt the effects of this osteoclastogenic cytokine in
intact animals (116). In these aspects, the effects of androgens seem to be very similar to
those of estrogen, which may also inhibit osteoclastogenesis via mechanisms that involve
interleukin-6 inhibition and/or OPG/RANKL ratio changes.

METABOLISM OF ANDROGENS IN BONE

Sex steroids, ultimately derived from cholesterol, are synthesized predominantly in
gonadal tissue, the adrenal gland, and placenta as a consequence of enzymatic conver-
sions. After peripheral metabolism, androgenic activity is represented in a variety of steroid
molecules that include testosterone (Fig. 7). There is evidence in a range of tissues that the
eventual cellular effects of testosterone may not be the result (or not only the result) of direct
action of testosterone, but may also reflect the effects of sex steroid metabolites formed as
a consequence of local enzyme activities.

The most important testosterone metabolites in bone are 5α-DHT (the result of 5α

reduction of testosterone) and estradiol (formed by the aromatization of testosterone).
Testosterone and DHT are the major and most potent androgens, with androstenedione
(the major circulating androgen in women) and DHEA as immediate androgen precursors
that exhibit weak androgen activity (39). In men, the most abundant circulating androgen
metabolite is testosterone while concentrations of other weaker androgens-like androstene-
dione and DHEA-sulfate are similar between males and females. Downstream metabolites
of DHT and androstenedione are inactive at the AR and include 5α-androstane-3α or
3β,17β-diol (3αβ-androstanediol), and 5α-androstanedione. Data suggest that aromatase
cytochrome P450 (the product of the CYP19 gene), 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
(17β-HSD), and 5α-reductase activities are all present in bone tissue, at least to some mea-
surable extent in some compartments, but the biologic relevance of each remains somewhat
controversial.
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Fig. 7. Principle conversions and major enzyme activities involved in androgen synthesis and metabolism.
Steroid hormone synthesis involves metabolism of cholesterol, with dehydrogenation of pregnenolone
producing progesterone that can serve as a precursor for the other gonadal steroid hormones. DHEA,
dehydroepiandrosterone; CYP11A, cytochrome P450 cholesterol side chain cleavage enzyme; CYP17,
cytochrome P450 17α hydroxylase/17,20 lyase; 17β-HSD, 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase; CYP19,
aromatase cytochrome P450.

5α-Reductase Activity in Osteoblasts
5α-reductase is an important activity with regard to androgen metabolism in general,

since testosterone is converted to the more potent androgen metabolite DHT via 5α-
reductase action (117). 5α-Reductase activity was first described in crushed rat mandibular
bone (118) with similar findings reported in crushed human spongiosa (119). Two differ-
ent 5α-reductase genes encode type 1 and type 2 isozymes in many mammalian species
(120); human osteoblastic cells express the type 1 isozyme (121). Essentially the same
metabolic activities were reported in experiments with human epiphyseal cartilage and
chondrocytes (122). In general, the Km values for bone 5α-reductase activity are similar
to those in other androgen responsive tissues (33,119). However, the cellular populations
in many of these studies were mixed and hence the specific cell type responsible for the
activity is unknown. Interestingly, Turner et al. (123) found that periosteal cells do not have
detectable 5α-reductase activity, raising the possibilities that the enzyme may be functional
in only selected skeletal compartments and that testosterone may be the active androgen
metabolite at this clinically important site.

From a clinical perspective, the general importance of this enzymatic pathway is uncer-
tain, as patients with 5α-reductase type 2 deficiency have normal bone mineral density (124)
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and Bruch et al. (117) found no significant correlation between enzyme activities and bone
volume. In mutant null mice lacking 5α-reductase type 1 (mice express very little type 2
isozyme), the effect on the skeleton has not been analyzed due to midgestational fetal death
as a consequence of estrogen excess (125). Analysis of the importance of 5α-reductase
activity has been approached with the use of finasteride (an inhibitor of 5α-reductase activ-
ity); treatment of male animals does not recapitulate the effects of castration (126), strongly
suggesting that reduction of testosterone to DHT by 5α-reductase is not the major determi-
nant in the effects of gonadal hormones on bone. Consistent with this finding, testosterone
therapy in hypogonadal older men, either when administered alone or when combined with
finasteride, increases bone mineral density, again suggesting that DHT is not essential for
the beneficial effects of testosterone on bone (127). Thus, the available clinical data remain
uncertain, and the impact of this enzyme, which isozyme may be involved, whether it is
uniformly present in all cell types involved in bone modeling/remodeling, or whether local
activity is important at all remain unresolved issues.

Aromatization of Testosterone in Bone
Another important enzymatic arm of testosterone metabolism involves the biosynthe-

sis of estrogens from androgen precursors, catalyzed by aromatase. Of note, this enzyme is
well known to be both expressed and regulated in a very pronounced tissue-specific manner
(128) and also demonstrates species differences, given the low levels in mice. Modest levels
of aromatase activity have been reported in bone from mixed cell populations derived from
both sexes (129–131) and from osteoblastic cell lines (33,132,133). Aromatase expression
in intact bone has also been documented by in situ hybridization and immunohistochemical
analysis (131). Aromatase mRNA is expressed predominantly in lining cells, chondrocytes,
and some adipocytes; however, there is no detectable expression in osteoclasts, or in cor-
tical bone in mice (66). At least in vertebral bone, the mesenchymal distal promoter I.4 is
predominantly utilized (134). The enzyme kinetics in bone cells seem to be similar to those
in other tissues, although the Vmax may be increased by glucocorticoids (133). Whether
the level of aromatase activity in bone is high enough to produce physiologically relevant
concentrations of steroids remains an open question; nevertheless in males only 15% of cir-
culating estrogen is produced in the testes, with the remaining 85% produced by peripheral
metabolism that could include bone as one site of conversion (135).

Aromatase catalyzes the metabolism of adrenal and testicular C19 androgens
(androstenedione and testosterone) to C18 estrogens (estrone and estradiol), thus producing
the potent estrogen estradiol (E2) from testosterone, and the weaker estrogen estrone (E1)
from its adrenal precursors androstenedione and DHEA (129). Typically in the circulation,
E2 will make up to 40% of total estrogen, E1 will make up an additional 40%, with estriol
(E3) comprising the remaining 20% of total estrogen (136). In addition to aromatase itself,
osteoblasts contain enzymes that are able to inter-convert estradiol and estrone (17β-HSD)
and to hydrolyze estrone sulfate, the most abundant estrogen in the circulation, to estrone
(steroid sulfatase) (132,137). Nawata et al. (129) have reported that dexamethasone and
1α,25(OH)2D3 synergistically enhance aromatase activity and aromatase mRNA expres-
sion in human osteoblast-like cells. In addition, both leptin and 1α,25(OH)2D3 treatment
increased aromatase activity in human mesenchymal stem cells during osteogenesis, but
not during adipogenesis (138). Additional studies are needed to better define expression,
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given the potential importance of the enzyme, and its regulation by a variety of mechanisms
(including androgens and estrogens) in other tissues (128,139).

The clinical impact of aromatase activity and an indication of the importance of conver-
sion of circulating androgen into estrogen are shown in reports of women and men with
aromatase deficiencies, who present with a skeletal phenotype (140). Interestingly, natural
mutation is remarkably rare with only seven males and six females reported to date. The
presentation of men with aromatase deficiency is very similar to that of a man with estrogen
receptor-α (ERα) deficiency (141), namely an obvious delay in bone age, lack of epiphy-
seal closure, and tall stature with high bone turnover and osteopenia (135), suggesting that
aromatase (and likely estrogen action) has a substantial role to play during skeletal devel-
opment in the male. In addition, estrogen therapy of males with aromatase deficiency has
been associated with an increase in bone mass (135), particularly in the growing skeleton
(142). Inhibition of aromatization pharmacologically with nonsteroidal inhibitors (such as
vorozole or letrozole) results in modest decreases in bone mineral density and changes in
skeletal modeling in young growing orchidectomized males (143), and less dramatically so
in boys with constitutional delay of puberty treated for 1 year (144), suggesting short-term
treatment during growth has limited negative consequences in males. Inhibition of aroma-
tization in older orchidectomized males resembles castration with similar increases in bone
resorption and bone loss, suggesting that aromatase activity likely plays a role in skeletal
maintenance in males (145). These studies herald the importance of aromatase activity (and
estrogen) in the mediation of some androgen action in bone in both males and females. The
finding of these enzymes in bone clearly raises the difficult issue of the origin of androgenic
effects in the skeleton; do they arise solely from direct androgen effects (as is suggested by
the actions of nonaromatizable androgens such as DHT) or also from the local or other site
production of estrogenic intermediates? The results described above would seem to indicate
that both steroids appear to be important to both male and female skeletal health.

17β-Hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenase Activity in Osteoblasts
The 17β-HSDs (most of which are dehydrogenase-reductases, except type 5 that is an

aldo–keto reductase) have been shown to catalyze either the last step of sex steroid synthesis
or the first step of their degradation (to produce weak or potent sex steroids via oxida-
tion or reduction, respectively) and can thus also play a critical role in peripheral steroid
metabolism. The oxidative pathway forms 17-ketosteroids, while the reductive pathway
forms 17β-hydroxysteroids. The enzyme reversibly catalyzes the formation of androstene-
diol (an estrogen) from DHEA, in addition to the biosynthesis of estradiol from estrone,
the synthesis of testosterone from androstenedione, and the production of DHT from 5α-
androstanedione all via the reductive activity of 17β-HSD. Of the 13 enzyme isotypes of
17β-HSD activity (136), types 1–4 have been demonstrated in human osteoblastic cells
(146).

The administration of testosterone can stimulate bone formation and inhibit bone
resorption, likely through multiple mechanisms that involve both androgen and estrogen
receptor-mediated processes. However, there is substantial evidence that some, if in fact
not most, of the biologic actions of androgens in the skeleton are mediated by AR. Both
in vivo and in vitro systems reveal the effects of the nonaromatizable androgen DHT to
be essentially the same as those of testosterone (vida infra). In addition, blockade of the
AR with the receptor antagonist flutamide results in osteopenia as a result of reduced bone
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formation (5). In addition, complete androgen insensitivity results in a significant decrease
in bone mineral density in spine and hip sites (124) even in the setting of strong compliance
with estrogen treatment (147). These reports clearly indicate that androgens, independent of
estrogenic metabolites, have primary effects on osteoblast function. However, the clinical
reports of subjects with aromatase deficiency also highlight the relevance of metabolism of
androgen to bio-potent estrogens at least in the circulation, to influence bone development
and/or maintenance. It thus seems likely that further elucidation of the regulation of steroid
metabolism, and the potential mechanisms by which androgenic and estrogenic effects are
coordinated, will have physiological, pathophysiological, and therapeutic implications.

Drugs with Androgenic Activity
In addition to the endogenous steroid metabolites highlighted in Fig. 7, there are also a

variety of drugs with androgenic activity. These include anabolic steroids, such as nonarom-
atizable oxandrolone, that bind and activate AR (albeit with lower affinity than testosterone
(148)), and a class of drugs under extensive development referred to as SARMs that demon-
strate tissue-specific agonist or antagonist activities with respect to AR transactivation
(149). These orally active nonsteroidal nonaromatizable SARMS are being developed to
target androgen action in bone, muscle, fat and to influence libido but to not exacerbate
prostate growth, hirsutism, and acne. Several have recently been identified with beneficial
effects on bone mass (150–152), and provide a new alternative to androgen replacement
therapy.

GENDER SPECIFICITY IN THE ACTIONS OF SEX STEROIDS

Although controversial, there may be gender-specific responses in osteoblastic cells to
sex steroids. In most mammals, there is a marked gender difference in morphology that
results in a sexually dimorphic skeleton. The mechanisms responsible for these differences
are necessarily complex, and presumably involve both androgenic and estrogenic actions
on the skeleton. It is becoming increasingly clear that estrogens are particularly important
for the regulation of epiphyseal function and act to reduce the rate of longitudinal growth
via influences on chondrocyte proliferation and function, as well as on the timing of epiphy-
seal closure (153). Androgens, on the other hand, appear to have many opposite effects to
estrogen on the skeleton. For example, androgens tend to promote long bone growth, chon-
drocyte maturation, and metaphyseal ossification, opposite to effects of estrogen. Another
notable example is the effect of AR activation in cortical bone in males, which can stimulate
bone formation at the periosteal surface but inhibit formation at the endosteum (66). Thus,
the most dramatic effect of androgens is on bone size, in particular cortical thickness (154).
This difference of course has important biomechanical implications, with thicker bones
being stronger bones (155). Furthermore, the response of the adult skeleton (to the same
intervention) results in distinct responses in males and females. For example, in a model
of disuse osteopenia, antiorthostatic suspension results in significant reduction in bone for-
mation rate at the endosteal perimeter in males. In females, however, a decrease in bone
formation rate occurred along the periosteal perimeter (156). Gender-specific responses in
vivo and in vitro (for example, see (86)), and the mechanism(s) that underlie such responses
in bone cells, may thus have significant implications in treatment options for metabolic bone
disease.
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CONCLUSION

Thus, the effects of androgens on bone health are both complex and pervasive.
Androgens influence skeletal modeling and remolding by multiple mechanisms through
effects on osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and even perhaps an influence on the differentiation
of pluripotent stem cells toward distinct lineages. The specific effects of androgen on
bone cells are mediated directly through an AR-signaling pathway, but there are also indi-
rect contributions to overall skeletal health through aromatization and ER signaling. The
effects of androgens are particularly dramatic during growth in boys, particularly at the
periosteum, but almost certainly play an important role during this period in girls as well.
Throughout the rest of life, androgens affect skeletal function and maintenance in both
sexes. Nevertheless, given this importance, relatively little has been done to unravel the
mechanisms by which androgens influence the physiology and pathophysiology of bone,
and there is still much to be learned about the roles of androgens at all levels. The interac-
tion of androgens and estrogens and how their respective actions can be utilized for specific
diagnostic and therapeutic benefit are important but unanswered issues. With an increase in
the understanding of the nature of androgen effects will come greater opportunities to use
their positive actions in the prevention and treatment of a wide variety of bone disorders.
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Summary

Androgen actions in target tissues depend on plasma concentration of bio-available andro-
gen, on local androgen metabolism and on the presence and activity of sex steroids receptors
(AR and partially ER) in association with regulatory co-factors, as well as on non-genomic
pathways. As evidenced by androgen receptor insensitivity syndromes, androgens appear
to play an important role in the development of the male skeletal phenotype, especially
bone size. It is also probable that androgens participate in the later maintenance of adult
bone remodelling/mass/structure. The old concept that androgens are responsible for skeletal
abnormalities in hypogonadism is only partially erroneous. The declining sex steroid levels
in the elderly may adversely affect the preservation of skeletal integrity and indicates that
aromatisation of testosterone to estradiol is an important mediator of bone metabolism in the
elderly. Androgens and estrogens have actions in bone development and maintenance and
the complex interplay between both has only partially elucidated.

Clinical studies on the skeletal effects of hypogonadism and testosterone and non-
aromatizable androgen therapy confirm the indisputable evidence of androgen action in bone.
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The interventional studies indicate only favorable effects in those men with pre-treatment
serum testosterone levels clearly below the range of young men. Substitutive or pharma-
cologic treatment with androgens for the prevention or reversion of bone loss or increased
fracture risk in aging men can only be considered if there is convincing evidence for androgen
deficiency, although there is no precise definition of the “physiological” androgen require-
ments in elderly men. Avoiding side-effects and improving the dosing regimens of the
presently available androgen treatments provide options for further developments. Selective
androgen receptor modulators may present novel opportunities in the prevention or treatment
of metabolic bone disorders.

Key Words: Androgens, male, female, bone acquisition, bone maintenance; bone mass,
bone size, bone structure, transsexuals, androgen treatment, selective androgen receptor
modulators

INTRODUCTION

Evidence for the importance of androgen actions on bone can be drawn from studies of
gonadal dysfunction or testosterone replacement. Bone loss and increased bone turnover
have been observed following orchidectomy in animals and men. As described in Chapter
16, the skeletal effects of androgens are mediated through direct activation of the androgen
receptor (AR) or alternatively the oestrogen receptor α (ERα) following aromatization of
testicular and/or adrenal androgens to oestrogens, with non-genomic pathways sometimes
playing a minor role. In light of the presence of AR, ER and operational metabolic pathways
in a variety of cells and tissues, androgens act on many cells and tissues and their effects on
bone may be even more complex (and indirect) due to the interdependence and functional
relationships between tissues and organs. For instance, bone–neuro–muscular relationships
are operative in a functional system adaptive to locomotive function. In this biological sys-
tem, the androgen actions on the skeleton should be interpreted as a modulation of the
controlling feedback systems, keeping a balance to adapt men and women to growth, main-
taining function and aging. In the first part of this chapter, androgen metabolism in humans
is described in depth. The second part reviews the effect on growth and attaining peak bone
mass, bone size and structure. In the third part, maintenance and change/loss of the bone are
described relative to blood and tissue androgen levels. Finally, clinical effects of androgens
on bone are discussed.

ANDROGEN METABOLISM IN HUMANS

Androgens in the Systemic Circulation in Men
Testosterone T, dihydrotestosterone (DHT), androstenedione, dehydroepiandrosterone

(DHEA) and its sulphate (DHEAS) are the major androgens in the systemic circulation. T
is secreted almost exclusively by the testes, while only about 20% of circulating DHT orig-
inates from direct testicular secretion, the rest derived from 5α-reduction of T in peripheral
tissues (1). Peripheral conversion of DHEA and T provides 15% of androstenedione, the
remainder from direct secretion by the testes and the adrenals in approximately equal parts
(2,3). DHEA and DHEAS originate almost exclusively from the adrenals. Biologically,
the most important plasma androgen is T. It is largely bound to plasma proteins. Only
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1–2% is free, 40–50% is loosely bound to albumin and 50–60% is specifically and strongly
bound to sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) (4,5). The serum-free T (FT) and the
albumin-bound T represent the fractions readily available for biological action. The non-
SHBG-bound T, i.e. the combined free and albumin-bound T, is often referred to as the
“bioavailable T” (bioT). As described in Chapter 16, androgenic actions of T are mediated
via binding to the nuclear androgen receptor (AR), either directly or after 5α-reduction to
DHT, whereas part of the physiologic actions of T results from its aromatization to oestra-
diol, which binds to oestrogen receptors (ER). The AR does not bind androstenedione,
DHEA or DHEAS; it is assumed that the androgenic effects of these steroids are attributable
to their transformation to T in the tissues. T can also exert rapid, non-genomic effects, in
part via binding to a G protein-coupled membrane receptor for the SHBG–T complex that
initiates a cyclic AMP-mediated, transcription-independent signalling pathway affecting
calcium channels (6–8).

In the early 1970s, several authors reported an age-associated decline of serum T levels
from the fourth or fifth decade of life. Although controversial, a decline of one-third from
age 25 to 75 years has now been confirmed by a large series of cross-sectional studies (9)
and by several longitudinal studies (10–14).

There is an age-associated increase in SHBG levels by about 1.2% per year (13) so
that the decrease in FT and bioT serum levels is larger than that in total serum T (13–21).
Cross-sectional studies do not show substantial changes in serum levels of DHT in aging
men, although due to the increase in SHBG, there may be a modest decrease in the free
fraction (16,21). Plasma androstenedione levels significantly decline with age (22). The
androgenic activity of androstenedione is dependent on biotransformation to T (3). Plasma
DHEA and DHEAS are secreted almost exclusively by the adrenals. Only about 10% of
DHEA is derived from the gonads, while about 50–70% derives from desulphatation of
DHEAS in peripheral tissues (23). The blood conversion rate to T is about 0.6%; hence,
its contribution to plasma T levels is negligible in adult men. However, as this conversion
occurs in peripheral tissues where T may act locally, contribution of DHEA to tissular
androgenic activity is not predicted by serum levels. DHEAS is by far the most abundant
androgen in plasma. Its hormonal and metabolic effects are essentially attributable to its
transformation to T and oestrogens in tissues (24). However, the contribution to the global
androgenic effect is probably modest.

Tissue Levels of Androgens and Androgenic Action in Men
Although T itself exerts androgenic and anabolic actions through binding to the nuclear

androgen receptor (AR) in target cells, it is essentially a prohormone, being reduced to the
more active androgen DHT in tissues expressing 5α-reductase, whereas a fraction of T can
be aromatized to oestradiol in tissues expressing the cytochrome P450 aromatase enzyme.
Hence, the action of T is a complex result of tissue availability and locally achieved T
concentrations, of local intracellular T metabolism, of expression of AR and/or oestrogen
receptors (ER), as well as the expression of a number of co-activators and repressors of
these receptors.

Sex Steroid (Androgen and Oestrogen) Receptors in Bone
Both the AR and the ER (ERα and/or ERβ) are expressed in a wide range of tissues,

including bone (25). The distribution of the androgen receptor in the skeleton is wide both
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at cellular and organ levels. Little gender difference is observed in androgen receptor levels,
suggesting a widespread androgen action. The presence of specific high-affinity androgen
receptors was first reported for osteoblast-like cells (26–31) and also shown in other bone
cells (25,28,32,33). Site specificity of AR expression has been reported (31).

T and DHT bind to the same receptor, but the affinity of DHT for the AR is greater
than that of T and in many tissues, DHT mediates most androgenic effects of T. In muscle,
however, T itself is the active androgen (34). Aging leads to a decrease in AR concentra-
tion in different tissues (35–37). Androgen sensitivity may be modulated by functional AR
receptor polymorphisms, such as the variation in functionally important polyglutamine and
polyglycine tracts, encoded by a polymorphic trinucleotide CAG repeat and GGC repeat,
respectively (38–41). In conclusion, androgen action in target tissues depends on plasma
concentration of bio-available androgen, on local androgen metabolism and on the pres-
ence and activity of sex steroid receptors and (AR and partially ER) in association with
regulatory co-factors.

ANDROGEN EFFECTS ON BONE ACQUISITION

The risk of developing osteoporosis in later life is related to bone deposition during
childhood, puberty and early adulthood (42). It is estimated that 60% of the fracture risk in
older adults is explained by the peak bone mass attained at skeletal maturity (43). By the
end of the adolescent period 90% of the adult BMC (44,45) is acquired, and 25% of the
total BMC at maturity is acquired in just 2 years of adolescence (45).

Androgen as a Determinant of Peak Bone Mass, Bone Size and Bone Structure
SEX STEROID EFFECTS ON BONE IN BOYS AND MEN: GENERAL ASPECTS

The combined androgenic and oestrogenic actions result in the genesis and maintenance
of gender differences. Effects of androgens and oestrogens on bone metabolism (bone
acquisition and maintenance) are clearly demonstrated; however, their relative contribu-
tions are not yet completely elucidated. See Chapters 14 and 15 for a review of oestrogens
in bone. Compared to oestrogens, the skeletal role of androgens remains less clear, e.g.
serum oestrogen levels in older men correlate better with bone mineral density than do the
androgen levels in most (46–53) but not all (54,55) cross-sectional studies. Also, in some
longitudinal studies, oestrogens were shown to play a more dominant role in the attainment
of peak bone mass in young men, as well as in bone loss in older men (56,57). However,
studies in osteoporotic men do not consistently confirm these correlations and do not sug-
gest lower oestrogen levels as a pathophysiological mechanism. Another finding in the
cross-sectional studies of men with idiopathic and secondary osteoporosis is higher levels
of sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) (58,59). Higher SHBG levels may be predictive
of fracture (58,60–62).

Skeletal size, shape and internal structure are determined by embryonic development and
growth before and during sexual maturation. These phases are characterized by endosteal
resorption and periosteal expansion in cortical bone and remodelling of the trabecular
network throughout life, during which complex intercellular communication among bone
takes place. Androgens influence proliferation and function of osteoblasts, osteoclasts and
chondrocytes (63), endochondral bone formation and fracture healing (64,65) and bone
maturation (66). Numerous experimental approaches and strong clinical evidence illustrate
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that androgens have independent skeletal actions by stimulating osteoblast proliferation,
differentiation and lifespan (67). In addition, androgens suppress osteoclast function, activ-
ity and lifespan (68) through complex endocrine, paracrine and autocrine action (69). More
recently, the apoptotic effects of sex hormones on osteoclasts and anti-apoptotic effects on
osteoblasts and osteocytes have been shown to be mediated through non-genotropic actions
(68,69).

In human studies on the differential effects of androgens and oestrogens, where T defi-
ciency occurs with maintenance of normal oestradiol levels, there is a limited increase
in bone resorption (70) in the short term. Congenital male hypogonadism, e.g. idiopathic
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (71,72) or Klinefelter’s syndrome (73), is associated with
osteoporosis. Osteopenia and osteoporosis in males are a consequence of various forms of
acquired male hypogonadism, e.g. castration (74), hyperprolactemia (75), anorexia ner-
vosa (76) or treatment with gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogues (77–79). Gonadal
insufficiency during adolescence is associated with skeletal deficits (80,81). At least partial
restitution of bone mass and bone mineral density is reported by testosterone replacement,
in particular in hypogonadal men with still open growth plates (71,82–84). The major
gender differences in bone size have been proposed to be a consequence of increased
periosteal bone formation stimulated by the androgens. In animal studies (85–87) using
non-aromatizable androgens and in various clinical androgen deficiency states, cortical
bone and puberty are the preferred place and time for androgen action. The differential
periosteal effects leading to larger bone size in men at peak bone mass appear to decrease
later fracture risk in men compared to women (88).

ANDROGEN EFFECTS ON THE ACQUISITION OF BONE MASS AND BONE DENSITY

Androgens play an essential role in the male pubertal growth and radial bone expansion
(89,90). Direct stimulatory action of T on periosteal bone via the (AR) leads to greater
bone diameter and cortical thickness in men compared to women (91,92), thus contribut-
ing to the observed sexual dimorphism of bone architecture. Free T is a positive predictor,
whereas free oestradiol is a negative predictor of the cortical bone size in young healthy
men (93). Androgen insensitivity abolishes the typical male skeletal morphology. The
resulting female bone phenotype of the (partially) inactive AR or the androgen insensi-
tivity syndrome (AIS) is apparent from both animal (94–96) and human (96–101) studies.
The lumbar spine areal bone density is decreased by 1 SD in complete human AIS, the
deficit being even greater in case of poor oestrogen replacement therapy compliance (97).
Controlling for the increased stature in AIS by calculating the apparent volumetric bone
mineral density (BMAD) revealed an even more decreased BMAD at the lumbar spine (Z
score –1.30 ± 0.43) and the proximal femur (Z score –1.38 ± 0.28) (97,101). In contrast
to complete blockade of oestrogen action, bone length is not affected in AIS. This suggests
that only oestrogen, possibly acting via the growth hormone (GH)–IGF-I axis, is required
for longitudinal bone growth (90,102).

The genetic component of peak bone mineral mass (PBM) is evident from family resem-
blance in aBMD; daughters of women with osteoporotic fracture have relatively lower
BMD (103). PBM accounts for about half of the BMD variation in old age and may influ-
ence the osteoporosis risk (104,105). The majority of bone mass accumulation is achieved
in late adolescence followed by a period of consolidation (106,107), referring to increased
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bone mass after the cessation of linear growth at the end of puberty. The PBM is dependent
on genetic and environmental factors. There is a wide age range (third to fourth decade)
during which the peak bone mass/density is attained depending on localization (108,109).
Measurement of areal BMD (aBMD) by DXA is a planar measurement dependent on bone
size, incorporating information about bone width and height but not depth. Therefore, big-
ger bones with similar density within the periosteal envelope (volumetric BMD, vBMD)
will be reported as having a higher aBMD; volumetric BMD (vBMD) is a better measure
of mineral status since bone size is taken into account. Studies on peak vBMD, measured
by QCT (112–114) or mathematically estimated (114–116), illustrate that in late puberty
during the rapid accrual of bone mineral within the periosteal envelope, there is a gradual
but slight increase in vBMD (approximately 10–30%) (117,118), compared to the more
manifest changes in bone size and mass during the pubertal transition up to the age of 16
years.

ANDROGEN EFFECTS ON THE ACQUISITION OF BONE SIZE

The increase in the vertebral bone size is steeper in boys than in girls (118), resulting in a
greater vertebral size in men compared to women (112,113,119,120). The greater bone size
is determined by a greater vertebral width with an identical vertebral height (112,120,121).
Reduced vertebral size (width and volume) has been linked with increased vertebral fracture
risk later in the life of men and women (122–125). The vBMD at the femoral neck is almost
constant during growth because the increase in bone mass and bone volume is proportional
(110,111,113–115,118,126,127). Bone width at the appendicular skeleton, at the femoral
neck (128,129) and the metacarpals (130,131) is observed to be greater in boys than girls
due to the greater periosteal apposition at puberty (131). Similarly, at the distal radius,
the vBMD in boys does not change during growth due to the proportional increases of
bone mass and bone size (118,130). In contrast to boys, bone size at the distal radius does
not change during growth in girls (118). The small increase in vBMD in girls is due to
a bone mass accrual within the periosteal envelope mainly due to endosteal apposition
as estimated by pQCT (132). This lesser periosteal apposition in bone translates into a
lower bone strength, since indices of bone strength (section modulus and strength strain
index) are size dependent and therefore greater in boys than girls (133). Hence, at the distal
radius, the gender differences in bone size and vBMD during growth illustrate the sexual
dimorphism of the growing skeleton. Viewing the continuous increase in bone size during
puberty (except for the radius in girls) with the little increase in vBMD, it is speculated
that the observed increases in bone mass during and after the consolidation phase (118)
after the closure of epiphyseal growth plates and cessation of longitudinal growth are due
to increases in bone size from an increased periosteal apposition (124,128,134–138).

As the timing of peak bone mass development depends mainly on bone size develop-
ment, it would be more accurate to examine the timing of peak vBMD. At the lumbar spine,
peak vBMD was achieved at age 22 and 29 in men and women, respectively (106,118). At
the metacarpals, cortical thickness increases more rapidly in boys to peak at 25 years (139).
In women, the increase is more gradual and peaks later at 45 years. At the femoral neck,
peak vBMD is already achieved at 12 year in both sexes, which is much earlier than at the
distal radius, which peaks at 19 in women (118). All these observations illustrate that bone
development is region specific (115,140–143). Indeed, trabecular and cortical bone respond
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differently to metabolic and mechanical stimuli (140,144). Growth of the legs is more rapid
than that of the spine before puberty, while the converse is true at puberty (117,145).

ANDROGEN EFFECTS ON BONE STRUCTURE

Although BMD by DXA is non-invasive and the results correlate with existing vertebral
deformities (146) and the development of clinical fractures (147), the correlation is imper-
fect. Subjects with similar bone mineral density measurements may have different degrees
of perturbation of the bone architecture as determined by histomorphometry (148–150). To
circumvent the limitations of DXA and to assess the importance of the microarchitecture
of bone in determining its strength and resistance to fracture, techniques based on quan-
titative computed tomography (QCT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been
developed.

The trabecular architecture of men with severe testosterone deficiency differs from
eugonadal men. A deterioration of the plate-like structures into a rod-shaped, thin and
disconnected network, characteristic of osteoporosis, is illustrated by a 36% decreased
surface/curve ratio at the distal tibia (151). Similarly, the erosion index was significantly
increased by 36% in hypogonadal compared to eugonadal men, in contrast to no significant
difference in spine and hip BMD (151). Trabecular bone effects may be site independent
(152). The architectural abnormalities in hypogonadal men may result in less mechani-
cally competent bone with increased susceptibility to fracture. The 40–60% variation of
the mechanical bone strength explained by its mass or density may be supplemented by an
additional 25–40% via the bone architecture indices as determined by high-resolution CT
or MRI (153–156).

ANDROGEN EFFECTS ON BONE IN WOMEN

Androgen receptors in bone have been demonstrated in women (28), but bone effects
of hypoandrogenism in women are not well established. In male and female patients with
adrenal insufficiency (Addison’s disease), variable effects on aBMD have been described
(157–160). The reduced BMD, reported mainly in postmenopausal women, has been
attributed to the subtle over-replacement with corticosteroids and/or the reduction in adrenal
androgen production (160,161). Androgen levels in young (162) and late menopausal
women (163) have been correlated with trabecular bone density. Women with osteo-
porosis have been reported to have decreased DHEAS values (164). Recent data suggest
that androgen deficiency contributes to osteopenia in women with hypopituitarism (165).
Conversely, increased BMD has been reported to be associated with hyperandrogenism in
women (166,167). In lean women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), significantly
higher BMD compared to control women has been described in the upper skeleton (168).
In healthy adult women, circulating androgen concentrations are reported to be indepen-
dent predictors of BMD (169,170), and androgen administration improves BMD in older
osteoporotic women (171–173).

As in men, female patients with isolated hypogonadotropic hypogonadism of pre-
pubertal origin, gonadal dysgenesis or delayed puberty have a decrease in the cortical
and trabecular bone envelope and peak bone mass development (174–176). During nor-
mal puberty, the increasing levels of sex steroids result in closely associated bone growth
and rapid accumulation of true BMD (177,178). Girls with early menarche (before 12
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years) showed higher BMD at the end of the adolescent period than did subjects with late
menarche (after 14 years) (179).

Interactions of Androgens with Factors Determining Peak Bone Mass
GROWTH DURING NORMAL, PRECOCIOUS AND DELAYED PUBERTY

No sexual dimorphism is observed before sexual maturity: skeletal size and volumetric
BMD are similar in pre-pubertal girls and boys. Before puberty, growth is more rapid in the
legs than in the trunk (180). By that time, vBMD is constant due to the proportional increase
of bone size and bone mass (115). Puberty plays a dual role in growth: height velocity is
markedly accelerated, while the rate of skeletal maturation is also increased with resultant
fusion of epiphyseal cartilages. Puberty can be considered as a growth-promoting event as
well as the final height-limiting process. This concept is illustrated by the early exposure
to sex steroids, such as in central precocious puberty or congenital adrenal hyperplasia,
resulting in accelerated growth and subsequent short adult height (181–184). Since growth
of the bone regions precedes the increase in bone mass, this results in a continuously more
advanced size than BMC in all regions of the skeleton (180). This temporal imbalance has
been one of the explanatory factors for the peak of fracture risk around 14 years in boys and
11 years of age in girls (185), being the ages of the peak size and mass accrual velocities. It
is hypothesized that differences in growth pattern between skeletal regions may predispose
to site-specific deficits in bone size, bone mass and vBMD in adult life as a consequence of
adverse health factors or diseases which intervene during one of the growth phases (180).
The appendicular skeleton is more at risk before puberty, while the axial skeleton is more
at risk during the late pubertal phase (186,187). The contribution of growth-related factors
is suggested by observations that the offspring of men with osteoporosis and/or fractures
have reduced aBMD and vBMD at the site of fracture of their fathers (188,189). Between
the start and the end of puberty, growth produces bigger bones, with a 200% increase in
bone volume and a 300% increase in BMC, but with only a slightly denser skeleton as indi-
cated by a 30–40% increase in the calculated vBMD from the DXA measurements (180).
Both cortical and trabecular bone mineral mass and areal bone density increase rapidly
(190–192). The mean age for the onset of puberty in boys is 11.5 years, although 9.5–13.5
years is considered to be normal (193). In approximately 3% of boys, puberty begins after
the age of 13.5 either as a consequence of a pathologic condition or more frequently due
to constitutionally delayed puberty. Because of the later onset and longer duration of the
growth spurt in boys, they acquire 10% greater body weight and 25% greater peak bone
mass compared to girls (179). The greater bone mass in males is due to a greater bone
size. Testosterone promotes long bone growth, chondrocyte maturation, metaphyseal ossi-
fication, periosteal new bone formation and an increase in calcium incorporation into bone
(194). Oestrogen appears to increase endosteal bone apposition, while androgens have lit-
tle activity in this regard. This explains the larger cortical bone and thicker cortex seen in
young adult male as compared to women.

Young men with idiopathic hypogonadotropic hypogonadism have reduced cortical and
trabecular bone density. Although their bone mineral density increases with androgen ther-
apy, neither cortical nor trabecular bone mineral density reaches normal values (193,195).
These and other DXA studies (196–198) suggest that the timing of puberty is critical for
the optimal development of peak bone mineral mass/density in boys, as demonstrated by a
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reduced aBMD in men presenting with constitutionally delayed puberty. A cross-sectional
large-scale pQCT study revealed that the age at peak height velocity (PHV), as a marker
of pubertal timing, is associated with cortical and trabecular vBMD and previous fractures
in young adult men (199). Similarly, girls with delayed menarche are reported to have
increased fractures (200) and weak negative correlations exist between age at menarche
and the cortical aBMD (179,201).

INTERACTIONS OF SEX STEROIDS WITH GROWTH HORMONE AND IGF-I

Several hormones may interact to determine the pubertal growth spurt. Besides the sex
steroids (androgens and oestrogens) of gonadal and adrenal origin, there are specific effects
of growth hormone (GH) and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), permissive actions of
thyroid hormones and interactions with insulin. In animal studies, GH has been shown to
regulate bone size and shape (202). Pre-pubertal growth is predominantly controlled by
GH, and adult stature is less influenced by pubertal growth than by the height at onset of
puberty (203). In the absence of GH and IGF-I secretion, gonadal steroids have limited
growth-promoting effects (204,205). Both sex steroids (206–211) effectively stimulate GH
secretion. During spontaneous puberty, the priming effect of sex steroids on integrated GH
concentrations is due to increased amplitude of GH secretory episodes while the frequency
is unaffected (212,213).

During normal puberty the characteristic rise in plasma concentrations of IGF-I levels
correlated with oestradiol in both sexes (214). A rise in IGF-I can be induced by androgen
(214,215) as well as oestrogen (216,217) treatment in hypogonadal patients. The experi-
mental and clinical evidence that increased sex steroid secretion is associated with GH and
IGF-I and accelerated growth and bone maturation has been reviewed previously (218).

Androgens need to interact with the growth hormone (GH)/insulin-like growth hormone-
I (IGF-I) axis for the full expression of the skeletal sexual dimorphism (219).

ANDROGEN INTERACTIONS WITH MUSCULAR FUNCTION AND EXERCISE

In addition to the hormonal control of pubertal skeletal growth, other regulatory mecha-
nisms may operate on skeletal development through general body growth, body weight and
muscle mass (220). The increase in muscle size and strength, through increased mechan-
ically induced bone deformation or strain, leads to increased bone modelling (e.g. mass
increases) and (micro)architectural adaptations (e.g. size, geometry changes) of the bone
tissue (221). Bone strength and mass normally adapt to the largest voluntary loads on
bone. The major loads come from muscles, not body weight. Both androgens and GH are
essential for the increase in muscle mass during growth and its maintenance into adult-
hood. The interactions between those factors and bone mass, size, geometry and subsequent
bone strength are often referred to as the “muscle–bone mechanostat” (220,222). Applied
strains increase fluid flow in bone (223), and strain magnitude is the principal transducing
mechanism to which bone apposition is assigned in the “mechanostat model” (224,225).
The peak strains and loading rates are increased with jogging and running (226), which
explain the increase in bone mass with exercise in young people (227). High-frequency
shock waves are generated in the limb when the foot contacts the ground at the end of the
swing phase (228,229). Exercise during growth has been shown to lead to larger increases in
bone mass (230–233) and biomechanical strength indices of bones (232–235). Intervention
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studies have also shown to affect bone size in young subjects before and during puberty
(236,237).

Supporting cross-sectional reports, longitudinal studies in adolescents engaged in normal
levels of physical activity demonstrate significant positive relationships between physi-
cal activity scores with bone mineral accrual (238), peak bone mass (43,239,240) and
indices of bone strength (241). Impact loading and more importantly muscle force dom-
inate the postnatal structural development (242,243), adapting the bone to the usage. The
modelling includes the interplay of bone size and shape development (232,244,245) by
bone accruing at the periosteum to maximize bone strength for a given amount of bone
mass, as bending strength increases with the bone radius to the power of 4 (246). In
general, exercise during growth is widely recommended as a key strategy in the pri-
mary prevention of osteoporosis. However, it still needs to be proven that in contrast to
the larger effects of intensive training in young athletes, a moderate exercise program
in normally active children (247) results in benefits large enough to reduce the risk of
fracture.

In adult male athletes, total and free T concentrations are influenced by the intensity,
the duration and the type of physical activity (248). Acutely and transiently increased
serum T levels have been observed in short-term resistance or endurance exercise (249,250).
However, studies in endurance athletes have reported either normal (251,252) or reduced
(253–255) levels of circulating total and free T, nevertheless remaining within the normal
ranges (256). In contrast to the reported low bone mass in female runners and ballet dancers
with hypoestrogenism due to strenuous physical activity and calorie restriction (257–258),
the incidence of low T levels in male athletes has rarely been associated with low BMD
(252,255,259).

ANDROGENS AND THE GENETIC PEAK BONE MASS POTENTIAL

Although reproductive, nutritional and life-style factors influence bone mineral density
(BMD), family and twin studies suggest that BMD is largely heritable and under multi-
genetic control (260,261). Heritability estimates for BMD average about 60–70% in
humans.

Genetic Syndromes with Decreased Androgen Levels Klinefelter’s syndrome is usu-
ally due to the XXY karyotype. Clinically, the major symptoms are small and firm testes,
increased plasma gonadotropins, infertility and a variable degree of hypotestosteronaemia.
Klinefelter subjects with normal T levels have normal bone structure, while in hypotestos-
teronaemic Klinefelter subjects, variable degrees of osteoporosis have been observed (73).
As in other forms of hypogonadism, a consistent correlation between the serum T levels and
the decreased bone mineral content has been observed, independent of the type of hypog-
onadism (262). Other genetic syndromes with low testosterone levels are various forms of
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism such as Kallmann syndrome (263).

Genetic Syndrome with Increased Androgen Levels: Androgen Insensitivity
Syndrome A unique opportunity to evaluate the consequences of decreased androgen
action is provided by androgen receptor mutations, producing impaired to complete lack
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of response to endogenous and exogenous androgens (264). In these androgen insensitiv-
ity syndromes (AIS), individuals possess a normal male 46,XY genotype and functioning
testes (265,266). Subjects with complete AIS are phenotypic females with normal breast
development during puberty, absent androgen-dependent body hair and primary amenor-
rhoea. Beginning at puberty, high serum levels of both T and oestradiol (267,268) are
observed until gonadectomy is performed to prevent malignancy. Individuals with partial
forms of AIS show variable degrees of virilization and sexual ambiguity. Anthropometric
features, such as height and the dimensions of bone and teeth, are intermediate between
typical male and female patterns (266). In isolated case reports and small series (98–100), a
high prevalence of low BMD is described at the lumbar spine and the proximal femur. The
extent of BMD reduction reaches 1–2 SD (97). Also subnormal spinal BMD is observed in
women with complete AIS receiving oestrogens after gonadectomy, raising questions about
the timing and dosage of this supplementation. Women with partial AIS have superior BMD
(97). These observations are compatible with the hypothesis of independent participation
of androgens in skeletal acquisition and maintenance (97).

Androgen-Sensitive Gene Regulation: Variants of the Androgen Receptor (AR) A
polymorphic CAG repeat, located on exon 1 of the androgen receptor (AR) on the X
chromosome, which encodes a polyglutamine (CAG) repeat in the AR protein affects AR
transactivation capacity. Initially, high number of CAG repeats has been reported to be
associated with quantitative ultrasound measurements at the phalanges in men (269) and
with lumbar spine BMD in women (270). However, this effect has not been confirmed in
middle-aged Finnish men (271) and in elderly men (272). An effect of CAG-repeat length
AR polymorphism on sex steroid levels has not been illustrated in middle-aged men (271),
and only reported in the elderly men study (273). Following the description of aromatase
gene defects, the consequence of gene polymorphisms on the expression of this particular
gene, being present in the bone tissue (274), has been the subject of some additional stud-
ies. A tetranucleotide repeat polymorphism (TTTA)n in intron 4 of the human aromatase
cytochrome P-450 (CYP19) gene has been described (275). In women a higher number of
TTTA repeats (>11) has been reported to be associated with higher oestradiol levels and
breast cancer risk (276), higher lumbar BMD and lower incidences of spine fractures (277).
In men, however, no association with prevalent femoral, forearm or lumbar BMD or with
biochemical markers of bone turnover has been documented in adult (271) or elderly men
(278). In the latter study, a relationship of the CYP19 genotype and clinical fracture history
and their first-degree relatives have been reported (278). Studies on the effect of the TTTA
repeat polymorphism on bone loss in aging showed independent contribution of a short-
repeat CYP19 genotype to an increased bone loss at the forearm (278) or the lumbar spine
(279).

EFFECTS OF ANDROGEN ON BONE MAINTENANCE AND BONE LOSS

Introduction
Once perceived as a female disease, osteoporosis is a significant cause of morbidity

and mortality in elderly men. Men exhibit slow bone loss with aging, resulting in overall
losses of about 25–30% in both cortical and trabecular bone between the age of 25 and
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75 years. Because men do not have the equivalent of menopause, they lack the early, accel-
erated bone loss phase that is induced by the precipitous fall of serum oestrogens in women
after menopause. With aging, there is a slow decline in the serum levels of the biologi-
cally active fractions of T and oestradiol. There is convincing evidence that aromatization
from androgens to oestrogens is an important pathway mediating the actions of testos-
terone on bone physiology. Oestrogen is probably the dominant sex steroid regulating bone
resorption in men, but both androgens and oestrogens are important in maintaining bone
formation.

Bone Loss in Hypogonadal Adult Men
In circumstances of acute hypogonadism, castrated men have a pattern of rapid bone loss

similar to that of women after menopause (74,280,281). Similarly, drug-induced androgen
deprivation such as in patients with prostate cancer treated with gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) analogues and/or anti-androgens results in a severe hypogonadism
(282,283), increased bone turnover (284,285), bone loss within a few months of treatment
(285,286) and increased fracture risk (287,288). Bone loss in male hypogonadism has been
reported to be more intense in the trabecular compared to the cortical bone compartment
(289,290). Several studies describe a correlation between the bone mineral density and the
serum T (73,291). Hypogonadism is not an uncommon finding in men with low bone mass
and a wide variety of causes of gonadal failure are associated with osteoporosis (292,293).
Increased fracture risk has been reported to be associated with abnormal gonadal function
in adult men (294).

Bone Loss and Age-Associated Decreases in Androgen Levels in Men
BONE CHANGES FROM ADULT LIFE TO OLD AGE

By old age because of endosteal resorption, there is extensive loss of cortical bone com-
pared to peak bone mass. The endosteal resorption associated with aging is partially offset
by periosteal apposition, which is three times greater in men than in women (295,296).
The rate of periosteal expansion has been shown to be stable in men, while progressively
reduced in women (297,298). This effect contributes further to the already existing greater
bone size in adult men and to the lower loss of bone strength during aging in men compared
to women. Bone formed on the periosteal surface is mechanically advantageous because
it increases the cross-sectional movement of inertia and the bending strength of the long
bone (299).

CHANGING SERUM ANDROGEN LEVELS AND AGING SYMPTOMS

In women the menopause signals the irreversible end of reproductive life as well as the
end of cyclic ovarian activity and consequent low sex hormone levels in all postmenopausal
women. In men, fertility persists until very old age and the age-associated decrease in T
levels is slowly progressive. In the majority of men T levels are still within the normal
range for young men until the 8th decade (300). Subnormal T levels are thus not a general-
ized feature of aging and androgen deficiency in the elderly is only partial. Therefore, the
terms partial androgen deficiency of the aging male (PADAM) or late-onset hypogonadism
have been proposed as more appropriate than the terms andropause or male climacteric.
The clinical relevancy of the age-related decrease in androgen levels has not been well
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established. There are some similarities between the symptomatology of aging and that
of androgen deficiency in young hypogonadal men, as well as an association between the
severity of symptoms and androgen levels. However, aging is accompanied by a decline
of almost all physiologic functions such as cardiac output, pulmonary ventilatory capacity,
renal clearance and growth hormone secretion. Such changes plus alterations in lifestyle
such as retirement or relative sedentarism may contribute to the symptomatology of aging.
The age-related decreases in growth hormone and IGF-1 levels are associated with changes
in lean body mass, bone density and abdominal adiposity, similar to the changes observed
in hypogonadal states.

HORMONAL AGING AND BONE INTEGRITY: SENILE OSTEOPOROSIS

In the view of the multifactorial origin of aging symptoms, strong correlations with free
(FT) or bioavailable (BioT) T levels can hardly be expected and meaningful multivari-
ate regression analysis becomes difficult. Furthermore, cross-sectional association studies
cannot establish causality, whereas long-term prospective observational studies are rare.
Aging in men is associated with continuous loss of bone and an exponential increase in
the incidence of fractures of the hip (301,302) and the spine (303,304). Moreover, the mor-
bidity and the mortality from fractures are more severe in older men than in older women
(305,306). Acquired profound hypogonadism in men induces high bone turnover and accel-
erated bone loss (74), such as in elderly men treated with androgen deprivation therapy
for prostate cancer (307,308). However, the importance of an age-related partial andro-
gen deficiency in age-related osteoporosis in men is not definitely established. Although
the complex role of T in the regulation of bone metabolism is not fully elucidated, there
is good evidence that besides direct androgen actions, aromatization to oestrogen plays
an important role in the preservation of adult skeletal integrity (309,310). Indeed, cross-
sectional studies, in which age and BMI (or body weight) are major confounders, have
yielded inconsistent results as to the association of serum T levels with BMD in elderly
men. Some studies do not show an independent association (311–313), while others show
weak but significant positive correlations, in particular with FT or bioT (314–319). On
the other hand, in a series of recent cross-sectional studies, multivariate analysis consis-
tently indicated that (F or bio)oestradiol is a better predictor of prevalent aBMD in elderly
men than is (F or bio)T (314,318–326). Biochemical indices of bone turnover increase
moderately with aging in men and are inversely related to prevalent aBMD in the elderly
(327,328), with markers of bone resorption more clearly (negatively) associated with serum
levels of oestradiol than with those of T (319,324,326,327,329).

Cohort studies have shown that bioavailable oestradiol is negatively associated with
prospectively assessed bone loss, without independent association of serum (bioavailable)
T (319,325,329). Moreover, prospectively assessed bone changes in elderly men are also
found to be associated with a polymorphism of the CYP19 gene that encodes the aromatase
enzyme, independently of serum oestradiol levels, suggesting indirectly that local arom-
atization of T in bone might play a role (325,331). Whereas there has been a report of
association of a CAG-repeat polymorphism of the AR with bone mineral density assessed
by ultrasound in men aged 20–50 years (332), in community-dwelling men over age 70
years, no association was found between this polymorphism and either BMD or biochem-
ical indices of bone turnover (333). The important role of aromatization of T to oestrogen
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in the regulation of bone metabolism in elderly men has been elegantly demonstrated in a
short-term intervention study with selective manipulation of T and oestradiol levels (334).
There is evidence indicating that there may be a threshold level for the association of
bioavailable oestradiol with bone loss and indices of bone metabolism (322,330,335–337),
although other studies did not demonstrate such a threshold (325).

As to the association of sex steroid levels with fracture risk in elderly men, little data
are available. In case–control studies, there was a higher prevalence of low serum T in men
recruited following a hip fracture (338–340), but T levels assessed following a serious event
should be interpreted with caution. In the Rancho Bernardo study, lower oestradiol levels,
but not serum T concentrations, were associated with a higher prevalence of vertebral frac-
ture in older men (349). In a case–control study of men aged 67.7±6.8 years as part of
the Rotterdam Study, there was no significant association between vertebral fracture and
either (bio)oestradiol or (bio)T (342). In the Swedish part of the MrOs study, FT was the
modest and independent predictor of previous osteoporosis-related fractures in elderly men
(343). In community-dwelling men over age 70 years, an aromatase gene polymorphism,
associated with longitudinal changes in BMD, was also significantly associated with self-
reported clinical fractures at the spine, the hip and/or the wrist and with the occurrence
of these fractures in their first-degree relatives. There was no association of fracture his-
tory with circulating bioavailable oestradiol (325). In summary, the evidence suggests that
declining sex steroid levels in the elderly may adversely affect the preservation of skele-
tal integrity. Aromatization of T to oestradiol is a likely regulator of bone metabolism
in elderly men. The skeletal effects of relative T deficiency in the elderly may be mod-
ulated by aromatase activity, which in turn is affected by factors such as adiposity and
heredity.

INTERRELATIONS WITH BODY COMPOSITION CHANGES DURING AGING

Aging is associated with important changes in body composition (344–346). Similar
to age-associated changes, a decrease in lean body mass and an increase in fat mass are
observed in hypogonadal men as compared to age and BMI-matched controls (347). A
reduction of muscle mass by about 30% between age 30 and 80 years (348) is accompanied
by a proportional decrease in muscle strength (350). This decreased muscle strength con-
tributes to frailty and is a risk factor for falls, hip fractures and loss of independence. The
similarity of low muscle mass in hypogonadal young men raises the hypothesis that the
age-associated decrease in androgen levels may possibly be responsible for the sarcope-
nia of elderly men. Few data concerning the correlation between endogenous androgen
levels and muscle mass in elderly men are available. However, in an already mentioned
study (346) involving middle-aged and elderly community-dwelling men, no correlation
was found between T or FT levels and lean mass. Similar negative findings were reported
by van den Beld et al. (314) and by Roy et al. (351) in men aged 20–90 years old who
observed nevertheless a positive association of (F)T levels with muscle strength. Szulc et
al. (326), in a cross-sectional analysis in men aged 51–85 years, found that low FT is asso-
ciated with lower muscle mass, functional impairment in the legs and occurrence of falls
in the past year. In a subgroup analysis on fall incidence in the community-based study
of elderly men aged 65–99 years (the MrOs study), lower bioT levels in men were asso-
ciated with lower physical performance and increased fall risk (352). In institutionalized
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healthy elderly men, Abassi et al. (353) observed a correlation between T levels and sever-
ity of sarcopenia. Also Baumgartner et al. (354) observed a positive association of FT with
muscle mass, but not with muscle strength. Confounding effects such as age-associated
decrease in physical inactivity and decreased GH may obscure the potential causal
relationship between the age-related decline of androgen levels and body composition
changes.

BONE AND TREATMENTS WITH ANDROGENS AND RELATED DRUGS

Steroidal androgens are used in both men and women for a large variety of diseases
including osteoporosis, frailty, hypogonadism and sexual dysfunction (358). A number of
side effects limit broad-scaled use of presently available androgens (356). Classical andro-
gen therapy can be provided by parenteral administration of testosterone or testosterone
esters (implants, injectable or transdermal) or by the stimulation of endogenous testosterone
production [human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), aromatase inhibitor]. Preparations for
buccal administration have also been made available.

Androgen Treatment in Childhood
Long-acting T ester injections, dosed at 100–250 mg/month, have been used to induce

and control pubertal growth in hypopituitary boys (357–362). The dosage directly affects
the rate of bone maturation and can reduce the total pubertal height gain. The impact on
the adult stature or the final adult height is not clear (309). Other factors such as age at
onset of GH therapy and height at onset of puberty may modulate the effects of treatment.
In excessively tall boys, administration of long-acting esters of T at high dosage of 500 mg
twice monthly has resulted in a reduction in the predicted final height (363). T is also used
for puberty induction in boys with delayed puberty. For this indication the possible benefit
of association with an aromatase inhibitor is being investigated (364).

Androgen Treatment in Adults
TESTOSTERONE AND CLASSIC ANDROGEN TREATMENTS

Androgen therapy may have two potential bone effects. First, the treatment can be
intended to achieve specific anabolic effects in men who are not hypogonadal, e.g. to pre-
vent or mitigate sarcopenia or senile osteoporosis. Second, the substitution in men who are
hypogonadal may improve their quality of life by alleviating symptoms, believed to be at
least in part the consequence of androgen deficiency. The distinction between these two
goals can sometimes be blurred because in the elderly there is no generally accepted defini-
tion of hypogonadism (300). The actual operational definitions are based on the descriptive
symptoms in addition to the serum T levels. However, the relationship between symptoms
and T levels has never been firmly established in long-term longitudinal studies. No single
controlled study is of sufficient size and duration to allow an evaluation of relevant clini-
cal endpoints, such as fracture, long-term functionality, quality of life, long-term safety or
survival (300). For extensive literature on this topic, one can refer to a number of reviews
(300–372) and systematic reviews (373–375) that have been published in recent years.

Androgen Replacement in Hypogonadal Adult Men T therapy increases bone mineral
density in hypogonadal men and the response in trabecular bone (e.g. spine) appears to
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be more prominent than that in cortical bone (e.g. radius) (71). Treatment with T for 18
months increased spine BMD by about 6% in a group of adult men with hypogonadism,
but the increase in radial BMD was insignificant (376). The adequacy of androgen replace-
ment (dose and application) influenced the BMD response to T at the lumbar spine, the
proximal femur (377) and the distal radius (378). Also trabecular bone architecture param-
eters, as assessed by magnetic resonance microimaging (μMRI), improved by 7.5–11%
following 24 months of T treatment (379). The increased bone remodelling rate associated
with hypogonadism declines with T replacement, as assessed by biochemical markers of
bone resorption. There are little published data in the area of secondary hypogonadism,
such as glucocorticoid excess, renal insufficiency, post-transplantation or alcoholism. In
small studies, T therapy for 1 year improved spine BMD by 4–5%, but not hip or total
body BMD in men receiving long-term glucocorticoid treatment (380,381). This effect was
not confined to non-aromatizable androgens, such as nandrolone (380). In a study includ-
ing cases with secondary hypogonadism of pituitary origin (378), an inferior trabecular
vBMD response at the distal radius was observed, probably due to confounding factors,
e.g. growth hormone deficiency. No significant BMD or body composition changes were
observed in young men following androgen replacement for mild Leydig cell insufficiency
after cytotoxic chemotherapy (382).

Apart from the increase in bone mass, other additional positive effects of androgen
replacement therapy include increase in muscle strength and lean body mass (383,384),
which may help to promote bone health and reduce fracture risk. These effects, similar to
the BMD effects, seem to be independent of the 5α-reduction of T to DHT (385,386). This
suggests that adding finasteride or dutasteride to T therapy in order to avoid the prostate
hyperplasia (386) would not compromise the therapeutic benefits. Specific data on the
anti-fracture efficacy or fall reduction capacity are not available. The optimal route and
the dose of androgen administration for prevention or treatment of bone loss are uncer-
tain. Transdermal applications appear to be as effective as intramuscular administration in
improving bone mass (376,387). An adequate dosage should be accompanied by a reduction
in the biochemical markers of bone turnover.

Androgen Therapy in Eugonadal Men and Elderly Men Anabolic effects can be
obtained in eugonadal young and older men by administrating “supraphysiological” doses
of androgens (387–390). At present, it is not possible to make a clear distinction between
“replacement therapy” and “pharmacological treatment” because serum T levels vary by
age (300). Mid or upper physiological range levels in young may be clearly supraphysi-
ological in some of the elderly men. In contrast to beneficial effects on muscle strength
(391) and body composition (392), studies on the effects on bone mass and biochemi-
cal remodelling indices are inconclusive (392–394). In a study of men over 65 years of
age (395), reduced bone resorption markers were found only in a subgroup with subnor-
mal pre-treatment T levels. Data on bone formation markers, e.g. osteocalcin and alkaline
phosphatase, have been widely inconsistent (380,381,383,386,393,395–397). In contrast
to dihydrotestosterone (DHT), chorionic gonadotropin (rhCG) increased serum N-terminal
propeptide of type I procollagen (S-PINP) (398). T treatment increased BMD at the spine,
but this increase was not significantly different from placebo at 3 years (395) in elderly men
with low normal to moderately low serum testosterone levels. The spinal BMD effects were
inversely related to the baseline serum testosterone level, being significant only in men with
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the lowest T levels (between 100 and 300 ng/dl). This study (395) also showed no effect on
femoral BMD. In contrast, other T studies showed a positive increase of 1.9% compared
with a placebo group (386,397). Meta-analyses found only borderline relative BMD effects
over placebo of 3 and 2% for lumbar spine and femur neck, respectively (392). Sensitivity
analysis revealed heterogeneity among the studies, which disappeared after taking the con-
tribution of the T preparation into account. The highest effects were found with T esters.
Overall the reported BMD and bone marker effects are difficult to interpret. Other potential
beneficial effects on fatigue, depression, reduced muscle mass, haematopoiesis and sexual
dysfunction are not fully established (399). In conclusion, these interventional data indicate
favourable effects only in those men with pre-treatment serum T levels clearly below the
range of young men. Thus replacement or pharmacologic treatment with androgens for the
prevention or the reversion of bone loss in aging men can be considered only if there is
convincing evidence for androgen deficiency (300). However, for now there is no precise
definition of the “physiological” androgen requirements in elderly men. Moreover, alter-
native treatments, i.e. bisphosphonates and teriparatide, should also be considered when
evaluating the treatment options (see Chapter 24).

Androgens (and Anti-androgens) in Transsexual Individuals In the interpretation of
BMD results in transsexuals, one should take into account that previous endogenous effects
of androgens and/or oestrogens on the skeleton, such as greater height, size and shape of
hands, feet, jaws and pelvis in biological men or lower height and broader hips in biological
women, will not change after hormonal treatment.

In male-to-female transsexual persons, oestrogens will be most effective in a milieu
devoid of androgen. Thus anti-androgen therapy may be added. Both components are usu-
ally prescribed 2 years before and oestrogens are continued after sex-changing surgery.
BMD loss induced by T deprivation was prevented in male-to-female transsexual persons
by cross-sex hormones (400). Histomorphometric studies of trans-iliac bone biopsies (401)
indicate that anti-androgen and oestrogen treatment in male-to-female transsexuals is not
associated with bone loss and may suppress bone turnover. In female-to-male transsexual
persons, the principal hormone treatment is a T preparation. In one study, T was unable to
prevent lumbar bone mineral loss associated with a decline in oestrogen levels (402), but
in other studies, a significant increase in mean femoral neck BMD (403) and an increase in
mean spine BMD (403,404) were reported. A bone histomorphometric study showed intact
trabecular bone structure and increased cortical thickness with low bone turnover indices
(405). An inverse relationship between serum LH and FSH levels and BMD has been
described in both male-to-female and female-to-male transsexuals (400). Beneficial bone
effects of the cross-genotype sex hormone treatment confirm the findings in case reports of
abnormal sexual differentiation,: e.g. XX male with androgen insensitivity syndrome and
XY female with congenital adrenal hyperplasia (406).

OTHER ANDROGENS AS TREATMENT OPTION

Dehydroepiandrostenedione (DHEA) and its water-soluble sulphate (DHEAS) are
adrenal androgenic steroid hormones and serve as precursors in the biosynthesis of steroid
hormones (T and oestradiol) and as weak androgens. Great variability of the serum lev-
els exists within the population and an age-related decrease to 20% of its peak values is
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described in men and women (407). Low serum concentration has been associated with
cardiovascular risk in men (408) and breast cancer in women (409). In aging women, how-
ever, epidemiological studies have demonstrated that endogenous DHEA concentrations
are correlated with vigour, feelings of well-being and functional independence (410). In
men, the presence of the more potent androgen T (even at low levels) renders the use of
extra DHEA in men unlikely to be affective. Physiological DHEA replacement raises the
serum T and DHEA levels to reproductive age levels (411) and is assumed to yield clinical
benefits without side effects associated with androgen therapy (412–414). However, pilot
studies (412,415,416) in men and women have not provided sufficient proof for any rel-
evant effect on psychosexual function, body composition, muscle mass/strength, physical
activity or quality of life.

ANDROGEN TREATMENT IN WOMEN

During the menopausal transition, apart from the decline in ovarian oestrogen pro-
duction, there is also a decline in ovarian and adrenal androgen production. Associated
with these hormonal decreases are age-related loss of bone mass, muscle mass and mus-
cle strength with subsequent physical impairment and functional dependence. Without
knowing the different pathogenic contribution of these hormonal deficiencies, but based
on Albright’s hypothesis of the need for bone-forming effects of T (417), androgens and
anabolic steroids have been used to treat severe postmenopausal osteoporosis. Albright
and Reifenstein (418) used testosterone propionate and methyltestosterone, and later
other investigators used anabolic steroids such as methandrostenolone and stanozolol
(419–421). However, the reported beneficial bone effects were outweighed by the virilizing
side effects, leading to the development of synthetic anabolic steroid with fewer virilizing
effects (422). The anabolic steroid nandrolone decanoate improves BMC at the distal radius
(423–427) and BMD of the spine (171) in older osteoporotic women. Addition of andro-
genic steroids to hormonal regimens for hormonal substitution in postmenopausal women
has been reported to increase BMD beyond the effect with oestrogen alone (172).

SELECTIVE ANDROGEN RECEPTOR MODULATORS (SARMS)

Several shortcomings of classical androgen treatment need to be eliminated, e.g. the
abnormally high T levels immediately after injection, skin irritation of transdermal forms,
uncertain long-term prostate safety, cross-reactivity with other steroid hormone receptors,
and also the absence of an acceptable oral preparation. The bone-related effect of classical
androgens is obscured by conversion to oestrogens by aromatization. Notwithstanding the
important role of ER in the male skeleton (428), pure androgen action on bone could be an
additional treatment option as suggested by the effects of non-aromatizable androgens in
trabecular bone (429) and the severe osteopenia in male androgen receptor knockout mice
(96,430). Therefore, a number of non-steroidal, oral selective androgen receptor modula-
tors (SARMs) with significant effect on muscle, bone and sexual function, but with reduced
severity of side effects (e.g. on the prostate), are under development (431). In animal mod-
els (432–434), drugs of this class have exhibited anti-resorptive effects on trabecular bone
formation effects on cortical bone, leading to improved bone strength. In addition muscle
maintenance and growth and sexual function were improved, without or with only minimal
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stimulation of prostate tissue. This tissue selectivity may provide an interesting therapeutic
option if clinical studies find SARMs to be safe and effective.

CONCLUSION

Clinical studies on the skeletal effects of hypogonadism and T therapy support the indis-
putable evidence of androgen action in bone. Even more specific evidence is provided by
the effects of non-aromatizable androgens on bone mass, bone remodelling and bone cell
biology. The clinical significance of the androgen actions, via steroid receptor as well as
non-genomic pathways, has been partially elucidated and some have to be differentiated
from oestrogens. As evidenced by androgen receptor insensitivity syndromes, androgens
appear to play an important role in the development of the male skeletal phenotype, espe-
cially bone size. It is also probable that androgens participate in the later maintenance of
adult bone remodelling/mass. The old concept that androgens are responsible for skeletal
abnormalities in hypogonadism is only partially erroneous. Both androgens and oestrogens
have actions in bone, and development and maintenance require an interplay between the
two. The potential therapeutic usefulness of androgens requires further study. The devel-
opment of selective androgen receptor modulators may present novel opportunities in the
prevention or the treatment of metabolic bone disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

Salmon calcitonin (SCT) has been available as a therapeutic agent for metabolic bone
disease for more than 30 years, approved in more than 70 countries worldwide for the
treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis.

As one of the first available antiresorptive osteoporosis therapies, the efficacy and the
favorable safety profile of SCT have been established over decades. As well, the past 5 years
have provided new insights into the effects of SCT in preserving bone quality (trabecular
microarchitecture) as a possible mechanism for its antifracture efficacy.

SCT is commercially available as an injectable form and as a nasal spray. A new oral
formulation has been recently developed and data from the first clinical trials indicate a
potential utility in osteoporosis.

This review will summarize important aspects of pharmacological and clinical trial data
for SCT, with focus on the widely used nasal spray formulation. The evidence for salmon
calcitonin nasal spray (SCT-NS) will be discussed in the light of new data, and the future
perspectives for the oral formulation of SCT will be evaluated.

PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY

Calcitonin (CT) is a 32-amino-acid peptide secreted by the C cells of the thyroid in mam-
mals and by the ultimobranchial glands in submammals. The hormone was discovered by
Copp and Cameron (1) in 1961 as a substance lowering blood calcium. Synthetic or recom-
binant calcitonins from different species, including human calcitonin, porcine calcitonin,
eel calcitonin derivative and salmon calcitonin, have been used for medical purposes. SCT
is by far the most widely used preparation in the clinical practice, due to its 40–50 times
higher intrinsic potency when compared to human calcitonin and its improved analgesic
properties (2). However, even 45 years after its discovery, the physiologic role of calcitonin
is not fully understood. Calcitonin acts in collaboration with parathyroid hormone and 1,25-
dihydroxycholecalciferol to mediate and “fine-tune” the short-term calcium homeostasis,
particularly at times of “calcium stress” such as pregnancy and the postprandial state (3).
Initial findings of osteopenia in calcitonin knockout mice (CT/CGRP–/–) (4), were not cor-
roborated (5) and no bone pathologies have been associated with hypo- or hypersecretion
of calcitonin in humans (6). In healthy subjects with normal calcium levels only subtle,
transient calcium-lowering effects are observed following the administration of SCT (7,8).
In hypercalcemic states, however, calcitonin, when used at high doses by parenteral route,
leads to marked, though mostly transient, reductions of elevated calcium levels. In these
conditions, the calcium-lowering effect of SCT is characterized by a rapid onset of action,
i.e., usually within 2 h (9). The calcium-lowering effect is primarily due to the reduction
of bone resorption by inhibition of osteoclast activity and possibly osteoclast number and
secretory activity (10). An increase in renal calcium excretion has also been described and
may contribute to the fast onset of the calcium-lowering effect of SCT in hypercalcemic
stages (11,12).

The inhibition of bone resorption by calcitonin is mediated in part by binding to osteo-
clast membrane receptors. It has been estimated that one osteoclast holds approximately
one million calcitonin receptors (13). Flattening of the osteoclast-ruffled borders and with-
drawal of osteoclasts from sites of active bone resorption occur upon exposure to calcitonin
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in vitro (14–18). The inhibitory effects of calcitonin on osteoclasts are reversible. Cell
apoptosis, as reported with bisphosphonates, has not been observed with calcitonin for
either osteoclasts, osteoblasts, or osteocytes (19,20). Whether calcitonin exerts a stimu-
latory effect on osteoblast-mediated bone formation is as yet uncertain. The existence of
calcitonin receptors on osteoblasts has been suggested (21–24) and findings in some clin-
ical trials have indicated a possible stimulatory effect on bone formation. Regulation of
both bone resorption and formation has also been suggested based on results in geneti-
cally modified mouse models (25). Physiologic downregulation of calcitonin receptor sites
has been reported (26); however, neither downregulation nor the development of calcitonin
antibodies appears to be of clinical relevance (27,28).

GENETIC ASPECTS

One of the candidate genes for osteoporotic fracture is the calcitonin gene. The calci-
tonin gene complex (an α and β gene, including the calcitonin receptor gene) is located on
chromosome 11 (29). An association has been described between specific calcitonin gene
receptor genotypes and phenotypes of modestly increased bone mineral density (BMD) in
Japanese populations (30) and in patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (31). An asso-
ciation has also been described between specific calcitonin gene receptor genotypes and
increased femoral neck BMD and reduced osteoporotic fracture risk in postmenopausal
women (32). Currently unexplored, however, is whether certain genetic profiles might
be associated with a higher fracture risk or if there is any relevant pharmacogenetic
predetermination of the responsiveness to SCT treatment.

PHARMACEUTICAL SCT FORMULATIONS

SCT is commercially available as an injectable formulation for intravenous, intramus-
cular, or subcutaneous use, and as nasal spray. An oral SCT preparation is currently under
clinical development. In this new oral formulation of SCT, the 5-CNAC-disodium salt func-
tions as a carrier which provides bioavailability for the salmon calcitonin peptide. The
oral calcitonin formulations have been developed and enabled using Emisphere’s Eligen R©
technology (33).

EFFICACY OF SCT IN POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS

Injectable SCT was first introduced to the market in 1974 and was approved by the
FDA in 1984. Effects on lumbar spine BMD have been reported in a number of smaller
controlled clinical trials (34–36). Efficacy in vertebral fracture risk reduction was shown in
one randomized controlled clinical trial (34) and risk reduction in hip fracture was reported
in the retrospective Mediterranean Osteoporosis Study (37).

SCT-NS is currently the most widely used formulation due to its evidence-based efficacy
for vertebral fracture prevention and its superior tolerability profile and convenience for
the daily, long-term administration. The efficacy profile of SCT-NS is established through
results from randomized controlled clinical studies, which have demonstrated a reduction
in markers of bone turnover, a moderate effect on bone mineral density, the preservation of
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bone microarchitecture, and, most importantly, a reduction in vertebral fracture risk. SCT-
NS was approved for treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis by the FDA in the United
States in 1995.

EFFECT OF SCT-NS ON BONE RESORPTION MARKERS

In a recent single-dose study, the bone turnover marker serum CTX-1 showed a marked
maximum suppression of 55% within 1 h after SCT-NS administration (38), which was
reversible over 24 h. Continued, long-term use of SCT-NS leads to a gradual decrease in
overnight fasting serum CTX-1 levels over time (Fig. 1) as demonstrated in a recent study
(39) with marker response as the primary endpoint. In this study by Srivastava et al., SCT-
NS (200 IU/day) showed a statistically significant reduction of 34% in serum CTX-1 vs.
baseline and vs. placebo at 6 months in elderly, postmenopausal women with high bone
turnover. Serum CTX-1 reductions vs. placebo were 25.5% at 2 years in the Qualitative
Effects of Salmon Calcitonin Study (QUEST) (40) (p = 0.02; last observation carried for-
ward analysis) and 12.3% at 5 years in the Prevent Recurrence of Osteoporotic Fracture
Study (PROOF) (p < 0.01) for the 200 IU/day dose groups (28).

Fig. 1. Sustained gradual suppression of serum CTX-1 fasting levels during SCT-NS sustained, long-term
treatment [adapted from Srivastava et al. (39)].

Bone turnover markers return to baseline levels within 3 months of SCT treatment
discontinuation (41). This underlines the potentially beneficial reversibility of osteoclast
inhibition exerted by SCT as compared to bisphosphonate therapy where prolonged bone
turnover suppression after treatment discontinuation is observed.

It is debatable whether the therapeutic response to SCT is dependent on the degree of
bone turnover: Civitelli et al. (42) reported that a higher level of baseline bone resorption
did result in greater increases in spine bone mineral content for injectable calcitonin. Such a
relationship between baseline bone turnover and trabecular microarchitecture was however
not seen with SCT-NS in the more recent QUEST study (43). Lastly, as might be expected
with normal coupling mechanisms, decreases in markers of bone formation including bone-
specific alkaline phosphatase have been noted in most studies. Effects on bone formation
were however of distinctly lower magnitude than effects on markers of bone resorption.
Such suppression of bone resorption without a significant decrease in bone formation may
favorably contribute to the therapeutic effect of SCT-NS.
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EFFECTS OF SCT-NS ON BONE MINERAL DENSITY

Effects on BMD are less pronounced with SCT-NS than with other antiresorptive treat-
ments, especially bisphosphonates and strontium ranelate. Early studies in postmenopausal
women, which included BMD as primary endpoint, have demonstrated improvements in
a range of 3% vs. baseline in lumbar spine BMD (44). Similar results were obtained
in a study of 208 postmenopausal women with established osteoporosis, which showed
a dose-dependent increase in lumbar spine BMD and an overall statistically significant
relative fracture risk reduction vs. placebo (RR 0.23, 95% CI 0.07–0.77) (45). Studies in
early menopausal women have typically shown a stabilization of BMD at the lumbar spine
(46,47). No data with fracture endpoints are available for this patient population and SCT-
NS is not currently FDA approved for the prevention of osteoporosis. In the two recent,
randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials in women with established postmenopausal
osteoporosis, QUEST and PROOF, BMD was assessed as a secondary endpoint. In QUEST,
a nonsignificant difference in lumbar spine BMD of 0.8% was noted between SCT-NS
and placebo at 2 years, despite significant favorable effects on bone microarchitecture.
In PROOF, BMD increased during the 5 years by only approximately 1.5% vs. baseline
(p < 0.01) and by approximately 1% vs. placebo (p < 0.05; 200 IU/day dose group), despite
a marked and statistically significant reduction in the occurrence of new vertebral fractures
for SCT-NS vs. placebo.

ANTIFRACTURE EFFICACY OF SCT-NS: THE PROOF STUDY

The aforementioned Overgaard study (45) noted a significant (p = 0.046) reduction in
the rate of overall fractures in postmenopausal osteoporotic women receiving 50, 100, and
200 IU SCT-NS (pooled dosages) as compared to placebo. However, the number of frac-
tures in this study was small, and the main evidence for the antifracture efficacy of SCT-NS
is derived from the PROOF study (28), which was a confirmative large-scale multicenter
trial initiated in 1991.

The Prevent Recurrence of Osteoporotic Fracture Study (PROOF) was a 5-year multi-
center double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in 1255 postmenopausal osteoporotic women,
the majority of whom had 1–5 prevalent vertebral fractures and a lumbar spine BMD T
score <–2.0. Subjects were randomized to placebo nasal spray or 100, 200, or 400 IU/day
SCT-NS (Miacalcic R©/Miacalcin R©). All patients received 1000 mg calcium and 400 IU vit.
D2. The intent to treat analysis demonstrated an absolute risk reduction (ARR) of 8.2% and
a relative risk reduction (RRR) of 33% for new vertebral fractures over 5 years (RR 0.67,
95% CI 0.47–0.97; p < 0.05) for the 200 IU/day dose group. In women with 1–5 prevalent
vertebral fractures at baseline, the RRR for new vertebral fractures was 38, 40, and 36%
(all p < 0.05) at 3, 4, and 5 years, respectively (Fig. 2).

There was an apparent dose response for the 200 IU/day dose group (RRR 35%,
p = 0.03) over the 100 IU/day dose group (RR 15%, p = 0.37), but not for the 400 IU/day
dose group (RRR 16%, p = 0.32). The reasons for the lack of an effect for the 400 IU
dosage are unclear, particularly as significant effects of the 400 IU dosage were seen on
bone turnover (as noted below) and BMD. A preplanned per-protocol analysis in patients
defined as “3-year valid completers” (stayed on treatment for at least 3 years or had an
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Fig. 2. PROOF study: vertebral fracture relative risk reduction over 5 years in patients with 1–5 prevalent
vertebral fractures at baseline.

incident fracture prior to 3 years, had 1–5 prevalent fractures, did not take forbidden med-
ications, and were at least 75% compliant with study medication) suggested that a plateau
for the antifracture efficacy is reached at a daily dose of 200 IU. For these “3-year valid
completers” the RRR was lower for the 100 IU/day dose group (i.e., RRR 9%, p = 0.64),
whereas similar levels of RRR were achieved for new vertebral fractures in the 200 and
the 400 IU/day dose groups (RRR 34%, p = 0.04 for 200 IU/day and RRR 29%, p = 0.09
for 400 IU/day at 5 years). At 4 years there was a statistical significant RRR of 37% in the
200 IU/day dose group and 36% in the 400 IU/day dose group (p < 0.05 in both groups).
The results for bone resorption markers again raised the question of why there was not an
effect on fractures for the 400 IU dosage, as serum CTX-1 decreased to a similar extent vs.
placebo in both the 200 IU/day dose group (–12%, p < 0.01) and in the 400 IU/day dose
group (–14%, p < 0.01), whereas no significant effect was found in the 100 IU/day dose
group.

PREFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF SCT-NS IN ELDERLY PATIENTS AT THE
LUMBAR SPINE

The mean age in the PROOF study cohort was 68.2 years in the placebo group and 69.0
years in the SCT-NS 200 IU/day dose group. When fracture risk data from the PROOF
study were analyzed in a post hoc analysis over different age groups (i.e., ≤ or >age 70)
and for the thoracic spine vs. the lumbar spine, a particular therapeutic benefit was apparent
in elderly women and at the lumbar spine.

At 5 years the absolute risk reduction (ARR) for the total study cohort was 8.2%
(p = 0.02) compared to 14.3% (p = 0.01) in the subgroup of women above age 70. The cor-
responding RRR was 33% (p = 0.02) for the total study cohort compared to 44% (p = 0.03)
in women above age 70. As shown in Fig. 3, an increase in RRR with age was observed pri-
marily for the lumbar spine. A significant fracture risk reduction was demonstrated for the
thoracic spine alone in the total study cohort (ARR 6.4%, p = 0.04; RRR 33%, p = 0.06),
but not for lumbar spine alone. In patients above age 70 however, both ARR and RRR were
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Fig. 3. Relative risk reduction at 5 years for vertebral fractures by region and age (post hoc analysis of
data from the PROOF study).

significant at the lumbar spine (ARR 10.4%, p = 0.01; RRR 64%, p = 0.017). The clinical
relevance of a preferential effect on lumbar spine fractures in the elderly population relates
to a greater impairment of quality of life status reported for lumbar spine fractures. As well,
such impairment may be greater in elderly (age >70) individuals (48).

NONVERTEBRAL FRACTURE RISK REDUCTION WITH SCT-NS

The number of hip fractures or the number of upper extremity fractures within the indi-
vidual dose groups of the PROOF study was small and did not allow drawing meaningful
conclusions on fracture risk reduction. However, a number of observations are warranted.

For hip fractures, a nonsignificant 48% RRR was found for the 200 IU/day dose at 5
years. Post hoc analyses indicated a statistically significant RRR of 68% (p < 0.05) for the
pooled 100 and 200 IU/day dose groups (49) and an RRR of 54% (p = 0.08) when all
dose groups were pooled. For combined hip plus upper extremity fractures, an RRR of
37% (p = 0.14) was observed at 5 years for the 200 IU/day dose group and an RRR of
43% (p = 0.02) for the pooled dose groups. Similar subgroup analyses on the potential for
nonvertebral fracture risk reduction have been used and validated as an appropriate analysis
in other trials of osteoporosis on antiresorptive agents (50,51).

POSSIBLE MECHANISMS FOR SCT-NS-MEDIATED ANTIFRACTURE
EFFICACY: THE QUEST STUDY

In recent years, BMD has been questioned as being the predominant predictor of fracture
risk and a more integrative concept has been favored, which includes material properties,
bone turnover, bone geometry, and bone microarchitecture as the determinants of bone
strength (52). Doubts have emerged on BMD being a good predictor and mediator of frac-
ture risk reduction in patients on antiresorptive therapy (53). Post hoc analyses from the
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MORE study (54) have demonstrated a striking discordance between changes in BMD and
treatment-associated fracture risk reduction.

The modest effect of SCT-NS on BMD in the PROOF study is another example that
antifracture efficacy is not necessarily accompanied by marked increases in BMD. Data
from the recently published QUEST study (40) have shown that SCT-NS preserves bone
microarchitecture when compared to placebo over 2 years. In this double-blind, placebo-
controlled, randomized, clinical trial, 91 postmenopausal women with osteoporosis were
investigated for effects of SCT-NS 200 IU/day vs. placebo on bone microarchitecture, eval-
uated primarily by high-resolution MRI in several regions of the distal radius. Changes in
the T2

∗
relaxation kinetics of the hip, which constitute a composite measure reflecting bone

strength, were also assessed. SCT-NS was shown to preserve bone microarchitecture over
placebo with significant differences demonstrated for trabecular bone volume, trabecular
number, and trabecular spacing at the distal radius (Fig. 4). The positive effects of SCT-NS
on trabecular bone microarchitecture were observed regardless of changes in BMD (Fig. 5).
The T2

∗
results at the hip were consistent with the findings on trabecular microarchitecture

at the distal radius.

Fig. 4. Radius MRI: change in parameters for trabecular microarchitecture from baseline to 24 months.

Iliac crest bone biopsies, with two-dimensional histomorphometry and three-
dimensional micro-CT, were also obtained in the QUEST study (Fig. 6).

In addition to providing information on SCT-NS’s effect on trabecular microarchitecture,
the QUEST trial confirmed the utility of the MRI technology as a research and possibly
clinical tool for the osteoporosis field, demonstrated a heterogeneous therapeutic response
to SCT-NS across differing skeletal sites, and confirmed that therapeutic benefit could be
achieved with an antiresorptive therapy such as SCT-NS even in the absence of a substantial
effect on BMD. As well, a post hoc analysis of the QUEST study has further confirmed the
importance of SCT-NS’s effect on trabecular microarchitecture; placebo subjects with a low
trabecular number at baseline subsequently demonstrated a significant decrease in trabecu-
lar number over 2 years, as compared to a nonsignificant loss in those placebo patients with
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Fig. 5. Radius MRI: trabecular number as a function of lumbar spine BMD from baseline to 24 months.

Fig. 6. Clinical examples (QUEST study; micro-CT of iliac crest biopsies). Changes in bone microarchi-
tecture. Patient on SCT-NS (left panel), patient on placebo (right panel).

a high trabecular number at baseline. SCT-NS patients however preserved their trabecular
number regardless of their baseline value (55).

Lastly, the QUEST study was not designed or powered to assess the effects of SCT-
NS on fracture (as mediated by its preservative effect on trabecular microarchitecture);
however, previous studies have confirmed a relationship between trabecular microarchitec-
ture, biomechanical integrity, and osteoporotic fracture risk. In addition, MRI analysis in a
recent study has confirmed a significant positive effect of SCT on compressive stress and
on trabecular microarchitecture in an animal model (56).
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ANTIFRACTURE EFFICACY OF SCT-NS COMPARED TO OTHER
OSTEOPOROSIS THERAPIES

Despite the large body of published evidence from randomized, controlled clinical trials,
comparisons of fracture reduction efficacy between different osteoporosis medications are
difficult, due to the lack of straightforward head-to-head data from prospective controlled
clinical trials. Comparisons across different trials and pooled analysis have been presented
by a number of authors (57–61); however, interpretation of these data has not been uni-
form. When 3-year data from large vertebral fracture outcome trials are compared between
antiresorptive therapies, ARR, numbers needed to treat (NNT), and RRR are found in the
same range for all treatments (Table 1) when applying the same method of calculating the
numbers, i.e., using the crude incidence rates. As noted in Table 1, preservation of trabec-
ular microarchitecture is to date confirmed only for SCT-NS and risedronate (40,62).

Several aspects, which had initially provoked criticism of the PROOF study, such as the
drop-out rate, appear less important when viewed from a 2006 perspective. The drop-out
rate in the PROOF study at 3 years is in fact not fundamentally different from some other
studies. It is furthermore unlikely that discontinuations would have confounded the study
results in favor of SCT-NS, as placebo participants, who prematurely discontinued from
the PROOF study, showed a greater decrease in lumbar spine BMD than did patients that
discontinued from SCT-NS treatment.

Viewing all available evidence, the demonstrated vertebral antifracture efficacy of SCT
appears to be equivalent to some other antiresorptive drugs such as raloxifene. Antifracture
efficacy seems to be exerted through reduction in bone resorption and preservation of
bone microarchitecture rather than primarily by increasing BMD. Antifracture efficacy for
nonvertebral fractures has not been demonstrated in predefined analyses from prospective
studies for SCT-NS and for other drugs (ibandronate, raloxifene). However, one cannot rule
out a potential beneficial effect on nonvertebral fractures, especially when considering the
data from combined group analyses.

SCT IN MALE OSTEOPOROSIS

Bisphosphonates (e.g., alendronate) and teriparatide are approved treatments for idio-
pathic male osteoporosis. For SCT-NS, recent data from randomized, controlled clinical
trials showed positive effects of SCT-NS on BMD and bone turnover in men with idiopathic
osteoporosis. In two placebo-controlled trials over 12 or 18 months (n = 28 and 40) (63,64),
SCT-NS led to statistically significant increases in lumbar spine BMD when compared to
placebo. Effects on femoral neck BMD were not consistent and meaningful fracture data
are not currently available. Male patients were also included within studies on the analgesic
efficacy of SCT in vertebral fracture-associated pain syndromes (65,66).

SCT IN CORTICOSTEROID-INDUCED OSTEOPOROSIS

Results from few, smaller studies indicate that injectable calcitonin may reduce the rate
of bone loss at lumbar spine and radius in patients both initiating and receiving corticos-
teroid therapy. Data on bone loss prevention are conflicting with SCT-NS. There are no data
with fracture as an endpoint (67).
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Analgesic Effects of SCT
The analgesic potency of calcitonin in bone-related pain has been described early on

in a number of case series. Numerous calcitonin-binding sites have been detected in the
CNS, especially in the hypothalamus (68–70), and it is therefore assumed that the analgesic
effects of salmon calcitonin are at least to some extent mediated centrally, with serotonergic
pathways involved (71–73).

In controlled clinical trials, the analgesic efficacy of SCT was demonstrated for vari-
ous pain-related endpoints, including the reduction in pain scores on visual analogue scale
(VAS), the reduction in concomitant analgesic medication, and the improvement of early
patient mobilization following acute vertebral fractures. Injectable salmon calcitonin has
been shown superior to placebo in acute vertebral fractures (74) and in metastatic bone dis-
ease (75,76). In addition a number of non-controlled studies have indicated that injectable
calcitonin provides analgesic effects in Paget’s disease (77,78).

For SCT-NS, a number of well-designed, placebo-controlled clinical trials have demon-
strated substantial analgesic effects, especially in pain associated with acute vertebral
fractures. Analgesic effects of SCT-NS have also been investigated in the postoperative set-
ting following femoral/hip arthroplasty (79,80). Overall, the pain relieving effects of nasal
spray and injectable SCT appear comparable (81,82).

Blau et al. (83) found that in 13 out of 14 placebo-controlled trials, statistically signifi-
cant improvement in vertebral fracture pain or function-related endpoints was reported for
the calcitonin-treated patients (with various SCT formulations). In another recent system-
atic review on pain related to acute vertebral compression fractures, Knopp et al. presented
a combined analysis of five double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials. A marked and
statistically significant early onset pain reduction was shown for SCT with a mean weighted
VAS difference vs. placebo of 3.08 (95% CI 2.64, 3.52) on a 10-point VAS scale at
1 week and with a sustained effect over 4 weeks treatment (MWD 4.03; 95% CI 3.70–4.35)
(65,84–87).

Safety of SCT-NS
Salmon calcitonin has a well-established, excellent safety profile, based on numerous

clinical trials and a long-standing postmarketing experience. The safety experience for SCT-
NS pertains to more than 20 years of broad utilization in clinical practice with an estimated
exposure of several million patient years. The only contraindication is related to known
hypersensitivity to ingredients of SCT-NS. When hypersensitivity is suspected, skin testing
is recommended prior to the first administration of SCT-NS. Systemic side effects such
as flush or nausea, which are not uncommon with the injectable forms, are rarely seen
with the nasal spray formulation (88). In clinical trials, adverse event rates were generally
comparable between SCT-NS and placebo. For SCT-NS, the most frequent adverse events
involve local, transient (nasal) reactions, such as stinging or tingling of the nasal passage,
sneezing, rhinitis, nasal mucosal erythema, and, occasionally, minor bleeding. In earlier
studies, these local reactions were reported in fewer than 10% of patients receiving SCT-
NS (89,90). In the PROOF study, the rate of rhinitis events was 22% in the combined
SCT-NS dose groups, compared to 15% in the placebo group (p < 0.01). However, 97% of
those reactions were reported as mild or moderate.
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Because salmon calcitonin is a peptide, the possibility of allergic reactions exist; how-
ever, the evidence on severe allergic reactions is anecdotal. Overall, SCT-NS is widely
regarded as very safe and compares favorably vs. other antiresorptive or anabolic osteoporo-
sis drugs in terms of side effects, contraindications, precautions, and interactions with other
treatments. Due to the transient inhibition of osteoclasts and based on the long-standing
clinical experience, there appears to be no potential for detrimental effects on bone structure
during long-term treatment.

CURRENT THERAPEUTIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DOSING IN
OSTEOPOROSIS

SCT-NS is recommended at a dose of 200 IU/day for treatment of established post-
menopausal osteoporosis to prevent further progression of the disease. Given the compar-
atively modest effect of SCT-NS on BMD, the clinical monitoring of therapeutic response
to SCT-NS is primarily confirmed by preservation of bone mineral density at spine and hip
(i.e., no significant loss of BMD), a significant decrease in markers of bone resorption, and
the absence of further clinical skeletal fractures.

For injectable forms of SCT, dosing recommendations for subcutaneous administration
range from 50 IU every second day to 100 IU/day, depending on the indication and the
severity of disease.

THE ORAL SCT FORMULATION

In recent years, an oral SCT preparation has been developed, which is expected to pro-
vide superior bioavailability and higher systemic SCT levels. To protect SCT from intestinal
degradation, the active peptide hormone is combined with a caprylic acid derivative. An
initial study in healthy subjects has demonstrated a rapid and reproducible dose-dependent
increase in serum SCT levels after oral intake, with a corresponding biological response
in markers of bone resorption (91). A more recent 3-month dose ranging study in 277
postmenopausal women confirmed the effective absorption from the gastrointestinal tract,
resulting in dose-dependent, sustained responses in bone resorption markers (92). In addi-
tion to the effects on bone turnover, recent data indicated a benefit of oral SCT in reducing
cartilage degradation in osteoarthritis (93).

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

More than 30 years after its market introduction, SCT is a well-established, effective,
and safe treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis.

The favorable benefit to risk profile of SCT has recently been confirmed by the major
health authorities and is also reflected by the approved use of SCT over decades in more
than 70 countries worldwide. The vertebral antifracture efficacy is evidence based for
SCT-NS. Fracture prevention appears to be mediated through preservation of bone microar-
chitecture and decreased bone resorption, with only moderate effects on BMD. Future
indications, especially for the new oral formulation of SCT, may include both osteoporosis
and osteoarthritis.
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Summary

The nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates are potent and highly effective non-hormonal
anti-osteoporotic agents for clinical use in the treatment of post menopausal or
glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis, Paget’s disease, metastatic bone disease and hypercal-
cemia of malignancy, among others. The Potency of the nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates
can partially be attributed to their specific targeting to bone-associated osteoclasts with inter-
mittent dosing at monthly or yearly intervals, the nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates may
also label the osteoblast surface, where they remain insert, awaiting the next resorption cycles
that will eventually initials at these sites. Through current or future resorption cycles these
bisphosphonates can be liberated from the bone surface and taken into the osteoclast interior,
where they exert their pharmacological effects as inhibitors of the isoprenoid biosynthetic
enzyme, farnesyl diphosphate synthase. This chapter will discuss the utility of this class of
drug as effective antifracture agents with a focus on their intriguing mechanism of action.

Key Words: Bisphosphonates, mechanism of action, osteoclast, mevalonate, bone
resorption, apoptosis

INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis and Fracture Risk
Osteoporosis is a reduction in bone mass and bone microarchitecture leading to increased

bone fragility and fracture risk. The most common cause of osteoporosis is increased bone
turnover with excessive bone resorption (destruction) that exceeds bone formation. Among
women, this is often caused by estrogen deficiency following menopause. A second large
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and independent contributor is glucocorticoid use. Later in life, a combination of vitamin D
insufficiency, reduced 1,25(OH)2-vitamin D3 production, and inadequate calcium nutrition
contribute to bone loss in both men and women. Both menopause and glucocorticoid use
cause an imbalance between the processes of bone resorption (removal) and formation,
leading to bone loss. A woman can experience a loss of up to 5% of her bone mass per year
during the first 5 years postmenopause. There exists a correlation between the reduction
in bone mineral density (1–4) and the increased bone turnover (5–7) with increased frac-
ture risk.

Incidence of fracture increases with age and associated increased risk of trauma with
falls, which is an independent contributor. The most common fractures occur in the spine,
and their frequency increases progressively in women and men beginning in the sixth and
seventh respective decades of life. The most serious fractures are of the hip. The incidence
of these increases steadily, reaching a rate of about 5% per year in the ninth decade of life.
Approximately 70–75% of all hip fractures occur in women, likely due to their earlier and
more dramatic bone loss, gender-based differences in bone mass, and greater longevity. The
increase in men occurs about a decade later than in women.

With the continued increase in life expectancy due to medical and other advancements
and increase in the population worldwide, it is projected that the incidence of osteoporotic
fractures will reach epidemic proportions within the next couple of decades if effective
means to combat them are not implemented.

Bisphosphonates as Therapy for Osteoporosis and Other
Bone-Destructive Conditions

The bisphosphonates (BPs), in particular alendronate (ALN), risedronate (RIS), and
zoledronate (ZOL; noted in its salt form) are the only non-hormonal agents shown to sup-
press both spinal and non-vertebral osteoporotic fractures. Ibandronate (IBA) reduces the
risk of vertebral fractures but has not demonstrated the effect on non-vertebral fracture risk.
Because they do not work via endocrine receptors, BPs can be and are widely used for the
treatment and prevention of both postmenopausal and glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis
and Paget’s disease without risk of off-target effects in other organs or changes in endocrine
function. Indeed, they can be and are used for the treatment of bone metastases, where intra-
venous pamidronate (PAM) and ZOL are standard therapy. BPs suppress bone turnover by
reducing the number of bone remodeling sites where excessive osteoclastic bone resorption
takes place. Two major molecular mechanisms have been identified that explain how BPs
suppress osteoclastic bone resorption. For the older, less potent BPs (BPs that require sub-
stantially higher dosing), specifically etidronate and clodronate, the molecule is taken up
by the osteoclast and converted into a toxic ATP analog. For the more potent and most fre-
quently used BPs, the molecule is also taken up by the osteoclast but it is not metabolized.
Instead these bisphosphonates target and inhibit an enzyme called farnesyl diphosphate
synthase (FPPS), a component of the mevalonate to cholesterol biosynthetic pathway. This
property of the N-BPs and other physicochemical aspects of BPs in general are the subject
of this chapter.
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BISPHOSPHONATE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

BP Structure
BPs are analogs of pyrophosphate (P–O–P) in which the central oxygen has been sub-

stituted by carbon (P–C–P) (Fig. 1). P–C–P bonds are not enzymatically cleaved, and this
minimizes the possibility for hepatic or cellular metabolism, and none has been detected
for ALN in pharmacokinetic studies (8,9). All clinically used BPs are derivatives of the
basic structure, shown in Fig. 1, and they can be broadly broken down according to their
intracellular mechanisms (Fig. 2), as discussed below. A main common feature relates to
the P–C–P backbone that, by adhering to the hydroxyapatite component of bone, localizes
these compounds in the target tissue. The human skeleton has a large surface area and virtu-
ally an unsaturable capacity for the binding of the BPs. Thus, for the highly potent N-BPs,
the number of potential binding sites is immense, and the total skeletal burden is very low
(measured in the low parts per million).

Fig. 1. Structures of (top) pyrophosphate and (bottom) a basic bisphosphonate. Note that in the basic
structure, substitutions at R1 are generally considered to affect binding to bone, while substitutions at R2

affect potency.

Effect of BP Structure on Physicochemical Interactions with Bone
BINDING TO NATURAL BONE

The affinity of BPs for natural bone and for hydroxyapatite is shown in Table 1. The
direct binding affinity of ALN for human bone has recently been measured by Scatchard
analysis (Kd of 110 μM), and comparable affinity was calculated from on (69/M/min) and
off (0.033/min) rates (10). The measurement of an off rate is an interesting feature, as it
demonstrates that this BP, as a representative of the entire class, does not irreversibly bind
to the bone surface. Instead, it binds, releases, and rebinds. The key to measuring the off rate
relates to the initial application of a radioactively tagged BP onto the bone surface and then
to saturate the bone with excess non-tagged BP. When the radiolabeled BP is released, the
excess untagged BP binds to the bone in its place, and the radiolabel becomes effectively
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Fig. 2. Structures of BPs-lacking nitrogen (top), which inhibit bone resorption by inducing osteoclast
apoptosis and N-BPs (bottom), which can inhibit function or induce osteoclast apoptosis, depending on
dose.

trapped in solution, away from the bone. This can be achieved in the laboratory setting, and
it enables the released BP to be quantified by scintillation counting. The rate at which the
radiolabel accumulates in solution indicates the “off rate.” In the human body, there is no
excess BP sitting in solution ready to bind onto the bone surface in place of the released
BP. Thus, the BP that releases from the bone can follow any of three major paths: (1) it can
reattach in the same or an adjacent site, (2) it can redistribute to other sites on bone, or (3)
it can be excreted in the urine. Which of these activities occurs is in part affected by the
affinity of the BP for the bone surface.

The affinity of ALN for bone is slightly different from that of other BPs, as each has
its own unique structure. Therefore competition binding assays were used to measure the
binding of a series of clinically tested and used BPs to human bone. In these studies, the
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Table 1
Binding Affinities of BPs for Natural Bone and Hydroxyapatite

Bisphosphonate Relative affinity
for natural bone
(μM)a

Estimated affinity
for hydroxyapatite
(μM)b

Clodronate 806 1.39

Etidronate 90.7 0.84

Risedronate 84.6 0.46

Ibandronate 116 0.42

Alendronate 60.9 0.34

Zoledronate 80.8 0.29

Pamidronate 82.7 nd

Tiludronate 173 nd
aBased on Leu et al. (10)
bCalculated from Nancollas et al. (14)

competing BPs had no radioactive tag, and they were mixed with radioactive ALN prior
to applying to the human bone. Their ability to compete with ALN for binding sites is
a measure of their affinity for bone and is represented by a loss of (ALN) radioactivity
that can effectively bind in their presence. By these analyses, it was shown that most BPs
bearing a hydroxyl (OH) at R1 (Fig. 2) bind in a relatively narrow (70–170 μM) range (10).
In this regard, etidronate, a BP-lacking nitrogen, fell in line with the other hydroxyl-bearing
N-BPs (ALN, IBA, PAM, RIS, and ZOL). In agreement with the relative binding affinities
measured toward human bone, others have measured similar affinities toward mouse long
bones (11–13). Two BPs that stand out as significantly different in terms of binding affinity
are tiludronate (228 μM) and especially clodronate (1182 μM), both of which lack an R1

hydroxyl group, and both of which display significantly weaker affinity for human bone vs.
the hydroxyl-bearing BPs.

With respect to clodronate, the substantially weaker binding affinity for bone has nega-
tive consequences on the potency of the drug. Clodronate can approach the antiresorptive
potency of ALN and RIS in in vitro analyses whereby concentrations are kept at a constant
(i.e., with excess solution-based drug available for binding to bone in areas where release
has occurred). However, clodronate loses roughly 10-fold potency when retention on the
bone surface is required for continued anti-osteoclastic activity (10). The latter state is
achieved through simply coating the bone with the BP and then washing it prior to subse-
quent application of osteoclasts. Here the BP must rebind to the bone surface in order to
have an antiresorptive effect. This state more closely resembles that seen in vivo. In con-
trast to clodronate, ALN and RIS maintain equal relative potency regardless of whether
concentration is kept constant or requires binding/rebinding to bone. This feature is most
likely attributable to the fact that both ALN and RIS, like the other hydroxyl-bearing BPs,
adhere to bone through what is called “tridentate” binding (11). An amine at R1, as an alter-
native to a hydroxyl at this site, is also effective in increasing BP affinity to rodent bone.
It is important to note here that the widely used N-BPs only have a hydroxyl at R1. For
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these BPs, the nitrogen is a component of the side chain attached at R2, where it does not
contribute significantly to binding affinity. The lack of an effect of the R2 substituents to
meaningfully alter binding affinity toward bone is interesting, given that they do seem to
have some minor impact on binding to pure hydroxyapatite in vitro, as discussed below.

BINDING TO PURE HYDROXYAPATITE

Hydroxyapatite in pure form is related to hydroxyapatite in bone, although it lacks both
surface and embedded protein components, such as type I collagen. This may be important,
since BP affinity toward hydroxyapatite is ∼100- to ∼600-fold higher than it is for natural
bone (Table 1). Binding affinities of BPs for the pure chemical components of hydrox-
yapatite have not been measured directly, although constant composition kinetic studies
of crystal growth, coupled with a pseudo Langmuir adsorption isotherms, have been per-
formed to estimate binding affinity (14). These studies suggest a narrow range for binding
affinities (0.3–1.4 μM, as shown in Table 1). The differences in reported affinity for pure
hydroxyapatite vs. human bone are likely attributable to differences in methodology (direct
binding vs. crystal growth) and the composition of the binding surface (natural bone vs.
hydroxyapatite crystal). In the constant composition kinetic analyses of pure hydroxya-
patite, clodronate remained at the weak end of the affinity spectrum (1.4 μM). This BP
and etidronate showed small, but significant affinity differences vs. the reference BP, RIS,
which bound with two- to three-fold higher affinity. Meanwhile, ALN and ZOL showed
small (1.35- and 1.58-fold, respectively), but significantly higher binding affinities vs. RIS.
The statistically significant differences likely arise from the highly controlled conditions in
these experiments and the lack of protein that is normally found in bone. In general, the
rank ordering for affinity of the various BPs for hydroxyapatite differs vs. that for bone,
although in both model systems, clodronate falls at the weak end of the spectrum.

BP EFFECTS ON ZETA POTENTIAL

Zeta potential is measured by assessing the electrophoretic mobilities of particles in sus-
pension under constant ionic conditions. General applications for zeta potential include
estimation of the stability of colloidal suspensions, although several groups have also
applied them to the study of bone. The zeta potential of natural bone is most heavily influ-
enced by the organic (e.g., protein) component. This conclusion comes from observations
that removal of the mineral component from bone has little effect of zeta potential, while
removal of the organic matrix results in a much smaller zeta potential (15). Thus, collagen
(and likely other bone matrix proteins), rather than hydroxyapatite mineral, is implicated as
the constituent of whole bone dominating the zeta potential.

Recently, the zeta potential of pure hydroxyapatite was assessed in the absence or pres-
ence of various BPs (14). Depending on the pH, the hydroxyl-bearing BPs were found to
alter the zeta potential of pure hydroxyapatite crystals in the range of ∼ –9 to +6 mV under
mildly acidic conditions and ∼ –5 to +>10 mV at neutral pH (after adjusting for pH effects
on the crystals in the absence of BP treatment). At neutral pH, clodronate, etidronate, and
RIS tended to reduce zeta potential, while ALN and IBA tended to increase it. Etidronate
is especially interesting in this context, as it has also been tested for in vivo effects on
the zeta potential of natural bone in gonad-intact and oophorectomized rats. For context,
etidronate’s effect on pure hydroxyapatite in vitro is to reduce zeta potential by ∼ –9 mV
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at neutral pH. However, in the bone of gonad-intact rats, etidronate only modestly reduced
zeta potential by –0.59 mV after 6 weeks of treatment at high dose (5 mg/kg, s.c. twice
weekly), and this effect diminished and lost significance after continued dosing to 16 weeks
(16). In the context of ovariectomy, etidronate showed a positive effect to maintain bone
mass in these studies, but it had only a minor (–0.11 mV), non-significant effect on zeta
potential, despite the high dosing. There have been no similar in vivo reports for the highly
potent N-BPs, which are dosed at levels far below those for etidronate. In the absence of
these data, it is difficult to assign significance to the in vitro effects of the BPs on zeta
potential of hydroxyapatite. Nonetheless, the preliminary findings are interesting, and they
warrant follow-up in more relevant systems.

SUMMARY OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BPS

Overall, substituents at the R1 position of the BP, in particular the presence of a hydroxyl
group, have the potential to positively affect BP binding to natural human bone or to pure
hydroxyapatite. Meanwhile, substituents at R2 appear to have only a minor impact on bind-
ing affinity. These substituents may alter BP effects on zeta potential of hydroxyapatite in
vitro. However, such effects on natural bone may be greatly reduced by the effects of the
proteinaceous components. Perhaps a more relevant role for the substituents attached at R2

relate to the positioning of a nitrogen atom 3–4 positions away from the central carbon of
the P–C–P backbone. This plays a critical role in determining intracellular potency, with
consequent effects on dosing and efficacy, as discussed in sections below.

Impact of BP Structure on Pharmacokinetics
ABSORPTION AND BIOAVAILABILITY

The P–C–P backbone endows the entire BP class with several common properties,
especially regarding pharmacokinetics. The highly charged phosphonate moieties limit
absorption in the gut to around 0.6–2%, depending on the BP and the dose. ALN and RIS
show linear oral bioavailability. However, IBA exhibits an interesting, non-linear bioavail-
ability that changes across the range used to treat osteoporosis. This is reflected in the
area under the curve (AUC) for IBA, as measured at 50, 100, and 150 mg oral doses,
whereby the systemic exposure ratios were 130 and 191% (relative to the 50-mg dose)
for the 100- and 150-mg doses, respectively (17). This suggests that, although the 150 mg
monthly tablet contains 60-fold more IBA vs. daily (2.5 mg), systemic exposure of the
monthly dose should be at least ∼115-fold higher or more. Thus the 150 mg monthly tablet
results in four-fold greater cumulative BP exposure vs. the 2.5 mg daily tablet. This would
differ from the systemic exposures for weekly ALN and RIS, which are linear in the dos-
ing range surrounding daily and weekly doses (18,19), resulting in the same cumulative
exposure.

ALN entry into the blood stream from the gut was found to be by paracellular transport,
and renal excretion is the only route for elimination from the body, in part by glomerular
filtration and by a secretory process that remains to be elucidated (20). The hydrophilic
phosphonate moieties limit the penetration of BPs through cellular lipid bilayer membranes
to undetectable levels, thus distribution is limited to an extracellular compartment and,
1 day after a dose, is essentially limited to the surface of bone. The bioavailable BP is
thus rapidly cleared from the circulation with an end result of about 50% binding to the
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bone mineral, as reported for ALN (21). The remainder is excreted in the urine, which is
the sample material used for most pharmacokinetic analyses. A head-to-head comparison
of ALN and RIS showed that the initial uptake over the first 24 h was not different between
the two BPs, as suggested by urinary excretion (22). It is likely that initial bone uptake of
all BPs in clinical use is similar. This suggests a similar initial pharmacokinetic profile for
these, and perhaps other, BPs. During this first 24 h period, the circulating BP half-life is
approximately 1–2 h, and the bulk of the BP not retained on the bone surface is excreted
during what is called the first elimination phase.

HALF-LIVES

Understanding the initial pharmacokinetic profile of the BPs should take into account the
physicochemical parameters (described above) and the distribution of the BPs over the bone
surface. BPs bind to the mineral surface of bone, perhaps with the affinity being influenced
by the presence of protein in and on the bone. Because the resting surfaces of bone are
covered with cells (osteoblasts and lining cells), the most exposed sites are those undergoing
active bone resorption. It was shown that these are the preferential sites for ALN uptake
in bone at pharmacologically relevant doses in animals (23–25). At suprapharmacological
doses (far above those used to treat humans), ALN is more or less evenly distributed over
the bone surface. Due to its much lower antiresorptive potency, pharmacologically relevant
doses of etidronate are high, and these result in a uniform distribution over the bone surface
when dosed appropriately.

Before bone formation is initiated at a given BP-coated site, the drug can be released
from the surface through both simple and facilitated release. With respect to simple release,
ALN has an observed off rate of 0.033/min at neutral pH in vitro (10). Any BP that is
released through this process has the possibility of rebinding to nearby sites, or it can escape
back into the circulation where it is either distributed to another site on the bone surface or
excreted into the urine. BP on the surface of bone may also be incorporated into newly
formed bone, from which it is released only through osteoclast-mediated bone resorp-
tion. Both simple and facilitated release relate to the intermediate and terminal elimination
phases, as discussed below.

Intermediate half-lives The intermediate elimination phases exclusively represent BP
that has bound and then later been released from the bone surface. The effect of time
post-dose on estimated half-life can be illustrated by two pharmacokinetic studies of ALN
and RIS, whereby sampling and intermediate half-life calculations were conducted over
a period of time as short as 7 days or out to 180 days (18,21). The earliest intermediate
elimination phase calculated for ALN (30 mg, IV) was estimated after 4–7 days post-dose,
whereby the half-life was calculated at 0.8 days. Measurements of ALN release into the
urine between days 9 and 16 post-dose yielded a half-life of 6.6 days. Meanwhile the last
intermediate elimination phase was measured between days 30 and 180, whereby a half-
life of 35.6 days was measured. Consistent with the findings for ALN, a 7 day study of
RIS at the 2.5 mg dose (p.o.) yielded a half-life of 5.6 days (18). Longer sampling could
not be achieved for this dose, as the RIS in the urine fell below the limit of detection. The
5 mg dose of RIS was detected in urine for 28 days, and the data yielded a half-life of
9 days. A comparison of the half-lives estimated for these BPs shows a clear trend whereby
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measurements immediately following initial administration yield half-lives that are con-
siderably shorter than those that are calculated weeks to months post-dose. This in some
way reflects the dynamic nature of bone remodeling and the location of administered BP
over time.

Changes in estimated half-life, as measured over time, are in part controlled by the osteo-
clast and its interactions with both the BP and the mineral surface. The fundamental means
by which the osteoclast demineralizes the bone surface is through secretion of acid into the
resorption lacuna. This is important, as the process also provides a means to release the
BP from the mineral surface as well (23). Thus, an initial step in the process is the release
of BP into the resorption lacuna as a part of the process of bone resorption by the osteo-
clast. Roughly two decades ago it was documented by microradiography that following
radioactive ALN administration in vivo, the BP can be detected inside the osteoclast after
4 h (23,25). This step involves transcytosis, a process for the removal of liberated mineral
and proteinaceous components of bone through the osteoclast’s interior in vesicular enclo-
sures (26,27). The vesicles, considered to be part of the extracellular space, collect contents
from the resorption lacuna, traverse the cytoplasm, and then fuse at the ventral membrane
to release into the local environment. These vesicles, although located in the cell’s inte-
rior, provide a barrier that helps to keep the N-BP from its intended target(s) within the
cytoplasm. Nonetheless, it was shown in vitro that osteoclasts that have lost the ability to
take up material from their surroundings, due to a mutation that blocks transcytosis (e.g.,
osteoclasts from the oc/oc mouse), do not respond to tiludronate (28). A response could be
produced, however, by microinjecting this BP into the cells. The current model thus holds
that during the transcytosis process, some BP can penetrate the vesicular membrane to enter
into the cytoplasm. A recent study suggests that this is a result of acidification of the vesicle,
coupled with the process of pinocytosis (29). Once within the cytoplasm, there still remains
a lag period before the BPs can have their effect. Overall, the time from first administra-
tion to first signs of inhibition is 16–24 h (30,31). By this time, the osteoclast’s capacity to
facilitate BP release begins to be diminished, and this slows the process of releasing the BP
from the bone surface. The osteoclastogenesis that results from the small rise in circulating
parathyroid hormone levels means that each resorption site can have several osteoclasts,
each displaying a different degree of inhibition related to the time the osteoclast has been
exposed to BP. This makes the inhibition process somewhat asynchronous, and thus the
decline in markers of bone resorption is more gradual. Moreover, recently formed osteo-
clasts will be fully active until they have taken up sufficient BP to inhibit resorption. This
mechanism differs from that for RANK ligand inhibitors, such as denosumab, which has
been demonstrated to achieve a more immediate suppression of C-telopeptides vs. ALN
through its effects on both existing, active osteoclasts and their precursors (32).

The degree to which a BP reduces bone turnover therefore relates to how much of the
administered dose is retained on the surface of the skeleton, with better control of turnover
associated with better skeletal retention. This has been documented in clinical studies of
PAM in both cancer patients and those with rheumatoid arthritis, whereby lower bone
turnover rates, assessed by release of C-telopeptides and N-telopeptides of type I collagen,
were associated with high retention of the initially bound PAM, while high bone turnover
was associated with reduced retention (33,34). This is in part (a) a reflection of the activ-
ity of the osteoclasts that liberate the BP from the bone surface, (b) the efficacy of the BP
to inhibit the osteoclast, and (c) the completion of the bone resorption cycle at the site of
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BP attachment. Termination of the resorption cycle is called “reversal,” which is followed
by bone formation, which seals the BP into an inactive compartment. The association of
higher skeletal retention with greater efficacy can be explained through two equally com-
pelling models. In the first, the efficacy of the BP slows the osteoclasts and hampers their
ability to liberate the BP from the bone. In the second, the greater skeletal retention leads
to better BP access to inhibit the osteoclasts, which reduces bone turnover more effectively.
The models are not mutually exclusive, and elements of both are likely to come into play.

A parallel comparison of the events at the bone remodeling unit to the pharmacokinetics
of the BPs during the first days to weeks suggests that the shortest half-lives correspond to
periods when the osteoclasts are least affected by the BPs. Half-lives extend as osteoclast
activities decline through the binding of the BPs to their intracellular targets. Half-lives
extend even further as bone formation initiates over the site of the adherent BP, thus effec-
tively sealing it into the bone along the cement line. The period of time necessary for
these sites to be revisited by new resorption cycles is the ultimate controlling element that
determines terminal half-life, which is discussed below.
Terminal half-life The terminal half-life of the BP is a measure of the rate at which
BP buried in bone is released back into circulation and excreted. In the final elimination
phase for ALN, which was measured between 10 and 18 months post-dose, the release of
BP into the urine over time reached true linearity. Having reached final linearity, one can
estimate the terminal half-life, which is calculated at 10.9 years for ALN in humans (21). No
other BP has been studied for an equivalent time, although the terminal half-life for PAM,
derived using data from a 6-month study, was modeled based on the 18-month data for
ALN (35).

Mechanistically, the terminal half–life of a BP is a reflection of the general state of bone
turnover, which itself is influenced by the BP. Rates of turnover from both cortical and
cancellous bone surfaces therefore determine not only the relative uptake and distribution
of BPs when initially administered but also the subsequent release of BPs into the blood-
stream. The cancellous bone takes up a relatively larger proportion of the absorbed BP than
the cortical bone, since cancellous bone is subject to substantially higher turnover. Thus,
the mechanistic insights showing how BPs distribute to the bone surface, and the subse-
quent events that govern their release can explain why accurate assessments of terminal
half-life in pharmacokinetic analysis require a substantial follow-up. Indeed, the half-life
estimated from modeling of bone turnover at the various compartments is comparable to
that obtained in the 18-month pharmacokinetic analysis of ALN. From the modeling, an
estimation of the total body burden of ALN after 10 years of treatment with an averaged
daily dose of 10 mg orally has been calculated to be 75 mg (36). Similar calculations could
also be applied to other BPs, taking into account relative dosing, antiresorptive efficacy and
duration of treatment.

MECHANISM OF ACTION

N-BP Action at the Molecular Level
Although tested clinically for over a decade, the molecular target for the N-BPs, was

not described until the late 1990s. Prior to this, BPs were shown to affect several biochem-
ical pathways. For example, numerous BPs were found to inhibit the activity of several
protein tyrosine phosphatases (37–41). These actions occurred usually at the upper range
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of pharmacologically relevant concentrations and failed to correlate with the pharmaco-
logical potency of these agents. Although these phosphatase inhibitory activities could be
involved in the mechanism of action of some BPs, more compelling proof was obtained for
a different molecular target responsible for BP inhibition of osteoclastic bone resorption, as
described below.

N-BP Inhibition of the Cholesterol Biosynthetic Pathway
Over 15 years ago it was shown that certain BP derivatives (isoprenoid [phosphinyl-

methyl] phosphonates) weakly inhibit the cholesterol biosynthetic enzyme, squalene
synthase (42). The search for more potent inhibitors that might block cholesterol production
revealed that the N-BPs incadronate (YM175) and IBA potently inhibit squalene synthase
(43). Subsequent studies examined the structure–activity relationship for inhibition of squa-
lene synthase (44–46). In vivo testing showed that certain compounds suppressed serum
cholesterol in rodents (44). Other cholesterol lowering bisphosphonates were shown to
trigger degradation of hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme A (47–49). In the same context,
utility of squalene synthase inhibition by bisphosphonate was also used for the develop-
ment of an assay to measure ZOL levels in animals and clinical serum samples (50). Other
N-BPs, such as ALN and PAM, do inhibit cholesterol synthesis, although this effect is
mediated through targeting of an enzyme upstream of squalene synthase in the cholesterol
biosynthetic pathway. Due to the pharmacokinetics and distribution to bone, these effects
are limited to osteoclasts.

Although cholesterol itself is important for osteoclast signaling and survival, the osteo-
clast relies on low-density lipoprotein (LDL) as an external source rather than through
internal synthetic pathways (51,52). Indeed, restoration of cholesterol in the ALN-treated
osteoclast does nothing to interfere with its inhibitory action on bone resorption (53). This
then lead to a search for other possible enzymes that could account for N-BP antiresorptive
effects.

FARNESYL DIPHOSPHATE SYNTHASE AS THE MOLECULAR

TARGET OF THE N-BPS

The ability of ALN and PAM to inhibit sterol biosynthesis upstream of squalene syn-
thase (43) suggested that the relevant molecular target for inhibition would lie upstream
of squalene synthase in the mevalonate pathway (54) (Fig. 3). After it was firmly estab-
lished that replacement of downstream metabolites from this pathway could block N-BP
action in osteoclasts (see below), the exact targeted enzyme was pursued. In these stud-
ies, the key enzyme inhibited by N-BPs was found to be farnesyl diphosphate synthase
(FPPS) (51,55,56). FPPS catalyzes the formation of FPP through the sequential condensa-
tion of two isopentenyl diphosphates (IPPs) and one dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP)
(Fig. 3). FPP itself is a substrate for squalene synthase, and thus inhibition of FPPS prevents
accumulation of metabolites that are required for cholesterol synthesis.

Affinities of the various N-BPs for FPPS fall into the low-to-mid nanomolar range. The
general rank ordering for potency against this enzyme in vitro correlates with the rank
ordering for potency in vivo (55). This and the fact that a key metabolite below FPPS in
this metabolic pathway is critical for osteoclast function and survival (discussed below)
strongly suggested that this enzyme was the key target for N-BP action.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the mevalonate pathway. All enzymes are listed in italics, while metabolites are in
bold. The target of inhibition (farnesyl diphosphate synthase) for the N-BPs is enclosed within a box,
as is the target for the statins, which is shown for reference. A new BP (digeranyl-BP), which targets
geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase, is also shown.

Modeling of FPPS inhibition using RIS showed that modifications (e.g., addition of a
methyl group) to the structure of the R2 side chain can give rise to analogs with markedly
less potent inhibition of the enzyme, making them less effective inhibitors of bone resorp-
tion in vivo (55). The variable that confers potency against FPPS appears to relate to the
position of the nitrogen group relative to the phosphonate groups. Interestingly, a modifica-
tion in one of the phosphonate groups of RIS, while drastically reducing FPPS inhibition,
gave rise to a new compound with new activity against type II geranylgeranyl trans-
ferase (57). This derivative has substantially less antiresorptive activity than RIS in vivo,
likely due to reduced binding to bone (13). Other modifications of RIS can confer speci-
ficity for isopentenyl diphosphate isomerase in addition to FPPS (58). Interestingly, a new
BP-lacking nitrogen (digeranyl BP) has been shown to specifically target geranylgeranyl
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diphosphate (GGPP) synthase (Fig. 3), an enzyme immediately downstream of FPPS in the
isoprenoid biosynthetic branch pathway that controls protein geranylgeranylation (59). The
in vivo effects of this BP-lacking nitrogen on bone turnover remain to be determined.

Early modeling of the interaction between N-BPs and FPPS suggested binding to the
DMAPP/geranyl diphosphate (GPP) site (60), where it would act as a transition-state
analog. Enzymological studies suggest that inhibition of FPPS is complex (61). Both com-
petitive and non-competitive inhibitions have been reported, depending on the substrate
used in the assay, IPP or GPP, respectively. Recent crystallographic studies have revealed
exactly how the N-BP docks into FPPS. Binding is in the “allylic” site, which is normally
occupied by DMAPP and in the second reaction, GPP. Structures derived using bacterial
FPPS show that RIS binding into this site is enhanced in the presence of IPP (62), which
binds in the adjacent site. The binding of RIS mimics a “carbocation intermediate” to inhibit
the enzyme, which is consistent with the original model. The microbial enzyme is smaller
than that found in higher eukaryotes, and thus it was important to see the results refined.
A more recent study with ALN, IBA, PAM, and ZOL bound to human FPPS confirmed that
IPP binds to and stabilizes the N-BP-FPPS complex (63). Importantly, this study revealed
that the potent N-BPs promote the formation of a closed conformation of the enzyme in
the presence of IPP. This effect can be attributed to the relative positioning of the nitrogen
group of the N-BP, which contributes to interactions within the catalytic pocket of FPPS,
including the formation of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. As the most potent binder ZOL
was found to create the best transition-state mimetic, while the weaker binding PAM did not
make strong interactions or adopted more than one conformation within the enzyme active
site. Interestingly, this study also revealed that the OH group at the R1 position, known
for its ability to enhance binding to bone (10,12), also contributes to the binding of N-BPs
to FPPS through the formation of a hydrogen bond and a polar contact with the enzyme.
Thus, although the nitrogen at R2 appears to have its greatest effect on binding to FPPS,
the hydroxyl at R1 appears to play a role in binding to bone and another role in stabilizing
the N-BP interaction with FPPS. It may be for this reason that all current clinically used
N-BPs have both the nitrogen in the chain attached at R2 and the hydroxyl group attached
at R1.

Inhibition of FPPS Blocks Protein Isoprenylation and Sterol Synthesis
FPPS is responsible for the production of isoprenoid lipids FPP (15 carbon) and FPP is

an immediate precursor for geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) (20 carbon). While FPP,
formed by the condensation of two IPPs and one DMAPP, is primarily used to synthesize
cholesterol, it also can be used for (15 carbon) protein isoprenylation (Fig. 3). FPP can
also be condensed with a fourth IPP to form geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) by GGPP
synthase, a distinct enzyme separate from FPPS. While the clinically tested N-BPs do not
inhibit this enzyme directly, digeranyl BP (as noted above) directly inhibits the enzyme,
which, in comparison to ZOL, shows a high specificity for blocking GGPP synthesis (59).
This is interesting, as a loss of GGPP synthesis in the osteoclast is critical for N-BP effects
on suppressing osteoclastic bone resorption (53) and inducing osteoclast apoptosis (64).
GGPP, like FPP, is a substrate for protein isoprenylation, and both isoprenoids exhibit speci-
ficity in regard to the proteins to which they can be coupled. Isoprenylation involves the
transfer of a farnesyl or geranylgeranyl lipid group onto a cysteine amino acid residue in
characteristic carboxy-terminal (e.g., CAAX) motifs (65,66). Most of the isoprenylated
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proteins identified to date are small GTPases that are geranylgeranylated, and specific
CAAX motifs are responsible for directing which lipids are attached to each respective pro-
tein (65). Geranylgeranylated signaling proteins are important for the regulation of a variety
of cell processes required for osteoclast function, including cytoskeletal regulation, forma-
tion of the ruffled border, and regulation of apoptosis (67–70). Interestingly, and counter
to expectations, loss of geranylgeranylation of several of these proteins, specifically Rac,
Cdc42, and Rho GTPases, leads to unregulated activation (71) (and not inactivation) of the
proteins. Regardless of whether the GTPases are constitutively activated or inactivated, the
result is the same: osteoclast inhibition.

The ability of the N-BPs to inhibit the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway and protein
isoprenylation was actually first demonstrated in J774 macrophages (43,54). The relevance
of this model relates to the fact that J774 cells come from the same lineage as osteoclasts
and that these cells, like osteoclasts, undergo apoptosis in response to N-BP treatment. In
these early studies, it was recognized that N-BP inhibition of the cholesterol biosynthetic
pathway and isoprenylation was important (54). Using a more relevant system, it was later
discovered that ALN inhibits incorporation of [14C]mevalonate into either isoprenylated
proteins or sterols in purified murine or rabbit osteoclasts (51,72). The relevance of this
effect was proven through the ability of a GGPP precursor, geranylgeraniol (GGOH), to
block ALN effects on the osteoclast (30,53,64), as discussed in detail below.

Evidence for Molecular Mechanisms In Vivo
The molecular actions of the N-BPs, described above, have been confirmed in vivo

using surrogate markers (73,74). In one study, the well-documented feedback regulation of
HMG-CoA reductase expression by cholesterol biosynthetic intermediates was examined
(73). The N-BPs ALN, IBA, PAM, and RIS suppressed expression of HMG-CoA reduc-
tase in osteoclasts from the proximal tibia. Neither etidronate not clodronate could elicit
any similar response. The effect of the N-BPs on HMG-CoA reductase was attributable
to the accumulation of metabolites upstream of FPPS, as the effect could be blocked by
co-treatment with a statin, which blocks their synthesis. In the second study, osteoclasts
were examined for the in vivo actions of ALN on geranylgeranylation of the small GTPase,
Rap1A (74). In osteoclasts purified after ALN, but not clodronate, treatment, geranylger-
anylation of the Rap1A was suppressed. One consistent observation in both studies was that
N-BP effects were only seen in the osteoclast. This is congruent with the fact that ALN, and
likely all other potent N-BPs, targets to the osteoclast on bone (23,25). It is also consistent
with the model whereby the bone surface must be acidified in order to facilitate release
of the BP and transcytosis for their uptake, since only the osteoclasts can achieve these
effects.

We still await the ultimate proof of a cause–effect relationship between N-BP inhibition
of FPPS and inhibition of the osteoclast in vivo. Such evidence could come from trans-
genic animals overexpressing wild-type or mutated forms of FPPS. Although obtained in
a model quite unrelated to bone, a recent study in Leishmania major has demonstrated
that overexpression of FPPS can confer resistance to the antiprotozoal activity of RIS (75).
This establishes the concept that simple enzyme overexpression can alter the pharmaco-
logical response. The prediction in vertebrate animals would be that overexpression of
wild-type or mutated FPPS could exhibit N-BP resistance in a setting such as ovariectomy
or other challenges that lead to rapid bone loss. Although such an experiment would provide
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overwhelming individual proof for the known mechanism, the collective evidence from in
vitro and in vivo studies provides a sound basis for accepting the current theories.

Mechanism of Action at the Cellular Level
The relationship between molecular action and antiresorptive effects has been docu-

mented for BPs lacking and containing nitrogen. For the non-N-BPs, which are intracel-
lularly metabolized to form toxic analogs of ATP, the mechanism is accepted based on
the ability of the toxic analogs to reproduce the effects of the parent BPs when adminis-
tered to the osteoclast (76). Perhaps the best documentation for a cause–effect relationship
has been established for the N-BPs, where inhibition of FPPS and consequential effects
on the osteoclast (loss of resorption, induction of apoptosis) can be overcome simply by
reintroducing the critical lost metabolite. Among the downstream metabolites that could
specifically restore the three major processes leading to cholesterol synthesis, farnesylation,
or geranylgeranylation, only GGOH, a lipid alcohol that can replenish GGPP, prevents the
N-BP effect (53). Other metabolites downstream of FPPS that feed into farnesylation or
sterol synthesis are without effect. The observation that farnesol, which is readily metab-
olized to form FPP, cannot restore osteoclast survival or function was unexpected (31,53).
FPP, like GGPP, is sufficient to block N-BP-induced macrophage apoptosis (54). The rea-
sons for farnesol not being metabolized to GGPP during N-BP treatment remain to be
elucidated. Interestingly, the upstream metabolite, mevalonate, can also partially rescue
inhibition of resorption, although this effect disappears with increasing concentration of
ALN (53,54).This is consistent with competitive inhibition of FPPS by N-BPs (61). By this
token, lower concentrations of N-BP may show a disproportionate loss of activity, since
upstream metabolite accumulation could result in more effective competition for the allylic
binding site within FPPS. In the context of the in vivo finding that N-BPs can also suppress
HMG-CoA reductase expression (73), this feedback mechanism might serve as a secondary
method to increase efficacy by preventing excessive accumulation of such metabolites.

N-BP EFFECTS ON DOWNSTREAM INTRACELLULAR SIGNALING

In addressing the downstream cellular mechanisms related to suppression of bone resorp-
tion, substantial evidence has accumulated to link loss of geranylgeranylation to induction
of osteoclast apoptosis, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton and altered membrane traf-
ficking (30,31,72,77,78). The original observation that osteoclasts undergo apoptosis in
response to N-BP treatment (79), remained for several years the primary model for BP
action in vitro and in vivo. The apoptotic action of both N-BPs and BPs-lacking nitrogen
results from intracellular action within the osteoclast, as opposed to other indirect actions
that could be mediated via osteoblasts, which in turn could control osteoclast survival (31).
That N-BPs cause apoptosis by interfering with geranylgeranylated proteins in osteoclasts
was demonstrated by blocking the effect simply by restoring GGPP levels in the osteoclast
through the addition of GGOH. Induction of osteoclast apoptosis by ALN and RIS, but not
BPs lacking nitrogen, can be blocked by addition of GGOH, but not farnesol. For reasons
unknown, farnesol feeds only into the farnesylation pathway and cannot restore geranyl-
geranylation (31). This effect of farnesol was unexpected, since it feeds into the metabolic
pathways downstream of the site of inhibition and upstream of the step required for
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synthesis of GGPP. In contrast to the osteoclast, both FPP and GGPP can prevent N-BP-
induced apoptosis in other cell types, perhaps suggesting easier conversion of FPP to GGPP
in these cells (54,80–82).

The signaling pathways involving geranylgeranylated small GTPases that are affected
by bisphosphonates and that lead to osteoclast apoptosis remain to be determined. Perhaps
most proximal to the GTPases is the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)/ribosomal
protein S6 kinase (S6K) signaling pathway (83). Signaling through this path is suppressed
when geranylgeranylation is blocked in the osteoclast (Fig. 3). Furthermore, specific inhi-
bition of mTOR by rapamycin causes induction of osteoclast apoptosis over a similar time
course to that of the N-BPs. Signaling through mTOR represents a relatively novel pathway
downstream of RANK, TNFα, and IL-1 signaling in the osteoclast (84,85). Downstream
of phosphoinositol-3 kinase, signaling through the Akt kinase to mTOR was originally
implicated in maintaining osteoclast survival, putatively through the regulation of protein
translation, which itself was shown to be critical for osteoclast differentiation and survival.
More recent evidence suggests that Akt is actually dispensable for survival, whereas mTOR,
and its signaling to the Bcl-2 family member Bim, form the critical pathway required for the
survival of the osteoclast (85). Bim is a pro-apoptotic mammalian regulator of cell death.
Akt, in turn, is critical for differentiation, which N-BPs can inhibit in vitro. Not only can N-
BPs suppress signaling from survival cytokines, such as TNFα and RANK ligand, to mTOR
(84) but also specific inhibition of protein geranylgeranylation with a geranylgeranylation
inhibitor and/or the withdrawal of cholesterol from the osteoclast (52) can lead to both
suppression of mTOR signaling and the induction of osteoclast apoptosis. This illustrates
both the importance of this signaling pathway as well as its reliance on both protein iso-
prenylation and cellular cholesterol content for proper functioning. The caveat here is that
FPP is critical for osteoclast isoprenylation alone, whereas LDL is critical for maintaining
cholesterol levels in the osteoclast.

Downstream consequences of N-BP inhibition of mTOR signaling include induction
of (pro-apoptotic) Bim expression and suppression of protein translation. The latter effect
in the osteoclast triggers the rapid induction of caspases, leading to osteoclast apoptosis
(83). With regard to Bim, knock-down of its expression extends osteoclast survival after
cytokine withdrawal (85). Meanwhile, increased Bim expression can cause caspase activa-
tion. Caspase 3 is the major effector caspase activated in osteoclasts undergoing apoptosis
following treatment with a range of bisphosphonates in vitro (82). A downstream effec-
tor of the caspases is a kinase named MST1, which acts as both a substrate for caspases
3, 7, and 9 and an activator of these caspases (83,86,87). MST1 acts as a pro-apoptotic sig-
naling intermediate downstream of the bisphosphonates that is activated during osteoclast
apoptosis by several N-BPs, and clodronate (31). Caspase cleavage of MST1 results in the
formation of an unregulated, highly active kinase species shown to cause nuclear conden-
sation (88). High Mst1 activity also leads to caspase 3 and 9 activation, thus creating a sort
of pro-apoptotic cycle (83). What lies downstream of MST1 in the osteoclast, other than its
feedback activation of the caspases, remains to be determined.

DOSE-DEPENDENT EFFECTS OF N-BPS ON OSTEOCLAST APOPTOSIS

A general theory for BP action (including N-BPs and non-N-BPs) could hold that
these agents act through the induction of osteoclast apoptosis. This was reasonably based
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on a key study demonstrating suprapharmacological N-BP doses lead to induction of
osteoclast apoptosis in vivo (79). In this model, a decreased osteoclast number would reduce
the number of sites of resorption, and thus generally reduce turnover. The application of this
model to low dose (daily and weekly administered N-BPs) is compelling at first glance,
as a reduction in osteoclast numbers is clearly seen over time. However, previous stud-
ies reported that pharmacologically relevant ALN treatment initially increased osteoclast
number (89,90). Further, in vitro studies have demonstrated that inhibition of apoptosis can
block the antiresorptive effects on BPs lacking nitrogen, such as clodronate and etidronate,
although it has no effect on the N-BPs, ALN, and RIS (30). Moreover, osteoclasts inhibited
by ALN in vitro can be re-activated 24–48 h after N-BP treatment by the addition of the
downstream metabolite, GGOH. This shows clearly that these osteoclasts are inactive but
viable. The finding that suppression of resorption is seen prior to osteoclast apoptosis sug-
gests direct inhibition of osteoclast function by the N-BP, rather than osteoclast apoptosis,
is responsible.

One critical question tied to this model for the cellular action of N-BPs relates to whether
or not one consistent mechanism is applied with all administered doses. There is strong
evidence of ALN-induced osteoclast apoptosis in vivo when the dose was extremely high
(79). There is other compelling evidence that low-dose ALN increases osteoclast numbers,
at least initially. A recent study addressing this issue compared the daily, weekly, monthly,
and yearly equivalent doses of ALN, IBA, and ZOL in rats in vivo (91). Interestingly, low-
dose administration of the N-BPs, ALN, and IBA, at daily or weekly equivalents showed
no induction of osteoclast apoptosis. Instead, the affected osteoclasts adopted a sort of flat-
tened morphology, which might be tied to their inactivated state. Total osteoclast numbers
increased, as previously reported, which might be attributable to the documented increase
in parathyroid hormone that is commonly seen after antiresorptive treatment. Recent clini-
cal evidence has shown that postmenopausal women treated with ALN for three years have
increased osteoclast numbers and a slowed apoptotic process, which is consistent with the
in vivo data (92). In stark contrast to the effects of daily and weekly N-BP, the higher doses
associated with monthly and yearly administration of IBA and ZOL, respectively, caused
a striking and significant rise in the induction of osteoclast apoptosis. This suggests the
distinct possibility that different cellular mechanisms can come into play, depending on the
administered dose of the BP.

In summary, the data are thus consistent with all previous observations on N-BP effects
on osteoclast apoptosis and number in vivo. They suggest a model whereby low-dose,
more frequently administered N-BPs (ALN, RIS, and IBA daily, along with ALN and
RIS weekly) act to reduce bone turnover by reducing osteoclast activity. With time, the
reduced bone turnover reduces the number of bone remodeling units, and thus reduces over-
all osteoclast numbers. In contrast, high-dose, less frequently administered N-BPs (IBA
monthly and ZOL yearly) appear to act by the rapid induction of osteoclast apoptosis. In
this regard, they share the effect with the non-N-BPs, etidronate and clodronate, which only
act via this mechanism. It is quite possible that the apoptotic effect diminishes over time
and switches to a more inhibitory mechanism until the next dose of N-BP is administered.
In this regard, it is not an inherent qualitative difference in the properties of each N-BP
that controls the osteoclast response, but rather it is the dose of the N-BPs that dictates the
outcome.
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NON-APOPTOTIC MECHANISMS FOR LOW-DOSE N-BP INHIBITION

OF OSTEOCLAST FUNCTION

Decades ago it was reported that BP administration causes the osteoclasts to change
morphology and appear inactive (93). The changes in the osteoclast are numerous (94) and
include disruption of the cytoskeleton, including actin and vinculin, as well as disruption
of the ruffled border (23,28,93,95). The actin cytoskeleton is required for adhesion of the
osteoclast to the bone surface, cell migration, and formation of the ruffled border. The ruf-
fled border is a highly convoluted membrane structure situated above the resorption lacuna
that is responsible for excretion of acid and proteases onto the bone surface. The ruffled
border is also the point of invagination, whereby membrane vesicles form to engulf the
released bone mineral, peptides and other partially digested bone constituents as a first step
in the transcytosis process. As mentioned above, all BPs are rapidly taken up by the skele-
ton and localize preferentially on exposed mineral at bone resorption surfaces. Osteoclasts,
the bone resorbing cells, attach to the exposed mineral and start the bone resorption pro-
cess. The result of the intracellular action of N-BPs, shown for PAM and ALN (23,96),
is disappearance of the ruffled border. At high doses of N-BP, osteoclast morphology can
also shift toward the generation of large and plump cells (73). These plump cells contain a
higher than usual number of nuclei, and they may be in transition toward the induction of
apoptosis (91). At low dose, there is more of a trend toward a flattening of the osteoclast
along the bone surface. Clinical data from postmenopausal women treated for three years
with ALN show both more normal osteoclasts and more giant multinucleated osteoclasts
(92). In this regard, the giant osteoclasts, in the context of an overall increase in osteo-
clast number, represent a slowing of the apoptotic process. The disappearance of the ruffled
border in otherwise normal-appearing osteoclasts may therefore reflect the morphology of
the inhibited, non-apoptotic osteoclast. As noted above, the ruffled border is a convoluted
membrane, which faces the bone surface and is a hallmark of active osteoclasts. Ruffled
border formation is a process that is highly dependent on cytoskeletal function, strongly
regulated by geranylgeranylated GTP binding proteins, such as Rac, Rho, which appear to
be abnormally activated after N-BP treatment (71). The vesicles normally located above
the ruffled border (that disappear after N-BP treatment) are needed for the formation of
the ruffled border itself, and the trafficking of these vesicles is largely under the control of
the Rabs, which are also geranylgeranylated proteins. It remains to be determined whether
the Rabs are constitutively activated or inactivated by the lack of geranylgeranylation. In
either case, the effect would likely lead to loss of function, and thus loss of the ruffled
border. Disappearance of the ruffled border in the absence of signs of apoptosis, therefore,
provides morphological evidence for mechanism-based osteoclast inactivation and could
explain the lack of acid extrusion caused by ALN in isolated osteoclasts (97). N-BP sup-
pression acid extrusion may limit intracellular exposure to the N-BP. This then might reduce
the likelihood that the osteoclast undergoes apoptosis.

Mode of Action at the Tissue Level
Osteoporosis and other types of bone loss are associated with increased bone turnover

and elevated levels of bone resorption. Osteoclastic bone resorption is a 2-week process
that begins the bone remodeling process. Resorption itself can be effectively slowed or
controlled by inhibiting osteoclast generation, reducing osteoclast activity or both. ALN is
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one of the most effective inhibitors of bone resorption. ALN improvement of mechanical
strength, reflected in a reduction in fracture risk, is caused by an increase in bone mass
and mineralization (discussed above) as well as by an improvement in microarchitecture,
attributable to a reduction in bone turnover. A higher number of bone remodeling sites,
where excessive osteoclastic destruction of bone takes place, leads to loss of bone tissue,
formation of areas of stress concentration, decreased strength, and increased fracture risk.
By reducing turnover, bisphosphonates reverse this condition. Effects on bone turnover can
be estimated by measuring either cross-linked C-terminal or N-terminal telopeptides of
type I collagen degradation products or deoxypyridinoline (formed in type I bone collagen)
in the urine or in the blood. These degradation products come as a result of proteolytic
activity within the resorption lacuna, followed by their release during transcytosis and
subsequent extra-skeletal metabolism. ALN-induced suppression of these markers can be
detected within days, and maximal effects are reached within a few weeks whereupon levels
stabilize and remain reduced at a stable level for the duration of treatment, followed up to 10
years for ALN so far (98). Bone formation is also reduced, albeit about 3 months later than
resorption, as part of the reduction in bone turnover, reaching a nadir at 3–6 months. This is
a reflection of the so-called “coupling” between resorption and formation whereby, through
mechanisms that have not been fully elucidated, changes in resorption engender changes
in formation in the same direction. Another mechanism for increased bone strength is the
increase in average mineralization associated with lower bone turnover (99–101). This has
been described in ALN-treated baboons (99) and, more importantly, in osteoporotic women
treated with ALN and RIS (100–103). Lower turnover lengthens the life span of the bone
remodeling BMU (basic multicellular unit), thus permitting it to mineralize more com-
pletely and increase mineral content. This is a process that can take years to fully complete.
The effect is to reduce the proportion of incompletely mineralized, recently formed bone.
The mineralization of mature bone is not increased. BMD or BMC measures the combined
BP effects on bone volume and mineralization. The initial rise in bone mass measured by
dual beam X-ray absorptiometry is caused by the continued rebuilding of preexisting BMUs
that were initiated prior to N-BP treatment. BPs subsequently reduce the number of new
BMUs, and at individual BMUs, they act by decreasing the depth of resorption and possi-
bly increasing wall width during the formation phase (104). A continuous increase in spinal
BMD was observed during 10 years treatment of postmenopausal women with ALN (98)
and 5 years treatment with RIS (105). Increases in BMD and mineralization are associated
with improvements in bone strength. Increased bone strength following BP treatment has
been documented in experimental animals by ex vivo biomechanical testing (106–110) and
is reflected in the reduction in fracture risk observed in clinical trials.

Very high doses of ALN and RIS (six times above clinical dosing), when administered
for a period of 1 year, were reported to suppress bone turnover in dogs by up to 95% and
cause accumulation of microcracks in both cortical and cancellous bone (111). In this study,
microcracks are defined by the presence of microscopic streaks in bone sections that stain
with basic fuchsin. Interestingly, the amount of microcracks in dog bones was not associ-
ated with any extrinsic biomechanical property, although it was associated with an increase
in compressive strength. The clinical relevance of these findings with suprapharmacologi-
cal doses of N-BPs is uncertain. The best comparator for this type of modeling comes from
the 5 and 10-year data for RIS and ALN, which show no increase in non-vertebral fracture
risk (98,105). This is consistent with the finding that the microcracks in dog bones do not
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progress during multi-year treatment with high doses of BPs. This suggests either absence
of microcrack accumulation at the usual osteoporosis treatment dose of these N-BPs or a
lack of relevance of microcracks to fracture risk. Consistent with the latter, untreated elderly
women with and without femoral neck fractures were found to have the same degree of
microcrack accumulation (112), suggesting that microcracks themselves are not predictors
of fracture risk.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, the potent N-BPs show a high degree of specificity in binding to bone and
in targeting the osteoclast. Effects on osteoclast-mediated bone resorption are a function of
their concentration on the surface of bone undergoing resorption and their intrinsic potency.
Recent data have identified the mevalonate pathway enzyme, FPPS, as the primary molecu-
lar target of N-BPs in the osteoclast. These agents bind into the allylic pocket of this enzyme
to form a carbocation transition state analog that blocks function. Inhibition of this enzyme
has indirect effects leading to reduction of protein isoprenylation in osteoclasts. The dereg-
ulated small GTPases become constitutively activated, leading to osteoclast disregulation,
thus reducing bone resorption. The specific loss of protein geranylgeranylation, and not far-
nesylation, is responsible for osteoclast inactivation. Because of the low bioavailability of
N-BPs, the osteoclasts are the only non-gastrointestinal cells exposed to high enough con-
centrations to allow N-BP inhibition of FPPS. The response to such treatments is primarily
osteoclast inhibition, which can eventually lead to a reduction in osteoclast numbers as the
number of remodeling units is reduced. However, clinical data suggest that osteoclast num-
bers remain elevated to 3 years, suggesting that N-BP itself or its effects can slow osteoclast
apoptosis. High-dose N-BPs, either administered orally or intravenously, may still show
the same specificity for the osteoclast. However, the resulting higher intracellular concen-
trations of drug appear to cause a greater shift toward an apoptotic response. It remains
to be determined if these effects are seen in the clinic. It is quite possible that the lower
levels of N-BP found on non-resorbed surfaces are sufficient to achieve a more inhibitory
(vs. apoptotic) effect. Thus, these high-dose regimens may act through two or more cellular
mechanisms, and the mechanisms may even change over time between doses. This may
explain why the high doses are able to achieve a lasting effect on resorption. Regardless
of whether the osteoclasts are inhibited or experience cell death, resorption levels decline.
Importantly, it is possible that one intracellular mechanism, inhibition of FPPS, is capable
of controlling all osteoclast responses to N-BP treatment. Gaps in our understanding of the
intracellular downstream mechanisms still exist, and this makes these very interesting and
powerful antiresorptive drugs worthy of further scientific exploration in years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

Bisphosphonates are inorganic pyrophosphate (P–O–P) analogues, in which the bridging
oxygen atom is replaced by carbon. The P–C–P moiety is responsible for the binding of bis-
phosphonates to hydroxyapatite bone mineral surfaces (1). Bisphosphonates can be grouped
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into two main groups, depending whether or not they contain a nitrogen side chain. Non-
nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates include etidronate, tiludronate, and clodronate (2).
Nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates such as alendronate, risedronate, zolendronate,
pamidronate, and ibandronate are more potent than non-nitrogen bisphosphonates.

Bisphosphonates inhibit osteoclastic bone resorption, increase bone mass, and decrease
the risk of fractures. These agents are poorly absorbed (approximately 1%) and are
either excreted in the urine or avidly taken up by bone on actively resorbing sites (2).
Bisphosphonates can accumulate in bone, hence the potential concerns relating to their
long-term safety (3).

In addition to being used for the treatment of osteoporosis, bisphosphonates have been
used to treat other conditions associated with abnormal bone remodeling, such as Paget’s
disease of bone (4–6), fibrous dysplasia (7,8), osteogenesis imperfecta, corticosteroid-
induced osteoporosis (9–11), and to treat skeletal consequences of metastatic cancer and
multiple myeloma (12,13). Orthopedic applications include the protection of loosening of
joint prostheses and preservation of bone architecture after osteonecrosis (14,15).

This chapter summarizes the results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and meta-
analyses that have evaluated the BMD and fracture efficacy of different bisphosphonates.
The results of observational studies that provided long-term safety data are also reviewed.

ETIDRONATE

Etidronate is a first-generation bisphosphonate that is approved for the treatment of post-
menopausal osteoporosis in Canada and Europe, but has not been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). With etidronate there is a 10- to 100-fold difference in
doses that inhibit mineralization when compared to doses that inhibit bone resorption (3).
Due to concerns about impaired mineralization, a cyclical regimen has been used (400 mg
of oral etidronate daily for 2 weeks every 3 months). Randomized controlled trials demon-
strated that intermittent cyclical etidronate increased in lumbar spine (4–5%) and femoral
neck bone mineral density (BMD) (2%). A meta-analysis of nine trials found that cyclical
etidronate decreased the risk of incident vertebral fractures after 2–3 years of treatment [RR
0.63 (95% CI 0.44, 0.92)]. Combining data from seven trials that evaluated non-vertebral
fractures showed no effect on non-vertebral fractures [RR 0.99 (95% CI 0.69, 1.42)] or hip
fractures. The etidronate trials were not powered to assess non-vertebral and hip fractures
(16–18).

CLODRONATE

Clodronate is a non-nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate of intermediate potency
between etidronate and the nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates, which is not approved by
the FDA for treatment of osteoporosis (19). Clodronate can be given either orally or intra-
venously and has been used to treat hypercalcemia of malignancy or multiple myeloma and
to prevent the skeletal complications of metastatic bone disease (12,13). Various cyclical
or continuous regimens of clodronate have been used for the treatment of postmenopausal
osteoporosis (20,21). A 3-year RCT of oral clodronate 800 mg/day in 5596 women 75
years of age found that clodronate decreased the incidence of osteoporosis-related non-hip
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fractures by 29% [HR 0.71 (95% CI 0.57–0.87)], although there was no effect on hip frac-
tures. Interestingly, the reduction in fracture risk was reported to be similar in women with
normal or osteopenic BMD and women with osteoporosis (22).

PAMIDRONATE

Pamidronate, a nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate, has not been approved for the treat-
ment of postmenopausal osteoporosis, but is approved for the treatment of Paget’s disease
and hypercalcemia of malignancy (23,24). Intravenous pamidronate is used off-label to treat
osteoporosis in patients who have difficulty in tolerating oral bisphosphonates. Although
there is evidence that pamidronate increases BMD in patients with postmenopausal and
corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis, there are no fracture data with pamidronate (23,
25–28). The usual dose of pamidronate is 90 mg given intravenously (IV) for the first dose,
followed by 30 mg IV every 3 months, which can be infused in over an hour.

ALENDRONATE

Alendronate is a nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate that is 100–1000 times more
potent than etidronate (29). Alendronate is approved for the treatment of postmenopausal
osteoporosis and corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis and the prevention of bone loss in
postmenopausal osteoporosis (30). The approved treatment dose is 10 mg daily or 70 mg
weekly. In the RCTs, after 3 years of alendronate the BMD of the lumbar spine increased
by 8 and 6% for the femoral neck relative to control (31).

The fracture intervention trial (FIT) was conducted to assess the effect of alendronate
on fractures in 6459 postmenopausal women with low hip BMD (T-score ≤2.0) (32,33).
The FIT consisted of a 3-year vertebral fracture arm which included women with prevalent
fractures and low femoral neck BMD (n = 2027), and a 4-year clinical fracture arm which
included women with low BMD, some of who did not meet BMD criteria for osteoporosis
(n = 4432). Women were randomized to either placebo or alendronate 5 mg daily which
was increased to 10 mg after the second year. The results of the vertebral fracture arm trial
demonstrated a 47% reduction in radiographic vertebral fractures [RR 0.53 (95% CI 0.41,
0.68)], a 48% reduction in wrist fractures, and a 51% reduction in hip fractures (32). In
the clinical fracture trial, there was a significant 44% reduction in morphometric vertebral
fractures [RR 0.56 (95% CI 0.39, 0.80)] with alendronate. The overall reduction in clinical
fractures was non-significant [RR 0.86 (95% CI 0.73, 1.01)]. However, there was a signif-
icant interaction between BMD and non-vertebral fractures in the clinical fracture trial, as
women with a baseline femoral neck T-score < –2.5 had a 36% reduction in non-vertebral
fractures, [RR 0.64 (95% CI 0.50, 0.82)] (33). Meta-analyses of randomized trials have
confirmed that alendronate consistently reduced the risk of vertebral, non-vertebral, and
hip fractures, with smaller effects on non-vertebral than vertebral fractures (34,35).

A secondary analysis of pre-treatment levels of bone turnover and anti-fracture effi-
cacy revealed that the non-vertebral fracture efficacy of alendronate was greater in women
with higher pre-treatment levels of bone turnover (N-terminal propeptide of type 1 colla-
gen) (36). Although fracture trials were not conducted using weekly alendronate, trials of
weekly alendronate have demonstrated comparable increases in mean lumbar spine BMD
and reductions in bone turnover markers, compared to daily alendronate (37).
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Long-term therapy was evaluated in a 10-year follow-up trial of 247 women (initial sam-
ple 994) who participated in the all three extension studies. After 10 years of alendronate,
lumbar spine BMD increased by 13.7%, trochanteric BMD by 10.3%, and total hip by
6.7%. Women who continued alendronate had small increases in the lumbar spine BMD
and maintained gains in total hip BMD, although most of the BMD increase occurred within
the initial 5 years. In this trial, after discontinuation of alendronate therapy, bone turnover
markers increased after a year, but remained below baseline levels (38). However, clinical
fracture rates could not be assessed and a limitation of this trial was the small number of
women followed beyond 5 years.

The extension study of the fracture intervention trial long-term extension (FLEX) re-
randomized postmenopausal women enrolled in FIT, who had taken alendronate for mean
of 5 years to either 5 or 10 mg of alendronate or placebo for an additional 5 years (39).
Of 2852 women who were contacted, 1195 were eligible and of these, 1099 were enrolled
in the trial. The mean age of women was 73 years, 34% had prevalent vertebral fractures
and 60% a history of clinical fractures since menopause. The average total hip BMD was
0.73 gm/cm2 (T-score –1.9). The primary outcome of this trial was BMD and fractures
were an exploratory outcome. In FLEX, the mean difference in lumbar spine BMD in
women randomized to alendronate (5 and 10 mg arms combined) compared to placebo
was 3.74% (95% CI 3.03–4.45), p < 0.001, and mean difference in BMD at the total hip
was 2.36% (95% CI 1.8–2.9), p < 0.001 with a decline of 3.38% in total hip BMD in the
placebo group. Similar statistically significant differences were noted at the femoral neck,
trochanter, forearm, and total body. The differences in BMD seen between 5 and 10 mg
alendronate groups were small. Overall BMD gains at each site were significantly greater
in the group treated for 10 years compared to women who took alendronate for 5 years
followed by placebo (e.g., lumbar spine BMD increase of 14.8% versus 10.99%, difference
of 3.81% and difference of 2.57% at the total hip, p < 0.001). Clinical vertebral fracture risk
was decreased [RR 0.45 (95% CI 0.24, 0.85)] in women who continued alendronate for 10
years compared to those who discontinued alendronate, but the risk of new morphometric
vertebral fractures was not different [RR 0.86 (95% CI 0.6–1.22)]. In addition, the risk of
non-vertebral fractures was similar in the women who discontinued alendronate compared
to those women who were treated for 10 years [RR 1.00 (95% CI 0.76–1.32)] (40).

Bone turnover markers (serum C-telopeptide, bone-specific alkaline phosphatase, and
serum N-propeptide of Type 1 collagen) increased gradually over the 5-year period in
women who stopped alendronate after 5 years, but still remained below FIT pre-treatment
levels by the end of the FLEX trial. The changes in bone markers and BMD results
suggested a residual effect of alendronate and are in contrast to changes in BMD after
discontinuation of estrogen or intermittent parathyroid hormone (41). Only 18 iliac crest
biopsy specimens were suitable, and in this sample, there were no significant differ-
ences in trabecular parameters between alendronate and placebo groups, and dual-labels
of tetracycline were present in all specimens.

RISEDRONATE

Risedronate is a nitrogen-containing pyridinyl bisphosphonate that is approved for the
treatment and prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis. Fracture trials have demon-
strated that risedronate 5 mg is effective in reducing the risk of incident vertebral
and non-vertebral fractures in women with prevalent vertebral fractures (42,43). In the
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vertebral fracture efficacy with risedronate therapy (VERT) trials, lumbar spine BMD
increased by 5–6% and total hip BMD by 1.6–3.1% after 3 years. There was a significant
40–50% reduction in morphometric vertebral fractures in both trials and a 39% signifi-
cant reduction in non-vertebral fractures in the North American study. A reduction in hip
fractures was seen in the Hip Intervention Program (HIP) trial of 9331 older women. This
3-year study consisted of two subgroups of women: (i) 5445 women aged 70–79 years
with low hip BMD and (ii) 3886 women aged 80–89 years with at least one risk factor for
hip fracture, but who did not have low BMD. The overall risk of hip fractures was signifi-
cantly reduced in the risedronate arm by 30% (2.8% versus 3.9%; RR 0.7, 95% CI 0.6, 0.9).
However, the risk of hip fracture was significantly reduced only in the group of women with
low BMD and prevalent fractures, but not in the older group of women with clinical risk
factors, but normal BMD (44)

Meta-analyses using either summary or individual-patient data from the risedronate
RCTs have shown that risedronate reduces the risk of vertebral and non-vertebral frac-
tures with relative risk reductions ranging from 36 to 55% for vertebral and 27–41% for
non-vertebral fractures (45–47). The results of the pooled individual-patient data analy-
sis with the 5 mg dose for non-vertebral fractures resulted in a relative risk of [RR 0.59
(95% CI 0.27, 0.77)] (45) and a relative risk of [RR 0.45 (95% CI 0.31, 0.57)] for ver-
tebral fractures after 3 years (46). In a 2-year blinded extension trial of the risedronate
multinational vertebral fracture trial (n = 265 women of original 1226), BMD was either
maintained or increased, with an increase in lumbar spine BMD of 9.3% over 5 years. The
risk of new vertebral fractures was reduced in years 4 and 5 by 59%, although the reduction
in non-vertebral fractures in years 4 and 5 was non-significant (48).

A second 2-year extension open label study of 136 women who all received risedronate
5 mg found that lumbar spine BMD increased in years 6 and 7, and femoral neck BMD
was stable. There was also no change in the rate of vertebral or non-vertebral fractures
between years 4 and 5 and years 6 and 7. The risk of non-vertebral fractures was similar in
both risedronate and placebo/risedronate treatment arms (49). Women who changed from
placebo to risedronate during years 6 and 7 had a significant reduction in vertebral fractures,
compared to years 1–5. Bone biopsy data were limited, and qualitative bone parameters
including mineralization were normal in risedronate-treated subjects (50,51).

Watts et al. completed a 1-year open label follow-up study of the North American verte-
bral fracture study, in 759 women out of the initial 2458 women randomized (818 completed
the 3-year trial). In the year off risedronate, the BMD of the lumbar spine and femoral neck
declined, and bone turnover markers returned to levels seen in control patients (52).

Similar to alendronate, a trial of once weekly risedronate 35 mg resulted in similar
increases in BMD to once daily 5 mg of risedronate (53)

A 2-year non-inferiority randomized trial compared the efficacy of monthly rise-
dronate 150–5 mg daily with intermediate outcomes. The increases in lumbar spine BMD
after 1 year and changes in bone turnover markers were similar in both groups (54).

IBANDRONATE

Ibandronate is a nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate and has been approved by the
FDA for the treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis at an oral dose of 2.5 mg daily,
150 mg monthly, or 3 mg intravenously every 3 months. The higher potency of ibandronate
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translates into the need for less frequent dosing intervals and a variety of dosing reg-
imens have been evaluated in clinical trials (55). In a 1-year prevention trial in 627
postmenopausal women, Stakestaad found a dose–response increase in lumbar spine BMD
with doses of 0.5, 1 or 2 mg of IV ibandronate every 3 months, compared to control
(p < 0.0001) (56). McClung et al., in a 2-year trial randomized 653 postmenopausal women
to one of four arms: calcium or oral ibandronate 0.5 mg, 1.0 mg, or 2.5 mg daily. BMD of
the spine and total hip increased by 1.9% and total hip by 1.8%, respectively, with 2.5 mg
daily of ibandronate versus control (p < 0.001). Bone turnover markers were suppressed to
pre-menopausal levels (57).

Eight randomized trials of ibandronate were conducted in postmenopausal women
with osteoporosis (58–65). In a 1-year randomized trial of 520 older postmenopausal
women with BMD T-scores < –2.5, Adami et al. (63) compared 1 and 2 mg doses of
ibandronate given IV every 3 months versus control. There was a dose–response effect
on BMD of the lumbar spine with ibandronate 2 mg (5.0%), 1 mg (2.8%) versus –
0.04 % in the control arm. Two large randomized placebo-controlled trials evaluated
the effect of different dosages of oral or intravenous ibandronate on fractures (58,59).
In a 3-year double-blind fracture trial in postmenopausal women with prevalent ver-
tebral fractures (n = 2946) Chestnut et al. evaluated the efficacy of daily 2.5 mg of
ibandronate and intermittent ibandronate (20 mg every 2 days for 12 doses every 3
months) versus placebo on incident vertebral fractures (ibandronate osteoporosis verte-
bral fracture trial) (58). The mean lumbar spine T-score was –2.8 and femoral neck
T-score was –2.0 with a primary outcome of morphometric vertebral fractures. Ibandronate
given daily or intermittently resulted in LS BMD increases of 6.5 and 5.7%, respec-
tively, versus 1.3% in placebo (p < 0.0001) (58). There was a significant reduction in
both morphometric (50–62%) and clinical vertebral fractures (48%), but no effect on
non-vertebral fractures, except in a post-hoc analysis of women with femoral neck
BMD T-score < –3.0 and/or lumbar spine BMD T-score < –2.5 and a history of clinical
fractures.

In another 3-year trial of 2962 postmenopausal women, Recker et al. evaluated the frac-
ture efficacy of two IV doses of ibandronate given intermittently (0.5 mg and 1.0 mg
every 3 months) versus control. In this trial, 1 mg ibandronate IV significantly increased
LS BMD by 4.0% (95% CI 3.5, 4.5) and total hip by 3.6% (95% CI 3.2, 4.0) com-
pared to placebo (p < 0.001). However, there were no differences in vertebral fractures
in the ibandronate arms versus controls and no effect on non-vertebral fractures. The
lack of an effect on fractures suggested that 1 mg every 3 months is an ineffective
dose (59).

In a non-inferiority trial (DIVA, Dosing IntraVenous Administration) 2 mg IV every
2 months or 3 mg IV every 3 months of ibandronate was compared to an active control of
2.5 mg ibandronate daily. The mean lumbar spine BMD increase was 5.1% in the 2 mg IV
arm, 4.8% in the 3 mg IV arm versus 3.8% in the 2.5 mg daily arm. Increases in total hip
and femoral neck were also greater in IV arms (61).

In another 2-year non-inferiority trial (MOBILE, Monthly Oral iBandronate In Ladies),
1609 postmenopausal women with osteoporosis were randomized to different oral monthly
doses, 50/50, 100, 150 mg compared with 2.5 mg daily. All monthly regimens proved non-
inferior to 2.5 mg daily and the 150 mg dose was superior to 2.5 mg daily dose based on
the increase in LS BMD and suppression of bone turnover (66).
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ZOLEDRONATE

Zoledronate is a potent third-generation bisphosphonate that has been used primarily
in oncology patients. Extended dosing intervals have been evaluated in clinical trials of
zoledronate as a result of its higher potency (67). A 1-year RCT of 351 postmenopausal
women (mean age 64 years) compared the efficacy of different regimens of intermittent IV
zoledronate, 0.25, 0.5, or 1 mg every 3 months, 2 mg every 6 months, or one 4 mg dose
versus placebo on BMD. The increases in BMD with zoledronate ranged from 4.3 to 5.1%
at the lumbar spine and 3.1–3.5% at the femoral neck compared to placebo (p < 0.001).
Bone turnover markers were suppressed by 3 months and remained suppressed by
12 months (67).

Fracture efficacy of 5 mg of intravenous zoledronic acid given yearly was evaluated in a
3-year double-blind placebo-controlled randomized fracture trial (HORIZON PFT: Health
Outcomes and Reduced Incidence with Zoledronic Acid Once Yearly, Pivotal Fracture
Trial). A total of 7765 postmenopausal women were randomized to either zoledronic
acid or placebo. All patients received daily calcium 1000–1500 mg/day and vitamin D
400–1200 IU/day. This trial included women aged 65–89 with either low femoral neck
BMD T-score ≤2.5 with or without a vertebral fracture, or T-score of ≤1.5 with at least two
mild vertebral fractures or one moderate vertebral fracture. Sixty-four percent of women
had prevalent vertebral fractures at baseline and the mean age was 73 years. There were
two strata in this trial: (1) women on no current osteoporosis therapy (n = 3045) and (2)
women on SERMS, calcitonin, HT, or tibolone (n = 3039). The mean increase in lumbar
spine BMD was 6.71% (95% CI, 5.69–7.74) and 6.02% (95%, CI 5.77–6.28) at the total hip
when compared to placebo, p < 0.001 after 3 years. In the combined results from Stratum
1 and 2, there was a 41% reduction in hip fractures (2.5% versus 1.4%), (95% CI 17–
58), NNT 98, a 70% reduction in morphometric vertebral fractures (10.9% versus 3.3%),
(95% CI 62–75), NNT 14. For the secondary endpoints, there was a 25% reduction in non-
vertebral fractures [RR 0.75 (95 % CI 0.64, 0.87)], a 33% reduction in clinical fractures,
and a 67% reduction in clinical vertebral fractures, p < 0.001 (68).

The HORIZON recurrent fracture trial randomized 2127 older men and women with
a prevalent hip fracture to either yearly IV zoledronic acid 5 mg or calcium and vitamin
D with a primary outcome of recurrent fracture. In contrast to pivotal fracture trial, this
trial was event-based driven and the mean follow-up period was 1.9 years. The median
age of participants was 76 years and 76% of participants were female. With zoledronic
acid, there was a 35% risk reduction (8.6 versus 13.9%), absolute risk reduction of 5.3% in
new clinical fractures [HR 0.65, 95% CI, 16–50), p = 0.0012 and a significant reduction in
clinical vertebral (46%), non-vertebral (27%), and non-significant reduction in hip fractures
(30%, HR 0.70; 95% CI 0.41–1.19). This was also the first trial of an anti-resorptive to
demonstrate a significant 28% reduction in mortality rate (HR 0.72; 95% CI 0.56–0.93,
p = 0.0117) (69).

COMPARATIVE EFFICACY

A 3-year randomized double-blind head-to-head trial followed by a 1-year extension
study of alendronate 70 mg versus risedronate 35 mg weekly was conducted in 1053
postmenopausal women with low bone mineral density (70,71). The mean lumbar spine
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T-score of participants was –2.24. The primary endpoint of this trial was a comparison of
the change in BMD of the trochanter, between alendronate and risedronate. Secondary end-
points included differences in BMD change at total hip, femoral neck and lumbar spine, and
bone turnover markers. After 12 months, there were larger BMD increases with alendronate
when compared to risedronate at the trochanter (3.4% versus 2.1%) and at the lumbar
spine (3.7% versus 2.6%), p < 0.001. Significantly more women had a BMD increase of
3% at the hip trochanter site, total hip and lumbar spine with alendronate compared to rise-
dronate. Alendronate produced significantly greater reductions in bone turnover markers at
3 months. Tolerability was similar for both bisphosphonates. However, the correlation of
differences in BMD response with differences in fracture risk reduction between the two
bisphosphonates is unclear (70).

Head-to-head fracture trials of bisphosphonates have not been feasible due to the large
number of participants needed to demonstrate differences in fracture reduction (72). As a
result, data from observational studies have been used to compare effectiveness of differ-
ent bisphosphonates. An example is an observational cohort (risedronate and alendronate
cohort -REAL) of women aged 65 and older created from commercially available data
sets was used to compare the effectiveness of risedronate to alendronate in reducing non-
vertebral fractures, after 1 year of treatment. The authors reported that risedronate was more
effective in reducing non-vertebral and hip fractures (73). Limitations of this type of anal-
ysis include that it was not possible to adjust for all potential confounding variables, since
it was not an analysis of a prospective cohort study. Although observational studies can
be very useful in generating hypotheses and providing preliminary data on relative effec-
tiveness, randomized head-to-head trials remain the gold standard when evaluating drug
efficacy (74).

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BMD, BONE TURNOVER,
AND FRACTURE REDUCTION

A number of studies have explored the relationship between the changes in BMD and
fracture reduction seen after treatment with bisphosphonates. The proportion of fracture
risk reduction that is explained by BMD varies with most studies suggesting that the effect
of treatment on BMD only accounts for a small fraction of the observed reduction in verte-
bral and non-vertebral fractures (75–81). Discrepancies between studies can be explained
by the inclusion of different trials or differences in methodology (82). The small reduc-
tions in vertebral fracture risk that occur without an associated increase in BMD suggest
that suppression of bone turnover has an independent effect on fracture risk. In addition,
the vertebral fractures are reduced within the first year of treatment with bisphospho-
nates, prior to significant increases in BMD, suggesting that effects on bone turnover and
microarchitecture are important contributors to fracture reduction (42,43,83–85). Eastell
et al. analyzed the risedronate trials and reported a significant relationship between changes
in bone turnover markers at 3–6 months with vertebral fracture incidence at 3 years. There
appeared to be a threshold, below which further decreases in bone resorption (55–60% in
C-telopeptide) were not associated with a further decrease in vertebral fracture risk. This
threshold was not evident for non-vertebral fractures (86). Other studies have not identi-
fied a specific plateau and the exact relationship between BMD, bone markers, and fracture
reduction with bisphosphonates is not fully understood (83).
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BISPHOSPHONATES IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER
ANTI-RESORPTIVE AGENTS OR ANABOLIC AGENTS

Randomized trials of combination therapy of bisphosphonates with other anti-resorptive
agents (hormone therapy, raloxifene) have been conducted in postmenopausal women using
surrogate endpoints of BMD and bone turnover markers (87–90). Trials of combined ther-
apies have noted additive effects on BMD, when compared to either agent alone. For
example, Greenspan in a 3-year factorial trial randomized 373 older women to either hor-
mone therapy (HT), alendronate 10 mg daily, both HT and alendronate combined, versus no
treatment. Combination therapy resulted in significantly greater increases in the lateral lum-
bar (11.8%), posterior–anterior lumbar spine (10.4%), and total hip BMD (5.9%) compared
to either alendronate or HT alone (p < 0.001) (87).

Anabolic agents such as intermittent PTH (1–34) and (1–84) target the osteoblast and
enhance bone formation, so it was hypothesized that a combination of intermittent PTH
and bisphosphonates may have a synergistic action on bone density. In an RCT trial of
238 postmenopausal women with osteoporosis, alendronate 10 mg combined with 100 μg
of PTH (1–84) was compared to 100 μg of PTH alone versus alendronate alone. BMD
results showed that the combination therapy was not significantly better than monotherapy
with PTH (1–84), suggesting that alendronate in combination with PTH seemed to blunt
the increase in LS BMD, when compared to PTH (1–84) alone (91). In contrast, sequential
therapy of PTH (1–84) followed by a bisphosphonate has been shown to maintain BMD
changes (92). The same blunting effect may not be applicable to other anti-resorptive agents
when used in combination with PTH (93).

ADVERSE EVENTS

Side-effects with IV bisphosphonates include acute phase reactions manifested by fever,
myalgias, headache, and lymphopenia. These reactions are usually transient and decrease
in severity with repeated dosing (61,67,94). Hypocalcemia has been reported with IV
administration of bisphosphonates (95–97). Laboratory abnormalities described with bis-
phosphonates include elevated serum PTH, phosphate levels. Increases in serum creatinine
have been noted in clinical trials, but have not been associated with differences in long-term
renal function (69).

Skin rashes and ocular reactions, such as episcleritis or uveitis, have also been reported
to occur after administration of bisphosphonates (98–100).

In the HORIZON trials, adverse events were higher in the zoledronate-treated group
and were primarily due to post-dose symptoms of pyrexia, myalgia, flu-like symptoms,
headache, and bone pain or musculoskeletal pain which occurred with 3 days (31.6 ver-
sus 6.2% of placebo group). Changes in renal function that occurred in the zoledronic acid
group were transient and there were no differences in serum creatinine between groups at
3 years. Arrhythmias occurred more frequently in the zoledronic acid group (6.9% versus
5.3% of participants, p = 0.03). Serious atrial fibrillation (defined as resulting in hospital-
ization, disability, or life-threatening) was more common in the zolendronic acid group
(1.3% versus 0.5%), p < 0.001, which translates into an NNH of 129. In most cases, the
cases of atrial fibrillation occurred more than 39 days post-infusion (68). The incidence of
stroke did not differ between groups and overall cases of atrial fibrillation did not differ
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between groups. The mechanism for atrial fibrillation is uncertain and it is also not clear if
this is an adverse event associated with other bisphosphonates since serious atrial fibrilla-
tion events were an inconsistent finding across trials. There was a trend to an increase in
serious atrial fibrillation (1.5% versus 1.0%) on re-analysis of serious adverse events in the
fracture intervention trial; however, there was no evidence on re-analysis of the risedronate
trials or the zoledronic acid recurrent fracture trial (69,101).

Although less frequent than with the intravenous bisphosphonates, use of oral bisphos-
phonates can be associated with flu-like illness and these are more frequently reported with
monthly regimens of ibandronate and risedronate.(54,60)

The most common side-effects associated with oral nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates
are gastrointestinal and include esophageal erosions and ulcerative esophagitis which can
occur especially, if these agents are not taken properly. Although not reported in clinical
trials, serious esophageal events were noted with daily alendronate when initially marketed
(32,102). Esophageal side-effects can be minimized by taking the bisphosphonates on an
empty stomach, with a full glass of water when sitting upright. The risk of esophagitis
appears to be lower with the once weekly versus daily preparations (103–107).

It is believed that bone remodeling targets microdamage in bone to help maintain
integrity of the skeleton. A potential concern given the long half-life of potent bisphos-
phonates in bone matrix is that over suppression of bone turnover could result in impaired
bone strength, and increased risk of fractures, as a consequence of microdamage accumu-
lation (108,109). Case reports of adynamic bone disease or atypical fractures associated
with bisphosphonates have been published, but it is not clear if other metabolic bone dis-
eases were ruled out (110,111). Histomorphometric studies of bone biopsies taken before
and after treatment with bisphosphonates have not shown any evidence of adynamic bone or
microcracks, and RCTs have not demonstrated an increased risk of fractures with long-term
bisphosphonate use (112,113).

OSTEONECROSIS OF THE JAW

A potential complication related to the use of bisphosphonates, osteonecrosis of the jaws
(ONJ) became apparent in 2003 after a series of case reports and chart reviews (114–117).
ONJ is characterized by an area of exposed bone in the maxillofacial area that does not heal
over a 2-month period after being identified by a health-care provider, in a patient who has
been exposed to bisphosphonates and who has not received radiation to the area (118). The
exact mechanism underlying the development of ONJ is uncertain and there is no clear evi-
dence relating ONJ to suppression of bone turnover. Potential mechanisms that have been
postulated relate to the antiangiogenic properties of nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates,
the preferential accumulation of bisphosphonates in the jaw, which is an active remodeling
site or perhaps direct toxicity of bisphosphonates on the oral epithelium (118–120). Most
cases of ONJ have been described in cancer patients treated exposed to higher cumulative
doses of IV pamidronate or zoledronate for metastatic bone cancer or multiple myeloma
(estimated incidence of 1–10 per 100 patients). Other risk factors for ONJ include comorbid
conditions, a history of dental extraction, glucocorticoids, pre-existing dental or periodontal
disease, poor fitting dental applications, and oral bone manipulating surgery. Woo sum-
marized 368 cases of bisphosphonate-associated ONJ and reported that 60% of the cases
occurred after dentoalveolar surgery and 4% (n = 15) of cases occurred in patients who
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Table 1
Bisphosphonates and Fracture Efficacy: Relative Risk Reduction

Bisphosphonate Doses in trials Vertebral
fractures

Non-vertebral
fractures

Hip
fractures

Etidronate 400 mg for 2
weeks every
3 months

37% No overall
reduction

No overall
reduction

Pamidronate 30 mg IV
every 3 months

No data No data No data

Alendronate 5 or 10 mg/day 40–48% 20–49% 25–50%

Risedronate 5 mg/day 40–50% 20–40% 20–36%

Ibandronate 2.5 mg/day or
20 mg every 2
days × 12 doses
every 3 months

50–60% No overall
reduction in two
trials

Not
assessed

Zoledronate 5 mg IV annually 70% 25% 41%

Clodronate 800 mg/day No data 20–29% reduction
in clinical fractures

No
reduction

were receiving treatment for osteoporosis. Over 80% of patients had myeloma or metastatic
cancers and other risk factors for osteonecrosis including chemotherapy, corticosteroids,
and/or radiation (121). A literature review of bisphosphonate-associated ONJ determined
that there were 57 cases associated with treatment for osteoporosis (most with oral alen-
dronate, 2 with risedronate, 1 received both alendronate and risedronate, and 2 received
either IV pamidronate or zoledronic acid), and 7 cases who were receiving treatment for
Paget’s disease (118).

Osteonecrosis of the jaw was not reported as an adverse event in the bisphosphonate tri-
als, but ONJ has only recently been adjudicated in clinical trials of bisphosphonates (68).
The incidence of ONJ in bisphosphonate treatment for osteoporosis is unknown, with esti-
mates ranging from 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 100,000 patient treatment years (122). It is difficult
to determine incidence given the lack of prospective cohort studies and the uncertainty
surrounding case ascertainment (118,123).

CONCLUSIONS

Bisphosphonates are effective in the prevention and treatment of postmenopausal
osteoporosis and are generally well tolerated. Nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates (alen-
dronate, risedronate, ibandronate, and zoledronic acid) increase BMD of the lumbar spine
and proximal femur, suppress bone turnover markers, and reduce the risk of clinical and
morphometric vertebral fractures in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis or low bone
mass. Non-vertebral fracture and hip fracture efficacy in postmenopausal women with
osteoporosis or prevalent vertebral fractures have been also confirmed in clinical trials of
alendronate, risedronate, and zoledronic acid.
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Based on long-term data, it appears safe to continue bisphosphonates for up to 10 years,
without an increased risk of fracture. Long-term therapy is indicated in those women at
high risk of fracture, i.e., those with severe osteoporosis or prevalent vertebral fractures.
Bone turnover remains suppressed up to 5 years after discontinuing alendronate, although
this does not be the case with other bisphosphonates (52). The maintenance of BMD and
continued suppression of bone turnover has been felt to be a surrogate marker suggesting
continued fracture efficacy.

Given that the rate of non-vertebral and morphometric vertebral fractures are similar for
5 versus 10 years of treatment with alendronate, it would seem reasonable to consider a
drug holiday after 5 years, in individuals who are not at high risk for fractures, and who
have had a good response to alendronate. BMD and bone turnover markers can be used to
re-evaluate if therapy should be resumed after a drug holiday (36).

Additional epidemiologic studies and surveillance, including improved case ascer-
tainment will help clarify the risks of osteonecrosis of the jaw and other potential
harms.
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Summary

We review in vivo studies of parathyroid hormone (PTH) anabolic actions at the cellular
and molecular level, include updated information obtained from genetically modified mice,
and new information on human skeletal responses to PTH that now better guides the use
of animal models. Molecular mechanisms that underlie the anabolic effects of PTH are still
not fully understood. Trabecular bone increases as bone formation processes dominate. This
response has been intensively studied in mice and rats. Lifetime treatment of rats at higher
doses increased the frequency of osteosarcoma, but the relevance of this finding to humans
remains unknown. Cortical bone mass may increase or remain unchanged, as both bone
resorption and bone formation are stimulated in remodeling of osteonal bone. The net effect
is to increase bone strength. This response has been best demonstrated in rabbits and monkey
models. In PTH-responsive osteoporotic humans, the complex of responses translate into
reduction in fracture rate.

Key Words: Teriparatide, anabolic, bone remodeling, bone strength, animal models

INTRODUCTION

Small clinical trials using once daily administration of the synthetic fragment human
parathyroid hormone (hPTH) 1–34 in the early 1970s suggested PTH could be used as an
anabolic therapy for osteoporosis (1,2). Since these initial clinical trials, numerous studies
in animal models and humans have demonstrated that PTH anabolic effect is dependent on
its intermittent administration. Continuous infusion of PTH results in decreased bone mass
due to a change in bone balance to favor bone resorption (1–6). PTH uniformly stimulates
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bone turnover. Whether this results in bone mass gain, loss, or equilibrium is determined
by pharmacologic regimen or the presence of disease. For example, prolonged exposure to
PTH as a consequence of hyperparathyroidism shifts bone distribution from cortical bone
to trabecular bone, resulting in thinned cortical bone (1–9). Work with transgenic mice
expressing a constitutively activated PTH1 G-protein-coupled receptor (PTH1R) implicated
both upregulation and distribution of PTHR1 as a key step in determining outcomes at
specific bone sites (10). In mice, PTH appears to regulate bone marrow organogenesis (11),
specifically the hematopoietic stem cell niche, a previously unrecognized function of this
hormone; see review (12). Despite a wealth of in vitro research on the cell and molecular
actions of PTH, we still do not understand the mechanisms that result in these multiple
effects in vivo.

The aims of this chapter are to review in vivo studies of PTH anabolic actions at the
molecular and cellular level and to include updated information obtained by the increasing
use of mouse strains and genetically modified mice, as well as new information on the
skeletal response to PTH in humans that has better guided the use of animal models.

CELL AND MOLECULAR ACTIONS

PTH Regulation of Osteoblasts
Although in vitro work assumes osteoblasts are the primary target of PTH, in vivo

data suggest pluripotential proliferating stromal and hematopoietic cells that give rise to
osteoblasts and osteoclasts, respectively, are more likely candidates targeted by PTH to con-
trol the size of the cell pool and their lineage commitment in the skeleton (13–19). The size
of the cell pools which will determine differentiated cell numbers appears to be PTH dose
dependent. PTH-induced changes in the timing and sequence of activation of terminally
differentiated osteoblasts and osteoclasts will regulate bone turnover and the accumulation
or loss of bone.

If the targets are pluripotential proliferating cells, then outcomes may either regulate
continued cell cycle or exit from the cell cycle, or entry into specific cell lineages in bone
marrow. Studies in young and old rats provide no evidence to support intermittent PTH as
a stimulator of osteoblast proliferation (20–23). When 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdUrd)
was given to label cells in S-phase in 2-h intervals ranging from 2 h prior to PTH to 6 h
after PTH injection, an increased percent of labeled osteoblasts was observed 3 days later
(14). The 2-h labeling period is too short to label entry into S-phase, so it likely labels
cells already in S-phase (24,25), supporting the hypothesis that PTH recruits proliferating
cells into the osteoblast lineage, rather than stimulating entry into the cell cycle. In young
rats, there are large pools of pluripotential proliferating cells underlying the growth plates,
the metaphyseal cortical endosteal surface and the diaphyseal periosteal surfaces (26,27),
which may be regulated by PTH (14–16,28). The large numbers of pluripotential prolif-
erating cells in young rats and mice suggest PTH recruits these cells into the osteoblast
differentiation pathway to increase the number of osteoblasts (14–16). Because continuous
exposure to PTH will increase proliferation of these same pluripotential cells into a putative
fibroblast lineage (21,29,30), one critical PTH mechanism controls the transition between
cell cycle exit and entry into osteoblast lineage.
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The mechanism determining the balance between continued cycling of bone marrow
mesenchymal stromal/stem progenitors (MSC) versus exit and entry into the osteoblast lin-
eage appears to depend on duration of exposure to PTH. Continuous PTH infusion into rats
combined with 3H-thymidine labeling of cycling cells in S-phase showed an increase in
percent 3H-thymidine-labeled fibroblasts and marrow fibrosis adjacent to unlabeled bone
surface cells (21,29,30). A similar observation was made in genetically modified mice with
constitutive activation of PTHR1 (10,31). The increase in S-phase cycling marrow fibrob-
lasts was abrogated by Trapidil, an inhibitor of platelet-derived growth factor-A, PDGF-A
(30), a growth factor secreted by osteoblasts (32). When PTH infusion was discontinued,
3H-thymidine-labeled fibroblasts entered the osteoblast lineage to increase bone-forming
surfaces (30).The sequence of upregulation of PTHR1 followed by rapid downregulation
of the receptor, such as is seen with intermittent PTH treatment (20), may signal entry of
cycling stromal cells into the osteoblast lineage.

In older animals with closed growth plates and few proliferating progenitors (33), PTH
and its analogs may increase osteoblast number by activating quiescent bone surface
osteocytes (21). This hypothesis is supported by a number of studies, including electron
microscopy (34); thymidine autoradiography (21,35,36); and histomorphometry in both
humans and animals. The early increase in bone-forming surfaces (Fig. 1), after initiating
once daily PTH injections in humans to increase bone mass, is more consistent with recruit-
ment of pluripotential stromal cells into the osteoblast lineage, than stimulation of cell cycle
entry (1,37,38).
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Fig. 1. Selected time-dependent changes in bone and hematopoietic cells after once daily PTH treatment
in young rats for up to 31 days. BFR/BS bone formation rate on endosteal trabecular surfaces; MMPs
metalloproteases; BMD bone mineral density; BMC bone mineral content; CPC hematopoietic com-
mitted progenitor cells; CFU-f alkaline phosphatase-positive fibroblastic colony forming units derived
from stromal cells, and used as surrogate marker for osteoprogenitor cells; HPP-CFC (hematopoietic)
highly proliferating potential-colony-forming cells; CFU-GM (hematopoietic) myeloid precursor colony-
forming units, which are considered to contain the precursors of osteoclasts. Note the immediate activation
of osteoblast function, and gene expression for cytokines associated with signal transduction to osteo-
clasts. Induction of both osteoblast and osteoclast precursors appears to be a late event in the young
growing rat model. Cartoon based on data in following work (14,20,78,89,92,100,174).
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An alternate hypothesis to explain how PTH increases osteoblast number is inhibition of
osteoblast apoptosis, based on PTH-inhibition of etoposide-induced apoptosis and reduced
percent of trabecular cells positive for terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP
nick end labeling (TUNEL) by bone histomorphometry of mice treated with once daily PTH
(39–41). The inhibitory effect on osteoblast apoptosis occurring in metaphyseal secondary
spongiosa may be a direct effect of PTH or an indirect effect associated with PTH-induced
changes in bone turnover. Time–response studies show an initial stimulation of apoptosis
followed by inhibition of apoptosis after once daily PTH in rats and mice (42,43) and link
this biphasic response to the stage of differentiation of the osteoprogenitors at the time of
PTH administration (42,43). Because rat and mouse osteoblasts have a half-life of 7–14
days, entry into terminal osteoblast differentiation inevitably predicts apoptotic processes
of the 80% of osteoblasts that do not adopt an osteocyte phenotype. Upregulation of caspase
3 expression, a key irreversible step in apoptosis, has been linked to cell cycle arrest and
terminal osteoblast differentiation (44,45). A finding of decreased osteoblast apoptosis may
be due to a change in relative ratio of an increase in newly PTH-recruited osteoprogenitors
to decreased or unchanged numbers of terminal osteoblasts. Apart from an early study on
the cortical surface of very young, growing rabbits (25), there have been no studies of
PTH-regulated osteoprogenitor proliferation and apoptosis in animal models with osteonal
bone, in which the response to PTH is independent of the growth and development skeletal
processes always present in rats and mice.

Time-dependent changes activated following PTH treatment (Fig. 1), and the implica-
tions for the mechanisms operating during induction of the response, compared to those
operating later after several remodeling cycles have not been widely appreciated. During
the early phase of the anabolic response, within 1–6 h of injection, PTH regulates many
osteoblastic genes mainly through the cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)–protein
kinase A (PKA) signaling pathway, with the protein kinase C pathway probably also con-
tributing to signal transduction (46–48). In a novel mouse model using beta-arrestin, a
protein in the cAMP signal transduction pathway, PTH treatment of beta-arrestin null
female mice altered endosteal resorption and periosteal apposition of cortical bone com-
pared to controls (49). This supports the hypothesis that PTH may have regional-specific
and different effects on endosteal, periosteal, and trabecular bone envelopes, and that cAMP
signal transduction has a key regulatory role. While it is widely accepted that PTH signals
through the PTH1R in bone, newer observations from immunohistochemistry of rat bones
have reported the presence of this receptor within the nucleus of bone cells, in close associ-
ation with the cell cycle sequence in vitro (50). The implications of this for understanding
PTH mechanisms of action, especially mechanisms controlling exit from the cell cycle, are
unknown.

Downstream of exit from the cell cycle, PTH regulates multiple genes associated with
osteoblast differentiation and function. PTH-stimulated proteins include transcription fac-
tors, matrix proteins required for new bone formation, proteins associated with matrix
degradation and turnover, and osteoclast differentiation proteins. Studies in young mice
(42) and rats (51) indicate that PTH upregulates cell differentiation in trabecular bone in
a dose-dependent manner by transient and selective stimulation of the AP-1 complex of
transcription factors c-fos, c-jun, and c-myc. Of these early response genes, c-fos shows the
greatest magnitude of change in response to PTH (42) (Fig. 2) and is linked to downstream
upregulation of both Runx2 and osterix expression. In vitro, exposure to PTH (1–34) and
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Fig. 2. Left graph: Dose-dependent effects of rhPTH 1–34 on expression of AP-I gene family members in
femur metaphysis of young male Balb/C mice treated with once daily injections for 3 days. Expression of
c-fos, assessed using RNAse protection assays, was markedly higher than the other genes; fra-2 expression
peaks about 30 mins after c-fos has peaked (data not shown). No difference in magnitude was detected
when genes were examined after 7days, compared to 1 or 3 days (42). Right graph: dose-dependent effects
of rhPTH 1–34 on bone mass, expressed as ash weight of femurs of young male Balb/C mice treated once
daily with rhPTH 1–34 for 28 days. Day 0 value shows ash weight in baseline group, to account for growth
of young rapidly growing mice. Data adapted from those reported in Ref. (175).

PTH-related peptide (PTHrP) (1–34) rapidly induces c-fos gene expression in bone cell
lines (52,53). The magnitude of c-fos increase has been interpreted as osteoblastic in ori-
gin, and predictive of the magnitude of the anabolic response. New data suggest multiple
pathways activated by PTH contribute to the magnitude of c-fos expression.

Mouse strains vary in their responsiveness to anabolic actions of PTH. Although some
strains exhibit localized changes in bone mass in response to PTH (42), none exhibit an
overall increment in skeletal bone mass (54), suggesting that there is a redistribution of
bone within the skeleton necessitating activation of both formation and resorption (55).
Studies of c-fos deficient mice suggested that c-fos was essential for PTH anabolic effect
on bone mass; bone mass decreased in PTH-treated c-fos–/– mice, compared to vehicle-
treated controls or treatment of c-fos intact mice (56). While absence of c-fos abrogated
the PTH effect, a reduced magnitude in PTH-induced c-fos gene expression did not. In
neurofibromin 1 haplo-insufficient (Nf1+/–) mice, which exhibit deregulation of ras sig-
nal transduction (57), PTH decreased c-fos expression by 50% but increased bone mass
equivalently to that of PTH-treated wild-type mice (58). It is possible that osteoclasts and
other cells, in addition to osteoprogenitors, contribute to PTH-stimulated changes in c-fos.
Osteoclasts obtained from Nf1+/– mice and NF1 humans exhibit hyper-responsiveness to
RANKL and enhanced stimulation of M-CSF-induced p21ras-GTP and phosphorylation
of PI3 kinase (57). When host c-fos +/+ mice with allogeneic grafts of vertebral bodies
(“vossicles”) resected from c-fos null or +/+ mice were treated with PTH, c-fos–/– vos-
sicles exhibited an anabolic response. While osteoprogenitors are thought to be derived
only from the vossicle, osteoclast progenitors circulate and are more likely host derived,
suggesting a role for osteoclasts in mouse PTH responsiveness. When osteoclast induction
in the vossicle model was blocked by osteoprotegerin (OPG), the anabolic response was
blunted (59). Osteoclast activation in mouse PTH mechanisms suggests induction of bone
turnover, similar to that exhibited by animals with osteonal bone and humans (37,60–62).
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This may explain why mice strains, unlike rats, seldom show increase bone mass after PTH.
In most mice strains, intermittent PTH induces shifts in bone mass between trabecular and
cortical bone and changes in cortical bone dimensions. In rats, except when PTH is given at
exceptionally high doses (63,64), bone mass steadily accumulates on trabecular and cortical
bone; inhibition of resorption does not modify the anabolic bone effects of PTH (65).

The data to support a role for the Wnt pathway in PTH mechanisms remain incomplete,
but results in genetically modified mice suggest low density lipoprotein receptor-related
protein 5 (LRP5) is not required for the anabolic mechanisms of PTH (66,67). Results from
mice in which the wnt antagonist, secreted frizzled-related protein-1 (sFRP-1), was deleted
are difficult to interpret as the genetically modified mice, which have low bone mass when
young, gain bone as they age, to a similar magnitude achieved by treating wild-type mice
with PTH. As sFRP-1 age and gain bone, the anabolic effect of PTH becomes attenuated.
The reason for this is not known, but may reflect changes in microarchitecture, availability
of stem and progenitor cell pools, availability of bone surfaces for osteoblastic stimulation
and osteoclast regulation in the genetically modified mice.

Interestingly, effects on mRNA expression of osteocalcin, growth factors, such as IGF-I,
TGFβ, FGF-2, and their receptors, are not detectable until a few days after initiation of
treatment (14,68,69). Deletion of IGF-I, IRS-1 (insulin receptor substrate-1) which is acti-
vated after IGF-I binds to its receptor or FGF2 in genetically modified mice greatly reduced
the anabolic effect of PTH (70–73). Expression of mRNA for the Nr4A family, represent-
ing genes for nerve-growth inducible factors occurs within 0.5–1 h (74). Expression of the
bone matrix proteins, osteopontin and osteonectin, is upregulated within an hour of PTH
injection in vivo, while sclerostin expression is downregulated at 4 h (75). Which gene
profiles are required for the later stimulatory effects of PTH on collagen I gene expres-
sion require at 6 h are still not known. Translation of the collagen gene upregulation into
increased bone-forming surface requires about 24 h, based on histomorphometry and in situ
histohybridization (14,76).

Data from proteomics technologies demonstrate additional mechanisms either integral
to the anabolic effects of PTH or in addition to those effects. When mice were given PTH
or vehicle once daily for 3 or 11 days, the most abundant and stable PTH-upregulated
serum protein peaks were identified as hemoglobin-alpha and hemoglobin-beta (77). These
proteins, which are associated with calcium homeostasis and calcium influx into erythroid
cells, were previously identified at high levels in hyperparathyroidism. Proteomics data
suggest the hypothesis that protein profiles observed in hyperparathyroidism may be qual-
itatively equivalent to the characteristic profile of regulated proteins at therapeutic doses of
PTH.

Much less is known of the PTH-regulated genes associated with continuous infu-
sion or with animal models of hyperparathyroidism. Experimentally, it is interesting that
ADAMTS-1 mRNA expression increased by 35-fold within 1 h of a single injection, but by
only sevenfold in cells continuously exposed to PTH (78). The different regimens of PTH
may govern not only the duration of exposure, but also the intensity of the gene expression
response profile.

In vitro, PTH acts on differentiated osteoblasts to inhibit expression and synthesis
of matrix proteins, including collagen 1, osteocalcin, and alkaline phosphatase (79–81).
Following continuous infusion of PTH in adult rats, peritrabecular fibrosis and focal
resorption were observed, together with hypercalcemia and increased calcitonin (5,6,29).
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Over-activation due to a missense mutation in the alpha-subunit of Gs, a protein in a
key pathway activated by the PTH1 receptor, was associated with malfunction of mature
osteoblasts, manifest as abnormal matrix composition and collagen organization (31,82).
The histopathology of fibrosis of hyperparathyroidism and fibrous dysplasia appear to have
common features (31). The fibrosis subsequent to PTH regulation of collagen synthesis
may be mediated by a changing ratio between IGF-I and IGF-binding proteins, such that
IGF-I is suppressed and the IGF-binding proteins dominate in osteoblasts. IGF-I observed
in osteoblasts of rats treated with once daily PTH was not detected in bone lining cells
during PTH infusion (83,84). Continuous infusion increased the intensity of staining for
IGF-binding proteins, IGF-BP3, BP4, and BP5 (85). These shifts in distribution and mag-
nitude of IGF-1 and IGF-binding proteins associated with different PTH regimens suggest
that these may play a role in cell fate determination of the multi-potential progenitors in
close proximity to active osteoblasts.

Prolonged exposure to PTH in cultured bone cells alters several nuclear matrix (NM)
proteins that mediate nuclear architecture, including NuMA and topoisomerase IIα and
IIβ, which are structural components of the mitotic chromosome scaffold (86,87). The
PTH-induced upregulation of NMP4/NP, an architectural transcription factor which binds
directly to the collagen and collagenase promoters, may be a critical mechanism regulating
expression of type I collagen (88). These PTH-induced changes in osteoblast microarchi-
tecture via regulation of the NM may modify the profile of transcribed genes that determine
a catabolic response (86). Importantly, HMG1 box protein and its receptor, RAGE, which
have a role in innate immunity, are upregulated 16 h after exposure to PTH in UMR107
osteoblastic osteosarcoma cells, but downregulated in primary osteoblasts and MC3T3.E1
osteoblast cell line. These data support the existence of a novel mechanism to link skeletal
and immune cells, in addition to the time-dependent effects of the RANKL/OPG/RANK
pathways regulated by PTH (89). Because innate immunity plays a role in cancer biol-
ogy, further investigation of the differentially PTH-regulated links between normal or
cancerous skeletal and immune cells may illuminate a mechanism to explain promotion
of osteosarcoma in rats after long-term PTH therapy.

A consistent finding has been the upregulated expression of both matrix degrading pro-
teins, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), their inhibitor, TIMP, and ADAMTS-1 (a
disintegrin and metalloprotease with thrombospondin motifs) in addition to cytokines asso-
ciated with regulating matrix degradation and turnover, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and
IL-11 (20,86,90–92). Over-expression of TIMP in transgenic mice enhanced the osteoblas-
tic response to PTH, and greatly increased bone mass while blocking the osteoclastic effects
(93). This suggests matrix metalloproteinases are important in regulating the magnitude
of bone response to PTH. Actions of matrix degrading enzymes to recondition the bone
surface may lead to cell detachment resulting in osteoblast apoptosis. Cell detachment in
vivo is suggested by the finding of a transient increase in apoptosis in proliferating cells
and osteocytes of young rat metaphysis during the initial response to PTH (42). Together,
these observations of upregulated MMPs and transient increases in apoptosis are consistent
with mechanisms activating bone turnover. Another consequence of activation of matrix
degrading enzymes may be that reconditioned bone surface can serve as an attractant for
newly differentiating osteoblasts to increase bone-forming surfaces (anabolic action) or as
an attractant for differentiating osteoclasts to continue resorption of old surfaces (catabolic
action) (94).
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Regulation of Osteoclasts
As discussed earlier in this chapter, mouse models and human data on biomarker changes

over time clearly show a role for osteoclasts in the PTH stimulation of bone turnover rele-
vant to cortical bone and shifts in bone between its cortical and trabecular compartments.
Current dogma holds that stromal cells and osteoblast lineage cells regulate osteoclast dif-
ferentiation through cell–cell contact by controlling synthesis of OPG and RANKL, the
ligand for the osteoclast progenitor receptor, RANK (95,96). These two secreted proteins
compete for binding to RANK, a TNF receptor family member (96). If RANKL binding to
RANK predominates, as seen following PTH treatment of cultured osteoblast-like osteosar-
coma cells transfected with the PTH1 receptor (97), osteoclast progenitors differentiate into
osteoclasts (96). In a variety of bone cells lines, PTH downregulates OPG, a potent inhibitor
of osteoclast formation and function, via a cAMP/PKA pathway (95). In young rats, mRNA
expression for RANKL increases while that for OPG decreases within 1 h of injection (89).
The significance of this time dependence is not known, but is likely part of the mecha-
nisms by which PTH activates bone turnover. In vitro data (95,96) suggest that increased
resorption plays a key role in the mechanisms activated by PTH. Additional evidence that
osteoclasts are integral to PTH mechanisms was obtained from microarrays showing genes
typically associated with osteoclast induction are upregulated in a time-dependent manner
by PTH treatment in mice and rats. In young rats, upregulated genes within 1 h of PTH
injection, include immediate early genes, IL-6 and LIF and RANKL, RGS2, ADAMS-T,
and matrix metalloproteinases, such as collagenase 9 (gelatinase B), while expression of
the PTH receptor, histone H4, and OPG are decreased (20,51,86,89–91,98).

One limitation of these studies is our lack of knowledge of how changes in activation fre-
quency may favor formation (anabolic effect of intermittent PTH) or resorption (catabolic
effect of continuous PTH). A mathematical model that assumes a longer delay in osteoclast
activation (due to a requirement for signals from the osteoblast to osteoclast progenitors)
than the delay required for osteoblast differentiation argues that osteoblast function will
predominate with intermittent PTH, while resorption will be greater with continuous PTH
(99). This speculation is supported by preliminary unpublished data that show that the
ex vivo induction of osteoclasts was delayed in mice given once daily injections of PTH
until 28–31 days, whereas under conditions of continuous infusion, increased ex vivo
induction of osteoclasts was detected within 14 days (100).

Mediators of PTH Actions
Candidate agents, implicated as mediators in regulation of the osteoblast axis by PTH,

include growth hormone (GH), growth factors, prostaglandins, and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D. GH has been evaluated either as a direct regulator of bone cell biology or as a stim-
ulator of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), which stimulates osteoblast proliferation
and differentiation in vitro (13). Studies in young and old rats suggest that GH or GH-
dependent IGF-I is required for the anabolic effect of PTH during the “adolescence”
phase of skeletal growth but is not necessary after skeletal maturation in this species
(101,102). Although in vitro studies suggest that IGF-I is a mediator of PTH effects on
skeletal growth and maturation processes via its stimulatory effects on osteoblasts (32),
and knockout of IGF-I abrogates the effect of PTH on bones of young mice, its role in
animals which have completed growth or in humans remains uncertain (103). Because
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IGF-I inhibits collagenase (104), IGF-I may mediate a different aspect of the anabolic
mechanism, namely regulating the process by which osteoblasts condition the bone surface
as a prerequisite to attract osteoclast progenitors to bone. Since skeletal cells secrete the six
known IGF-binding proteins (IGFBPs) and two of the four known IGFBP-related proteins,
there are likely additional levels of regulation if IGF-I mediates actions of PTH in vivo
(105,106).

The hypothesis that local IGF-I may mediate bone turnover is supported by work
on genetically modified mice. PTH treatment of IGF-I–/– CD1 mice led to changes in
trabecular and cortical bone compartments, such that only endocortical bone showed
responsiveness. In vitro assays of colony formation by bone marrow stromal cells showed
equivalence although PTH increased IGF-I and IGF-1R receptor expression (107). This
suggests that the mechanism is not direct regulation of osteoblast progenitors or osteoblast
lineage recruitment. Mice with global knockout of IGF-I failed to respond to PTH (70,108),
although there were increases in bone PTHR1, IGF-1R, and osteoblast markers expression.
In serum, IGF-1 circulates as a 150 kDa protein complex which includes IGF-1, IGF-BP3,
and the acid-labile subunit protein (ALS). PTH treatment of mice with targeted knock-
out of either the liver IGF-I gene (LID) or the acid-labile subunit (ALSKO) decreased
cross-sectional cortical area and increased trabecular bone volume, consistent with a shift in
bone between the two compartments, typical of activation of bone turnover (109). The dou-
ble knockout, LID + ALSKO, did not respond to PTH suggesting circulating IGF-I may
be needed. The anabolic effect of PTH declines as mice age, suggesting any systemic
IGF-I effects may be GH mediated, and explaining why serum IGF-I increases have not
been detected in serum of humans treated with PTH in clinical trials (C Rosen, personal
communication, 2007).

In vitro studies and studies of genetically modified mice have demonstrated PTH-
induced regulation of gene expression of other growth factors [e.g., fibroblast growth
factor-2 (FGF-2) and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)] (72,110). The effects of FGF2
in intact rats are dose-dependent and occur at higher doses than those needed to induce
an increase in bone mass (69). The anabolic effect of PTH was greatly reduced in FGF2-
null mice (71,72,111). Because PTH upregulates a gene expression profile associated with
anabolism but this does not translate into increased BMD in IGF-1 or FGF2 null mice, these
growth factors may regulate protein complexes, or modifications, needed to fully execute
the anabolic bone response to PTH. In vitro, there is strong evidence to support an interme-
diary role for prostaglandins in the actions of PTH in bone (81). In contrast, treatment of
young rats with indomethacin failed to block the anabolic effect of PTH (112), suggesting
that prostaglandins are not mediators of the anabolic effects of PTH in vivo. It remains pos-
sible, however, that prostaglandins may mediate effects on remodeling and bone turnover
in animals with osteonal skeletons.

The vitamin D metabolite, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1,25(OH)2D3], and PTH operate
in mutual feedback loops. Because PTH raises serum 1,25(OH)2D3 in vivo and interacts
with 1,25(OH)2D in several molecular pathways in cultured bone cells, 1,25(OH)2D3 may
mediate or contribute to PTH mechanisms of action in vivo. However, experiments in young
and aged rats failed to show that 1,25(OH)2D3 contributed to the anabolic effects of PTH
(113,114). In the PATH study of PTH treatment of osteoporotic humans supplemented with
vitamin D at 400 IU, change in serum 1,25(OH)2D was the best predictor of trabecular bone
density by CT because it accounted for 25% of the variance in BMD (Sellmeyer et al. 2007.
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Osteoporosis International. In press). This suggests that there may be PTH–1,25(OH)2D
interactions in humans that are not detectable in rat models.

PRECLINICAL STUDIES

Animal Models
Numerous studies in rats over the past two decades have demonstrated that PTH aug-

ments bone mass by stimulating bone formation and increases the resistance of bones to
fracture at all sites tested [see reviews by (2,115)]. In mature ovariectomized (OVX) rats,
treatment with PTH or one of its analogs increased bone mineral density (BMD) by more
than two- to fourfold in the spine and long bones after 6 months (116,117). The use of rat
models for studies of PTH anabolism is limited by the weak contribution of PTH regulation
of osteoclasts, which are better studied in mice, animals with osteonal bone, or humans. In
humans, 45–55% of the skeleton is osteonal Haversian cortical bone. In osteonal skeletons,
PTH-induced bone mass gain, based on dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) measures, was
in the range of 8–15% in OVX monkeys after 18 months (118) (Fig. 3) and in osteoporotic
women after 2–3 years (1,119–121).
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Fig. 3. Change in whole body mineral content of adult, ovariectomized monkeys treated once daily with
vehicle (OVX) or rhPTH 1–34 at 1 (PTH1) or 5 (PTH5) μg/kg/day for up to 18 months. Data are shown
as the percent change from baseline for each time point measured and were re-graphed from data in
(118,136). Values for PTH5 are significantly different (∗p < 0.05) from those of OVX or PTH1, which
were not significantly different from each other at any time point. Note the time course and rapid increase
in whole body bone mineral content in PTH5 monkeys.

Anabolic Versus Catabolic Effects of PTH
Dosing regimens, duration of treatment, and the dose magnitude of in vivo studies deter-

mine if the outcome is anabolic, in which there is a gain in bone mass due to pronounced
stimulation of bone formation, or catabolic, in which stimulation of resorption, combined
with a reduction in bone surfaces available for stimulation of formation, results in a net loss
of bone mass over time (1,2,122). Catabolic actions of PTH in bone may be induced by
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continuous infusion, irrespective of animal model (1,3,4,29,123–128). Between these two
extremes, PTH may stimulate activation frequency to accelerate bone turnover, but because
there is coordinated upregulation of both formation and resorption, bone mass itself remains
unchanged. Even though bone mass is unchanged, bone is redistributed and matrix renewed,
as bone architecture may show dramatic changes under conditions of increased turnover.

The anabolic effect of PTH has been demonstrated in a wide variety of animals
(4,61,118,129,130) as well as humans (1,121) when administered intermittently. In con-
trast to rats, in which extensive anabolic PTH dose responses may be conducted without
stimulating prolonged hypercalcemia, humans and animals with osteonal skeletons exhibit
a narrow dose response within the normocalcemic range (1,2,121,125–128). Interestingly,
mechanisms underlying the length of time between PTH injections that would still increase
bone mass and enhance biomechanical properties have not been studied extensively. In
young rats, the anabolic effect on bone-forming surfaces was lost by about 48 h (131). This
must only be one aspect of the anabolism as studies in rats and osteoporotic humans given
PTH once weekly showed increased bone mass, and a transient initial activation of bone
markers (64,132). This beneficial effect may be due to the increasing replacement of old
bone matrix with more resilient new matrix due to PTH stimulation of bone remodeling,
especially in cortical bone (133,134).

Comparative Effects of PTH on Modeling and Remodeling
In rats and mice, PTH stimulates bone formation at sites of new metaphyseal bone to

modify trabecular three-dimensional geometry. These effects reflect normal growth pro-
cesses as well as stimulation of bone modeling in which bone formation occurs on quiescent
surfaces without prior resorption (122). When PTH is given to rats for prolonged periods
of time, skeletal abnormalities due to changes in bone morphology occur (135). Such non-
physiologic responses have not been reported in animals with osteonal bone or in humans
to date. One hypothesis based on work in transgenic mice with constitutively active PTHR1
speculates that PTH depletes the bone marrow stromal stem cells, delays the natural transi-
tion from bone to marrow with age, and deregulates differentiation of stromal progenitors
in marrow adipocytes (11). If prolonged treatment with PTH depletes the marrow stromal
stem cell compartment in mice and rats, so that only transit-amplifying progenitors are
available to respond to PTH, bone formation will continue but will be deregulated because
physiological processes required to maintain or increase bone marrow and bone marrow
cell phenotypes, including adipocytes and osteoclasts, are disrupted by the loss of key stem
cells as these rodent species age.

In humans and animals with osteonal bone structure, remodeling dominates over mod-
eling, so that PTH stimulates significant restructuring of bone via intratrabecular tunneling
and intracortical remodeling, in addition to stimulating apposition of new matrix on
endosteal surfaces (122). The overall effect is a positive bone balance in the skeleton
(118,129,130,136,137). These changes observed in osteonal models mimic the processes
that have been associated with development and maturation of the skeleton in young
humans. Bone turnover due to remodeling, which is an integrated sequence of bone for-
mation and resorption, may blunt the increment of bone gain possible with modeling
(125–128). This may explain why the gains in bone mass in human and animals with
osteonal skeletons are never as dramatic as the extraordinary increments reported in rats.
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Comparative Effects of PTH on Trabecular and Cortical Bone
The anabolic effects of PTH to increase trabecular bone have been amply demonstrated

in many animal models and in humans. It is only recently that our understanding of PTH
effects on cortical bone has improved. The findings of decreased cortical bone mass in early
clinical trials (138–140) and increased cortical porosity in canine models with Haversian
remodeling (123,141) have raised concern that PTH treatment might lead to reduced corti-
cal bone mass and strength. Rat studies have uniformly shown that PTH, PTHrP, and their
analogs increase cortical thickness and area via endocortical appositional bone growth,
to increase resistance of bones to fracture (117,142–145). Recent studies in animals with
Haversian remodeling have provided valuable data on the response to PTH at both cortical
and trabecular sites, which have important clinical implications. Treatment of adult OVX
monkeys with hPTH 1–34 at 5 μg/kg once daily for 12 or 18 months increased whole
body bone mineral content (WBBMC) compared to controls within the first 6 months of
treatment (118) (Fig. 3). Observed increases in spinal bone mass and femur neck bone
volume were associated with significantly improved biomechanical properties at both sites
(129,146) (Fig. 4). Histomorphometry confirmed that the gain in bone mass was due to
increased bone surface apposition which occurred early in treatment (60,130,136). PTH-
treated monkeys exhibited significant remodeling of their trabeculae, such that trabecular
number and connectivity increased as the bone formation rate increased (61).
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Fig. 4. Biomechanical properties of strength, shown as ultimate force (Fu) for midshaft humerus and
femur neck, and as yield force for lumbar vertebrae, L3 and L4 resected from adult, sham-operated (sham),
and ovariectomized monkeys, treated once daily with vehicle (OVX) or rhPTH 1–34 at 5 μg/kg/day (PTH)
for up to 18 months. PTH values are significantly different (∗p < 0.05) from either OVX or sham in the
femur neck and spine. Data adapted from report (146,166).

Studies of intact rabbits and the OVX monkey model show complex responses in cortical
osteonal bone following PTH treatment (129,130). There is significant stimulation of endo-
cortical bone formation while periosteal formation remains equivalent or slightly higher
than controls. Unique to osteonal bone, there is an increase in forming osteons and an
increase in porosity of intracortical bone as a reflection of the increase in remodeling tran-
sients (129,130). Analyses of the localization of the porosities showed that they occurred
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predominantly in the endocortical zone, which also exhibits increased appositional bone
growth. As this zone is closest to the neutral axis, the cross-sectional moment of inertia,
stiffness, and ultimate force characteristics of strength remained stable in the mid-cortex of
the long bones (129,130).

One clinical concern was that if the increase in porosity occurs prior to deposition of
PTH-induced new bone formation, an osteoporotic patient with thinned cortical bone may
be susceptible to fracture early in treatment. In rats, increases in bone matrix proteins and
bone-forming surfaces have been demonstrated within 24 h of the first injection of hPTH
1–34 while resorption measures remained unchanged (13) (Fig. 1). More recently, the time
sequence of events has been studied in cortical bone of intact rabbits treated with hPTH
1–34 for 1 remodeling cycle (147). The percent fluorochrome-labeled (new) osteons and
endocortical bone formation increased within the first cycle. The increase in porosity was
not significant until the end of the first cycle, at 70 days, while the increase in cortical
area due to appositional bone formation occurred prior to 35 days. Collectively, these data
suggest that PTH “braces” the bone by immediately stimulating formation at both modeling
and remodeling sites, so that an initial period of increased susceptibility to fracture would
not be predicted.

Occurrence of Osteosarcoma in Rats Treated With PTH
An unexpected observation of longer term preclinical studies was the increased fre-

quency of osteosarcoma in rats given PTH 1–34 for 2 years, starting at 6 weeks
(135,148,149). The increase in incidence of rat osteosarcoma was time and PTH dose
dependent, because it could be abrogated by starting treatment when rats were older or by
reducing PTH dose (148). Osteosarcoma is a metastatic bone cancer occurs spontaneously
in rats, dogs, and humans at frequencies of 1:1000; 1:10,000; and 1:250,000 (150–153); and
rapidly metastasizes to the lungs. In humans, osteosarcoma is a rare cancer most commonly
occurring in adolescents and young adults (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. US SEER data showing incidence of osteosarcoma throughout life span of humans. Note that
approximately 65% of humans with osteosarcoma present before 30 years of age, and over 30% present
in the second decade of life.

Osteosarcoma is associated with an early and dramatic breakdown in genomic integrity,
due to multiple chromosomal recombinations, translocations, and gain and loss of DNA
on individual chromosomes. Research to ascertain why PTH promoted the frequency of
metastatic osteosarcoma in rats needs to consider loss of regulation of mechanisms that
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maintain genomic integrity in the bone organ, especially in inbred species. Because of the
normal underlying risk of spontaneous osteosarcoma in rats, mice, dogs, and humans, it is
most unlikely that PTH induces osteosarcomagenesis. There are multiple rat and human
osteosarcoma osteoblast-like cell lines, such as ROS 17/2.8, UMR106, SaOS, U2OS,
MG63, that exhibit PTHR1 and respond with increased proliferation to PTH (154,155).
Xenografts of these cell lines remain localized and do not result in metastatic osteosarcoma.
Many of the osteoblast-like cell lines derived from rat, mouse, and human osteosarcoma,
recapitulate multiple aspects of osteoblast differentiation when stimulated with PTH in
vitro; such responses are not associated with cell dedifferentiation typical of osteosarcoma.
Thus, there is no easy explanation for the increase in osteosarcoma frequency in rats treated
with hPTH 1–34 for most of their life.

Pharmacokinetic studies of PTH given intravenously or via the hepatic vein show
bioavailability of PTH is very different in different species (156). This species differences in
PTH bioavailability means that extrapolation of responses to dose and duration of treatment
from animals to humans should be made cautiously. To date, a single case of osteosarcoma
has been reported in older women with a complex medical history, who had been treated
with hPTH 1–34 (teriparatide) for more than a year (157). Because the human osteosarcoma
incidence is 1:250,000, and more than 300,000 patients have been treated with hPTH1–34,
a single case falls within the calculated probability of spontaneous osteosarcoma and can-
not be attributed to PTH treatment at this time (157). Thus, the relevance of the increased
incidence of osteosarcoma observed in rats treated with PTH for most of their lifetime to
the promotion of osteosarcoma in humans remains unknown.

Consequences of Stopping PTH Treatment
One important issue involving PTH therapy is the possible loss of previously gained

BMD after cessation of treatment. Data on the skeletal response to withdrawal of PTH
were initially based primarily on preclinical studies in intact and OVX rats (158–162) and
OVX monkeys (130,136). In rats, the speed of the withdrawal response may be dependent
on either the age or the duration of treatment. In young rats, cessation of PTH treatment
is followed by rapid loss of the newly added bone due to cessation of the increased bone
formation (158,163). In aged rats, there is some evidence for a lasting beneficial effect on
bone strength after PTH withdrawal (164,165). In OVX monkeys treated for 12 months, and
then examined 6 months later, the increase in bone mass was smaller, while strength at the
spine and femur neck was not significantly different from that of monkeys treated at equiv-
alent doses for 18 months (146,164–166). An unexpected finding was the favorable shift in
mineral distribution and size in quantitative computed tomography (QCT) images that cor-
related with the retention of improved biomechanical properties of bone after withdrawal
of treatment (164–166).

Comparisons of the response to withdrawal in ovariectomized rats and monkeys sug-
gest that the incremental gain due to bone modeling during PTH treatment decreases after
two or more remodeling cycles (146,159,162,165–168). In osteonal skeletons, there is a
residual benefit associated with the remodeling processes because PTH alters bone geom-
etry and “rejuvenates” the matrix by turnover and mineralization of new matrix (133,134).
Following withdrawal, active bone-forming surfaces revert to quiescent status (61,130), so
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that it is likely that, as the bone turnover rate returns to its pretreatment levels, the next frac-
tion of bone to be targeted for turnover will be the older fraction of bone (125–128,169). In
humans, withdrawal of PTH results in loss of BMD in the subsequent 12 months (170).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The extensive research using in vitro approaches and animal models, briefly reviewed
here, has provided new insights into the effects of PTH at each organizational level of
osteonal bone (Table 1). Clinical trials have demonstrated that PTH strengthens bones and
increases bone mass at trabecular bone-rich sites with little or no effect on bone mass
of cortical bone-rich sites (1,121,171–173). A large Phase 3 clinical trial reported a 65–
69% reduction in vertebral fractures and a 54% reduction in non-vertebral fractures (121).
Nonetheless, there are still unanswered questions that will drive future research. While our
knowledge of genetic regulation and signal transduction in bone cells has expanded, there is
still limited understanding of the gene patterns and signal transduction pathways that differ-
entially induce and regulate modeling, growth processes, and remodeling in vivo to change
bone shape or regulate the spatial distribution of bone within a bone organ. Additionally,
the cellular and mineralization events associated with intermittent intervals of PTH delivery
and PTH withdrawal have yet to be determined. Information is lacking on the differences
in cell and molecular responses to intermittent PTH required to promote osteoblast differ-
entiation and function and those associated with continuous infusion of PTH that activate
osteoclast differentiation and function. Importantly, with the discovery of PTH as a regu-
lator of hematopoietic stem cells, and PTH regulation of protein pathways linking skeletal
cells and innate immunity, we need to think beyond the conventional interpretations that
only consider PTH effects regulating skeletal physiology and calcium homeostasis. New

Table 1
The Effects of PTH at Each Organizational Level of Osteonal Bone

Cells Tissue Organ Skeleton

1000s up-and down regulated genes Bone formation rate BMC, BMD Whole body BMC

Trabecular & endocortical bone Cross-sectional 
moment of inertia

± calcium absorption

New osteons

Osteoblasts differentiate to 
increase number
Regulation of bone cell apoptosis
Delay in osteoclast activation Cortical & trabecular 

remodeling

Outcomes Outcomes Outcomes Outcomes

Bone forming surfaces
Quiescent surfaces decrease

Bone structuring and replacement 
improves geometry & connectivity

Resistance to 
fracture

Bone balance and 
strength

Cortical width Bone quality

Black up arrows indicate upregulation in measures, with double arrows indicating a
marked increase. Horizontal grey arrows show progression from cell level up to whole
skeletal level. Down grey arrows indicate the outcomes or sequelae to the responses at each
level.
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animal models, microarray technology, proteomics, the advances in bioinformatics and in
functional pathway mapping should help elucidate much of the mystery still surrounding
this bone and calcium-regulating hormone.
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Summary

The availability of parathyroid hormone (PTH) as an anabolic agent for the treatment of
osteoporosis has expanded our therapeutic options. By stimulating processes directly associ-
ated with bone formation, PTH reduces fracture incidence. It does so by improving bone
qualities in addition to increasing bone mass. Approved forms of PTH include the full-
length molecule PTH(1-84) available in a number of countries outside the United States
and the human recombinant fragment PTH(1-34) available throughout the world, including
the United States. The 1-34 fragment of PTH, known generically as teriparatide, has emerged
as a major approach to selected patients with osteoporosis. The means by which teriparatide
reduces fracture risk is by increasing bone density and bone turnover, improving microar-
chitecture, and increasing bone size. The incidence of vertebral and non-vertebral fractures
is reduced. A current concept in the mechanism of teriparatide action is related to its effect
to stimulate processes associated with bone formation before it stimulates processes associ-
ated with bone resorption. This chronology has led to the concept of the anabolic window,
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the period of time when teriparatide is maximally anabolic. Newer approaches to the use of
teriparatide alone and in combination with antiresorptive agents have led to ways in which
the anabolic window can be expanded. Since teriparatide or PTH(1-84) is used for a limited
period of time, it should be followed by an antiresorptive agent to maintain the densitometric
gains achieved during its use.

Key Words: Osteoporosis, antiresorptive agents, parathyroid hormone, teriparatide, bone
quality, bone density, anabolic window

INTRODUCTION

Until 2002, antiresorptive agents defined our pharmacological approach to osteoporosis.
With the introduction of teriparatide, PTH(1-34), and more recently PTH(1-84) as treat-
ments for osteoporosis, we now have available a class of drugs that reduce fracture risk by
completely different mechanisms. By stimulating bone formation to a greater extent and
earlier than bone resorption, teriparatide and PTH(1-84) improve not only bone mineral
density (BMD) but also other properties of bone. These other properties include skele-
tal microarchitecture and bone size. These features confer upon PTH, the potential to
reconstruct the skeleton (1). Since PTH and antiresorptives operate by completely dif-
ferent mechanisms, the rationale for combination therapy is attractive. Further work has
provided new insights into how antiresorptive agents and PTH can be used in sequence or
in combination for maximal therapeutic benefits.

Parathyroid Hormone as an Anabolic Agent
In primary hyperparathyroidism, a disorder of chronic, continuous secretion of excess

PTH, catabolic effects are seen commonly at cortical sites such as the distal one-third
radius. Nevertheless, even in primary hyperparathyroidism, a clue to the anabolic actions
of PTH can be appreciated by its salutary effects at the cancellous skeleton such as the
lumbar spine (2). The typical pattern of bone density in primary hyperparathyroidism is
relative well-conserved lumbar spine density with preferential reduction of bone density
at the distal one-third radius. This is particularly noteworthy in postmenopausal women
with primary hyperparathyroidism who are not receiving estrogens. In these individuals
one would expect early and preferential reduction of lumbar spine bone density since sex
steroid deficiency is classically associated with rapid cancellous bone loss.

Greater insight into the anabolic potential of PTH came with the recognition that this
property could be distinguished from its catabolic proclivities when PTH is used in low
doses and intermittently (3). Subsequent animal and then human studies confirmed the point
that PTH is a potent anabolic agent when it is used intermittently and in low doses.

PTH is currently available in many countries as the recombinant human PTH(1-34) frag-
ment known as teriparatide. The full-length molecule, human recombinant PTH(1-84), is
also available in Europe. Teriparatide leads to a rapid increase in bone formation mark-
ers followed sometime thereafter by increases in bone resorption markers. The discordant
chronology of PTH actions on these two turnover phases, that are generally tightly linked,
suggest that PTH may initially stimulate processes associated with bone formation and
only later promote those associated with generally increased bone turnover. This sequence
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PTH as an Anabolic Agent for Bone:
A Kinetic Model
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Fig. 1. The anabolic window. Based on the difference in kinetics of changes between bone formation
and bone resorption markers, an “anabolic window” is formed during which the actions of parathyroid
hormone are believed to be maximally anabolic.

of events with bone formation preceding bone resorption has led to the concept of the
“anabolic window,” a period of time when the actions of PTH are maximally anabolic (4)
(Fig. 1). Although the concept of the anabolic window is supported by many observations,
in many different clinical trials, the mechanistic basis is not clear. Hodsman et al. (5) and
more recently Lindsay et al. (6) have analyzed biopsies 1 month after therapy with PTH
using the quadruple labeling tetracycline technique. While remodeling-based processes
seem to be stimulated most prominently by PTH, other histomorphometric features argue
for an element of modeling-based bone formation to help account for its actions. Evidence
for substantially increased bone formation on previously quiescent surfaces helps to make
the point that, at least in part, PTH stimulates bone modeling directly. The extent to which
bone remodeling or generally increased bone turnover facilitates modeling-based processes
stimulated by PTH is not clear.

The beneficial effects of teriparatide on properties of the skeleton, such as bone den-
sity, microarchitecture, collagen maturity, bone geometry, and overall bone strength are
demonstrated by a variety of techniques (7–13). At a cortical skeletal site, such as the distal
one-third radius, PTH typically does not increase bone density. In fact, there may be a small
decline in BMD in association with an increase in cortical porosity. However, this does not
translate into decreased bone strength because the increased porosity occurs only in the
inner one-third of bone, where the mechanical effect is minimal. Even more importantly,
other positive effects of teriparatide at cortical bone, such as changes in bone geometry
and microarchitecture, adequately compensate for any increase in cortical porosity. PTH
stimulates periosteal apposition which leads to increases in cortical area, cortical thick-
ness, and an overall increase in cross-sectional area (8–11). Moreover, microarchitectural
changes due to teriparatide are evident at cortical sites such as the distal one-third radius as
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well. These geometrical and microarchitectural changes strengthen cortical bone despite the
small reduction in bone density (10,11). Taking these overall effects into account, Keaveny
et al. (13) have shown by finite element modeling that biomechanical properties of the ver-
tebrae are strengthened by teriparatide and that the strength to density ratio is improved.
These observations indicate that PTH is improving strength through a variety of effects of
bone qualities. The exact cellular, biochemical, and molecular mechanisms by which PTH
influences these properties are covered in the chapter by Hock (14).

INDICATIONS FOR TERIPARATIDE

Teriparatide is indicated in postmenopausal women and men with osteoporosis who are
at high risk for fracture. In Europe, teriparatide and PTH(1-84) are approved for use only
in postmenopausal women. To help select patients for teriparatide, useful guidelines have
been published (1). Patients who have already sustained an osteoporotic fracture are among
the highest risk group because the likelihood of sustaining another fracture is very high
(15). In many countries, in fact, a previous osteoporotic fracture is a requirement for cov-
erage with teriparatide. However, the T-score itself, even without an osteoporotic fracture,
can confer high risk, especially if the T-score is very low (i.e., <–3.0). Age of the patient is
also important because it confers greater risk for any given T-score. A 75-year-old woman
with a T-score of –2.5 is at greater risk for a fracture than a 55-year-old woman with the
same T-score. While these indications are straightforward, it is not always clear when teri-
paratide or PTH(1-84) should be used since the major clinical trials with the two major
bisphosphonates, alendronate and risedronate, also were shown to be effective in patients
whose osteoporosis was just as severe as those for whom teriparatide is indicated. This
discussion has to take into account the fact that favor a bisphosphonate (cost, oral route of
administration) versus those that would favor teriparatide (actual incremental gains in bone
tissue per se).

Other potential candidates for PTH therapy are patients in whom one might consider a
bisphosphonate but who cannot tolerate the drug. In addition, patients who fracture while on
antiresorptive therapy could be considered to be at even higher risk and thus be candidates
for teriparatide. In the United States, teriparatide is approved for 2 years of therapy; in
Europe, approval is limited to 18 months.

TERIPARATIDE AS MONOTHERAPY IN POSTMENOPAUSAL
OSTEOPOROSIS

In the randomized, double-blind, pivotal clinical trial of Neer et al. (16), women with
severe osteoporosis were treated with subcutaneous injections of placebo, 20 or 40 μg of
teriparatide. High risk was defined in this population by the fact that the average num-
ber of fragility fractures per patient was over 2. Over a follow-up period of 21 months,
BMD increased by an average of 10–14%. Total hip BMD also improved, but more slowly
and to a smaller extent (approximately 3%) in comparison to the lumbar spine. At 20 μg
of teriparatide, BMD did not change at the distal radius. The most important findings of
the teriparatide trial by Neer et al. were significant reductions in new vertebral and non-
vertebral fractures (Fig. 2). This drug also is associated with dramatic improvements in
microarchitectural features of bone (Fig. 4) and other properties as shown above. By post
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Fig. 2. Fracture incidence reduced with teriparatide. Fracture incidence after treatment with teriparatide.
As shown for the registered 20 μg dose teriparatide reduces the incidence of vertebral and non-vertebral
fractures significantly. Adapted from Ref. (16).
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Fig. 3. Reduced back pain with teriparatide. The effect of teriparatide on bone pain in comparison to
alendronate. Adapted from Ref. (19).

hoc analysis, the reduction in fracture incidence due to teriparatide was not related to the
number, severity, or site of previous fractures (17). Further post hoc analysis of this cohort
demonstrated that the fracture risk reduction was largely independent of age and initial
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Improved Trabecular Connectivity
After hPTH (1–34) Therapy

Dempster DW, et al. J Bone Miner Res. 2001;16(10):1846-1853.

Before
CD: 2.9/mm3
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Fig. 4. Microarchitectural changes with teriparatide. After therapy with teriparatide there are marked
changes in trabecular and cortical architecture as shown in this study by Dempster et al. J Bone Min Res
2001;16:1846–1853 (adapted).

BMD (18). Moreover, in a comparator trial with alendronate, Miller et al. (19) have shown
that teriparatide is associated with a significant reduction in back pain (Fig. 3). Miller
et al. (20) also recently showed that teriparatide is effective across a range of renal func-
tion down to estimated GFRs as low as 30 ml/min (20). In an observational cohort from this
trial, fracture reduction was sustained for up to 30 months after teriparatide discontinuation,
although many individuals in the original and treatment groups received bisphosphonate
therapy during this follow-up period (21).

Chen et al. (22) have recently related the change in BMD with teriparatide to the reduc-
tion in fracture risk. Similar to analyses relating change in bone mineral density to reduction
in fracture risk for antiresorptive agents (23–25), teriparatide-mediated increases in spine
BMD accounted for only 30–40% of the reduction in vertebral fracture risk.

PTH(1-84) IN POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS

PTH(1-84) has been studied less intensively than teriparatide and is not currently avail-
able in the United States. It is available in Europe. In a dose-finding clinical trial, subjects
were administered placebo or one of three doses of PTH(1-84): 50, 75, or 100 μg for 12
months (26). There were time- and dose-related increases in lumbar spine BMD. Similar
to the teriparatide studies, bone turnover markers rose quickly. Histomorphometric analysis
of bone biopsy specimens confirms an anabolic response to PTH(1-84) with an increase
in bone formation and improvements in cancellous architecture (27). In contrast to the
study by Neer et al. in which the average number of fragility fractures per study subject
was >2, the prevalence of baseline fragility fractures in the phase III PTH(1-84) study was
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only 19%. Nevertheless, a reduction in new vertebral fracture incidence was seen with
PTH(1-84) in women both with and without prior vertebral fractures (27). A reduction in
non-vertebral fractures was not demonstrated. The results of the pivotal trial with PTH
(1-84) were recently published confirming these preliminary observations (28). There was
no reduction in non-vertebral fracture risk.

TERIPARATIDE IN MEN WITH OSTEOPOROSIS

In the first randomized, double-blinded controlled trial of teriparatide in men, Kurland
et al. studied 23 men with 400 U/day of teriparatide (equivalent to 25 μg/day) or placebo
for 18 months (29). The men who received teriparatide demonstrated an impressive 13.5%
increase in lumbar spine bone density. Hip BMD increased significantly but more slowly
and to a smaller extent in comparison to the lumbar spine. Cortical bone density at the
distal radius did not change as compared to placebo. Bone turnover markers rose quickly
and substantially in the men treated with teriparatide, with bone formation markers rising
and peaking earlier than bone resorption markers. In a larger trial of 437 men that was
the counterpart of the pivotal trial of Neer et al. in postmenopausal women, Orwoll et al.
(30) followed a protocol that was essentially identical to the study of Neer et al. BMD
increased significantly in the 20 μg treatment group by 5.9% at the lumbar spine and by
1.5% at the femoral neck. These increases were independent of gonadal status. Although
fractures could not be assessed during the short 11-month trial, they were assessed in a
follow-up observational period of 30 months. Two hundred and seventy-nine men from the
original cohort had lateral thoracic and lumbar spine X-rays, 18 months after treatment
was stopped. In the combined teriparatide treatment groups (20 and 40 μg), the risk of
vertebral fracture was reduced by 51% (p = 0.07). Significant reductions were seen in
the combined group as compared to placebo when only moderate or severe fractures were
considered [6.8% versus 1.1%; p<0.02] (31). As was the case in the observational follow-up
period in postmenopausal women, a substantial number of male study subjects in all groups
(25–30%) reported use of antiresorptive therapy during the follow-up period. Men treated
with placebo utilized antiresorptive therapy to a greater extent than those who were treated
with either dose of teriparatide (36% versus 25%).

SEQUENTIAL AND COMBINATION THERAPY WITH TERIPARATIDE
AND AN ANTIRESORPTIVE AGENT

Previous Use of an Antiresorptive
As many as 50% of patients who are considered candidates for teriparatide have previ-

ously been treated with bisphosphonates or other antiresorptives. Cosman et al. (32) treated
postmenopausal women, previously given estrogen for at least 1 year, with teriparatide.
Increases in vertebral BMD began with no delay and increased in a linear fashion during
the entire 3-year study. Ettinger et al. (33) studied the influence of raloxifene or alendronate,
prior to treatment with teriparatide. Fifty-nine postmenopausal women with T-scores ≤–2.0
had been treated for an average of 28 months either with raloxifene or alendronate. In most
respects, subjects were well matched in terms of age, BMI, and T-scores. Similar to the
study of Lindsay et al. for estrogen, raloxifene did not impede the effects of teriparatide to
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increase BMD rapidly and linearly. In contrast, alendronate was associated with a 6-month
delay before BMD in the lumbar spine began to increase. After 18 months, lumbar spine
BMD increased by 10.2% in the prior raloxifene-treated group compared to only 4.1% in
the prior alendronate-treated subjects (p<0.05). The alendronate-treated group showed an
initial decline in hip BMD at 6 months, but at 18 months, mean total hip BMD was not
different from baseline. During teriparatide treatment, bone markers in prior alendronate
patients increased later and peaked at about one-third lower levels as compared to prior
raloxifene-treated patients.

These results imply that the potency of the antiresorptive to control bone turnover can
determine the early response to teriparatide. Cosman et al. (34) have helped to refine this
point in a study of teriparatide in postmenopausal women who also had previously received
alendronate for the same period of time. In contrast to the study of Ettinger et al., their
subjects responded to teriparatide with rapid increases in BMD. To account for these dif-
ferences, it is noteworthy that the baseline bone turnover markers prior to the initiation of
teriparatide therapy were markedly different in the two studies. In the study by Ettinger
et al., bone turnover markers were almost completely suppressed. In comparison, in the
study of Cosman et al., bone turnover markers were less suppressed and more in the range
that one tends to find in subjects after alendronate therapy. Therefore, it is distinctly possi-
ble that it is not so much the specific antiresorptive used prior to teriparatide that dictates
the subsequent densitometric response to teriparatide, but rather the extent to which bone
turnover is reduced. To support this idea, the response to teriparatide has been shown to
be a function of the level of baseline bone turnover in subjects not previously treated with
any therapy for osteoporosis: the higher the level of turnover, the more robust the den-
sitometric response to teriparatide (29). A study that has recently been complete is testing
both alendronate and risedronate in a head-to-head study of how these two bisphosphonates
may affect subject patient behavior when then given teriparatide. The results are expected
soon.

Concurrent Use of Anabolic and Antiresorptive Therapy
It is attractive to consider combination therapy with an antiresorptive and PTH as poten-

tially more beneficial than monotherapy given that their mechanisms of action are quite
different from each other. If bone resorption is being inhibited (antiresorptive) while bone
formation is being stimulated (anabolic), combination therapy might give better results than
with either agent alone. Despite the intuitive appeal of this reasoning, important data to the
contrary have been provided by Black et al. (35) and by Finkelstein et al. (36). These two
groups independently completed trials using a form of PTH alone, alendronate alone, or the
combination of a PTH form and alendronate. Black et al. studied postmenopausal women
with 100 μg of PTH(1-84). The study of Finkelstein et al. involved men treated with 40 μg
of teriparatide. Both studies utilized DXA and QCT to measure areal or volumetric BMD,
respectively. With either measurement, monotherapy with PTH exceeded densitometric
gains with combination therapy or alendronate alone at the lumbar spine. Measurement
of trabecular bone by QCT, in fact, showed that combination therapy was associated with
substantially smaller increases in BMD than monotherapy with PTH (Fig. 5). Bone turnover
markers followed the expected course for anabolic (increases) or antiresorptive (decreases)
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Fig. 5. The effect of combination therapy with PTH(1-84) and alendronate on bone density of the lumbar
spine. The use of monotherapy with PTH(1-84) is clearly superior in increasing lumbar spine BMD by
QCT than combination therapy or monotherapy with alendronate. Adapted from Ref. (35).

therapy alone. However for combination therapy, bone markers followed the course of
alendronate, not PTH therapy, with reductions in bone formation and bone resorption mark-
ers. This suggests that the impaired response to combination therapy, in comparison to
PTH alone, might be due to the dominating effects of the antiresorptive agent to suppress
bone dynamics when both drugs are used together. Since we do not have data referent to
other aspects of bone quality, such as actual bone strength, it may be premature to reach
the conclusion that combination therapy is necessarily not as good as or even inferior to
monotherapy. For example, if an antiresorptive were not as powerfully suppressive as is
alendronate on bone turnover, would the delay still be appreciated? Recent data by Deal
et al. argue, to this point, that under certain circumstances, combination therapy can appear
to be beneficial to monotherapy (37). In a 6-month clinical trial, Deal et al. (37) showed that
combination therapy with teriparatide and raloxifene may have more beneficial effects on
hip bone density than monotherapy with teriparatide in postmenopausal osteoporosis. Bone
formation markers increased similarly in both groups. Bone resorption markers, however,
were reduced in the combination group. BMD increased to a similar extent in the lumbar
spine and femoral neck in both groups, but the increase in total hip BMD was signifi-
cantly greater in subjects treated with both teriparatide and raloxifene (Fig. 6). The effect
of raloxifene, a less potent antiresorptive than alendronate, appears to allow teriparatide to
stimulate bone formation, unimpeded, but does impair the ability of teriparatide to stimu-
late bone resorption. These actions may, thus, expand the anabolic window over that which
is seen with teriparatide alone.
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Fig. 6. The effect of combination therapy with teriparatide and raloxifene on indices of bone formation
and bone resorption. Adapted from Deal et al. (37).

CONSEQUENCES OF DISCONTINUING ANABOLIC
THERAPY WITH PTH

Since teriparatide is approved for a very limited period of time, there are obvious con-
cerns regarding the consequences of discontinuing therapy after this relatively short period
of time. Some a priori concerns relate to the fact that new bone matrix is not fully min-
eralized following PTH therapy (38). Therefore, this new bone matrix could be at risk for
resorption if a period of consolidation with an antiresorptive is not used.

Published data addressing this concern were initially based on observational trials (35).
These studies, using either bisphosphonate (21,39,40) or estrogen (41,42) therapy following
PTH, suggested that antiresorptive treatment may be necessary to maintain densitometric
gains achieved during PTH administration. With a stronger experimental design, the PaTH
study has provided prospective data in a rigorously controlled, blinded fashion to address
this issue (43). Postmenopausal women who had received PTH(1-84) for 12 months were
randomly assigned to an additional 12 months of therapy with 10 mg of alendronate daily
or placebo. In subjects who received alendronate, there was a further 4.9% gain in lumbar
spine BMD while those who received placebo experienced a substantial decline. By QCT
analysis, the net increase over 24 months in lumbar spine BMD among those treated with
alendronate after PTH(1-84) was 30%. In those who received placebo after PTH(1-84),
the net change in bone density was only 13% (Fig. 7). There were similar dramatic dif-
ferences in hip BMD when those who followed PTH with alendronate were compared to
those who were treated with placebo (13% versus 5%). The results of this study establish
the importance of following PTH or teriparatide therapy with an antiresorptive.

Continued fracture efficacy over a longer period of time, well after the pivotal clinical
trial was completed, was reported in the 30-month observational cohort following the trial
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Fig. 7. Discontinuation of PTH(1-84) therapy after 1 year. As shown, the group of women who received
alendronate were able to maintain their gains in trabecular spine BMD while those who were not treated
had substantial declines. Adapted from Ref. (43).

of Prince et al. (21). Subjects were given the option of switching to a bisphosphonate or not
taking any further medications following teriparatide. A majority (60%) were treated with
antiresorptive therapy after PTH discontinuation. Gains in bone density were maintained in
those who chose to begin antiresorptive therapy immediately after teriparatide. Reductions
in BMD were progressive throughout the 30-month observational period in subjects who
elected not to follow teriparatide with any therapy. In a group who did not begin antiresorp-
tive therapy until 6 months after teriparatide discontinuation, major reductions in BMD
were seen during these first 6 months but no further reductions were observed after antire-
sorptive initiation (39). Despite these densitometric data, the effect of previous therapy
with teriparatide and/or subsequent therapy with a bisphosphonate on fracture prevention
persisted for as long as 31 months after teriparatide discontinuation. Non-vertebral fragility
fractures were reported by proportionately fewer women previously treated with PTH (with
or without a bisphosphonate) as compared with those treated with placebo (with or with-
out a bisphosphonate; p<0.03). In a logistic regression model, bisphosphonate use for 12
months or longer was said to add little to overall risk reduction of new vertebral fractures
in this post-treatment period. However, it is hard to be sure of this conclusion as the data
were not separately analyzed into those who did or did not follow teriparatide treatment
with an antiresorptive. Also, the above findings were in an observational study in which
participants self-selected for the use of antiresorptive therapy after PTH treatment, making
the results even more difficult to interpret. One might anticipate a residual but transient pro-
tection against fracture after PTH treatment without follow-up antiresorptive therapy which
could wane over time. Additional studies are needed to address fracture outcomes specif-
ically. However, based particularly on the PaTH trial, the importance of following PTH or
teriparatide therapy with an antiresorptive to maintain increases in bone mass is clear.
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SAFETY OF PTH

Overall, PTH is well tolerated. In the teriparatide trials, hypercalcemia occurred but in
a very small percentage of subjects. The recent postmarketing experience would suggest
that the incidence of verified hypercalcemia is even lower than initially reported (44). With
PTH(1-84), hypercalcemia occurred to a substantially greater extent (29). An explanation
for the greater incidence of hypercalcemia may relate, at least in part, to the inclusion crite-
ria in which subjects in the PTH(1-84) could be enrolled even if their serum calcium was as
much as 0.5 mg/dL above the upper limits of normal (29). Hypercalcemia is generally cor-
rected by reducing the amount of supplemental calcium and vitamin D. Hypercalcemia in
the teriparatide trial did not occur to a significant degree while it did occur more commonly
in the PTH(1-84) trial. Again, a partial explanation for these different observations may
relate to the inclusion criteria in which subjects in the PTH(1-84) trial could be enrolled
even if an element of hypercalciuria was present. Osteosarcoma has been seen in rats that
have been given very high doses of either teriparatide or PTH(1-84) for prolonged periods
of time (45). It is considered unlikely that this animal toxicity is related to human skeletal
physiology (46,47), but in the United States, a warning is included in the labeling instruc-
tions. Over 300,000 individuals have been treated with teriparatide worldwide. Based on
the epidemiology of osteosarcoma in the general population, one might expect that a case
would have appeared by now. In fact, a case has recently been reported in whom a malig-
nant process was diagnosed and variably read as osteosarcoma (48). The case could not
be completely studied and the diagnosis of osteosarcoma is still not clear. Even if this is
a case of osteosarcoma, the expected incidence of osteosarcoma in the adult population,
independent of the use of teriparatide, could well account for this observation.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In the future, PTH may be modified for easier and more targeted delivery. Parathyroid
hormone-related protein (PTHrP) has also been studied as an anabolic skeletal agent. In a
small sample of postmenopausal women, subcutaneous administration of PTHrP resulted in
a 4.7% increase in lumbar spine density after only 3 months of treatment (49). Less frequent
administration of PTH, such as once weekly, might also be an effective treatment option
(50). Cosman et al. (34) have reported on the use of cyclical 3-month courses of teriparatide
against a backdrop of continued alendronate use. In comparison to regular, uninterrupted
teriparatide use, the cyclic administration of teriparatide was associated with similar densit-
ometric gains. Of further interest was the observation that with sequential 3-month cycles of
teriparatide, bone formation markers that fell quickly when teriparatide was stopped, were
stimulated to the same degree with each cycle. On the other hand, bone resorption markers
showed smaller increases with successive cycles. This observation gives credence to the
idea that the anabolic window is actually expanded when teriparatide is used in this context
(51). Cosman et al. (52) have shown that during long-term alendronate therapy, a rechal-
lenge with PTH after 12 months off PTH increases bone formation, bone resorption, and
BMD to a similar extent as during the first course of PTH administration. These data sug-
gest that a future paradigm might be a second course of PTH given 12 months after a first
course of therapy in patients who remain at high fracture risk. Apart from forms and ways
to administer exogenous PTH, Gowen et al. (53) described an oral calcilytic molecule that
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antagonizes the parathyroid cell calcium receptor, thus stimulating the endogenous release
of PTH. This approach could represent a novel endogenous delivery system for intermittent
PTH administration.

CONCLUSIONS

Although antiresorptives remain the mainstay of osteoporosis treatment, the advent of
anabolic skeletal agents is changing our approach to therapy. Parathyroid hormones as both
the full-length molecule [PTH(1-84) and its truncated variant [PTH(1-34) have emerged
as promising treatment options. For the first time, a drug is available that significantly
improves microarchitectural, geometric, and other properties of bone. These changes in
bone quality induced by anabolic therapy are attractive considering the goal of therapy for
osteoporosis, namely to improve the basic underlying abnormalities that give rise to skeletal
fragility.
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INTRODUCTION

The burden of fracture will increase with growth of the elderly population, and by 2020
an estimated half of Americans over 50 years of age may be at risk of fractures from osteo-
porosis and low bone density (1). Osteoporosis screening has been proposed to identify and
treat individuals at high risk of fracture in an effort to reduce fracture-related morbidity and
mortality. Mass osteoporosis screening (large-scale screening of whole population groups)
is not likely to be cost-effective in any setting (2), so more selective approaches to disease
detection have been investigated.

This chapter reviews the elements of a rational screening program, current evidence-
based approaches to osteoporosis screening, and future research that would support
development of a cost-effective osteoporosis screening protocol. The chapter focuses on
women with primary (postmenopausal and age-related) osteoporosis, since the best evi-
dence on screening is available for this group. Patients with secondary osteoporosis and
men are discussed separately (see “Screening in Special Populations”).

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SCREENING

Screening is the early diagnosis of pre-symptomatic disease among well individuals in
the general population (3). The decision to screen depends on more than the availability of
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a screening test. The natural history and epidemiology of the disease, economic and health
policy issues, and benefits versus risks of screening must also be carefully considered.
Wilson and Jungner (4) proposed the following criteria for a rational screening program
(abbreviated below):

1. The condition sought should be an important health problem.
2. There should be an accepted treatment for patients with recognized disease and an agreed

upon policy on whom to treat.
3. There should be a recognizable latent or early symptomatic stage, and the natural history of

the condition, including development from latent to declared disease, should be adequately
understood.

4. There should be a suitable test or examination that is acceptable to the population.
5. The cost of case-finding (including diagnosis and treatment of patients diagnosed) should be

economically balanced in relation to possible expenditure on medical care as a whole.

Despite the apparent simplicity of these requirements, screening is widely misunderstood
and misused and potential harms of screening are underappreciated (5). Because screening
is conducted on apparently healthy, asymptomatic individuals, every adverse outcome of
screening is iatrogenic and entirely preventable. Thus, a screening program should only
be initiated if the disease meets fundamental screening criteria, and patients and health
care providers are ready to accept all arms of the “screening cascade,” including adverse
outcomes from all types of test results (Fig. 1). Even true-positive tests are only helpful if
treatment is more effective at an early stage of disease, rather than later when symptoms
first become apparent.

Although osteoporosis meets most of Wilson and Junger’s criteria, the best strategy for
screening for patients at risk of fracture is still uncertain. This chapter includes a discussion
of several strategies in practice or proposed by early 2007.

RESEARCH ON OSTEOPOROSIS SCREENING APPROACHES

A population-based randomized, controlled trial of osteoporosis screening is unlikely to
be feasible. However, most screening programs currently implemented for other disorders
are not based on evidence from RCTs. Well-done observational studies of screening can
help inform a successful screening program if the potential effects of patient self-selection
bias (volunteer bias), lead-time bias, and length bias are carefully considered (6). For osteo-
porosis, the highest level of evidence for screening may come from cohort studies; for
example, Kern et al. (7) conducted a nonconcurrent cohort study of bone density screening
in men and women aged 65 and older participating in a population-based cardiovascular
study. Hip bone density screening was associated with 36% fewer incident hip fractures
over 6 years compared with usual medical care, but confounding in the study was difficult
to characterize. Case–control studies would probably be less helpful due to confounding
and bias in selection of cases and controls.

This section describes an analytic framework for osteoporosis screening research and
reviews two categories of evidence in the framework: evidence on risk factor assessment
and evidence on bone density screening.
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Fig. 1. The screening cascade (slide from Russell Harris, MD, MPH, Third US Preventive Services Task
Force).

Analytic Framework for Screening
In 2002, the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) published an analytic frame-

work for osteoporosis screening as a basis for its age-based screening guidelines for
postmenopausal women in the general population (8) (Fig. 2). The analytic framework was
divided into key questions in a chain of logic that evidence must support to link screen-
ing to improved health outcomes. Regarding key question #1, no randomized trial has
shown direct evidence that screening reduces fractures, and such a trial is probably not
feasible (9). The Task Force proposed two other key questions regarding indirect evidence
on risk stratification methods (key question #2) and dual energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA) bone density testing (key question #3) to support screening for osteoporosis in
postmenopausal women. Most screening research to date has focused on a two-step process
involving these questions, i.e.:
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Postmenopausal women

DXA bone density testing to identify patients at high risk of fracture who should be treated

Risk stratification  to identify patients at high risk of osteoporosis who should receive DXA bone
density screening 

Fig. 2. US Preventive Services Task Force Osteoporosis Screening Analytic Framework (85).

Observational data on risk factor assessment, other risk stratification methods, and bone
density testing are described below.

Risk Factor Assessment Before Screening
Although the USPSTF supported the use of risk factor assessment in an osteoporosis

screening program, the most useful risk factors and method to apply risk assessment are
uncertain. Two types of risk factor assessment have been investigated:

1. Osteoporosis risk assessment to decide which patients should have DXA bone density test-
ing. This has been examined in diagnostic accuracy studies of osteoporosis risk assessment
tools.

2. Fracture risk assessment used as an adjunct to bone density testing to decide which patients
should be treated. This has been examined in modeling studies with varied approaches and
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results, i.e., while several modeling studies have supported use of risk factors to predict
fracture (10–12), a 2006 decision analysis indicated that use of risk factors might be less
cost-effective than mass bone density screening alone in women aged 70–80 (13). The World
Health Organization developed a new “absolute fracture probability algorithm” from a model
that incorporates risk factor data from a number of different international data sets. This
treatment decision aid was released in 2008.

There is little consensus regarding the best risk factors to use, or whether the same risk
factors should be used for each purpose above. The discussion in this section focuses on
the first purpose: osteoporosis risk assessment to help guide the decision to screen.

An exhaustive assessment of osteoporosis risk factors is time consuming in a busy pri-
mary care practice; therefore, several risk assessment tools have been developed for easy
use in clinical settings (14–18) (Table 1). These tools were designed to help target bone den-
sity testing to women who are most likely to benefit from central (hip and lumbar spine)
bone density screening. All of the tools include age and weight, since these variables are
the strongest predictors of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women (19).

OSTEOPOROSIS SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL (OST)

The OST was developed from data on 860 community-dwelling postmenopausal women
aged 45–88 years (mean age 62.3 years) recruited from 21 clinics in 8 Asian countries (14).
This index, based only on age and weight, is the simplest of all osteoporosis risk assessment
tools developed to date. A cut point of –1 (≤–1 is high risk) yielded a sensitivity of 91%
and specificity of 45% to detect femoral neck osteoporosis in the development cohort. The
OST has been validated in populations of women from Japan (in the original study), the
United States (20), Belgium (21), and the Netherlands (20) and has shown discriminative
ability equivalent to more complex risk tools. Due to its simplicity and good performance,
the OST may have the best potential for use in clinical practice (22,23).

OSTEOPOROSIS RISK ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT (ORAI)

The ORAI development cohort included 926 women aged 45 years and older (mean
age 62.8 years) randomly selected using an age and region-stratified sampling frame in the
Canadian population (15). The development cohort was predominantly white (94.9%) and
postmenopausal (88.3%). The final instrument was based on age, weight, and current estro-
gen use. Using a score threshold of 9 (≥9 is high risk), the tool had a sensitivity of 90.0%
and specificity of 45.1% to detect women with low bone density (femoral neck or lumbar
spine bone mineral density value of ≥2 SDs below the mean for young Canadian women),
and a sensitivity of 97.0% and specificity of 41.3% to detect women with osteoporosis in the
development cohort. Results were similar in a validation cohort drawn from the same study
population (n = 450). Cadarette further validated the ORAI in two comparative studies of
osteoporosis decision rules in Canadian study populations (24,25).

SIMPLE CALCULATED OSTEOPOROSIS RISK ESTIMATION (SCORE)

The SCORE development cohort included 1279 postmenopausal women aged 45 years
and older (mean age 61.5 years) recruited by investigators at 106 US academic and
community-based multispecialty centers (17). Participating study sites were 50% family
medicine, geriatric or general internal medicine clinics, 20% endocrinology, 20% rheuma-
tology, and 10% gynecology clinics. The development cohort had limited ethnic diversity
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(89% white, 6% African American, 3% Latino, 3% others or missing). The final scor-
ing system included these factors: age, weight, estrogen use, race, history of rheumatoid
arthritis, and history of nontraumatic fractures. Using a threshold score of 6 (≥6 is high
risk), the tool had a sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 47% to detect low bone density
(femoral neck bone density T-score ≤–2.0) in the development cohort. The SCORE was
subsequently tested in data from studies of postmenopausal women in the United States
(20), Canada (24), Belgium (21,26), and the Netherlands (20).

OSTEOPOROSIS INDEX OF RISK (OSIRIS)

The WHO Collaborating Center for Public Health Aspects of Rheumatic Diseases in
Liège, Belgium developed the osteoporosis index of risk (OSIRIS) based on data from
1303 postmenopausal white women aged 60–80 years seen consecutively at an outpatient
osteoporosis center between January and December 1999 (16). Women who had taken phar-
macological agents for osteoporosis except for hormone therapy, calcium, or vitamin D
were excluded. The final index was based on these variables: age, body weight, current
hormone therapy use, and history of previous low impact fracture. Using a threshold score
of +1 (>+1 is low risk), the sensitivity and specificity of the OSIRIS to detect osteoporosis
were 78.5 and 51.4%, respectively. The OSIRIS was subsequently validated in a study of
889 postmenopausal women from France (27).

Other Risk Stratification Methods
PERIPHERAL BONE DENSITY TESTING

Peripheral (forearm or heel) bone density is measured by peripheral DXA, which offers
the advantages of measurement by a portable densitometer, lower cost, and operation
by a less skilled operator than is necessary for central DXA. However, as stated by the
International Society for Clinical Densitometry, “there is a lack of consensus on how results
from peripheral sites should be interpreted and the capacity of peripheral measurements to
identify patients with low central BMD remains debated (28).” Because peripheral bone
density measures at the heel and forearm may be discordant with central (hip and lumbar
spine) measures, and because WHO diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis generally refer to
central measures, peripheral measurements alone are insufficient for a comprehensive study
of osteoporosis screening. However, peripheral DXA has been studied as a method to help
select patients who are likely to benefit from central DXA (29,30).

BONE QUANTITATIVE ULTRASOUND

Although bone quantitative ultrasound has been shown to predict osteoporotic fractures
independent of bone mineral density (31,32), its possible role in screening is uncertain.
Bone ultrasound has been studied as a method to identify high-risk patients who should
have diagnostic central DXA testing. A 2006 meta-analysis of 25 studies examined post-
test probabilities of central osteoporosis using calcaneal ultrasound T-score cut points
of –0.5, –1.0, and –1.5 in women aged 50 years and older (33). At these cut points,
sensitivity and specificity did not definitively rule out or rule in osteoporosis by WHO
DXA criteria [e.g., for the quantitative ultrasound index parameter T-score threshold
of –1, sensitivity was 79% (95% CI, 69–86%) and specificity was 58% (CI, 44–70%); for
T-score threshold of 0, sensitivity was 93% (CI, 87–97%) but specificity decreased to 24%
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(CI, 10–47%)]. A 2005 cost-effectiveness analysis of bone quantitative ultrasound in 115
women aged 40–80 referred from general practices in the United Kingdom showed that
ultrasound pre-screening would only be cost-effective if performed at a cost substantially
less than 16 British pounds (estimated unit cost for 2001–2002) (34).

Barriers to Implementation of Osteoporosis Risk Stratification Methods
Some studies of osteoporosis risk assessment tools have shown favorable results, but

insufficient evidence currently exists to support their implementation in primary care
settings. The diagnostic accuracy of osteoporosis risk assessment tools in studies of
postmenopausal women has been reasonably good (area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curves ranged from 0.71 to 0.81); however, different studies have used different
cut points to achieve optimal sensitivity and specificity (20,22). Such cut point adjustments
are not possible in clinical settings where the prevalence of risk factors and osteoporosis
in the entire patient population is unknown. Future studies need to test the tools in larger
primary care populations to evaluate test performance and determine appropriate score cut
points for routine use in postmenopausal women in primary care settings. The OST risk
assessment tool (based only on age and weight) should also be further tested in men, since
only a few small studies have indicated that the OST may have good diagnostic accuracy in
elderly men (35).

Similarly, studies of peripheral DXA and bone ultrasound have used varying “high-
risk” T-score cut points in different patient populations. These machines also lack widely
accepted reference standards like the NHANES III bone density tables that are available
for central DXA measures (36,37). Peripheral bone density screening devices should not
be used for risk stratification in clinical settings unless standard cut points and appropriate
reference data become available.

Bone Density Screening
Screening strategies are currently based on the operational definition of osteoporo-

sis, which is a central (hip or lumbar spine) bone density T-score ≤ –2.5 (World Health
Organization diagnostic criteria) (38). The T-score is a standard deviation score that com-
pares the patient’s bone mineral density to the mean value in a reference population of
young, healthy adults. This score has been shown to predict fracture in large prospective
studies of postmenopausal women (39,40).

Although the WHO diagnostic criteria were designed for postmenopausal women, they
were never intended to be a recommendation for screening of all women at or after
menopause, and a T-score diagnosis of osteoporosis was not meant to be the sole basis
for initiating treatment (41). As mentioned earlier, the WHO absolute fracture probability
algorithm and other approaches to fracture risk assessment have incorporated bone density
T-scores and risk factors for fracture to help guide treatment decisions.

OSTEOPOROSIS SCREENING GUIDELINES

US Preventive Services Task Force Screening Guidelines
In 2002, the US Preventive Services Task Force published age-based screening guide-

lines for the general population (8) based on a systematic review of key questions in an
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analytic framework for osteoporosis screening (Fig. 2). For women aged 65 and older, the
Task Force recommended routine bone density testing to screen for osteoporosis (grade B
recommendation). Medicare covers screening every 2 years for women in this age range,
and the National Committee for Quality Assurance has used bone density testing or pre-
scription for a drug to treat or prevent osteoporosis within 6 months after a fracture as a
performance measure for health care in women aged 67 years and older (42).

Since osteoporosis is less common in younger age groups, widespread screening would
not be cost-effective. For this reason, the Task Force recommended risk assessment to help
guide the decision to order a bone density test in women aged 60–64 years. Evidence
was inconclusive regarding the benefit of routine osteoporosis screening in postmenopausal
women under the age of 60 (grade C recommendation) (8). Similarly, a 2006 analysis by
Sanders et al. (43) found that fracture prevention was not cost-effective for women aged
50–59. The Task Force also mentioned that insufficient data exist to recommend an opti-
mal screening interval or to develop evidence-based screening guidelines for non-white
women.

Publication of the next Task Force report on osteoporosis screening is anticipated in
2010. (personal communication, Russell Harris, MD, MPH, Third US Preventive Services
Task Force).

National Osteoporosis Foundation Guidelines
The National Osteoporosis Foundation (NOF) developed the Clinician’s Guide to

Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis, most recently updated in 2008 (44) (Table 2).
The National Osteoporosis Foundation (NOF) developed the Physician’s Guide to
Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis, most recently updated in 2003 (44) (Table 2).
The guide was developed by an expert committee in collaboration with a multispecialty

Table 2.
Screening recommendations from the National Osteoporosis Foundation Guidelines for the

Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis (44)

The NOF recommends bone density testing in these categories of patients:

1. In women age 65 and older and men age 70 and older.∗

2. In postmenopausal women and men age 50–70, when you have concern based on their
risk factor profile.∗∗

3. To those who have suffered a fracture, to determine degree of disease severity.
∗Medicare currently covers BMD testing for the following individuals age 65 and older:
Estrogen deficient women at clinical risk for osteoporosis
Individuals with vertebral abnormalities
Individuals receiving, or planning to receive, long-term glucocorticoid (steroid) therapy
Individuals with primary hyperparathyroidism
Individuals being monitored to assess the response or efficacy of an approved osteoporosis drug therapy

Medicare permits individuals to repeat BMD testing every 2 years.
∗∗ Risk factors included in the WHO fracture risk assessment model: current age, gender, personal history

of a fracture, femoral neck BMD, low body mass index (kg/m2), use oral glucocorticoid therapy, secondary
osteoporosis (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis), parental history of hip fracture, current smoking, alcohol intake 3 or
more drinks per day.
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council of medical experts in the field of bone health. Recommendations were primarily
based on evidence from controlled clinical trials; they were not reported to be based on a
systematic review of the literature.

European Case-Finding Approach
Kanis has compared a European case-finding approach to more inclusive US osteo-

porosis screening recommendations (45) (Fig. 3). In a 2005 position paper, he compared
a case-finding strategy currently implemented in several European countries (46) to a mass
bone density screening program for all women aged 65 (supported in some US guidelines)
and a screening policy based on a program using “pre-screening” with risk assessment

IOF NOF

IOF   International Osteoporosis Foundation
NOF   National Osteoporosis Foundation
CRF   clinical risk factor
BMD   bone mineral density

no

Treat

T-score 
< –2.0

BMD

yes

Treat

T-score 
< –1.5

BMD

CRFs

Treat

T-score 
< –2.5

BMD

Age > 65 y

CRFs

yes

Fig. 3. Comparison of case-finding/screening strategies of the International Osteoporosis Foundation
and National Osteoporosis Foundation (US). Slide from John Kanis, MD, International Osteoporosis
Foundation World Congress on Osteoporosis, Plenary Lecture “WHO Criteria for Indications to
Treatment,” June 2006 (87).
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before bone density testing (47). The risk factors used in the latter strategy were age, BMI,
previous fragility fracture, maternal history of any fragility fracture, smoking, long-term use
of corticosteroids, and secondary causes of osteoporosis. The risk assessment/pre-screening
strategy was more efficient than the other two approaches, since the gradient of fracture
risk per standard deviation in risk score was higher than with the use of BMD alone; this
improved the sensitivity of screening without sacrificing specificity.

SCREENING IN SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Fracture Clinics
Numerous studies have documented inadequate osteoporosis preventive care for patients

even after they sustain a fragility fracture (48–51). Distal forearm (Colle’s) fractures occur
at an earlier age on average than hip fractures and are associated with a higher subsequent
rate of hip fracture (52–54). For this reason, they can serve as “sentinel” fractures that
allow identification of high-risk patients who could benefit from osteoporosis treatment
to prevent vertebral and hip fractures. Fracture “screening” clinics have been designed to
improve follow-up care in patients who have already had a distal forearm fracture (55–58).

Case-Finding to Identify Secondary Osteoporosis in High-Risk Disease
Populations

Increased risk of osteoporosis and fracture has been documented in chronic corticos-
teroid users (59–62) and patients who suffer from anorexia nervosa (63–65), rheumatoid
arthritis (66–70), systemic lupus erythematosus (71–73), and inflammatory bowel dis-
ease (74–77). Osteoporosis case-finding is important in subspecialty and primary care
clinics where these patients receive care for their primary disease. Guidelines with rec-
ommendations for osteoporosis preventive care in special patient populations include the
American College of Rheumatology Recommendations for the Prevention and Treatment
of Glucocorticoid-Induced Osteoporosis (1) and Guidelines for the Management of
Rheumatoid Arthritis (78), the American Gastroenterological Association Guidelines on
Osteoporosis in Gastrointestinal Diseases (79), and the International Society for Clinical
Densitometry Standards for Performing DXA in Individuals with Secondary Causes of
Osteoporosis (80).

Screening in Men
Although men have higher bone mineral density and lower fracture risk than age-

matched women, they are an important population to consider for screening due to their
higher mortality rate after hip fracture (81) and higher likelihood of having potentially mod-
ifiable secondary causes of osteoporosis (82). In its 2005 Position Development Conference
Report, the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (83) recommended bone den-
sity testing in men aged 70 and older in the general population. This report was developed
based on literature searches of PubMed, EMBASE, and MEDLINE performed by ISCD
subcommittee members using a modified method used in Cochrane Reviews and the pro-
posed official positions developed by the subcommittees were reviewed by an expert panel.
In a 2002 guideline statement, the ISCD also recommended bone density testing for men
with prior fragility fractures or conditions widely recognized to increase risk of bone
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loss and fracture, e.g., hypogonadism, corticosteroid treatment, hyperparathyroidism, alco-
hol abuse, anticonvulsant use, prior gastrectomy (84). The 2008 National Osteoporosis
Foundation guidelines recommend screening in men. The Canadian Osteoporosis Society
has recommended case-finding and bone density testing in men aged 65 and older.

CLINICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Since safe and effective treatments are available and since bone density testing is safe
and has good accuracy and reliability, osteoporosis screening will probably continue to
increase despite insufficient evidence to support a specific protocol. The following clinical
recommendations for screening are based on the non-systematic evidence review conducted
for this chapter in fall 2006:

1. Current evidence-based guidelines support routine central (hip and lumbar spine) bone
density screening in women aged 65 and older.

2. Although some observational studies of osteoporosis risk assessment tools have shown
favorable results, current evidence is inadequate to support clinical use of these tools for
risk stratification before central bone density screening. Clarification of the role of risk
assessment would strengthen the evidence base for an osteoporosis screening program.

3. Case-finding for secondary osteoporosis is practiced in high-risk disease subgroups such
as chronic glucocorticoid users and patients with rheumatoid arthritis, collagen vascular
disease, or inflammatory bowel disease.

4. Although osteoporosis affects fewer men than women, men should be considered for screen-
ing because of their high rates of fracture-related morbidity and mortality. The National
Osteoporosis Foundation and International Society of Clinical Densitometry recommend
bone density screening in men aged 70 and older.
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Summary

To many in the general public and in the health-care field as well, osteoporosis is a disorder
of older white women. For example, advertising of osteoporosis treatments aimed at con-
sumers always features postmenopausal women. Most studies of osteoporosis in the medical
literature have focused on postmenopausal women. Then why devote a chapter to osteoporo-
sis in men? The answer is that while men have fewer fractures than women and the fractures
usually occur about 10 years later in life, morbidity and mortality outcomes are worse in men
than women. Almost 30% of osteoporotic fractures occur in men (1), resulting in a consider-
able economic burden. There are gender differences in the causes of osteoporosis, and more
studies are now providing insight into osteoporosis in men. Thus, the purpose of this chap-
ter is to review what we know about the epidemiology and pathophysiology of osteoporosis
in men and provide, before evidence-based guidelines are established, some framework for
evaluation and treatment.

Key Words: Osteoporosis, men, gender differences, fracture risk, bone mineral density

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN MEN

In most general terms, men fracture about 10 years later in life than women and have
about half the fracture risk overall compared to women. The first fact is illustrated by the
Rotterdam Study of hip fracture (2), in which the incidence of hip fracture for men aged
80–84 was similar to that of women aged 75–79. Of interest is the fact that life expectancy
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for men is increasing faster than that for women; thus there will be more men living long
enough to suffer with a hip fracture. As another way to look at the overall epidemiology
of osteoporosis in men, studies from Sweden (3) have listed the 10-year risk of an “osteo-
porotic” fracture for men at different ages. An osteoporotic fracture was defined as a low
trauma fracture of the spine, the forearm, the proximal humerus, or the hip. At age 50,
a man had a 10-year risk of such a fracture of about 3.3% (about 0.8% for hip fracture
alone). The risk rose to 4.9% (1.2%) at age 60, 7.6% (3.4%) at age 70, and 13.1% (7.6%)
at age 80. For this specific general population, 10-year fracture risk of men was about half
of that of women in the same population at any given age. The 10-year risk of fracture
has now been formalized in the FRAX

TM
calculation (see below). In another population

(4), that of Dubbo Australia, the lifetime fracture risk for a man at age 60 was about 30%.
There may be ethnic differences as well. For example, in the Baltimore Men’s Osteoporosis
Study (5), prevalence of vertebral fractures on spine radiographs was considerably higher
in white men, compared to black men. Finally, the third National Health and Nutrition
Examination (NHANES III) survey of bone mineral density of the hip (6) defined osteo-
porosis by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Using a male normative database, the
survey estimated that 1–2 million American men have osteoporosis and 8–13 million have
low bone mass. For this study, the authors defined osteoporosis as a hip bone BMD that
was at least 2.5 standard deviations below the mean of normal young men. There are con-
troversies about the DXA definition of osteoporosis in men (see below), but regardless of
the exact definition, the numbers are impressive. Unlike many other disorders, osteoporo-
sis is asymptomatic until there is a “bone event,” a fracture. Thus, for men as for women,
osteoporosis is a silent disorder. In addition, because men are thought not to be at risk for
osteoporosis (7), there is little screening for osteoporosis and prevention of bone events
in men (see below). Finally, there is evidence that men do worse after a fracture: with a
higher mortality rate (8) and greater need for long-term care facility placement after hip
fracture. Thus, this generally neglected area of medicine needs more research as well as
dissemination of present and future knowledge of the disorder.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN MEN

The classification devised years ago by Riggs and Melton (9) divides involutional
osteoporosis into Type 1, which occurs in women soon after menopause; Type 2, which
occurs after age 70; and secondary osteoporosis. A modification of this classification for

Table 1
Classification of Osteoporosis in Men

Type Age Usual presentation Associations

Type 1 primary Forties to sixties Vertebral fracture Increased UCa
Low IGF-I
Low bioavail. E2
Low free vit. D

Type 2 primary Seventies and older Hip fracture Aging
Other risk factors?

Secondary Any Any OP fracture See Table 2
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men is shown in Table 1. Although men would obviously not fit into the category of
postmenopausal osteoporosis, it is clear that men may get osteoporosis during middle age.
This is usually manifested by vertebral fractures found in radiographs of a man who com-
plains of back pain. Sometimes the findings are incidental; the fractures may be noted when
the patient gets a routine chest X-ray, for example. Type II osteoporosis is found in aging
women and men, with the ratio of women to men much lower than in Type I. The final
type of osteoporosis is secondary osteoporosis, which is thought to characterize a larger
proportion of men with osteoporosis than women with osteoporosis (10).

At least some of the men with Type 1 primary osteoporosis appear to have one of several
distinct syndromes. While we still classify these men as having primary osteoporosis, it
may eventually be possible to classify these patients as having specific kinds of secondary
osteoporosis. For now, the syndrome that has been characterized (11) for the longest time is
that associated with hypercalciuria. Many of these men will have kidney stones, but all will
have excess urinary calcium and therefore negative calcium balance over time. Some of
these men will respond to thiazide diuretics. The second type of idiopathic osteoporosis is
a very interesting syndrome of low serum IGF-I levels with normal growth hormone secre-
tion (12). The low IGF-I is thought to be due to a variable region of the IGF-1 gene (13).
Another group of men with idiopathic osteoporosis has been found to have low bioavail-
able estradiol levels (14). Their male offspring appear to be affected as well as are other
male members of the family, but the specific genetic abnormality is not known. A new syn-
drome of low free vitamin D has been tentatively characterized (15). There has been an
interesting report (16) of increased mast cells found in the marrow of men with osteoporo-
sis, without evidence of systemic mastocytosis. At this point it is not known how common
these different syndromes are. Nonetheless, when younger men present with X-ray evi-
dence of a compression fracture or with low bone density, these syndromes should be kept
in mind. It has not yet become standard of care to do biochemical tests other than 24-
h urine calcium measurement in young men with vertebral fractures. While serum IGF-I
is readily available, interpretation must be made with caution. Bioavailable estradiol lev-
els are not easily obtained in clinical practice, although both bioavailable estradiol and
bioavailable testosterone can be calculated using the sex steroid level, sex hormone-binding
globulin, and serum albumin (17). Finally, performing a standard osteoporosis evaluation
(which includes a measure of urinary calcium excretion) should be adequate for choosing
therapy for middle-aged men with osteoporosis. If specific treatments for certain varieties
of Type 1 osteoporosis become available, then more comprehensive evaluation will be
indicated.

Type II osteoporosis is associated with aging. It is not clear whether the risk factors
for osteoporosis in men are the same as in women, but there is evidence that low body
weight, excess alcohol intake, low vitamin D, and chronic diseases may be risk factors
for this kind of osteoporosis. In a recent study (18) of men referred to a metabolic bone
clinic, most of the men had low levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (see also Chapters 12 and
13). Not every population studied will have a high prevalence of 25-hydroxyvitamin D.
For example, in the Rancho Bernardo Study (19) and a population at 37◦ South Latitude
in Auckland, New Zealand (18), vitamin D insufficiency was not common. On the other
hand, in a study from Florida (20), winter 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels were low and were
about the same in middle-aged men and women. Finally, in a study from Portland, Oregon
(21), many male and female medical residents had low serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels.
Thus, because the prevalence of vitamin D insufficiency may vary among patient groups,
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serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D measurements are important in the evaluation of the man with
osteoporosis (see below).

Another finding in many men with osteoporosis after age 70 is a low serum testosterone
level. Indeed, in men older than 70 years, it is common to find testosterone levels below the
normal range of normal young men (22). The question is, is there any connection between
the low serum testosterone level and the low bone mineral density noted in these men?
Studies from the Mayo Clinic (23) have shown that declining serum testosterone levels of
aging is not particularly well correlated with bone mineral density in older men. On the
other hand, serum bioavailable estradiol is more strongly associated with bone density in
older men. Estradiol is formed by aromatization of testosterone. Recently men enrolled in
the Osteoporosis Fractures in Men Study (MrOS) have been evaluated carefully (24). In this
large group of generally healthy men at least 65 years old, the prevalence of osteoporosis
by DXA was twice as great in the men with low testosterone levels compared to those with
normal testosterone levels. When the men were divided by BMD measurements, those men
with osteoporosis had lower total testosterone and lower total estradiol levels than the men
with normal BMD. Thus, there is evidence in men that both testosterone and estradiol have
an impact on the prevalence of osteoporosis. Studies of men who lack aromatase enzymes
(25) provide evidence that estradiol may actually be more important than testosterone in the
accretion of peak bone mass in boys and young men. When testosterone therapy is given
to a man with hypogonadism, some of the testosterone is converted to estradiol. Thus,
when testosterone increases bone density (26), some of the effect may be mediated through
conversion to estradiol (see also Chapters 16 and 17).

Table 2
Some Important Causes of Secondary Osteoporosis in Men

Oral glucocorticoid therapy

Androgen withdrawal therapy for prostate cancer

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Primary testicular failure

Secondary hypogonadism

Disorders of mobility such as spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, stroke

Alcoholism

Multiple myeloma

Gastrectomy

Surgery for obesity

Organ transplantation

Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease and other causes of malabsorption

Hyperthyroidism

Hyperparathyroidism

Inflammatory bowel disease
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Secondary osteoporosis is very important in men (10), and as discussed below, it is
important to look for secondary causes when evaluating a man with osteoporosis. The most
important secondary cause of osteoporosis in men and women is glucocorticoid-induced
osteoporosis (see Chapter 26). Indeed, the patient at lowest risk for primary osteoporo-
sis, the young African-American man, may develop osteoporosis if he is treated with oral
glucocorticoid agents for an inflammatory disorder or to prevent organ transplant rejec-
tion. Primary or secondary hypogonadism (see Chapter 17) may lead to low bone density,
which responds to testosterone replacement (26). Note that this is different from the mild
decrease in free testosterone observed in aging men. Some other causes of secondary osteo-
porosis are listed in Table 2, but there are many potential causes of secondary osteoporosis
(27). Most of these apply to both women and men. One increasingly important cause of
secondary osteoporosis in men is that associated with androgen deprivation therapy for
prostate cancer (28–30). There may be different interpretations of the definitions of pri-
mary and secondary osteoporosis. For example, some experts believe that hypercalciuria is
a risk factor for osteoporosis rather than a cause of a particular kind of primary osteoporo-
sis. Whatever be the classification, searching for such risk factors or causes is important
in men.

EVALUATION OF THE MAN WITH OSTEOPOROSIS OR AT RISK
FOR OSTEOPOROSIS

Osteoporosis is a disorder that has no symptoms until there is a “bone event,” a fracture.
Thus, the man with osteoporosis may present with a fracture, or an asymptomatic compres-
sion fracture may be noted incidentally on a lateral chest X-ray obtained for other reasons.
The International Society for Clinical Densitometry suggests that men over age 70 should
be screened by DXA for osteoporosis (31), but there are no guidelines for this recom-
mendation based on evidence that such screening will lead to fewer fractures (see Chapter
25). Recently, the American College of Physicians published (32) guidelines for screening
men, based on an evidence synthesis (33) prepared for the Department of Veterans Affairs.
In addition, the new NOF Guidelines (34) include suggestions for screening in men. The
FRAX

TM
calculator (34) can be used for men after converting the male database T score

provided by most DXA machines to a female normative database T score. The use of dif-
ferent normative databases is discussed below. The fracture risk calculation can be done
on the National Osteoporosis Foundation website (34). When men are identified as having
osteoporosis, either by fragility fracture or from a DXA (with or without the FRAX

TM
cal-

culation), they require evaluation. As outlined in Table 3, much of the evaluation can be
accomplished by history and physical examination. Laboratory testing need not be exten-
sive for most men. As stated above, assessing the younger man for the reported syndromes
of idiopathic osteoporosis is not usually done, although measurement of urinary calcium
is necessary. Importantly, men with low IGF-1 syndrome of Type I osteoporosis respond
well to teriparatide therapy (see below). There are no studies comparing bisphosphonate
response in men with Type I vs. Type II osteoporosis, but it is reasonable to suspect that
all will respond. Many of the causes of secondary osteoporosis will be revealed by care-
ful history and physical examination, but measuring thyroid function tests, serum or urine
protein electrophoresis, and gonadal function tests (LH, FSH, testosterone, prolactin) may
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Table 3
Evaluation of the Man with Osteoporosis

History

Physical examination, including height, genital exam

Complete blood count (and sometimes serum/urine electrophoresis)

Serum chemistries: calcium, albumin, phosphate, creatinine, alkaline phosphatase

Testosterone, LH, FSH (prolactin)

24-hour urine calcium (or spot urine calcium/creatinine ratio)

25-hydroxyvitamin D

Serum PTH particularly if serum calcium is high or low

TSH and free T4

Consider SHBG for calculation of bioavailable sex steroids

DXA of spine, hip, and forearm

X-ray of thoracic and lumbar spines or vertebral fracture analysis

be helpful in many men. In addition, not only will 24-h urine calcium measurements iden-
tify men with hypercalciuria, but hypocalciuria may signify malabsorption and/or vitamin
D insufficiency. Measurement of renal function, serum calcium, serum albumin (needed
to calculate a corrected serum calcium), and 25-hydroxyvitamin D is also important.
Renal osteodystrophy may mimic osteoporosis (or have osteoporosis as a part of it), and
some osteoporosis drugs are potentially nephrotoxic. Elevated serum calcium may signify
hyperparathyroidism; a low serum calcium may be due to malabsorption. Thus, mostly
simple, widely available testing will provide valuable information.

BONE DENSITY MEASUREMENT IN MEN

The reader is directed to Chapters 2–4 on the use of diagnostic tools to diagnose osteo-
porosis in general. Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the most commonly used
measurements of bone mass and has been used to define osteoporosis in men. There are a
few points that require discussion at this time. The manufacturers of DXA machines supply
a normal male database, to which a given man can be compared. Is this the proper way to
diagnose osteoporosis in men, or should a female database be used? Some argue (35) that
the female database should be used because osteoporosis was defined as a bone density
2.5 standard deviations below that of the normal young white female. While there is some
evidence that women and men fracture at the same absolute bone mineral density, there
is also evidence that men fracture at a higher absolute BMD (35–37). Men generally have
larger bones than women. As pointed out by Lang (Chapter 2), bones from women and men
with similar volumetric density will have different areal bone density by DXA: the larger
male bone will have a higher BMD. Thus, using a female database decreases the number of
men who would be diagnosed as having osteoporosis, some of it due to the artifact caused
by larger bones. In addition, hip bone density predicts a smaller proportion of the fracture
patients in men compared to women (2). Using more stringent criteria for osteoporosis (the
female database) would identify even fewer patients. In addition, it is important to note that
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degenerative spine changes that spuriously raise the spine BMD are more common in older
men than in women. For this reason, some experts (38–40) have recommended using fore-
arm BMD, done by DXA at the time that spine and hip are measured, for the diagnosis of
osteoporosis in men. While the distal one-third radius has been advocated for the diagnosis
of osteoporosis in women, it is not clear which site is best for men. It has been known for
some time that forearm bone density predicts fracture well in men (41). Men with a distal
forearm fracture have lower BMD than do age-matched controls (42); men over age 60
who have previously fractured the wrist have about double the chance of another fracture,
compared to those who have not fractured (43). On the other hand, an ankle fracture in this
population did not predict future fractures.

The clinical recommendation of this author is to routinely measure spine, hip, and fore-
arm in men, particularly in older men. In some centers, the DXA technician can determine if
the spine BMD will be adequate and forearm is not necessary. However, it has been shown
that more men will be diagnosed with osteoporosis if forearm is routinely added to spine
and hip (39,40). I also believe that the preponderance of evidence favors using the male
normative database for men. A very recent study (44) from Belgium demonstrates how a
national male database can be developed. As will be seen below, all recent studies of osteo-
porosis treatment have used DXA inclusion criteria based on a male database. However, it
must be stated that using forearm BMD to define osteoporosis for treatment has not been
used. Nonetheless, forearm BMD predicts fracture as does previous forearm fracture (41).

The American College of Physicians presented the first evidence-based guidelines (32)
suggesting which men should be screened with BMD. The International Society for Clinical
Densitometry recommends that men over age 70 be screened for osteoporosis (31). While
this is reasonable, there may be men under 70 years of age who would benefit from having
the diagnosis of osteoporosis made early, and it is likely that some men over 70 are not at
risk. In postmenopausal women, a performance measure for osteoporosis will be a bone
density test by age 65 – and some women will be tested much earlier than 65 based on risk
factors. What are risk factors for men that should lead to an earlier DXA measurement? All
can agree that oral glucocorticoid therapy or another important cause of secondary osteo-
porosis would be an indication for earlier DXA. What about other risk factors or screening
tests? When we used a heel densitometer and an osteoporosis questionnaire to find men
at risk in a pulmonary clinic (45), two conclusions could be made: (1) weight- and age-
predicted BMD by DXA better than heel ultrasound with or without the questionnaire; (2)
men sick enough to be referred to a pulmonary specialist need a DXA because the preva-
lence of osteoporosis was high. In response to these findings, we and others (46–48) have
used the OST screening tool to identify men at risk for osteoporosis. OST, first developed
for Asian women (49), is a formula based on weight and age only that predicts DXA.
We found that it worked well in a population of mostly white men (with different cutoff
values than that for women). Sinnott et al. (50) found that the formula also worked well
for African-American men, although cutoff values were slightly different. As described
in Chapter 23, the place of screening tests for identifying patients at risk for osteoporosis
is not completely established. Indeed, data for men are less robust than that for women.
Nonetheless, it is impossible to perform DXA tests on all older men. Thus, there must be
continued exploration of ways to identify men at risk for fracture. There is at least one study
(51) demonstrating that screening for osteoporosis leads to fewer fractures. This study must
be duplicated in a large population of men.
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TREATMENT OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN MEN

For the man with a fragility fracture or for one who has been found to have osteoporosis
by DXA test, treatment is indicated. The argument can be made that treatment of osteo-
porotic men is more important than in women because a man with a hip fracture has a
higher likelihood of dying than does a woman (8). Although there are fewer studies of
calcium and vitamin D in men, most experts believe that it is important to use calcium
and vitamin D supplements as part of the treatment plan. There is nothing known to make
calcium and vitamin D less important in men than women, although in one population,
men were less likely to be vitamin D deficient than women (19). On the other hand, as
noted above, in other male populations (18,21,52), vitamin D insufficiency or deficiency
was very common.

Bisphosphonates
Not many years ago, there would have been little to write about treatment of male osteo-

porosis, but now there is good quality evidence that medications used for osteoporosis in
women work well in men also. In postmenopausal women, oral bisphosphonates are the
most commonly used therapy for osteoporosis. The same group of agents can also be
used for men; both alendronate and risedronate are FDA approved to treat osteoporosis
in men. Other bisphosphonates, such as oral etidronate, oral and intravenous ibandronate,
intravenous pamidronate, and intravenous zoledronic acid, have been used off-label for
male osteoporosis. The first rigorous study of modern bisphosphonate therapy in men
was reported by Orwoll et al. (53). In it, men (with osteoporosis defined by DXA using
a male normative database or with a prevalent fracture) were randomized to receive daily
alendronate or placebo plus calcium and vitamin D for 2 years. The men who received alen-
dronate had greater increases in spine and hip bone density, a smaller decrease in height,
and fewer vertebral fractures on X-ray. Of note, about one-third of the men had low serum
testosterone levels and appeared to respond to alendronate as well as the men with normal
serum testosterone levels. More recently, Ringe et al. (54) reported on a 1-year study of
risedronate in similar men. Despite the short duration of the study, there was a dramatic
decrease in morphometric vertebral fractures (relative decrease of 60%) in the men who
received risedronate. One concern about these two reports is that the studies were too small
to determine if bisphosphonates decrease clinical fractures. Interestingly, a study in older
men who have suffered a stroke helps to decrease this concern. Sato et al. (55) random-
ized 280 Japanese men aged 65 to receive either risedronate or placebo. These post-CVA
men were then followed for 18 months. Bone density increased in the risedronate group
and decreased in the placebo group. More importantly, there was a statistically significant
decrease in the number of hip fractures in the men who had been treated with risedronate.
What is remarkable about this study is that the men did not necessarily have osteoporosis at
baseline and the dose of risedronate used (2.5 mg daily) is half that of the dose used in the
United States. Thus, while bisphosphonates clearly decrease clinical fractures in women,
this study from Japan provided evidence that clinical fractures can be prevented in men
as well. While multiple randomized controlled trials of anti-osteoporosis agents that show
clinical fracture efficacy would be ideal, the cost and the difficulty of such trials prevent an
evidence-based answer for this clinical question. The conclusion from what data we have is
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that bisphosphonates are effective drugs for osteoporosis in men, and the conclusions from
studies in women (see Chapter 20) likely apply to men.

While there are no specific data with ibandronate, pamidronate, and zoledronic acid in
men with osteoporosis, the studies in women and studies in specific groups [for example,
in transplant osteoporosis (56) and glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis (57)] suggest that
these drugs will work in men with primary osteoporosis. In a study (58) of men and women
after hip fracture, zoledronic acid decreased the incidence of further fractures. In addition,
both zoledronic acid (59) and alendronate (60) can prevent osteoporosis in men undergoing
androgen withdrawal therapy for prostate cancer. Zoledronic acid is now FDA-approved for
men.

Parathyroid Hormone Preparations
The only FDA-approved anabolic agent for osteoporosis is teriparatide (see Chapter 22).

It is FDA approved for men with osteoporosis, an indication based on studies in men.
The earliest study of men by Slovik (61) showed that the first 34 amino acid fragments
of parathyroid hormone could increase spine bone density. In a larger study of men with
idiopathic osteoporosis (62), teriparatide (PTH 1–34) had a dramatic effect on bone mineral
density. After 18 months of teriparatide, the spine BMD increased 13.5% in this group of
men with a mean age of 50. In a much larger study (63), Orwoll et al. reported on teri-
paratide use in a group of men with bone density at least 2 standard deviations below the
normal young male mean. After treatment for a median of 11 months, those men treated
with the FDA-approved dose of 20 μg daily had an increase in spine BMD of 5.9 and 1.5%
in the femoral neck. Finkelstein et al. (64) reported that alendronate given simultaneously
blunted the anabolic effects of teriparatide in men. Much more effective in increasing bone
density in men is the sequential use of a bisphosphonate after a course of teriparatide, as
reported by Kurland et al. (65) and Kaufman et al. (66).

Other Treatments for Osteoporosis
Some of the other treatments for osteoporosis have been studied in women but not exten-

sively or at all in men. Thus, there may be only evidence in women to base treatment
on. Not surprisingly, there are several small trials of testosterone effects on BMD in men
with specific causes of hypogonadism and in men with the modest decrease in circulating
testosterone levels with aging. The former category refers to men with testicular or hypotha-
lamic/pituitary disorders that lead to clearly low levels of testosterone (67). In such men,
there are studies to show that testosterone increases bone mineral density (26,68). For men
with hypogonadism associated with glucocorticoid therapy, Reid et al. (69) showed a 5%
increase in spine BMD after testosterone treatment. In the category of men with mildly
diminished testosterone levels associated with aging, there is less information. Snyder
et al. (70) showed that those men with the lowest BMD had the greatest response to testos-
terone therapy. In a 3-year study, Amory et al. (71) demonstrated that testosterone could
increase spine bone density by about 10%. It is important to note that there are no testos-
terone studies large enough to demonstrate any sort of fracture risk reduction. In addition,
the long-term prostate and cardiovascular safety of testosterone is unknown. A full review
of this subject is beyond the scope of this chapter (see also Chapter 17), but suffice it to say
that in the studies of alendronate and risedronate, a significant proportion of the subjects
had low testosterone levels. We know from these studies that such men responded well
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to bisphosphonates and the use of these drugs is associated with lower fracture risk. As
reviewed in Chapter 21, long-term use of bisphosphonates appears to be generally safe.

Treatment: Summary and Conclusions
Although there are fewer and smaller studies of osteoporosis treatment in men than in

women, several important points can be gleaned. First, all of the major studies chose men at
risk using a normal male database for DXA testing. Second, all bisphosphonate studies used
calcium and vitamin D in addition to alendronate or risedronate therapy. [The Sato study
(55) in men with stroke did not.] Third, teriparatide worked as well in men as in women,
at least in terms of increasing BMD. Fourth, testosterone increases bone density but its
effect on fracture rate and its long-term safety are not established. Thus, for most patients,
bisphosphonates are the drugs to use, in conjunction with calcium and vitamin D. For the
patient with very low bone density and/or clinical fractures, a case can be made to treat
him with teriparatide first for 18–24 months followed by long-term treatment with a bis-
phosphonate. There are no discontinuation studies in men. Thus, we must extrapolate from
studies in women (e.g., (72)) that at least 5 years of bisphosphonate therapy is necessary
before considering a drug holiday. Finally, it must be restated that men with hip fracture do
worse than women: more die of complications and more lose independence. Thus, diagno-
sis of men with osteoporosis is very important. A study from Sweden (73) demonstrated
that bisphosphonate therapy was cost-effective in men. It is obvious that more knowledge is
necessary to choose those men who will most likely benefit from diagnosis and treatment.
It is hoped that longitudinal studies such as MrOS will lead to the insight that is needed to
find men at risk and get them to appropriate treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Harvey Cushing first described the association between excess endogenous glucocorti-
coids and fractures in 1932 (1). By 1954, a few years after the introduction of prednisone to
treat rheumatoid arthritis, the deleterious skeletal effects of exogenous glucocorticoids were
reported (2). Glucocorticoid-induced bone loss is now the most common form of secondary
osteoporosis and fractures are glucocorticoids’ most common adverse effect (3). They are
among the most common iatrogenic complications of clinical practice as glucocorticoids
are used by 0.5–2.5% of adults (4). Concomitant factors including the underlying disease
for which patients are treated, age, baseline bone mineral density (BMD), the hormonal
status of the patient, and individual differences in sensitivity to glucocorticoid also play a
role in whether or not the patient will develop osteoporosis and fractures.

PATHOGENESIS OF GLUCOCORTICOID-INDUCED BONE LOSS

Glucocorticoids have both direct and indirect effects on bone and affect both bone
formation and resorption. Among the indirect effects, glucocorticoids cause a decrease
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in intestinal calcium absorption and an increase in the urinary excretion of calcium.
Although secondary hyperparathyroidism had been thought to play a role in GIOP, elevated
parathyroid hormone levels are not consistently found and histomorphometric analysis of
bone biopsies from patients with GIOP reveal decreased bone remodeling rather than the
increased remodeling seen with secondary hyperparathyroidism (5). Glucocorticoids inhibit
gonadotopin secretion leading to hypogonadism. Enhanced bone resorption ensues, at least
in part due to enhanced secretion of cytokines such as interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor
alpha, and macrophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) (6).

Bone resorption is coupled with bone formation. A critical system involved in this
coupling is the RANK-L (receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB ligand)-RANK-OPG
(osteoprotegerin) system. RANK-L is secreted by osteoblasts, then binds to and activates its
receptor RANK on the surface of osteoclast precursors and induces osteoclastogenesis (7).
OPG is a natural inhibitor of RANK-L, preventing RANK-L from binding to its osteoclast
receptor. Glucocorticoids increase the expression of RANK-L and M-CSF (8) and decrease
OPG expression in osteoblasts and stromal cells. The consequence of these changes is
an initial increase in the number of osteoclasts capable of resorbing bone. Eventually,
glucocorticoids deplete the population of osteoblasts as described below, which leads to
decreased RANK-L and M-CSF expression by osteoblasts with a consequent decrease in
osteoblast number (9).

The most significant mechanism of glucocorticoid-induced bone loss is decreased bone
formation. Glucocorticoid exposure leads to a decrease in the number of osteoblasts, both
by decreasing osteoblast formation and increasing osteoblast apoptosis (10). Pluripotent
bone marrow stromal cells have the ability to differentiate into a number of cells of the
mesenchymal lineage, including either osteoblasts or adipocytes. Glucocorticoids shift the
differentiation of pluripotent stromal cells away from osteoblasts toward the adipocyte lin-
eage through regulation of nuclear factors of the CAAT enhancer-binding protein family
and by induction of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ2 (11). Glucocorticoids
also suppress canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling, a key regulator of osteoblastogenesis
(12). The bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) pathway involved in stimulating osteoblast
differentiation and bone formation is also suppressed by glucocorticoids (13).

In addition to their effects on osteoblastogenesis, glucocorticoids also have effects on
bone matrix (inhibition of type I collagen synthesis and increased collagenase production)
(14) and on skeletal growth factors (they down regulate transcription of the insulin growth
factor I (IGF I) gene and its binding proteins (15).

Osteocytes are thought to participate in the detection and healing of bone microdamage.
Accelerated apoptosis of osteocytes could lead to bone microdamage and diminished bone
quality and strength independent of BMD (16). Increased osteocyte apoptosis has been
documented in patients with GIOP (17).

GLUCOCORTICOID EFFECTS ON BONE MINERAL DENSITY

Glucocorticoids affect both trabecular and cortical bone mass, however, bone loss is
usually most marked in trabecular bone, due to its high surface area and high metabolic
activity. Declines of lumbar spine bone mineral density (BMD) of 8.2% within 20 weeks
have been detected by quantitative computed tomography (QCT), a sensitive measure of
trabecular bone density (18). After glucocorticoid discontinuation, the trabecular lumbar
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spine BMD increased by 5.2%. A number of studies have shown that bone loss is similar
in men and women (both postmenopausal and premenopausal women). Fractures are more
likely to occur in those with the lowest baseline bone mass, thus most studies demonstrate
highest fracture rates in postmenopausal women.

GLUCOCORTICOID EFFECTS ON FRACTURE RISK

Glucocorticoid use increases the risk of both vertebral and nonvertebral fractures. In a
study using an administrative claims database in the United States, Steinbuch compared
fracture risk in glucocorticoid users to age and sex-matched controls (19). The adjusted rel-
ative risk (RR) among users of glucocorticoids compared to controls was 2.92 for vertebral,
1.68 for nonvertebral, 1.87 for hip, and 1.75 for any fracture. The combined effect of higher
dose, longer duration, and continuous pattern further increased RR estimates to 7-fold for
hip and 17-fold for vertebral fractures.

Kanis et al. (20) studied the relationship between use of glucocorticoids and fracture
risk in a meta-analysis of data from seven cohort studies of 42,000 men and women. Both
current and past use of corticosteroids was an important predictor of fracture risk that was
independent of prior fracture and BMD. No significant difference in risk was seen between
men and women. For osteoporotic fracture, the range of relative risk was 2.63–1.71 and for
hip fracture 4.42–2.48.

The largest study examining the relationship between oral glucocorticoid use and frac-
tures was the United Kingdom General Practice Database (GPDP) study reported by van
Staa et al. (21). This study compared the relative rates of fracture in 244,235 patients
receiving oral glucocorticoids to age and sex-matched controls. An average daily dose of
prednisolone of 5 mg/day significantly increased the risk of spine and hip fractures. The
most important risk for fracture in GIOP is the daily rather than the cumulative dose of oral
glucocorticoids. The risk of nonvertebral fracture increases exponentially for daily doses
over 20 mg prednisolone/day (22). Fracture risk rises within 3 months of starting gluco-
corticoids and falls after discontinuation within 1 year of stopping therapy. However, this
increased risk does not fall back to baseline (21), so that even prior users of glucocorticoids
have an increased fracture risk irrespective of BMD (20).

Several epidemiological studies have reported increased risk of lower BMD and fracture
in patients using inhaled glucocorticoids (23,24). Whether this is due to the glucocorticoids
themselves or the underlying disease is controversial. A large cohort study performed by
van Staa et al. (24) using the GPDB suggests that users of other respiratory medications
other than inhaled glucocorticoids also have an increased risk of fracture suggesting that
the excess risk appears to be related to the underlying respiratory disease rather than to
inhaled glucocorticoid.

Other concomitant factors play a role in bone loss and fractures including the underlying
disease state for which glucocorticoids are given, individual differences in sensitivity to
glucocorticoids, and the age and hormonal status of the patient. Although men and women
are both susceptible to GIOP, the highest fracture rates are seen in postmenopausal women.

BMD Threshold for Fractures in Glucocorticoid-Induced Osteoporosis
The World Health Organization (WHO) criteria for the densitometric diagnosis of osteo-

porosis (T-score < –2.5) were developed based on the relationship of the prevalence of
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fractures in postmenopausal Caucasian females to the prevalence of T-scores below a cer-
tain level in the same population (25). The same type of large epidemiological study does
not exist for glucocorticoid-treated patients.

To answer the question of whether or not fracture rates occur at a higher bone density
or T-score in patients on glucocorticoids, van Staa et al. (26) analyzed the relationship
between BMD and vertebral fracture in postmenopausal women taking glucocorticoids. He
compared the incidence of fracture in the placebo groups from the risedronate prevention
(27) and treatment (28) trials to the 1-year fracture risk of postmenopausal women not tak-
ing glucocorticoids in three other trials. In the BMD threshold analysis, even though the
women taking glucocorticoids were younger (64.7 versus 74.1 years old), had higher mean
lumbar T-score (–1.8 versus –2.6), femoral neck T-score (–1.9 versus –2.6), and less preva-
lent fractures (42.9 versus 58.3%) than the non-glucocorticoid users, the risk of fracture
was higher in the GC users than the non-GC users[adjusted RR 5.7 (CI 2.57–12.54)]. Thus,
fracture incidence was markedly higher in the glucocorticoid users at any given level of
BMD. This data is one of the reasons for the recommendation of therapeutic intervention
in GIOP at T-score levels of –1 or lower by the American College of Rheumatology (29)
and of –1.5 or lower by the United Kingdom societies (30).

Nonpharmacologic Interventions
The use of systemic glucocorticoids should be minimized whenever possible.

Nonpharmacologic interventions such as smoking and alcohol cessation and fall risk assess-
ment should be offered to all patients. Exercise to improve lower extremity strength and
balance is particularly important in glucocorticoid-treated patients where myopathy and an
increased risk of falls are common. Calcium and vitamin D should be considered neces-
sary but not sufficient for patients receiving chronic glucocorticoids, as they do not reduce
fracture risk equal to the degree compared with bisphosphonates. Recommended calcium
doses are at least 1200–1500 mg/day. Vitamin D should be administered in doses from 400
to 800 IU daily.

A 2-year trial of 65 rheumatoid arthritis patients treated chronically with low-dose
prednisone (approximately 5 mg/day) randomized to 1000 mg of calcium carbonate and
500 IU of ergocalciferol versus placebo demonstrated that those given the daily sup-
plements gained 0.7 and 0.9% annually in lumbar spine and greater trochanter bone
mineral density (BMD) compared to losses of –2.0 and –0.9% at these sites in the
placebo group (31). A meta-analysis on the effectiveness of treatments for GIOP con-
cluded that calcium plus vitamin D was more effective than no treatment or calcium
alone at the lumbar spine (32). A recent meta-analysis of active vitamin D3 analogues
in GIOP found that they preserve bone density more effectively than no treatment, plain
vitamin D3, and/or calcium (33). Bisphosphonates, however, were found to be more effec-
tive in preserving bone and decreasing the risk of vertebral fractures than active vitamin D3
analogues.

BISPHOSPHONATES

Bisphosphonates are currently the preferred treatment for GIOP. Most trials have
examined their efficacy on BMD as the primary endpoint; however, post hoc
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analyses consistently support an effect on fracture reduction (mainly in the group at highest
risk – postmenopausal women). In the United States, risedronate (5 mg/day) is approved
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the prevention and/or treatment of GIOP
and alendronate (5 mg/day for males and premenopausal females and 10 mg/day for post-
menopausal females not receiving estrogen therapy) is approved for treatment. Although
commonly utilized in clinical practice, neither weekly alendronate nor risedronate have
been approved for GIOP. The package labeling for risedronate does state that 35 mg once
weekly “may be considered” for prevention of GIOP.

In studies of patients receiving glucocorticoids, daily alendronate, daily risedronate, and
cyclic etidronate have demonstrated significant increases in BMD at both the hip and spine,
and reductions in vertebral fracture risk (all compared to calcium and vitamin D alone). In
the alendronate GIOP trial reported by Saag, there were too few patients with new vertebral
fractures after 1 year, so that fracture reduction was not significant (34). After 2 years, a
significant reduction of 89% in vertebral fractures was demonstrated (35). A pooling of
the risedronate prevention and treatment studies demonstrated a significant 70% reduction
in vertebral fractures after 1 year compared to calcium and vitamin D alone (36). Cyclic
etidronate was demonstrated to reduce the risk of new vertebral fractures by 85% over
1 year compared to placebo (37).

A meta-regression analysis (38) comparing the efficacy of therapies used for the treat-
ment of glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis determined that bisphosphonates were the
most effective class of drugs to preserve vertebral BMD, with an effect size of 1.03 (95% CI,
0.85–1.17) compared to vitamin D (0.46, CI 95%, 0.27–0.62), or calcitonin (0.51, CI 95%,
0.33–0.67) therapy. When combined with vitamin D, the effect size of bisphosphonates
further increased to 1.31 (1.07–1.50).

In patients for whom a contraindication to oral bisphosphonates exists, parenteral bispho-
sphonates including pamidronate and zoledronic acid could be considered (neither is FDA
approved for GIOP at this time). In a primary prevention study of 32 patients being started
on prednisone ≥10 mg/day, patients were randomized to receive either an intravenous infu-
sions of 90 mg pamidronate at baseline, an infusion of 90 mg at baseline followed by 30 mg
pamidronate given every 3 months for 1 year or placebo infusions (all groups received
calcium carbonate 800 mg/day). BMD changes at the lumbar spine were +1.7, +2.3, and
–4.6% and at the total hip were +1.0, +2.6, and –2.2% for the three respective groups. The
differences between the placebo and both pamidronate groups were statistically significant
(39).

A single infusion of 4 mg zoledronic acid has been demonstrated in non-glucocorticoid-
treated postmenopausal females to increase BMD and reduce markers of bone resorption
for up to 12 months (40). Zoledronic acid has not yet been approved for GIOP, however, a
trial is currently underway.

Both intravenous and oral formulations of ibandronate have been studied and iban-
dronate is now approved for daily oral use in the treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis.
A trial of 115 patients receiving long-term glucocorticoids (average daily dose 10 mg pred-
nisone) were randomized to receive either 500 mg of calcium and 1 μg of alfacalcidiol
daily or calcium and infusions of 2 mg intravenous ibandronate every 3 months (41). At 3
years, BMD was increased 13.3 % at the lumbar spine and 5.2 % at the femoral neck in the
ibandronate group compared to alfacalcidiol group (2.6 and 1.9%, respectively). Although
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not specifically powered to detect a reduction in fracture risk, the incidence of new vertebral
fractures in the alfacalcidiol group (22.8%) was statistically greater than in the ibandronate
group (8.6%) a 62% relative risk reduction (p = 0.043). Intravenous ibandronate is not
currently approved nor marketed.

PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH)

Parathyroid hormone is not approved for the treatment of glucocorticoid-induced osteo-
porosis, however, its potential for stimulating and/or prolonging the life span of osteoblasts
suggests that it may have an important role in GIOP. A study of teriparatide (human
recombinant parathyroid hormone 1–34) as monotherapy for GIOP is currently underway.

A 12-month trial of females with low bone mass (T-score ≥ –2.5) who were on long-term
estrogen and glucocorticoids (mean 8.5 mg of prednisone daily for an average of 13 years)
was performed to compare the additive effects of subcutaneous daily human parathyroid
hormone (1–84) with placebo (42). Both groups received 1500 mg calcium and 800 IU
vitamin D per day. BMD at the lumbar spine was significantly greater in the combination of
PTH and estrogen group (11% increase by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry and 33% by
quantitative CT scanning) compared to the estrogen-alone group at 12 months). Increases in
femoral neck BMD were significant in the combination group at 24 months. The effect on
BMD was sustained for 1 year following the discontinuation of PTH and the continuation
of estrogen (43).

Among other contraindications to teriparatide, it should not be given to children or young
adults with open epiphyses.

OTHER THERAPIES

Other pharmacologic options for the prevention of bone loss include nasal spray cal-
citonin and hormone therapy or selective estrogen receptor modulators in women and
testosterone in men. Studies of calcitonin in GIOP are limited with conflicting data on
its ability to prevent bone loss (44) and no studies demonstrating fracture risk reduction.
No studies currently exist examining the role of SERMS in GIOP. A few small studies of
hormone therapy in GIOP have been performed. In one trial of postmenopausal women
receiving prednisone for rheumatoid arthritis, those randomized to hormone therapy had a
significant (3.4%) increase in their lumbar spine BMD compared with controls. There was
no significant change in femoral neck BMD in either group (45). Similar small studies of
testosterone replacement in GIOP have been performed (46), demonstrating increases in
BMD of 5% at 1 year in hypogonadal asthmatic men treated with testosterone compared to
controls. Increases in lean body mass (reflecting muscle mass) were also demonstrated in
the testosterone treated men.

Due to the increased risks of breast cancer and cardiovascular disease associated with
hormone therapy (47), recommendations for its use as a primary treatment for osteoporosis
cannot be made. Similar arguments could be made for testosterone replacement where the
long-term adverse effects are unknown (48). These therapies are most likely to be appropri-
ate in the patient on glucocorticoids where deficiencies of these hormones lead to vasomotor
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symptoms, loss of libido, etc., and where specific replacement could enhance the patient’s
quality of life for reasons other than osteoporosis.

GUIDELINES FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF GIOP

Based in part on the knowledge that the most rapid loss of bone density is observed upon
initiating prednisone therapy. The American College of Rheumatology Ad Hoc Guidelines
Committee (29) recommends prophylactic bisphosphonates for all new glucocorticoid users
expected to continue prednisone ≥5 mg/day for more than 3 months. For prevalent gluco-
corticoid users receiving prednisone doses of ≥5 mg/day who have a T-score below –1.0,
the ACR also recommends bisphosphonate therapy. Caution is advised in premenopausal
women and counseling regarding appropriate contraception is advised. For prevalent glu-
cocorticoid users who have a T-score above –1.0, follow-up BMD measurement annually
or biannually is recommended. Nonpharmacologic interventions outlined above are also
recommended for all patients.

The United Kingdom Royal College of Physicians, National Osteoporosis Society and
Bone and Tooth Society recommends pharmacologic intervention at a T-score of –1.5 or
lower in patients on chronic oral glucocorticoids (30). They recommend taking an aggres-
sive approach in older patients and in those with a history of prior fracture and suggest that
treatment to reduce risk of fracture should be initiated at the same time as the glucocorticoid
therapy without the need for assessment of bone mineral density.

Likewise, in situations where bone mass measurement is impractical or unavailable, the
Department of Veterans Affairs recommends empiric therapy with bisphosphonates when
doses of prednisone ≥7.5 mg/day are prescribed for longer than 3 months (49).

None of these guidelines specifically address patients using inhaled glucocorticoids,
however, based on the data that patients with chronic lung disease receiving either glucocor-
ticoid or non-glucocorticoid inhalers are at increased risk of fracture (23,24), measurement
of BMD in these patients would seem appropriate with treatment determined by their
overall risk factor profile.

Although markers of bone formation and resorption predict fracture risk in chronic
glucocorticoid users (50), their clinical utility in GIOP remains investigational.

Table 1 provides the author’s recommended approach to patients on or beginning
glucocorticoid therapy.

CONCLUSIONS

Considerable advances have been made over the past 10 years in the recognition
and treatment of GIOP. The possibility of less frequent intravenous bisphosphonates and
anabolic agents such as parathyroid hormone raise the potential of more effective therapies
in the future. However, despite the knowledge of the fracture risk associated with glucocor-
ticoids, the availability of effective prophylaxis, and treatment and published guidelines,
measurement of bone density and institution of medications to prevent bone loss are subop-
timal (51), including among specialty physicians (52). Continued education, dissemination
of guidelines, and other innovative approaches will be necessary to make a more substantial
impact on this disorder.
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Table 1
Recommendations for the Prevention and Treatment of GIOP

Minimize dose of systemic glucocorticoids whenever possible

Nonpharmacologic interventions, such as smoking and alcohol cessation, minimization of
alcohol intake, fall avoidance strategies, and balance/lower extremity strengthening
exercises should be recommended

A daily intake of calcium (1200–1500 mg/day) and serum vitamin D (400–800 IU/day)
should be given

Initiate bisphosphonate therapy [risedronate (5 mg/day) or alendronate (5 mg/day in men and
premenopausal women or 10 mg/day in postmenopausal women not on estrogen therapy]
in patients beginning prednisone ≥5 mg/day for more than 3 months. For prevalent
glucocorticoid users receiving prednisone doses of ≥5 mg/day who have a T-score
below –1.0, initiate bisphosphonate therapy

Consider parathyroid hormone or intravenous bisphosphonates (neither is FDA approved for
GIOP) if patients have contraindications to, do not tolerate or fail oral bisphosphonate
therapy

Consider estrogen or testosterone replacement where indicated for quality of life issues, but
not as primary therapy in lieu of bisphosphonates

Monitor BMD by DXA after 6–12 months, depending on the dose of glucocorticoids and
severity of baseline bone loss
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INTRODUCTION

The introduction of cyclosporine to transplantation immunology in the early 1980s
resulted in marked improvement in short-term graft and patient survival and ushered in
a new era for patients with end-stage renal, hepatic, cardiac, pulmonary, and hematopoietic
disease. The addition of cyclosporine, and later tacrolimus, to post-transplantation immuno-
suppression regimens permitted the use of lower doses of glucocorticoids (GCs). Therefore,
it was initially expected that glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis would be less of a prob-
lem in the cyclosporine era. During the past two decades, however, it has become clear
that organ transplant recipients managed with cyclosporine and probably tacrolimus sus-
tain rapid bone loss and fragility fractures (1–4). Moreover, transplantation-related bone
loss and fractures may become increasingly prevalent as more patients continue to undergo
organ transplantation each year and survival continues to improve (5). This review will
summarize our current understanding of the effects of the most commonly prescribed
immunosuppressive agents on bone and mineral metabolism. The epidemiology, natural
history, and pathogenesis of bone loss and fracture after various types of organ transplanta-
tion will be reviewed. Recommendations for prevention of the acute phase of bone loss after
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organ transplantation, and treatment of established osteoporosis in organ transplantation
candidates and recipients will be summarized.

SKELETAL EFFECTS OF IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE DRUGS

The Bone-Remodeling System
Transplantation osteoporosis, as with most adult metabolic bone diseases, is the result

of alterations in the bone-remodeling system, an orderly progression of events by which
bone cells remove old bone tissue and replace it with new. Thus, it is helpful to review
the orderly sequence of events that constitutes normal bone remodeling, in order to under-
stand the pathogenesis of transplantation osteoporosis. The two main processes by which
remodeling occurs are known as resorption (6) and formation (7). Conceptually, these pro-
cesses are somewhat akin to the repair of cracks and potholes that develop in surfaces
of highways. Remodeling occurs on the surfaces of both cancellous and cortical bone.
The first step is activation of macrophage precursors to form osteoclasts, giant multin-
ucleated cells that excavate or resorb a cavity on the bone surface. Osteoclasts express
receptors for receptor activator of NFκB ligand (RANKL) produced by osteoblasts, calci-
tonin, prostaglandins, calcium, and vitronectin (integrin α1β3). In general, approximately
0.05 mm3 of bone tissue is resorbed by each osteoclast, leaving small resorption pits on
the bone surface called Howship’s lacunae. This process takes approximately 2–3 weeks.
After a brief rest period known as the reversal phase, local mesenchymal bone marrow stem
cells differentiate into osteoblasts that are attracted to the empty resorption pits. There they
accumulate as clusters of plump cuboidal cells along the bone surface. Osteoblasts have
two major functions. They produce the proteins, both collagenous and non-collagenous,
that constitute the matrix of the newly formed bone. Osteoblasts are also responsible for
mineralization of the matrix or osteoid after an approximately 10-day period during which
the osteoid has matured. Osteoblasts express receptors for parathyroid hormone, estro-
gens, vitamin D3, cell adhesion molecules (integrins), and several cytokines. The complete
remodeling cycle at each remodeling site requires approximately 3–6 months. This pro-
cess serves to replace old, micro-damaged bone with new, mechanically stronger bone.
RANKL, RANK, and osteoprotogerin (OPG) are three members of the tumor necrosis fac-
tor (TNF) ligand and receptor-signaling family that are final effectors of bone resorption
(8,9). RANKL is expressed in osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells. When sufficient
concentrations of macrophage colony stimulating factor (mCSF) are present, binding of
RANKL to RANK, which is expressed on surfaces of osteoclast lineage cells, through cell-
to-cell contact, results in rapid differentiation of osteoclast precursors in bone marrow to
mature osteoclasts, increased osteoclast activity, and reduced apoptosis of mature osteo-
clasts. RANKL is neutralized by binding to OPG, another member of the TNF-receptor
superfamily secreted by cells of the osteoblast lineage. Competitive binding of RANKL
to either RANK or OPG regulates bone remodeling by increasing (RANK) or decreasing
(OPG) osteoclastogenesis. Immunosuppressants exert their effects on bone remodeling by
interacting with the RANK/RANKL/OPG system (10).

In normal adults, bone remodeling results in no net change in bone mass. Bone loss
develops in any situation in which bone remodeling becomes “uncoupled,” such that the
rate of resorption exceeds the rate of formation. This most often occurs when the rate of
resorption is so elevated that it is beyond the capacity of the osteoblasts to restore the
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original amount of bone volume. However, bone loss may also develop in the setting
of depressed bone formation, such that even normal amounts of resorbed bone cannot
be replaced. It is very likely that transplantation-related bone loss results from both a
primary decrease in the rate of bone formation and a primary increase in the rate of
resorption (1,11).

Glucocorticoids
Glucocorticoids (GCs), an integral component of most transplant immunosuppression

regimens, are notorious for causing osteoporosis (see Chapter 23). Prednisone or methyl-
prednisolone may be prescribed in high doses (50–100 mg of prednisone or its equivalent
daily) immediately after transplantation and during episodes of severe rejection, with
gradual reduction over weeks to months. Total exposure varies with the organ trans-
planted, the number and management of rejection episodes, and the practice of individual
transplantation programs.

GCs cause bone loss and fractures by mechanisms summarized in Table 1 and sev-
eral recent reviews (12–14). The main effect is an immediate and profound inhibition
of bone formation by decreasing osteoblast recruitment and differentiation, synthesis of
type I collagen, and induction of apoptosis of osteoblasts and osteocytes both in vitro and
in vivo (15). These effects are reflected biochemically by low serum levels of osteocal-
cin, a major non-collagenous bone matrix protein secreted by osteoblasts. Indirect effects
include inhibition of growth hormone secretion and decreased production or bioactivity of
certain skeletal growth factors (IGF-1, PGE2, and TGF-β), actions that also reduce bone
formation.

GCs also increase bone resorption, through both direct effects on osteoclasts and indi-
rect effects. GCs directly increase osteoclast activity by decreasing osteoblast expression
of OPG and increasing osteoblast expression of RANKL. In turn, osteoclast maturation
is increased and osteoclast apoptosis is decreased. GCs indirectly increase resorption by
impairing calcium transport across cell membranes, causing reduced intestinal calcium
absorption, increased urinary calcium losses, and negative calcium balance. Secondary
hyperparathyroidism may result, although it is unlikely that it plays a major role in the
pathogenesis of associated bone loss (16). GCs also cause hypogonadotrophic hypogo-
nadism and reduced secretion of adrenal androgens and estrogens, which may also be
associated with increases in bone resorption. These contrasting effects of GCs upon bone
formation (decreased) and resorption (increased) prevent osteoblasts from replacing the
increased amount of bone resorbed at each remodeling site, and rapid bone loss ensues. The
magnitude of glucocorticoid stimulatory effects on resorption is less profound than their
inhibitory effects on formation; moreover, the effects on resorption are transitory, generally
limited to the first 6–12 months. Glucocorticoid-induced myopathy may also contribute to
bone loss by altering gravitational forces on the skeleton, reducing weight-bearing activity
and mobility, and to fracture rates by increasing the propensity for falls.

Patients taking GCs generally sustain significant bone loss (13,14). Bone loss occurs in
all races, at all ages, and in both genders. However, postmenopausal, Caucasian women
are at greater risk for fracture than other groups, because glucocorticoid-related bone loss
is superimposed upon that already sustained because of aging and estrogen deficiency. In
general, bone loss is most rapid during the first 12 months and is directly related to dose and
duration of therapy. Areas of the skeleton rich in cancellous bone (ribs, vertebrae, and distal
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Table 1
Glucocorticoid Actions that Contribute to Bone Loss

Inhibit bone formation – most important effects that result in a 30% reduction in
amount of bone replaced in each remodeling cycle

• Reduce osteoblast numbers
◦ Decrease osteoblast replication and differentiation

• Shorten osteoblast life span
◦ Increase apoptosis of osteoblasts and osteocytes

• Inhibit osteoblast function
◦ Reduce synthesis of type I collagen
◦ Decrease synthesis of bone matrix proteins and osteocalcin

• Decrease synthesis of IGF-I and inhibit IGF-II receptor expression in osteoblasts –
local anabolic regulators that increase type I collagen synthesis

Stimulate bone resorption – effects on resorption are minor and limited to first 6–12
months

• Directly increase osteoclast activity
◦ Decrease osteoblast expression of osteoprotegerin (OPG)
◦ Increase osteoblast expression of RANKL
◦ Increase osteoclast maturation and decrease apoptosis

• Indirectly increase resorption
◦ Decrease production of gonadal hormones
◦ Decrease intestinal calcium absorption
◦ Increase urinary calcium excretion
◦ Increase secretion of parathyroid hormone

ends of long bones) and the cortical rim of the vertebral body are most severely affected
and also fracture most frequently.

In recent years, there has been a trend toward more rapid lowering of glucocorticoid
doses after transplantation or rejection episodes and an increase in the use of alternative
drugs to treat rejection (17–20). In more recently transplanted patients who have received
lower doses of steroids, significant bone loss still occurs although it may be less rapid than
previously documented (21–24). Moreover, it should be noted that even rather small doses
of GCs are associated with increased fracture risk. A large retrospective general practice
database study found that doses of prednisolone as low as 2.5 mg daily were associated
with a significant 55% increase in the relative risk of spine fractures; doses between 2.5
and 7.5 mg daily were associated with a 2.6-fold increase in the risk of spine fracture and
a 77% increase in the risk of hip fracture (25). Thus, even in those programs that have
embraced the use of lower doses of GCs, there is still sufficient exposure in the initial year
to cause significant bone loss.
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Cyclosporines
Cyclosporine (CsA) is a small fungal cyclic peptide. Its activity depends upon the forma-

tion of a heterodimer consisting of cyclosporine and its cycloplasmic receptor, cyclophilin.
This cyclosporine–cyclophilin heterodimer then binds to calcineurin (26). CsA, and sim-
ilarly tacrolimus, inhibits the phosphatase activity of calcineurin through interaction with
distinct domains on the calcineurin subunit (27). Calcineurin may regulate both osteoblast
(28) and osteoclast differentiation (29). Although the gene for calcineurin, which is integral
to the immunosuppressive action of CsA, has been identified in osteoclasts and extracted
whole rat bone, it does not appear to be altered by CsA administration (30).

Animal studies suggest that CsA has effects on bone and mineral metabolism that
may contribute to bone loss after organ transplantation (Table 2) (11,31). When admin-
istered to rodents in doses higher than those currently used to prevent allograft rejection,
CsA causes rapid and severe cancellous bone loss (32,33), characterized histologically by
marked increase in bone resorption. In contrast to the effects of GCs, bone formation is
increased in CsA-treated animals, although insufficiently to compensate for the increase
in resorption. The stimulatory effects of CsA on osteoclast formation are likely medi-
ated via T lymphocytes (34–36). CsA also increases gene expression of osteocalcin and
bone-resorbing cytokines, such as IL-1 and IL-6 (37). Parathyroid hormone (PTH) may
facilitate CsA-induced bone loss (38). Drugs that inhibit bone resorption, including estro-
gen, raloxifene, calcitonin, and alendronate, prevent or attenuate CsA-induced bone loss
in the rat (39–42). Similarly, 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D and prostaglandin E2 also prevent
bone loss in CsA-treated rats (43,44). In contrast, testosterone (29) does not ameliorate bone
loss (45).

Table 2
Skeletal Effects of Cyclosporine (and Tacrolimus)∗

Increase expression of bone resorbing cytokines

Increase expression of osteocalcin

Increase bone resorption

Increase bone formation

Cause rapid, severe cancellous bone loss

Effects mediated by T lymphocytes

PTH may have permissive effect
Bone loss prevented by antiresorptive agents, 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D

∗These effects based primarily on animal studies.

Studies examining the effects of CsA on the human skeleton have yielded conflict-
ing results. Several have shown that kidney transplant patients receiving cyclosporine in
a steroid-free regimen did not lose bone (46–48). In contrast, a small study of kidney
transplant recipients detected no difference in bone loss between those who received CsA
monotherapy and those who received azathioprine and prednisolone (49) and a recent
prospective study found that cumulative CsA dose was associated with bone loss in the
2 years following transplant, independent of the effect of GCs (50).
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Tacrolimus (FK506)
FK506 is a macrolide that binds to an immunophilin FK binding protein and blocks

T-cell activation in a manner similar to CsA. FK506 has been shown to cause bone
loss in the rat model comparable to that observed with CsA (51) and accompanied by
similar biochemical and histomorphometric alterations (Table 2). In humans, rapid bone
loss has been documented after both cardiac (52) and liver transplantation (53), when
tacrolimus is used for immunosuppression. However, other studies suggest that FK506 may
cause less bone loss than CsA in humans (54,55), likely because lower doses of GCs are
required for immunosuppression. It remains unclear whether FK506 confers any benefit
over cyclosporine with regard to fracture incidence.

Sirolimus (Rapamycin)
Rapamycin is a macrocyclic lactone. Although it is structurally similar to FK506 and

binds to the same binding protein, the mechanism by which rapamycin induces immuno-
suppression is distinct from both FK506 and CsA. When combined with low-dose CsA,
rapamycin was bone sparing in rat studies (56). In a recent open label studies, markers
of bone turnover (N-telopeptide and osteocalcin) were higher in kidney transplant recipi-
ents who received CsA rather than sirolimus: unfortunately BMD was not measured, so it
remains unclear whether this translated into lower rates of bone loss (57). However, com-
bining immunosuppressive agents in lower doses may provide hope for achieving adequate
immunosuppression while protecting the skeleton.

Azathioprine, Mycophenolate Mofetil, and Other Drugs
Short-term administration of azathioprine is associated with decreases in serum osteo-

calcin but does not cause bone loss in the rat model (58). No adverse effects of azathioprine
administration alone on bone mass have been reported in human subjects. In the past,
azathioprine was frequently used in combination with prednisone and CsA or FK506 to pre-
vent organ rejection. However, it has largely been supplanted by mycophenolate mofetil,
which does not have deleterious effects on bone in the rat (59). The skeletal effects of
other immunosuppressant agents, such as mizoribine, deoxyspergualin, brequinar sodium,
leflunomide, and azaspirane, are unclear.

EFFECT OF TRANSPLANTATION ON BONE AND MINERAL
METABOLISM

Bone Loss Before Transplantation
In many cases, individuals with chronic diseases severe enough to warrant organ trans-

plantation have already sustained considerable bone loss (60–62) (Table 3). The majority
of candidates for organ transplantation have one or more accepted risk factors for osteo-
porosis, including debilitation, loss of mobility and physical inactivity, poor nutrition,
and cachexia. They are commonly exposed to drugs known to cause bone loss, such as
GCs, heparin, loop diuretics, excessive doses of thyroid hormone, and anticonvulsants.
Postmenopausal women are estrogen deficient, as are many chronically ill premenopausal,
women. Similarly, men with chronic illness often have hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism.
When the disease is present during childhood or adolescence, as is the case with cystic
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Table 3
Osteoporosis, Fractures, and Bone Loss in Candidates for Solid

Organ Transplantation

Type of transplant Prevalence before transplantation

Osteoporosisa (%) Fractures (%)

Kidneyb 8–49 Vertebral: 3–21,
Peripheral: 35

Heart 8–10 Vertebral: 18–50

Liver 8–43 Vertebral: 20–25

Lung 30–35 Vertebral: 14–49

Adapted from Cohen and Shane (1).
aAccepted definitions included BMD (by dual x-ray absorptiometry) of the

spine and/or hip with Z score –2 or T score≤–2.5.
bDefinition of osteoporosis also included BMD of predominantly cortical

sites such as the femoral shaft or proximal radius that are adversely affected by
excessive PTH secretion.

fibrosis or congenital heart disease, peak bone mass, which is attained during adolescence,
may be low. Therefore, in caring for organ transplant candidates, it is essential to con-
sider the possibility that bone mass may be reduced before transplantation. Consideration
of particular issues related to transplantation of specific organs follows.

Kidney and Kidney–Pancreas Transplantation
SKELETAL STATUS BEFORE TRANSPLANTATION

In patients with severe chronic kidney disease (CKD) or end-stage renal disease
(ESRD), disturbances in calcium and phosphate metabolism, decreased calcitriol synthe-
sis, increased synthesis and secretion of PTH, metabolic acidosis, and defective bone
mineralization result in the complex form of bone disease known as renal osteodystro-
phy (63). Some form of renal osteodystrophy is almost universal in patients who undergo
kidney transplantation. A given individual may have high bone turnover, due to hyper-
parathyroidism with or without osteitis fibrosa, low turnover or adynamic bone disease,
osteomalacia, or “mixed” renal osteodystrophy, a combination of one or more of the afore-
mentioned lesions. Type I diabetes, hypogonadism secondary to uremia, and diseases, such
as systemic lupus erythematosus, common in patients with CKD and ESRD, also adversely
affect the skeleton. Several drugs used routinely in the management of patients with renal
disease, such as loop diuretics, calcium-containing phosphate binders, can also affect bone
and mineral metabolism. In addition, some kidney transplant candidates may have had pre-
vious exposure to GCs or cyclosporine as therapy for immune complex nephritis or other
diseases and thus may already have sustained significant bone loss prior to transplantation.

Measurement of BMD by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is of limited util-
ity in patients with ESRD as it does not distinguish among the various types of renal
osteodystrophy and more importantly, does not discriminate between patients with and
without fractures (64). That being said, several cross-sectional studies have documented
that osteoporosis and low bone mass are present in a significant proportion of patients on
chronic dialysis (Table 3) (65–67).
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Not surprisingly, the risk of fracture in patients with ESRD is greatly elevated. Risk
of all fractures has estimated at 4.4–14 times greater than that of the general population
(68,69). Vertebral fractures were present in 21% of Japanese hemodialysis patients (70).
In one study, 34% of 68 hemodialysis patients had a history of previous fracture (71). In
another prospective study, the incidence of fractures was 0.1 fractures per dialysis year in
patients with osteitis fibrosa and 0.2 fractures per dialysis year in patients with adynamic
bone disease (72). Recently, we have appreciated that hip fractures are also 2-fold more
common in patients with moderate-to-severe CKD, who do not yet require dialysis (73)
than in those with normal kidney function.

Risk factors for low bone mineral density and fractures include female gender, Caucasian
race, hyperparathyroidism, adynamic bone disease, secondary amenorrhea, type I diabetes,
older age, duration of dialysis, peripheral vascular disease, prior kidney transplant (74), and
diabetic nephropathy (61).

PREVALENCE OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS

Low BMD measurements have been reported in several cross-sectional studies of
patients who have undergone kidney transplantation (2,3,75–77) (Table 4), although again
the prognostic significance of low BMD is unclear in such patients. For example, lum-
bar spine (LS) BMD was below the “fracture threshold” in 23% of 65 renal transplant
recipients studied an average of 4 years after transplantation (78); female gender, post-
menopausal status and cumulative prednisone dose were independent predictors of low
BMD. Similarly, LS BMD was more than two standard deviations below age- and sex-
matched controls (Z score >–2.0) in 41% of patients studied 6–195 months after renal
transplantation (79) and was directly related to increasing time since transplantation and
PTH concentrations. LS and femoral neck (FN) bone density were more than two stan-
dard deviations below age- and sex-matched controls in 28.6 and 10.5% of 70 kidney
transplant recipients studied an average of 8 years after transplantation (80) and was par-
ticularly prevalent in women. In a recent study of male renal transplant recipients, only
17% had normal BMD, 30% had osteoporosis at the hip or LS, 41% including the DR;
bone resorption markers were elevated in 48% (81). Other studies have shown similar
results (47,82,83).

BONE LOSS AFTER KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION

Prospective longitudinal studies have documented high rates of bone loss after kidney
transplantation (Table 4), particularly during the first 6–18 months after grafting. Julian
et al. (84) were the first to report that LS BMD decreased by 6.8% at 6 months and by 8.8%
at 18 months after transplantation. At 18 months, BMD was below the “fracture threshold”
in 10 of 17 patients. Several prospective studies have confirmed this pattern of bone loss
(21,85–91), in which the rate of bone loss is greatest during the first 6 months after trans-
plantation and at sites where cancellous bone predominates, such as the LS. The rate of LS
bone loss varies between 3 and 10%. There may be a gender difference in the site at which
bone is lost (74,85,87); men have been shown to lose more bone at the proximal femur than
women in the first few months after transplantation.

The pathogenesis of bone loss after renal transplantation is complex. The majority of
studies have found that glucocorticoid dose correlates positively with bone loss. Men and
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premenopausal women may be at lower risk and postmenopausal women at higher risk.
There is also some evidence in the literature to support a role for cyclosporine in the patho-
genesis of the high turnover state often apparent in renal transplant recipients by 1 year
after renal transplantation.

BONE HISTOLOGY AFTER KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION

Before transplantation, hyperparathyroidism is the most common lesion on bone biopsy.
However, by 6 months after transplantation, glucocorticoid effects predominate, with
osteoblast dysfunction and decreased mineral apposition (84,92). In long-term kidney trans-
plant recipients, bone biopsy results are more heterogeneous and include osteoporosis,
osteomalacia, and osteitis fibrosa. An increase in osteoblastic activity and mineralization
defects were common (93).

FRACTURE AFTER KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION

Fractures are very common after renal transplantation (Table 5) and affect appendicular
sites (feet, ankles, long bones, hips) more commonly than axial sites (spine, ribs) (81). One
study determined that non-vertebral fractures are 5-fold more common in males aged 25–
64, and 18- and 34-fold more common in females aged 25–44 and 45–64, respectively, who
have had a renal transplant than they are in the normal population (94). Prevalent vertebral
or appendicular fractures were identified in 24% of long-term kidney transplant subjects
(77). Vertebral fractures have been reported in 3–10% of nondiabetic patients after renal
transplantation (47,80). A cohort study involving 101,039 subjects found that patients who
underwent kidney transplant had a 34% greater risk of hip fracture than those who remained
on dialysis (61).

Fractures are particularly common in patients who receive kidney or kidney–pancreas
transplants for diabetic nephropathy (95–98). In a retrospective study of 35 kidney–
pancreas recipients, approximately half had sustained from one to three symptomatic,
nonvertebral fractures by the end of the third post-transplant year (95).

MINERAL METABOLISM AND BONE TURNOVER AFTER KIDNEY

TRANSPLANTATION

The changes in biochemical indices of mineral metabolism and bone turnover after
renal transplantation are fairly consistent (84,99). PTH levels, usually elevated before
transplantation, frequently remain high for some time after transplantation and may never
completely normalize (100). Hypercalcemia and hypophosphatemia, related to persistent
parathyroid hyperplasia and elevated PTH levels, occur commonly during the first few
months. Persistent elevations in fibroblast growth factor-23 (FGF-23) after transplant have
recently been hypothesized to be related to post-transplant hypophosphatemia (101). In
most patients, these biochemical abnormalities are mild and resolve within the first year.
In long-term transplant recipients, persistent elevations in PTH may be associated with
reduced hip BMD (100). Calcitriol production by the transplanted kidney may be inade-
quate to suppress PTH secretion by hyperplastic parathyroid tissue (102), and treatment
calcitriol may prevent hyperparathyroidism after renal transplantation (103). Vitamin D
deficiency is common and severe in patients after kidney transplantation. In one study
(104), the mean serum level of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) was 10 ng/ml and one-third
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of patients had undetectable levels. Transplant recipients had significantly lower levels than
age-matched controls (104).

Cardiac Transplantation
SKELETAL STATUS BEFORE TTRANSPLANTATION

Risk factors common in patients with end-stage cardiac failure that may predispose to
bone loss before transplantation include exposure to tobacco, alcohol, and loop diuret-
ics; physical inactivity; hypogonadism; and anorexia which may contribute to dietary
calcium deficiency. Hepatic congestion and prerenal azotemia may also affect mineral
metabolism, causing mild secondary hyperparathyroidism. Although on average bone den-
sity of patients awaiting cardiac transplantation may not differ significantly from normal, it
has been observed that approximately 8–10% fulfill World Health Organization criteria for
osteoporosis (Table 3) (60,105–107,23).

PREVALENCE OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN HEART TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS

Osteoporosis and fractures constitute a major cause of morbidity after cardiac trans-
plantation. In cross-sectional studies, the prevalence rate of vertebral fractures in cardiac
transplant recipients (Table 4) ranges between 18 and 50% and moderate-to-severe bone
loss is present in a substantial proportion of subjects at both the LS and the FN (94,105–
118). In a cross-sectional study of long-term cardiac transplant recipients, osteopenia or
osteoporosis (T score less than –1.0) were found in 66% at the FN and 26% at the LS
(119). Perhaps related to a failure to achieve peak bone mass, adults who receive cardiac
transplants as adolescents have significantly lower BMD at LS, FN, and distal radius than
age-matched controls (120).

BONE LOSS AFTER HEART TRANSPLANTATION

The pattern of bone loss after cardiac transplantation is similar to that observed after
renal. Prospective longitudinal studies have documented rates of bone loss ranging from
2.5 to 11%, predominantly during the first 3–12 months after transplantation (Table 4)
(52,121–128). Although GCs affect the predominantly cancellous bone of the vertebrae to
a greater extent than other sites, there is as much or more bone loss at the hip, a site with
more cortical bone than the vertebral bodies (23,125). Moreover, while bone loss at the LS
slows or stops after the first 6 months, FN bone loss continues during the second half of
the first year after transplantation (23,125). There are very few longitudinal data available
on the pattern of bone loss after the first year. However, our data suggest that the rate of
bone loss slow or stops in the majority of patients, with some recovery at the LS noted
during the third year of observation (23,125). Bone loss also slows at the hip after the first
year; however, in contrast to the spine, there has been no significant recovery by the fourth
post-transplant year. The results of a recent study suggest that there may be less bone loss
than suggested in literature from the 1980s and early 1990s (23).

FRACTURE AFTER HEART TRANSPLANTATION

Fragility fractures are most common during the phase of rapid bone loss that charac-
terizes the first post-transplant year (Table 3). In a prospective observational longitudinal
study, 36% of patients (54% of the women and 29% of the men) suffered one or more
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fractures of the vertebrae, ribs, and hip in the first year despite daily supplementation with
calcium (1,000 mg) and vitamin D (400 IU) (129). The mean time to first fracture was 4
months, with most patients sustaining their initial fracture during the first 6 months. Lower
pretransplant BMD and female gender were associated with a trend toward increased frac-
ture risk. In men, however, it was the rate of bone loss after transplantation rather than the
pretransplant bone density that was associated with fracture risk. Many patients fractured
who had normal BMD pretransplant and thus it was not possible to predict who would
fracture either on the basis of pretransplant BMD or any other demographic or biochemi-
cal parameter (129). Two European studies of cardiac transplant recipients reported similar
fracture incidence with approximately 30–33% sustaining vertebral fractures during the
first 3 years (130). The risk of a vertebral fracture was higher in those patients who had LS
T scores below –1.0 (hazard ratio 3.1) (130).

In a more recent interventional study, the incidence of vertebral fractures during the first
post-transplant year in patients who received only calcium and vitamin D was only 14%,
suggesting fracture rates may be lower than in the past (23). However, clinical experience
suggests that fractures remain a very common and sometimes devastating complication of
heart transplantation. A complete bone evaluation including BMD measurements before or
immediately after transplantation, as well as aggressive intervention to prevent bone loss
and fractures are needed in all patients regardless of age, sex, or pretransplant bone density.

MINERAL METABOLISM AND BONE TURNOVER AFTER HEART

TRANSPLANTATION

Biochemical changes after cardiac transplantation include sustained increases in serum
creatinine (125,127,131) and decreases in 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D concentrations (125).
On an average, serum testosterone concentrations decrease in men with recovery by
the sixth post-transplant month (125,127,131). Serum osteocalcin falls precipitously and
there is a sharp increase in markers of bone resorption (hydroxyproline and pyridinium
crosslink excretion) during the first 3 months with return to baseline levels by the
sixth month (125,127,131). This biochemical pattern coincides with the period of most
rapid bone loss and highest fracture incidence and suggests that the early post-transplant
period is associated with uncoupling of formation from resorption, and restitution of cou-
pling when glucocorticoid doses are lowered. There is also evidence for a high bone
turnover state later in the post-transplant course perhaps due to cyclosporine, character-
ized by elevations in both serum osteocalcin and urinary excretion of resorption markers
(107,109,110,116,117,126,127,131). The increased bone turnover may be due in part
to secondary hyperparathyroidism related to renal impairment (110). Thus biochemical
changes later in the post-transplant course may be mediated, at least in part, by cyclosporine
A-induced renal insufficiency, although other etiologies cannot be excluded.

Liver Transplantation
SKELETAL STATUS BEFORE TRANSPLANTATION

Patients with liver failure have multiple risk factors that may predispose to low bone
mineral density before transplantation and fracture after transplantation (132–134). Many
patients with end-stage liver disease who are listed for liver transplantation have prevalent
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osteoporosis (Table 3), as evidenced by low bone mineral density (BMD) and fragility
fractures (135,136). Osteoporosis and abnormal mineral metabolism have been described
in association with alcoholic liver disease, hemochromatosis, steroid-treated autoimmune
chronic active hepatitis, postnecrotic cirrhosis, and particularly in chronic cholestatic liver
diseases such as biliary cirrhosis (137–139). A study of 58 patients with cirrhotic end-stage
liver disease referred for liver transplantation (136) reported that 43% had osteoporosis
(defined as Z score>2 SD below age-matched controls or presence of vertebral fractures).
Serum 25-OHD, 1,25(OH)2D, intact PTH, and osteocalcin (a marker of bone formation)
were lower, and urinary hydroxyproline excretion (a marker of bone resorption) was higher
in cirrhotic patients than controls. Male patients had lower serum testosterone levels than
controls. A study of 56 liver transplant recipients revealed that 23% had osteoporosis that
antedated transplantation (140). In a recent study of 360 liver transplant candidates, 38%
had osteoporosis and 39% had osteopenia (141).

Histomorphometric studies have found that bone formation is decreased in patients
with primary biliary cirrhosis and is reflected by low serum osteocalcin levels (142–144).
Another study found biochemical evidence of both decreased bone formation and increased
bone resorption in patients with chronic liver disease (135). However, while serum osteocal-
cin appears to be a valid marker of bone formation in cholestatic liver disease, the utility of
collagen-related markers of bone turnover has recently been called into question. In fibrotic
liver diseases, the synthesis of type I collagen is markedly increased. Guanabens et al. (142)
have found that collagen-related bone turnover markers appear influenced by liver, rather
than bone, collagen metabolism and do not reflect skeletal turnover in patients with liver
disease. Serum osteocalcin and tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) may be more
valid markers of bone-remodeling activity in this clinical situation.

BONE LOSS AND FRACTURE AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Osteoporosis is also common after liver transplantation, as detailed in several recent
reviews (62,145). The natural history of bone loss following liver and cardiac transplan-
tation appears similar (130). Rates of bone loss and fracture vary considerably after liver
transplantation (Table 3), but were often extremely high, particularly in studies published
before 1995 (130,140,146–153), in which LS BMD fell by 2–24%, primarily in the ini-
tial few months after liver transplantation. Bone loss appears to stop after 3–6 months
with gradual improvement by the second and third post-transplant years. Eastell et al.
(146) reported that bone mass recovers and bone histology normalizes with increasing
survival time after transplantation, and other investigators have shown that there is improve-
ment in BMD in long-term liver transplant recipients (154). This, however, has not been
a uniform finding and other studies have found continued losses rather than recovery
(148,155).

More recent studies have found smaller amounts of bone loss. Keogh et al. (156) reported
that femoral neck BMD fell by 8% and LS BMD by 2% after liver transplantation. Ninkovic
et al. (22) found only a 2.3% loss at the femoral neck, with preservation of LS BMD 1 year
after liver transplant. Floreani et al. (157) found increases in BMD at 1 year. Smallwood
et al. (158) reported in a cross-sectional study that lower bone mass following liver trans-
plant was associated with older age, female gender, cholestatic liver disease, and higher
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prednisone dose. A recent retrospective study found that women receiving cumulative glu-
cocorticoid doses greater than 3,500 mg had lower FN BMD at 1 and 2 years following liver
transplant than other patients (159). Guichelaar et al. followed 360 patients after liver trans-
plant. Higher rates of LS bone loss occurred in patients with primary sclerosing cholangitis,
current smokers, younger age, higher baseline BMD, shorter duration of liver disease, and
ongoing cholestasis (141).

Fracture incidence is also highest in the first year and ranges from 24 to 65%, the
latter in a group of women with primary biliary cirrhosis. The vertebrae and ribs are
the most common fracture sites. Again, fracture rates appear to be considerably lower
in more recent studies (22). Whether type of liver disease at baseline predicts fractures
is controversial. Some authors report more bone loss and fractures in patients with pri-
mary sclerosing cholangitis (141) and alcoholic cirrhosis (160). Glucocorticoid exposure
and markers of bone turnover do not reliably predict bone loss or fracture risk. Older age
and pre-transplant BMD at the FN and LS were predictive of post-transplant fractures in
recent prospective studies (22,161). Vertebral fractures prior to transplant have been shown
to predict post-transplant vertebral fractures (130,162). In re-transplanted patients, those
with primary biliary cirrhosis and those with previous fragility fractures are at increased
risk. These patients may always be at risk for fractures as survival rates and duration
increase.

MINERAL METABOLISM AND BONE TURNOVER AFTER LIVER

TRANSPLANTATION

Studies of calciotropic hormone levels and bone turnover markers after liver transplanta-
tion are limited. Compston et al. (163) reported a significant rise in serum intact PTH during
the first 3 months after liver transplantation, although levels did not exceed the upper limit
of the normal range. Significant increases in PTH during the first 3–6 months after trans-
plant have been observed by other authors as well (157,161). In contrast, intact PTH levels
have been reported to be within the normal range in liver transplant recipients in other
studies (148,151,164).

With respect to bone turnover, markers of bone formation (osteocalcin and carboxy-
terminal peptide of type I collagen) and resorption are higher in liver transplant recipients
than in normal controls in most (164,151,165,166), though not all studies (167). OPG and
RANK-L levels are significantly elevated in the first 2 weeks following liver transplant
(168). The balance of the data thus suggests that low bone turnover observed in many
patients with liver failure converts to a high turnover state that persists indefinitely after
liver transplantation.

As is the case with renal and cardiac transplantation, the independent role of GCs and
calcineurin inhibitors in the pathogenesis of bone disease in liver transplant patients is
difficult to assess since single drug therapy is uncommon. The mechanism of bone loss
after liver transplantation has been studied by transiliac crest bone biopsy after tetracy-
cline labeling in 21 patients, evaluated before and 3 months after transplantation. Before
transplantation, a low turnover state was observed, with decreased wall width and erosion
depth. Postoperative biopsies showed high turnover with increased formation rates and acti-
vation frequency, and a trend toward increased indices of resorption (169), which may have
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been related to the concomitant increase in PTH concentrations (163) or alternatively to
calcineurin inhibitors.

Lung Transplantation
SKELETAL STATUS BEFORE LUNG TRANSPLANTATION

Hypoxemia, tobacco use, and prior glucocorticoid therapy are frequent attributes of can-
didates for lung transplantation and may contribute to the pre-transplant bone loss (Table 3),
particularly common in these patients (170,171). Cystic fibrosis (CF), a common reason for
lung transplantation, is itself associated with osteoporosis and fractures due to pancreatic
insufficiency, vitamin D deficiency and calcium malabsorption, and hypogonadism (172–
174). A greatly increased rate of all fractures and severe kyphosis has been reported in
adults with cystic fibrosis (172). We have observed that vitamin D deficiency is extremely
common in CF patients, despite supplementation; bone density was significantly lower in
the vitamin D-deficient patients (173). Two cross-sectional studies have found that low
bone mass and osteoporosis are present in 45–75% of candidates for lung transplanta-
tion (170,171). In both, glucocorticoid exposure was inversely related to BMD. Vertebral
fracture prevalence was 29% in patients with emphysema and 25% in patients with CF
(170,171). Low bone mass is also common in patients with primary pulmonary hyperten-
sion prior to lung transplantation; in a retrospective study, 61% had osteopenia at the FN
and 72% at the LS. BMD at the FN correlated with functional measures, walking distance,
and pulmonary vascular resistance (175). A recent cross-sectional study of patients with
diffuse parenchymal lung disease presenting for lung transplantation found that 13% had
osteoporosis and 57% osteopenia. Low BMD was associated with lower body mass index
and Hispanic ethnicity (176).

BONE LOSS AND FRACTURE AFTER LUNG TRANSPLANTATION

Few studies have prospectively evaluated patients after lung transplantation (Table 3). A
study of 12 patients demonstrated an average 4% decrease in LS BMD during the first 6
months despite calcium and 400 IU of vitamin D (177). Two men sustained multiple verte-
bral fractures. Another study documented decreases of approximately 5% in both LS and
femoral neck BMD during the first 6–12 months after lung transplantation and fractures
developed in 18% of 28 patients (178). In a retrospective analysis of 33 lung transplant
recipients, who had survived at least 1 year after grafting, BMD was markedly decreased
and 42% had vertebral fractures (179). In a 10-year follow-up study of lung transplant recip-
ients, of the 28 (29%) of patients who survived, 11% had prevalent osteoporotic fractures
(180). Our experience suggests that as many as 37% of lung transplant recipients suffer
fragility fractures and significant bone loss during the first post-transplant year despite
antiresorptive therapy (181).

Risk factors for fracture and bone loss include female gender, low pretransplant LS
BMD, pretransplant glucocorticoid therapy, and higher bone turnover after transplanta-
tion. Some studies have found that bone loss correlates with GC dose (178), but others
have not found this relationship (181). Bone turnover markers are elevated following lung
transplant. Increased osteoclastic and decreased osteoblastic activity have been observed in
post-transplant bone biopsies of CF patients (182).
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Bone Marrow Transplantation
BMT is performed with increasing frequency and for expanding indications. In prepa-

ration for transplantation, patients receive myeloablative therapy (alkylating agents and/or
total body irradiation) and commonly develop profound and frequently permanent hypogo-
nadism, which could certainly cause bone loss. After transplantation, patients may receive
GCs, methotrexate, or cyclosporine A, alone or in combination. The pathogenesis of osteo-
porosis after allogenic BMT is complex, related to many factors including the effects of
treatment and effects on the stromal cell compartment of the bone marrow (76,183,184).
Low BMD was first reported after BMT by Kelly et al. (185). Since then several cross-
sectional studies have confirmed low total body BMD (186) or bone mineral content
(BMC) (187) (by DXA) and LS BMD (by computed tomography) (188) in bone mar-
row transplant recipients (Table 4). However, in one study, only those who were less
than 18 years old at the time of transplantation were affected, perhaps because of a
failure to achieve optimal bone mass and smaller bone size (186). Two studies have doc-
umented that bone mass is low in hypogonadal women after bone marrow transplantation
(189,190) and that hormone replacement therapy is associated with significant increases in
BMD (189,190).

With respect to natural history of bone loss after BMT, a study of nine adults undergo-
ing 6 months of high-dose glucocorticoid and CsA therapy for graft-versus-host disease
(GVHD) observed significant LS bone loss (191). Ebeling et al. (192) found that low
BMD antedates BMT, particularly in subjects with prior glucocorticoid exposure and that
post-transplant bone loss is particularly severe in patients who undergo allogeneic BMT,
probably because of their increased propensity for GVHD. Valimaki et al. followed a group
of patients who had undergone allogeneic BMT for 6 months (n=44) and 12 months (n=36)
after grafting. Although some received calcium and vitamin D and some received calci-
tonin, there was no discernable difference in rates of bone loss; therefore the groups were
combined. BMD decreased by approximately 6% at the LS and 7% at the FN (193). Kang
et al. (194) found that LS BMD decreased by 2.2% and FN BMD by 6.2% during the first
year. Similarly, Kashyap et al. (195)found that LS BMD decreased by 3.0% and femoral
neck BMD by 11.6% during the first 12–14 months. There appears to be little bone loss
after the first year (188). The significant bone loss that occurs in the femoral neck does not
appear be regained (196).

Bone turnover markers are consistent with the pattern of decreased formation and
increased resorption (193) observed in other forms of transplantation during the first 3
months, a pattern consistent with uncoupling of formation from resorption. After 3 months,
there was recovery of bone formation markers and generally elevated turnover during the
latter half of the year (193). Similar elevations of bone turnover markers have also been
observed by other investigators after BMT (188,197,198,184,194). Rates of FN bone loss
are lower after autologous BMT, about 4%. LS BMD returns to baseline, while FN bone
loss persists for 2 years (199).

Cellular or cytokine-mediated abnormalities in bone marrow function after BMT may
affect bone turnover and BMD (200). Osteoblastic differentiation is reduced by damage
from high-dose chemotherapy, total body irradiation, and treatment with GCs and/or CsA.
Colony forming units-fibroblasts (CFU-f) are reduced for up to 12 years following BMT
(183,201). Long-term survivors have been shown to have persistent abnormalities in bone
turnover and vitamin D (202).
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Avascular necrosis (AVN) is common, occurring in 10–20% of allo-BMT survivors, at a
median of 12 months following transplant (192,201). The most important risk factor for the
development of avascular necrosis is GC treatment of chronic GVHD. AVN may be related
to decreased numbers of bone marrow CFU-f in vitro, but does not appear to be related to
BMD (203).

Evaluation and Management of Candidates for Transplantation
EVALUATION

There are now abundant data documenting the high prevalence of bone disease in
candidates for all types of transplantation. Therefore the possibility of significant bone
disease should be addressed before transplantation so that potentially treatable abnormali-
ties of bone and mineral metabolism may be addressed and the skeletal condition of the
patient optimized before transplantation (Table 5). Risk factors for osteoporosis should
be assessed. These include a family history of osteoporosis, history of adult low-trauma
fractures, medical conditions (thyrotoxicosis, renal disease, rheumatological, and intesti-
nal disorders), unhealthy lifestyle choices (physical inactivity, dietary calcium and vitamin
D deficiency, excessive caffeine and alcohol intake, tobacco use), and exposure to certain
drugs (diphenylhydantoin, lithium, loop diuretics, glucocorticoids, prolonged, and large
doses of heparin, thyroid hormone). Additional risk factors important in women include
premature menopause, postmenopausal status, anorexia nervosa, or prolonged episodes of
amenorrhea. In men, it is important to exclude hypogonadism. A physical examination
should focus upon findings that suggest hypogonadism, thyrotoxicosis, and Cushing’s syn-
drome. Risk factors for falling (poor impaired vision, hearing, balance and muscle strength,
psychotropic drugs) should also be assessed.

BMD of the spine and hip is the most important test to obtain before transplantation.
Radiographs of the thoracic and lumbar spine are also important because the risk of future
fracture is greater in patients with prevalent vertebral fractures. A battery of biochemical
tests is unnecessary if the BMD is normal and supplementation with calcium and vitamin

Table 5
Skeletal Evaluation of the Candidate for Organ Transplantation

In all candidates:

• Assess risk factors for osteoporosis, including menstrual history, history of
low-trauma fractures

• Measure bone densitometry (BMD) of spine and hip by DXA

• Obtain thoracic and lumbar spine radiographs

If BMD testing reveals osteoporosis or if there are prevalent vertebral or
non-vertebral fractures:

• Serum electrolytes, BUN creatinine, calcium, parathyroid hormone,
25-hydroxyvitamin D, thyroid function tests (see text)

• In men, serum total and/or testosterone, FSH, and LH

• Urine for calcium and creatinine
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D is planned. However, if the pretransplant BMD is low, a thorough biochemical evaluation
can alert the physician to the etiology of low bone mass and guide appropriate therapy, tar-
geted to the cause. In such instances, the biochemical evaluation should include a chemistry
panel (serum electrolytes, creatinine, calcium, albumin, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase),
thyroid function tests, intact PTH, and serum 25-OHD. In men, total and free testos-
terone, FSH, and LH concentrations should be obtained. Markers of bone formation (serum
osteocalcin and bone-specific alkaline phosphatase) and resorption (urinary deoxypyridi-
noline, C- or N-telopeptide excretion) can also be measured to assess bone turnover
status.

Although pretransplant BMD does not reliably predict fracture in individual patients,
low pretransplant BMD probably increases fracture risk, particularly in postmenopausal
women. Individuals awaiting transplantation who meet World Health Organization crite-
ria for diagnosis of osteoporosis (T score<–2.5), osteopenia or low bone mass (T score
between –1.0 and –2.5) should be evaluated and treated similarly to others with, or at risk,
for osteoporosis (Table 5).

While on the waiting list for transplantation, transplant patients should receive rehabil-
itation therapy as tolerated to maximize conditioning and physical fitness. All transplant
candidates should receive the at least the recommended daily allowance of vitamin D
(400–1,000 IU), or as necessary to maintain the serum 25-OHD level above 30 ng/ml
(80 nmol/ml) and elemental calcium (1,000–1,500 mg, depending on dietary intake and
menopausal status). Calcium citrate is preferred as many of these patients take proton pump
inhibitors before or after transplantation, which can reduce intestinal calcium absorption.
Hormone replacement therapy should be considered in premenopausal amenorrheic women
after BMT, provided there are no contraindications to such therapy. The risks of HRT
probably outweigh the benefits as a treatment for bone loss in postmenopausal women
after transplantation. Hypogonadal men should also be offered testosterone replacement.
Generally accepted guidelines for gonadal hormone replacement should apply to these
patients.

Patients who are found to have osteoporosis before transplantation should begin
antiresorptive therapy with a bisphosphonate. The pretransplant waiting period is often
long enough (1–2 years) for significant improvement in BMD before transplantation.
Patients with renal osteodystrophy should be managed in accordance with accepted
clinical guidelines (63). A discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this
chapter.

After transplantation, monitoring serum and urine indices of mineral metabolism is less
crucial, although it may be useful to detect developing conditions that may contribute
to bone loss (vitamin D deficiency or renal insufficiency with secondary hyperparathy-
roidism. Serum (and urinary) calcium must be monitored frequently if pharmacologic
doses of vitamin D or its active 1-hydroxylated metabolites are used, in order to detect
hypercalciuria or hypercalcemia. Measurement of BMD should be performed at 6-month
intervals for the first 2 years and annually thereafter, particularly if the patient remains
on GCs. Bone biopsy may be necessary in the kidney transplant recipient since many
experts remain reluctant to use bisphosphonates in patients with adynamic bone disease.
Although transiliac crest bone biopsy remains a research tool, more histomorphometric
studies would be very helpful in confirming theories of the pathogenesis of transplantation
osteoporosis.
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Prevention of Transplantation Osteoporosis
The major principles that have been demonstrated consistently after kidney, liver, heart,

lung, and bone marrow transplantation and that should guide therapy of transplantation
osteoporosis are as follows:

• Rates of bone loss are most rapid immediately after transplantation.
• Fractures also occur very early after transplantation, sometimes within only a few weeks of

grafting.
• Fragility fractures develop both in patients with low and those with normal pre-transplant

BMD.
• Prevention of the rapid bone loss that during the first few months after transplantation is likely

to be considerably more effective in reducing the morbidity from fractures than waiting for
fractures to occur before initiating therapy.

• Therefore, preventive strategies should be instituted immediately after transplantation both
in patients with normal pretransplant BMD and those with low BMD who have not been
treated previously (Table 6).

• The long-term transplant recipient with established osteoporosis and/or fractures should not
be neglected (Table 7).

There are several prospective controlled randomized studies for prevention and treat-
ment of transplantation osteoporosis in the literature, although the quality of these
studies varies. The recommendations provided herein are also based upon experience with
glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis. Available therapies of transplantation osteoporosis

Table 6
Primary Prevention of Bone Loss in Transplant Recipients

• Measure BMD before or immediately after transplantation and every
6 months for 2 years

• Consider pharmacologic therapy in all patients with low bone mass (T score
between –1.0 and –2.5) or osteoporosis (T score<–2.5)

• Endeavor to use the lowest dose of glucocorticoids possible
◦ Consider alternative therapies for rejection

• Calcium intake of 1500 mg/d both before and after transplantation

• Vitamin D intake of 400–1,000 IU, or as needed to maintain serum 25-OHD
concentrations above 30 ng/ml (80 nmol/ml)

• Physical rehabilitation program both before and after transplantation

• Replace gonadal steroids in hypogonadal premenopausal women and men

• Begin antiresorptive therapy, preferably a bisphosphonate, before
transplantation in patients with antecedent osteoporosis or low bone mass

• Begin antiresorptive therapy, preferably a bisphosphonate, immediately
after transplantation in patients with normal or low bone mass and continue
for at least the first year
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Table 7
Management of the Long-Term Organ Transplant Recipient

In all patients:

• Assess risk factors for osteoporosis

• BMD of spine and hip by DXA

• Thoracic and lumbar spine radiographs

• Calcium intake of 1,500 mg/d both before and after transplantation

• Vitamin D intake of 400–1,000 IU, or as needed to maintain serum 25-OHD
concentrations above 30 ng/ml (80 nmol/ml)

• Physical rehabilitation program.

If BMD testing reveals osteoporosis or there are prevalent vertebral fractures:

• Serum electrolytes, BUN creatinine, calcium, parathyroid hormone,
25-hydroxyvitamin D, thyroid function tests

• In men, serum total and/or testosterone, FSH, and LH

• Urine for calcium and creatinine

• Replace gonadal steroids in hypogonadal women and men, if appropriate

• Begin antiresorptive therapy, preferably a bisphosphonate

• These recommendations should not be applied to kidney transplant
recipients, in whom the risk of the adynamic bone lesion is high and
benefits of bisphosphonates are controversial

include antiresorptive drugs (bisphosphonates, calcitonin, and estrogen), as well as ana-
logues of vitamin D and gonadal hormone replacement (Table 8). Since resorption markers
increase after transplantation and correlate directly with rates of bone loss (99), attempts
to prevent post-transplantation bone loss, and hopefully fractures, by inhibition of bone
resorption are a logical approach.

BISPHOSPHONATES

Bisphosphonates act by inhibiting osteoclastic bone resorption. This class of drugs
is most commonly used to treat post-menopausal osteoporosis. However, they have also
been used successfully both to prevent and to treat glucocorticoid-induced bone loss and
bone loss in transplant recipients. Both alendronate and risedronate have been approved
by the FDA for prevention and treatment of GC-induced osteoporosis. Since transplanta-
tion osteoporosis can be considered one form of glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis and
since cyclosporine and tacrolimus-induced bone loss are characterized experimentally by
increases in both formation and resorption, bisphosphonates offer considerable hope for
prevention of transplantation osteoporosis.

Several (164,204–216) studies suggest that intravenous bisphosphonates can prevent
bone loss and fractures after transplantation. Intravenous pamidronate administered in
repeated doses has been shown to prevent bone loss at the LS and FN in kidney (205,216),
heart (209,214), liver (217), and lung (208,213) transplant recipients. In a small, open but
randomized clinical trial, intravenous pamidronate was administered to kidney transplant
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Table 8
Specific Therapies for Transplantation Osteoporosis

Bisphosphonates

Etidronate, Pamidronate, Alendronate, Risendronate,
Ibandronate, Zoledronic acid

Vitamin D

Parent vitamin D (high dose)

25-OHD (Calcidiol)

1,25(OH)2D (Calcitriol)

1-α-calcidiol

Hormone replacement therapy

Estrogen

Testosterone

Calcitonin

recipients at time of grafting and again 1 month later (204), completely preventing LS
and FN bone loss. In contrast, LS BMD fell by 6.4% and FN BMD by 9% in the control
subjects. The benefits of this intervention were still apparent 4 years after transplantation,
especially at the FN (205). Coco et al. (216) compared kidney transplant recipients who
received intravenous pamidronate at the time of transplantation and at 1, 2, 3, and 6 months
afterward, along with calcium and calcitriol, to those treated with calcium and calcitriol
alone. There was no bone loss in the patients who received pamidronate, while the other
group sustained losses of 4–6%. Bone biopsies performed 6 months after therapy, however,
revealed a high incidence of adynamic bone disease. Aris et al. (208), in a randomized,
controlled but nonblinded trial demonstrated that intravenous pamidronate (30 mg every 3
months for 2 years) was associated with 8% increases in spine and hip BMD in patients
who underwent lung transplantation for CF. Unfortunately, however, fracture rates were
very high and did not differ between the two treatment groups. A retrospective study
suggested that treatment with intravenous pamidronate before and every 3 months after
liver transplantation prevented symptomatic vertebral fractures in liver transplant recipients
who had osteoporosis before transplantation (218). In contrast, a more recent prospective
study in liver transplant patients found that bone loss at the FN was not prevented with
pamidronate, which was given as a single infusion as long as 3 months before grafting.
There was no LS bone loss in either group and fracture rates did not differ (217). In two
large prospective studies of patients after allogenic BMT, intravenous pamidronate pre-
vented LS bone loss and reduced proximal femoral bone loss (219,220). Some bone loss
at the proximal femur still occurred, however, despite doses up to 90 mg one study (220).
The lack of efficacy may be related to a failure of pamidronate to inhibit matrix metal-
loproteinase (MMP)-mediated bone resorption or to reverse defects in osteoblast function
after BMT (221).

Recent randomized trials with the more potent intravenous bisphosphonates, zoledronic
acid and ibandronate, have shown significant protective effects on BMD at 6 and 12 months
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in recipients of liver (210,222) and kidney (211,215) transplants. Crawford et al. (222)
administered repeated doses of zoledronic acid before and at 1, 3, and 6 months follow-
ing liver transplantation. Zoledronic acid prevented bone loss at the LS, FN, and total hip
(TH), compared with placebo. One year after transplantation, the effects at the FN and
TH persisted, but an increase in LS BMD in the placebo group abolished the significant
difference at the spine (222). Intravenous zoledronic acid (4 mg) given 12 months after
BMT prevented spinal and femoral bone loss (223). Zoledronic acid has also been shown
to increase ex vivo growth of bone marrow CFU-f, perhaps improving osteoblast recovery
and increasing osteoblast numbers after BMT.

Clinical trials have also been performed with oral bisphosphonates. In terms of primary
prevention of bone loss immediately after transplantation, several studies have compared
alendronate with calcitriol. A randomized trial comparing alendronate (10 mg daily) with
calcitriol (0.25 μg twice daily) treatment in patients starting immediately after cardiac
transplant found that both regimens prevented bone loss at the lumbar spine and hip 1
year after transplant, compared with a reference group receiving only calcium and vita-
min D (23). Although alendronate and calcitriol were discontinued during the second year
after cardiac transplant, BMD remained stable (224). Kidney transplant patients treated
with alendronate (10 mg daily), calcitriol (0.25 μg daily), and calcium carbonate (2 g daily)
had marked increases in LS BMD compared to decreases in those who received only cal-
cium and calcitriol (225). Another recent trial found similar improvements in LS BMD in
patients treated with alendronate or risedronate following kidney transplant (226).

Long-term cardiac transplant patients treated with clodronate also had improvements
in BMD (227). A trial of long-term kidney transplant patients who were started on alen-
dronate, calcitriol, and calcium or only calcitriol and calcium approximately 5 years after
transplantation, documented significant improvements in LS and FN BMD in the alen-
dronate group. BMD in the other group was stable (228). Two recent meta-analyses of
bisphosphonate trials in kidney transplant recipients found that bisphosphonates effectively
prevented bone loss at the LS and FN (229,230). Alendronate has been shown to prevent
bone loss (231) after liver transplant as well (160). In BMT recipients, risedronate given 12
months after BMT improved BMD at the spine and prevented loss at femoral neck (232).

Once weekly or monthly dosing regimens, now widely used and of equal efficacy to
daily regimens in postmenopausal osteoporosis (233), are very useful in transplant patients
who have many gastrointestinal symptoms and take large numbers of medications. For such
patients, the requirement to take oral bisphosphonates first thing in the morning and wait
30–60 min before eating or taking other medications is particularly inconvenient. In two
recent studies, weekly alendronate (70 mg) has improved BMD in liver (234) and kidney
transplant recipients (231).

At present, bisphosphonates constitute the most promising approach to the prevention
of transplantation osteoporosis. As with other forms of therapy, many issues remain to be
resolved. These include whether or not they actually prevent fractures, since most stud-
ies have been under-powered to address this important issue. Thus, we are still unsure of
the optimal drug and route of administration, whether continuous or intermittent (cycli-
cal) therapy should be used, at what level of renal impairment these drugs should be
avoided, whether they are safe in renal transplant recipients with adynamic bone disease,
and whether they are beneficial in the setting of pediatric transplantation.
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VITAMIN D AND ANALOGS

Administration of vitamin D or its analogs is often recommended after transplanta-
tion (235). There are several potential mechanisms by which vitamin D and its analogues
may influence post-transplantation bone loss. They may overcome GC-induced decreases
in intestinal calcium absorption, reduce secondary hyperparathyroidism, promote differ-
entiation of osteoblast precursors into mature cells, or influence the immune system and
potentiate the immunosuppressive action of cyclosporine (236–238).

Since most of the observational studies of bone loss after organ transplantation have
included at least 400 IU of parent vitamin D in the post-transplant regimen, it is clear that
the RDA for vitamin D is not sufficient to prevent transplantation osteoporosis. In two
recent studies, parent vitamin D, in doses of 800 IU daily (239) or 25,000 IU monthly (24)
did not prevent bone loss after kidney transplantation.

Active forms of vitamin D may be more effective. Calcidiol (25-OHD) prevents bone
loss and increases LS BMD after cardiac transplantation (240). Alfacalcidol (1-α-OHD)
prevents or attenuates bone loss at the LS and FN when given immediately after kid-
ney transplantation (241–243). Several investigators have studied the effects of calcitriol
in transplant recipients. The results have been contradictory, although some studies have
found beneficial effects at doses greater than 0.5 μg per day. Henderson et al. reported that
calcitriol (0.5μ g/d) prevented spine and hip bone loss during the first 6 months after heart
or lung transplantation and was as effective as cyclic etidronate (244). Calcitriol given dur-
ing the first year after kidney transplantation was associated with an increase in LS, FN,
and forearm BMD (50). In a stratified, placebo controlled randomized study, heart and
lung transplant recipients received calcitriol or placebo for 12 or 24 months after trans-
plantation (245). While LS bone loss was equivalent between groups, FN bone loss at 24
months was reduced only in the group that received calcitriol for the entire period. Although
these results suggest that the protective effects of calcitriol are not sustained after cessation
of treatment, we found no bone loss when we discontinued calcitriol after the first post-
transplant year (224). In another study of renal transplant recipients, intermittent calcitriol
and calcium prevented TH but not LS bone loss (246). In contrast, studies of long-term
kidney (247) and heart transplant patients (248) have failed to find any benefit of calcitriol.
Stempfle et al. (118) found that the addition of a small dose to calcitriol (0.25 μg/d) to cal-
cium supplementation and gonadal steroid replacement offered no benefit with regard to
bone loss or fracture prevention after cardiac transplantation.

Hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria are the major side effects of therapy of these agents.
Either may develop suddenly and at any time during the course of treatment. Thus, fre-
quent urinary and serum monitoring may be required. If hypercalcemia occurs, it must be
recognized and reversed promptly because of the adverse effects on renal function and the
life-threatening potential of a severely elevated serum calcium concentration. Supplemental
calcium and any vitamin D preparations should be discontinued until the calcium normal-
izes. Although one may be tempted to permanently discontinue pharmacologic doses of
vitamin D or its metabolites in view of the necessary serial monitoring and potential dan-
gers, one might also recommence therapy at a lower dose. However, given the requirement
for serial monitoring and the narrow therapeutic window with respect to hypercalcemia and
hypercalciuria, we regard pharmacologic doses of vitamin D and its analogues as adjunctive
rather than primary therapy for the prevention and treatment of transplantation osteoporosis.
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CALCITONIN

Calcitonin has long been used to treat Paget’s disease of bone, a disease characterized by
focal areas of high bone turnover. Both injectable and inhaled calcitonins have been used
successfully to treat glucocorticoid-induced bone loss in humans (249). However, calcitonin
is not consistently useful in preventing bone loss and fractures after transplantation. Most
studies show no benefit (164,206,250), although a recent retrospective study found that
patients who received intranasal calcitonin after cardiac transplant had less LS bone loss
during the first 3 years than those who had not (251). In summary, calcitonin is relatively
ineffective in preventing bone loss after transplantation, and we would not recommend its
use.

ESTROGEN

Some studies have found that HRT does protect the skeleton in postmenopausal women
after liver (252), lung (213), and bone marrow transplantation (189). In premenopausal
women with amenorrhea following BMT, hormone replacement therapy should be admin-
istered, provided that there are no contraindications. Continuous rather than cyclical therapy
is preferred after transplantation, as estrogen enhances hepatic metabolism of cyclosporine
(and presumably FK506) and theoretically may compromise immunosuppression. Whether
this occurs in patients is not known. Premenopausal amenorrheic women often begin
menstruating after transplantation and estrogen therapy may often be discontinued 3–6
months after surgery. HRT is probably associated with more risk than benefit in post-
menopausal women after transplantation and should not be used to treat bone loss in this
population.

TESTOSTERONE

Hypogonadism is common in men with chronic illness. Moreover, the suppressive effects
of cyclosporine A and glucocorticoids on the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis often
lower serum testosterone levels. Although testosterone usually normalizes by 6–12 months
after transplantation (125,131), approximately 25% of men evaluated 1–2 years after trans-
plantation will have biochemical evidence of hypogonadism. Hypogonadism is known to
cause osteoporosis in men. Moreover, men with low serum testosterone concentrations have
been shown to lose bone more rapidly after cardiac transplantation (125,131). Fahrleitner et
al. treated hypogonadal male transplant patients with intravenous ibandronate. The patients
had improved BMD at 1 year if they were also treated with testosterone compared with
those who were not replaced (253).

In general, men who are truly hypogonadal should be treated with testosterone. Potential
benefits of testosterone therapy include increased lean body mass and hemoglobin and
improved BMD. Potential risks include prostatic hypertrophy, abnormal liver enzymes,
and acceleration of hyperlipidemia in patients already prone to atherosclerosis from hyper-
tension, diabetes, glucocorticoid, and CsA therapy. Therefore it is necessary to monitor
serum lipids and liver enzymes, and perform regular prostate examinations in men receiving
testosterone.
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RESISTANCE EXERCISE

A few small studies have examined the effects of resistance exercise on BMD
following heart (254) and lung (255) transplantation. Resistance exercise led to sig-
nificant improvements in LS BMD when used alone, and in combination with alen-
dronate. The interpretation of these findings is limited, however, by the extremely small
numbers of subjects enrolled and the method used to measure BMD (lateral spine)
which is highly variable, leading to a percent change much greater than typically
reported.

NEW THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS

Discussion of new advances in immune therapy that will prevent organ rejection but
spare bone are beyond the scope of this article. At the present time, using the lowest possible
dosages of glucocorticoid and calcineurin phosphatase inhibitors offers the best option.
Currently, the most exciting areas of investigation involve anabolic agents that stimulate
bone formation, in particular PTH (1–34) or PTH (1–84), as well as RANKL antagonists
and cathepsin K inhibitors.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There has been tremendous progress in elucidating the natural history and pathogenesis
of transplantation osteoporosis. It is now clear that a substantial proportion of candidates for
solid organ and bone marrow transplantation already have osteoporosis. Prospective longi-
tudinal studies have provided definitive evidence of rapid bone loss and a high incidence of
fragility fractures, particularly during the first post-transplant year. Vertebral fractures occur
both in patients with low and in those with normal pretransplant BMD, so that it is impos-
sible to predict fracture risk in the individual patient. Early post-transplantation bone loss
(before 6 months) is associated with biochemical evidence of uncoupled bone turnover, with
increases in markers of resorption and decreases in markers of formation. Later in the post-
transplantation course (after 6 months), concomitant with tapering of glucocorticoid doses,
bone formation recovers, and the biochemical pattern is more typical of a high turnover
osteoporosis. More recent studies suggest that rates of bone loss and fracture are lower
than they were before 1995. However, the rates of bone loss and fracture following trans-
plantation remain unacceptably high. Bisphosphonates are the most consistently effective
agents for the prevention and treatment of bone loss in organ transplant recipients. Patients
should be assessed before transplantation and receive treatment for prevalent osteoporosis,
if present. Primary prevention therapy should be initiated immediately after transplanta-
tion, as the majority of bone loss occurs in the first few months after grafting. Long-term
transplant recipients should be monitored and treated for bone disease as well. With proper
vigilance, early diagnosis, and treatment, transplant osteoporosis is a preventable disease.
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Summary

Medication adherence is particularly important in osteoporosis. While the terms adher-
ence, compliance, and persistence may be confusing, the fact remains that many patients
with osteoporosis do not take therapy as directed or for the prolonged period of time needed
to treat this disorder. It is clear from studies of large populations that patients with osteo-
porosis must take about 75–80% of treatments in order to have fracture risk reduction.
Unfortunately most patients have stopped therapy by 1–2 years after the original prescrip-
tion. Strategies to improve persistence have only been modestly successful. Suggestions for
increasing adherence are provided.

Key Words: Adherence, compliance, persistence, osteoporosis, prescriptions, dosing
schedules

Medication adherence is a common problem in the treatment of many chronic medical
conditions. In fact, it is estimated that approximately 14% of all written prescriptions are
not filled, and an additional 13% are filled but not taken (1). A variety of factors including
age, ethnicity, comorbidities, and number of medications can affect patient adherence with
prescribed regimens (2). Adherence is also affected by dosing schedules and administra-
tion requirements. Strategies to improve adherence have been only marginally successful.
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In the treatment of chronic asymptomatic conditions such as dyslipidemia and hyperten-
sion, fewer than 40% of patients are adherent to their prescribed medications at the end of
1 year (3,4). These conditions are not unlike osteoporosis in that they are often silent in
nature, lacking patient-apparent symptoms. Osteoporosis is also characterized by the fact
that patients cannot easily observe or feel the benefits of therapy because there are no quick
and easily measured outcomes. For these reasons, improving compliance with osteoporosis
therapies may be more difficult than achieving blood pressure control or serum lipid low-
ering. For patients with hypertension or hyperlipidemia, it is relatively easy to demonstrate
improved outcomes through lowered blood pressure readings or blood cholesterol levels in
response to treatment. In addition, there is no tangible reinforcement factor as is seen in
conditions like diabetes or asthma, in which symptoms often remind the patient of the need
to take medications (2). Hence, it is not surprising that adherence to osteoporosis therapy
is particularly poor. In fact, one study reported that compliance rates at 1 year were below
25% (5). A growing amount of evidence suggests that there are multiple factors associated
with adherence and patient’s perceptions, which play a role in persistence with osteoporo-
sis therapies. Efforts to evaluate and improve rates of both compliance and persistence are
increasing, especially because optimal patient outcomes including fracture reduction have
been associated with adherence to osteoporosis therapy.

ADHERENCE, COMPLIANCE, AND PERSISTENCE: DEFINITIONS

The definitions of the terms compliance, adherence, and persistence have changed over
time. Compliance and adherence have been frequently used as synonyms, and only recently
the term persistence was introduced. All three terms have evolved from an increasing aware-
ness that improved definitions are needed in order to accurately depict this problem within
health care. Persistence is easier to define, while some controversy exists in differentiat-
ing compliance and adherence. Very simply, persistence is associated with the duration of
treatment or the length of time a medication is taken. The term compliance became popular
in the 1970s and was defined as “the extent to which a person’s behavior in terms of tak-
ing medications, following diets, or executing lifestyle changes coincides with medical or
health advice” (6). More recently, compliance has come under scrutiny with some arguing
that the term is too simplistic in its attempt to identify or describe the complexity of medica-
tion misuse. The term adherence evolved out of the concern that compliance did not address
some of the social, behavioral, and economic reasons that an individual deviates from med-
ical advice. Lutfey and Wishner (6) suggest that using the term “noncompliant” focuses the
blame on patient-specific characteristics or behaviors and neglects that which practitioners,
the medical system, and the patient–practitioner interaction contribute or fail to contribute.
It has been suggested that switching to adherence represents a paradigm shift, focusing on
the broader implications of how health care is delivered. Conceptually, adherence differs
from compliance in that it incorporates the autonomy of patients. It captures the increas-
ing complexity of medical care by characterizing patients as independent, intelligent people
who take an active, voluntary role in defining and pursuing goals for their medical treatment
and health care (6). Compliance, a more concrete term, is used frequently in research and
is generally defined as the percentage of the prescribed medication taken during the time a
patient was persistent. Compliance has also been used to describe the correctness of taking
the medication as it has been prescribed. Using the example of oral bisphosphonates like
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alendronate or risedronate, patients should administer the medication in the morning after
an overnight fast, with water only, waiting at least 30 min before lying down, eating, drink-
ing, or taking other medications (7). A patient who does not follow these administration
guidelines may be characterized as “noncompliant.” Still, while it appears that these terms
continue to evolve, most agree that adherence is the broader term and generally comprises
the concepts of both compliance and persistence (8–15).

COMPLIANCE AND PERSISTENCE WITH OSTEOPOROSIS THERAPIES

Compliance and persistence with osteoporosis medications have been assessed in numer-
ous studies that utilized administrative databases (e.g., Federal government and managed
care organization claims, private health insurance plan claims, pharmacy refill history
records). The validity, methodology, advantages, and disadvantages of this type of study are
controversial (16,17). Compliance is most frequently expressed as the medication posses-
sion ratio (MPR), calculated as the percent of days of available medication while a patient
is persistent (e.g., the number of days for which a medication was dispensed in a given
fill {numerator} divided by the number of actual days between the two fills {denomina-
tor}). The MPR estimates drug availability or that which was prescribed and acquired by
the patient. It implies but does not necessarily mean that the drug was taken by the patient
or that proper administration occurred. Using the MPR, most studies report the percent
of patients with a compliance (MPR) cutoff of 80%. This value is clinically relevant for
osteoporosis because patients who meet or exceed that value have been shown to experi-
ence fewer fractures. Other studies use an MPR cutoff of 66% or report a mean compliance
rate for a predefined time interval, which is usually 1, 2, 3, or 5 years after initiation of
treatment.

Most commonly, persistence is reported as the percent of patients who have no gaps
in treatment longer than 1, 2, or 3 months in duration. The evaluation of persistence with
osteoporosis medications often utilizes database resources, in particular pharmacy refill
records. While refill history represents an objective measure of compliance and persis-
tence, some concern exists about whether refill information is an acceptable indicator of
patient medication use. In an attempt to determine the agreement and validity of such data,
Curtis et al. compared refill histories with self-reported use of osteoporosis medications in
6282 glucocorticoid users. Patients with prescriptions for a bisphosphonate, calcitonin, or
raloxifene in a US managed care database were evaluated (18). Agreement between refill
history and patient recall ranged from κ = 0.64 (95% CI 0.53–0.75) (calcitonin) to 0.80
(0.76–0.84) (alendronate). The positive predictive value of a filled prescription in the phar-
macy database in the prior 6 months exceeded 90% compared to the reference standard of
self-reported current bisphosphonate use. However, the 6-month interval of pharmacy data
failed to capture more than 25% of self-reported current bisphosphonate users. The optimal
interval of pharmacy data to distinguish between current and past bisphosphonate users
was 120–180 days. This study suggested that there is agreement between pharmacy data
and self-reported compliance; however, the generalizability of the study results is limited
to the survey responders only (N = 2363).

Studies of both compliance and persistence with osteoporosis treatments have con-
sistently demonstrated suboptimal to poor adherence in different populations and set-
tings (5,19–24). Table 1 summarizes the results from studies that utilized administrative
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databases. In these, mean compliance varied between 54 and 81%. The percent of patients
with satisfactory compliance (MPR > 80%) ranged between 16 and 53%. First-time pre-
scriptions were not refilled at appropriate intervals or even at all. Lo et al. reported
that 29% of women who were prescribed weekly alendronate filled the prescription only
once (25).

Persistence failure was also widespread with approximately 50% of the patients discon-
tinuing therapy 1 year after treatment initiation. Many patients had refill gaps that exceeded
60 days usually within the first 12 months of therapy. Other studies report similar data and
have characterized the rate of decline. Clearly, it appears that the most rapid increase in
discontinuation rates occurs during the first year of osteoporosis treatment with a relative
stabilization over time (21,24).

Although the available literature focuses mainly on compliance and persistence in
women with postmenopausal osteoporosis, limited research in patients with other types of
osteoporosis (i.e., glucocorticoid-induced, male, transplantation osteoporosis) showed sub-
optimal compliance and persistence with osteoporosis therapies (26,27). In a recent study,
Hansen et al. reported that 59% of male veterans were adherent at 1 year and only 54%
were adherent at 2 years (28). In our own Veterans Affairs Medical Center, 1- and 2-year
adherence is somewhat higher (R.A. Adler, personal communication).

Compliance and Persistence with Different Types of Osteoporosis Medications
One of the major factors attributed to patient adherence with any medication is the type

of drug, the ease of administration, and the potential side effects it may cause. Many
investigators have evaluated the impact of such factors with various agents used to treat
osteoporosis.

Most studies have attempted to use retrospective data to compare rates of compliance and
persistence. Solomon et al. (23) reported that in a retrospective cohort of >40,000 patients,
those starting raloxifene were more compliant than those starting other osteoporosis ther-
apies including bisphosphonates, hormone replacement therapy (HRT), and calcitonin.
On the other hand, Segal et al. (29) described a >20% discontinuation rate among post-
menopausal women taking either daily alendronate or raloxifene during the first 6 months
of therapy. In 58% of patients, the reason for discontinuation was due to noncompliance
rather than actual side effects. Patient perceptions of therapy were largely the cause for
discontinuation. A fear of side effects was the most common reason determined in the ralox-
ifene group (30%), while the inconvenience caused by medication use was most notable in
the alendronate group (14.3%). In another study, McCombs et al. (5) reviewed the claims
data for over 58,000 patients and reported that 1-year compliance rates were below 25% for
all osteoporosis therapies, including estrogen, estrogen–progestin, raloxifene, and bispho-
sphonate medications. The average duration of continuous therapy or MPR was 221 days
for raloxifene, 245 for bisphosphonates (including alendronate, etidronate, and risedronate),
262 for estrogen only, and 292 for estrogen–progestin combinations.

Similar results can be found when looking back at studies of hormone replacement ther-
apy (HRT) prior to the results of the Women’s Health Initiative. At that time, hormone
replacement therapy played a significant role in the prevention of osteoporosis. Like other
treatments, however, many studies found that compliance with hormone replacement ther-
apy was suboptimal. In one study, Marwick (36) reported that 27% of over 1500 women
enrolled in the Harvard Community Health Plan who received a new prescription for HRT
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terminated treatment in the first 100 days and 40% stopped within 1 year. Another study of
over 3800 Medicaid recipients demonstrated that only 17% of postmenopausal women con-
tinued therapy during a 35-month observational period (37). Others note that patients either
have interrupted therapy or never began therapy due to side effects or concerns associated
with pharmacologic actions (38,39). Patients who were considered new users of HRT were
noted to discontinue therapy altogether; some as early as 100 days. Overall, 1-year compli-
ance rates were dismal. Faulkner et al. enrolled over 28,000 40–59-year-old women taking
either estrogen only or estrogen–progestin combinations (40). The authors found that 54.4%
were noncompliant with an MPR of less than 0.75 at 12 months. Noncompliance was more
common in younger patients as well as those whose prescriber was not a gynecologist or
an obstetrician.

As the only nonantiresorptive agent on the market, teriparatide has demonstrated signif-
icant effects on bone mineral density and reductions in fracture risk during clinical trials.
Unfortunately, very few studies have chosen to evaluate the adherence of teriparatide as a
primary outcome in real-world practice. While little data have been published on compli-
ance, one study did demonstrate a very high persistence rate in a UK population. Arden
et al. also reported that of 1104 patients, 87% were continuing treatment with teriparatide
at 1 year (41). These data are significant in light of other osteoporosis therapies which are
associated with less appealing adherence rates. Yet, we believe that the paucity of studies is
far more enlightening than the actual results described. Some investigators have concluded
that patients demand far greater benefits than the drug is able to confer, especially in light
of the fact that the medication is administered as a daily subcutaneous injection (42).

Equally important in the osteoporosis armamentarium is calcium and vitamin D sup-
plementation. Unfortunately, few studies have examined compliance and persistence with
these pharmacologic agents. Physicians and patients with osteoporosis from Austria, the
United Kingdom, and Mexico were asked to rate the importance of calcium and vitamin
D on a scale of 1–10, with the value 1 meaning not important and 10 meaning extremely
important (43). The percentage of physicians from these countries who rated the impor-
tance of calcium and vitamin D as 9 or 10 was 86, 28, and 46%, respectively. Overall, 50%
of patients reported taking calcium and vitamin D. Of these, 47% reported taking supple-
ments on a “daily” basis and 46% reported taking them on a “regular” basis. As important,
providers should discuss the use of these over-the-counter supplements with their patients
just as they would discuss prescription medications. Unfortunately, in this same study, 19%
of patients reported that they had no discussions with their physicians about calcium, while
39% reported no discussion about vitamin D.

Ultimately, adherence with all osteoporosis therapies is poor. Several recent review
articles (44–47) also share our view.

DETERMINANTS OF COMPLIANCE AND PERSISTENCE

From a practical standpoint, it is important to be able to recognize factors associated
with acceptable and poor adherence and the magnitude of their contribution. Modifiable
determinants can be targeted with specially designed programs or through individualized
patient care. Almost every study on compliance and persistence with osteoporosis therapies
has tried to elucidate these factors. A common problem in all available resources evalu-
ating osteoporosis treatment adherence is the limited number of determinants included in
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these studies. Much of the research was performed using commercially available pharmacy,
institutional or health insurance databases, which rarely contain individual patient charac-
teristics. Patient surveys have the potential to examine a greater number of factors, but the
results are limited to only those who respond, which at best is 40–60%. Furthermore, the
determinants of osteoporosis treatment compliance and persistence reported in the litera-
ture have accounted for a very modest proportion of the variability. This suggests that either
compliance is dependent on a much larger number of factors or that the most important
factors were excluded from the models.

Solomon et al. (23) determined that the following characteristics independently predicted
compliance: female sex, younger age, fewer comorbid conditions, using fewer nonosteo-
porosis medications, bone mineral density testing before and after initiating a medication,
a fracture before and after initiating a medication, and nursing home residence during the
12 months before initiating therapy. Still, these factors explained only about 6% of the
variance. In another study, predictors of compliance were assessed in patients who dis-
continued weekly bisphosphonate therapy. Overall, 1-year discontinuation rates were 50%
with approximately one-third of women filling only a single prescription for alendronate.
According to the authors, those who had prior exposure to high-dose glucocorticoids, those
who had gastrointestinal diagnoses or a high number of different classes of prescription
medications prescribed to them were more likely to stop treatment. Among those who
were more compliant were patients who had a prior BMD test or who had taken hormone
replacement therapy in the past (25).

A telephone survey in the United Kingdom of women 50 years and older showed
that factors associated with adherence were fracture history, less dissatisfaction with bis-
phosphonate therapy, and fewer concerns about bisphosphonate medication. Specifically,
concerns about treatment included fears of addiction, worries about taking the medication
for a long period of time, and the perception that side effects could be worse than the out-
come of osteoporosis itself. Interestingly, these were different from factors associated with
persistence in which dosage interval (weekly preferred over daily), a shorter duration of
disease, and frequent pain were most important (48).

Dosing Regimen and Compliance
The dosing regimen of osteoporosis medications varies from daily intake to yearly

administration. Oral bisphosphonates can be given daily, weekly, or monthly. It is expected
that a less frequent regimen would be associated with better compliance and persistence.
Several studies comparing daily to weekly bisphosphonate use have confirmed improved
yet suboptimal adherence with once a week administration (31,34,49–51). Records from
a very large cohort of 211,319 women 50 years of age or older were obtained from
a retail pharmacy prescription database. The persistence after 1 year of treatment was
56.7% with weekly dosing and 39.0% with daily dosing (50). Panning-van Beest et al.
(52) found persistence with weekly alendronate to be 51.9% after 1 year of treatment and
with daily etidronate and risedronate to be only 30.1–42.2% among 2124 women from the
Netherlands. Other studies have demonstrated that weekly dosing is better than monthly
regimens. Gold et al. (53) reported that adherence with weekly risedronate versus monthly
ibandronate measured by MPR was significantly higher (72.7 vs. 52.8%). In addition, per-
sistence with weekly risedronate was significantly longer (144 vs. 100 days). The authors
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attributed the better rates to patient knowledge of each medication’s proven fracture effi-
cacy. Richards et al. reported that 45% of surveyed UK subjects (N = 2485, >55 years, 90%
female) would prefer daily dosing with minimal administration inconvenience, 20% weekly
dosing with moderate administration inconvenience, and 30% a monthly dose (54). When
informed about differences in fracture efficacy with weekly and monthly bisphosphonates,
a significantly greater proportion (82%) of women preferred a weekly bisphosphonate with
proven fracture efficacy at the spine and hip over a monthly bisphosphonate with proven
fracture efficacy only at the spine (55). Studies comparing different dosing regimens should
be interpreted with caution because the source of study funding may not be unbiased.

Another important aspect of the dosing regimen which is crucial in order to optimize
outcomes is proper drug administration. The oral bisphosphonates have limited absorp-
tion in the gastrointestinal tract (56). To assure adequate bioavailability, these medications
should be taken on an empty stomach, first thing in the morning, with a full glass of
tap water, at least 30–60 min before any other medications, food, or beverages are con-
sumed. Bioavailability is significantly reduced by 60% if taken with coffee or orange
juice and up to 85% if taken concurrently or within 2 h of a meal. Noncompliance with
administration guidelines is common. Mersfelder et al. (57) reported in patients prescribed
alendronate that the biggest mistake was taking other medications at the same time as the
bisphosphonate. In a UK study, 26% of those treated with risedronate did not take the
drug properly, most frequently not staying upright, leading to more gastrointestinal adverse
events (58).

Compliance and Osteoporosis Clinical Outcomes [Fractures, Bone Mineral
Density (BMD), and Bone Turnover Markers (BTM)]

What is the minimum level of compliance that is still associated with benefits of osteo-
porosis treatment in terms of positive effect on BMD, bone turnover markers, and fracture
rates? In controlled trials, compliance and persistence are generally maintained in order to
insure that outcomes can be attributed to the medication intervention. Antifracture efficacy
in osteoporosis trials has been established through controlled conditions that usually assure
high medication compliance. Unfortunately, compliance to this extent is not found in actual
practice and therefore decreases the likelihood of fracture reduction in real-world patients.
Quite a few studies based on insurance claims and pharmacy databases have demonstrated
the impact of compliance on fracture rates (5,33,35,59). In one of the largest observational
trials to date, the authors analyzed data on over 35,000 women at least 45 years old with
a diagnosis of osteoporosis and prescriptions for alendronate or risedronate. Patients who
were refill compliant (MPR > 80%) and persistent (no refill gaps >30 days in 24 months of
follow-up) demonstrated reductions of 20–45% in total, vertebral, and hip fractures. The
minimal compliance level that was associated with fracture reduction was 50%. There was
a steeper decline in fracture risk with compliance exceeding 75%. A strong positive rela-
tionship was observed between compliance refill and fracture reduction rates, the benefit
of which did not plateau but continued to improve to the maximum level of compliance at
100% (30).

In a similar study, Caro et al. (33) demonstrated a 16% greater reduction in frac-
ture rates in compliant patients. This association was maintained even after controlling
for other patient characteristics that independently predict future fracture occurrence.
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Similarly, Huybrechts et al. (35) found a 17% (95% CI 9–25%) increase in fracture rates in
osteoporotic women with low medication compliance.

Certainly, there appears to be a relationship between therapeutic drug interventions and
fracture protection. Yet it is worthwhile to consider how some patients benefit from fracture
reduction in the placebo arm of controlled clinical trials. In some studies, subjects who
were compliant with the placebo had better clinical outcomes than noncompliant ones.
This observation could be due to a “placebo effect” because patients who believed they
would get well indeed got well, or perhaps it may be attributed to improved adherence to
medications as part of a healthy lifestyle, particularly calcium and vitamin D (47,60).

Few studies examined the effect of compliance on bone mineral density (BMD) or bone
turnover markers (BTM). Tanko et al. tested eight different dosing regimens of daily or
weekly ibandronate simulating inadequate dosing with some of the regimens (61). The
authors showed that the suppression of BTM is a function of cumulative dose and suggested
the use of bone turnover markers to detect suboptimal dosing as a consequence of poor
compliance.

Trends in Compliance with Osteoporosis Therapies
Have compliance and persistence with osteoporosis treatments changed over time?
One might expect that compliance would improve with an increase in osteoporosis

awareness by providers and patients. If this theory were true, then factors such as an
increase in the number of actively publicized medications and direct-to-consumer mar-
keting should have a positive impact. Unfortunately, there has not been an overwhelming
positive improvement observed over the past decade. Discontinuation rates and nonad-
herence were compared in Canadian women 70 years or older who started antiresorptive
treatment for osteoporosis between 1998–2001 and 2002–2004. Although the discontinua-
tion rate was significantly lower in the more recent time frame, the magnitude of difference
was not impressive. At 6 months, discontinuation occurred in 45.8% of women in the
1998–2001 cohort and 39.4% of women in the 2002–2004 cohort. At 1 year, there was
even a smaller degree of difference, 57.5 and 52.2%, respectively (24).

It is well known that there is a cyclical pattern to lifestyle behaviors such as dieting and
exercise, use of preventive medications, and treatment of chronic diseases that have few
or no symptoms. Patients initiate and discontinue healthy behaviors and medications mul-
tiple times (54,62,63). About one-third of women who discontinued weekly alendronate
(gap in refill ≥60 days) restarted treatment within 6 months (24). Brookhart et al. (64)
examined the rate of restarting osteoporosis treatment after prolonged discontinuation. Out
of 40,002 Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the
Elderly (PACE), 67% had lapses in osteoporosis drug use greater than 60 days. In this
cohort, 30% restarted treatment within 6 months after discontinuation and 50% within 2
years. It is important to determine which characteristics are associated with re-initiating
treatment so that modifiable ones can be targeted in intervention programs. Clinical and
laboratory tests measuring the effect of the medication (i.e., cholesterol, bone turnover
markers, BMD) are usually associated with better compliance and persistence and result
in a higher probability of restarting the medication. In the PACE study, factors associated
with restarting osteoporosis treatment were younger age, female sex, history of previ-
ous fracture, recent hip fracture, discharge from nursing home, and bone mineral density
testing (64).
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Economic Implications of Noncompliance and Nonpersistence
The cost-effectiveness of osteoporosis treatment was examined in studies using modeling

and simulation techniques applied to the populations of several Western European countries
and Canada (65–69). Generally, fracture prevention with bisphosphonates was found to be
cost-effective, particularly in older women and in those with previous fractures. McCombs
et al. reported several economic implications of noncompliance with osteoporosis treat-
ment (hormone replacement therapy, raloxifene, alendronate, etidronate, and risedronate)
in a study of 56,000 women enrolled in a major California health-care plan (5). Compliant
patients used fewer physician services, outpatient care services, and inpatient hospital ser-
vices as compared to noncompliant ones. Another study by Huybrechts et al. found a 37%
(95% CI 32–43%) increased risk in all-cause hospitalizations and higher monthly costs for
all medical services in noncompliant osteoporosis patients ($600 vs. $340) (35). Quite sim-
ply, adherence with osteoporosis medications reduces the financial burden in more ways
than just preventing fracture-related health-care visits.

OPPORTUNITIES AND STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE

Numerous interventions for enhancing patient adherence to medications for treatment
of chronic conditions have been tested in randomized controlled clinical trials (RCT). A
review of RCTs by McDonald et al. (70) showed that as many as one half of the inter-
ventions did not produce any significant change in adherence and only one-third of those
that did show improvement had an impact on clinical outcomes. These interventions can be
summarized as follows: (1) patient education (oral and written materials, educational pro-
grams, and seminars), (2) increased communication and counseling (manual or automated
telephone follow-up, computer assisted compliance monitoring, follow-up letters, frequent
office visits), (3) more convenient regimens such as simplified dosing, (4) active patient
involvement in their care (self-monitoring of blood pressure, glucose, pulmonary func-
tion), (5) use of reminders (appointment and refill reminders, reminders to take medications
placed at a common area in a patient’s home such as refrigerator magnets, dose-dispensing
units of medications, pillboxes, and medication charts), and (6) rewards and reinforcement
of good compliance. Frequently, these interventions have been used in combination. While
complex and labor intensive, these interventions have had a modest effect on patient com-
pliance (70). Although poor compliance and persistence with osteoporosis treatments are
widely documented and recognized, research studies examining methods and strategies to
improve compliance with osteoporosis therapies are relatively scarce. Clowes et al. showed
that monitoring therapy by a nurse with or without assessment of bone resorption mark-
ers increased compliance by 57% and average length of treatment (persistence) by 25%
compared to no monitoring (71). The intervention included a nurse follow-up office visit
at 12, 24, and 36 weeks after initiation of treatment. The nurse used a structured interview
containing six open-ended questions related to the patient’s well-being, problems with their
osteoporosis medication (raloxifene), and adverse events. No direct questions on medica-
tion compliance were raised during the follow-up. All patients’ questions were answered. In
addition to the nurse follow-up, a third group received a urinary NTX with graph interpreta-
tion. In this study, adding bone markers did not improve compliance and persistence beyond
the nurse follow-up alone; however, the improved compliance and persistence (assessed by
an electronic device counting the number of times the medication container was opened)
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were reflected in a significant increase in BMD at 1 year of treatment compared to the
control group.

In other clinical trials, strategies involving education through written materials were
attempted. Guilera et al. utilized an educational leaflet with general osteoporosis infor-
mation which was distributed to a group of patients starting raloxifene. This particular
intervention did not improve compliance at 6 or 12 months (72). Others have attempted to
provide information on bone mineral density and bone turnover markers to enhance adher-
ence in their patients. Pickney et al. found that regardless of BMD results or age, many
patients do not continue the medication initially prescribed (73). Reinforcement of com-
pliance using BTMs has influenced persistence with treatment but only if the response
was good (i.e., decrease >30%). BTM follow-up did not have any impact on persistence
in patients with stable (±30%) or poor responses (>30% increase) (74). These results
strongly suggest that patients need proof and assurance that therapy works in order to
persist. Follow-up BMD evaluation and BTM testing may be important tools for keep-
ing patients with low bone density motivated; however, more clinical trials are needed to
establish evidence-based recommendations.

Early trials evaluating compliance alluded to patient preference as a factor in main-
taining adherence. Richards et al. suggested that various dosing regimens (daily, weekly,
monthly) may be associated with improved compliance (54). A recent survey conducted in
3000 women with postmenopausal osteoporosis (1500 of them currently on treatment) from
four European countries and Mexico examined patients’ preferences regarding osteoporosis
medications (75). The most important characteristic was the effectiveness of a medication to
reduce fracture risk, followed by side effect profile. Out-of-pocket costs, dosing frequency,
formulation, time on the market, and dosing procedure were less important considerations
among respondents from most countries.

In the absence of proven strategies to enhance compliance, health-care providers should
focus on assessing and addressing compliance on an individual level. In an editorial,
Rosenow called for including compliance assessments as “the sixth vital sign” along with
the four classical ones and the fifth sign, pain (76). Patient and family education, espe-
cially with a new diagnosis, and efficient patient–provider communication that takes into
account cultural, ethnic, language, intellectual, and financial circumstances are essential for
building understanding, trust, and commitment. Physicians should attempt to stratify the
likelihood of a patient being noncompliant and develop a plan for dealing with the issue.
This could include more frequent office visits; telephone follow-up, practical advice, and
tools (magnets and other reminders, medication charts, pill boxes, proper instructions and
labeling of the medication container, involvement of a significant other in patient care, etc.).
Unfortunately, the relatively constricted time of clinician–patient interactions makes attain-
ing long-term persistence more challenging. Selecting medications with simplified dosing
regimens or provider-controlled administration may be ideal for the noncompliant patient.
In that respect, a new bisphosphonate, zoledronic acid, may be a true asset in the battle
with osteoporosis medication noncompliance because it is given in a 15-min intravenous
infusion once a year (77). Still, this approach requires that the patient seek medical care
annually and providers remember to prescribe it. It also does not alleviate the problem that
patients must be compliant with calcium and vitamin D therapy.

In conclusion, adherence with osteoporosis medications is poor in the vast major-
ity of patients who would benefit from treatment. Compliance and persistence with
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medication therapy are critical to achieving optimal outcomes, including fracture risk
reduction. Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict which patients will be nonadher-
ent, and strategies have been only moderately successful. As a result, an assessment of
both compliance and persistence with osteoporosis medications, dietary supplements, and
lifestyle behaviors should be conducted routinely and addressed individually in patients
with osteoporosis. Until providers address the issue of adherence in each patient with osteo-
porosis, we are unlikely to decrease the gap between fracture risk reduction and that which
is observed in actual practice.
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Bone mass, 161–163, 208–226

cancellous apparent bone strength, determinants
of, 161

and exercise, relationship, 183–184
and morphology

mechanical influences on, 181–201, See also
Mechanical influences
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Bone mass development, 3
during puberty, 3
gender difference and, 3
measurement, 2–3

areal BMD, 2
cortical thickness, 2
at the spinal level, 3
surface BMD, 2

See also Peak bone mass (PBM)
Bone mass gain, determinants, 7–14

physical activity, 9–10
See also Genetic determinant; Nutritional factors

Bone mineral apparent density (BMAD), 34, 389
Bone mineral assessment of axial skeleton, 23–46

See also Axial skeleton
Bone mineral density (BMD)/BMD testing, 2–3, 79–81,

388, 611
areal, 389
bone turnover and fracture reduction, relationship

between, 476
clinical role of, 77–91
effectivesness of, 81–83
glucocorticoid effects on, 560–561
hip DXA, clinical advantages of, 79
hyperandrogenism in women, 391
indications for, 79
risk factors, 574
spine DXA, clinical advantages of, 81
volumetric, 389

Bone remodeling, biochemical markers of, 103
Bone resorption, markers of, 99, 107–111

bone sialoprotein (BSP), 110
Cathepsin K, 111
collagen I alpha 1 helicoidal peptide (HELP), 101
collagen-related markers, 99, 108
cross-linked telopeptides of type I collagen, 109

amino-terminal, 101, 109
carboxy-terminal, 100, 109
N-terminal, 110

Deoxypyridinoline (DPD), 100, 107
Hydroxylysine-glycosides, 100, 107

glycosyl-galactosyl-hydroxylysine (GGHL), 107
hydroxyproline (OHP), 99, 107
non-collagenous proteins

Bone sialoprotein (BSP), 101
Osteocalcin fragments, 101

osteoclast enzymes, 102
cathepsins, 102
Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAcP), 102

Pyridinoline (PYD), 100, 107
tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP), 110–111

Bone role in extracellular calcium balance, 252–256
across osteoblast/lining cells, 253
in basic multicellular unit, 253–254
in osteoclasts, 254

Bone sialoprotein (BSP), as bone resorption marker,
101, 110

Bone size and architecture, 163–165
cancellous, 163

cross-sectional geometry impact in bending, 164
material anisotropy, 164

Bone strength, 207–228
Bone tissue material properties, 165–168

bone quality, 166
cancellous, 164
compressive loads, 165
cortical, 164
failure strain, 165
microbeam testing, 167
microdamage, 166
shear loads, 165
stress–strain behavior, 166
tissue strain, 165
tissue stress, 165
toughness, 166

Bone turnover/Bone turnover markers (BTM), 426
after cardiac transplantation, 579
after kidney transplantation, 578–579
after liver transplantation, 582–583
antiresorptive agent, 516
BMD and fracture reduction, relationship between, 476
compliance effect on, 613
IGF-I mediation, 494
See also Biochemical markers of bone turnover

Bone volume fraction map (BVF), trabecular bone, 61–62
Bone-resorbing cytokines, 573
Bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BAP), 99
5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine, 488
BSP, see Bone sialoprotein (BSP)

Caffeine intake and bone loss, 292
Calbindin, 251, 277

calbindin D28K, 248
calbindin D9K, 248
in calcium transport, 243

Calbindin-D28K , 244
Calbindin-D9K, 244

Calcidiol, 591
Calcitonin (CT), 253, 273, 424, 592

analgesic potency, 435
discovery, 424
physiologic role, 424

Calcitriol, 4, 252, 324–326, 575, 589
Calcium, 269–296

age-related changes in operation of control system, 283
augmented losses, response to, 285bone as nutrient

reserve for, 273
bone calcium turnover, 281–282
as co-therapy, 25
cutaneous loss, 277
dystrophic calcification, 273
endogenous fecal calcium loss, 275
in human body, 271–273

calcium traffic, 271–273
extracellular fluid (ECF), 271–272

intestinal calcium absorption, 277–281
See also individual entry

intracellular calcium and its regulation, 270–271
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and origins of life on earth, 270–271
in biosphere, 270
calcium–protein complexation and life, 270

quantitative operation of system, 282–283
effector responsiveness, patterns of, 283
sensitivity, 282

requirement, 285–288
adolescence, 286–287
adults, 287–288
childhood, 286–287
children, 286
women, 284

sources, 288–296
bioavailability,289
caffeine, 292
dietary considerations, 288
dietary phosphorus, 291
dietary sodium, 290
dose timing,294
drug interference, 294
elevated PTH levels, 292
fat intake, 292
fermentation, 290
food sources, 289–290
fortified foods, 292–293
nutrient–nutrient interactions, 290–292
phytic acid, 290
protein, 291
supplements, 293-294

toxicity, 296
urinary loss, 275–277

tubular reabsorption, 274
and vitamin D, combined therapy, 323

Calcium economy of human organism, 273–285
control mechanisms, 273–275
inputs, 273–283
outputs, 273–283

Calcium handling in the intestine, 249–250
Calcium homeostasis, 241–258

cell biology, 241–247
cell level regulation of, 242–243
organ level regulation of, 242
physiology, 241–247
vitamin D and, 307

Calcium homeostasis, integration of, 256–258
androgens, 257
calcitriol

anabolic effects of, 257–258
catabolic effects of, 257

calcium, 256–258
estrogens, 257
PTH

anabolic effects of, 257–258
catabolic effects of, 257

Calcium intake
and bone mass gain, 10–13

adolescents, 10
calcium salt supplementation, 11
children, 10

milk calcium supplementation, 11
prepubertal children, 11
two threshold model, 11
vitamin D-supplementation, 11
whole milk supplementation, 11

and exercise, 222
Calcium phosphate metabolism during growth, 4–6

bone biochemical markers during puberty, 6
plasma concentration of calcitriol, increase in, 5

IGF-I in, 5
mechanism underlying, 5

tubular reabsorption of Pi, stimulation, 4
mechanism underlying, 5

Calcium physiology and bone disease causation,
258–260

osteoporosis, 258
Calcium transport, 241–259

calcium in, 245
cellular proteins involved in, 243–245
gonadal hormones, 246
intestinal and renal disorders of, 258–259
in late post menopausal bone loss causation, 246
organs involved, 242
and osteoporosis development, 241–259
regulation of, 245–246

PTH and vitamin D, 245–246
See also Bone role; Intestine role; Kidney role

Cancellous apparent bone strength, determinants of, 161
architecture, 161
material, 161
quantity, 161

Cancellous bone, architecture, 164
Cancer prevention, vitamin D in, 309
Carboxy-terminal cross-linked telopeptide of type I collagen

(CTX-I), 100
Carboxy-terminal octapeptide (CTX), 115
Cardiac transplantation, 579–580

bone loss after, 579
bone turnover after, 580
fracture after, 579–580
mineral metabolism, 580
recipients, osteoporosis prevalence in, 579
skeletal status before, 579

Cardiovascular disease, vitamin D in, 311
Caspase 3, 458
Cathepsins, 102

Cathepsin K, 111
Cell level regulation of calcium homeostasis, 242–243
Cellular proteins involved in calcium transport, 243–245

calbindins, 244
Calbindin-D28K, 244
Calbindin-D9K, 244

ECACS, 243–244
ECaC1, 243
ECaC2, 244

NCXs, 245
PMCASs, 245

CFU-f, see Colony forming units-fibroblasts (CFU-f)
Cheese supplements and bone mass gain, 14
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Children
calcium requirement in, 286
exercise studies, 211

See also Pediatric exercise intervention findings
Cholecalciferol 800, 321
Cholestatic liver disease, 581
Chronic cholestatic liver diseases, 581
Chronic kidney disease (CKD), 575
Chronic pain syndrome, vitamin D in, 310
Clodronate, 444, 470–471
Cocurrence matrices, 63
Collagen cross-links, as markers of bone turnover, 98

bone resorption, 99, 107–111
collagen I alpha 1 helicoidal peptide (HELP), 101

Colles’ fracture, 352
Colony forming units-fibroblasts (CFU-f), 584
Combination of vitamin D metabolites, 327
Computed tomography (CT)

in bone mineral assessment of axial skeleton, 36–38
multi-detector CT systems, 38

See also Hounsfield unit; Quantitative computed
tomography (QCT)

Congenital heart disease, 575
Congenital male hypogonadism, 389
Consolidation phenomenon, 4
Constitutional delay of growth and puberty (CDGP), 15
Cortical bone, 495
Corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis, 432–436
Co-therapy, calcium as, 295
Cross-linked telopeptides of type I collagen, as bone

resorption markers, 109
amino-terminal, 101, 109
carboxy-terminal, 100, 109
N-terminal, 110

Cross-sectional geometry impact in bending, 164
CT, see Computed tomography (CT)
µCT, see Micro-computed tomography (µCT)
C-terminal propeptide of type I procollagen (PICP), 99, 106
Cushing’s syndrome, 585
Cutaneous calcium loss, 277
Cycle number, 195
Cyclosporine, 573

skeletal effects of, 573
Cystic fibrosis (CF), 583

influencing bone biomechanics, 168–171

Dairy products intake and bone mass gain, 14
Deficiency, vitamin D, 320–321

definition, 320–321
treatment, 321–324

effects on bone density, 322
effects on falls, 324
effects on fractures, 322–324
regimens, 321–322

Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), 362, 386
Delayed puberty, peak bone mass attainment and, 15
Denosumab, 451
Deoxypyridinoline (DPD), as bone resorption markers, 100,

107, 118

Detector systems, for bone mineral assessment, 32
GE-Lunar DPX systems, 32
Norland DXA systems, 32

Dexamethasone, 374
DHEA, see Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)
DHT, see Dihydrotestosterone (DHT)
Diabetes mellitus, vitamin D in, 310
Dietary constituents influencing calcium transport, 247
Dietary sources of calcium, 288
Differentiation, estrogens, 339–340

osteoblastic cell differentiation, 339
Digital topological analyses (DTA), 63
1,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D, 320
5α-Dihydrotestosterone (DHT), 365–368, 386, 400
Dimethylallyl diphosphate, 453
Disease, influencing bone biomechanics, 168, 169–171

cystic fibrosis (CF), 170
osteoporosis, 169

architectural disruption, 170
bone mass reduction, 169
fracture possibility, 169

Distance transformation techniques, 67
Diurnal variation, in bone turnover markers, 115, 119

amino-terminal cross-linked telopeptide oline (NTX), 115
carboxy-terminal octapeptide (CTX), 115
Deooxypyridinoline (DPD), 115

3D-LSGA-based measurements, 69
DPD, see Deoxypyridinoline (DPD)
DT3D techniques, 62
Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA), 28–33, 575

for bone mineral assessment of axial skeleton, 28–33
See also System geometries

detector systems, 32
GE-Lunar DPX systems, 32
Norland DXA systems, 32

error, sources, 34–36
accuracy errors, 34
beam hardening, 35
fat distribution, dependence on, 35
fracture risk assessment, 36
inherent error in areal BMD measurement, 34
machine-dependent factors, 34
patient-related sources of error, 35
precision, 34
variable magnification, 35

radiation doses for, 33
for in vivo bone strength measurements, 171–173
X-ray measurement, calibration, 32–33

BMC value determination, 33–36
BMD value determination, 33–36
Hologic DXA systems, 32–33
Lunar DXA systems, 30
Norland DXA systems, 32

X-ray tube, 30
Dyslipidemia, 606
Dystrophic calcification, 273

Effective bone loading, principles, 209–211
bone response to, characteristics, 211
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bone responsiveness, 211
considerable time requirement for measurable

response, 211
exercise-induced improvements, 211
important load parameters, 211
overload requirement, 211
small changes, 211

exercise training, 209–210
diminishing returns, 210
initial values, 210
overload, 209–210
reversibility, 210
specificity, 209

Endogenous fecal calcium (EFCa) loss, 275
End-stage renal disease (ESRD), 575
Engineering beam theory, for in vivo bone strength

measurements, 171
Enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA), 105
Enzymes, as markers of bone turnover, 98
Ergocalciferol, 322
Errors

in areal BMD measurement, 34
in DXA technique, 34–36

See also under Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA)
ESRD, see End-stage renal disease (ESRD)
Estriol, 374
Estrogen receptors, 334

α, 334
expression analyses of, 366

β, 334
expression analyses of, 366

genetically modified mice, skeletal phenotype
of, 337

Estrogens, 257, 351–357
agonists/antagonists, 351–357
anti-oxidant action in bone cells, 343–344
deficiency, 246
effects of intervention, 353–354
fracture studies, 354–357

administration by non-oral routes, 355
clinical aspects, 355–356
low dose ET/HT, 355

pathophysiology, 351–353
transplantation osteoporosis, prevention of, 587

Estrogens, basic biology of, 333–344
action mechanism, 334
anti-oxidant action, 343–344
and bone, 335–338

insights from genetically modified mice, 336–338
deficiency, 334
osteoblastic lineage, effects on cells of, 338–340
osteoclastic lineage, effects on cells of, 340–342
osteocytes, effects on, 342–343

Estrone, 373
Etidronate, 325, 444, 470, 610
Exercise

and bone mass, relationship, 183–184
effect on bone mass gain, 9–10
exercise-associated amenorrhea, 16

Exercise in osteoporosis-related fractures prevention,
207–228

calcium intake and, 222
factor of risk, 208

hip fracture, 208
future research, 227
hormone therapy (HT) and, 220–221
recommendations, exercise prescription, 225–227

ACSM Position Stand, 226–227
Osteogenic index (OI), 225–226

study design, 209
cross-sectional data, limitation, 209
physical activity questionnaires (PAQs), 209

See also Adults; Effective bone loading; Fracture;
Hormone response

Exercise studies across life span, 211–222
peak bone mass, 211–215

children, 212, See also Pediatric exercise intervention
findings

skeletal response variations, 212
See also under Adults

Extracellular calcium balance, 241–260
Extracellular fluid (ECF) calcium, 271

three-arm control loop regulating ECF [Ca++], 274

Factor of risk, 158, 208
Failure load, 158–172

factor of risk, 158
Falls and exercise, 224

fall-reducing benefit of exercise, 225
impaired balance, 224
neuromuscular functions, improvements in, 224
risk factors for, 224

Familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia (FHH), 246
Fanbeam geometry, in DXA system, 29
Farnesyl diphosphate synthase, 443

as the molecular target of the N-BPS, 453–455
protein isoprenylation and sterol synthesis, blocking of,

455–456
Fast 3D large-angle spin-echo imaging (FLASE), 57
Fast gradient recalled echo (FGRE), 56
Fat distribution dependence, as an error in DXA, 35
Fat intake and calcium balance, 292
FEM, see Finite element modeling (FEM)
Fermentation, as calcium source, 290
Fiber, 250
Fibrotic liver diseases, 581
Finasteride, 374
Finite element modeling (FEM), 43–45

advantage, 44
steps in, 44

bone geometry information, 44
loading, 44
material properties computation, 44

for in vivo bone strength measurements, 171–173
FK506, 574
Flutamide, 375
Food sources of calcium, 289
Fortified foods, as calcium source, 292–293
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Fracture algorithm
WHO fracture risk algorithm, 89–91

advantage, 90
Fracture studies, data from, 84–86

heel QUS measurements, 84
Johnell meta-analysis, 84–86
Marshall meta-analysis, 84
Woodhouse meta-analysis, 84

Fractures
and bone strength, 159and exercise, 224
fracture intervention trial, 78
prevention, 207–227

See also under Exercise
risk assessment, 36
risk prediction

bone turnover markers and, 133–136
in men, 135
in women, 134

risk reduction by pre-treatment bone marker
levels, 140

studies, estrogens effects and, 354–357
administration by non-oral routes, 355
clinical aspects, 355–356
low dose ET/HT, 355

vitamin D supplementation effects on, 321–322
combined treatment with calcium, 323
elderly, 322–324
postmenopausal women, 324

Fragility fractures, 78, 579
FRAXTM, 353,546
Fuzzy bone volume fraction (f-BVF) map, trabecular

bone, 63
Fuzzy distance transform (FDT) technique, trabecular

bone, 62

Gender, influencing bone biomechanics, 168–171
trabecular thickness decrease, 169
volume fracture decline, 169

General well-being, vitamin D in, 311–312
Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions

(GRAPPA), 60
Genetic determinant, of bone mass gain, 7–9

environmental factors, 7
fat mass, 7
genetic and non-genetic factors, interaction between, 7
heritability, 7
lean mass, 7
lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5 (LRP5) gene, 9
parents–offspring comparisons, 7
puberty and, 7
twin model, 6

monozygotic (MZ) twins, 7
variance in bone turnover, 8
VDR polymorphisms, 8

Genetic peak bone mass potential, 394
androgen-sensitive gene regulation, 395
genetic syndromes with

decreased androgen levels, 394
increased androgen level, 394

Geranylgeraniol, 456
Geranylgeranyl diphosphate, 454
g-Force, 199
Glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis, 559–565

bisphosphonates, 562–564
BMD threshold, 561–562
effects on bone mineral density, 560–561
effects on fracture risk, 561–562
nonpharmacologic interventions, 562
other therapies, 564–565
pathogens, 559–560
prevention, guidelines for, 565
PTH, 564
treatment, guidelines for, 565

Glucocorticoids, 571–572
actions that contribute to bone loss, 572

Glycosyl-galactosyl-hydroxylysine (GGHL), 107
Gonadal hormones, 252, 572

in calcium transport, 244
Gradient-echo (GE)-based sequences, 56
Graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), 584
GVHD, see Graft-versus-host disease (GVHD)

Harvard community health plan, 610
Hematopoietic disease, 569
High-resolution MRI (HR-MRI), 56

competing factors in, 56
imaging time, 56
signal-to-noise ratio, 56
spatial resolution, 56

Hip
DXA, clinical advantages of, 81
fracture, exercise in preventing, 208
volumetric CT images of

BMD measurement using, 45
Histogram deconvolution analysis (HDA), trabecular

bone, 61
Hologic DXA systems, 32
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT), 610
Hormone response to intense exercise,

223–224
men, 223–224
women, 223

exercise-associated amenorrhea, 223
oral contraceptives (OC) use and, 223

Hormone therapy (HT) and exercise, 220–221
Hounsfield unit value in CT, 37

factors affecting, 37
beam hardening, 37
tissue structures sizes, 37

Howship’s lacunae, 570
HRT, see Hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
Human body, calcium in, 271–273
Human parathyroid hormone, 78
Hydroxyapatite, 445
17β-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, 373
Hydroxylysine-glycosides, as bone resorption markers,

100, 107
glycosyl-galactosyl-hydroxylysine (GGHL), 107
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Hydroxyproline (OHP), as markers of bone turnover, 98–99
bone resorption, 99, 107–111

25-Hydroxyvitamin D, 320
25-Hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD), 578
Hypercalcemia, 522
Hypercalciuria, 547
Hyperparathyroidism, 319–320
Hyperplastic parathyroid tissue, 578
Hypocalcemia, 273
Hypogonadal adult men, 396
Hypogonadism, 16

Ibandronate, 87, 138, 444, 473–474
glucocorticoid induced osteoporosis, 559–566

IGF-I, see Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I)
Imaging techniques for bone, 51–71

See also In vivo µFE; Magnetic field strength; Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI); Micro-computed
tomography (µCT); Pulse sequences; Trabecular
bone, image analysis

Immune function, vitamin D in, 310–311
Immunoradiometric assay (IRMA), 105
Immunosuppressive drugs, 570–574
In vitro studies

showing relationship to vertebral deformities, 66
in specimens, 64–65
in whole bones, 65

In vivo µFE, 69
In vivo measurements, bone strength predictions from,

171–173
bone rigidity, model-based estimates of, 172
DXA, 171
engineering beam theory, 171
finite element (FE) model, 171
QCT, 172
three-dimensional analysis, 172
two-dimensional analysis, 172

In vivo MRI-derived trabecular structure, 66–67
cortical BMC, 66
3D MRI, 67
HR-MRI, 65
trabecular BMD, 66
of trabecular micro-architecture, 67

Infants, exercise influence in, 212
Influenza, vitamin D in, 310–311
Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), 393

low serum levels, 571
role in calcium phosphate metabolism, 13

International Society for Clinical Densitometry, 534
Intestinal calcium absorption, 277–281

active absorption, 275
calcium intake and absorption fraction, relationship, 278

in women, 276
factors affecting, 278

intestinal transit time, 278
mucosal mass, 278
stage of life, 278
vitamin D status, 278

and load size, relationship between, 279

paracellular pathway, 278
transcellular pathway, 277

Intestinal disorders of calcium transport in bone disorders,
258–259

malabsorptive disorders, 259
hypercalciuria, 259

Intestinal epithelial transport, cell biology of, 251–252
calbindin, 249
ECAC, 249
NCX1, 249
PMCA, 249

Intestine role in extracellular calcium balance, 249–252
determinanats of, 250
duodenal absorption, 250
gut calcium absorption, 250
intestinal calcium transport, regulation, 252

calcitriol, 252
calcium, 252
gonadal hormones, 252

intestinal epithelial transport, cell biology of, 251
calbindin, 251
ECAC, 251
NCX1, 251
PMCA, 251

intestinal factors affecting, 250
achlorhydria, 250
fiber, 250
lactose, 250

mechanisms, 251
in women, 250

Intracellular calcium and its regulation, 270–271
Iron absorption, 292
Isopentenyl diphosphates, 453

Johnell meta-analysis, 84–85

Kidney role in extracellular calcium balance, 245–249
calcium handling in nephron, 247

alkali, effect of, 247
dietary constituents influencing, 247

renal calcium transport, regulation, 248–249
calcitriol, 249
calcium, 249
estrogen, 249
PTH, 249

renal epithelial transport, cell biology, 248
calbindin D28K, 248
calbindin D9K, 248
ECaC1, 248
NCX1, 248
PMCA, 248

Kidney transplantation, 575–579
bone histology after, 578
bone loss after, 576–578
bone turnover after, 578–579
fracture after, 578
mineral metabolism, 578–579
and pancreas transplantation, 575–579
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recipients, osteoporosis prevalence in, 576
skeletal status before, 575–576

Klinefelter’s syndrome, 389, 394

Lactose, 250
Least significant change (LSC) concept

in dealing with variability in bone turnover markers,
111–112

therapy-induced changes in laboratory parameters, 122
Life on earth, origins, calcium and, 270–271
Ligand binding, in estrogens, 334
Lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5 (LRP5) gene, in bone

mass gain, 9
Liver transplantation, 580–583

bone loss, 579
bone turnover after, 580
fracture after, 580
mineral metabolism, 580
skeletal status before, 580–581

Local threshold analysis (LTA), 61
trabecular bone, 61–64

Low-frequency biological rhythms effect, in bone marker
measurements, 119–120

LSC, see Least significant change (LSC) concept
Lumbar spine, 574
Lunar DXA systems, 32
Lung transplantation, 583

bone loss, 583–593
fracture after, 583–593
skeletal status before, 583

Macrocyclic lactone, 574
Macrophage colony stimulating factor (mCSF), 570
Magnetic field strength, imaging, 57–61

imaging with an array of small coils, 58
parallel imaging, scan time reduction with, 58–61

generalized autocalibrating partially parallel
acquisitions (GRAPPA), 60

technical challenges, 58
magnetic inhomogeneity, 58
specific absorption rate (SAR), 58

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 55–56
bone marrow, 55
gradients, 55
MRI-derived trabecular structure and relation to

mechanical strength, 64–66
in vitro studies in specimens, 64–65
in vitro studies in whole bones, 65
in vitro studies showing relationship to vertebral

deformities, 66
trabecular bone, 55–56
See also High-resolution MRI (HR-MRI); In vivo

MRI-derived trabecular structure
Magnetic resonance microimaging (μMRI), 400
Male osteoporosis, 327
Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), 458
Markers of bone turnover, see Biochemical markers
Marshall meta-analysis, 84

Material anisotropy, 164
Material properties, 165–168
Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP), 589
MCSF, see Macrophage colony stimulating

factor (mCSF)
Mean intercept length (MIL) method, 62
Mechanical influences on bone mass and morphology,

181–202
biophysical stimuli, clinical application of, 199–201

low-level mechanical stimuli to skeleton, transmission,
199–200

low-level mechanical signals in clinic, using, 200–201
bone adaptation, 191–199

cycle number, 195
intracortical response, 194
physical exercise, 191
strain distribution, 193
strain frequency, 195
strain gradients, 195–197
strain magnitude, 191–194
strain rate, 194–195

bone’s mechanical environment, 185–190
normal strains, 186
shear strains, 186
strain calculation, 187
strain frequency, 186
strain gradients, 186
strain rate, 186

clinical evidence of, 182–185
clinical studies, constraints in, 184–185

at tissue level, 184
quantification difficulties, 210
site-specific bone adaptation, 184

exercise and bone mass, 215–222
in premenarchal girls, 183

Medication possession ratio (MPR), 607
Medroxyprogesterone acetate, 354
Men

fracture risk prediction in, 140
hormone response to intense exercise in, 223–224
trabecular bone structure in, 70–71

Men, osteoporosis in, 545–554
bone density measurement, 550–551
classification, 546
epidemiology, 545–546
evaluation 549–550
pathophysiology, 546–549
secondary osteoporosis, 546–547
treatment, 552–554

bisphosphonates, 552–553PTH preparations, 553
Menarche, calcium absorption at, 284
Menopause

bone turnover and, 116
calcium absorption at, 282

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 338
Metabolic bone diseases, 570
Metabolic syndrome, vitamin D in, 310
Methylprednisolone, 571
Mevalonate pathway, 453
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Microbeam testing, 167
Micro-computed tomography (µCT), 52–55

application, 54
structure measurements, 54
synchrotron radiation use, 53
in vivo imaging, 54

Microdamage, 166
Monitoring, 136–139
Morphology

mechanical influences on, 181–202
See also Mechanical influences

MPR, see Medication possession ratio (MPR)
μMRI, see Magnetic resonance microimaging (μMRI)
mTOR, see Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
Multi-detector CT systems, 38
Multiple sclerosis, vitamin D in, 310
Muscle–bone mechanostat, 392
Mycophenolate mofetil, 574

National Osteoporosis Foundation (NOF), 536–537
screening recommendations, 536

Nephron, calcium handling in, 247
Neurological disease, vitamin D in, 311
NOF, see National Osteoporosis Foundation (NOF)
Non-collagenous matrix proteins, as markers of bone

turnover, 98
Non-collagenous proteins, 101
Non-enzymatic peptides, as markers of bone turnover, 98
Norland DXA systems, 32
N-terminal propeptide of type I procollagen (PINP), 99, 106
Nutrient reserve for calcium, bone as, 273
Nutrient–nutrient interactions, as calcium source, 290–292
Nutritional factors, bone mass gain and, 10–14

calcium, 10–12
See also Calcium intake

See also Protein intake

Obesity and bone mass gain, 9
Oestradiol, 395
Off rate, 445
25OHD, see 25-Hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD)
Older adult men, exercise interventions in, 222
ORAI, see Osteoporosis risk assessment instrument (ORAI)
Oral contraceptives (OC) use and exercise, 223
Organ level regulation of calcium homeostasis, 242
OSIRIS, see Osteoporosis index of risk (OSIRIS)
OST, see Osteoporosis self-assessment tool (OST)
Osteoblasts, 98, 570

activity, 578
calcium transport in, 252–253

Calbindin D28K, 254
Calbindin D9K, 254
NCX1, 254
PMCA1b, 254

effects of androgen, 368–372
apoptosis, 368–370
bone formation and resorption, modulation of, 371–372
differentiation, 370–371

DNA accumulation, 369
proliferation, 368

and estrogen, 336–337
apoptosis, 340
differentiation, 339–340
proliferation, 338–339

in extracellular calcium homeostasis regulation, 255–256
calcitriol, 255
estrogen, 255–256
PTH, 255

PTH regulation, 488–494
Osteocalcin (OC), 98, 99, 101, 105, 400
Osteoclasts, 98, 102, 340–342

activity, 570
androgen treatment, 365
calcium transport in, 252
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